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I IANMAGE IEARNING OPIIONS FOR LIMITED-ENGLISH-PROFTCUNi SIMMS

Intazzluatisan

The primary task of the Longibadinal Study of immersion Strategy,

Early-exit and Late-exit Transitional Bilingual Education Programs for

Language-Minority Children is to compare the relative effectiveness of

two alternative programs (structured English immersion and late-exit

transitional bilingual education) with that of the program typically

funded through the Bilingual Education Act, the earlp.exittransitional

bilingual education program. The characteristics of each instructional

program is detailed as well as the success wdth whidh each program

meets the needs of limited-English-proficient students. These data

provide valuable information to policy makers and practitioners about

alternative approaches for bilingual education and the requirements for

the successful implementation of each.1

The Longitudinal Study of Immersion Strategy, Early..exit and Late-

exit Transitional Bilingual Education Programs for Language-Minority

Children is a six-year project begun in ry 1983-84 and ending in FY

1988-89. Year one of the project realized four major tasks: (a)

finalizing the study design (Ramirez et al., 1984); (b) developing data

collection instruments; (c) preparing literature reviews (Ramirez,

Schinke-Llano, & Bloom, 1984; Schinke-Llano & Ramirez, 1984); and (d)

selecting study sites (Ramirez, Wolfson, & Morales, 1985). Year two of

the project resultad in the first of a four-year data collection effort

producing information an the students in the study and their instruc-

tional programs (Ramirez et al., 1984). Years three and four of the

study resulted in the Second and Third Year Reports wherein data

1Please see "Study Design of the Longitudinal Study of immersion
PlAdyLanc, for Language-Minority Children" for a description of the
policy context for this study. The study, the history of federal
bilingual education policy, and a summary of recent research and
evaluation studies of inklmictional services to limited-English-
proficient students are described in this report.

1
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describing students and each instructional program collected were

summarized and reported separately by year (Ramirez et al., 1987,

1988). These yearly reports allowed us to describe the instructional

programs of the target students as they moved into the higher grades.

Purpose of the Report

The following "Final Report of the Longitudinal Study of immersion

Strategy, Early-exit and Late-exit Transitional Bilingual Education

Programs for Language-Minority Children" describes the three instruc-

tional programs under study and the students participating in each.

This report presents information an had structured English immersion

strategy, early-exit, and late-exit transitional bilingual education

programs were implemented at the study sites, =I provides programmatic

and contextual information to lientify differences and similarities

among these three programs. The report also describes the home and

community backgrounds of the students participating in the study as

well as their proficiency in oral language, reading, language arts, and

math, as assessed in English and Spanish. In sum, implementation of

each program is described vis a vis a common set of criteria, while

achievement results are presented as a comparison of the relative

effectiveness of the immersion strategy and late-exit programs in

relation to that of the early-exit prcgram.

The focus of this final report is to describe characteristics of

the instructional treatments and Identify: (a) similarities among

class-rooms within a given instructional treatment, and (JO differences

among the three instructional approaches. Ideally, similarity of

classrooms within programs and differences between programs would

suggest three distinct instructional treatments. Identifying such

differences and similarities will help to determine how much differen-

ces in student achievement can be attributed to differences in instruc-

tional techniques.

2
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Of equal importance, this report will also determine the extent to

which students in the three instructional programs resemble each other,

so that differences in student achievement in the sepriMue programs can

be attributed more clearly to differences in'the programs and not to

differences in critical student characteristics such as socioeconomic

status.

Ibus Vcaume / of the final report is concerned with answering the

following questions: (a) Do we have three distinct instructional

programs? (b) If yes, is eadh program consistent with its respective

instructional model? And, Volume II of the final repart addresses the

follading question: (c) %bat is the relative effectiveness of these

three instructional program&

lb provide a context for this study, it is important to discuss

briefly the history of federal bilingual education policy and summarize

the recent research and evaluatimn studies of instructional services to

LEP students. In the context ct this discussion, the chapter will

conaude with a listing of the study's objectives.

Historical Overview of Federal Policy in Bilingual Education to 1989

As more fully discussed in the "Study Design of the Longitudinal

Study of Immersion Prcgrams for Ladguage-Minority Children" (Ramirez et

al., 1984), federal involvement in education for language-minority

children has focused almost exclusively on transitional bilingual

education programs. In 1974, P.L. 93-380 provided the initial di-

rection for this policy. It called for instruction in "the native

language of the children of limited-English speaking ability...to the

extent necessary to allow a child to progress effectively through the

educational system." In 1978, the Bilingual Education Act (P.I.A. 95-

961) expanded the definition of English proficiency from the earlier

emphasis on speech to one focusing on reading, writing, speaking, and

comprehension. While the revisions defined bilingual education as

providing instruction in both English and the child's primary language,
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the goal of the educational program wur) narrowed. The earlier legisla-

tion (Mi. 93-380) had emphasized that the language-minority child

prOgre85 "effectively through the education sygstem." The new law

specified that the instructional intent was to belp the dhild "achieve

competence ir the English language."

Additional federal policies regarding bilingual education were

estaaished by (a) the Supreme COurt's 1974 Igu vs. Nichols decision

regarding discrimination in the San Francisco Unified School District;

and (t) the resulting Lau remedies (Oei= of Civil Bights, 1975) which

prescribed various types of bilingual education programs. While the

original Lau decision did not prescribe any specific program or

teaching strategies, the Lau remedies restricted federal funding under

the subsequent 1978 Bilingual Education Act to programs that taught

children in their native language umtil they were able to participate

effectively in English-only, mainstream classrooms. As a result of

these federal policies, federal education policy for language-minority

children favored transitional bilingual edUcation programs by funding

through Title V11 only those programs providing some primary-language

instruction.

Curiously, although the Lau remedies never were adopted formally

as regulations, their highly prescriptive requirements were used to

determine which program would receive federal funding. Central to the

Lau remedies controversy was their conflict with many people's strong

convictions about what constituted appropriate (and affordable)

solutions to the problems of limited English proficiency. Aparticular

concern was the assertion that it was not enough to provide an English-

as-a-second-language (ESL) program because students were not able to

study other subjects until they learned EngliSh. The argument behind

the Lau remedies held that equal access (i.e., opportunity to study

subjects other than English) could be ensured only if language-minority

childrenwere taught in their primary languages.
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The 1978 Amendments to the Bilingual Education Act of 1968

provided further impetus far the use of the students' primary language

in teadhing langua.4-mircrity children. Although the stated goal of

the programs was to help languewmincrity children learn English as

quickly as possible, the 1978 AmendMents allowed use of the primary

language "to the extent necessary" to ensure a meaningful education for

languawldxcrity children and a successful transition into mainstream

programs. While the Amendments did not specify how the primary

language was to be wed, the only programs funded were those that

included primary language instruction (i.e., met the Lau remedies'

criteria). While instruction' programs which did not use the primery

language could not be funded under Title V7I, Engliskronly instruc-

tional services to limited-IMIglish-proficient students were provided

through other fUnding sources, sudh as Chapter 1, Chapter 1 Migrant

Education, state or local funds. However, little was known about their

effectiveness.

The 1983 amendments to the Bilingual Education Act of 1968 (PL 98-

951), signaled a major shift from the Lau remedies criteria. For the

first time, the new vendments allowed funding of programs which did

not require the usu if the LEP child's primary language. These

alternative models to primary language instruction primarily use

English for instruction of LEP students. The child's primary Language

is used, if at all, only for support on an as-needed basis. The

English is "tailored" ar "sheltered" to accomodate the English

proficiency level of the LEP students. Emlish is adjusted in terms of

pace (slower), Ample rather than complex sentence structure, shorter

rather than longer sentences, vocabulary, and use of realift (2Se of

pictures, mime, etc., which mild convey the meaning of the words being

used). As this amendment heralded a, major departure frail prior policy,

Congrwes limited the amount of Title VII funds that could be allocated

to Moe alternative programs (and thereby the number of sudh alterna-

tive programs) to no maze than ten percent of the total Title VII

allocation.
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The bilingual Education Act of 1968 was again amended on ,April 27,

1988 (PL 100-297). These beendments raised the ceiling on the funding

of alternative programs from tan to twenty-five percent of t e total

Title VII allocation. While the 1988 amendments also alio% i the

funding of developmental primary language instructional programs .e.,

where substantial use of the child's primary language), few, if Ty,

were funded. The 1988 amendments, also for the first time, limited he

number of years that a T. student could be served by Title V7I fuuds

to no more than three, regardless of his/her proficiency in Englidh.

In sum, in spite of the increased funding of special English-only

programs since 1983, little if nothing is known about their effective-

ness in meeting the educational needs of LEP students.

Characteristics of Programs

Four Methods for Teaching English to Limited-English-Speaking Sttdents

Transitional bilingual education, however, is not the only means

of teaching English to limited-English-speaking children in American

public schools. Rather, four general alternatives have evolved to

serve langmoge-inimmity children: (a) submersion; (b) English as a

second language (ESI); (c) transitional bilingual education (rSE); and

(d) structured Englidh immersion strategy. These programs differ in

five main areas: (a) whether traditional all-English instruction is

used; (b) whether special instruction in English as a subject is

provided; (c) whether English is taught through the teaching of other

subjects; (d) whether nonlanguage subjects such as mathematics are

taught in the primary language of the limited-English-proficient

students; and (e) Whether the primary language of limited-English-

proficient students is used (to supplement instruction in English).

The following describes the four programs in terms of these charac-

teristics (see Table 1).
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Table 1

Characteristics of Program Serving Language-Minority
Cnildren in the United States

Characteristics

Englidh
as a Transitional
Second Bilingual

Submersion Languor Education

Traditional all-English Yes
instruction used

Special instruction in No
Englidh as a subject
is provided

English is taught through No
the teaching of other
subjects

Informal use of LEP
student's primary language
for clarification

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No Yes

No Yes

Non-language subjects are No No
taught in LEP student's

English
Immersion
Strategy

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes No

The sigmumign approach is typical of the majority of services

provided to language-minority students (Office of Bilingual Bicultural

Education, 1981). In submersion programs, language-,minority children

are placed in ordinary mainstream classroom where only English is

spoken. No special provisions are made in these mainstream classrooms

to help them learn quickly the Englidh skills they need to succeed in

school. Instead, they study the regular curriculum and are expected to

perform as best they can. lb the extent that the mainstream classroom

represents an instructional program wherein English and other academic

skills are developed, it can be considered as an instructional alterna-

tive to transitional bilingual education (i.e., one in which no special

instructional adjustments are made). This alternative has been

described as "sink or swim." Placement in submersion classes usually

results when there are insufficient numbers of limited-English-

7
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proficient students in the same grade and school to triggern a

bilingual classroom. Many of these students receive English as a

second language instruction.

ln typical Enalajlia.Ligazajaregm alp programs, language-

minority students speed most of their day in a submersice classroom,

but receive some extra instructicn in Englisah. This special instruc-

tion is develcped specifically to teach EMglish as a seomal language.

For subjects other than English, the language-minority students study

the school's standard curriculum in EnIglish-only classrooms. In

teaching ESL, the teacher may or may not use the primary language ct

the limited-English-proficient students. Tbe California State Cepart-

ment of Education abducted a recent sarveywhich determined that after

submersion programs, ESL is the next most widely used instructional

method for teaching language-minority students (Office of Bilingual

Bicultural Educaticn, 1981).

In tranairmisial_bilime cmgo programs, language-

minority students study sablia_matter in their primary language until

they have learned enough Englidh to succeed in English-only mainstream

cLassrooms. Children hn TBE programs generally learn to read first in

their non-English home language and than in English. ESL often is used

as a supplement to reduce the time needed to learn English. TBE

programs are similar to submersion and ESL in that English usually is

taught as a separate subject, but differ in that other content areas,

including reading, are taught in the child's non-English home language,

at least in principle.

The structured Englidh _Immersion strateav program (SEISP) is

proposed as an alternative to ESL and THE programs. It is based on the

results of Canadian French immersion programs for language-majority

(i.e., English) speakers. While similar to ESL and same TEE programs

in many ways, the SEISP also differs from them substantially. All

instruction is in English. Rather than teaching English strictly as a

subject, however, the SEISP endeavors to teach English through the

8
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various content areas. Prior knowledge of English is not assumed,

Instead, teachers in SEISPs carefully tailor their English to a level

the limited-English-croficient students can understand. For example, a

lesson about a particular science concept also =ad teach the develop-

ment and use of specific English language skills (such as vocabulary).

Content thus becomes the medium for teaching language. Such teaching

differs from transitional bilingual programs in that SEISPs present the

subject matter exclusively in Engliah, while:TEE programs teach content

in the students' primary language until the". have learned English.

The SEISP teacher is bilingual and speaks the students' non-

Englidh home language. The student may use their primary language

among themselves and to address the teacher. Generally, however, the

teacher speaks to the students in English, using the home language only

occasionally to provide or clarify irstructions. Understanding the

cftildren's home laLjuage, the teacher can determine whether a child's

difficulty with a given task stems from a problem with the language or

with the content itself. As the child's primary language is not used

formally for imstructim, this type of instruction would be best

described as a °sheltered English° program, rather than as a bilingual

program.

Recent work in Canada has demonstrated that the immersion programs

which use the second language exclusively can be very effective in

teaching language-majority students a second language. It is the

success of these Canadian programs that has stimulated interest in the

usefUlness of this approadh for language-minority children in the

United States.

There are major differences between Canadian immersicn programs

and U.S. structured Englidh immersion strategy programs (see Table 2).

In Canadian programs, language-majority students are grouped homogene-

ously by their proficiency in the second language, which is usually

9
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none; while a single class of minority-language LEP children in the

American program may represent a broad range of second language

proficiencies.

Canadian immersiomaprograns and U.S. programs also differ in their

criteria for success. The stated goal of Canadian immersion programs

is fUll bilingualism, with near native-lila competenoe the measure of

success. The U.S. structured Englikh strategy programs, on the other

hand, concentrate on Englidh proficiency as measured by the student's

ability to !Unction in a mainstrommEMglish-only classroom, and little

or no concern is shown for the development of the studAnt's first

language. This minimel Engliah competency level is far from native-

like proficiency, in that it usually reflects social language rather

than academic language skills.

Canadian teachers in immersion programs appear to adjust their

language to 12 learners. However, the nature of these adjustments has

not been documented as yet. In U.S. structured English immersion

strategy programs, it is not known whether or to what extent teachers

adjust their language for their 1.2 learners. The differences between

the Canadian immersion programs and the U.S. structured English

immersion strabegy ;wagons are found in Table 2. In sum, the Canadian

and U.S. programs differ with respect to their goals (bilingualism vs.

develcpment of 1.2 only), target population (language majority vs.

language minority), methodology (development of Ll vs. Ll not

dievelcped), and parent involvement or lack of involvement. As these

differences between the Canadian and U.S. programs are subetantial,

there is a need to differentiate the names of the two programmatic

efforts to avoid confusing them. As the Canadian programs were

developed first, they will be referred to in this report simply as

immersion programs. In contrast, the U.S. efforts are referred to as

structured English immersion =jaggy programs in an effort to high-

light the concern over and focus on those instructional strategies

which might be used to teach English through the content areas.



Table 2

Comparison of Osnadian immersion Program,
U.S. Immersion Strategy Program,

Early-Exit and Late-Exit Transitional Bilingual Education
Program Characteristics

Characteristic

U.S. Structured
Canadian English Timer-
Tisaersion skin Strategy Early- Late-

Exit Dciteel .1. eel

Bilingualism is a major
prcgnm goal

(a) Develcp LI
(b) Develop 12

Yes

Yes
Yes

Program is for language- No
minority children (language-majority)

Provides primary language Yes
instructice

Parents involved in Yes
developing program

Teachers are bilingual Yes

Students are fran l.J No
SES hones (middle-class hopes)

Students can use La Yes
. (only initially)

Subject matter is taught Yes
through 12

12 develops as a function Yes
of learning sub act matter

No

No
Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No No

No Yes
Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes
(limita)

Yes Yes
(required)

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

*These characteristics apply to the initial St. Lambert experiment.

At present, little is known about the existenoe or effectiveness

of U.S. structured English limersion strategy programs with language-

minority children. The "Description and Longitudinal Study of immer-

sion Strategy, Early-exit, and Late-exit Transitional Bilingual

Education Programs for Language-Minority Children" was funded to

provide this information.
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Current Research and Evaluatign Studies of Instructional Services.=
LinitackEnLiskErmarcifst,Malenta

The basic question addressed by this study is to determine the

relative effectiveness of structured Englidh immersion strategy

programs and of two types of primary language transitional bilingual

educational programslate-exit and earlr.exit. The following high-

lights some of the more important and relevant studies to date of each

approadh.

Structured English immersion Strateav Proarams

Dxsionsaxenjzsitim. Canadian losiersion programs can be categor-

ized along three dimensions: the "degree of immersion," the grade level

of implementation, and the number of target languages included. With

respect to the degree of imersice, programs are classified as either

total or partial immersion. In early total immersion, the second, or

target language is used for all of the curriculum from the beginning of

the program (Genesee, 1984; Lapkin & Cummins, 1984). The students'

native languege is introduced into the curriculum after a period of

time, generally atter two, three, or even four years (Genesee, 1978;

Genesee & Lambert, 1983; Lambert & TUcker, 1972). Once the native

language is included in the program, its use as a medium of instruction

may vary from 20% of the time (Harrison, 1981) to 60% ((Impasse, 1978),

depending upon the individual program or upon the particular grade

level within a program.

Partial immersion, on the other hand, is characterized by the

second language being used for less than 100% of the curriculum at the

beginning of the program. Generally the second language is employed

50% of the time with decreases in use, if any, occurring only after a

number of years ((Impasse, 1984; Lapkin & Cummins, 1984).

12



With respect to the grade level of implementation, immersion

programs can be described as early, delayed, or late (Genesee, 1984;

Lapkin & CUmmins, 1984). In early immersion programs, use of the

second language begins in kindergarten or first grade. In delayed

immersion programs, the second language usually is not introduced as a

nedium of instruction until the fourth or fifth grade. /n late

inmexsion programs, the second language is not used to teach content

subjects until late in the elementary school years, or even early in

the secondary school years. Both delayed and late immersion prograns

may be preceded by one or several years of traditional second language

instgructim, i.e., classes in which the second language is the subject-

-rather than the medium of imftruction.

The grade level of implementation of an immersion program deter-

nines, among other things, one very important aspect of a child's

education, namely the language in which literacy skills are initiated.

In an early total immersion program, for 'Dampier literacy training is

begun in the second language; in an early partial program, literacy is

developed simultaneously in the native and second languages. Both

delayed and late programs, on the other hand, allow for the establish-

ment of literacy skills.in the native language of the students after

the second language skills are strongly developed.

Regarding the number of target languages included in the curric-

ulum, programs are described as either single or double immersion.

This designation obviously depends upon the inclusion of one or two

second languages for instructional purposes. Hypothetically, of

course, there could be triple immersion programs, quadruple programs,

and so on. Theoretically speaking, all possible combinations of

program types discussed can exist (e.g., early partial single immer-

sion, delayed total double immersion, etc.), but single immersion

programs predominate. While early programs are either total or

partial, there is a tendency for delayed .and late programs (e.g.,

usually everything is in French except for English language arts) b.. .1..wa

13



partial in that instruction is provided in both languages (Geneseep

1984; Lapkin & CUmmins, 1984).

Regardless of the degree of immersim, the grade level of imr

placentation, or the number of target languages invoWed, all Canadian

immersion programs have one essential characteristic: the second

language is used not merely as the subject of instructicm, but also,

and more imix=tantlar, as the medium of instruction in subject matter

classes. It is precisely this use of the second language in coamunica-

tive =texts similar to those in wbich a first language is acquired

that proponents say not only allows for, but also facilitates the

acquisition of a second language.

Since the inception of immersion programs in Canada, researchers

have been diligently documenting their linguistic, cognitive, and

social effects an the participating studwits. The Canadian findings

have been used to advocate alternatives to TBE. It is important,

however, to examine the studies in light of the four eqprommerrygram

goals--first and second language competenoe, academic adhievement, and

psycho-social development.

First langgagicAgiTagagmt. Does participation in an immersion

program retard students' development of their first language? No.

Participation in an immersion program did not retard the develapment of

Canadian students' ability to speak their primary language. Students

in an immersion program spoke their primary language as well as their

peers in non-immersion classrooms, at least during the early months

(Swain, 1984). This undoubtedly is due to the pervasive presence of

English in the school, community, and home environments. Regarding

literacy-related skills, however, the picture is samewhat different.

Early total immersion students initially are behind their non-immersion

oounter-parts. Yet within a year of the introduction of English

language arts, immersion students perform as well on standardized

14
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English achievement tests as do the comparison students (Genesee,

1978). Second and third grade early partial immersion students

sometimes perform less well on certain English literacy-related skills

than do their English-program peers (Bari)c, Swain, & NWanunobi, 1977).

Cne possible explanation is that the simultaneous teaching of literacy

skills that is done in early partial programs causes confUsion for a

period of time (Swain, 1984). If so, it is preferable to teach initial

literacy skills in only one language. Further, according to CUmmins

(1981) and Swain (1983), if a minority-language group is involved,

literacy skills should be taught in the children's first language,

which is probably the Imre highly developed.

Other studies of the effect of an immersion program an first

language development reveal valuable information as well. Genesee

(1974), in a study of the writing in English (first language) of

fourth-grade immersion students, found that the immersion group scored

lower than the comparison group on spelling, but higher an measures of

creativiby. In a study of the global assessment of fifth graders'

compositions in their first language, Lapkin (1982) found no difference

between experimental and control groups. In a parental survey con-

ducted by MbEachern (1980), 80% of the parents with children in

immersion programs felt that their children were experiencing no

problems in English communication (i.e., first language). Finally,

children in kindergarten, first grade, and second grade immersion

programs have been judged superior to non-immersion students on

measures of communicative effectiveness (Genesee et al., 1975).

In sum, there are no long term English language deficits resulting

from participatica in Canadian immersion programs, although sometimes

there are short term lags in the development of literacy related

skills.

Latagglig_chigmlit. Studies show that participation in an

Canadian immersion program develops strong academi e!. and cognitive

skills. Swain and Lapkin (1982) reviewed standardizld mathematics

15
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tests of early total immersion students, grades one through eight. On

average, the students scored as well as or better than their non-

immersion ccunierparts on 35 of the 38 tests administered. Similarly,

on 14 administrations of a standardized scienoe test to students in

grades five through eight, early total immersion students and non-

immersion students scored equally well. These positive findings are

not entirely replicatem in immarsimprograms that were not emelytctal

inmersion. Barik and Swain (1977) report inferior mathematics scores

for early partial immersion students beginning in the third grade. In

addition, Barik and Swain (1978) found inferior performance by early

partial immersion students in science beginning at the fifth grade

level. Among students in late immersion programs, Barik and Swain

(1976) observed occasional inferior performance in science when the

experimental groups had received only one or two years' instruction in

French as a second language (PSI') prior to beginning the immersion

program; however, these lags disappeared in sUbsequent years. A

similar phenomenon was observed in mathematics performance (BaudDc,

Swain, & Gaudin°, 1976).2 On the other hand, in instances where late

immersion students had received FSL instruction since kindergarten

prior to their program entry, their performance in content area

subjects was equivalent to that of the comparison group (Genesee,

Polich, & Stanley, 1977). This has been found even when locally or

systemwide achievement tests based on local curricula were used

(Genesee, 1983).

While these are not related to specific content areas, several

studies suggest that there nay be cognitive benefits associated with

bilingualism developed in immersion programs. In a seven-year study of

immersion and non-immersion students matched for IQ and socioecammic

status, Scott (1973, cited in Lambert, 1984) found that the fifth and

2In all such studies of academic achievement, Swain (1984)
cautious that the language of test admindstration can affect students'
performance. In other words, even though the second language is used
for instruction, the first language may be the more appropriate one for
assessing content knowledge.
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sixth grade immersion students spored higher on divergent thinking, one

measure of coynitive flexibility. Further, Barik and Swain (1976) and

Cummins (1975, 1976) found increases in immersion students° Ws or in

divergent thinking that were not found in the comparison groups.

Finally, students whose IQs are below average or who have learning

disabilities are not at any more of a disadvantage in immersion

programs than they are in all-Englidh programs (kuck, 1979; Genesee,

1976; Swain, 1975). In fact, Bruck (1978) suggests that, at least with

respect to French language acquisition, learning disabled students in

immersion programs may have an advantage in that they acquire a second

language. While these studies are indeed significant, there is no

dcubt that much researdh remains to be done on the relationship between

bilingualism and cognitive processes.

Paychological and social effecta. NUmerous benefits from immer-

sion programs have been documented in the areas of psychological and

social development. Lambert and 'Ducker (1972), for example, found that

immersion students have more positive attitudes towards French Canadi-

ans than do their non-immersion English-Canadian peers, although sudh

differences are less evident in higher grades (Genesee, 1984). Cziko,

Lambert, and Gutter (1979) report that immersion programs appear to

reduce Englidh Canadians° perception of the social distance between

themselves and French Canadians. Fifth and sixth grade immersion

students, when asked to write a composition on why they liked being

Canadian, more frequentW mentioned the linguistic and cultural

diversity of Canada. Non-immersion students tended to cite the natural

beauty of the country (Swain, 1980). Clearly, then, the goal of

increased cultural understanding appears to be a byproduct of immer-

sion programs. Alternatively, Genesee (1983) has proposed that

immersion students° second language proficiency reaches a plateau

relatively early in the program and does not continue to develop

because the communicative demands made upon them in class do not expand

(lanesee, 1987).
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accreLlanguage_demicurat. Ironically, nne of the most im-

portant goals of immersion program, that of achieving competence in

the second language, appears to be the most prSiUmmktic. For example,

when the French performance of early total immersion students is

compared udth that of norrimmersion students uto study Frendh as a

second language, immersion students are consistently superior (Swain,

1984). However, when compared with native speakers of north, the

immersion groups appear to need six or seven years to achieve average

performance in the receptive skills of listening and reading (Swain &

Lapkin, 1982). Rirther, with respect to production skills (speaking

and writing), immersion students have not shown native-Ube proficiency

(Genesee, 1978; Harley, 1979, 1982; Spilka, 1976). Plann (1976), in a

United States/ study, posits the development of a classroom dialect

peculia& to immersion programs which is fosteml by the students'

reinforcement of incorrect usage and which in fact may work against

students' developing native4ike proficiency.

All of the studies cited with the exception of the last, are

Canadian. Few studies an immersion programs in the United States

exist, first because of a paucity of programs, and second because of a

lack of financial support for such research. The CUlver City Spanish

immersion Program, however, because of its association with UCLA, has

been evaluated. Findings replicate those of Canadian programs

(Campbell, 1984). Academically, immersion students have performed

either as well as or better than their non-immersion peers. Their

English skills are equivalent, with the exception of mechanics and

spelling. Some attitudinal improvement is evident. Their Spanish,

however, while competent, is not naltive-like. Thus, the original goal

of native-like competency in Spanish oral language skills has been re-

examined.

All of the research studies cited here concern themselves with the

performance of language-najority students, those for wham participation

in the program does not threaten the maintenance of either their home

language or home culture. The obvious unanswered research question,
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then, is whether such language immersion programs can be adapted for

use with larguage-minority students. While no empirical evidence

exists to support or ratite the notion, researchers in both Canada and

the Milted States have been quick to caution against such an attempt

(Gemsee, 1984; Hermardaz-Chavez, 1984; Lambert, 1984; Swain, 1984;

TUcker, 1980). TUcker (1980, p. 2), for example, emphatically states:

We have not previously, and we will not in the
future, recommend on the basis of these carefUl,
critical, and longitudinal studies that Mexican
Mexican, Franco American, or ether non- or limited
Englidh speakingyoungeters in the United States be
submerged in English melium program

Genesee (1984, p. 53) echoes this position by warning:

To remote these conditions and implement these
approaches to facilitate academic and language
learning among minority language children will
require more than changing the names of the
languages involved. Indeed, this task may require
changing the basic structure of immersion education
as it is known to apply to majority language
children.

This study will provide the first documentation of how effective

the U.S. adaptation of the Canadian language *version programs is in

meeting the learning needs of limited-English-proficient students and

haw these programs compare with two types of primary language develop,

meat programs.

Sbanacregriggio_ALErin

In general, primary language instructional programs in U.S. public

schools occur within the context of transitional bilingual education

programs. How the primary language is used, the amount of use, the

context in which it is used, those using it, and how eadh of these

factors varies and is combined with the others produce markedly

different instructional programs. Moreover, primary language instruc-

tion is only one of Lumerous factors which interact to shape the

bilingual program. TO fully appreciate and understand primary language
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instructional program, it is important to understard the context in

which each occurs.

In defining bilingual education, Fishman asserts that "bilingual

education implies some use of two (or wore) languages of instructicn in

connectian with teadhing other than language par se" (cited in Trudba &

Barnett-Mizrahi, 1979, p. 2). Clearly, in this view, neither foreign

language education nor the limited use of a native language wculd

constitute bilingual schoolinj.

A review of salectedbilingual eduaaticanodels (Ramirez, Schinke-

Llano & Bloom, 1984) reveals marked differences among researchers as to

what they consider critical characteristics of bilingual programs. TO

account for all possible types of bilingual education, Mackey develops

an elaborate classification system. At the heart of his taxonomy are

language interactions; that is, the give and take in conversation

between speakers. Paulston (1980) states that the following program

characteristics must be observed to define the instructional program:

the languages used in the classroom; how dna languages are sequenced

(i.e., when the second language is intnximmd); how much each is used,

and for what purpose; the linguistic ccopetencies and ethnicity of the

classroom teachers; availability of instructional materials in each

language; and the language of the student's hove/community. Others are

concerned with programapals and hag well they match the social/politi-

cal conditions of the community; that is, the extent to which there is

a need for an individual to be bilingual in a given community (Fishman

& Lovas, 1970; Ejolseth,

Given the diversity of primary language programs in the United

States, what, if anything, is known about their effectiveness? What

information is available outside of the United States? Data are

available fram two mimes, the United States and Canada.
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2424 _xmamtgb. Unlike the language immersion pregrams in Canada,

which have been carefully monitored by researchers since their incep-

tion, bilingual education programs in the United States have not been

the subject of such systematic, carefUl research or evaluation. The

result of this lack of research is that little more is known about the

efficacy of primary language programs for limited-English-dproficient

students than was known before their implementation 16 years ago.

Of the research studies and evaluation reports whidh are avail-

atle, a large number suffer from problems of design, methodology, or

analysis that render their findingsvirtuallImearangless. Zappert and

Cruz (1977) and Dulay and Burt (1978) report rejecting nearly 95% of

the 38 studies and 175 reports they examined because of one or several

of the following sbomtmomings:

o lack of control for socioeconomic status of subjects;

o lack of control for initial language proficiency of subjects;

o ladk of control group or baseline data for comparison;

o sampling problems (e.g., inadoquate sample size, non-random
sampling,. excessive attrition between pre- and post-testing);

o significant differences in teacher characteristics; and

c insufficient data or inappropriate statistical analyses.

The review by Zappert and Cruz (1977) has been criticized for its

conclusion that the neutral rseults would suggest that the evidence

dces not dhow that the programs hurt the children, and theretore the

programs should be supported. Given the cost and myriad administrative

problems in mounting primary language programs, same argue that the

benefits do not outweigh the problems. Moreover, the perceived benefit

of speaking a language other than English goes beyond the goals of

current public policy which are concerned with English proficiency and

not primary language proficiency.

2 3.
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Of the remaining 12 studies and reports deemed nethodologically

sound by lappert and Cruz (1977) and Dulay and Burt (1978), 58% showed

positive results of bilingual treatment, 41% were neutral, and 1% were

negative.

Three highly publicized reviews of the literature found evidence

in support of the effectiveness ct primary language instruction to be

lacking. The first is ureagiL2thatchisza_int_ths.21223,2 (Epstein,

1977) in which the author, after interviews with politicians and

administrators, reports that no evidence of the educational effective-

ness of bilingual programs exists. The second is he 1978 series of

Anerican Institutes for Esseardh pum reports which concludes that

students in Title VII Spanish bilingual programs performed lower in

Englith than their non-Title VII counterparts and equally in mathe-

natics. The Allet study, however, has received severe criticism for

having included large numbers of English-dominant and English monolin-

gual students in experimental groups (Dulay & Burt, 1979). Finally,

there is the Baker and de Milburn-port (1981) commissioned by the U.S.

Department of Education, which investigated the performance of bilin-

gual program students in both English and mathematics. Baker and de

Kanter found the evidence in support of transitional bilingual educa-

tion prograns to be inconclusive and exclusive reliance on this

instructional nethod for federal educational policy to be unjustified.

They argued that other alternatives should be investigated such as

immersion strategy language programs for whiCh they suggest there is

same evidence of success. Like the Alla study, the Baker and de Kanter

report has drawn strong criticism, in this case for its procedUres in

tallying study results, as well as in interpreting the results

1981). Further, there is major concern over whether the immersion

strategy program cited as successful is truly an immersion strategy

program.

Nonetheless, one cannot overlook Baker and de Kanter's statement

that, Ne know that TBE works in same places and fails in others, but
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we do not know why and therefore cannot specify in what situations TBE

should or should nct be used" (1983, p. 53).

Interestingly, eadh reviewer cited confirmed the lack of sound

research on the effectiveness of primary language programs. A recent

major study, however, has investigated bilingual education from a

different perspective from that utilized in the studies just discussel.

The "Significant Bilingual Instructional Features" (SEXF) study, funded

by the Natiamal Institute of Education, had as its goal the identifica-

tion, description, and verification of important features of bilingual

education for the instruction of LEP students (Tilmnoff, 1983a). Both

quantitative and qualitative procedures Imre used to analyze:

o organization of instruction;

o allocation of time;

o language use;

o teaching behaviors;

o acadenic learning thne (ALT);

o student participation; and

o clasiroom, school, community, and context variables.

Successful bilingual teachers (so designated through nominations

by administrators, other blathers, parents, and students) were ob.

sexved. Five significant features of instructicn were identified:

o congruence between instructicial intent, organization and
delivery of instruction, and student consequences;

o use of active teaching behaviors (e.g., comumication,
ment, mynitoring, and feedback);

o use of La and 12 for instructian;

o the use of English as a medium of instruction; and

o use of information from the LEP students, home culture.
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The first two instructional features, of course, are characteristic of

effective teaching in general. The last three, however, relate

directly to the instruction of LEP students. In addition, it was found

that instructors uxed English 70% of the time daring basic skills

inetamactim while they used the students° home language approximately

30% of the time. La was used most often by teachers to clarify lesson

content being given in 12. FUrthar, substantial use of L. was

associated with positive learning behaviors on the pert of LEP stu-

dents. The use of the target language for instruction is consistent

with Canadian immersion researdh. Not surprisingly, given the variety

of programs identified in previous studies, the SWF study found "the

implemented form of bilingual edUcation to be complex, diverse, and

frequently influenced by conditions external to the classrooms" (Fisher

& Guthrie, 1983, p. iii).

Despite the new perspective which the SHIP study brings to the

analysis of bilingual instruction, certain criticisms have bean

leveled, and crucial westions remain unanswered. The most critacized

aspect of the SEOF study is the use of academic learning time (ALT) as

an objective measure of student participation ((azden, 1984; CUmmins,

1983; Paulston, 1983). ALT, as defined by Tikunoff (1983b), is the

amount of time a student spends in a particular content area engaged in

learning tasks withahigh degree of accuracy. Cazden (1984), however,

points out that tasks which yield accurate responses are not necessari-

ly the most intellectually relevant. CUmmins (1984) warns that ALT is

a necessary, but not sufficient, index of effective teaching. Further,

Paulston (1983), highlighting the acknowledged role of error in second

language acquisition, states, "Student accuracy rate as an aspect of

ALT is not valid for the mom of language acquisition" (p. 70).

The language use pattern observed in the SBIF study also is

problematic. The validity of the language use patterns is qpestionable

as no comparisons were made with classrooms without these patterns.

Cespite the fact that the successful teachers used English approximate-
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ly 70% of the time for basic skills instruction and Changed to the

students' first language for clarification of concepts and instruc-

tions, researchers warn that it is neither logical nor prudent to

conclude that this pattern is necessarily beneficial for second

language acquisition (Paudstork, 1983; Wong-Fillmore, 1983). While SEIF

researchers (Wiroff, 1983b) are carefUl to distinguish between code-

switching (which continues the commmmication) and code alternation

(whidh spontaneously repeats or clarifies the message), Paulston

(1983), in ;articular, warns against presathrely recamending such code

alternation as an effective technique for bilingual teachers.

Wong-Fillmore (1983), citing the role of modified input in second

language acquisition, observes that teachers in the study change to La

rather than modify their input in English. She asks specifically, "How

well did the English used in these classes work as input? What were

the effects of the Ll alternations an the English that,was used in

lessons?" (p. 53). Finally, Mtlaughlin (1982) in his literature

review, states:

It would be premature to regard the issue (use of
the first language) as settled. Most likely,
decisions as to when and to what extent eadh of the
bilingual child's two languages should be used in
the classroom depends on social, psychological, and
linguistic factors. Some children, in some
circumstances, need more support in their first
language than others do. (p. 34)

Canadian research results stipoortinm bilingual education.

Inthrestirqly, the research documenting the effectiveness of the

Canadian foreign immersion program provides the strongest suggestion

for the effectiveness of a primary language instructional program. It

is important to remember that the child's primary language and the

target language are both developed and used for instruction in the

Canadian immersion programs. Different immersion program models have

been developed in Canada. They differ in two factors: (a) when the

second language is introduced (i.e., early )thdergarten to grade
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three, delayed begin in grade four or five, or late begin in grade

seven or eight), and (b) the proportion of instructional time for wadi

each language is used (total or partial). A critical feature is that

the languages are separatedl by subject or :by time. FOr example, social

studies always may be taught in the second language and meth in the

first language. Or, the second language is used only in the morning,

and the first language in the afternoon. Or, the languages are used

alternately every other day or week. Bet are used, but their use

clearly is diffenentiated.

The use of bath the target and the primary language for instruc-

tion as well as the goal of bilingualism make Canadian immersion

programs comparable to U.S. late-exit bilingual programs.

The effectiveness of the Canadian immersion programs has been

amply dOcumented (Genesee, 1987; Lambert & TUcker, 1972). Students in

all types of Canadian immersion programs consistently have outperformed

in second language skills (speaking, reading, and writing) their

counterparts in regular monolingual programs. Genesee notes that late

Canadian immersion programs have been found to be very successful:

the effectiveness of the late option has been
attributed to the cognitive and linguistic maturity
ct older students which are thought to contribute
to more rapid progress in second language learners.
This option way be of potential interest to
Anerican educators and parents who wish to con-
centrate an first language development prior to
extensive exposure to a second language. (Geiummt,
1985; 1:4 35)

This would be consistent with CUmmins (1981) who suggests that profici-

ency in the primary language will facilitate the transfer of skills

from the child's primary language to English, thereby improving

bilingual proficiency.

Beyond these data, there is little evidence substantiating the

effectiveness of primary language programs. In summary, as with
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structured Erklish immersion strategy programs, much remains to be

learned about the critical elements of a bilingual primary language

programs and how effectLve they are in meeting the needs of limited-

English-proficient students. This study describes the characteristics

and effectiveness of two transitional bilingual education programs:

early-exit and late-exit. This informaticalwill contribliteto a better

understanding of the nature and efficacy of primary language programs.

While the program definitions above provide a general outline of

how each program furetims, they do not cperationalize how languages

should be used in the classroom. Many practitioners and researchers of

bilingual education in the United States assert that, in practice,

these programs as implemented are best defined administratively in

fiscal terms, as programs receiving a certain type of funding. They

feel that, in fact, many programs seldom if ever use the primary

language of the children they serve Oftng-Fillnowe et al., 1983). Dien

within programs that are to use two languages, there is substantial

program variation in the patterns of use of each language (Legarreta,

1977). However, this perception stems more tram anecdotal observations

or limited data rather than from large scale studies of bilingual

classrooms.

. M... 1 I.

Machin% Behwiors
1 LEY -..

Remearch on language use patterns and effective teaching behaviors

in second language programs has shifted from simplistic comparisons of

students' achievement under different treatments to more complex

studies incorporating documemtation of fidelity of treatment (kmnirez &

Merino, 1989). This change reflects recognition of a basic tenet of

educational research that program effects can be understood only after

the program treatment has been defined operationally and observed sys-

tematically to confirm fidelity of treatment implementation (Baker & de

Kanter, 1981; Willig, 1985; Wing-Fillmore & Valadez, 1986). TO date,

few studies on bilingual education have included classroom observation-
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al data to confirm program implementation. As aoted by Ramirez and

Merino (1989), those few studies that have included such data, have

drawn from teacher effectiveness literature (Dunkin & Biddle, 1974;

Long, 1983). From this literature, four observational approaches have

been used: (1) process studies Which attempt to describe the process in

whidh the two languaoes are used with bilingual children (Rdhultz,

1975; Milk, 1980); (2) process/context studies which describe the

relationship of process to context, for example, the distribution of

language use in different program models (Logarreta, 1977); (3)

prccess/process studies which describe the relationship of process to

process, for example, haw certain teacher behaviors such as feedback

can affect the responses of students (Chaudron, 1977); and (4) pro-

cess/product studies which describe the relation-Ship of process to

product, in which effective teaching behaviors are identified in

relationship to language use and their effect in promoting student

achievement (ammirez & Stromquist, 1979; Legarreta, 1977).

Process studies represent much of the early observaticnal work on

bilingual classrooms. Case studies were effected to describe how

language was used in one classroom or program. Using ethnographic

techniques to describe the nature of classroom discourse in a Boston

bilingual classroom (rrueba & Wright, 1981), Schultz (1975) found

teachers tended to favor the use of English for instruction, using

Spanish principally to control student behavior. Both students and

teachers felt that Spanish should not be used. The most complex

instruction occurred in Englidh. Mbckey com used a similar approach

to describe language use patterns in a Berlin school. While the

results of case studies are not generalizable, their value is in the

identifioation of critical questions and/or processes that should be

examined through more intensive and controlled studies. The value of

this contribution, however, is offset by the limited number of class-

rooms with which it can be used. The case study approach is very labor

intensive, requiring a great deal of resources. This investment

precludes the use of case studies with a large number of classrooms.

Finally, the case study approach does not allow for establishing a
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clear relationship between observed classroom processes and student

outcomes.

Legarreta (1977) was the first to systematically study the

relationship of language use and program model (i.e., process/context

study). Using real tire coding and a category observation instrument,

she found that when bilingual kindomputal teachers used a concurrent

translation approach, they used English more than three-quarters (80%)

of the time. It was only when timbers alternated the use of language

by day (one day English only and one day Spanish only) that use of each

language tended to be more or less equal. °thou' studies exploring the

relationship between type of language used and program model examined

specific language structures. Hayman and Tucker (1980) used a category

observational scheme to code the lakquage used by three French immer-

sion teachers from two English schools and three teachers from two

French schools in Montreal. They found no differences in the frequency

of nine grammatical structures, nor did they find differences in the

general teaching strategies used. They found that regardless of the

program model, teachers have similar questioning, reinforoement and

error cxamiction patterns. Hayman and Tucker considered these findings

and concluded that teacher classroom diacourse is similar across

program models, at least when it is analyzed broadly. These studies

are important in that reliable observation procedures were used and

differences were analyzed across programs. However, the small sample

size used in each study severely limits their generalizability and

makes it very difficult to differentiate teacher and program differen-

ces (Ramirez & Merino, 1989).

Process/product studies frequently related teachers' and students'

language behaviors to an outcome measure, usually student achievement

(Politzer, 1977). In one study 18 bilingual elementary teachers

teaching English as a second language were recorded an videotape

(Ramirez & Stromquist, 1979). Student gains were related to specific

teacher behaviors. Student oral production was found to improve when

teachers: (1) required students to manipulate concrete objects follow-
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ing a teadher command; (2) questioned students regarding information

previously presented by the teacher; (3) explairad the meaning of new

words; (4) corrected students' grammatical errors directly by providing

the correct structure; and (5) varied the type of teacher behaviors.

In contrast, student oral producticri demased when teacherszcdilled or

corrected pronunciation errors. The value of process/product studies

is that they directly relate speoific instructional practices to

student gains. Hbwever, as they focus on clamanxxftbehavior they tend

to ignore individual differences in the learner, such as howuctivation

and cognitive style interact with the learning process. As these

studies are correlational, results are limited to stsbesents ct co-

occurrence rather than causality of student achievement (Ramirez &

Merino, 1989).

Bating scales also have been used in process/product studies to

record the frequency of classroom behaviors by categorizing them from

low to high. Wbng-Fillmore et al. (1985) used such a measure to

analyze 17 bilingual and English-only classrooms. Third and fifth

grade classrooms were cUzerved dMring a period of one year through the

use of video, audio, and live recordings. Student gains an oral

language and achievement tests were used to identity successful and

unsuccessful classrooms. Gains in Eliglish prodUction skills were found

to be related to: interactional opportunities (i.e., fair allocation of

turns), quality of instructional language (e.g., contextualization of

inftmmtion), and quality of teaching (e.g., clarity ct instnactional

goals). These variables were found to affect Chinese and Hispanic

students differently. For example, while opportunities to interact

with other students helped Hispanics, they were not helpful to Chinese

students. The advantage of a rating approach is that it allows one to

observe high inference and more complex behaviors. This procedure is

limited in that it is subjective and inter-rater reliability may be

difficult to achieve.

Both the Ramirez and stromquist (1979) and Wbng-Fillmore et al.

(1985) studies suffered from a lack of a clear operational definition
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of an instructional model and classrooms strongly adhering to a

specific model. Ubng-Fillmore et al., for example, observed that

teachers in the study used their students' primary language from zero

to 24% of the time. Given this diversity in treatment, it is extremely

difficult to identify effective bilingual clammy= techniques (Rsonirez

& Merino, 1989).

Process/prwess studies represent a different line of research.

This body of work attempted to understand teacher and student language

use patterns in the classroom and how they affect one another. Gales

(1977) and Chaudron (1977) found that teachers adjust the complexity of

their speech to ESL students to accommodate their students' Eriglidh

proficiency level. Increasing the wait time when asking second

language learners a gpestion was found to increase the number of

correct responses (Haley & King, 1971, cited in Cohan, 1975).

Schinke-Llano (1983) found that some bilingual elementary teachers

interacted differently with fluent and limited-English-proficient

students.. Bor example, teachers provided fewer aoalemically related

utterances to limited-Englidh-proficient students than they did to

English-proficient students. Other research efforts examined the

relationship of instructional strategies in ESL classroom to student

engagement (Nemo & Mop, 1983; Tikunoff & Vazgpez-Faria, 1982) or to

student perception of effectiveness (Omaggio, 1982). The value of

process/process studies is their goal of trying to understand the

teaching process itself (i.e., nature of the treatment) as it occurs

rather than its relationship to outcome. While this emphasis on

process is critical to understanding the nature of the instructional

treatment (i.e., what actually happened), it does not heap us to

understand the effect of treatment an achievement.

Tb ensure a comprehensive study, this study draws from work dane

in each of the four researoh approaches outlined above (process,

process/context, process/outcome, and process/process studies). A

clear definition of instructional treatment was provided for each of

the three irstalctional programs. Fidelity of treatment implementation
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was effected through detailed documentation of teacher and student

language behaviors as well as a plethora of background information on

students, their parents, teachers, aldsmnxs4 school site, and school

district. These data were augmented by annual assessment of each

student's achievement. In contrast to the limited sample of the

studies cited, and those not cited, this is the first study of programs

serving limited-English-proficient students to have gathered detailed

information from over 2,000 children from over 800 classrooms over a

period of four years. The scope of data will allow for a good under.-

standing of treatment and of its relationship to stools* outcome.

=I Lads:Um

The primary otdective of this study is to assess the relative

effectiveness of structured&Iglish incersion strategy, early-exit, and

late-exit transitional tilingual education programs. This will be done

by determining the extent to which the educational needs of limited-

English-proficient students are addressed through a proposed instruc-

tional program that provides all formal instruction in Englidh and/or

one in which formal instruction is provided in the child's primary

language. This comparison is important in that despite the positive

outcomes of Canadian immersion programs for language-majority children,

there currently is insufficient empirical evidence to argue for or

against the use of an adaptation cf the Canadian approadi with minority

language children. This wdll be accomplished by comparing the perfor-

mance of language-minority children in structured English immersion

strategy programs with their peers participating in late-exit and

early-exit transitional bilingual education programs. To meet this

objective, the study addressed the following evaluation questions:

o What is the relative effectiveness of strmtured English
immersion strategy, early-exit, and late-exi. transitional
bilingual education programs in meeting the learning needs of
limited-English-proficient students with respect to English
language proficiency and non-language academic skills?
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o If there are differences, under what conditions (such as for
which students, taught by what type of instructor, using what
types of methodology)?

o What are the characteristics of each program?

o What generalizations can be made about the education of limited-
English.proficient students?

Drandng from data collected across the four years of the study this

report pro4WW8 information an the homogeneity of the instructional

program across classrooms within each inW=uctional treatment, the

differences and similarities in classrooms among treatments, and the

omparability of sbudent/community characteristics within and among

instructional treatments. Finally, and very impcortamtly outcome data

is reported separately for each nominal program as well as operational

programs. Student achiemmaltdata are presented as trends.

Qrsimizatiansaiimiksart

The remainder of Volume I is organized roughly into three sec-

tions--inethodolcgy, results, and summary of findings. The first

section, methodology, describes the data collection (Chapter II) and

analytic procedures (Chapter III). In the second section, results of

the charmcbaristics of each program are described such as classroom

language, course content, instructional staff and administrative

context in which each program functions (Chapter IV); and student

characteristics (Chapter V). The third section, Chapter VI, comprises

the conclusice.
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. DATA COLIECIrICti OVERVID1

Trierprinet i

The intent of this chapter is to provide an overview of the

implamintation of the study. Inftmetion is provided on how the

specific instructicnal program and students for participation in the

study were salmeted; how the data collection was conducted; and the

procedures used for data management and quality cxeltrol.

alIVIAL.WigftakiD

The scope of work for this study required that the relative

effeothmwess of three insImmIctional programs be assumed: structured

English immersion stnstegy, oarly-exit, and late-exit transitional

bilingual program Cray those programs serving Spanish-speaJcing

limitad-English-proficient students were considered.. This limitatimn

reflected the need to ensure a study design that allowed clear program

ocaparisons with available rauxumes. Inclusion of programs serving

more than one language-iLthority group would have required a more

complex design and much greater resouram. The following section

cutlines the steps taken to identify study sites.

=2YEitm

InErzeignitrjeggyjamgme. Four steps were followed to identify

EngliSh immersion strategy and late-exit transitional bilingual

programs for participation in the National Longitudinal Study of

Immersion Strategy, Early-EXit and Late-EXit Transitional Bilingual

Programs for Language4linority Children.3 In Step 1, Aguirre Inter-

national/SBA Technologies conducted a national telephone survey over a

3See Ramirez et al. (1985), "Description of Immersion Strategy
Programs in the United States," for a complete report.
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six.week period to identify potential program. Personnel in state

etuaremnal agencies were correacted, as were bilingual educators,

members of bilingual program support agemzUm, educational administra-

tors, and organizations. They were asked if they knew of elementary

instructional programs serving limited-English-proficient (L113))

students which met the study criteria (see Table 3). These initial

interviews provided referrals to both potential study sites and other

imibriduaas or agencies that night act as resources for information.

As a result of the telephone survey, a total of 91 promote in 29

states as potential immersion strategy sites were identified. Of

these, 31 were subsequertly excluded because additional information

from the initial contact person irdiatted that they did not meet

selection criteria.

Table 3

Inearsion Strategy Program
Telephone Survey Selection Criteria

1. Subject matter instruction is designed to teach English.

2. All formal instruction is in English.

3. The primary language is not used for formal instruction but is
used on an informal, as needed basis.

4. Teacher is trained in language development (e.g., holding a
bilingual or ESL credential).

5. Teacher is Ulingual in the LEP students' primary language.

6. There are at least 60 children per grade level.

7. Project classrooms have LEP students who speak the same primary
language.

8. There is aualaaA_.ft)bilingvailrison.

Step 2 consisted of contactimg project directors or key program

staff from each of the 60 remaining referred programs by telephone to

verify the extent to which the selection criteria were met. This
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second survey revealed that, of the programs initially identified, 30

were essentialW ESL programs for multi-language populations, 20 were

early-exit transitional bilingual education programs, and one was an

all.day ESL program. Only nine sites appeared to meet the study's

definition of an immersion strategy program.

Step 3 required a site visit by study staff to the most promising

sites to determine the extent to lAhildh identified sites met the study's

selection criteria and to confirm program characteristics. Teachers,

school administrators, and project directors were also interviewed.

Although the classroom observations Imre brief, they were sufficient to

allow the observation ct: (a) the teachers and aides working with

individual, small group, and whole class instruction; (lb) the instruc-

tional materials; (c) the lesson plans; (d) the student assignments;

(e) scheduling; and (f) classroom management. During the interviews,

the westion of how the immersion strategy program was implemented at

each school site within classrooms, within grade levels, and if

appropriate, across grade levels was asked. Descriptions of haw the

immersion strategy classrooms differed from the regular mainstream

classrooms, how teachers used the lesson plans with LEP students, how

they used Spanish in the classroom, how they 4rouped students for

instruction, how they assigned homework, and what instructional

materials and specialized in-service training were available were then

compiled.

Finally, Step 4 consisted of a letter c, invitation to those

programs that most closely resembled the procima model as defined by

the study. An initial site selection was made based on the degree to

which sites met the operaticcal definition of immersion strategy

programs and the criterion for geographic spread. The primary selec-

tion criteria for an immersion strategy program were: (a) the teacher

uses Englith exclusively for inOmmiction; 00 the teacher's use of

Spanish is informal, such as explaining directions; (c) the teacher

uses the content areas to teach English; (d) students are free to use
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Spanish among themselves and with the teacher; and (e) the teacher is

bilingual in English and Spanish.

Of the nine sites that were selected, six were from Texas, two

from California, and one from Floriia. Of these, four agreed to

participate in the first year of the study (two from California and two

from Texas). The remaining sites declined to participate; three cited

extensive involvement in an ongoing evaluation, and two had already

admitted extensive teacher time to completely revising the district

currioubmapurmant to recent state mandates.

rarztuiLiganaiticra_kdatuaLscustitsn_srmons. Each

district that had an English inmersion strategy program also had an

early-exit transitional bdlingual education program. In general, all

early-exit programs met the program tharacteristics listed in Table 4.

To maxiaze omparability of students between immersion strategy and

early-exit programs, included in the study was a sample of the early-

exit classrooms from each of the fomrdistzicts with immersion strategy

programs.

liascezirs_trangitigoa_bilianaLlsameticaLsamame. 4ne next

step in thA ample selection was to identify late-exit transitional

bilingual education program. Tb do this procedures similar to those

used to identify immersion strategy programs were used. A national

telephone survey and a follow-4p survey were conducted and sites

identified during this prooess were visited. The search confirmed that

there were only five school districts in the country that met the

criteria for a developaental primary language (i.e., late-exit)

transitional bilingual education program (see Table 4) -- two in

California, one in Florida, one in New York, and one in Wisconsin.

Three of these districts -- California, Florida, and New York--

participated in the study. Of the remaining two, cne program was

terminated by the school district at the end of Year 1 for lack of

funding. In the other, district administrators agreed to participate,

but instructional staff voted against participation in a study they
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perceived to te potentially misrepresented by the U.S. Department of

EdUcation. All districts having a late-exit program offered only that

program alternative (except for the one district terminating its late-

exit program). That is, they did not offer an early-exit or an

English-only inmersion strategy program. The late-exit transitional

bilingual program represented a district-wide:policy.

Table 4

Instructional Programs to be Mannined by the Izmitudinal Study
of Immersion Strategy, Early- torl Late-Exit Transiticeal Bilingual

Education Programs for Language-Minority Children

lanaraianittattailwzommAlangraciatim
(a) Teacher uses 12 exclusively for instruction; teacher's use of Ll

is informal, such as giving at clarifying directions.
(t) Content areas are used to teach 12.
(c) 12 is used to teach content.
(d) Students are freeto use Ll among themselves ardwithimadher.
(e) Teacher is bilingual, speaking.
(f) Children are meinstreamed into English-only programs as soon as

they have demonstrated proficiency in Engliih. This transition
into an English-only program usually occurs within two or three
years after entry into the immersion sexategy program.

(g) There is a limited primary language component.

(a)

(b)

(c)

kill"- O.= - '. . 0.1 409 - r- ,1
Teacher is bilingual.
Teacher uses both Ll and 12 for instruction.
Ll language arts skills may be developed first, before intro-
&lotion of L2 language arts, or at the same time.

(d) itstsclAbotion in Ll is minimal, not more than one hour a day.
(e) Use of L/ and 12 is not differentiated by teaching staff.
(f) Teachers using 12 have "native" or "near-native" 1.2 skills.
(g) Children are mainstreamed into English-only programs as soon as

they have demonstrated proficiency in Englidh. This transition
into an English-only program usually occurs within two or three
years after entry into the early-exit program.

(h) There is a limited primary language component.
(i) There is an £2 language arts component.
(j) CUltural sensitivity is reflected in the program by the teacher,

the instructional materials, and the children's tasks.
(k) All content areas are ta t in £2.



Table 4 (continued)

t.dr- - .1 ;411%."oc-lit et - _ -1 et-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

Teacher is bilingual.
Teacher uses both Ll and 1.2 for instruct-Join.
Ll language arts skills are developed first, before introduction
of L2 language arts.
Ll is use substantially for instruction. At least 50% of the
total instructional time (approwinetsly three hours per day) is in
U.
Use of Ll and 12 is differentiated by trailing staff (e.g.,

'Rather A cnly uses Ll, ard Teacher El only uses 12).
Teachers using L2 have "native" or "near-native" 12 skills.
This is a late-exit program. That is, children are not main-
streamed into Eng1ish-on1y programs until the end of the fifth or
sixth grade.
There is a primary language arts component.
There is an 12 language arts component.
Cultural sensitivity is reflected in the program by the teacher,
the instructional raterials, and the children's tasks.
Math is , in ta.

The survey efforts resulted in the selection and participation of

four immersion strategy sites and three late-exit transitional programs

in Year 1 (FY 84-85) of data collection. Four early-exit transitional

bilingual programs were selected from the four districts implementing

an immersion strategy program.

In an effort to expand the number of immersion strategy programs,

in Year 2 (FY 85-86), a new site was brought into the study, expanding

the total number of immersion strategy and early-exit transitional

bilingual locations from four to five each. In addition, in Year 2 (FY

85-86), to confirm the achievement patterns observed in the first year

of data collection, new cohorts of children were added to the study

from same of the districts in eadh program model which participated in

Year 1 of data collection.

As can be seen in Table 5, the geographic distribution of the

sites provides a balance of rooresentation of the major Spanish-

speaking groups in the country (i.e., )exican; Mexican-American;
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Chimmo in the west and sondsmet; and Puerto Rican and Cuban in the

amM* for eadh instructiormil promo.

Site State

Thble 5

Study Sites by GeographicArea and Program

immersion EarlrExit Lete-Ekit
Strategy Transitional Transitional

A TOMS
B California
C California
D Florida
E Nem York
F TOMS
G california
H New Jersey
I New Jersey

X

X

ggbote

In the first year of data ccalection, the study design (oires et

al., 1984) called for a cthort of kindergartners from eadh of the three

instructional programs, a cohort of first-graders from the immersion

strategy and early-exit TBE programs, and a cdhort of third-graders

from the late-exit TBE program. These cohorts were selected on the

basis that the goals of immersion strategy and early-exit programs are

for rapid transition to mainstream programs, usually within two to

three years of entry into the program. Thus, beginning the study with

kindergarten and first grade cohorts allows for documentation of these

two instructional programs as well as for the possible followup of

students after a year or two in mainstream classrooms. Beginning the

study with kindergarten and third grade cohorts in late-iexit programs

allows for documentation of the program from kindergarten to sixth

grade. This design allows the testing of the model's thesis that the

facilitative effects of instruction in the LEP child's primary language

become apparent after grade four. As noted above, to effect a partial

replication of first-year results, new kindergarten and third grade

4 3.
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cchorts were begun in Year 2 of the study in some districts. And to

provide for a gmlia'Ar range of sites implementing an immersion strategy

program, a new site was brought into the study with a kindergarten and

first grade cohort. Tables 6, 7, 8 and 9 list the cohorts and grade

levels for Years 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the study (1986-87). The additions

in FY 1985-86 modified the original study design (Ramirez et al.,

1984). Figure 1 illustrates the resultant study design. No additional

cohorts were added in Years 3 or 4 of data collection.
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Table 6

Grade Levels Included for Each District
Year 1 of Data Collection, FY 84-85

District Program(s) K 1 2 3

A Immersion Cohort Cdhort
Early-Exit 10 11

Immersion Cdhort Cohort
Early-Exit 10 11

immersion Cohort
Early-Exit 10

OWN

MOM 0

LateExit Cohort COhort
10 13

Late-Exit Cohort abort
10 13

Immersion Cohort Cohort
Early-Exit 20* 21

Late-Exit Cohort
20

WM= MONS,

ONIM *NINO Cchort
23

COhorts 10, 11 and 13 - Students entering Fall 1984, Year 1 of data
collection

Cohorts 20, 21 and 23 - Students entering Spring 19850 Year 1 of data
collection

- NO students at this grade level in Year 1 of
data collection, FY 84-85

* - Early EXit only in this cohort in this dis-
trict.

Note: All kindergarten students begin program
in EE at district F, then are arbitrarily
assigned to IS or EE in first grade.
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Table 7

Grade Levels included for Eadh District
Year 2 of Data Collection, FY 85-86

District (s) K 1 2

Cohort Cohort
10 11

A Immersion
Ear lr-Exit

Immersion Cohort Cohort Cohort
Early-Exit 30 10 11

OwMID

immersion Cohort Cohort --
Early-Exit 30 10

Late-0dt Cohort Cohort
10 13

Late-EXit CObort Cohort Cohort COhort
30 10 33 13

F Immersion ....- Cohort -- --
Early-Exit 21

1
,

G Late-EXit --
A

Cohort -- -- Cohort
I20 23

H Immersion Cohorts Cohorts -- -- -- I
30,40 31,41

I Early-Exit Cohort Cohort -- -- -- I
30 31

Cohorts 10, 11 and 13 - Students entering Fall 1984, Year 1 of data
collection

Cohorts 20, 21 and 23 - Students entering Spring 1985, Year 1 of data
collection

Cohorts 30, 31 and 33 - Students entering Fall 1985, Year 2 of data
collection

Cohorts 40 and 41 - Students entering Spring 1986, Year 2 of data
collection

- No students at this grade level in Year 2 of
data collection, FY 85-86
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Table 8

Grade Levels Included for Each District
Year 3 of Data Calection, FY 86-87

District 1 2 3 4 5

A Imersicn Cohort Cohort
Early-Exit 10 11

immersion Cohort Cohort Cohort
Early-EXit 30 10 11

immersion Cohort Cohort
Early-Exit 30 10

Late-Exit Cohort Cohort
10 13

Late-Exit Cohort Cohort Cohort Cohort
30 10 33 13

Immersion WINN Cohort
Early-Exit 21

11MIM =10

Late-Exit Cohort Cohort
20 23

Immersion COhorts Cohorts
30,40 31,41

Farly-Exit Cohort Cbhort
30 31

=. Mlle= 1

IMMO 011=11

COhorts 10, 11 and 13 - Students entering Fail 1984, Year 1 of data
collection

Cohorts 20, 21 and 23 - Students entering Spring 1985, Year 1 of data
collection

Cohorts 30, 31 and 33 - Students entering Fail 1985, Year 2 of data
collection

Cohorts 40 and 41 - Students entering Spring 1986, Year 2 of data
collection

- No students at this grade level in Year 3 ct
data collection, FY 86-87
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Table 9

Grade Levels Lncluded for Eadh District
Year 4 of Data Collection, FY 87-88

6

A immersion Cohort Othort
Early-Exit 10 11

immersion COhort COhort Cohort
Early-EXit 30 10 11

immersion COhort Cohort
Early-EXit 30 1Q

Late-EXit Cohort
10

Late-EXit COhort abort
30 10

=MO

immersion Cohort
Early-EXit 21

LateEXit Cohort
20

Immersion Cohorts COhorts
30,40 31,41

Early-Exit Cohort Cchort
30 31

.1111111*

IMMO

1111.11111

OMNI MINN.

Cohort
13 1

Cohort Cchort
33 13

Cohort
23

Cohorts 10, 11 and 13 - Students entering Fall 1984, Year 1 of data
collection

Cohorts 20, 21 and 23 - Students entering Spring 1985, Year 1 of data
collection

Cohorts 30, 31 and 33 - Students entering Fall 1985, Year 2 of data
collection

Cohorts 40 and 41 - Students entering Spring 1986, Year 2 of data
collection

- No students at this grade level in Year 4 of
data collection, FY 87-88
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Figure 1

Immersion Strategy (IS), Early-Exit (EE), and Late-Exit (LE) Programs

By Grade, Cohorts and Year Entered Study
Year of
Data

Collection K I 2 3 4 5 6
Cohorts Cohorts Cohorts Cohorts Cohorts Cohorts Cohorts

Grade

I. 1984-85 10,20 11,21 13,23

2. 1985-86 30,40 10,20,31,41 11,21 33 13,23

3. 1986-87 30,40 10,20,31,41 11,21 33 13,23

4. 1987-88 30,40 10,20,31,41 11,21 33 13,23

Cohort-Program:Districts 30-IS:B,C,H 10-IS:A,B,C I I-IS:A,B 33-LE:E I3-LE:D,E
40-IS:H 20-1S:C 21-IS:F 23-LE:O
30-EE:B,C,I 10-EE:A,B,C I I -EE:A,B
30-LE:E 20-EE:F*0 2I-EE:F

10-LE:D,E
20-LE:G

Year Entered Study 1985-86 1984-85 1984-85 198546 1984-85

Cohort-Program:Districts 31-IS:H

41-IS:H
31-EE:1

Yell' Entered Study 1985-86

First digit of cohort number refers to study entry period (I: fall, 1984; 2: spring, 1985; 3: fall, 1985; and 4: spring, 1986).
Second digit of cohort number refers to study entry grade (0: kindergarten,1: first grade, and 3: third grade).
For example, cohort 23 = student ebtering study in spring 1985 as a third grader.

** All students in cohort 20-EE:F exited study at end of kindergarten (due to loss of fimds for program in district F).
NOTE: AU kindaTgarten students in district F begin program in EE, then are arbitrarily assigned to IS or EE in first grade.
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Schools and teachers were selected for participation in the study

using the following mocedures (see Table l0).

Inmerfilanj=etsez_=00. EXcept in one district, all schools

and all kindergarten and/or first grade teachers within those schools

implementing the imme:sion strategy program were selected to par-

ticipate in the study. in one district, all schools implementing the

immersion strategy program participated in the study and kindergarten

and/or first grade teachers were selected arbitrarily by the district's

project director for participation in the study. Oroe selected, all

teachers voluntarily participated in the study.

rarly-Mdt_Ergeamp. In the district with only an early-exit

program and those with both immersion strategy and early-exit programs,

schools were selected arbitrarily by the district's project director

for mrticipation in the study, with the following two exceptions. In

one district, all schools implementing the early-exit pregram parti-

cipated in the study. Secondly, all W110018 with both immersion

strategy and early-exit programs participated in the study. Finder-

garten and first grade twoMers in schools implementing only the early-

exit program as well as kindergarten and first grade early-exit

teachers in schools implementing both programs were selected arbi-

trarily by the district's project director for participation in the

study. However, in eadh of two districts, no earlp-exit teachers were

selected in one school with both programs. Once selected, all teachers

voluntarily participated in the study.

Late-Exit Prom!. In one district/ kindergarten and third grade

teachers were selected arbitrarily for participation in the study by

the project director in the only school implementing the late-exit

prLyram. In the remaining two districts implementing the late-exit

program, schools as well as kindergarten and third grade teachers

within those schools were selected arbitrarily by the district's
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project director for participation in the study. Once selected, all

teachers voluntarily participated in the study.

Table 10

Selection of Target Schools and 'Poachers

School's
Program

District Implementation

Selection
of

Schools

A Immersion
Early-Exit

Both Iremersion &
Early-Exit

Immersion
Early-Exit

Both Immersion &
Early-Exit

Immersion
Early-Exit

Both Immersion &
IDarly-Exit

Late-Exit

Late-Exit

Immersion
Early-Exit

Both Inversion &
Early-Exit

Late-Exit

Immersion

Earl -Exit

All
Arbitrary

N/A

N/A
Arbitrary

All

All
Arbitrary

All

All

Arbitrary

N/A
All
All

Arbitrary

All

Arbitrary

Selection
of

Teachers

All
Arbitrary

N/A

N/A
Arbitrary

All immersion/
Arbitrary Early-Exit*

All
Arbitrary

All immersion/
Arbitrary Early-EXit*

Arbitrary

Arbitrary

N/A
Arbitrary

All Immersion/
Arbitrary Early-Exit*

Arbitrary

Arbitrary

Arbi -

* At me school with both immersion strategy and early-exit pro-
grams, no early-exit teachers were selected.

In all programs, students were assigned to study classrooms in

accordance with the district's regular procedures for assigning
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limited-English-proficient students to classrooms. In districts with

both immersion strategy and earlywexit programs, students were ar-

bitrarily assigned to program classrooms; no student attributes were

used to assign students to the two programs beyond the common criteria

used to identify limited-English-proficient students: (1) home

language; (2) oral Ehglidh language proficiency; and (3) oral Spanish

language proficiency. That is, no special preselection criteria were

used to assign students to study classrooms. Study classrooms typical-

ly included students with a range of English language skills. While

limited-English and fluent-Englidh proficient students were in the

majority native Engli-Sh speakers were also evident.

Prom the students in the study classrooms, potential target

students were selected from only those who met the selection criteria.

The selection criteria reflect the assumption that only those students

who have been in a district's program without interruption would

provide the clearest assessment of the effectiveness of the instruc-

tional program. 'ro meet the selection criteria, stwimmtsmst:

o have Spanish as a primary language;

o have been classified as limited-English-proficient (LEP) upon
entry into kindergarten (although students in grades one and
three may be reclassified as fluent-Erglish-proficient

(FEP) ) ;

o have been enrolled in the study district and placed in the
program under study since November 1 of their kirderpurten
years

o have not been absent more than 40 sdhool days in any one
given year.

Tables 11, 12, 13 and 14 display the total number of districts,

schools, classrooms, and students by program participating in the study

through Year 4 of data collection.
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Table 11

NUmber of Study Students
Year 1 - 1984-85

IMMERSION EARLY-EXIT LATErEXIT TOTAL

# of

Cls.*

r=m*
# of
Std.

# of
Dist.

# of

'Sch.*
# of
Cls.*

I) of

Std.
# of
Dist.

# of
Sch.*

# of
Cis.*

# of
Std,

-# of
Dist.

# of
Sdh.*

# of

Cis.*
# of
Std.

# of
Dist.

# of
Sdh.*

K 3 7 16 270 4 12 26 448 3 12 15 252 7 29 57 970

1
1

3
I

4 16 182 3 8 17 226 3 9 33 408

1 2 I

i

3
1

13 21 193 3 13 21 193

4
i

1

5
i

6

L* ALA*1
,

4 8 32 452 4 674 13 36 445 7 30 111
......§...ms.

1571

* Number of sdhools includes all schools with taxget atudy students in program and mainstream program classrooms. NUmber
of classrocns includes omly program classrooms in which target study students are enrolled.

** The sum of the =fiber of districts or sdlools at eadh grade level may not opal the total nutter of districts or schools
becaule more than one grade level may be included in the same difftriat or school.
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Table 12

Number of Study Students
Year 2 - 1985-86

DEERSION EARLY-EGT IATE-LiciT Iran

H----

# a
Dist.

# of
Sch.*

l of
Cls.*

l of,
Std.

l of
Dist.

l of
Sch.*

l of
Cls.*

l of
Std.

l of
Dist.

1 Jf
Sch.*

# ot
Cls.*

l of
Std.

.
l of
Dist.

l of
Sch.*

l of
Cls.*

1

I of
Std.

K 3 12 13 194 3 7 12 191 1 6 7 141 5 22 32 526

1 4 16 25 307 4 13 27 299 3 12 24 203 8 39 76 809

2 3 4 11 111 3 7 17 119 3 8 28 230

3 1 5 7 78 1 5 7 78

4 3 13 18 137 3 13 18 137

5

6
.....,,,___

I. . 5 20 49 612 5 16 56 609 3 14 56 559 9 46 161 1780

* Number of schools ircludes all schools with target study students in program and mainstream program classroom. Number
of classroom includes only program classroom in which target study students are enrolled.

** Me sum of the number of districts or schools at each grade level may not equal the total =ter of districts or school
because more than one grade level may be included in the same district or school.
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Table 13

Number of Study Students
.Year 3 - 1986-87

IMMERSION EARLY-EXIT LATE-EXIT TOThL

*======
K

# of
Dist.

i

# of
Sch.*

# of
Cls.*

# of
Std.

# of
Dist.

# of
Sdh.*

# of
Cls.*

# of
Std.

# of
Dist.

# of
Sdh.*

# of
Cls.*

# of
Std.

# of
Dist.

f of
Sch.*

f of
Cls.*

;

# of
Std.

1 4 13 17 172 3 8 15 162 1 6 7 108 6 24 39 442

2 4 17 20 226 4 13 24 197 3 12 19 159 8 40 63

,

582

3 3 4 7 81 3 7 14 97 3 8 21 178

4 1 5 7 72 1 5 7 72

5 3 13 16 99 3 13 16 99

6
,

KULA*
L

5 20 44 479 5 17 53 456 3 14 49 438 9 47 146 1373

* Number of schools includes all schools with target study students in program and mainstream program clw.FTIoams. NUmber
of classrooms includes only program classrooms in which target study students are enrolled.

** The sum of the number of districts or schools at each grade level may not egpal the total nutter of districts or school
because more than one grade level may be included in the same district or school.
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Table 14

NUmber of Study Students
Year 4 - 1987-88

IMMERSION EARLY-EXrT LATE-EXIT
viz........

# of
Sch.*

# of
Cls.*

TOTAL

# of

Dist.

# of

Sch.*
# of
Cls.*

# of
Std.

# of
Dist.

# of
Sch.*

# of
Cls.*

# of
Std.

# of
Dist.

# of
Std.

# of
Dist.

# of
Sch.*

# of
Cls.*

# of

Std.

K

1 1

I

2
1

4 17 19 151 3 8 13 112 1 6 8 75 6 28 40 338

3 4 19 17 158 4 13 21 151 3 12 19 136 8 42 57 445

4 3 4 5 59 3 7 12 86 3 8 17 145

5 1 5 7 51 1 5 7 51

6
-

3 11 15 75 3 11 15 75

5 20 41 368 5 16 46 349 3 14 49 337 9 46 136 1054
mil

* NUmber of schools includes all schools with target study students in program and mainstream program classrooms. NUmber
of classrooms includes only program classrooms in which target study students are enrolled.

** Itie sum of the number of districts or schools at eadh grade level may not equal the total timber of districts or sdhool
because more than one grade level may be included in the same district or sdhool.
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Data Co1l9ctiCH11112123E2DrAMLEISMAIIM

As noted in Figure 1, same target students entered the study in FY

1984-85 and others in FY 1985-86. Consequently, for same students

there are data over a fcur-year period and for others over a three-year

period. Figures 2 and 3 list the data collection instruments, by grade

level and year of the study for cohorts entering in FY 1984-85 and FY

1985-86, respectively.

This chapter summarizes the procedures for data collection in all

fcur years ct the study. FOr each target child included in the sample,

a variety of data about the child's academic performance and skills,

family background, teacher, classroom, school, and district were

collected. The following lists the data collected for each child:

YEAR 1 amk couEgrIcs

oral English language IPT, Student Oral Language
proficiency . Observation Measure,

Student Data Sheets

- English language arts

- English reading

MBE (kindergarten), CTBS
(grades 1 and 3), Student
Data Sheets

TOBE (kindergarten), CTBS
(grades 1 and 3), Student
Data Sheets

math assessed in English TOBE (kindergarten), CTBS
(gr,.des 1 and 3), Student
Data Sheets

oral Spanish language
proficiency

IPT, Student Data Sheets

Spanish language arts TOBE (kindergarten), CTBS
(grades 1 and 3), Student
Data Sheets
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Testing:

TOBE-2 English
10BE-2 Spanish
cres-s
cm-Espanol
Irir English

IPr Spanish
MICH
WISC-R

Interviews:

Teacher
Aide
Parent
Student Data

Classroan
Observations:

Teacher Focus
Engaged
Academic Time

Classroom
Status
Measure

Student FCCUE

81 Language
Observation
Measure

Classroom
Engaged
Academic Time
Masure

Arm mos Irma

YEAR 1 DATA COLLECTION
(1984-85)

Fall Spring
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X
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X
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X
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X
X
X
X
X
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X
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X
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X
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X
X
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X
X
X
X
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X
X
X
X
X

X
X
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X
X
X
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X
X
X
X
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X
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Figure 2

Data Collection Plan
Cohorts Entering Study 1984-85
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(1985-86)
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YEAR 3 DATA COLLECTION
(1986-87)

Fall swim
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YEAR 4 DATA COLLECTION
(1987-88)
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Testing:

TOBE-2 English
TO8E-2 Spanish
CTES-S

CTBS-Espanol
IFT English
IPT Spenish
SOLON
WISC-R
Raven's

Coloured

Progressive
Matrices

Interviews:

Teacher
Aide
Parent

Student Data

Classroan
Observations:

Language

Observation
Measure

Classroom

Engaged
Academic Time
Measure

8111111110. ealaill=.4M1001111111111111111111=M1111.1.

YEAR 1 DM COLIELVION
(1984-85)

Fall Spring

Cohorts entering
study 1985-86
did not begin
until Year 2 of
Data Collection

Figure 3

Data Collection Plan
worts Entering Study 1985-86

YEAR 2 DATA COLLECTION
(1985-86)
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- Spanish reading

math assessed in Spanish

class schedule

special needs

- general ability

licialkasgrain2

imams

- parent education, employment

hme/campanity language usage

- parent participation

parent.attitudes toward
development of Spanidh and
acquisition of English
language skills

length of time in the U.S.

Iraqi=
training

experience

English, Spanish usage in
class

58

TOM (kindergarten), CTBS
(grades 1 and 3), Student
Data Sheets

TOBE (kindergarten), CTBS
(grades 1 and 3), Student
Data Sheets

Teacher Interview, Student
Data Sheets

Teadher Interview, Student
Data Sheets

WISC-R/EIWNR (grade 3)

Parent Interview
garten and grade

Parent Interview
garten and grade

Parent Interviem
garten and grade

Parent Interview

garten and grade

Parent Interviev
garten and grade

(kinier-
3)

(kinder-

3)

(kinder-
3)

(kinder-

3)

(kinder-
3)

Parent Interview (kinder-
garten and grade 3)

Teacher Interview

Teacher Interiiew

Teacher Interview, Teacher
Focus, Student Focus,
Engaged Academic Time
Measure, Classroom Status
Measure



attitudes toward developing
Spanish and English language
skills

Classrcan Aide

=WE=
proportion of students by
language classification

limited-English-Troficient,
fluent-Wgish-proficient, or
English only

instructional materials

teachsx/child intaractions

engaged academic time

student groups and activities

School/District.

- proportion of language-
minority schools

socioeconomic status of
e' ant body

availability of specialized
programs and/or services

5 9

Teacher Interview

Classroom Aide Interview

Teacher Interview

Teacher Interview

Teacher Interview

Teacher Fccus

Engaged Academic Time
Measure

Classroom Status Measure

Project Administrator
Interview, School Site
Fact Sheet, School
District Services Ques-
tionnaire

Project Administrator
Interview, School Site
Fact Sheet, School
District Services Ques-
tionnaire

Project Adhinistrator
Interview, Site Ad-
ministrator Interview,
School Site Fact Sheet,
School District Services
Questionnaire

c
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community characteristics Project Administrator
Interview, School Site
Fact Sheet, School
District Services Ques-
tionnaire

YEAR 2 DATA couxinai

Child-Level Data

- oral Englieh language
proficiency

- Englidh language arts

- English reading

IPT, Student Oral Language
Cbservaticalfeasure,
Student Data Sheets

TOBE (kindergarten), CTES
(grades 1, 2, 3 and 4),
Student Data Sheets

IceE Ocinlerwrter0, CTES
(grades 1, 2, 3 and 4),
Student Data Sheets

math assessed in English TOBE (kindergarten), CTES
(grades 1, 2, 3 and 4),
Student Data Sheets

oral Spanish language IFT (students entering
proficiency study in Year 2), Student

Data Sheets

- Spanish language arts

- Spanish reading

TOBE (kindergarten), CTES
(grades 1 and 3 for
stuOlnts entering study in
Year 2), Student Data
Sheets

TOBE (kirldWrgarten), CTES
(grades 1 and 3 for
students entering study in
Year 2), Student Data
Sheets

math assessed in Spanish TOBE (kindergarten) CTES
(grades 1 and 3 for
students entering study in
Year 2), Student Data
Sheets

class schedule

60

Teacher Interview, Student
Data Sheets



special needs

- general abi/ity

il2112_BWAGaMIDI

incane

- parent education, emplcyment

home/ccemunity language usage

- parent participation

parent attitudes toward
development of Spanish and
acquisition of English
language skills

length of throe in the U.S.

Teacher

training

experience

English, Spanish usage in
class

- attitudes toward developing
Spanish and English language
skills

63.

Teacher Interview, Student
Data Sheets

WISC-R/EMI-R (grade 3)

Parent Interview
garten and grade

Parent Interview
garten and grade

Parent Interview
garten and grade

Parent Interview
garten and grade

Parent Interview
garten and grade

(kinder-
3)

(kinder-
3)

(kinder-
3)

(kinder-

3)

(kirder-
3)

Parent Interview (kinder-
garten and grade 3)

Teacher Interview

Teacher Interview

Teacher Interview,
Language Cbservation
Measure, Masan= Engaged
Academic Time Measure

'reacher Interview

C no



oral English and Spanish
language proficiency

proportion of students by
language classification

limited-Englishiproficient,
fluent-English-proficient, or
English only

instun=tional materials

teachex/child interactions

- engaged academic time

student groups and activities

Schoo/District

- proportion of language-
minority schools

sociceconomic status of
student body

62

Teacher Oral Englikh
Language Proficiency
Interview Protocol,
Teacher Oral Spud&
Language ProfiCiency
Interview Protocol (all
teachers participating in
study in years I ard 2)

Classroom Aide Interview

Teacher Interview

'reacher Interview

Teacher Interview

Language Observaticn
Measure

Mawr= Engaged Academic
Time Measure

Classrcce Engaged Academic
Time Mee Mre

Project Administrator
Interview, School Site
Fact Sheet, School
District Services Ques-
tionnaire (for schools
entering study in year 2)

Project Administrator
Interview, School Site
Fact Sheet, School
District Services Ques-
tionnaire (for sdhools
entering study in year 2)
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- availability of specialized
programs and/or services

- calamity characteristics

Project ktninistrator
Interview, Site Ad-
ministrator Interview,
School Site Fact Sheet,
School District Services
Questicmaire (for schools
entering study in year 2)

Prodect Aftinistratar
Intierview, School Site
Fact Sheet, School
District Services Ques-
tionnaire (for schools
entering study in year 2)

YEAR 3 DA72% OOLIECrICti

=1A±IgNIALDItO

- oral Eriglidh language
proficiency

- English language arts

- English reading

math assessed in English

oral Spanish language
proficiency

;.nish language arts

Spanish reading

math assessed in Spanish

class schedule

special neold3

63

IPT, Student Oral Language
Observation Measure,
Student Data Sheets

CTES (wades 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5), Student Data
Sheets ,--

CTES (gradea 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5), Student Data
Sheets

CTES (grades 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5), Student Data
Sheets

Student Data Sheets

Student Data Sheets

Student Data Sheets

Student Data Sheets

'reacher Inter,iew, Student
Data Sheets

Teacher Interview, Student
Data Sheets



- general ability

Wics_Backomund

income

parent education, employmant

home/community language usage

parent participation

parent attitudes toward
development of Spanish and
acquisition of Englis:h
language skills

length of time in the U.S.

ilacirer

training

experience

English, Spanish usage in
class

attitudes toward developing
Spanish and English language
skills

oral English and Spanish
language proficiency

64

WISC-R/E1M-R (grade 3)

Parent Interview (grade 3)

Parent Interview (geeds 3)

Parer: Interview (grade 3)

Parent Interview (grade 3)

Parent Interview (grade 3)

Parent jew (grade 3)

Teacher Interview

Teacher Interview

Teacher Interview,
Language Cbservation
Measure, Classroom Engaged
Academic Time Measure

Teacher Interview

Teacher Oral English
Language Proficiency
Interview Protocol,
Teacher Oral Spanish
Language Proficiency
Interview Protocol
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Classrom

proportion of students by
language classification

limited-Englishvroficient,
fluent-English-proficient, or
Englinh only

instructional materials

teacher/child interactions

- engaged academic time

student groups awl activities

Teacher Interview

Teacher Interview

Teacher Interview

Language Cbservatim
Measure

Classroom Engaged Academic
Time Measure

Classroom Engaged Academic
Time Measure

YEAR 4 DATA COLLECTION

Qild-Level Datg

- oral English language
proficiency

- English language arts

- English reading

nath assessed in English

cral Spanish language
proficiency

Spanish language arts

65

;2

IPT, Stuc lent Oral Language
Cbservaticn Measure,
Student Cata Sheets

CTBS (gINISS 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6), Student Data
Sheets

CTBS (grades 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6), Student Data
Sheets

CTBS (grades 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6), Student Data
Sheets

rPT, Student Data Sheets

CTBS (grades 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6), Student Data
Sheets



- Spanish reading

math assessed in Spanish

class schedule

special needs

- general ability

itemAgammund

income

parent education, employment

hame/ccemunity language usage

parent participation

parent attitudes toward
development of Spanish and
acquisition of English
language skills

length of time in the U.S.'

Mach=

training

experience

English, Spanish usage in
class

66

CTES (grades 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6), Student Data
Sheets

CIES (grades 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6), Student Data
Sheets

Teacher Interview, Student
Data Sheets

Teacher Interview, Student
tete Sheets

WISC-R/ED84-11/Raven's CPM
(grades 2 and 3)

Parent Interview (grade 3)

Parent Interview (grade 3)

Parent Interview (grade 3)

Parent Intervisi (grade 3)

Parent Interview (grade 3)

Parent Interview (grade 3)

Teacher Interview

Teacher Interview

Teacher Intervie4,
Language Oteervation
Measure, Classroom Engaged
Acadenic Time Measure
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attitudes toward developing
Spanish and English language
skills

oral Englidh and Spanish
language proficiency

- proportion of students by
language classification

- limited-English-proficient,
fluent-Englishvroficient, or
English only

instructional materials

teacher/child interactions

- engaged academic time

student groups and activities

Cata Collection

Teacher Interview

Teacher Oral English
Language Proficiency
Interview ProtocO,
Teacher Oral Spanish
Language Proficiency
Interview Protocol

Teacher Interview

Teather Interview

Teacher Interview

Larguage Observation
Measure

Classroan Engaged Academic
Tine Measure

Classroan Engaged Academic
Time Measure

Once the sample selection was completed, a site coordinator was

hired for each site. The site coordinator's primary responsibility was

to schedule and supervise the achievement, language and general ability

assessment testing, parent, teacher, and classroom aide interviews and

completion of the student data sheets. Tb facilitate data collection,

site coordinators were trained by senior study staff. Site coordina-

tors then hired and trained local testers, proctors, and parent

interviewers. Bilingual personnel were hired to ensure that only those
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proficient in English administered the English versions of tests and

those proficient in Spanish administered the Spanish version'.

Similarly, members ct the community who were proficient in Spanish

contacted parents and conducted the parent interviews. Given the time

interval between fall and spring touting, senior Aguirre/SM staff

conducted on-site training of all test administrators and proctors

prior to fall and spring tasting to review all testing prctocols and to

ensure that test administraticn procedures were followed. Senior

project staff completed all interviews of principals, project direc-

tors, and additional districtperommal as needed.

Instrumentation used during the testing poriods included stan-

dardized adhievement and general ability tests and language proficiency

tests in both English and Spanish.

The Tests of Basic Experiences (rOIE-2) was administered to

kindergarten students in their first year in the study in their

dominant language in the fall and in both English and Spenimh in the

spring. The Ccaprehensive Pest of Basic'Skills was administered4 to all

students except kindergartners in their first year in the study in both

English mns-44 and Spanish (MMIS-Eapanol) in the fall and spring.

The CTBS-S was administered to all continuing target students in the

spring of each successive year. The CTBS-Espanol uas administered to

all continuing target students in the spring of the fourth year of the

study.

Standardized testing protocols were followed for TOBE and CTBS

test administration. Directions regarding test preparatico, test

administrator/proctor to student ratio, testing environment, test

instnxtions, and test section time limits were all read, reviewed and

practiced by all test examiners during one-day training sessions.

The /DEP, Oral Language Proficiency Test CUM English was admini-

stered to students in all grades to assess English oral language

proficiency at fall and spring testings of their first year in the
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study and in spring ct eadh successive year. The IFT Spanish was

administered to assess Spanish oral language proficiency at fall and

spring beatings of their first year in the study and in spring of the

fourth year ct the study. The test administcaticri protocol for the /PT

was followed with one deviation. All Aguirre/SRA study students began

the test with item number one. The examiner's aenual directs the test

examiner to begin the test at varying start leveas for later grade

students (i.e., 2: grade 2). Aguirre/SRA's assumption was that all

students would not necessarily be able to answer all items at beginning

levels accurately.

The Sbzient Oral language Observation Matrix (SCICM), annul= of

students' oral English language proficiency, was also completed for

each student by his whew classroom teadhar. Teadher training in use

of the SOWN was conducted by senior project staff an-site at each

school district.

The WISC-R/EIWN-R (Wechsler Intelligenoe Scale for Children-

Revised/Escala de Inteligencia Wechsler pare Ninos-Revisada) was

administered to each target student participating in the study, usually

in the course ct his or her third grade year. Standardized testing

protocols were followed for test administration and assessment of

general ability. Bilingual (SpardahMiglish) certified clinical and

school psychologists and advanced graduate students supervised by a

certified school psychologist administered all test protccols. The

Raven's Coloured Progressive Matrices was also administered to some

students in one school district to assess general ability. All test

administrators were trained by a certified sdhool psychologist,

supervised by the school district directcr of testIng and measurement,

and followed stanimrdizedtmstinginxtmcols for test administration.

Site coordinators conducted all teacher and classroom aide

interview and supervised completion of all student data sheets.

Aguirre/SRA staff provided training in procedures for completing these

interviews. Training was also provided on-sita at each district, to
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all bilingual interviewers assigned the task of completing parent

interviews. Directions for scheduling and arranging the interviews, as

well as techniques to elicit responses to items, were reviewed and

practiced. All parent interview traininguas conducted bilingually.

Oral English and Spanish language interviews were conducted with

all target clasaroomtAmchers participating filth& study in FY 1984-65,

FY 1965-86, FY 1986-87 and FY 1987-68, The obdective was to describe

the oral English and Spanish skills of teachers in ths three in-

structional programs: immersion strategy, early-exit and late-exit

bilingual programs. The interview protocol was adapted from a pro-

cedure developed by the Defense Language Institute/Language School.

Teachers/ proficiency in the comprehension and prodUction of Englidh

and Spanish was assessed in the following areas: pronunciation,

vocabulary, accuracy, contextual structure, fluency and participation

in role-play situations. interviews were conducted as informal

conversations with the interviewer guiding the use of language at

various proficiency levels. All interviewers were trained by Pelavin

Associates staff under the direction and supervision of Aguirre

International/SRA Technologies senior staff. The interview protocol,

as well as elicitation and scoring techniques, were reviewed and

practiced. All interviews were tape-recorded, and interrater reliabil-

ity assessed.

All completed tests and interviews were sent to Aguirre/SRA for a

final chedk for completeness and accuracy. Preparation of data for

computer input was supervised by senior project staff.
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21mbOrEgGiii. The Teacher Slocum observation inetramintdkocuments

how teachers and students use language in the classrom. Those

behaviors whidh resmardh an first and second language development

identify as facilitating language development were coded. Also coded

were behaviors deemed important in resew% an teaching effectiveness.

These data were collected in two steps. Step 1 consisted of tape

recording classroom language as used by the teacher and students. Step

2 consisted of the transcription ard coding of these tapes.

During Stip 1, a wireless microphone was attached to the teacher

and two staticnary lidgmtsticoms were positioned on apposite ends of the

clommramh ThemsmicrcOmes permitted taping of both teachers and the

student(s) with whom they were speaking. In eadh alammaxm, ally a

half day's instruction was taped -- either in the morning or in the

afbernom. Teachers were requested to schedule observations such that

one period eadh of language arts, reading, math, and anothmr content

area were cbserved.

Completion of Step 2, transcription and coding of tapes, was

conducted after the observations. All classroam observations took

place during the fall of 1984 (sady period 1). The following outlines

the procedures for transaribing and coding of the classroam recordings.

A transcription was made of a rand= sample from each classroam

recordim. Each cl the 70 Teacher Focus observations encompassed a

maximum ct 120 minutes an up to three sides of cassette tape (a set of

two tapes), with a maximum of 45 minutes per side. From each classroam

observation, a random 30 minutes of instruction was sampled according

to the following procedure:

the three tape sides were divided into 12, 10-minute portions in
sequence, using the tape counter;
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29 different 30-minute sample designs Imre generated, each
consisting of three randcmly selected 10-minute porticos from the
total 120 mirmtes per classroom;

the 70 classroom tape sets were grouped into the three programs
(Nmgram 1 = 21 tapes, Program 2 = 20 tapes, Prcgram 3 = 29
tapes);

one clammnxxs tape set from eadh program was randomly assigned to
each of 20 sample designs, and the remeining tape sets tram
Programs 1 and 3 were randomly assigned to the remaining designs;

during transcription, any breaks or gaps in recording, i.e., blank
tape that was to be sampled in a specific portion, was made up
with alternate 10-minute portions from elsewhere on the tapes.

Following the selection of the tape sample, ths 30-minute

sequences from each tape were transcribed according to the detailed

procedures outlined in Chaudron's (1985a), °Transcription Directions

for SRA Project." A sample consisting of 70% of the transcribed tapes,

representing eadh transcriber, was checked by a different transcriber

to ensure accurate trans=iption, according to the procedMres outlined

in Chaudron (1985b), "Instructions far Veri!ying Transcripts."

Hardcopy transcTipts of the 30-minute samples were coded according to

the instructions as outlined in Chaudron's (1985c), "COding Procedures

and GUidelines for SRA Project."

Fourvage segments of the two transcripts were coded according to

the guidelines by three coders who reached consensus on the codes.

Three- to fourwpage segments of four additional transcripts were coded

separately by two of these coders until 90% agreement was reached, and

the remaining differences were used to establiah modifications and

clarifications of the guidelines, and a standard set of codes for the

entire set of training transcripts. The first two transcripts were

then discussed in group with all the coders to assure understanding ct

the guidelines.

Each coder then independently coded one segment of a transcript at

a time, until 85% agreement with the standard codes was reached on a
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given training transcript. After reaching this criterion of

reliability, and discussion of the remaining differences in coding,

each coder proceeded to code, to the extent possible, the classroom

transcripts that ha or she had transcribed.

The codes on eadh transcript were then tallied according to the

guidelines in Chaudron's (1985d), "Directions for Tallying Transcripts"

with a running tally by page of each code. A second pass separated out

the frequency of codes by language used.

AMIftgatIGUE. The Student Focus Measure was used to describe the

frequency with which students produce language in the classroom.

Student utterances were coded in terms of with whom a student inter-

acted (another student or a touter/aide), who initiated the interac-

tion, to wham the initiation was directed, whether the utterance was

task-related, and the language used. In effect an utterance in this

measure is defined as a speaker's turn in a turn-taking sequence.

Student Fbcus data were collected at the same moment that the

Teacher Focus data were collected. Whereas the Teacher Fbcus data were

coded from transcripts of live audiotapes of teatherlstudent interac-

tions, the Student Fbcus measure was coded live. The objective was to

describe the typical classroom day for target students in eadh instruc-

tional program. Classmumewere observed twice, once in the Fall, 1984

and then once in the Spring, 1985. Data were collected aver ap-

proximately six hours of observation per classroom. All 70 classrooms

in the study were observed in Fall, 1984. As the number of classrooms

increased greatly dMring the year with the addition of new sites (from

70 to 111), 70 randomly sampled classroces were observed in the Spring,

1985. Classrooms were sampled randomly from each program to ensure

generalizability of study classrooms.

The Student Focus Measure was designed to complement the teacher-

focused observations. The intent of the Teacher Focus data was to

describe language in the classroom from the teacher's point of view.
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This was done by coding all instances of tencher/student inlamaction.

This allowed the description of how teachers use language in the

classroom and their students° responses.

The student-focused damvations allowed the dewription of how

students use language in the classroom from the perspective of the

student. The canoarn was to obtain a measure of the appoftunities

intimicitual students have to produce langumge, with whom, about what,

and in whidh langtege. Taken together, the teacher- and ebudemt-

focused obsonmaions provide a more thorough understanding of how

language Jowled in the classroom.

How were the Sbadert Fbcus data collected? As noted, while one

observer was recording classroom language of teachers and students by

monitoring the temoher, a second observer was monitoring randomly-

selected sheets. The Student ?locus Measure was used in canjunctice

with the EngmislAcademicTins Form and Classroom Status abservidUcrial

Form. These insbmourts are described in detail below. Agter com-

plating one round of the Ehgaged Academic Time and Classroom Status

Mem-mares, the Student Floc= Memeirewas used for 30 minutes. The same

six =Wady-selected students Who.were observed for the Engaged

Academic Time memsures were observed again for the Student Focus

Measure.

A separate Student Focus form was used for each of the six target

students. Each target student was observed for a five-minute period.

During this period, utterances made by the student and teachers were

coded. The following was recorded for eadh utteranoe: (a) who

produced the initiating utterance (target student or teacher); (b) what

language was used; (c) was the student utterance an- or offs,tagk; (d)

was the student utterance spontaneous or a response; and (e) were

teacher utterances directed to the target student, entire group in

which target student was a member, or another student in the target

student's group. When the five-minute period ended, the observer moved

onto the second target student for another five-minute observation.
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This procedure was repeated until all six taigst students were cob-

salted.

Afturcxmpletingthis observation cycle, the observer took a five-

minute break, at the end of which was stmrted another round of Engaged

Academic Time (burl/ad:ions, with six new ramimaly-selected target

students. Once the second Engaged Academic Time and Classroom Status

oteervations were ampleted, another round of Student Fbcus observa-

tions were begun using the six now target stir:lents selected for the

EngagedAcsWemic Time Measure. Three rounds of Student Focus observa-

tions were completed per classroom per visit. Eighteen different

students were thus observed at each visit. Classrooms were visited

twice for half a day, once in the morning and once in the aftenxxxl.

In all, 70 classroom were observed in the fall and spring, FY 84-85.

Engel:red Academic Tim and Classroom Status Messimmo. Dm measures

were used in conjurction with the Student Fbcus Cbservation Measure-

ment, a measure of Engaged Academic Time and a measure of Classroom

Status. The Engaged Academic Time Measure was used to record the

hm60:uctional activities and task-mgagement of target students. Its

purpose was to Amble judgments about the prtportion of time each

target studentwas "on-task." TheMasammxmaStatasftemure allowed the

information collected on the Engaged Academic Time instrument to be set

into the overall classroom context in which the task engagement was

commaing. It yak. used to record the general hmstructional activity in

the class that was concurrent with the behavior of the individual

target students.

The observation process entailed an iterative cycle of observing

six individual target students, randomly selected, and then the whole

class. The cycle was repeated successively during a 20-minute observa-

tion period.

Each Engaged Academic Tine observation of an individual target

student consisted of recording eight data items:
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behaviors through live observation. This change permitted the expan-

sion ct the amount of information available per classroom as well as to

accommodate the substantial increase in the number of study claserooms

from Year 1 (111) to Year 2 of the study (160). The Clamor= Language

Observation Measure also wes used to document language behaviors in

project classrooms in Years 3 (R as 145) and 4 (N = 115) of the study.

The purpose of the Language Observation Measure is to enable

observers to accurately document language use in the classroom. The

Language Observatial Measure helps observers to focus systematically on

important aspects of language use across the instructional day. The

result should provide a picture of the nature of classroom communica-

tion in programs serving limited-Engliehwproficient students.

The Language Observation Measure is structured to describe the

ccumundcation between teachers and students. The unit of analysis is

time based. That is, an the minute, the observer looks up and follow

ing explicit rules, first identifies the beginning of an exchange.

Secondly, the observer then codes certain language behaviors within a

specific category system. The language behaviors are referred to in

this discussion as utterances. As previously defined, an utterance is

a speaker'i turn in a turnr-taking seven= (i.e., communicative

exchange). This time-sampling approach to observing teacher language

has been used in teacher effectiveness studies (Program on Teaching

Effectiveness - Stanford University, 1976). The observer codes a

nuMber of characteristics about the teacher-stmdent interaction: the

observer codes who initiated the exchange; the language used; and the

specific language behavior used to start the exchange. Then the

respondent, the language used, and the specific responding language

behavior are identified. In those instances where the initiator of the

exchange reacts to the response, the specific followup language

behavior is coded along with the specific language used. The exchange

is described further by documentation of the following for each

exchange:



Langtign. The purpose orcverall intent of the exchange;

am. Mather the exchange is concerned with :how things are said
(form) vs. with what is said (concept);

herajatity. The sanctioned classroom activity providim the context
for the exchange;

BAWL Whether visuals, objects, and/or physical gestures are
used to support the language behaviors exhibited;

=amt. The subject area that is being taught at the time the
observation is made.

These last behaviors provide the contextual framemork for under

standing the specific language behaviors noted for each exchange (turn-

taking sequence) .

gassamilungsukadaniajaintjuan. The Classroom Engaged

Academic Time Measure was used in conjunction with the Language

otemmvation Measure to record the activities in the classes observed.

While the language Observation Measure involves the recording of the

speaking behaviors of teacher and students, the Classroom Engaged

Academic Time Measure allows these language behaviors to be set into

the overall classroom context in which they are occurring. The

Classroom Engaged Acedenic Time Measure also providesameasure of task

engagement for each grcup of students within the classroom.

The Classroom Engaged Academic T1me Measure is coded in the same

cycle as the Language Observation Measure. That is, after ompleting a

cycle of recording language behaviors using the Language Observation

Measure, the Classroom Engaged Academic TUE Measure is used to record

a "snapshot" of the whcae class before going cm to the next cycle of

frames of the Language Observation Measure, The Classroom Engaged

Academic Time Measure allows the following information to be recorded:

o The number of student grcups;

o The type of activity for each student group:
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The content of the activity for each student group;

The language being used, if any, in each student group;

o The number of children wearing blue arm bands (LEP) who are
engaged in each student group;

The number of children wearing blue arm bands (LEP) who are
not engaged in each student group;

o The number of Children wearing red arm bands (FEP) who are
engaged in eadh student group;

The number of children wearing red arm bands (FEP) who are
not engaged in each student group;

The nutber of Children wearing yellow arm bands (BIWA&
only) who are engaged in each student group; and finally,

The nuMber of children wearing yellow arm baLds (English
only) who are not engaged in eadh student group.

A total of 160 classrooms in the second year, 145 in the third

year, and 115 in the fourth year Imre observed both in the morning and

aftorman. The goal was to obtain a picture of how language is used

across the instructicral day. Observe-tam; were not made during recess

or lunch.

Only teachers of target classrooms, team teachers, or aides that

were scheduled to work with target students on a daily basis were

observed. The total amount ct time each of these adults was observed

was proportional to the amount of time each worked directly with target

students.

While in eadh classroom, the observer coded four observation

booklets per hour. Eadh booklet was divided into two parts. Part 1

was compcsed of the Classroom Language Observationiftssure in which the

observer coded teadber-stmademt language use for ten mdnutes. At the

end ct this time, the observer proceeded to code classroom ongaged

acadesdc time for five mdnutes in Part 2 of the observation bcoklet.

nus, each observation booklet represented a fiftemlminute observation

cycle. Four such cycles were completed for each hour of observation.
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The total =omit of observation time for each classroom averaged

approadzeitely 5.5 hours.

Bilingual dbmmnmms were trained over a tensday period which

included disommann and field practice. Observer reliability was

detemined by cowering their coding of classroom transcripts in

English and Spanish with those of expert coders. CLeervers wre tested

to determine the extent to which they correctW selected speech samples

and coded specific ImIguage bohirdixms. Written trmomoripts were used,

rather than audio and video tapes to ensure that observers were

focusing on the same bdumrikms. Reliability checks were done at the

end of trebling, and at the end of data collection. Cmly those

observems with a reliability score of over 0.86 mere selected as

classroom dam:mews. All est:imams of observer reliability exceeded

0.86.

Generalizabillty

At the time that this study was initiated, study sites represented

the universe of immersion strategy programs, and all but one of the

four late-exit programs in the United States as defined in this study.

Given the diversity of Spanish-speaking groups (Mexican, Mexican-

Anericen/Chicano, CUban, and Puerlx)Rican), the number of participating

students (n = 2,352), the geographic distribution of study sites

(rural, suburban, and urban), the large number of classrooms (n 554),

the comprehensiveness of the data collected (see Chapter El), and the

consistency of the analytic results, one can be very confident that the

study results adequately reflect the achievement of immersion strategy

and late-exit students. Thus, generalizations for policy can be made

on the basis of these numbers provided that the instructional programs

as defined in this study represent acceptable instructional parameters

for policy makers.
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Early-exit programs were selected only from school districts that

also had an immersion strategy progrmm. Thus, the gensralizability of

the results of the early-exit program is best restricted to those

early-exit programs having similar program characteristics to the

map-exit programs in the study and that co-exist with immersion

strategy programs. Moreover, since the time that this study was

initiated, federal and state policy changes have allowed the implemen-

tation of Englishronly immersion strategy programs serving limited-

English-proficient students. However, little or no data are available

documenting'the characteristics of these *newer" immersion strategy

programs. Study results are generalizable to theme newer programs to

the extent that they resemble those immersion strategy programs

included in this study (e.g., teachers are bilingual ard have bilingual

teaching credentials).

As a note, it is possible to use the data in this study to

evaluate (i.e., model) how these newer or proposed new programs might

affect the learning of Spanish-speaking limited-English-proficient

students if the characteristics of themprogmans fall within the range

of prcgram characteristics observed in this study.

2114 latia nrainal XI ltaUeljag IdaidLa ria UM 'gam ALUZIA tab
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It is critical that the reader remeMber throughout this report

that the goal, and, hence, the design of this study are to =pare the

relative effectiveness of three specific instruotiorial programs serWmg

Spanish-speaking limited-English-proficieltelementary sdhool $itteerat4,

This study is not designed to address the issua of the zelative

effectiveness of all instructional progrismadeveloped to serve limited-

English-proficient students in the Uhited States, nor is it designed tu

assess the overall effectiveness of each individual program. This

question is addressed by another federal study (DeveloprevitAssociates,

1984). As such, the results of this study are only statistically
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generalizable to Spanish-speaking limited-English-proficient students

having similar backgrcund characteristics as those studants partici-

pating in this study, and who are in instructional programs having

similar characteristics as those emmnined by this study. For emmqp.le,

study results cannot be generalized to limited-English-proficient

students having a primary language ether than Spanish (e.g., Hmong,

Ointment Vietnamese, Portuguese, etc.), or to instructional programs

provided to Spanishropeaking limited-English-proficient sbidents in

high school.
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III. DATA ANAIIISIS OVERVIEW

Analmtig_hargagb

This chapter will discuss the analysis of the data collected

during all four years of the study. The data collection instruments

that wore included in the analyses will be described. Also included

will be a discussion of how data were summarized to the classroom level

for two of the observation instruments. Several design and statistical

issues which had an impact an the analysis will be addressed.

Iaripmge Obeervatice Measure

Teacher Ptxmrs
Cammeromm Ekkgwed Academic Thee Miesszne

Caesar= Cate Base
Teacher Intmrvise
St:Loot rata Base
Stride* rata Sheet
Project Administrator
WSite

Administrator (Prim:4ml)
ool Edstrict Sarvices

Sabool Sibs nict Sheet
Parent Interview

WISC/Raven*
TOBE-2 *
CTBS-S (English) *

* No descriptive analyses

Classroom Status Measure
Student Focus
Engaged Academic Time Measure
Classroom Aide Interview
IPT English/Spanish
CTBS-Espanca (Spanish)



The first three instnmerts were not ircluded in the analyses as

other data were more amino-pieta. These instrizewits were superceded by

other insbnments after the first year of the study. The aide inter-

view was not included as theme data were only availakae for a small

number of clasaTocas in a feirdistricts.

1,11r- ir f!' 4'.1= 1-1011. ke

There were two primary observation instruments used to gather

information an the classrooms in the study. One ct the instrvemintswas

based an observation of the teacher (LarguageMmervatiolMiummire), and

the other instrument was based on observation of the classroom as a

whole (Classroom Engaged Academic Time Measure). The data from eadh

instrument were summarized at the classroom level, and these classroom

summaries were analyzed by grog= and grade level.

The data for the Language Observation Measure were aggregated

across students or teachers within eadh classrooi. The classroom

summary was produced by calculating for each classroom the peroantage

of observation "frames" that contained a given value for a variable.

Far example, if 200 frames were observed for a classroom and Englidh

was the indicated language in 150 of them, a "peroentage &Waal" for

that classroom was calculated as 75%. Similarly, the "peroentage

Spanish," "percentage both," and "percentage non-language" was calcu-

lated for the classroom, with the percentages for the four possible

language values (responses) necessarily adding to 1004. This process

was then repeated for eadh of the variables on the observation instrur.

ment. The resulting classroom-level percentages were then compared

acroes programs and grades.

The instrument based on observation of the classroom as a whole

was sunnarized slightly differently. For the Classroom Engaged

Academic Time Measure (MON, the classroam was divided into grcups

and information about all the groups present at a moment in time was

recorded on a single page. In this way, a single page "snapshot" of
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the classroom cculd contain from one to twelve "frames," each frame

corresponding to a group in the classroom.

If the CEATM data had been ammarized in the same way as the

LanguimpeCteorvationnumure -- by calculating the percentage of frames

for a clamour' with a given value an a variable undue weight boould
have been given to the frames with few students. FOr example, five

pages each with only one large group of students (and, therefore, each

with only one frame) would collectively count only as much as a single

page with five smaller groups and, therefore, five frames. This was

adjusted for by treating each page as an observation rather than

treating eadh frame on a page as an observation. Therefore, for oath

page the percentage of frames with a given response to a variable (math

as English on the language variable) was calculated, and than these

percentages were averaged over all pages for a classroom. This

produced the classroom summary that was analyzed across programs and

grades.

Definitiona

The.primary study objective is to assess the relative effective-

ness of three specific instructional programs. The programs in the

study were selected based an criteria associated with eadh program

model. For the program or programs at eadh site, the nominal program

labels were determined by the Project Director atter a personal inter-

viewVobservation of the principal, teachers, parents and classrooms to

determine the extent to whidh the specific program characteristics for

a given model in this stotrieere evident in the sdhool program(s). The

nominal program Libels are an important treatment variable regardless

of variation within programs.

OntagnIts.SISIstrict With Progimn

There are statistical problems which can result from aggregation

of the data (the ecological fallacy). It is possible that by aggre-
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gating the data, a spurious yet statistically significant effect whicih

is due to the influence of some unknown uncontrolled factor might be

found. Since the program effect is ct primary intereet, aggregating to

the district level might produce spurious effects and might obscure

true program effects.

The small number of school districts in the U.S. having an

immersion strategy program and the even smaller number having a late-

exit programmaXes comparing the three programs difficult. A district

either had both an immersion strategy and an earlrexit program arhad

only a late-exit program. No district had all three programs. The

original intention was to "partition out" the betmeen-site (district)

source of variance in the analyses; however, because districts are

neither nested within programs mgr completely crossed with programs,

there is a confoundhmg of district and program. As a result, there is

no suitable way of getting independent estimates for program and

district.

In order to assess the district effect, the final model for the

immersion strategy and early-exit programs was tested for district-

program interaction tiffects.

COnfounding Of GradeLevel With Program

Due to the design of the study, data were collected from kinder,-

garten (K) through fourth grade students in the immersion strategy and

early-exit programs, and from kindergarten through sticthgrade students

in the late-exit program. The immersion strategy and early-exit

programs had cohorts who entered in kindergarten and finst grade an the

basis that one program goal is the rapid transition to mainstream

programs. The late-exit program had cohorts who entered in kinder-

garten and third grade in order to document the program from kinder,-

garten through sixth grade and to test the program thesis that the

facilitative effects of instruction in the LEP child's primary language

become apparent after grade four. While this design is effective for
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some purposes, it causes several analytic difficulties because of the

number of empty cells in the design.

For the descriptive analyses, the discussion has focused on trends

across grade levels and program differences for grades In most

cases, the late-exit grades five and six followed the same trend (in-

creasing, dWcreasing, or constant) as for late-exit grades X-4.

Unit Of Analysis

Because the primary analytic goal is the mcdeling of student

achievement over time and because these data are collected at the

individual student level, the most appropriate unit of analysis is the

indiviAtml child. Although the programs are implemented at the

classroom level and much of the data ars collected at this level (or

above), children do not remain in intact classes over time so it is

iupossible to use the classroom as the unit of Aysis over four

years. /n addition, many of the most robust predi of achievement

in the educetional research literature have been level vari-

ables sudh as socioeconomic status. In oriatto detrine4water any

of the teadher, classroom, school, and ilisibrivariables predict

achievement, theme variables were linked to ',each child.

DcagriVamlftlass

The gcals of the descriptive analyses are: (a) to describe the

treatments as perceived by parents, telechimm4 and school and district

adninistrators, and as bplemented in the classrooms; (b) to document

that the treatments do, in fact, differ from one another in ways that

reflect differences in their respective models; (c) to describe the

students in the study in terns of home environment and teacher per-

ceptions; and (d) to describe differerces between students in the three

programs on any variables which were considered for inclusion in

subsequent amalyses.
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Weightirq For Dwcriptive Analyses

Bemuse the rurber of students, teachers, classrooms, schools, and
administattors varied across districts, the proportion of data each
district/prcgrran omtrituted varied across data collectice instruments.
For exaeple, cne district might have 10% of the student data sheets,

20% of the school site fact sheets, and 14% of the 124 observations.

In order to represent wre accurately the students, teachers, class-

rooms, schools, and administrators vitlo participated in the study, all
data v.vere weighted proportional to the umber of students in each

district and program for all descriptive analyses. Appendix A de-

scribes the weighting algccithm used.
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IV. FROSIMaimermsrus

Intaxbastisio

The purpose of this chapter is to provide additional information

to the various questions of program inplamentaticn: Do tho three

programs under study in fact reprement three dimtinct instructional

programs? And if they do represent three different programs, do they

represent the three programs of interest in this studyimmersion

strategy, early-exit, and late-exit transitional bilingual education

programs? Also of interest is whether the programs differ on important

variables unrelated to differences in the program models, but which

night affect student outcome (e.g., whether the teachers in one prcgram

are ncre experienced than those in the otherinxmans).

In this chapter info:intim is presented cn classroom language

use, engaged academic time, teacher/classroon ctharacteristics and

administrative ocntext.

=anima Llamas

In years 2, 3 and 4 of data collection, classroom language

observations were gathered through live coding of teacher-student

language interactions. The questions addressed were: (1) Which lan-

guage(s) do teachers and students use within the classroom? (2) What

is the relationship of specific teacher language behaviors to specific

student language behaviors? and (3) How do teachers use language for

instruction in the classroom? Data for study year 1 which answers the

question of which language(s) teachers and students use within the

classroom are found in Appendix B. These data were collected in live

audiorecording.
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As defined in this study, immersion strategy, early-exit, and

/ate-exit transitional bilingual programs are differentiated primarily

on the basis of the language(s) used in the classroom and the amount

math is used. All formal instruction in immersion strategy classrooms

should be in Englieh, with little or no use of Spanieh. Both EMU&
and Spanish are used for instruction in early-exit and late-exit

classrooms. However, according to the instructional model, Spanish

should be used at least 404 of the time through grade 6 in late-exit

classrooms. In contrast, teachers in early-exit programs dramatically

taper the use of Spanish for instruction after kindergarten.

Yes, for the immersion strategy and earlrexit programs, but not

quite for late-exit programs. Across all grades studied (i.e., *4),

immersion strategy teachers almost always use Englidh (e7.3%) and

rarely use Spanidh (c1.5%) (see Table 15). While earlywexit kinder-

garten and first grade teachers use English about twothirds of the

time (65.8% and 69.1%, respectiNely), the use of Englidh increases

rapidly to approximately three-fourths of the time in grades two

(74.5%) and three (80.3%). By grade 4 English is used almost ex-

clusively (97.3%), as it is among immersion strategy teachers.

Conversely, early-exit teachers use Spanish less than one-third of the

time in kindergarten (30.8%), quickly decreasing its use until it is

sad= used in grade four (2.0%). These language use patterns for each

program are consistent with the immersion strategy and early-exit

models as defined in this study.

While late-exit teachers in the early grades, i.e., kindergarten

to four, use English and Spanish in a manner consistent with the late-

exit model as defined in this study, teachers in grades five and six

did not. The data in Table 15 show how Spanish is used by late-exit
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teachers a large part of the time in kindergarten (87.8%), and its use

slowly decreases to 42.6% in grade four. Contrary to the late-exit

model, Spaniel use continues to decrease to one-third in grade five

(33.9%) and decreases even further in grade six (16.0%). This low

level of Spanish ume in the upper grades raises questions as to

fidelity of treatment as defined (Sp'mi& use >40%), as well as concern

over the potential inhibiting effect upcn primary language develcpnent.

The grades in whidh use of Spanish conformed to the late-exit model

(i.e., Kr4), are those grades for which we also have data from inner-

sion strategy and ea4rimdt classrooms.

The cansisbency of observed language use patterns with the

respective program nodels and the overlap of kindergarten through

fourth grade levels allows assessment of the relative effectiveness of

the three prograns through these grade levels. The disruption in the

observed language use pattern in grades five and six in the late-exit

program, when compared to the model, night appear to limit the assess-

ment of the prcgram's effectiveness an achievement at these later

grades for the late-exit nodal. However, the disruption reflects

deviation fromm the late-exit ncdel by only one of the three lalte-ocdt

districts. Thus, there are sufficient data for late-exit fifth and

sixth grade classrooms.

Table 16 describes the proportion of time (i.e., % of total

discrete observations) that a teacher interacts with students in the

classroom. Across the day, teachers produce nowverbal behaviors from

5.7% to 23.7% of the time (i.e., are not verbally interacting with

students). In eadh program there is a slight trend among teachers to

verbalize less as grade level increases. Notwithstanding, the patterns

of English usage by program noted in Table 15 remain.
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Mean** I
Table 15

an of Teacher Utterances p and Grade

Grade

2Z2Man
Imersim Late-
Stratsw Exit Exit

ic = 158.1 ic = 191.5 ii = 122.3
K % English

% Spanish
% Mixed

1 % Erglish
% Spanish
% Mixed

98.5 65.8 9.3
1.1 30.8 87.8
0.4 3.4 3.0

ic = 207.3 R = 204.3 R is 178.8

2 % English
% Spanish
% Mixed

97.3 69.1 32.9
1.5 28.7 65.2
1.2 2.2 1.9

Tc = 212.8 rc is 211.0 )1 = 194.9

3 % English
% Spanish
% Mixed

98.2 74.5 30.3
1.2 23.8 68.3
0.6 1.7 1.4

Tim 177.1 = 178.5 3E= 175.0
99.0 80.3 50.6
0.4 16.8 45.4
0.5 2.9 4.0

. 3! = 182.8 Fc = 197.3 Fc = 163.6
4 % Englidh

% Spanish
% Mixed

5 % English
% Spanish
% Mixed

99,8 97.3 55.3
0.0 2.0 42.6
0.2 0.7 2.1

= 179.6
63.6
33.9
2.5

6 % English
% Spanish
% Mixed

81 136.5
80.3
16.0
3.7

** Mean teacher utterance is defined as the average =ter utterances
made by teachers during the period of observation, appmximately 5
hcurs.
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Mean**

Table 16

on of 'Teacher Behavi and Grade

Grade

=MB
latnersion Early- late-
Strategy Exit cit

rc = 185.2 Fc = 215.2 rc = 129.7
K % English

% Spanish
% Mixed
% Non-Verbal

1 % English
% Spanish
% mixed
% Nar-Verbal

84.5 58.0 9.0
1.0 27.3 82.4
0.3 3.1 2.9

14.2 11.6 5.7

rc = 225.1 31 = 226.1 Tc = 194.1

2 % English
% Spanish
% Mixed
% Wm-Verbal

89.2 62.5 30.5
1.3 25.6 59.9
1.1 2.0 1.8
8.3 10.0 7.8

Fc us 237.7 Fc = 238.5 Fc = 219.8

3 % English
% SVanish
% Mixed
% Nat-Verbal

87.2 66.1 26.8
1.0 20.4 59.7
0.5 1.4 1.3

11.3 12.1 1.2.3

Fc = 232.1 Fc = 213.6 X ir 200.4

4 % English
% Spanish
% Mixed
% Ncm-Vethal

5 % English
% Spanish
% Mixed
% Nan-Verbal

81.7 67.0 43.4
0.4 13.6 40.3
0.5 2.4 3.5

17.4 16.9 12.9

si 225.1 237.5
80.2 80.9
0.0 1.7
0.2 0.6

19.6 16.9

= 190.3
48.0
36.6
1.8

13.6

= 207.6
54.1
29.3
2.1

14.5
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Table 16 (contirmed)

Grade

BM=
Lanersion Early- lete-
Stnitegy Exit Exit

6 % English
% Spanish
% Mixed
% Non-verbal

rc 178.2

1,2.7

60.6

1
3.0

23.7

** Mean teacher behavior is defined as the average number behaviors
made by teachers during the period of cbservation, approximately 5
hours.

1 =111 k. ç..J .A.21K--

Yes. Table 17 notes that student language use patterns are

similar to those of their teachers. immersion strategy students across

all grades almost always use English (>94.3%). Early-exit students in

kindergarten and first grade use English approximately two-thirds of

the time (65.6% and 64.5%, respectively), while those in second and

third grade use it about three-fcurths of the time (71.5% and 77.2%,

respectively). By the fourth grade, early-exit students almost always

use English (96.0%). In contrmst, late-exit students in kindergarten

use English sparingly (9.3%). First and second grade late-exit

students use English about one-third of the time (32.5% and 30.8%i

respectively). There is a big jtmp in the use of English in the third

grade (52.0%). English usage continues to increase rapidly to about

two-thirds in grades four (59.3%) and five (65.3%), until it is almost

always used in grade six (83.3%). In sum, across grades and within

program, students appear to mirror the language use patterns of their

teachers.
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irable 3.7

Man** Prq3orticn of Student Uttierarcesair.a; and Grade

BM9a11
Immersicn !Way- late-

Grade

'51 I 79.0
K % English

% Spanish
% Mixed

1 % English
% Spanish
% Mixed

= 87.3 11 62.3
94.3 65.6 9.3
4.3 33.3 89.3
1.4 1.1 1.5

ii = 96.7 51 a s 98.8 Ic = 82.0

2 % English

% =sh

3 % English
% Spanish
% Mixed

4 % English
% Spanish
% Miami

96.6 64.5 32.5
2.6 34.0 66.8
0.7 1.5 0.7

Fc 2 a 104.8
97.2
2.1
0.7

3-C as 96.6
71.5
27.0
1.4

3-C st 93.7
30.8
66.7
2.4

rc 2 i 83.3 3-C it 77.8 TC it, 82.9
98.6 77.2 52.0
0.5 20.3 45.2
0.9 2.6 2.8

rc = 82.5 Fc = 90.6 rc = 78.5

5 % English
% Spanish
% Mixed

98.0 96.0 59.3
0.5 3.2 40.1
1.5 0.8 0.6

= 90.2
65.3
32.2
2.5

6 % English
% Spanish
% Mixed

= 67.4
83.3
33.4
3.3

** Mean is defined as the average frequency of starient utteranoes
recorded during the period of observation, on the average of 5
hours.
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Table 18 (continued)

2132=2111

Thinersica Early-
ExitSatagy

i t al 185.5
2 Is English

% Spanish
% Mimed
% Nan-Verbal

3 % English
% Spanish
% Mixed
% Nal-Verbal

late-
Exit

Tc a I 189.0 Ii - 172.8
54.5 37.3 16.5
1.2 12.8 35.4
0.4 0.7 1.4

43.9 49.2 46.7

Ii - 174.4

4 % English
% Spanish
% Mixed
% Non-Verbal

2 In 181.9 it go 163.0
46.8 33.0 26.1
0.3 8.6 24.9
0.5 1.2 1.4

52.5 57.3 47.5

37 ai 199.4

5 % English
% Spanish
% Mixed
% Nan-Verbal

rc = 204.0 Fc I a 3.52.3

40.5 42.4 31.7
0.2 1.5 22.3
0.7 0.4 0.3

58.6 55.6 45.7

ic i 166.7
34.3
17.6
1.5

46.7

6 % English
% Spanish
% Mixed
% Nal-Verbal

rc= 162.4
* 33.9
* 6.1
* 1.7
* 58.3

** Mean is defined as the average frequency
recorded durirq the pericd of cbservaticn,
hcurs.

What do teachers my?

of stt:dent behaviors
en the average of 5

Teacher utterances tware coded into cne of seven categories: (a)
explaining-providing information; (b) qtlesticning-asking staxlents
informatim; (c) ccurnanding-directing students to do sanething; (d)
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modelingdemonstrating how something should be said; (e) feedbackr-

informing students about their performance; (f) othersocial comments

sudh as, "How are you today," "What a nice picture," etc.; and (g)

monitoringteacher is not speaking at the time of observaticn, but is

supervising students, sudh as dMring a test or *outwork.

Without consiiaring the language used, no clear differences in

patterns emerge between programs or grade levels, with two minor

exceptions (mmeTtible 20). The most consmtwes ct utterances are the

same far all three programs: question, command, &planation, and

feedbadk. Do exceptions are that while the use of modeling decreases,

the use of explaining increase@ as grade level increases among immer-

sion strategy classrooms. Additionally, teachers in eadh program tend

to spend more of their time monitoring, i.e., greater use of passive

instructional procedures, as grade level increases. These exceptions

nftwithstardirg, the basic teaching behaviors appear to be equally

present in about the same freguemracroes programs and grades.

Teaching behaviors are examined by language to determine if

teachers use Englidh and Spanish differently. Table 21 provides the

distribution of teacher utterances when English is spoken. As before,

across programs ani grades the primary teaching behaviors are question-

inn, feedbadk, explaining and commanding. Only slight differences are

noted across grades within programs. Across prOgrams and grades,

immersion strategy and earlrexit teachers tend to explain more as

grade level increases. No consistent pattern is noted across grades

within prcgram for late-exit teachers When they use English.

Program comparisons by grade show that when early-exit teachers

use Engliah, they tend to provide acre explanations across grades when

compared to late-lath:teachers: While early-exit teachers also provide

more explanations than do immersion strategy kindergarten and first

grade tmachers, no such program differences occur after grade one.
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Table 19

Studs* Utterances and Grade

Grade
Incersian
Stratagy

Z122M1M
Early- Late-
Eidt lbdt

Rio 72.7 R so 83.7 7 is 57.9
K % Student Initiated 25.2 19.6 28.0

% Student Response 74.8 80.4 72.0

R - 92.9 re ms 94.0 ]W! m 78.4
1 % Student Initiated 21.8 22.6 19.6

% Student Response 78.2 77.4 80.4

Rio 100.1 R- 92.0 ]W m 90.1
2 % Student Initiated 19.4 21.9 19.3

% Student mime 80.6 78.1 80.7

R is 79.4 R is 72.4 ]W: NI 78.2

3 % Student Initiated 19.5 24.4 18.1
% Student Response 80.5 75.6 81.9

4 % Student Initiated
Rss 73.8 R is 84.6 R is 75.4
24.3 25.9 20.2

%Student .. 75.7 74.1 79.8

5 % Student Initiated
% Student Rmsponse

= 86.7
18.2
81.8

Ye = 60.7
6 % Student Initiated 21.8

% Student Response 78.2



Table 20

Man Preporticm of Teacher Behaviors t4? Category, Program and Grade
(Pooled Across lairrauages)

IWZIESS
Tonersion Early- late-

Grade Strategy Exit Exit

K % Explain
% Question
% Camand
% Modeling
% Feedback
% Other
% Monitoring__

1 % Explain
% Westice
% Compand
% Mcdeling
% reecback
% Other'
% Mmitoring

21 al 205.7 if - 324.6 I ix 186.8
12.4 18.8 22.5
23.8 23.4 20).8
18.9 21.3 2/.9
9.2 6.8 4.6

20.8 19.0 19.6
3.9 3.0 0.2

11.0 7.7 4.5

Ti = 256.2 ii - 293.7 ic mi 247.9

2 % Explain
% Westion
% Comand
% Modeling
% Feedback
% Other
% Monitoring

16.9 21.9 19.5
25.1 23.5 25.9
22.4 20.8 23.2
4.3 5.6 3.7

23.2 19.5 20.9
2.1 1.7 1.0
6.1 7.0 5.8

ic - 298.4 ic - 284.9 Tc In 240.0

3 % Deplain
% Westion
% Coward
% Mxialirg
% Feedback
% Other
% Mnitoring

19.3 20.4 14.4
24.8 23.8 23.0
21.2 20.0 25.9
3.8 4.1 2.7

21.1 20.8 23.3
0.7 1.2 0.6
9.1 9.7 10.1

in 242.0 269.0 II; = 241.0
21.2 23.3 19.3
22.0 21.7 24.1
18.9 20.3 22.0
4.4 3.8 3.0

18.3 16.8 19.8
0.6 0.5 0.5

14.5 13.6 11.4
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Table 20 (continued)

$22135
Imersice Early- Late-
Stra lbd.t Exit

ic - 244.8 ic - 302.5 Ti us 233.3
18.8
28.4
19.5
1.3

21.0
0.7

10.5

4 % Explain
% (Motion
% Comend
% tbleling
% Fastback
% Other
% Mitnitoring

21.0
21.2
19.7
4.7

3.5.7
0.1

17.6

26.2
20.5
18.8
3.4

17.4
0.0

13.7

5 % Explain
% Questicn
% Canard

*
*
*

*
*
*

% likdelin; * *
% Fastback * *
% Other
% tbnitorirg

*
*

*
*

6 % Explain * *
% Question * *
% * *tOmasand
f Modeling * *
% Feedback * *
% Other * *
% Monitoring * *
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Tc - 230.4
18.8
22.5
22.8
2.5

20.9
0.5

12.0

Tc so 192.7
18.6
19.2
21.7
3.1

15.9
0.5

20.9



Grade

Table 21

Mean Proportion of Teacher Behaviors in English
Ceby_ ard Grade

=ION
lamersion Late-
Strztagy E3dt Exit

51 = 175.7 37 = 196.3 3E = 20.6
K % Explain 14.3

% Question 27.2
% Comand 20.3
% M:delirq 10.6
% Feelback 23.5
% Other 4.0
% Maii 0.0

1 % Explain
% Questing'

% Onseend
% Yodeling
% Feedback
% Other
% Monitoring

19.3 14.6
23.2 19.8
24.9 31.7
7.8 8.4
21.4 25.4
3.3 0.0
0.0 0.0

3E = 231.0 ic = 184.5 ii mi 81.6

2 % Explain
% Question
% Ckemend
% Modelirq
% Fee:back
% Other
% Manitoring

17.8 23.2 20.3
27.0 25.0 26.8
23.4 23.3 25.1
4.7 6.0 8.4

25.1 20.9 19.0
2.0 1.7 0.4
0.0 0.0 0.0

ic = 266.7 ic as 197.9 ii us 76.6

3 % Explain
% Question
% Omani
% Modeling
% Feedback
% Other
% Mcnitoring

21.4 21.8 12.9
27.7 25.7 23.4
23.0 22.6 27.0
4.2 4.8 5.3

23.0 23.4 31.5
0.7 1.7 0.1
0.0 0.0 0.0

if = 204.5 51 WS 189.2 31 = 108.2
24.8 24.6 19.3
26.0 26.2 27.1
21.9 22.6 24.9
5.3 6.0 5.5

21.3 19.9 22.5
0.8 0.8 0.8
0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table 22

Mean Proportion of 'reacher Behaviors in Spanish
by Category, Program, and Grade

=NM
Inmersice Der ly- late-Stratet
2 = 4.3 5E = 98.2 I so 155.3

K % Explain 4.3 16.3 23.6
% Quemtice 25.7 38.5 22.0
% Coamend 44.0 17.5 27.9
% Mcdeling 1.4 5.8 4.1
% Feedback 19.3 19.5 22.4
% Other 5.4 2.3 0.1
% Mmitoring 0.0 0.0 0.0

1 % Explain
% Westion
% Camoand
% Modelin;
% Feedback
% Other
% Mmitsorirg

....

3E us 5.5 5E = 89.4 Fc = 3.51.1

2 % Explain
% Questice
% Ccasnard
% Modeling
% Feedback
% Other
% Mmitoring

12.7 22.5 20.0
25.0 26.8 27.4
26.5 19.9 25.7
2.8 7.3 3.0

24.3 20.9 23.3
8.6 2.7 0.4
0.0 0.0 0.0

I = 7.1 'cc = 70.1 31 = 3.42.3

3 % Explain
% Quemtial
% Ommand
% Modeling
% Feedback
% Other
% Mmitoring

22.6 19.4 16.2
19.2 26.1
31.6 20.6 30.3
3.1 10.9 3.0

23.5 22.0 25.2
0.0 1.0 0.6
0.0 0.0 0.0

ii is 4.4 i n 51.6 ii = 100.6
16.5 19.7 22.3
40.2 33.5 28.1
31.5 21.3 23.4
0.0 2.6 2.4

11.8 22.0 23.6
0.0 0.8 0.2
0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table 22 (continued)

B22:112=
Imarsicel Early- late-
Strategy cit xit

Tc = 0.0 3i = 14.4 TC es 84.2
4 % Explain

% Question
% COmmend
% Mbdeling
% Feedback
% Other
% Mbnitoring

0.0 35.7 20.0
0.0 8.8 34.6
0.0 30.9 20.8
0.0 1.9 0.3
0.0 22.6 23.8
0.0 0.0 0.3
0.0 0.0 0.0

ii = 78.4
5 % EXplain * * 19.0

% Question * * 31.1
% COmmand * * 22.1
% Mbdiling * * 0.7
% Feedbadk * * 26.9
% Other * * 0.3
% Mbnitoring * * 0.0

2 = 30.7
6 % EXplain * * 23.4

% Queetion * * 32.3
% Command * * 27.5
% Mbdeling * * 0.9
% Feedbadk * * 154
% Other * * 0.6
% Monitoring * * 0.0

ENplanations in Spanish tend to increase with grade (4.3% to

16.5%) within the immersion strategy program. With the exception of

third grade, Spanish appears to be used most by immersion strategy

teachers to command students, especially in kindergarten (44.0%).

Similarly, early-exit toachers command (17.5% to 30.9%) and explain

(16.3% to 35.7%) more as grade level increases. After an initial

increase in teacher modeling behaviors from kindergarten (5.8%) to

second grade (10.9%) in early-exit classrooms, there is a sharp drop in

modeling in grades three (2.6%) and four (1.9%). While this decline

might reflect increased student ability in their oral Spanish skills,
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it more likely reflects the rapid decline in program and teacher focus

on the development of Spanish language skills in the early-exit program

after grade one. With one exception, late-exit teachers exhibit

similar behaviors across grades. The exception is that when using

Spanish, late-exit teachers in grades four to six tend to ask rare

westions (31.1% to 34.6%) than teachers in kindergarten through grade

three (22.0% to 26.1%). This is encouraging in that it suggests that

late-exit teachers are using the students' primary language for

instruction as exhibited by the higher incidence of westiogIng

behavior.

Overall, comparing programs within grade level reveals einor dif-

ferences in the way Spanish is used. Mccept for third grade immersion

strategy teachers, teachers across programs provide students with

approximately the same amount of feedback. Early-exit kindergarten

teachers ask more questions (36.5%) than do immersion strategy or late-

exit teachers (25.7% and 22.0%, respectively). Noticeably, When using

Spanish, both immerslon strategy and late-exit kindergarten teachers

command more (44.0% and 27.9%, respectively) than their earlrexit

counterparts (17.5%). Early-exit and late-exit first grade teachers

provide almost twice as much expaanation (22.5% and 20.0%, respective-

ly) as do immersion strategy first grade teachers (12.7%).

Minor differences notwithstanding, teachers in the three programs

tend to use English and Spanish in the same way. That is, teachers

tend to make the same types ct statements in both languages.

Siff to?

A major assumption underlying the instruction of second language

learners is that teachers need to differentiate their speedh to

students who are learning English (i.e., LEP students) from those.

students who are native speakers of English (i.e., E) students) or

second language learners who have acquired sufficient proficiency in
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Englishto function as effectively as native speakere of English (i.e.,

FEP ebullient's) (1asher', 1981; Terrell, 1981). TO determine if this

diftnmstiation occurs, teadhw/student interactions tilers divided into

three grome--teacher and LEP-only; teacher and WED.-only; and

teacher and mow and/or ED mdx. This was possible in that the

language proficiency of the student or students with whom a teacher

spoke was coded for eadh teacher utterance. The mean proportion of

teacher utterances was calculated by type of utterance, program, and

grade for with ct these three student groups. Hy comparing teacher

behavior by grade within program with LEP-only (see Teble 23), FEP/E0-

only (see Teble 24), and LEP/FEP and/or E0-on1y (see Tele 25) abr.

dents, we can determine whether teachers say different things to eadh

of these three student groups.

A few observations are noteworthy. First, teadhers across

programs tend to say the same things to students regardless of student

language proficiency (see Tables 23 and 24). Exceptions tend to occur

only inkindergarten. immersion strategy kindergarten' teadhers explain

more to FE:WED-only students (16.0%) than to their LEP-only students

(9.6%). Early.exit kindergarten teadhers provide more explanations to

LEP-only students (20.2%) than to FEWED-only students (12.7%).

However, FEWBO-only students in earlrexit kindergarten classrooms

receive about 50% more feedbedk than do LEP-only students (29.5% vs.

19.5%). Late-exit kindergarten FR/M.-only students receive ap-

proximately 50% more westions (34.0%) and feedback (30.1%) than do

LEP-only students (25.2% and 21.7%, respectively). LEP-only kinder,-

gartners receive almost 50% mare commands (28.2%) than their FEWEO-

cnly classmates (19.1%).
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Table 23

Mean Proportion of Teacher Hillevi=
to Limited : ish Proficient Students

(English and Spanish)
ard Grade011

Grade
Deersion
Strategy

=MB
Early-
adt

late-
Exit

K % Explain
% Question
% Casnani
% Mcdelirq
% Feedback
% Other
% Dicnitoring

1 % Explain
% Question
% Corinani

% Modeling
% Feedback
% Other
% Monitoring

= 110.3 = 157.0 X113.9
9.6 20.2 19.6

26.8 25.5 25.2
23.3 20.5 28.2
6.3 4.8 2.4

24.9 19.5 21.7
3.9 3.3 0.2
5.2 6.4 2.7

31 = 169.0 ic = 166.9 Fc = 129.4

2 % Explain
% Quietism
% Omani
% Wxli
% Feedback
% Other
% Wait:wing

14.0 18.9 17.0
28.5 28.5 31.0
21.6 20.1 21.6
2.9 3.8 2.0

26.6 23.8 24.7
2.1 1.6 1.0
4.1 3.3 2.6

rc 3. 185.6 Fc = 156.6 Fc = 134.5
13.0
26.1
24.2
2.0

29.2
0.7
4.8

3 % Explain
% (Nestion
% *sward
% Modeling
% Feedback
% Other
% Monitoring

16.3 16.7
29.8 28.1
20.5 21.3
2.1 2.1

26.0 25.4
0.6 1.3
4.6 5.1

5-C NB 3.31.8 Tc so 1.31.8 Ic zu 122.7
16.6 18.3 15.1
28.6 28.1 30.0
20.9 22.8 22.1
2.4 1.4 1.2

25.6 22.6 26.8
0.7 0.7 0.3
5.1 6.0 4.5
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Table 24

Mean Prccortice of Teacher Behavior to Fluent English Proficient
ardlor English-Only Speaking Sbdents by Type, Program, and Grade

21:2WIN
lonersion Zerly- Late-

Grade Strategy Exit Exit

K % Explain
% (Mortice
% Ccorand
% Modelirq
% Maack
% Other
% Monitoring._

31 in 52.9 I ip 76.1 ii sw 34.7
16.0 12.7 16.1
29.7 27.0 34.0
23.3 23.7 19.1
2.1 3.1 0.0

25.3 29.5 30.1
2.8 2.8 0.0
1.0 1.3 0.7

ic at 56.3
1 % Explain 11.8

% (Mortice 33.3
% Ommand 20.2
% Modeling 1.2
% Fastback 31.3
% Other 1.1
% Welitoring 1.2

31 as 48.6 rc mg 42.7

ic in 67.3
2 % Explain

% %notice
% Careand
% Yodeling
% Feedback
% Other
% Monitoring

3 % Explain
% Questiai
% 0=nd
% !Waling
% Feedback
% Other
%

17.1 18.3
29.0 33.2
21.4 20.5
2.5 0.2

27.2 26.0
1.6 0.9
1.1 0.9

NE 56.8 X54.9
14.1 13.2 9.6
30.4 31.1 33.6
17.7 21.8 20.8
1.3 0.6 0.6

30.6 30.9 33.3.
0.9 1.1 0.4
5.1 1.3 2.1

in 43.4 113 71.6 is 64.1
14.9 17.2 11.5
33.0 29.0 30.0
19.6 20.8 25.1
0.6 1.0 0.2

27.3 26.1 28.6
0.5 0.7 0.9
4.0 5.1 3.7

no
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Table 24 (continued)

=as
Insuersice Earlr late-
Strategy Exit Exit

rc a g 60.4 5 I - 61.5 TC NB 76.4
4 % Explain

% Westicn
% Cameux1
% Pkxkling
% Pleerback
% Other
% . I

5 % Explain
% Questicn
% Ozerend
% Modeling
% Maack
% Other
% Monitoring

11.9 18.8 14.2
25.1 26.1 35.9
27.1 22.8 17.4
0.0 0.1 0.3

26.2 28.7 29.6
0.5 0.0 0.8
9.2 3.4 2.0

ic 91.2
16.7
29.3
21.5
0.6

28.0
0.2
3.7

6 % Explain
% Question
% Couland
% Modeling
% Plesdoack
% Other
% Ycnitocing

rc 82.2
14.3
29.3
23.6
0.5

24.8
0.6
6.9
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Table 25

Mean Proportion of Teacher Behavior's
anWor o Stulents by Type,

to Mixed Groups of LEP, FED,
Program, and Grade

222;1131111
Early-
Exit

lAte-
Exit

K % Explain
% Question
% Comead
% Modelizig
% Pbedback
% Other
% Monitorint_

1 % Explain
% Westion
% Omani
% Modeling
% Feedback
% Other% i'iiti

- 140.4 95.9 ic 73.3
22.9 19.0 32.0
11.4 16.7 6.2
12.5 19.0 29.0
16.3 14.7 13.7
10.6 3.2.7 11.0
2.4 2.6 0.0

24.0 15.2 8.1

2 % Explain
% Question
% Coarend
% ?eclairs;
% Feedback

Other
% MOtoring

ir 105.6 95.1 3E se 66.2
31.0 28.9 28.6
14.8 11.8 15.8
21.2 21.6 26.6
8.6 9.2 7.1

12.6 7.8 9.1
1.7 2.1 0.3

10.1 18.6 12.4

3 % Explain
% Quelition
% Omani
% Mdeling
% Feedback
% Other
% Mowtftor

99.9 if as 99.6 68.6
26.1 28.5 22.7
16.0 14.6 11.4
20.8 21.1 31.3
7.5 7.8 3.6
7.9 8.6 8.4
0.9 0.3 0.4

20.8 19.1 22.2

so 106.5 rc 90.8 Tc Es 84.1
28.1 30.5 25.8
11.9 10.1 10.7
15.0 20.7 24.7
8.0 7.5 6.3
7.0 5.7 5.6
0.9 0.0 0.2

29.0 25.5 26.7
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Table 25 (ocntinued)

=MEM
Immersion Early- Late-
Stra Exit Exit

TC us 109.0 7 = 107.3 7 = 72.6
4 % Wain

% Question
% 0:esoend
% Modeling
% P'leedback
% Otter
% Mcnitcrizxj

5 % Dcplain
% Onstice
% Maim'
% Mdeling
% Feedback
% Other

Mmitoring

30.4 36.4 27.3
9.1 9.2 13.5

14.0 14.0 24.3
10.6 7.5 2.6
3.7 3.5 5.3
0.0 0.0 0.4

32.3 29.4 26.7

= 82.5
28.4
10.7
23.7
6.7
5.5
0.8

24.2

6 % Wain
% Questiun
% Comiand
% kbdeling
% Feedteck
% Other
% I/mitering

= 84.5
22.9
7.2

21.8
5.9
1.5
0.0

40.8

The seomd most interesting finding is that utile teachers across
program say not differentiate their spelt batmen IEP-only and PEP/
E0-col1y student groups, they pointedly speak differwitly when interact-
ing with LEP, PEP and/or 110-cn1y students mixed together (see Tables 23
thrcugh 25). Teachers =vas programs and grades consistently explain
and model more often to mixed grows of students (Table 25) than to
either LEP-cnly (Table 23) or FEWEO-only (Table 24) student groups.
LEP-cnly and PEP/M-only student groups are guesticned apprcodmately
twice as often and receive more fee:back than mbced grcups of students.
Nat surprisingly, teachers are sore likely to engage in =mitering
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behavior with mixed groups of students than with LEP-only or FEE/E0-

only groups.

In sum, the finding that teachers in all three programs tend to

provide more explanations %ben speaking to mixed groups of students

than %ben speaking to IAT4-only or FEP/E0-anly students may reflect the

t.eacher's concern that be/she must take extra pains to ensure that the

LEP student is following the discussion in a mixed setting. However,

when LEP students are separated, preexably the teacher's statements to

them can be directed more to their level of understanding, thereby not

requiring extra explanation. Similarly, the observation that teachers

in all three programs seem to prefer to ask acre questions of students

when they are separated by language status (LEP-only or FEW/FA-cely)

than when they are mixed also suggests sensitivity to the differential

needs of students with varying language proficiency. Given the

differences in language proficiency among students, certain types of

questions (e.g., referential when speaking in Spanish and display when

speaking in English) might be more appropriate for LEP students, and

other types of questions for PIP/E0-only students (e.g., referential

questions when using English). That teachers prefer to exhibit ncre

modeling behavior with mixed groups of students is also reasonable in

that in a modeling situation one can easily mix students, and, given

the expected repetition, all students can participate equally.

Similarly, teadhers tend to monitor mixed groups of students in all

three programs more than they do LEP-only or FEP/ED-only student

groups. Ifmttoring suggests a somewhat passive instructional proce-

dure. Althantitmachers do spend a noticeable portion of their time in

passive instructional activity, when it does occur, it is more often

with mixed stuimiltqrcups. This summts that while teadhing behaviors

tend to te passive in mixed student groups, teacher behavior tends to

be somewhat more active when students are separated by language

proficiency. Thus, teachers in all three programs exhibit same sen-

sitivity to the different language proficiency levels of their stu-

dents.
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Whenever teachers initiated a conversation with students, the

focus of their conversation was coded as form (i.e., hcm language is

used), concept (i.e., expressing an idea), or nonmverbal (e.g., vben

gestureswere used to cammmicate with studentsorwhen the teacher was

monitoring the students). The data in Table 26 suggest that, across

programs and grade levels, the majority of teacher-initiated conversa-

tions with students focus on concepts (55.9% to 82.4%). TeWher

initiations that focus on form range from 7.5% to 23.5%. This pattern

of verbal initiations also holds true whether teachers use Englidh or

Spanish (see Tables 27 and 28). Teachers also use gestures or other

non-iverbal behaviors to communicate with students (8.8% to 29.0%). In

the absence of any specific data Whidh would'suggest an "ideal" mix of

types of focus, this pattern appears to be someWhat desireable for

language learning. Some argue that in the early stages of language

development, language learning is facilitated When the focus is on the

communiortinn INE meaning (i.e., what Is said) rather than on hag

language should be used (i.e., how it is said) (Penfield & Roberts,

1958; Freshen, 1981). .

When language is not considered (see Table 26), minor grade level

differenoes are noted within program. Albeit someWhat uneven, immer-

sion strategy and early-exit teachers initiate fewer interactions with

students on form as grade level increases. Unfortunately, most of this

decrease appears to reflect a concomitant increase in use of non-verbal

behaviors to initiate student interactions. This is not ideal from a

language learning perspective, as it appears to limit the opportunity

for "comprehensible input" and "output." Again, while not an even

trend, after limited interactions on form in kindergarten (8.8%), late-

exit teachers begin to focus ncre on farm in grades one (16.1%), two

(12.0%), and three (12.8%), only to subside in grade four (7.5%), then

slowly increase again in grades five (9.9%) and six (10.9%). What is

most striking in these observations for each of the programs is the

lack of a systematic approach to the focus on form and concept. The
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data seem to reflect a lack of understanting by teachers (and the

curriculum they use) of when and hChl much to focus cn fora as cpposed

to carcept.

Table 26

Ii_eaof Teacher Initiaticn by fbcus, Program, and Grade

art=
Immersicn Early- late-

Grade Strategy Exit Exit

Yi - 122.1 FC in 148.2 51- 82.0
K % Item

% Ccecept
% Non-Verkal

1 % Porn
% Ccncept
% Nce-Verbal

23.5 20.1 8.8
55.9 64.9 82.4
20.6 15.0 8.8

ii Ill 141 . 9 li - 151.3. 57 - 129.2
19.3 21.6 16.1
68.8 65.1 73.8
12.0 13.3 10.1

ii NB 158.0 57 gm 159.6 37 is 149.9
2 % Ft= 14.5

% Concept 70.2
% Ncn-Verbal 15.3

3 % Form
% Concept
% Non-Verbal

13.9 12.0
69.7 72.3
16.5 15.7

Ft 149.1 X ai 149.4

4 % num
% Ccncept
% Nan-Verbal

ic In 139.4
14.8 14.0 12.8
61.8 63.6 70.1
23.4 22.4 17.1

3i is 164.8 Tc at 165.0 31 111 130.6
7.5

74.9
17.6

5 % Ft=
% Concept
% Ncn-Verbal

18.2 14.8
56.8 62.5
25.0 22.7

6 % Form
% Concept
% Ncn-Verbal

um 146.6
9.9

71.0
19.1

ut 137.3
10.9
60.1
29.0
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When language is considered, teachers use English and Spanish

differently. Simply looking at the mean frequency, one finds that both

immersion strategy and earlrexit teachers typically use Englieh whim

initiating a convems*.icri with students across grade levels (sae Tables

27 and 28). Among late-exit teachers, the frequency of tiacher

initiated conversation in Engliih increases as grade level increases,

to the point that by sixth grade az= than three times as zany teadher

initiations are in English a- 76.4) than in Spaniih = 18.4).

While there is an uneven tendency far the prcportion of teadher

initiaticns in English and Spanish dealing with canoepts to increase as

grade level increases in eadh prcgram, when grade levels within

programs are examined, ninor language differences emerge.

Although immersion strategy teachers across all grades seldom use

Spanidh, when it is used, they focus almost exclusively an concepts

(91.4% to 100%) as compared to when they use Englidh (69.9% to 82.7%).

Earlrexit teachers appear to focus more on fcrm in Spanidh in kinder.-

gartan (25.6%), first grade (33.5%), and second grade (28.5%) than in

Englidh (21.5%, 21.8%, and 15.2%, remectively). This pattern suggests

teacher understanding that in the early stages of acquiring a second

language, language learning is facilitated when interactions emphasize

concept over form. As second language learners already have a founda-

tion in their primary language, it would be appropriate and necessary

for teachers to focus more often on form in the primary language in the

hopes of facilitating its develcpment. This pattern is reversed in

grades three and four, wherein early-exit teachers focus more on form

when using English (20.2% and 19.4%, respectively) than when using

Spanilh (15.2% and 12.1%, respectively). This change presumably

reflects changes in early-exit curriculum and increased concern over

haw English is used in preparation for nainstreaming and a decreased

emphasis over the develcpment of primary language skills.
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Table 27

Man Prtsortion of Teacher Initiations in English ISoicuW__ emd Grade

aCcOMID ITionarsian Early- late-
Grade st:ratelbdt

if us 94.8 rc = 83.9 3? = 16.2 I
K % Ft= 30.1 21.5 15.8 .

% OxoaçL 69.9 78.5 84.2

2 % Form

I
5i = 121.7 ii = 90.6 ri - 42.4

22.5 21.8 19.9
77.5 78.2 80.1 I

5? = 132.5 3? = 102.3 ic = 46.6
17.3 15.2 16.7 I82.7 84.8 83.3

3 % Apra
% Concept

R = 13.3.5 I = 94.3 ic s 58.5 I
19.5 20.2 21.9
80.5 79.8 78.1

I
Fc = 123 . 7 ii = 324.2 Fc = 61.1

4 % Irorm 22.5 19.4 11.9
2, 77.5 80.6 88.1 I

5

6

% norm * *
% Concept * *

% Pbrin * *
* *

ic = 73.8
16.7 I83.3

57 = 76.4 I17.1
82.9

I



Table 28

Mean Proportion of Teacher Initiations in Spanish_an:IGrade

EOM=
lanersion Early- Late-
Strategy Fadt Exit

K % Form
%naQpt

Rum 2.4 ihis 43.9 = 62.3
5.8 25.6 8.3

94.2 74.4 91.7

rc= 4.5 ic NB 45.4 5E us 73.3
1 * FOrm 8.6 33.5 16.0

* COncept 91.4 66.5 84.0

ri= 3.3 ii! 38.8 II= 86.2
2 % FOrm 8.5 28.5 13.6

% Concept 91.5 71.5 86.4

Rog 2.8 Ros 35.1 ii = 52.2
3 % Fbrm 0.0 15.2 14.9

% Concept 100.0 84.8 85.1

4 % /bra
% Conoept .

ic = o.o re SI 4.0 rc = 43.3
0.0 12.1 5.5
0.0 87.9 94.5

5 % Form
% Concept

TC = 48.4
3.8

96.2

6 % Form
% Concept

Tc = 18.4
3.9

96.1

Contrary to expectations, late-exit teachers tend to focus a

relatively consistent proportion of their English interactions on form

across grades (15.8% to 21.9%). As noted above, one would have

exmcbed a lower proportion of interactions focusing an form in

kindergarten with a gradual increase in form as grade level increased.

When using Spanish, the focus of late-exit teachers' interactions

begins with a relatively low proportion of form in kindergarten (8.3%),
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slightly higher in first (16.0%), scoond (13.6%), and third (14.9%)

grades, then sharply decreasing in grades four (5.5%), five (3.8%), and

six (3.9%). While the higher levels of interactions that focus on form

suggest attention to the development of primsry language skills in the

lower grades, the marked decrease in form in the upper elementary

grades is of concern. Typicelly it is in these liter grades Wherein

language.skills are consolidated and expanded to more sophisticated

levels. This pattern suggests that late-exit teachers may not be

sufficiently &miming their students° primary language skills.

Questioning, the second most frequently occurring teacher be-

havior, was coded in three ways to describe the nature of information

sought from the students. one count coded the frequency with which the

student was asked for previously learned informetion (i.e., display

questions--What is two times two? What happened to HUmpty Dumpty?),

for new information (i.e., referential questias--Wyd manyVays can you

use a newspaper? Ikme are you feeling today?), or for information to

confirm/clarify what was said or understood (i.e., What did you say?

Can you tell us in you cegn words?).

Overall, disregarding the language used, the patterns are consis-

tent across programs and grade levels, with minor exceptions. In

general, two to three times as many display questions are aeked for

every referential question (see Thble 29). This pattern suggests that

most teacher questioning consists of simple information recall.

Research indicates that greater student achievement is realized in

classrooms where higher-order, more cognitively demanding questions are

more evident than are repetitive recall-type questions (Medfield &

Rousseau, 1981). These patterns suggest that all three programs

provide less demanding instructional environments than should be

provided.
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Table 29

.......Mtann3ortice of Teacher Questiors by...._____ram, and Grade

=MOD
Ismersion Early- late-

Grade Stra Exit Exit

if = 46.0 57 = 58.4 3E = 33.6
K % Display

% Referential
% Clarificatice

I, % Display
% Referential
% Clarificaticn

61.9 67.0 64.1
32.6 31.5 33.2
5.4 1.5 2.6

Tc a I 64.7 ic mg 63.4 51 = 59.8

2 % Display
% Referential
% Clarificaticn

65.4 63.5 71.8
30.7 33.2 24.3
3.9 3.4 3.9

Ii si 69.4 it so 65.5 51 = 55.4

3 % Display
% Referential
% Clarificaticn

65.2 69.9 67.5
32.1 27.8 28.9
2.13 2.3 3.6

i i 54.2 ii = 53.0 1 = 55.5

4 % Display
% Referential
% clarificaticn

60.3 57.6 61.0
36.4 39.2 34.8
3.3 3.2 4.2

Fc - 53.6 ic = 55.6 Ti = 59.3

5 % Display
% Referential
% Clarification

46.0 56.4 73.9
52.8 40.8 22.3
1.3 2.8 3.7

I = 52.2
* * 66.9
* * 28.6
* * 4,4

6 % Display
% Referential
% Clarification

I - 37.4
* * 52.3
* * 43.3
* * 4.3

Regardless of the language used, teachers exhibit the same

behaviors in questioning stulents. Vbether English or Spanish is used,

teachers almost always ask display questions at least twice, if not
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three times, as often as referential questions (see Tables 30 and 31).

There are four exceptions. When using English, fourth grade immersion

strategy teachers ask slightly sore referential questions (52.8%) as

they do display questions (46.0%) (see Table 30). Similarly, among

early-exit fourth grade and late-exit sixth grade teathers, slightly

less than half of their questions are referential (40.8% and 41.6%,

respectively) and slightly more than half are display questions (56.5%

and 53.0%, respectively). n Spaniih is wed, third grads earlrexit

teachers use referential questions over half of the time (52.4%) (see

Table 31). Late-exit sixth grads teachers use referential questions

(47.9%) about as equally as they do display questions (49.0%). The

frequency of questions asked in Spanish by immersion strategy teachers

is too law to interpret its distribution (3C-- 1.4 to re 3.0).
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Table 30

Mean Proportion of Teacher Questiais in English
by Tlope, Program, and Grade

lamersion
Strategy

EEZIEGM
Early-
Exit

late-
Exit

K % Display
% Referential
% Clarifiattion

1 %Display
% Referential
% Clarification

2 % Display
% Referential
% Clarification

3 % Display
% Referential
% Clarification

= 45.3 = 37.0 = 5.5
62.4 61.9 31.7
32.5 36.8 58.3
5.2 1.3 10.0

62.3 so 43.3 = 24.5
65.8 59.3 62.2
30.4 37.2 32.2
3.9 3.5 5.7

mi 68.3 = 50.2 = 25.5
65.5 68.3 62.2
31.8 28.7 35.5
2.7 2.9 2.4

4 % Display
% Referential
% Clarification

5 % Display
% Referential
% Clarification

= 53.5 FC = 43.5 = 27.7
60.8 58.9 62.7
31.8 28.7 35.5
2.7 2.9 2.4

mi 53.6 = 54.5
46.0 56.5
52.8 40.8
1.3 2.8

is 31.4
73.0
23.7
3.3

I = 30.3
66.8
27.6
5.6

6 % Display
% Referential
% Clarification

27.8
53.0
41.6
5.3
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Table 31

Man Proportion of Teacher Questims in Spanieh

K * Display
% Referential
% Clarification

EMS=
rallargial Fairly- Lata-
Straty Eldt Exit

Tc- 1.8
25.3
37.6
37.1

3. % Div1ay
% Referertial
% Clarificatim

ri" 23.8 IC *I 29.9

73.4 67.3

25.5 29.9
1.1 2.8

Tc- 3.0 21., 24.3 Tc 36.8

2 % Display
% Referential
% Clarification

33.9 71.5 72.1
56.5 25.4 24.6
9.7 3.2 3.3

5! " 2.4 Rug 19.9 ii mg 35.7

3 % Display
% Referential
% Clarification

4 % Display
% Referential
% Clarificaticn

38.0 76.5 66.9
57.3 21.9 28.0
4.7 1.6 5.0

Rai 1.4 5! in 15.0 Tc ing 27.9

0.0 44.6 63.9
100.0 52.4 32.6
0.0 3.0 3.5

5 % Display
% Referential
% Clarificatien

o.o Tc 27.1
0.0 75.4 74.0
0.0 24.6 20.0
0.0 0.0 6.0

6 % Display
% Referential
% Karificetion

se 23.9

61.9
34.9
3.2

10.3
49.0
47.9
3.2

Overall, the data suggest that, regardless of the language used,

typically teachers ask primarily information recall questions, rather
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than more analytical, cognitiwly demanding questions (i.e., When was

the Guttenberg preen invented? vs. Vhby was the invention of the

Guttenberg press so important?).

thatsiclidallintamt?

Whenever students initiated a conversation, their behaviors ware

coded into one of four categories: (a) asking a question (rbit time do

we have lunch?); (b) making a free comment (the teacher mentions that

Christopher Clolumbus was from Italy; student pdpes up and says,

Uhcle Paolo is from Italy."); nonmverbal (student Woes no verbal

mtatement, but pekes a gesture to initiate a conversation, sudh as

raising his hard for the towhees attention); and (d) other (ourbal

statements tamed to initiate a conversation that could not be coded in

one of the other three categories, =Oh as 1Mrs. JUarez, kick the bell

with your right foot.").

Without considering language, across programs and grades, students

initiate a conversation by asking a question or by making a free

comment 'see Table 32). Students seldon use gestures in any program to

initiate a ccaversation with their teachers. In each program, the

frequency of free comments decreases while that of asking questioas

increases as grade level increases. There appear to be only two

consistent program differences. The first is that, across grades,

immersion strategy and early-exit students consistently initiate more

interactions with their teachers than do late-exit students. Second,

immersion strategy and early-exit students terd to initiate about twioe

as manyconversations with teachers using non-verbal cues than do late-

exit students. This is interestingi in that one mdght have predicted

that with the greater use of the students° primary language in the

classroom that late-exit students would have been acre fortlxxmling with

their teachers. The lower frequency of late-exit student-initiated

interactions may also reflect more structured late-exit classrooms than

immersion strategy or early-exit classrooms. Further, while immersion

strategy students are permitted to use their primary language in the

4, t
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classroom and while early-exit teachers also use their stuilents°

primary language in the clalmnomm, it wculd appear that the language

use patban of the teadher is a more pmerful predictor of sbalant
language use. That is, "Do asIsay, not asIdo," may not ba myna=
effective in influencing child (i.e., stoat) verbal behavior than it

is in influencing other social behavior. Nenatheless, the low fre-

quency of student- initiated intommt.icns, empecially among late-exit

classruns, wculd summit less than optima language learning environ-

ments in all three programs. As noted before, language learning is

!militated when there is ample amortunity to produce language in

meanimful interactions, that the student has the csportunity to

initiate as well as to respond to another speaker. Once again, the

pattern that maws is one in whidh students are passive language

learners.

Table 32

Mean Prcportion of Student Initiating Behaviors
by Type, Program, and Grade

=MO
Immersicn Early- late-
Strategy Exit Exit

K % Ask Question
% Free Caoment
% Nce-Verbal
% Other

1 % Ask Question
% Free Comment
% NonaVerbal
% Other

20.7 = 23.0 II = 19.7
28.1 35.2 39.7
58.9 53.6 60.3
11.5 11.2 0.0
1.5 0.0 0.0

Tim 22.0 i! = 26.4 if = 17.6

2 % Ask Question
% Free Oomnent
% Non-Verbal
% Other

33.6 43.1
54.7 43.4
10.3 11.8
1.4 1.7

52.1
41.5
5.5
1.0

22.0 X22.1 Ti = 16.3
39.6 45.4 50.3
47.9 41.5 42.3
11.6 9.9 6.5
0.9 3.3 1.0
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Table 32 (astinued)

Przna
immersion Early- Late-
Stra Exit Exit

Roe 18.3
3 % Ask Onetion

% Free Comment
% Ntn -Verbal

% Other

4 % Ask Question
% Free Conant
% Non-Verbal
% Other

um 23.1 Tc 15.9
49.9 44.9 48.3
35.4 41.6 42.3
14.8 12.9 7.1
0.0 0.6 2.4

TC.- 21.9

5 % Ask Question
% Free Coment
% Nen-Verbal
% Other

27.8 51 16. 6

56.2 44.9 65.2
25.9 40.8 31.2
16.7 14.3 3.0
1.1 0.0 0.6

go 14.7
48.8
45.9
4.0
1.3

6 % Askclumetian
% Free Comment
% NW-Verbal
% Other

if Ng 15.0
584
29.5
10.4
1.7

When language is considered, students initiatimj conversations in

all three programs tend to ask more questions and to neke fakir free

comments in both English and Spanish as grade level increase (see

Thbles 33 and 34). Although late-cdt students use Spanish less and

English more as grade level in:roues, proporticretely moe of their

Spanish interaction are initiated by questions than their English

interactions. No other clear patterns emerge when student initiating

behaviors are exandrad by language.
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Table 33 (contirmed)

Grade

=MID
Inmersicei Early- late-
Strategy Exit Exl.t

6 % Ask Question
% Free Cament
% Non-Verbal
% Other

Rim 11.1
66.2
30.9
0.0
2.9

-10_ - 11°- ..f f 1 -L

Student responses to teacher initiations were coded into one of

nine categories. Four of them are the same as those defined earlier

for student initiations: asking questions, making a free comment, non-

verbal and other. The remaining categories are: (a) repetition

(student response to a teacher statement modeling how something is

said, usually occurring &ming a drill); (b) expected response (student

attempts to give the single "right" answer in response to a question,

such as "What is two times two?" or "Who was the first president of the

United States?," although the response may actually be incorrect); (c)

free response (student responds to an open-ended question, sudh as

RWhat would you do with a mdllion dollars?"); (d) no response (the

student, not hearing the teacher, does not acknowledge the teacher's
initiation bid); and (e) listening (dle student is listening to a

teacher's presentation).

When language is not considered, consistently across programs and

grades, the most prevalent student responses are expected responses and

non-verbal (we Thble 35). The high frequency of expected responses

(22.5% to 38.0%) reflects that display questions are one of the most

frequent ways in which teachers initiate conversations with students.

1 high frequency of nomdverbal student responses (37.0% to 47.3%)

along with listening (3.9% to 14.5%) and no response (2.4% to 7.0%)

underscores the passiveness of students' interacticeis with teachers
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(and by inplicatim their learning envirorment for language and
cognitive development). nail a language dowels:went perspective, we
noted earlier that informatice recall does not facilitate the acquisi-
tion of higher order language skills as auch as were active referential
questicnim. We also note earlier thrt it is important that students
produce language if they are to develop language. 'the boo patterns of
suident responses described above suggest that students in all three
programs anlear to have the ogporturd.ty for developing receptive
language skills, 'lilt that the csportunities far develcping productive
language skills arc restricted.

Table 34

Mean Proportion of Student Initiating
by slype, Progrma, and

Behaviors in Spanish
Grade

Thaersice
Strategy

21=121111
Early-
Exit

K % Ask Question
% Free Omer&
% Non-Verbal
% Other

= 3.6
61.8
38.2
0.0
0.0

= 7.2
48.6
51.4
0.0
0.0

Late-
Eicit

Tc = 17.2
39.4
60.6
0.0
0.0

1 % Ask Question
% Free amment
% Non-Verbal
% Other

2 % Ask Questice
% Free Moment
% Ncm-Verbal
% Other

= 2.5 FC mg 7.9 = 11.7
19.8 46.9 53.8
80.2 51.1 45.3
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 2.0 0.9

= 3.3 rt x 7.6 = 9.4
57.9 37.3 58.4
42.1 59.1 41.1
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 3.6 0.5
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Table 34 (continued)

=NW
lumiersion Early- late-
Strategy Exit Exit

I - 1.2 I am 5.9 rc NB 7.1
3 % Ask Question 36.6

% Free Ocamant 63.4
% Non-Verbal 0.0
% Other 0.0

4 % Ask Question
% Free Casmont
% Nal-Verbal
% Other

52.7 53.7
46.5 40.4
0.0 0.0
0.8 5.9

I - 1.0 I - 6.7 rc - 6.5

5 % Ask Question
% Free 03111131ffit

% Nan-Verbal
% Other

0.0 39.4
100.0 60.6

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

* *

6 % Ask Question
% Free Cannent
% Non-Verbal
% Other

I
.

1

*
*
*

*
*
*

* *
* *
* *
* *
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74.5
25.5
0.0
0.0

3i - 3.4
59.2
40.8

0.0
0.0

I is 1.6

66.1
33.9
0.0
0.0



Taal 35

Mean Proportion of Student Responding Behaviors
by Type, Program, and Grade

=OS
Inmersice Early-
Strategy Exit

Late-
Exit

Ic n 122.1
K % Ask Question

% Repetition
% Expected Response
% Free Respcnee
% Free Comment
% Nap-Verbal
% No Response
% Other
%

I = 192.1 1 = 95.7
1.1 0.3 0.5

11.5 9.2 8.4
27.4 28.4 30.7
6.2 6.7 10.1
3.7 2.3 1.9

40.3 41.8 42.1
5.4 4.3 2.4
0.0 0.0 0.0
4.4 6.9 3.9

II = 141.9
1 % Ask Quastica 1.1

% Repetition 5.8
% Expected Response 34.2
% Free Response 7.7
% Free Oxon* 2.6
% Nce-Verbal 37.3
% No Rasporse 4.8
% Other 0.0% Listaning_____

Yi = 172.1

3? = 166.9
1.0
7.6

29.1
8.3
2.7

38.7
4.6
0.0
8.0

R A 143.4
1.1
5.2

35.8
6.0
2.0

37.9
4.8
0.0
7.2

rc = 166.5 ic = 149.9
2 % Ask Question

% 1:74etition
% Expected Response
% Free Response
% Free °meant
% Nat-Verbal
% No Response
% Other
% Listenirxj

1.1
4.6

35.2
7.4
2.0

39.2
3.8
0.0
6.6

0.9
3.8

32.4
5.8
1.7

41.3
5.9
0.0
8.2

0.6
3.6

35.4
6.3
2.5

41.0
4.4
0.0
6.2
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Um language is considered, the distrihution of student responses
changes dramatically. This largely reflects the coding procedures.

All sbident behaviors are coded by language-English, Spanish, both
English and Spanish, or none (no language). All non-verbal, no-
response, and listenirg responses by definition are nak-language. As

such, when ally those student responses in English-only or Spanish-ally
are coded, all non-language behaviors are anitted fran the analysis, as
are student responses wherein both English aryl Spanish are used.
Consequently, Tables 36 and 37 do not include any non-language student
responses or those wherein both Fnglish and Spanish are used con-
comitantly. while student response "other" is a verbal statement, its
frequency is so lad that it is dropped fran the analysis. Omsequent-
ly, only five of the nine student behaviorn are included in Tables 36
and 37.

Table 36

Mean Proportion of Student Responding Bohemia:8 in English
21nd Grade

Grade

=91315
Innersion Early- late-

Exit

K % Ask Question
% Repetition
% Expected Response
% Free Response

Free Comment

52.7 7: Er 60.7 II an 11.7
2.1

23.8
54.9
12.9
6.3

1 % Ask Question
% Repatitiat
% Expected Response
% nee Response
% Free Cament

0.4 1.8
18.8 36.3
58.7 36.8
16.7 25.1
5.3 0.0

Tc 71.4 rc as 52.5 re 26.7
2.1 2.5 2.5

11.5 16.6 18.1
67.3 54.2 66.3
14.5 19.6 9.6
4.6 7.1 3.5
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Table 36 (continued)

2 % Ask Question
% Repetition
% Expected Response
% Free Response
% Free Ccument

Imersion
Strategy__

if an 88.0

3 % Ask Question
% Repetition
% Eypected Response
% Free Response
% Free Cement

EMI=
Early-
Exit

late-
Edt

R = 56.7 = 27.6
2.2 2.2 0.5
9.7 8.9 7.4
69.5 69.6 67.9
14.7 15.3 16.9
4.0 4.0 7.3

R mu 62.9

4 % Ask Question
% Repetition
% Expected Response
% Free Response
% Free Comment

5 % Ask Question
% Repetition
% Expected Response
% Free Response
% Free Cement

R so 47.4 TC al 34.5
1.8 2.4 1.4
9.8 8.8 5.8

70.4 64.9 69.5
15.2 20.4 20.1
2.8 3.5 3.1

= 55.7 R = 68.3
1.6 1.5
6.6 2.7
66.1 71.6
25.7 22.7
0.0 1.6

= 38.0
2.9
5.6

74.8
13.8
3.0

R = 44.6
1.6
5.7

74.9
11.2
6.6

6 % Mk Question
% Repetition
% Expected Response
% Free Respcnse
% Free Moment

= 38.3
1.9
7.4

66.6
19.0
5.1
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Table 37

Mean Proportion of Student Respondin; Behaviors in Spanish
Grade

frssam
Tonersicnts* Ear1y-

Eidt
Late-
Exit

Tc = 2.9
K % Ask Wend=

% Repetitiat
% Exiocted Respcnee
% Free Raceme
% Free Coolant

1 % Ask Question
% Repetition
% Expected Respcnse
% Free Response
% Free Coarent

= 28.7 = 41.5
13.8 1.7 1.0
0.0 18.2 14.0

49.6 65.0 62.2
18.5 32.4 18.1
18.1 2.6 4.7

2 % Ask Questicn
% Repetiticn
% Expected Reopens*
% Free Reopens*
% Free Comment

2.1 = 31.7 31 = 46.6
6.7 3.2 2.2
9.0 15.2 8.0

41.8 63.8 74.6
36.7 14.0 11.6
5.8 3.8 3.6

3E = 3.5

3 % Ask Quokka
% Repetition
% Expected Response
% Free Response
% Free Consent

= 23.6 3i = 50.2
8.1 1.7 1.6
8.4 12.3 7.6
55.7 73.2 73.1
25.9 9.3 12.3
1.8 3.5 5.5

4 % Ask Question
% Repetitice
% Expected Response
% Free Respase
% Free Conant

= 1.2 = 18.1 zu 32.0
0.0 1.9 1.1
0.0 3.1 3.4
11.7 77.3 74.2
76.6 17.1 17.2
11.7 0.7 4.2

3i = 3.9 = 25.8
0.0 5.2 2.2
0.0 0.0 0.4
0.0 73.8 77.6

100.0 5.2 13.3
0.0 15.7 6.5
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Table 37 (=timed)

BM=
Immersion Early-
Strategy Exit

late-
Dcit

lonmalimmo

5 % Ask Question
% Repetition
% EXpectedNiegonse
% Free Response
% Free Comment

mi 25.8
3.3
0.9
67.0
18.0
10.8

6 % AskQuestian
% Repetition
% ExpectedRimparse
% Free Response
% Free Comment

Rim 9.4
0.6
1.0

58.2
28.0
12.1

** The extremely l, fret:Nancy renders the distribution for the program
meanimiless.

Table 36 presents the data for student responses in English. ewe

agmin, across programs and grades the most frequent responses are

expected repponses (36.8% to 74.9%). Also, expected responses tend to

inane's:se (albeit sameWhat unevenly) as grade level increases. Addi-

tional grade level differences are noted within eadh program. Students

repeat less and provide more free responees au grade level increases

within both immersion strategy and early-exit programs. Late-exit

students also repeat less as grade level incroasec. However, unlike

students in immersion strategy and early-exit programs, the frequency

of free responses among late-exit students flucbates widely as grade

level increases.

When student responses in Spanish are examined, as before, the

most frequent student responses are expected resparmes. While the

proportion of expected responses tends to increase with grade, the

pattern is immuistent, fluctuating from grade to grade within

program. Comparing the frequency of student responses in Englidh with

those in Spanish by grade clearly illustzates that students in immer-
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sion strategy programa almost always use Engliah, and documents how

students in both early-exit and late-exit programs decrease their use

of Spenith while increasing their use of English. In fact, the

frequency of student responses in Spanish is so lao that the eietribu-

tion 1'1NA:useful. Mg= catpwimans by grade suggest that students

in early-mdt and late-exit programs generally eXhibit similar behavior

patterns when usirg Spanish.

In sum, the pattern of atudent responses suggests a less than

optima environment for developing oral language skills in that

students in all three programs have limited opportunities to produce

language and, when they do product language, it is limitad to informa-

tion recall. This occurewhetherEnglish or Spanish is being used.

It) . f . 2 S ./I 110.1)

COnsistently across programs and grades, the majority of student

utterances (72.0% to 81.9%) are in response to teacher initiations (see

Table 38). Once again, this underscores the limited opportunities

students have to produce language that is not limited to information

recall.

Table 38

Moen f Student Utterances byae_,_._i_s.nd__..._Grade

=MB
Early-
Eaide

1.
Immersion

flIIIM
Strategy

tate-
ExitxitINIIIMNIONI11/11IMIMII

K % Student Initiated
Tc. so 72.7
25.2

% Student Itmsise 74.8

1 % Student Initiated

Tc = 83.7
19.6
80.4

1 mg 57.9

28.0
72.0

m 92.9
21.8

% Student Response 78.2

= 94.0
22.6
77.4

138
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Table 38 (=timed)

Grade

BM=
Thaersion Early- late-
Stets, Exit Exit

Rom 100.1 rim 92.0 ii 90.1
2 % Student Initiated 19.4 21.9 19.3

% Sthdent Rum= 80.6 78.1 80.7

3E - 79.4 Tc ais 72.4 5i - 78.2
3 % Student Initiated 19.5 24.4 18.1

% Student Response 80.5 75.6 81.9

It in 73.8 37 in 84.6 "i - 75.4
4 % Stmlent Initiated 24.3 25.9 20.2

% Shp:lent Response 75.7_ 74.1 79.8

5 % Student Initiated
% Student --lee

NI 86.7
18.2
81.8

6 % Student initiated
% Student Response

se 60.7
21.8
78.2

1V-1-gachm2LsbaltmL_their.lamguosie_tbzsi4i_tbn_ixie_stt_na1laa

Beane refers to pictures, pantomime, models, etc.; any strategy

or device that a teacher night use along with what is being said to

help the second language learner understand the meaning of the vembal

message. FOr example, the teacher points to a color chart and says,

"This is the color orange," while pointing out the corresponding color.

Or the teacher says, "run," and he/she begins running.

With two exceptions, realia is not widely used in any of the three

programs (see Table 39). Immersion strategy kindergarten blethers use

realia the most, in almost half of their interactions. Early-exit

kindergarten teachers use realla next most frequently, in about one-

quarter of their interactions with students. It is interesting to note
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that tammian strategy kiniergeaten teachers, who use English to a

greater extent, also use realia almost twice as often (46.8%) as do

ear1y-e3dt kintergettan teachers (27.5%). Both immersion strategy and

early-edt teachers decrease their use of realia in first grade (17.6%

and 15.0%, respectively), and all but disc:intim* its use in subsequent

grades. In contneetv little realia is used among lateexit kinder-

garten teachers (0.5%), and is used samehat by first grade teachers

(14.4%). As late-mtlt kin*mrspertel teachers do not tend to use much

English, they do not use mile. These petterns appear to be reason-

able for eadh prognes. As immersion strategy and early-exit kinder-

garten teachers use lamr amounts of English, they need to adjust or

:halter their Engligh in sudh a way as to lake it more comprehensible

to their students. As late-exit kiettergartan teachers tend to use

little English, they say not have the need to shelter their English.

The subsequent reduction in realia by first grade immersion strategy

and earlreytt teachers may reflect an increase in etudent skills sudh

that realia nay not be needed as often as it was in kindergarten. By

the same taken, the increase in use of realia by first grade late-exit

teachers mey reflect their increase in the use of Englikh to the point

where they need to shelter it for their students. Hdwever, in the

absence of data documenting the ideal level at which realia should be

used, one can anlywcrder if the use patterns noted here are too abrupt

to be truly effectime over time. The overall low frequency of realia

precludes us from determining the effects of varying levels of its use

on achievement.
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There is substantial evidence documenting how the physical and

social context of the environment affects human behavior (Ramirez,

1981). Consequently, it is important that key elements of the milieu

in whidh the oteervations are made are examined far program and grads

level differences. Shoulddifferences occur, they shculd be considered

in the interpretation of tho language observational data. Per this

discussion, two features of the claseroom environment are described:

clammaxmiactivitiee ard content area.

licimiuibotaliumssmintissitiouniasiment.ismaamie

Whenever an exchange was recorded between the teadher and stu-

dent(s), the type of classroom activity in whidh the exchange was

taking place wes coded. Classroom activities were coded into one of

eight categories: (a) presentetion (rtudWrits are listening to a

presentation of material or directions from the teather); (b) dis-

cussion (sm:dints are talking about apprcpriate content area); (c)

seatwoTk (0mWMTrts ars engaged in seatwork sudh as workbook, writing,

silent reading, or other sanctioned ncn-academic actikties sudh as

puzzles, etc.); (d) drillmork (students are engaged in oral repeti-

tion); (e) listening (studants are attending to audio equipment sudh as

a tape reumatic, radio, or phonum01); (f) interim (students are

waiting for teacher's attariticm, sharpening a pencil, or lining up for

recess); (g) reading (rbadMmts are reading aloud); and (h) other

(students are engaged in activities other than those discrihed above,

e.g., watching a fillaztrip, working at the dhal)dxmcd, doing a science

exparbmint, not fooling anmind).

Consistently across programa and grades, discussion is one of the

major classroom activities, followed by network (see Table 40). None-

theless, some program differences by grade level are noted. In eadh

program, the proportions of presentation, seatwork and reading activi-

ties increase, while drill, interim, and other activities decrease as
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grade level increases. Progrmm differences tend to occur largely in

kindergarten. Students are provided with more discussion and interim

activities in early.exit (45.4% and 16.5%, respectively) and late-exit

(41.84 and 28.0%, respectively) classrooms than in immersion strategy

classrooms (31.0% and 13.7%, respectively). Sze seatwotk and drills

are provided in immersion strategy (21.2% and 12.1%, respectively) and

early-exit (19.9% and 5.7%, respectively) than in late-exit (14.7% and

3.9%, respecavely) classrooms. Ebro discussion is also provided in

immerAn strategy and early..exit first grade classrooms than those in

late-exit first grade classrooms. Theme few exceptions aside, activi-

ties tend to be fairly consistent across programs ard grades.
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Table 40 (contirsiecl)

=OEM
Immersion Earlr Late-

Grade Strategy Exit Exit

4 t Presentation
% Disc-mice
% &atm&
% Drill
% Listemim;
% Interim
% Reedim
% Other

5 %Presentation
%Discussion
%Seatwork
% Drill
% Listenizx'
% Interim
% Reading
% Other

31 mit 186.7 Tim 190.1 3f- 146.4
8.0 8.2
34.5 37.3
35.9 36.1
0.7 0.6
3.4 2.8
8.4 6.8
3.4 6.2
5.6 2.0

9.3
40.0
27.1
1.0
0.3
10.8
6.1
5.4

31 al 161.3
4.9

44.1
26.3
2.2
1.8
9.4
9.8
1.5

6 % Presentation
% Discussion

-% Seatwork
% will
% Listening
% Interim
% Readily'

% Other

3E 162.4
6.2

29.7
41.3
2.9
2.7
11.3
4.7
1.2

Whenever an exchange between a teacher and student was rep:lo1,

content area was coded into one of seven areas: (a) reading; (b)

language arts; (c) math; (d) social studies; (e) non-academic (e.g.,

art, music); (f) other academic (e.g., science, computer science); and

(g) procedures (e.g., lining up for recess, collecting lunch =may,

taking attendance). Observaticns were made across all these areas in
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The !Unction of the observational data is to document the iBew

placentation of the instructional models. Implementation is assessed

by comparing the results of the observations against tho theoretical

underpinnings of eadh model. The discussion Which follows focuses an

the theoretical advanteges inherent to the immersion strategy and

bilingual program models. Bilingual programs which in theory afford

students and teachers greater opportunities for the use of 141, Spanidh

in this case, Should provide language and instruction which is more

complex When Ll is used far instruction than When 12 is umed for

instruction. Several ct the categories umed to clamsify clameroom

discourse and activities are designed to note indirectW them be-

haviors and activities. Only those instances in Whict differences

appear between program mcdels are discussed.

Exicitualscfires

Is there greater cmplexity in the language, content 'or context of

utterances in bilingual late-exit programs as evidenced by:

1. mtudents adking questions

2. students respondingwith a free response

3. less use of repetition

4. less use of drill

5. greater opportunities for discussice

Yes. It has been traditionally argued (atmin, 1975, for ample)

that one ct the inherent advantages of a program yodel whidh allows

students to use their Ll is that students will be dors likely to

participate in instruction at a more ccoplex level, particularly in the

initial stages. The data collected for grades kindergarten through
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fourth grade suggest that in term of percentage of questions Joked in

either language, immersion strategy students in grades kindergarten

through the second grade ask proccrtionately femur questions (28.1%,

33.6%, and 39.6%, respectively) than do students in either earlrexit

(35.2%, 43.1%, and 45.4%, respectively) or lateexit (39.74, 52.1%,

and 50.34, respectively) programs (aes Table 42). lest studies of 12

teadhing strategies hem not examined the role of student questions.

As such, their relationship with addevement has not been establiehed.

In this study, the role of student questions is found not to be as

importantafactor contributing to studs* addevement as other factors

(e.g., proportions of English ard Spanish usad).

Table 42

Prcportion of Student Behaviors Indicatirq Cow lex Language Behavior,
by Program and Grade

Student.

Behavior Grade
lumersicn ICar1y-E3d.t Late-Exit

%MkQuestixe K 28.1
1 33.6
2 39.6
3 49.9
4 56.2

35.2 39.7
43.1 52.1
45.4 50.3
44.9 48.3
44.9 65.2

% Free Comment K 58.9 53.6 60.3
1 54.7 43.4 41.5
2 47.9 41.5 42.3
3 35.4 41.6 42.2
4 25.9 40.8 31.2

% Initiate IC 25.2
1 21.8
2 19.4
3 19.5
4 24.3

19.6
22.6
21.9
24.4
25.9

28.0
19.6
19.3
18.1
20.2

In general, students in the three programs do not appear to differ

in the prcportian of free comments made or interactions initiated.
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No. The programs do not differ in the degree of complexity of
tat:ruction as defined thrcugti the relative mix (i.e., propcction) of
repetition, discussion =I drill activities made available to Mutants
(see Table 43). The proportion of discussion [lid drill is roughly con-
parable among the three programs from Idndergt -% through grade four.

Table 43

Proportion of Classroom Behaviors Indicating Complex Instructional
gContent, by Proram and Grade

classroom
Behavicc Grade

Immersion Early-114dt Late-Exit

% Repetition K 11.5 9.2 8.4
1 5.8 7.6 5.2
2 4.6 3.8 3.6
3 3.8 2.3 2.3
4 2.2 1.1 1.7

% Discusricn K 31.0 45.4 41.8
1 43.6 41.8 35.5
2 40.0 41.4 41.1
3 32.1 33.6 40.5
4 34.5 37.3 40.0

% Drill K 12.1 5.7 3.9
1 4.0 4.8 4.7
2 3.6 2.4 2.3
3 2.2 1.4 2.0
4 0.7 0.6 1.0
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Yes, for immersion strategy and earlrexit classrooms. SommWhat,

for latemexit classrocea. The proportion of English and Spanish

used and the rate they are umed acroms grades differs markedly by

program and grade. Theme differences are consistent with the

instructional andel for the immersion strategy and earlrexit

programs. English is umed almost exclumively for instruction at

all grade levels. Earlrexit teachers ums English over two-thirds

of the time inlcbmialpurtam and first grade, subsequently increas-

ing its use to approximately three-fourths in grade two, over

three-fourths Jai grade three, and almost always using Engliih in

grade four. The language use pattern among late-exit kindergarten

thoough fourth grade claserooms is also consistent with this

program's instrmtimmlucdiel. However, the proportion of English

umed in the classroom continues to increase in grades five (63.6%)

and six (80.3%), exceeding the 60% limit an defined for this

instructional model. (Closer inmpection of the data reveals that

this reflects an increase in only one of the three latemexit

programs. That.is, there is some concern that this high level of

English use (i.e., >60%) in theme later grades might preclude

surficient us:: of the student's primary language to ensure its

mearingtUl development for the late-exit program affected.)

o IlLitzlitutise_tiffiLaLauliaLiza..2 viatulittar_lieLizmunurt
mode? Yes. Studetms' use of 1, quage mirrors that ct their

tewhas, differing by program and grade. Immersion strategy

students almost always use Englith. Early-exit students increase

their use uf Englieh from almost two-thiris in kindergarten to

almost 100% in grade four. late-exit stuclents' English use

ircreases at a much slower rate, from 9.3% in kindergarten to

80.3% in grade six.
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itihat do teachers say? 0:insistently across prtgrame and grades,

the wet axe= statements newJe by teachers are explanation,
;motion, commit art feedback. Cal& virlor differences are nctel
by language. Mat is, teach= taxi to mks the sme kinds of

stataftents whether they use English or Spanish across proximo ard

grades.

"k, f ilwIP, , ft

nurkati....21D.SALialisnrawlialiont ara/or EIXakdrenly
Ammung_itudints? No. Teachers across programs ard grades tend

to sgy the same things to students regardless of student language

proficiency whim students are separated by language proficiency.

Teachers across programs and grade levels speak differently to

students who are mixed togetherbylanguage proficiency. Teachers

consistently explain and model more often to aimed groups of

students (LEEMPAD) than to either LEPmonly or FEWMD.Ionly

student groups. LEP-conly and TEPAD-only student groups receive

approximate/y WI.= as many questions and receive me feedback

than mixed groups of students. Finally, teachers are more likely

to engage in mcnitoring behavior with mixed groups of students

than with LEP-Ionly or FEEVED-Ionly grcups. These differences

suggest teadher sensitivity in all three programs to the differen-

tial needs of students with varying levels of language proficien-

cy.

o theiskLiaactionLIAULASNO consistently =vas Prognsts and
grade levels, the majority ct teacher-initiated convereatims with

stmients focus an concepts (i.e., ideas) rather than on farm

(i.e., had something is said). This is desirable from a second

language learning perspective.

Hat & V2EktrtAAnadmin_they_laitirimteiso Students
initiate a conversation by askirq questicns or tasking free

cuoments. This is cxnsistent amen programs, grades, and

language.
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When language is not considered, consistentW across programs and

grades, teacher initiations do not require students to produce

language non-verbal, no response, or listening). When

students do provide a verbal response, they tend to provide

expedOkirecceses (Ls., infoorationrecall). Me high frequency

of expected responses reflects that dimplay questions are one of

the most frequent ways in whidh teedhers initiate conversations

with students. Won tcgether, the high frequency of no language

and expected responses underscores the passiveness ct students'

interactions with teachers, their primary source of language

development in the classroom.

1 1. *IL - s. I . P 9 9

Consistently =cos programs and grades, the majority (>80%) of

stnient language is in response to teacher initiaticns. Once

again, this highlights the passive nature of language learning

oppertamities in classroom specifically designed to meet the

language lmrning needs of language mincrity students.

o Eg_tamberi_gberieLlagrijiacaLlemegge_tbzwiLlsgig? There

is some evidence of teacher attempts to adjust their language

behavior through realia. Weever, use of realia appears to be

limited to kindergarten by immersion strategy and early-exit

teadmank

..111 - _Sy . 0

thajj,fferjazimreaugg_grigie? Consistently across programs

and grades, obsetvations of teacher/student interactions are most

often available during discussion, follmed by seatwork ao-

tivities. Minor program aryl grade level differences in the

relative freguency of these and other activities are noted.



AGIUMLANIiiAtiteitsAMILAULANIEMUSEILIEllikible Ciamirva-
times of teacher/Midst interactions are available across all
=tent areas in each prcgram -and graft. Nciathauss, ;ecgrams
differ with respect to the amount of teactser/sbident interaction
data available by =tat area.

In sum, the three prcgrams in this study are clearly differenti-
ated by their use of English and Spanish for instruction. These

differences are consisbmt with their respective instructional =dela.
Slam:lents use English and Spanish the sees way as do their teachers.

%ethers across programs, grades, and languages are casistent in their
statements to saidents. They initiata the majority of interactims

with sttdents. Their usual statements to sbidents folio/ the predict-

able teething processexplanaticn, question, camerd, and feedback.

Watchers are surcortive of seemed language learsuIng in that they say
different things to student groups saws LEP students are mixed in with
FEP and PD students, ard their statements to students tend to foass on
what is said rather than hod it Is said. Mem is limited attempt to
shelter language thrazah realia awn; immrsion strategy and early-exit

teachers. However, data suggest that the language learning envirorment

in classrooms &cress programs is limited. Students are not asked mmre
cognitively- and language-dererding questions. Language learning is
passive in that teachers do Mit of the talking, with students provid-
ing rota or ncn-langur a.eircnses.

vadle observations of teather/student interactions are available
across activities and =tent areas by program and grade levels. Mese
program and grads level differerces are noted.

Classroom Ergo:red Academic Tire

In Years 2, 3, and 4 of data collection, engead time observatims
were gathered using the instilment which incomccated the immurement
of academic engagement of student grows and classroom context. The

queztion addressed was, "Mat is the level of task ergagement of all
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students (both project study students and non-project sbrients) in

study classrooms?" Cansewesitly, this section of the report dimness

task engagement in reference to all students within study classrooms.

Data collected in Years 2, 3 and 4 enabled the follaiim questions to

be answered.

minamintagrazi-iisimslumlie

Students acroes programs and grades are engaged in their assigned

tasks the majority of the time they are Observed (86.54 to 96.3%) (see

Thble 44). Talk engagement does not appear to differ by program or

grade. That is, regardless of the program =grade, students attend to

their assigned tadkelanst of the time.

Table 44

Mean Proportion Student Task Engagement,
by Program and Grade

(Classroom Famed Acadmic Timm Measure)

Grade

Proof=
immersion
Strategy

Early-
xit

Late-
Exit

K % Engaged 96.3 91.1 93.3

1 % Engaged 91.4 89.6 92.3

2 % Engaged 91.4 91.1 86.5

3 4 Engaged 91.3 91.0 91.0

4 % Engaged 89.6 94.8 90.7

5 % Engaged * * 88.2

* * 90.5



172..Atacklictmulinuant3arra

Vas. Data collected dhow similar patterns of student grouping

strategies and classtrocm group activities among all teachers. Research

(Wilson, et al" 1983) suggests that differences in student grouping

and classroom task arrangements may account far variation in student

engagement.

Teachers across grades and programs tend to cluster students in

large grows (36.0% to 92.7%) (see Table 45). Nonetheless, slight

grade level differences are noted within eadh program, particularly

among late-exit classrooms, ln contrast to other grade levels within

the immersion strategy progrmm, second grade teachers tend to use

slightly more medium- (26.9%) and fewer large-size (39.3%) student

groups. Fourth grade to/Adhere use large-size groups the most (60.4%).

After an initial start in kindergarten using lastly large-size student

groups (51.3%) and a modest amount of emall-size (20.7%) groups, early.

exit first grade teachers increase their use of smell-size groups

(30.7%) and decrease their use of large-size student groups (36.0%).

The distribution found in first grade reflects the grouping strategies

of early-exit teachers in second and third grades. Late-exit teachers

display the greatest variation across grades in student gimping

strategies. There is a trend, albeit uneven, for late-exit teathers to

increase the use of smell groups (3.9% to 20.4%) as grade level

increases. There is tremendous fluctuation in the use of large- and

mediummsize groups by late-exit teachers across grades. Roughly, the

tendency is a decrease in the ow of large-size groups from kinder-

garten to grade six (92.7% to 58.0%) and an increase in the use of

medium-size groups (2.5%, kindergarten to 16.9%, sixth grade).
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Table 45

Mean Propcetion of Group Size,
by Prows and Grade

Masao= Eme_l_caVoiotia Tine MeasureL

Gr.

Tonersiai
Straw

Emir
Exit

Late-
Exit

K % (1 Student) 8.4 10.1 0.9

% Small (2-5 Students) 29.6 20.7 3.9

% *odium (6-10 Students) 20.6 18.0 2.5

% Large (> 10 Students) 41.4 51.3 92.7

1 % (1 Student) 12.9 10.1 5.0

% Seal (2-5 Students 24.5 30.7 11.3

% Mediae (6-10 Studentl) 17.5 23.2 20.0

> 10 Students 45.2 36.0 63.7

% individual (1 Student) 10.2 10.3 5.7

% Small (2-5 Students) 23.6 29.1 17.9

% Medina (6-10 Students) 26.9 19.6 26.9

% Tame (> 10 Students) 39.3 41.0 49.6

3 % Individual (1 SW:lent) 8.0 7.6 3.9

% Small (2-5 Students) 30.1 25.2 14.5

% Medium (6-10 Students) 14.7 24.6 20.7

% large (> 10 Students) 47.2 42.6 60.9

4 % Individual (1 Student) 4.9 5.8 5.9

% Small (2-5 Students) 22.3 23.4 10.3

% Sodium (6-10 Students) 12.4 23.6 11.0

% Large (> 10 Sthdents) 60.4 47.2 72.8

5 % Inlividual (1 Student) * * 3.7

% Small (2-5 Students) * * 14.8

% Heim (6-10 Students) * * 26.6

% Large (> 10 Students) * * 55.0

6 % Inlivicbal (1 Student) * * 4.8

% Small (2-5 Students) * * 20.4

% Medium (6-10 Sthdents) * * 16.9

% large (> 10 Students) * * 58.0

Frogram compaiisons by grade indicate very similar grouping

patterns among immersion strategy and early-exit teachers. Late-exit

teachers cons1sten41y differ from their immersion strategy and early-

exit colleagues at eadh grade. 'Poachers in immersion strategy and
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early-exit classrooms typicalW use large- and anal-size groups. In
contrast, late-exit tsechers more characteristically use large- and

mediumrsise student groups.

. I k. I .c..1q. Ic.

Yes, tut only slightly. Stuient grows wear to engage primarily
in discussion and saatwork activities (Nee Table 46).

Table 46

Man Prcsorticm of Group Activity
131? Type, Program, ard Grads

(Maser= Emagad Academic Time 14eastze)

PrOgrall

Gradt.e . lammrsial fltrtY- Lat.-Exit

K % Drilluvrk 7.9 3.0 0.0
% Oral Reading 0.8 0.1 4.1
% Seatwork 30.4 33.9 22.4
% Listming 5.5 3.3 1.4
% Tescher Presentation 4.9 3.1 0.0
% Discussion 26.7 32.4 41.4
% Other. 7.2 3.6 4.8
4 Interim 16.7 20.5 25.9

1 % Millwork 3.0 2.0 2.8
4 Oral Rending 4.4 3.1 4.5
% Seatwork 36.3 42.5 33.9
% Listenirq 3.3 2.7 1.5
% Teacher Presentation 4.5 4.9 7.2
% Discussion 30.7 29.2 28.1
% Other 5.0 .7. 7.5
% Interim 12.9 la . i 14.5

2 % Millwork 2.1 d..C, 1.1
% Oral Reeding 3.6 4.0 5.0
% Saatmork 38.6 40.4 35.0
% Listening 2.4 2.4 1.3
% Teacher Presentaticn 4.5 5.5 2.0
% Discussion 31.2 30.9 34.7
% Other 2.2 3.2 3.1
% Interim 15.5 11.6 17.8
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Table 46 (oontis1Ie4)

Grade Activity
immersion
Strategy

Earlr
SMit

Late-
EXit

3 % Drillwork 2.4 1.2 1.1
% Oral Heading 5.8 5.3 6.4

% Seatwork 38.4 36.6 33.6

% !atoning 3.9 5.2 2.'

% Teacher Presentaticn 6.9 5.1 2.9

% Discussion 22.0 25.2 33.6

% Other 3.8 3.1 2.5

% Interim 16.8 18.2 17.8

4 % Millwork 0.0 0.7 0.6

% Oral Bending 12.0 4.3 7.0
% Seatwork 37.5 40.5 31.7
% Listening 2.7 1.9 OA
% Teadher Presentation 2.4 3.9 6.4

% Dimcussion 35.5 31.4 33.4

% Other 3.6 1.6 6.6
% Interim 6.5 15.8 13.5

5 % Drillwork * * 1.8
% Oral Melding * * 8.8
8 Seatwork * * 27.6
% Listening * * 1.5
% Teadher Presentation * * 3.9
% Dismission * * 35.2
% Cemmr * * 2.2
% Interim * * 19.2

6 % Millwork * * 0.8
% Oral Beading * * 2.9
% Seatwork * * 37.0
% Listening * * 3.0
% Theadher Presentation * * 4.3
% Discussion * * 26.2
% Other * * 1.5

% Interim * * 24.2

While there tends to be an overall trend towards an inareeee in

the proportion of discussion activities among immersion strategy

teachers as grade level IMMMINUMMI, there is a marked decrease in

discussion activities in grade three. Hbwever, the proportion of dis-

cussion activities inareases again in grade four. Coupled with the

increase in discussion activities, the steady decline in the use of
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drillwork activitims over time suggests a move towards a potentially

more active language learning envirtiment. (HOwever, gaventhepettern

of teacher/student interactions described earlier, discumsion activi-

ties ars not beim fully utilized as well as theymight be far language

learning.)

In contrast, early,exit clam= testhers almo eihibit a decline

in the use of drillwork with a slight increase in the prwortion of

seatwork as grade increases. The proportion of discussion tends to

remain about the same across grades, approximately onewthird. Fran a

language develeppent perspective, these minor chimes within the earlr

exit program simply signal a shift from one passive learning strategy

to another.

Late-exit clasarooms manifest the greatest grade to grads varia-

tion among the three instructional models. There is a noticeable in-

'ease in the proportion of seatwoek and a decrease in discussion

activity from kindergarten (22.4% and 41.4%, respectively) to first

grade (33.9% and 28.1%, respectively). Thereafter, seatwoek and

discusmion activity each comprise about one-third of total classroom

activities. While there is a noteworthy reduction in the proportial of

interim activities from kindergarten to first grads lateexit class-

rooms (25.9% to 14.5%), interim activities return to About the level

found in kindergarten by the sixth grade (24.2%).

Grade level comparimons by program reveal only minor differences.

Proportionately more dimcumsion and interim activities are observed

among late-exit (41.4% and 25.9%, respectively) and earlrexit (32.4%

and 20.5%, respectively) kindergarten classrooms than among immersion

strategy kindergarten classrooms (26.7% and 16.7%, respectively).

Proportionately more discussion is conducted by third grads late-,exit

teachers (33.6%) than by third grade immersion strategy (22.0%) or

early-exit (25.2%) teachers. Finally, fourth grade early-exit teachers

provide more meatwork activities (40.5%) than do earlrexit and late-

exit fourth grade teachers (37.5% and 31.7%, respectively).
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Defining an active language learning envirament as one in which.a

student is requimed to pmoduce language spontaneously thrcugtt original

discount' "mild categorize the activities of drillwork, oral reading,

seatwork, listening, and teadher prementation as passive language

learning activities. &ming the prcportica of these activities within

eadh grade level by program, approximately half of the classroom

activities in eadh program provide students with a passive language

learning environment (43.4% to 57.4%). The exception is late-exit

kindergarten, uttere approximately one-fourth of the classroom activi-

ties provide a passive languagelearning environment for students.

In sum, all students tend to be engaged most frequently in

seatwcrk and discussicn activities, with lcw to moderate involvement in

drillwork, listening, interim or other activities. The distributicn of

these activities provides students with a less than ideal language

learning environment. This is consistent far eadh of the three

instructicnal =dela.

With two exceptions, across programs and grades, the largest

proportion of student task engagement observations was conducted during

the language arts content area (20.14 to 43.4%) (see Table 47). Third

grade late-exit and fourth grade immersion strategy clamsrooms are the

exception, wheatmeal observations were conducted during reading (24.7%

and 32.7%, respectively) than language arts (24.5% and 19.6%, re-

spectivelp.
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Table 47

14san Proportice of Gra* =tat Area,
by Progast ard Grads

Maser= Time Measure

Grade Content Area

Prawn
Ismersica Late-

Odt

K % Reading 11.3 4.9 16.0
% language Arts 27.2 43.4 21.9
% Math 12.8 17.8 21.1
% Social Studios 6.8 1.6 0.0
% Other Pceemic 8.1 9.0 16.6
% Process/Structure 17.5 10.8 10.7
% Nonnhca5smic 16.4 12.4 13.7

1 % Reading 23.1 19.2 10.5
% Language Arts 32.3 .31.8 33.9
%lath 14.6 18.7 17.6
% Social Studies 3.9 4.8 5.8
% Other Academic 7.9 4.9 10.5
% Procems/Structure 11.9 11.2 13.3
% Non-Acadsmic 6.3 9.4 8.4

2 %Reading 14.1 17.2 13.8
% larrjuage Arts 34.4 30.7 32.2
% Math 18.1 17.8 17.1
% Social Studies 3.5 5.4 4.5
%OtherAcedesic 7.2 8.5 9.6
% Process/Structure 14.2 12.1 19.2
% Non-Academic 8.6 8.2 1.8

3 %Reading 21.9 18.8 24.7
% Larquaye lens 26.4 24.4 24.5
% Nth 18.8 14.7 18.4
% Social Studies 6.2 8.2 5.7
% Othsr Acrotaic 7.0 8.6 6.2
%Process/Structure 14.1 16.1 13.7
% Noin-Acadsabc 5.7 9.3 6.7

4 %Reading 32.7 17.1 17.8
% Isnguage Arts 19.6 20.1 33.0
% th 17.1 13.0 17.8
% Social Studies 8.0 10.0 7.4
% Other Academic 9.5 12.3 6.6
%Process/Structure 2.4 14.3 12.2
% Nan-hoseksmic 10.7 13.1 5.4
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Table 47 (amtinued)

Grade Ccintent Area

Ismersion
Strategy

Early-
Exit

late-
Exit

5 % Beading * * 17.0
% Language Arts * * 22.0
% Math * * 20.2
% Social Studies * * 10.4
% Other Academic * * 10.2
%Process/Stnicture * * 18.6
%Nort-Academic * * 1.5

6 % Asedirg 14.4

Ianauage Arts 21.8
% klirith 16.9
% Social Studies 6.7
% Other Academic 12.6
% BrooessAtructure 21.4
%Non-Academic 6.2

There are minor grade level differences within the immersion

strategy and early-exit programs. There is more substantial grade

level variation within the late-exit program. While the increase is

somsWhat uneven, propcmtionately more student engagement observations

were conducted during reading and less during language arts among

immersion strategy and earlywexit classrooms as grade level increases.

Also increasing unevenly, more student talk engagement obeervations

were collected during process/structure as grade level increases in the

late-exit program. There is a great deal of fluctuation across grades

in the proportion of observations collected during language arts,

reading, ard non-academic classes in the late-exit program.

Minor program differences by grade level are limited to those in

kindergertsn. More student task engagement abserve.iormi were collected

during language arts and fewer during reading in kindergarten early-

exit classrooms (43.4% and 4.9%, respectively) than in immersion

strategy (27.2% and 11.3%, respectively) and late-exit (21.9% and

16.0%, respectively) classrooms. Mbreover, approximately twice as many
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task engagement observations were collected in other acadeMic areas

from late-exit kindergarten classrooms (16.6%) than in either immersion

strategy (8.1t) ce early-exit (9.0%) classrooms.

Overall, student task engagement data wire collected across

comparable activities ty program and grade.

1110... 1(.. L 41110_01[.. .

Yes. Oral language use is defined as the oral langaage used among

stulmttswithin a group utether or not a teadher is present. That is,

at the moment of Observation, the oral language(s) used by any and all

students in a given group is coded. Oral language use varies by

program and grade consistent with the immersion strategy, early-exit

and late-emit prognmancdels.

Student groups in immersion strategy clamsrooms use nom English

(56.9% to 79.2%) than those in earlpexit (36.7% to 53.0%) or late.exit

(10.2% to 46.0%) program classroom (see Table 48). In contrast, late-

exit student groups use Spanish more often (65.1% to 9.6%) than either

earlrexit (18.5% to 0.8%) or immersion strategy amerce.= (3.0% to

0.8%). The proportions in Whidh English and Spanikh are used in the

two bilingual programs are very different from each other. Whereas

early-exit student groups use English about one-third and Spanieh lass

than twenty percent of the time in kindergarten, the use of English

slowly increases as grade level increases. Spanish use slowly de-

creases, and all but disappears in grade four (0.8%). In contrast,

late-exit kindergarten students use Engliah'ten percent and Spanish

two-thirds of the time English use increases slowly in late-axit

claserooms, mo that it is not until grades three and four where English

is used about one-third of the time (32.6% and 39.3%, respectively).

Late-exit student groups use Englieh about half of the time (46.0%) by

grade six. This level of English use still does not egial the highest

level of recorded use in either immersion strategy (79.2%) or early-

exit (53.0%) fourth grade classrooms.
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Table 48

Mean Pr:portico of Oral language Use,
by Prcgram and Grade

(Classroom Errmierl Academic Time Measure

Program
Immersion Early-

Exit
Lute-
Exit

K % Englidh 65.3 36.7 10.2
% Spanidh 3.0 16.7 65.1
% Both 9.6 12.2 13.6
% NoOral Language 22.1 34.5 11.2

1 % English 57.8 38.4 25.1
% Swish 0.8 18.5 44.5
% Both 7.8 10.9 8.7
% No Oral Language 33.6 32.2 21.7

2 % English 56.9 42.9 16.2
% Spanish 1.1 12.4 44.9
% Both 6.5 11.4 13.5
% N° Oral 35.6 33.4 25.4

3 % English 56.9 48.4 32.6
% Spanish 1.3 9.5 30.0
% Both 5.7 10.9 14.3
% No Oral 36.1 31.3 23.1

4 % English 79.2 53.0 39.3
% Spanish 0.9 0.8 28.0
% Bath 4.4 9.3 9.5
% No Oral language 15.6 36.9 23.2

5 % English 39.5
% Spanish 21.3
% Both 14.1
% No Oral Language 25.1

6 % English * 46.0
% Spanish * 9.6
% Both * 16.2
% No Oral * 28.2

The most striking proportion in Mble 48 is the amount of "no oral

language" in each program by grade (11.2% to 36.9%). "No oral lan-

wage" is coded whenever students are silently working on their
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assigned tasks. This variable is an indirect measure of the oppor-

tunity students have to produce or receive oral language, i.e., an

indirect measure of oral language input and output. Roughly ene-third

of the time in immersion strategy and early-exit classrooms, students

are in groups where there is no oral language. In contrast, only About

one-fourth of the time do students in lats-exit classrooms find

themselves in groups where there is no oral language. These findings

suggest limited oral language development opportunities for students in

each of the three programs, especially for those in immersion strategy

and early-exit classrooms.

In sum, while the use of English and Spanish varies in a manner

consigtentwith the instructional model of eadh study program, overall,

students are provided with little opportunity to produce language.

=Mist!

o Are students engaged in their assigned tasks? Yes. COnsistently

across programs and grades, students ekhibit a high level of task

engagement (> 86.5%).

po atudent growirq pattAmns vary bv program and grade? Somewhat.

Consistently across programs and gradei, students tend to be

clustered into large groups (?l0 students/grow). However, as

their second choice in grouping students, immersion strategy and

early-exit teachers use small-size groups (2-5 students), whereas

late-exit teachers use medium-sizegroups (1:10 students).

ime, okfl. - . *),L0!FS=.", P ID No.

Overall, across programs and grades, all students tend to be

engaged primarily in disassion and seabiork activities. In each

program, approximately half of the activities provided to students

represent passive language learning activities.
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o 11.1besliatrilzatistud_tankAnaagementsizonatizgumgamEsEetent
1133111LIbe_scarclentsgale Yes. wile min= Program
differemes are noted in kirriergarten, overall task engagement
observations are available from the seme distributial of content
areas with the largest proportion of observations acerkicted during
the content area of language arts.

o DocazzaLsoag_lanamma_yaramsrammUnalde Yes. The
cimerved use of English and Spanish varies in a manner cxxsistent
with the instructional model of each program. Student groups in
inmersion strategy classroom use acre Wish than those in
only-exit classroom, who, in turn, use more English than sb.dent
groups in late-exit classrooms. In contrast, late-exit student
groups bmre observed to use nrwe Spanish than their early-exit ard
immersion strategy counterparts.

In sum, students across prognmrs and grades exhibit high levels of
task engagement. Teachers in all three programs tend to grcmp their
students into large groups. Students in each program mxiel use English
and Spanish in a winner consistent with that of their respective
instructional nmdel. Task engagement observations layers conducted

across a comparable range of activities and content areas for each

insthicticnal program. There is sane indication that the opportunities
to produce language in most content areas are restricted, largely a
result of passive classroom instructional activities.
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Data which described the characteristics of each study classroom,

school and/or district were collected by Aguirre International/SRA

Technologies staff. Classroom data were collected annually. School

and district information were collected during the first year of the

study, &dwarf: updated as necessary. This information allowed far the

following questions to be answered.

Five hundred fifty-seven program classroom teachers are in the

study, 166 in the immersion strategy magma, 198 in the early-exit

program, and 193 in the late-exit wogram. In eadh year of the study

(see Tables 49 to 52), as well as overall (see Table 53), mere early-

exit and late-exit classrooms are involved in the study than immersion

strategy classrooms. As a result, data collected at the classroom

level by program must be weighted for program comparisons to be made.
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Table 49

Ntzber of Program Classrocca Teachers, by Program and Grade
Year 1: 1984-85

Immersion
=MB

Ear1y-P.3dt /ate-Exit
Weighted Weighted Weighted

16 17.3 26 22.6 15 13.7

1 16 18.3 17 12.3 0 0.0

2 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

3 0 0.0 0 0.0 21. 19.1

4 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

5 * * * * 0 0.0

6 * * * * 0 0.0

Total 32 35.6 43 35.0 36 32.8

Table 50

Number of Prcgram Classroan Teachers, by Program and Grade
Year 2: 1985-86

Inversion
=MN

Early-Exit Late-Exit
Weighted Ificighted Weighted

13 1.4.7 12 1.4.5 7 8.1

1 25 27.4 27 26.5 24 21.6

2 11 12.9 17 12.3 0 0.0

3 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 8.1

4 0 0.0 0 0.0 1.8 15.9

5 * * * * 0 0.0

6 * * * * 0 0.0

Ibtal 49 55.0 56 53.3 56 53.8
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Table 51

Number of Program Classroom Teachers, kw Program and Grac
Year 3: 1986-87

=SUB
.111111131i21-Slarr.---Iate-Ddt

Grade N
Weighted

N N
Weighted Weighted

K 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

1 17 19.0 15 18.2 9 10.5

2 20 22.3 24 23.4 19 3.7.3

3 7 8.3 14 10.5 0 0.0

4 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 8.3.

5 * * * * 17 15.8

6 * * 0.0

Total 44 49.6 53 52.0 52 51.7

Table 52

Mailer of Program Classrocia Teachers, by Program and Grade
Year 4: 1987-88

Inversion
=UN

Early-Exit Late-Exit
Weighted

N
Weighted

N N
Weighted

N N

0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

2 19 21.2 13 3.5.7 8 9.3

3 17 18.8 21 20.9 19 16.7

4 5 5.3 12 8.7 0 0.0

5 * * * * 7 8.1

15 13.2

Total 41 45.4 46 45.3 49 47.3
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Table 53

Numbelassran
=USD

Weighted Weighted Weighted
Year

1984-85

1985-86

1986-87

1987-88

32 35.6 43 35.0 36 32.8

49 55.0 56 53.3 56 5318

44 49.6 53 52.0 52 51.7

41 45.4 46 45.3 49 47.3

ribtal 166 185.7 198 185.6 193 185.6

C011apsed across years, the average number of students per

classroom across grades is comparable among the immersion strategy CK=

23.1 to X m 25.8), early-exit (K m 22.6 to X m 26.4), and late-exit CK

= 21.8 to X = 27.1) programs (see Table 54). Across programs, the

largest study classroom has 38 students, while the smallest only has 8

students. The average number of target students per study classroom is

also comparable across programs: immersion strategy (K m 8.4 to X =

16.0), early-exit (K se 6.6 to X = 17.0), and late-exit (N: = 5.1 to X =

18.2) (see Table 55). Overall, the classroom with the largest number

of target students has 31, while the classroan with the smallest number

of target students only has 1. Uhderstandably, as a result of attri-

tion, the number of target students per classroom decreases as grade

level increases.

Clammxxacomposition as defined by proportion of LEP, FEP, and ED

students varies by grade level within program, as well as between

programs (see Table 56). Across grades, while the proportion of LEP

students in immersion strategy classrooms remains at approximately

three-fourths from kindergarten throdgh third grade (73.2% to 80.9%),

it drops to less than two-thirds in grade four (60.9%). The proportion

of BO students ranges from 12.4% to 19.6% across grades. The p.m-

portico of FEP students inamases, although somewhat unevenly, from
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5.8% in kindergarten to 24.1% in grade four. Within the early-exit

program, there is a steady and consistent decrease in the proportion of

LEP students (76.8% to 50.5%) and an increase in FEP students (7.4% to

36.1%) as grade level increases. Similar to the immersion strategy

program, the proportion of ED students ranges from 11.2% to 15.8%. In

the late-axit program, there is a steady decrease in the proportion of

LEP students (77.8% to 28.1%) and increase in FEP students (9.8% to

54.7%) as grade lova increases, with the exception of grade two.

Across grade levels, late-exit classrooms consistently have pro-

portionately fewer ED students than claserooms in the other programs.

All things being eqpial, the increase in the proportion of FEP students

ard decrease in the proportion of LEP students indirect4, suggests some

success among immersion strategy, earlrexit, and late-exit programs in

assisting students to acquire English skills sufficient to warrant them

being reclassified by language proficiency. As noted earlier, the

availability of native English speakers can enhance the acquisition of

English by second language learners (assuming frequent and meaningfUl

interactions between LEP and E0 students).



Table 54

Mean, Minimum, and Maximum Class Sizes, by Program and Grade

Grade
Immersion

EraMED
Early-Exit_

Min. Max. Haan Min. Mhx. Maan Min. Mhx.

25.6 14 32 26.4 17 34 27.1 20 33

1 23.1 10 31 24.0 12 32 21.8 8 33

2 23.8 10 38 23.3 10 33 22.3 14 30

3 25.3 11 . 34 23.9 8 35 23.6 11 33

4 25.8 18 29 22.6 9 31 24.6 15 33

5 * * * 22.6 9 33

6
* 25.3 15 35

Weighted number of responses 172 184 186
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Table 55

Mean, Minimum+, and Maximum Number of Target Students
per Prcgram Classroom, by Program and Grade

Immersion
Emgram
Early-Exit

Gracie Mean Min. Max. Mean Mirk Mx. Mean Min. Max.

K 16.0 5 27 17.0 5 25 18.2 4 31

1 11.4 2 23 11.7 2 21 9.8 0 21

2 8.4 1 20 7.5 1 18 8.8 3 17

3 8.6 1 20 6.6 1 17 9.0 2 20

4 8.7 1 11 6.6 1 16 8.8 2 17

5 * * * * * * 6.3 0 15

6 * * * * * * 5.1 1 11

Weighted Number
of Responses 186 186 186

+ classrooms with zero target students are prcgram classratems utere
classrans level data were collected; however, all target students
were transferred to ether classrooms.
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Table 56

Mean Percentage of LEP, FEP, and ED Students,
by Program and Grade

Immersicn
E132=

Early-DLit late-Exit

IEP 74.6 76.8 77.8
FF:P 5.8 7.4 9.8
EO 19.6 15.8 12.3

1 LEP 80.9 75.7 70.8
FEP 6.7 10.3 19.7
IX) 12.4 14.0 9.5

2 LEP 73.2 72.6 79.1
FEP 14.2 15.1 13.2
EO 12.5 12.4 7.7

3 LEP 74.2 66.9 64.4
FEP 12.0 21.9 26.5
EO 13.8 11.2 9.0

4 LEP 60.9 50.5 52.4
FEP 24.1 36.1 40.8
ED 15.1 13.4 6.8

5 LEP 46.5
ETP 47.3
EO 6.2

6 IEP 26.1
FEP 54.7
ED 17.3

Weighted NUmber of responses 172 184 186

Horri,ag jamgazgaffiir,,ngy_signanns?

Teacher oral language proficiency waz assessed tc ,otablish a

rating of primary teacher language skill for each tamet child in elch

program year. English and SprAnish oral 1arq41ag ai1ities 1-are

evaluated in spring, 1986, for teachers participatiog in the study in

1984-85 and/or 1985-36. Teachers participating in the study lA 1936-87

were evaluated in fall or spring, 1986-87, and tearbers particirJating
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in the study in 1987-88 were evaluated in fall or spring, 1987-88. A

detailed report of the teacher oral language assessment is available

(Crespo, 1986).

Oral interview tasting procedures developed by the Defense

Language Institute/Language School (DES/LS; December, 1982) were

adapted for this study in order to assess English and Spmmieh language

skills.

The DLI/LS assemmultpmccedure is based on an in-person interview

that assesses a person's language speaking tibility when talking to a

trained tester for a period of 10 to 40 minutes. The interviews are

audiotaped and the tapes are retained for later review by a second

rater. The resulting speech sample is rated an a 12-point scale

ranging from 0 (for no practical ability to function in the target

language) to 5 (for ability equivalent to that of an educated native

upeakeri, Midpoints are assigned for ability which substantially

surpasses the requireeents for a given level but fails to sustain

performance at the next higher level. The DLI/LS procedure measures

general ora: language abilities including diagnostic factors such as

pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, and oral interaction.

pednitigni. The criterion
language skills required for ratings at each language level are defined

in Table 57. The same criteria are applied to English and Spanish.
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Definitions of

Table 57

n. Profici Levels

NO PROFICIENCY:

Level 0 gable_tallingtica_in_ux_Embanjamage. oral production
is limited to occasional isolated words. Essentially no
ammunicative ability.

EIDEMARY FROFICIENCY:

level 1 I I I

y Liirrmints. Can ask and =ewer questions on very familiar
topics; within the scope of very limited language experience
can understand simple questions and statements, allowing for
slowed speech, repetition or paraphrase; speaking vocabulary
inadequate to express anything but the most elementary needs;
errors in pronunciation and grammar are frequent, but can be
understood by Native Speaker 06) used to dealing with
t3reigners attempting to speak the language; while topics
which are "very familiar" and elementary needs vary con-
siderably from individual to individUal, any person at Level
1 should be able to order a simple meal, adk for shelter or
lodging, ask and give simple direction, maks purchases and
tell time.

LMETEDMSEING PROFICIENCY:

Level 2
requirements. Can handle with confidence but not with
facility most social situations including introductions and
casual conversations about current events, as well as work,
family and autobiographical information; can handle limited
work requirements, needing help in handling any complications
or difficulties; can get the essence of most conversations on
non-technical subjects (i.e., topics which require no
specialized knowledge) and has a speaking vocabulary suffi-
cient to respond simply with some circumlocutions; accent,
though often quite faulty, is intelligible; can usually
handle elementary constructions quite accurately but does not
have thorough or confident control of the grammar.
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Table 57 (pontinued)

PROFESSICNAL ICIRKENG PROFICIENCY:

Level 3 'At :Pig 1°..
- .3 - 11 10..017.- S. - .

-I° 11.11"IL hkalt
professional topigg. Can discuss particular interests and
special fields of competence with reascmable ease; comprehen-
sion is quite complete for a normal rate of speedh; vocabir
lary is broad enough that he rarely has to grope for a word;
accent may be obviously foreign; control of grammar good;
errors virtually never interfere with understanding and
rarelydisturb the NS.

FULL PROFESSIMAL 1410FICIENCY:

Iavel 4 - esL -

levels normally pertinent to Professional needg. can
understand and participate in any conversation within the
range of own personal and professional experience with a high
degree of fluency and precision of vocabulary; would rarely
be taken for a NS, but can respond appropriately even in
unfamiliar situations; errors of pronunciation and grammar
quito rare; can handle informal interpreting from and into
the language.

NATIVE OR BILIMUAL PROFICIDICY:

Level 5 --- I S9 .? di :7:PA. Lk 1211

apeaker (ENS). Has complete fluency in the language such
that speech on all levels is fully accepbeliby ENS in all of
its features, including breadth of vocabulary and Idiom,
colloquialisms and pertinent cultural references.

The organizing criterion is that of the educated native speaker

(ENS). Testers compare speedh productions to what an ENS would say in

the same circumstance. A range of styles may be tested from common,

every day speech to technical language, thus assessing the inter-

viewee's ability to tailor language to particular audiences. Testers

also look for evidence of linguistic mixtures in which the speaker

incorporates words or phrases into his or her speech from two or more

dialects or languages. Unless specifically requested, dialects are mkt

tested. The focus is on standard languages which are not defined

narrowly (e.g., (astillian Spanish), but admit regional variants of the
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educated standard. Thus, the standard educated Spanish spoken in

Mexico, Puerto Rico, Cuba, etc., is acceptable.

Niting_Erwidam. Raters ccmpare the teacher's speech sample to

the level definitions described above and assign a global or overall

score of the level at which the interviewee demonstrates mastery. In

assigning a glcbal score, raters consider the teacher's speaking and

understanding ability to function in the target language crw. More

specifically, a person's linguistic behaviors are viewed from three

different vantage points: (1) the IMIctigoo the speaking behaviors

represent; (2) the gictext in which they occur, including the content

subsequently expressed; and (3) the Agairsa with bthich these functions

are accomplished. The three skill areas are considered by the rater

twice: first, when eliciting the spesdh sample; and second, when

rating what the speaker has successfully accomplished. Table 58

illustrates the inter-Lelationship of these three skills by oral

proficiency level.

Table58

Trisection of Oral Proficiency Levels

Oral
Proficiency

Level FUnction Context* Acxracy

(Acceptability,
quality, and
accuracy of mes-
sage -.)

(Tasks accomplished, (Topics, subjects
attitudes expressed, areas, activities
tcne conveyed) and jobs addressed

5 Functions in a
manner that is
equivalent to that
of an (ENS).**

All subjects. Performance equiv-
alent to an ENS.
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Table 58 (ccntinued)

4 Able to tailor lan-
guage to fit audi-
ence, counsel, per-
suade, negotiate,
represent a point
of vied, and inter-
pret informally for
dagnitaries.

All topics normally Nearly equivalent
pertinent to pro- to an ENS. Speech
fessional needs. is extensive,

precise, appropri-
ate to every occa-
sian with only
occasional errors.

3 Can converse in
formal and informal
situations, resolve
problem situations,
deal with unfamiliar
topics, provide ex,-
planations, describe
in'detail, offer
supported opinions
and ize

Practical, social,
professional and
abstract topics,
particular inter-
ests, and special
fields of compe-
tence.

Errors virtually
never interfere
with understanding
and rarely disturb
the NS.*** Only
sporadic errors in
basic structures.

2 Able to fully par-
ticipate in casual
conversations, can
express facts, give
irstructions, de-
scribe, report on,
and provide narra-
tion about current,
past, and future
activities.

COncrete topics
such as own back-
ground, family,
interests, work,
travel and current
events.

Understandable to
an NS Egt used to
dealing with for-
eigners; mistimes
miscommmicates.

1 Can create with the
language: ask and
answer questions,
participate in
short conversations.

Everyday survival
topics and courtesy
requirements.

Intelligible to an
NS used to dealing
with foreigners.

0 No functiccal
ability.

None. Unintelligible.

* May be job specific
** ENS = Educated Native Speaker

*** NS = Native Speaker
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Interviewers were trained diming a five-day workshop. Training

followed procedurm outlined in an adapted version of the DEZ/LS manual

(Crespo, 1986). These procedures were supplemented by the use of

demonstration anchor tapes. Trainees conducted two practice interviews

during the workshop. All interviewers attained adequate reliability (r

k .85) prior to completion ct the training workshop; all ratings were

within one-half point of the standard.

i ors I or-. dt. Jo

avtickno?

%bile the language proficiencies ot classroom teachers in Englidh

by grade and program are roughly comparable, there are noteworthy

differenoes in Spanish language proficiency between teachers in the

immersion strategy and early-exit programs and teachers in the late-

exit pmtgram (see Table 59). At each grade by program, teachers have

the oral Engliah language skills to teadh effectively in Englidh.

Using the operational definitions of the twelve-point scale, it was

posited that a minimum ct 3.1 wtuld be needed to allow a teacher to

manipulate the language with sufficient facility to teadh effectively.

Mean ratings of English oral language proficiency of teachers across

programs are above this minimum. However, on the average, the oral

Spanish language proficiency of immersion strategy (1.3 to 2.8) and

early-exit (2.2 to 3.2) teachers appears to be limited to engaging in

basic social interaction (i.e., social chit-chat), and not sufficiently

strong for effective instruction in Spanish. While the Spanish oral

production skills may be too low for effective teaching by immersion

strategy teachers, they night be sufficient to allow teachers to have

the minimal receptive skills needed to understand what their students

are saying when using Spanish. In contrast, the exceptionally low oral

Spanish language skills among early-exit teachers raises serious

concerns about their ability to teach effectively in Spanish with

regard to the quality of Spanish instruction within the early-exit
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program. In contrast, late-exit teachers, an the average, have oral

Spanish language skills sufficient to teach effectively in Spanish (3.9

to 4.6).

micher Charaateriatim

Of the 557 teachers participating in the study, questionnaires are

available for 543 of them (se? Table 60). These data represent a

return rate of 97.5%. Data collected include teachers' personal

characteristics, qualifications, teaching assignments, teaching

practices, instructional philosophies, and their perceptions of their

programs. These topics are discussed below.
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Table 59

Mean Ratings of Teachers' English and Spanish Proficiency+,

Mome.r.

=CM
t Late-Exit

K English 4.8

.Exi

4.8 4.3
Spanish 2.3 2.9 4.0

1 English 4.7 4.8 4.4
Spanish 2.8 3.2 4.3

2 English 4.6 4.6 3.7
Spanish 2.8 2.6 4.6

3 Engligh 4.8 4.6 4.1
Spanish 2.2 2.7 3.9 .11lio

4 Engligh 4.5 4.9 4.4
Spish 1. 3 2.2 4.2

5 English 4.2
4.2

6 Ehglish 4.5
Spanigh 4.2

Weighted number of responses 171 172 163

+ Teacher speech samples were rated on a 12-point scale ranging from
0 (for no practical ability to function in the taught Immguage) to
5 (for ability equivalent to that of an educated native speaker).
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Table 60

Number of Study Teachers Canp1etin3 'Teacher Interview, by Program and Grade

Grade
.

Inesraign
Weighted

Dams
Farlv-Exit

Weighted
Late-Facit

Weighted

K 29 31.7 36 34.6 21 21.0

1 58 65.0 58 55.5 30 29.6

2 48 54.6 54 51.2 27 27.1

3 22 24.6 35 31.1 45 42.2

co
Ui

4

5

5

*

5.2

*

12

*

8.5

*

25

23

24.5

23.2

6 * * * * 15 13.2

Total 162 181 195 181 186 181

2 1 4

2 1



Are teachers comparable bebmsenuroarams with respfigt_19AftggraphicsA

nupogrubigs. Teachers in the late-exit program are more likely

to identify themselves as from an ethnic background similar to that of

their students than teachers in either immersion strategy or early-exit

programs (see Table 61). As one might have peedicted from Observed

teacher oral language proficiency in Spanish, consistently more

teachers in the late-exit program are Hispanic or Spanish (56.3% to

93.0%), as compared to teachers in either immersion strategy (18.1% to

67.5%) or early-exit (42.0% to 64.8%) programs Conversely, more

teachers in the immersion strategy (24.8% to 81.9%) and early-exit

(34.5% to 58.0%) programs are white not of Hispanic origin, as compared

to teachers in the late-exit program (2.8% to 25.4%).

EdMotigoLandAtmedentialo. Late-exit teachers are better educated

and have more specialized training to work with language minority

children than teachers in immersion strategy or early-exit programs.

Across grades, proportionately more teachers in the late-exit program

(51.5% to 89.2%) have completed graduate education programs (i.e.,

master's degree or higher) than in either the immersion strategy (28.5%

to 47.3%) or early-exit (13.2% to 42.3%) programs (see Table 62).

While slightly more second and third grade immersion strategy teachers

have a master's degree or doctorate as compared to their early-exit

counterparts, overall, the educational level of teachers in these two

programs is someWhat comparable. Similarly, across grade levels

through grade four, late-exit teachers are more likely to have special-

ized training to work with language minority children, i.e., bilingual

teaching (78.9% to 97.0%) and/or ESL (15.4% to 53.8%) credential, as

compared to either immersion strategy (18.1% to 68.3%, and 14.8% to

41.6%, respectively) or early-exit teachers (19.8% to 82.5%e and 20.6%

to 41.9%, respectively) (see Table 63). There is a general trend in

both the immersion strategy and early-exit programs for proportionately

fewer teachers to have specialized training as grade level increases.

That is, the number of teachers having specialized training in both of
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these programs tends to be concentrated in the lower grades. At one

level this distribution of teachers makes same sense given the limited

number of such specially trained Umbers. However, it does raise the

question of the ability of these pccgrams to maintain continuity of

program quality as grade level increases for ongoing language minority

students, and also for the ability of these programs to address the

needs of new students entering their prcgrams in the upper grades.

The shortage of specially certificated teachers in the fourth

grade becomes apparent in the reporting of special coursewoek or in-

service training on methods for addressing the needs of language

ndnority children (see Table 64). Roughly two-thirds or more of the

teachers report having received special training in ESL, second

language acquisition, first language development, multi-cultural

education, bilingual education, and/or language assessment. Once

again, the proportion of immersion strategy and early-exit teachers

having sudh training drops at grade four. In contrast, late-exit

fourth grade teachers report relatively high proportions of such

training, as well as teachers in grades five and six.

In sum, late-exit teachers consistently report having more

education, special credentials, and more specialized coursework than

either immersion strategy or early-exit teachers.

Experigno. While teachers, across grades within and across

programs, have a good deal of general teaching experience (X = 7.0 to

1512 years), there are noticeable program and grade level differences

in the amount of bilingual teaching experience (see Table 65). Late-

exit teachers in kindergarten through second grade have more bilingual

teaching experience (X = 7.2 to 8.2 years) than either their immersion

strategy (X = 5.0 to 6.4 years) or early-exit (X = 6.3 to 617 years)

ccuntexparts. However, third and fourth grade immersion strategy

teachers have more bilingual teaching experience (X = 6.8 and 6.4

years, respectively) than either late-exit (X = 6.6 and 9.9 years,

respectively) or early-exit (X = 5.1 and 3.3 years, respectively)
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teachers. In grades five and six, late-exit teachers reverse the trend

in the amount of bilingual teaching experience noted in late-exit

grades three and four by reporting eight or more years of such teaching

experience.
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Table 61

Ethnic Background of Tachers, by Progran arid Grade

Grade Ethnic Group

Immersion
Er9DOM

Early-Exit Late-Exit

K American Indian or Alaskan Native 0.0 0.0 0.0

Asian or Pacific Islander 0.0 0.0 0.0

Filipino 0.0 M 0.0

Hispanic or Spanish 44.3 48.5 89.1

Black not of Hispanic Origin 0.0 0.0 3.0

White not of Hispanic Oricjin 55.7 48.0 8.0

1 American Indtan or Alaskan Native 0.0 0.0 0.0

Asian or Pacific Islander 0.0 0.0 0.0

Filipino 2.2 1.1 0.0

)

)

Hispanic or Spanish

Black not of Hispanic Origin

67.5
5.5

F2.0
0.0

93.0
4.2

White not of Hispanic Origin 24.8 46.9 2.8

2 American Indian or Alaskan Native 0.0 7.2 0.0

Asian or Pacific Islander 0.0 0.0 0.0

Filipino 0.0 0.0 0.0

Hispanic or Spanish 60.5 53.3 91.5

Black not of Hispanic Origin 1.8 5.0 2.3

White not of Hispanic Origin 37.6 34.5 6.2

3 American Indian or Alaskan Native 0.0 0.0 2.9

Asian or Pacific Islander 0.0 0.0 2.9

Filipino 0.0 0.0 0.0

Hispanic or Spanish 45.3 64.8 78.4

Black not of Hispanic Origin 8.1 0.0 5.9

White not of Hispanic Origin 46.6 35.2 9.9

2 1 8



Table 61 (continued)

Grade Ethnic Group
Immersion

ITIMUND
Early-Exit Late-Exit

4 American Indian or Alaskan Native 0.0 0.0 0.0
Asian or Pacific Islander 0.0 0.0 0.0
Filipino 0.0 0.0 0.0
Hispanic or Spanish 18.1 42.0 86.5
Black not of Hispanic Origin 0.0 0.0 0.0
White not of. Hispanic Origin 81.9 58.0 13.5

5 American Indian or Alaskan Native * * 0.0
Asian or Pacific Islander * * 0.0
Filipino * * 0.0
Hispanic or Spanish * * 75.4
Black not of Hispanic Origin * * 5.4
White not of Hispanic Origin * * 19.2

6 American Indian or Alaskan Native * * 0.0
Asian or Pacific Islander * * 0.0
Filipino * * 0.0
Hispanic or Spanish * * 56.3
Black not of Hispanic Origin * * 18.3
White not of Hispanic Origin * * 25.4

Weighted Number of responses 181 180 181
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'Fable 62

Teachers' Highest Educational Degree, by Program and Grade

Grade Degree

Inversion
frQglaM

Early-Exit Late-Exit

K Bachelor's 57.7 57.7 29.1

MaAer's 42.3 42.3 66.2

Doctoral 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other 0.0 0.0 0.0

No degree above H.S. diploma 0.0 0.0 4.0

1 Bachelor's 71.5 61.8 33.6

Master's 28.5 35.1 62.4

DocbDral 0.0 1.0 0.0
Other 0.0 2.2 4.1

No degree above H.S. diploma 0.0 0.0 0.0

2 Bachelor's 66.4 67.9 34.8

Master's 33.6 24.9 58.5
Doctoral 0.0 2.4 2.3

Other 0.0 4.8 4.5

No degree above H.S. diploma 0.0 0.0 0.0

3 Bachelor's 52.6 62.4 47.0
Master's 42.5 37.6 51.5

Doctoral 4.8 0.0 0.0

Other 0.0 0.0 1.5

No degree above H.S. diploma 0.0 0.0 0.0



Table 62 (continued)

Grade Degree
Immersion

EME4111
Early-Exit Late-Exit

4 Bachelor's 100.0 86.8 30.3
Master's 0.0 13.2 69.7
Doctoral 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other 0.0 0.0 0.0
No degree above H.S. diploma 0.0 0.0 0.0

5 Bachelor's * * 10.8
Master's * * 89.2
Doctoral * * 0.0
Other * * 0.0
No degree above H.S. diploma * * 0.0

6 Bachelor's * * 28.2
Master's * * 71.8
Doctoral * * 0.0
Other * * 0.0
No degree above H.S. diploma * * 0.0

Weighted NUmber of responses 181 181 181
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Table 63

Percentage of Teachers with Bilingual and ESL Certification, by Program and Grade

Grade Type of Certification
Immersion

Pram
Late-ExitEarly-Exit

Bilingual
ESL

65.0

34.2

82.5
34.2

97.0
53.8

1 Bilingual 68.3 73.1 91.6

ESL 41.6 41.9 15.4

2 Bilingual 61.7 56.0 84.2

ESL 14.8 34.8 41.0

3 Bilingual 54.2 52.8 82.4

ESL 18.3 37.8 38.4

4 Bilingual 18.1 19.8 78.9

SL 36.2 20.6 24.8

5 Bilingual 91.9

ESL 57.3

6 Bilingual 84.5

EL 57.0

Weighted Number of responses 181,180 180,180 181,180

22.2



Table 64

Percentage of Teachers in Each Program
Reporting Special Cburses or In-Service Training, by Grade

Grade Area of Training
Inversion

Entgram
Early-Exit Late-Exit

K ESL 75.6 84.3 91.3
Second language acquisition 85.8 80.8 79.8
First language development 75.0 63.3 65.1
MUlticultural education 77.4 80.7 73.9
Bilingual education 90.0 91.1 100.0
Language assessment 63.0 75.6 73.9

1 ESL 87.3 83.6 85.5
Second language acquisition 85.9 83.6 79.3
First language development 71.9 80.4 72.4
MUlticultural education 79.7 89.9 54.0
Bilingual education 88.7 90.1 93.7
Language assessment 78.1 67.7 67.6

2 ESL 80.0 74.2 75.3
Second language acquisition 72.5 74.1 88.1
First language development 65.2 58.2 83.4
MUlticultural education 85.2 66.8 74.1
Bilingual education 88.1 80.5 97.6
Language assessment 58.2 63.2 81.0

3 ESL 87.5 74.3 89.9

Second language acquisition 82.4 74.4 81.1

First language development 63.9 74.4 68.9

MUlticultural education 88.5 76.4 80.1

Bilingual education 91.1 78.5 91.3

Language assessment 77.6 70.6 68.6



Table 64 (continued)

Grade Area of Training
Immersion

1=14M
Early-Exit Late-Exit

4 ESL 77.1 71.2 69.2

Second language acquisition 41.0 50.4 70.8

First language development 18.1 43.5 65.8

MUlticultural education 59.0 51.2 73.4

Bilingual education 41.0 56.2 81.1

Laiquage amsessment 22.9 36.9 71.0

5 ESL * * 81.7

Second language acquisition * * 81.7

First language development * * 67.5

MUlticultural education * * 72.9

Bilingual education * * 86.9

Language assessment * * 71.1

6 ESL * * 100.0

Second language acquisition * * 95.3

First language development * * 100.0

Multicultural education * * 95.3

Bilingual education * * 100.0

Language ammessment * * 100.0

Range of Weighted nuMber of responses 180 - 181 178 - 179 178 - 181
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Table 65

Mean Number of Years of Teaching Experience, by Program and Grade

frmam
Grade Immersion Early-Exit Late-Exit

K General leachim Experience
Bilingual Teadhing Experience
ESL Teaching Experience

1 General Teaching Experience
Bilingual Teaching Experience
ESL Teaching Experience

2 General Teaching Experience
Bilingual Teadhing Experience
ESL Teaching Experience

D
3 General Teaching Experience

.71

Bilingual Teadhing Experience
ESL Teaching Experience

4 General Teaching Experience
Bilingual Teadhing Experience
ESL Teaching Experience

5 General Teaching Experience
Bilingual Teaching Experience
ESL Teaching Experience

6 General Teaching Experience
Bilingual leaching Experience
ESL Teaching Experience

Weighted Number of responses
-225

10.7

5.0
311

9.6

6.7

0.8

11.5

7.2
0.5

10.5 9.7 11.6
6.4 6.3 8.2
1.5 1.6 0.3

10.8 11.4 10.4
5.9 6.4 7.7
1.4 2.0 2.4

15.2 10.4 7.7
6.8 5.1 6.6
3.2 2.3 0.2

10.9 7.0 9.0
6.4 3.0 5.9
0.0 0.0 3.0

* * 10.9
* * 8.2
* * 1.8

* * 10.8
* * 9.0
* * 2.7

181,165,168 181,167,168 181,159,163



Imaguaga_Abilitigg. A11 of the teachers in the study report that

they speak English (see Table 66). There are grade level differences

within and between programs regarding the preportion of teachers who

have English as their first or second language. Censistently across

grade levels, prcportionately fewer late-exit teachers have English as

their first language (17.5% to 52.0%) as compared to either immersion

strategy (53.8% to 100.0%) or earlp.exit (60.8% to 92.6%) teachers.

Cawersely, mere late-exit teachers (48.0% to 85.0%) have Spanish as

their'first language as compared to either immersion strategy (0.0% to

49.2%) or early-exit (7.44 to 42.2%) teachers. These teacher self-

reports are cansistent with the results of the individualized assess-

ment of teacher English and Spanish oral language proficiency reported

earlier. Of concern from the perspective of program implementation is

the prepartion of immersion strategy (18.6% to 59.0%) and early-exit

(14.8% to 28.0%) teachezs reporting that they do not speak Spanish. As

noted earlier, while the Spanish oral language proficiency of immersion

strategy teachers may not be sufficient to teach in it effectively,

their Spanish receptive skills still might be sufficiently high to

understand and assess what their students are doing. In contrast, the

concern remains for early-exit teachers, whose assessed and self-

reported skills raise the issue of the quality of program implementa-

tion, as, to same extent, they must teach in Spanish.
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Table 66

Percentage of Teachers Who Speak English and Spanish, by Program and Grade

Grade Language

Ininersion
=MGM
Earlv-Exit

First
Lang.

Second
Lang.

Da Not
Speak

First Second
Lang. Lang.

Do Not
Speak

First
Lang.

Second
Lang.

Co Not
Speak

English 85.0 15.0 0.0 60.8 39.2 0.0 26.9 73.1 0.0
Spanish 15.0 59.4 25.6 42.2 40.3 17.5 73.1 23.9 3.0

1 English 53.8 46.2 0.0 74.6 25.5 0.0 17.5 82.5 0.0
Spanish 49.2 23.8 27.0 26.5 53.9 19.7 85.0 12.8 2.2

2 English 59.8 40.2 0.0 74.8 25.2 0.0 20.8 79.2 0.0
Spanish 40.2 31.4 28.5 26.1 52.6 21.3 79.2 18.5 2.3

3 English 84.6 15.4 0.0 67.0 33.0 0.0 34.5 65.5 0.0
Spanish 20.4 61.1 18.6 29.7 42.4 28.0 65.5 28.6 5.9

4 English 100.0 0.0 0.0 92.6 7.4 0.0 27.8 72.2 0.0
Spanish 0.0 41.0 59.0 7.4 77.8 14.8 67.3 22.7 10.0

5 English * 20.3 79.7 0.0
Spanish * 76.6 23.4 0.0

6 English * 52.0 48.0 0.0
Spanish * 48.0 52.0 0.0

Weighted NUber of responses 180,180 180,180 180,180

22.7



bre classrooms comparable between =arms with respect to extra help
and_staalutambamige

Across grades within and between programs, approximately two-

thirds or more of the teachers are in self-oontained classrooms (rable

67). With minor exceptions, the remaining teachers are in team-

teaching positions. The services of other resource teachers or

instructional aides is negligible or nonrexistent in each program (see

Table 68). Teachers report an average work day of 6.3 to 7.5 hours

(see Table 69). Of this, 4.5 to 6.0 hours are spent an instruction.

With the exception of kindergarten immersion strategy and earlpmexit

classrooms, there is little grade level variation within pmograms

regard.ingthe amount of instructional or total work time. There are no

major program differemes.

With one emzeption, across graims"litbin ard between programs, the

majority of teachers report that student misbehavior interferes with

inWmruction to a small extent or not at all (see Table 70). The

exception is in fourth grade immersion strategy classrooms where 77.2%

of the teachers indicate that student ndsbehavior interferes with

instruction to a moderate or great extent. Notwithstanding, there is a

trend in each program of more teachers reporting that student mis-

behavior interferes with instruction to a moderate extent as grade

level inaNMSES.

_ !"_;_.. at!

11201Allia.slifter_texmone

Across grades within programs, with the exception of fourth grade

immersion strategy teachers, there is a trend tcwards a decrease in the

proportion of teachers reporting that "same language minority students

are proficient in English, but most have limited proficiemes and an

increase in the proportion of those reporting that omost language

minority students are proficient in English" (see Table 71). This

change presumably reflects the increased English language skills among

language minority children in each program. Intemstingay, in the
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immersion strategy and early-exit programs, there is a marked increase

both in the proportion of teachers who report students as being "quite

limited" and in those reporting that "most language minority studsnts

are proficient in English" as one mcves from kindergarten to first

grade. These changes may reflect increased expectations ct first grade

teachers regmalingniglish proficiency, as well as progress in develop-

ing Englidh language skills by language ndncrity students from kinder,-

garten to first grade. While the proportion of teachers judging

students as being "qpite limited" dramatically drops in imuirsion

strategy programs from first to second grade and totally disappears in

grade three, the proportion of this group increases in both the early-

exit and late-exit programs from grades one to two. It is not until

grade three that the preportion of teachers judging children as being

"quite limited" begins to decrease in both early-exit and late-exit

classrooms. This decline continues until the proportion of teachers

reporting students as being "quite limited Englieh proficient" dis-

appears in fourth grade early-exit classrooms and in sixth grade late-

exit classrooms. The slower rate at which language minority students

are judged by their teachers as showing an increase in their English

language skills in the early- and late-,exit program presumably reflects

the instructional objectives of each. That is, both bilingual programs

exhibit a Slower pace of acquisition of English language skills, with

the late-exit program allowing for the most flexibility. Their

approaches are reflected in their judgments as to the relative English

language proficiency of their students.
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Table 67

Percentage of Teachers in Self-Contained Classrooms and Team Teadiing Situations, by Program and Gtade

Grade

Immersion
EMAIRM

Early-Exit late-Exit

K Self-Oontained 71.2 65.9 81.4

Team-teaching 28.9 34.1 18.6

Other 0.0 0.0 0.0

1 Self-Contained 96.3 72.4 68.4

Tem-teaching 3.7 22.1 29.5

Other 0.0 5.5 2.1

2 Self-Oontained 87.4 73.9 65.5

Team-teaching 12.6 26.2 34.5

Other 0.0 0.0 0.0

3 Self-Contained 82.7 80.2 73.3

Teem-teaching 7.6 19.8 26.7

Other 9.7 0.0 0.0

4 Self Contained 63.9 77.8 76.1

Team-teaching 36.2 22.2 21.3

Other 0.0 0.0 2.6

5 Self-Oontained 78.6

Team-teadhing 21.4

Other 0.0

6 Self-Oontained 65.1

Team-teadhing 34.9

Other 0.0

Weighted Number of responses 181 181 181



Table 68

Mean Number of Hours of Services Provided by Classroom Aie^s and Resource Teachers,
by Pragram and Grade

Grade Imersion
WM@

Early-Exit late-Exit

Classroam Aide
Resource Teacher

1.7

0.4
3.3

0.8
1.4

0.8

1 Classrocm Aide 2.1 1.9 2.0
Resource Teacher 1.3 0.6 0.8

2 Classroon Aide 2.9 1.3 1.1
Rescurre 'reacher 2.0 1.4 1.0

3 Classroam Aide 1.8 1.4 0.6
Rescuroe Teacher 1.1 1.2 1.6

4 Classrala Aide 1.4 0.4 0.5
Resouroe Teacher 0.7 1.5 1.9

5 Classroom Aide 0.7
Resource Teacher 0.8

6 Classroam Aide 0.3
Resource Itacher 0.8

Weighted Number of responses 180,181 180,181 180,181
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Table 69

Mean HuMber of Hours of Wbtk and Instruction, by Program and Grade

Grade Immersion
aga0111

Early-Exit Late-Exit

Instructional Time
lbtal Work Time

4.5
6.3

4.5
6.4

5.0
6.4

1 Instructional Time 5.6 5.6 5.2

lbtal Work lime 7.0 6.9 6.3

2 Instructional Time 5.5 5.5 5.3

Tbtal Work Time 6.9 6.8 6.4

3 Instructional Time 5.3 5.4 5.4

Total Work Time 6.9 6.9 6.6

4 Instructional Time 5.8 6.0 5.0

Tbtal Work Time 7.4 7.5 6.4

5 Instructional Time 5.0

Tbtal Work Time 6.5

6 Instructional Time 5.2

Total Work Time 6.6

Wighted Humber of responses 179,180 176,180 176,180

2 3 6



Table 70

Extent to Whidh Teachers Report Midadhavior
Interferes With Iratruction, by Program and Grade

Grade

Immersion
kniggram
Early-Exit Late-Exit

K Great extent 3.2 24.9 0.0

Mbderate extent 6.3 17.6 10.0

Small extent 60.8 47.3 62.2

Not at all 29.7 10.3 27.8

1 Creat extent 3,4 15.5 11.3

Mbderate extent 24.0 16.3 11.3

Small extent 54.8 44.1 66.7

Not at all 17.9 24.0 10.7

2 Great extent 5.7 3.6 10.6

Mbderate extent 19.4 22.7 15.3

Small extent 4(..2 38.5 55.4

Het at all 32.6 35.3 18.7

3 Great extent 9.7 3.9 10,9

Mbderate extent 17.8 31.2 23.3

Small extent 62.9 47.3 46.6

Not at all 9.7 17.6 19.2

4 Great extent 41.0 7.4 4.9

Moderate extent 36.2 20.6 34.6

Small extent 0.0 64.6 40.7

Not at all 22.9 7.4 19.7
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Table 70 (continued)

Grade

Immersion
.1=10/0
Early-Exit Late-Exit

5 Great extent * * 7.9

Mbderate extent * * 13.5

Small extent * * 56.7

Not at all * * 21.9

6 Great extent * * 0.0

Mbderate extent * * 22.2

Small extent * * 48.4

Not at all * * 29.4

Weiqhted nuMber oE responses 178 181 175



Table 71

Teachers' Descriptions of Students' English Language Proficiency, by Program and Grade

Grade

Immersion
BOAKPM

Early-Exit Late-Exit

All U4 students are quite limited in English
Sate LM students are proficient in English,
but most have limited proficiency

Most LM students are proficient in English

7.5

81.9

10.6

7.7

92.3

0.0

29.2

70.8

0.0

1 All UM students are quite limited in English 15.7 22.0 22.8

Sane LM students are proficient in English,
but most have limited proficiency

57.2 64.7 73.0

Most LM students are proficient in English 27.1 13.3 4.2

2 All LM students are quite limited in English 5.6 25.4 32.9

Some LM students are proficient in English,
but most have limited proficiency

58.7 46.1 56.1

Most LM students are proficient in English 35.7 28.5 11.0

3 All UM students are quite limited in English 0.0 17.8 7.7

Scue 114 students are proficient in English,
but most have limited proficiency

59.3 50.6 58.2

Most LM students are proficient in English 40.7 31.6 34.1

4 All 114 students are quite limited in English 0.0 0.0 7.5

Scene UM students are proficient in English,

but most have limited proficiency

81.9 7.4 42.0

Most LM students are proficient in English 18.1 92.6 50.6

5 All 114 students are quite limited in English 10.4

Scene LM students are proficient in English,

but most have limited proficiency

42.0

Most LM students are proficient in English 47.6

6 All U4 students are quite liudted in English 0.0

Sane IA students are proficient in English,
but most have limited proficiency

12.7

Most LM students are proficient in Fnglish 87.3

Weighted Number of responses 181 178 180
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When Spanish language skills are considered, there are marked

differences by grade level within and between programs (see Thble 72).

Noteworthy is that at kincimputen, a greater prcportion of late-exit

teachers judge their stmlents as being highly proficient in Spanish

(54.7%) than either immersion strategy (19.6%) or earlyexit (1.9%)

teachers. From a slightly different perspective, greater ;apportions

of immersion strategy and early-exit teachers indicate that their

language minority students represent a mixed range of Spanish language

skills (80.4% and 98.1%, respectively) than late-exit teachers (45.3%).

Intelnatingly, the proportion of immersicn strategy teachers judging

their students as being highly proficient in Spaniel' dramatically

increases from kinaargarten to first grade, subsequently decreases in

second and third grades, and disappears in grade four. A similar

pattern is exhibited by early-exit tem:bars. This change in teacher

judgments over time is not expected, to say the least, especially

within the immersion strategy program. There is no logical explana-

tion, from the students' point of view, aE :Jo why there should be a

sudden increase in their Spanish language proficiency from kindergarten

to first grade in programs which do not provide for Spanish language

instruction, or do so in a limited way. One can only surmise that

either immersion strategy and early-exit kindergartsn teachers do not

have the neoessary skills to assess the language proficiency of their

students, and/or that they view their studerts° Spanish language

proficiency differently than do teachers in the upper grades. As we

did not observe any major grade level differences with respect to

special teaching credentials or ccursewcak, in all likelihood teachers

in the upper grades may look at.Spanish language proficiency as a

reason why some of their students nay not be progressing in their

English language skills as desired. In marked ccrarast, approcirrately

half of the late-exit teachers in kindergarten through fourth grade

oomsistmtly judge their students as being highly proficient in

apanish.

Within each program, as grade level increases, the proportion of

teachers judging language minority students to be highly proficient in
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Spanish decreases as grade level increases, albeit the rate at which

this decrease in Spanish language proficiency occurs is different

between programs. By grade three only a few immersion strategy (8.7%)

and early-exit (4.14) teachers judge their students as being highly

proficient in Spanish. That is, the majority of these tesdhissitk)not

judge their students as being highly proficient in Spanidh. This

decrease indicates the rapid loss of Spanidh language skills anong

language minority students, which in turn reflects the long-term

program objectives of both immersion strategy and early-exit programs.

In oontrast, it is not until grades five and six that about one-guarter

and one-third, respectively, of the late-exit teachers judge their

students as being highly proficient in Spanish. Prior to this, 41.4%

to 54.74 of the teachers rate their students as being highly proficient

in Spanish. These teacher judgments reflect the late-exit prcgram

objective of maintaining a student's primary language skills.

There are marked grade level differences within and between

programs as to when teachers begin language instructicn in English and

Spanish. With the exception of kindergarten, almost all immersion

strategy teachers report providing instruction in English reading (see

Table 73). In kindergarten, slightly nore than three-fourths of the

teachers report providing English reading instruction. There is a

general, althisAgh uneven, increase in the propertion of early-exit

teachers proWaing instrsoticn in English reading as grade leval

increases (41.7% to 92.6%). Among tha late-exit teachers, there is a

steady increase in th2 preportion of teachers providing instructicc in

English readinge from 19.7% in kindergarten to 42.0% in the sec9nd

grade. This proportion almost doubles in grade three (83.4%), and

remains at this high level through grade six. These grade level

differences within and between programs are consistent with the

instructional model of each program.
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Table 72

Teachers' DescriptiOns of Students' Spanish Language Proficiency, by Program and Grade

Grade

Innersion
ErgRAM

Early-Exit late-Exit

All LM students are highly proficient in Spanish
Same LM students are proficient in Spanish and
same are not

No LM students are proficient in Spanish

19.6
80.4

0.0

1.9

98.1

0.0

54.7
45.3

0.0

1 All LM students are highly proficient in Spanish 32.2 13.4 52.0

Some LM stadents are proficient in Spanish and
some are not

66.2 85.6 48.0

No LM students are proficient in Spanish 1.7 1.0 0.0

2 All UM students are highly proficient in Spanish 24.2 27.0 43.3

Same LM students are proficient in Spanish and
same are not

75.8 72.7 48.9

No LM students are proficient in Spanish 0.0 1.4 7.7

3 All UM students are highly proficient in Spanish 8.7 4.1 41.4

Same LM students are proficient in Spanish and
some are not

91.3 95.9 58.6

No LM students are proficient in Spanish 0.0 0.0 0.0

4 All LM students are highly proficient in Spanish 0.0 0.0 51.7

Same LM students are proficient in Spanish and
same are not

100.0 77.8 48.3

No IM students are proficient in Spanidh 0.0 22.2 0.0

5 All LIM students are highly proficient in Spanish 26.4

Same LIM students are proficient in ppanigh and

same are not

68.4

No LM students are proficient in Spanish 5.2

6 All LM students are highly proficient in Spanish 32.5

Sane 114 students are proficient in Spanish and

scme are not

58.3

No LM students are proficient in Spanish 9.2

Weightml Number of responses 167 171 178

r
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Table 73

Percentage of Teachers Providing FOrmal Instructica in
English Reading to LEP Chudrenam and Grade

lumersicn
EMG133

Early-Exit Late-Exit

77.5 41.7 19.7

1 100.0 63.9 32.2

2 98.3 71.2 42.0

3 96.2 64.5 83.4

4 100.0 92.6 89.8

5 89.2

6 81.1

Weighted NUmber of responses 181 180 181

A basic tenet, if not the central hypothesis, of the bilingual

programs is that limited English proficient students can acquire their

Englieh language skills mcre rapidly if their primary language skills

are developed to a critical threshold level. With this in mind, it is

imparbant to determine the extent to which teachers in each ct the

three programs use a student's proficiency in Spanish as a criterion

for beginning instruction in English reading. Grade level differences

within and between programs are noted. Within the immersion strategy

program, approximately one-fifth or less of the teachers use their

students' Spanish language proficiency as a criterion for determining

when to begin instruction in English reading (see Table 74). Nbreover,

there is no consistent pattern across grades with which immersion

strategy teachers do so. When asked to identifywhen they begin formal

instruction in English reading with limited English proficient stu-

dents, at least half or more of immersion strategy teachers in three of

the five grades indicate that they begin English reading instruction

immediately, without regard to Spanish language proficiency (see Table

75). Alternately, at least half of the teachers in the remaining two
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grades note that they begin English reading instruction only after

Spanish literacy is developed.

Among the early-exit teachers there is a consistent decrease in

the proportion of teachers using Spanish pcoficiency as a criterion for

introducing English reading instruction, although the proportion

remains larger than half through third grade (see Table 74). This

decrease probably reflects the tact that as students are introduced to

Englist reading, there is no need for teachers in later grades to

consider a student's Spanidh language proficiency. ftachers would

automatioalW continue with English reading insbnxtion. Clearly, the

majority of early-exit teachers through grade three indicate that they

begin instruction in English reading with limited English proficient

students only after Spanish literacy is developed (see Table 75). By

grade four, early-exit teachers report using other criteria to deter

mine when to begin formal instruction in English reading.

In conbrastto immersion strategy teachers, yet with same similar,-

ity to early-exit teachers, the majority of late-exit teachers cot-

sistently report using the child's Spanidh language proficiency to

determine readiness for English reading instruction (see Cable 74). In

kiniugurten, only half of the teachers report that they do so,

apparently reflecting the fact that many kindergarten late-exit

programs do not begin formal instruction in English reading until first

grade. At that time they use the child's Spanish language proficiency

to determine readiness for English reading imMoaction. More specifi-

cally, across grades, the majority of late-exit teachers begin formal

instruction in English reaciimwith limited English proficient students

only after Spanish literacy is developed (see Table 75).
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Table 74

Percentage of Teachers Using Proficiency in Spanish to Determine
bar29rum and Grade

Grade
immersion

=Sae
Early-Exit Late-Exit

16.0 70.3 50.0

1 4.6 66.5 85.5

2 22.5 61.8 88.6

3 13.7 55.0 82.2

4 22.9 0.0 74.3

5 * * 91.9

6 * * 65.6

Weighted NUmber of responses 146 147 148
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Table 75

Peroentage of Teachers Beginning Formal English Reading Instruction with LEP Students,
by Program and Grade

Grade Time

Imersion
Proaram

Late-ExitEarly-Exit

K After Spanish literacy is developed 50.0 100.0 100.0

At same time Spanish literacy is developed 0.0 0.0 0.0

Immediately, no Spanish literacy 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other 50.0 0.0 0.0

1 After Spanish literacy is developed 0.0 100.0 92.8

At same time Spanish literacy is developed 0.0 0.0 7.2

Immediately, no Spanish literacy 100.0 0.0 0.0

Other 0.0 0.0 0.0

/J
14

2 After Spanish libaracy is developed 25.4 81.3 97.5

At same time Spanish literacy is developed 0.0 9.5 2.5

Immediately, no Spanish literacy 58.4 1.7 0.0

Cther 16.2 7.5 0.0

3 After Spanish literacy is developed 74.0 85.6 84.5

At same time Spanish literacy is developed 0.0 14.4 9.5

Immediately, no Spanish literacy 26.0 0.0 0.0

other 0.0 0.0 6.1

4 After Spanish literacy is developed 0.0 0.0 73.1

At same time Spanish literacy is developed 0.0 0.0 16.1

Immediately, no Spanish literacy 100.0 0.0 6.4

Other 0.0 100.0 4.4
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Table 75 ;continued)

Grade Time
Immersion

DMEI/31M
Early-Exit Late-Exit

5 After Spanish literacy is developed * * 63.1
At same time Spanish literacy is developed * * 36.9
Immediately, no Spanish literacy * * 0.0
Other * * 0.0

6 After Spanish literacy is developed * * 58.1
At same time Spanish literacy is developed * * 41.9
Immediately, no Spanish literacy * * 0.0
Other * * 0.0

Data for this item should be interpreted with extreme caution.

1,4ighted NUMber of responses 25 87 122



When formal instruction in Spanish reading is considered, the

majority of immersion strategy teachers do not teach Spanish %mading

(see Table 76). Mhile approximately two-thirds of the kinderagmatemand

first grade early-exit teachers report beginning formal instruction in

Spanish reading "immediately, before Englidh literacy," this prepcmtion

decreases steadily to 44.1% in grade three. By grade tour early-exit

teachers do not provide formal instruction in Spend& leading. A large

proportion of late-exit teachers in kirCuvarten through third grade

reportImmiding formal instruction in SpaAish reading prior to English

literacy (62.6% to 90.0%). In the fourth and fifth grades slightly

less than half (46.0% and 48.1%, respeCtively) provide swab instruc-

tion. Approximately one-fifth (21.9%) of the sixth grade teachers

pmovide formal instruction in Spanish reading skills prior to English

literacy. However, at least two-thirds of the late-exit teachers at

each grade report providing formal Spanish reading instruction,

regardless of students' English literacy.

The patterns reported are consistent with the immersion strategy

and early-exit imserauctional models. Clearly, the fact that large

proportions of late-exit teachers in the upper grades (up to one-thirc)

do not provide Spanish reading instruction is of concern with respect

to fidelity of tamatment.--Itis late-exit pattern is consistent with

the data from classroom observations indicating a decline in the use of

the student's primary language in the classroom by late-exit teachers

in the upper grades. (Hbuever, once again this pattern is attributed

to one of the three late-exit sites.)
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Table 76

Percentage of Teachers Beginning Formai Spanish Reading Instruction with LEP Students,
by Program and Grade

Grade Time

K Immediately, before English literacy
At same time as English literacy
After English literacy is introduced
Do not teach Spanish literacy
Not taught in this program
Other

1 Immediately, before English literacy
At same time as English literacy
After Em4lish literacy is introduced
Do not teach Spanish literacy
Nat taught in this progrmn
other

2 Immediately, before English literacy
At same time as English literacy
After English literacy is introduced
Do not teach Spanish literacy
Not taught in this program
Other

3 Immediately, before English literacy
At -ame time as English literacy
After English literacy is introduced
Do not teach Spanish literacy

2,15Not taught in this program
Other

pram
Immersion Early-Exit Late-Exit

0.0

0.0
0.0

52.0
48.1
0.0

63.3
3.3

0.0
20.7
12.7
0.0

79.6
5.9
0.0

8.7

5.8
0.0

0.0 66.5 90.0
2.4 7.9 6.9
7.1 0.0 0.0

32.0 12.8 3.1

57.1 8.1 0.0
1.5 4.6 0.0

3.8 55.7 75.7

0.0 3.8 12.5
0.0 0.0 0.0

24.2 24.1 8.5
72.0 11.3 0.0
0.0 5.1 3.4

3.8 44.1 62.6
0.0 0.0 11.7

0.0 4.1 0.0

41.0 36.0 19.8

55.2 11.7 5.9

0.0 4.1 0.0



Table 76 (continued)
if(

Grade Time
Immersion

ELMO@
Early-Exit Late-Exit

4 immediately, before English literacy 0.0 0.0 46.0
At same time as English literacy 0.0 0.0 22.1
After English literacy is introduced 0.0 0.0 5.5
Do not teadh Spanish literacy 45.8 92.6 22.6
Not taught in this program 54.2 0.0 3.8
Other 0.0 7.4 0.0

5 Immediately, before English literacy * * 48.1
At same time as English literacy * * 41.4
After English literacy is introduced * * 0.0
Do not teadh Spanish literacy * * 6.6
Not taught in this program * * 3.8
Other * * 0.0

6 Immediately, before English literacy * * 21.9
At same time as English literacy * * 38.9
After English literacy is introduced * * 6.4
Do not teadh Spanish literacy * * 32.9
Not taught in this program * * 0,0
Other * * 0.0

Weighted NUmber of responses 172 173 172
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In_ataLlamum..sin.gradtaLlextemizzade.alast.Shin_attittcr_ize
wasume2

Teachers in each of the programs an the average report using

Englieh for insteuction in a nanner consistent with their respective

instroctienal models immersion strategy teachers across grades

consistently report that they usa only Ehglish for instruction or thee

theytemtleglish sepplementedwith Spanish when toeslingmerthe science,

social studios, and ethnic heritage (61.5% to 100.0%) (sea Table 77).

More than two-thirds of earlyeexit teachers report using some Spanish

in kindergarten thscugh grade three fur math, science and social

studies (i.e., primary only, primary supplemented with English, and/or

equal primary and English) (see Table 78), utile more than half report

using no Spanish in grade four. There is a definite decline in the use

of Spanieh and en increase in the use of Englist (i.e., EngliSh only;

Englieh with primary supplement) as grade level increases. Noticeably

different, lateeexit teachers report the greatest use of Spanish (i.e.,

primary only; primary with English supplefeent) fram kindergarten

throoelh sixdh grade (see Table 79). The exclusive or neer exclusive

use of Spanish decreases as grade level increases, changing to a more

equal use of Spanish and English. tionetheless, it is not until grade

eix that late-exit teachers report shifting to greater use ot English

than Spanish (i.e., English with primary supplement and English only).

These teacher self-reported patterns of langeage use are consistent

with the inetructional ncdel of each program.
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Table 7

Percentage of Imwmrsion Strategy PrommTeachers

Re)'crtiillq..Clasat?cantalaullge-Usf.L.A.2rade

Math

altiett
Social

Science Studies
Ethnic

Heritage

Mmeourma NMMEMMO.WW1.4.011.1.MI.MWN

Primary only 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Primary %/English to
supplement

0.0 0.0 0.0 3.7

Equal primary and 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.9
Erclieh

English w/primary to
suripleamt

59.4 52.5 58.8 58.8

Eng :Ugh only 40.6 43.7 37.5 27.6
Not tIett 3.7 3.0

1 Primary ily 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Primary w/English to
sumlement

0.0 1.8 1.8 9.5

Equal primary and 1.4 3.3 1.4 5.9
English

English w/primary to
supplement

72.1 64.8 66.6 50.8

English ally 26.4 30.1 30.1 20.1
Not taught 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.8

2 Primary ally 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Primary WEnglish to
supplement

0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2

Equal primary and 0.0 4.4 4.4 11.1
Englith

English w/primary to
supplement

44.4 48.9 46.2 37.8

English only 55.6 44.9 47.6 41.0
Not taught 0.0 1.8 1.8 7.9

3 Primary ally 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PrimrywVEnglish to
supplement

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Equal primary and 5.9 6.2 6.2 11.2
English

English w/primary to
supplement

53.4 41.7 37.7 23.5

English only 40.7 47.1 47.1 38.0
Not taught 0.0 5.1 9.1 27.3
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Table 77 (continued)

Math
Grade

=WC=
8ocial Ethnic
Studies HeritageScience

4 Primary only 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Primary w/English to 0.0 0.0 'J.O 0.0

supplement
Equal primary and 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0

English
English w/prinery to 0.0 36.2 18.1 0.0

supplement
English only 81.9 63.9 81.9 81.9Not t41,112.:1_,..0....0.... 0.0 18.1

Weighted Number of Resporses 180 179 179 179
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Table 78

Percentage a Early-Exit Program Teachers
m_roan ,Use by Grade

Math
Grade

&Wait
Social

Science Studies
Ethnic

Heritage

Primary ally 29.2 3.7 3.7 7.4
Primary w/Encilish to

suppleskalt
12.4 5.4 5.4 7.0

Equal primary and 31.4 32.5 36.0 44.6
&gilt&

English w/primary to
supplement

18.3 46.1 42.5 25.2

English only 8.8 12.3 12.3 10.7
0.0 0.0 0.0 5.1

3. Primary only 6.7 8.8 10.9 15.4
Primary w/lErbglish to

supplement
18.5 5.3 7.5 7.5

Equal primary and 10.9 12.3 14.5 12.2
Englieh

English w/primary to
supplement

48.5 48.4 47.3 33.1

English only 13.2 18.8 15.5 13.3Notu 2.3 6.5 4.4 18.6

2 Primary aray 4.9 9.6 7.2 12.0
Primary w/English to

supplement
12.1 12.0 12.0 7.3

Equal primary and
thglish

9.5 7.2 9.5 4.8

English w/primary to
supplement

47.1 37.8 40.2 32.8

English only 26.4 28.6 23.9 20.3
0.0 4.8 7.2 12.8

3 Primary ally 4.6 13.7 9.2 13.5
Primary w/Pmlish to
svplement

22.5 9.1 17.9 18.1

Fival primary and 6.5 10.9 10.9 4.3
English

English w/priteary to
supplement

41.6 35.0 28.3 28.3

Mulish only 24.9 31.4 29.1 17.9
Not taught 0.0 0.0 4.6 17.9
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Table 78 (continued)

Math

=12=
Social

Science Studies
Ethnic

Heritage

4 Primary only 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Primary w/English to
supplement

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Equal primary and 14.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

&gash
Emlish w/primary to
sumlement

27.5 41.7 41.7 27.5

English only 58.3 58.3 58.3 6.6
Not taught 0.0 0.0 0.0 65.9

Weighted Number of Responses 177 177 177 177
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Table 79

Percentage of late-Exit Program Teachers
Rcrth Classrocm Lantiumi_kselbx Grade

22kdiNt
Social

Nath Science Studies
Ethnic

Heritage
Grade

X Primary may 60.1 58.5 60.9 69.9
Primary w/English to
supplement

27.0 34.1 32.2 19.6

Equal primary and 7.0 0.0 0.0 4.2
English

English Wprimary to
supplement

3.0 4.2 4.0 0.0

Mglish may 0.0 3.2 3.0 0.0
I INot 3.0 0.0 0.0 6.3

1 Ptimary only 53.6 39.7 43.8 43.1
Priimulrw/English to
supplement

29.2 25.0 20.8 20.4

Equal pminary and 7.2 2.9 5.8 13.4
English

English, w/primary to
supplement

10.1 26.0 23.1 12.1

English ally 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Not taught 0.0 6.5 6.5 11.1

2 Primary may 33.7 47.7 63.5 57.9
Primary w/English to
supplanent

44.2 9.3 14.0 7.1

Equal primary and 10.2 14.2 12.7 11.2

English wri-t.uy to
sApplenent

3.2 25.5 9.7 9.7

English only 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Not taught 8.7 3.2 0.0 14.2

3 Primary ally 6.1 17.3 22.9 34.1
Primary WEnglish to
supplement

46.9 30.4 32.6 23.4

Equal primary and 11.9 8.5 8.2 9.4
English

English w/primary to
supplement

21.0 21.0 20.6 10.6

English only 7.9 19.6 11.1 8.4
Nct taught 6.3 3.3 4.7 14.1
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Table 79 (=timed)

Math

&kit=
Social

Science Studies
Ethnic

Heritage

4 Primary cmly 0.0 5.3 7.4 21.4

Primary w/Ervalish to
mminliMent

40.0 37.4 32.1 46.5

Equal primary and 41.1 23.4 35.8 9.1
English

English w/primary to
mvplement

16.2 20.2 16.5 11.1

English only 0.0 8.1 2.8 2.8
Not taught 2.7 5.5 5.5 9.2

Primary only 5.5 23.1 17.6 39.6
Primary w/English to
sumlement

31.3 33.0 33.0 27.5

Equal primary and 44.2 13.8 28.6 21.5
English

English w/grimary to
supplement

11.4 16.9 7.6 7.6

English only 7.6 13.1 13.1 3.8
Not taught 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

6 Primary only 0.0 7.4 7.4 7.4
Primary w/EhgliSh to
supplement

18.1 10.7 0.0 21.4

Eqpal primary and 34.3 26.9 44.9 25.5
English

English w/primary to
supplement

32.9 32.9 25.5 25.5

EhgliSh only 7.4 7.4 22.2 14.8
Not taught 7.4 14.8 0.0 5.5

Weighted NUmber of Responses 173 169 172

Ilzuccritsgt_tgagbarguggignigagmV

169

Yes. Across grade levels within each program the majority of

teachers assign homework two or more times a week (see Table 80). As

grade level increases in each program, the nroportion of teachers

assigning homework more freqpently (i.e., > times/week) tends to

increase. Proportionately more late-exit teachers at each grade level

report assigning homework at least three times per week than either
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immersion strategy or early-exit teachers. Except for second grade,

proportionately more late-exit teachers also report grading and

returning hcaework to their students on a frequent basis (i.e., "almost

always" and "about 75% ot the time") than either immersion strategy or

early-exit teachers (see Table 81), although differences between

programs are small.

Table 80

Percentage of Teachers Reporting Frequency of Hooeuvirk Assignments,by ProanGrade_

Grade Frequercy
Inme.rsion

1132=14
Early-Exit late-Exit

K Daily 11.6 15.9 50.0
4 times/week 11.6 0.0 12.7
3 times/week 30.3 21.2 0.0
2 times/week 7.7 21.2 8.0
Weekly 20.0 14.1 15.7
Lees than weekly 6.5 5.3 9.7
Never 12.4 22.2 4.0

1 Daily 40.7 34.7 59.2
4 times/week 35.0 46.1 28.1
3 times/week 15.6 4.5 7.8
2 times/week 4.3 7.9 4.9
Weekly 2.2 0.0 0.0
Lees than weekly 0.0 3.4 0.0
Never 2.2 3.4 0.0

2 Daily 26.9 32.2 62.6
4 times/week 57.6 38.3 26.8
3 times/week 11.2 15.5 10.6
2 times/week 1.7 8.1 0.0
Weekly 0.0 6.0 0.0
lass than weekly 2.6 0.0 0.0
Never 0.0 0.0 0.0

3 Daily 19.4 15.6 56.1
4 times/week 55.7 50.8 34.1
3 times/week 3.8 21.6 6.9
2 times/week 4.8 4.0 2.9
Weekly 3.8 2.0 0.0
lass than weekly 0.0 2.0 0.0
Never 12.5 4.0 0.0
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Table 80 (continued)

Qade Fecy Inmersion
=ON

Early-Exit
%

Late-Exit

4 Daily 0.0 13.2 58.8
4 times/week 63.9 35.1 29.5
3 times/week 0.0 22.2 4.9
2 times/mak 36.2 14.8 3.4
Weekly 0.0 0.0 0.0
Less than iteleekly 0.0 0.0 0.0
Never 0.0 14.8 3.4

5 Cai * * 59.2
4 times/week * * 26.8
3 times/week * * 0.0
2 times/week * * 3.6
Weekly * * 10.4
lass than weekly * * 0.0
Never * * 0.0

6 Daily * * 44.9
4 times/week * * 42.4
3 times/week * * 12.7
2 times/week * * 0.0
Weekly * * 0.0
Less than vnekly * * 0.0
Never * * 0.0

Weighted Number of responses 180 181
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Table 81

Percentage of Teathers Reporting Ptrequency Homewo.4...... is Graded

and Returned, by Program and Grade

Grade
Immersion

EIMS1216
Early-Exit late-Exit

Seldan
About 25% of the time
About 50% of the time
About 75% of the time
Almost always
No hanemork assigned

9.8
9.4
0.0
0.0

68.7
12.0

0.0
0.0

7.0
7.3

63.5
22.2

15.7
0.0
3.0
0.0

77.4
4.0

3. Seldom 1.9 2.2 0.0
About 25% of the time 1.5 2.3 7.8
About 50% of the time 6.6 7.8 0.0
About 75% of the time 21.1 5.5 16.8
Almost always 66.7 78.9 75.5
No homework assi 1 Z. 2.3 3.4 0.0

2 Seldom 0.0 6.0 0.0
About 25% of the time 2.2 4.7 0.0
About 50% of the time 8.7 14.4 16.0
Abcut 75% of the time 26.1 12.0 12.2
Almost always 63.0 62.9 71.8
No homework assigned 0.0 0.0 0.0

3 Seldom 0.0 0.0 3.5
About 25% of the time 4.8 3.9 4.4
About 50% of-the time 4.8 9.6 5.5
About 75% of the time 4.8 7.9 16.1
Almost always 73.0 74.7 70.6
No hammeark assigned 12.5 4.0 0.0

4 Seldom 0.0 0.0 2.6
About 25% of the time 18.1 0.0 0.0
About 50% of the time 22.9 13.2 13.3
About 75% of the time 0.0 14.2 23.5
Almost always 59.0 57.8 57.2
No hark assigned 0.0 14.8 3.4

5 Seldom 3.6
About 25% of the time 0.0
About 50% of the time 13.1
About 75% of the time 12.4
Almost always 70.9
No homework assigned 0.0
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Table 81 (continued)

=EC
Innersicn Early-Exit Late-Exit

Grade

6 Seldom
Abcut 25% of the time
About 50% of the time
About 75% of the tine
Almst always
No hcemiork assigned

0.0
0.0

26.6
6.4
67.1
0.0

Weighted

Hui much

Number of responses 180 181 181

time do teachers allooste Ixo various . - areas?

With one exception, teachers in the three programs allocate ap-

proximately the same proportion of instxucticnal time within each

subject to math (16.2% to 24.2%), social studies (6.6% to 19.0%), and

science (6.5% to 13.1%) (see Table 82). The exception lies in social

studies in fourth grade, with late-exit teachers woviding approximate-

ly half the instructional time (8.7%) that eithar immersion strategy

(19.0%) or early-exit (15.1%) teachers provide. As expected, the three

programs differ markedly in the proportion of instructional time

allocated to English and Spanish language arts. Kindergarban through

third grade immersion strategy teachers report that approximately two-

thirds (58.8% to 61.6%) of their instructional time is allocated to

English language arts, while fourth grade immersion strategy teachers

allocate one-half (51.7%) of their instructional time to English

language arts. In contrast, early-exit teachers increase the per-

centage of English language arts instructional time across grades, from

one-third (35.4%) in kindergarten to one-half (50.3%) in fourth grade.

Late-exit teachers also report an increase in time allocated to English

language arts instruction, although uneven, from less than one-fourth

(23.8%) in kindergarten to over one-third (41.7%) in grade four.

Conversely, consistent with the instructional model, immersion strategy

teachers do not provide instruction in Spanish language arts (0.0 to

1.2%). Mile early-exit teachers allocate slightly more than one-
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fourth of their instructional time to Spanish language arts in kinder-

garten (28.6%), it decreases to less than one-fifth in grade three

(17.9%) and is not provided in grade four. Late-exit teachers allocate

slightly more than two-fifths (42.7%) of their instructional time to

Spanish language arts in kindergarten, slowly decreasing to approxi-

mately one-fifth in grade four (21.7%). These patterns are consistent

with the instructional models of each progrzan.

Of interest is that while the proportion of instructional time

spent on English sir Spanidh language arts may vazy by program and

grade, the total proportion of time allocated to English And Spanish

language arts ranges from one-half (50.3%) to roughly two-thirds

(67.3%) in all grades within and across programs.

Fragmentation of the educational program is a major concern for

all students receiving special support services. One indicator of the

quality of services is the extent to which instruction is provided by

someone other than the classroom teacher and the extent to which these

teachers coordinate their instructional efforts. Over one-half of all

teachers by grade within and across programs indicate that their LEP

students are taught by another teacher (sae Table 83). Slightly more

than one-hilf to over three-fourths of immersion strategy (54.2% to

73.8%) and early-exit (63.0% to 78.8%) teachers indicate that their LEP

students are taught the same subject(s) by another teacher either in a

pull-out or in-classroom teaching arrangement. Minor grade level

differences are noted betwekn these two programs in kindergarten

through third grade; however, more early-exit fourth grade teachers

(78.4%) than immersion strategy teachers (54.2%) report their students

being taught by another teacher. Prcportionately more late-exit

teachers in grades kindergarten, two and three (88.5%, 79.7% and 80.0%,

respwtiveJM than either immersion strategy or early-exit teachers in

those grades note that their LEP students are taught by someone else.

The majority of the classroom teachers (80.9% to 100.0%), by grade

within and across programs, coordinate their instruction with these

other teachers who provide instruction to LEP students (see Table 84).
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Classroom teachers typically coordinate instruction with these outside

teachers through informal discussions and meetings (53.3% to 100.0%)

(see Table 85). Teacher coordination also is aided by the curriculum

and instructional materials used (47.5% to 100.0%). Project teachers

tend to meet with one another an an as-needed basis (18.2% to 100.0%),

althosOn teachers also report meeting ca a weekly basis (0.0% to 66.7%)

(see Table 86). With the exception of second grads, there is a trend

among immersion strategy teachers to meet more frequently (i.e., at

least once a week) as grade level increases (26.2% to 66.7%). In sum,

on average, LEP students in all three pmcgrams and all grades are

provided instruction by a resource teacher on a regular basis.

Coordination of the instructional program ketween teachers tends to be

informal.

!. I =1" g. i_s U!.

Teachers in all gradeswithin and across programs provide instruc-

tional materials for their LEP students to develop English language

arts, Spanieh language arts, social studies, math, and science skills.

However, there are narked grade level and program differences in the

types of materials used.

Except for Spanish language arts, the majority of immersion

strategy teachers use materials containing the same content and the

same language with their LEP students as are used with English profi-

cient students (see Table 87). The next largest group of immersion

strategy teanhers report that while they also use English for instruc-

tion, the material covered in the ccotent area is expanded to be

sensitive to the language needs of LEP students.
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Table 82

Percentage of Instructional Time for Each Academic Subject, by Pnivamiand Grade

Grade Content Area
Inversion

=OMB
Early-Exit late-Exit

K English Language Arts 61.2 35.4 23.8

Spanish Language Arts 0.0 28.6 42.7

Social Studies 9.0 9.8 8.3

Mathematics 21.8 19.8 17.6

Science 8.1 6.5 7.6

1 English Language Arts 61.6 38.6 28.3

Spanish Language Arts 1.2 23.6 39.0

Social Studies 8.1 7.1 6.6

Mathematics 22.6 23.5 19.2

Science 6.5 7.2 7.0

2 Englidh Language Arts 61.3 43.8 27.2

Spanish Language Arts 0.4 18.9 36.3

Social Studies 6.7 7.0 9.1

Mathematics 22.3 22.6 17.9

Science 9.2 7.7 9.5

3 EngliSh Language Arts 58.8 41.6 36.0

Spanish Language Arts 0.0 17.9 27.8

Social Studies 7.1 8.6 7.9

Mathematics 23.9 24.2 20.2

Science 10.1 7.7 8.1

4 English Language Arts 51.7 50.3 41.7

Spanish Language Arts 0.0 0.0 21.7

Social Studies 19.0 15.1 8.7

Mathematics 16.2 22.2 19.0

Science 13.1 12.4 8.9



Table 82 (continued)

Grade Content Area
Inversion

=gram
Early-Exit Late-EXit

5 English Language Arts * * 36.9

Spanish Language Arts * * 20.9

Social Studies * * 10.7

Mathematics le * 21.0

Science * * 10.5

6 English Language Arts * * 37.0

Spanish Language Arts * * 17.6

Social Studies * * 13.9

Mathematics * * 20.4

Science * . * 11.2

Weighted NUnber of responses 179 180 180
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Table 83

Peroentage of Teachers Reporting that LEP Students are Taught
Same Sublect(s) by Other Teachers, by Program and Grade

Grade
Tumersion

1212=23
Zar 1y-E3dt Late-Ddt

73.8 78.8 88.5

1 59.5 65.4 51.6

2 70.9 65.5 79.7

3 57.1 63.0 80.0

4 54.2 78.4 67.6

5 86.7

6 80.8

Weighted Nurber of resrxinses 152 160 163

Table 84

Percentage of Teachers irirlo Coordinate Irstructicn with Other Tem:hers
Who Instruct LEPs in Same Subjects, by Pro:Train and Grade

Grade
Inversion

asEirsp
Early-Exit Late-Exit

100.0 100.0 100.0

1 100.0 100.0 100.0

2 100.0 97.7 80.9

3 90.2 100.0 100.0

4 100.0 100.0 85.5

5 100.0

6 100.0

Weighted NUmber of responses 99 109 124
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Teble 85

Percentage of Teechers Reportir t1us
d ofdCwrdina

tin; Instruction,
an Grae

Imersion
212ZOMB

Far Late-Exit

Informal discussions/
meetings

Formal meetings
Curriculum/materials
Student Feedbadk

100.0

10.7
47.8
0.0

91.6

56.0
82.0
21.0

79.6

24.7
79.6
28.7

1 Informal discussions/
meetings

80.8 63.1 81.8

Formal meetings 37.9 52.0 100.0
Oirriculine/reterials 47.5 52.7 100.0
Student Feedback 10.4 20.6 15.7

2 Informal discussicins/
meetings

90.7 83.2 53.3

Fbrual meetings 68.0 77.1 71.5
Curriculue/reterials 90.9 78.3 76.9
Student Feedback 60.6 29.7 47.4

3 Informal discussicns/
meetings

76.5 88.5 83.2

.Formal meetings 41.5 59.3 35.5
airriailum/materials 70.7 87.8 79.6
Student Feedback 17.3 54.9 46.7

4 Informal discussions/
usetings

100.0 100.0 68.9

Formal meetings 100.0 56.4 38.4
CUrriculum/materials 100.0 100.0 100.0
Student Feedback 66.7 73.4 0.0

5 Informal discussions/
meetings

64.8

FOrmal meetings 69.3
CUrriculum/materials 54.5
Student Feedback 31.3
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Table 85 (continued)

Immersion
=QOM

Early-Exit Late-Exit

6 Informal discussions/
meetings

* * 100.0

FOrmal meetings * * 53.7
Ctuiriculug/materials * * 77.5
Student Feedbadk * * 26.9

Range of Weighted
Number of responses 48-60 53-61 51-59
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Grade

K

1

2

3

4

Table 86

Percentage of Teachers Reporting Frequency They Meet withect Itachessand Grade

Immersion
27D2MB

Ihrly-Exit

At least once a week
At least ace a month
As needed
Once or twice per year
Other

26.2
28.8
19.5
0.0

25.5

51.2
0.0

48.8
0.0
0.0

At least cycle a week 36.2 35.2
At least cnoe a month 12.5 5.9
As needed 30.6 50.3
Once or twice per year 10.8 0.0
Cther 9.9 8.6

At least once a week 17.8 13.4
At least once a month 11.7 25.6
As needed 65.2 43.3
Once or twice per year 5.3 8.8
Other 0.0 8.9

At least once a week 45.5 41.9
At least once a month 0.0 0.0
As needed 54.5 58.2
Once or twice per year 0.0
Other 0.0 0.0

At least onoe a week 66.7 56.4
At least cam a month 0.0 8.4
As needed 33.3 18.2
Once or twice per year 0.0 16.9
Other 0.0 0.0

5 At least once
At least cam
As Pagadod

Once or twice
Other

a week
a wrath

per year

late-Exit

25.0
4.7

56.9
6.7
6.7

23.1
0.0

58.4
6.3

12.2

0.0
0.0

100.0
0.0
0.0

25.3
11.0
43.1
3.6

17.1

26.0
11.6
53.8
0.0
8.7

50.0
16.7
33.3
0.0
0.0

6 At least once
At least once
As needed
Once or twice
Other

a week
a month

per year

40.7
16.5
36.7
0.0
6.2

Weighted number of responses 81
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Table 87

Percentage of lmmersicn Strategy Teachers Reporting Types of
Materials Used in Class Grade

Gr.

Sara Omtent
Content Sane Lam.
Area

Same Ccntent
Diff larq.

Expanded
IEP Content
Sane Lang.

Diff Content
Diff Lana.

K Oral English 52.5 0.0 47.6 0.0
E. Reading 60.1 0.0 39.9 0.0
Eng. Writing 53.2 0.0 46.8 0.0
Oral Spanish 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Span. Reading M 24

Span. Writing M
Soc. Studies 90.5 0.0 9.5 0.0
Math 92.0 0.0 8.0 0.0
Science 90.5 0.0 9.5 0.0

1 Oral English 59.1 2.7 38.3 0.0
Eng. Reading 59.2 5.2 35.6 0.0
Eng. Writing 71.5 2.7 25.8 0.0
Oral Spanish 0.0 0.0 44.1 55.9
Span. Reading 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0
Span. Writing 010 0.0 100.0 0.0
Soc. Studies 82.8 0.0 17.3 0.0
Math 93.2 0.0 6.8 0.0
Science 82.8 0.0 17.3 0.0

2 Oral. English 69.4 0.0 30.6 0.0
Eng. Reading 71.2 2.2 26.5 0.0
Eng. Writing 80.5 2.2 17.3 0.0
Oral Spcirdsh 42.0 58.0 0.0 0.0
Span. Reading 42.0 58.0 0.0 0.0
Span. Writing 56.9 43.1 0.0 0.0
Soc. Studies 83.0 5.9 11.1 0.0
Math 89.7 5.9 4.4 0.0
Science 80.7 6.1 13.2 0.0

3 Oral English 59.3 0.0 35.9 4.8
Eng. Reading 74.6 0.0 25.4 0.0
Eng. Writing
Oral Spanish

79.7
r4

0.0 20.3
r4

0.0

Span. Reading r4 N r4

Span. Writing
Soc. Studies 94.4 0.0 5.6 0.0
Math 95.2 0.0 4.8 0.0
Science 94.7 0.0 5.4 0.0
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Table 87 (=tinted)

Gr.

Same Content
=tent Same Lang.
Area

Same Content
Diff Lang.

Expanded
IZP Content
Same Zang.

Diff Content
Diff Zang.

4 °cal Englidh 50.0 0.0 50.0 0.0
Eng. Reading 77.1 0.0 22.9 0.0

E. Writing 72.1 0.0 27.9 0.0
Oral Spanish M
Span. Reading M
Span. Writing M
Soc. Studies 77.1 0.0 22.9 0.0
Math 72.1 0.0 27.9 0.0
Science 77.1 0.0 22.9 0.0

WWIghted NUmber of responses

WWlighted NUmber of responses

WEighted Number of responses
and Science

for English language arts

for Spanish language arts

for Social Studies, Math

133 - 142

5 - 9

138 - 143

Typically, through the third grade, approximately two-thirds (or

more) of early-exit teachers indicate that they use materials with the

same content and language as are used with English proficient students

when teaching science and English oral, reading, and writing skills

(see Table 88). The remaining early-exit teachers in grades kinder-

garten through three tend to expand the English language arts content

to include materials specifically demeloped for LEP students. In grade

four, all of the teachers in the early-exit program report using

English language arts materials that are identical to those used with

English proficient students. As grade level increases, proportionately

more early-exit teachers tend to use the same content and language with

LEP students as with English proficient students when teaching math

(37.0% to 72.6%) and social studies (37.3% to 100.0%).

Reflecting the early-exit model of primary language instruction,

preportionately more early-exit than immersion strategy teachers report

providing the same content for LEP students as is used with English

proficient students, but they do so in Spanish rather than in English
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for social studies math and science. Understandably, early-exit

teachers also use twilored materials (i.e., different content and

larguage) when ;46whing Spanish oral, reading, and writing skills to

LEP students. TiAsi while early-exit teachers tend to use the same

materials and language with LEP' as with English proficient students,

many sudh teachers supplement these with special materials to aocomr

rodate the needs of the LEP students.

In keeping with their instructional nodal, late-mit teachers

hmmmise their use (albeit unevenly and not to the same extent as

eady-mit teachers) of maberisas far English proficient students wdth

their LEP ebadents as grade level hmmmases (see Table 89). Generally

across grackle, propartiamMutly more late-mit than early-exit or

hnmarsian strategy teachers provide their LEP students with Spaniih

Language malbu'isas with the same content in scienoe, social studies,

and mnth as the English language materials that are usai with English

proficient students. In marked contrast to the progrms modes,

propartiomitsay more early-mit teachems use different content and

Spanish when teaching Spanidh oral language, reading, and writing

skills than do late-exit teachers.

Teachers in all grades and programs tend to use a combination of

commercial and teacherwmade instructional materials (see Table 90).

While teachers indicate that they tend to use mostly commercial

materials supplemented with same teacherimade materials (44.5% to

81.2%), another large proportion of teachers report that their materi-

als are approximately half commercial and half teacher-made (4.5% to

44.8%).
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Table 88

Percentage of Ear lylExit .Teatersass, 117orcatlitg Types of Materials

u .1n

Gr.

Same Content
Ccatent. Same lAng.
Ana

Same Content
Diff lang.

Expanded
LEP Oznterst

Same Lang.
Diff CcIntent
Duff Lang.

K Oral English 30.4 9.8 59.8 0.0
Eng. Reading 74.6 0.0 0.0 25.4
Eng. Writing 60.0 3.9.6 0.0 20.5
Oral Spanish 0.0 14.0 0.0 86.0
Span. Reading 0.0 19.6 0.0 80.5
Span. Writing 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
Soc. Studies 37.3 37.9 24.8 0.0
Math 37.0 63.0 0.0 0.0
Science 62.1 37.9 0.0 0.0

1 Oral English 58.6 0.0 41.5 0.0
Eng. Reading 53.3 4.2 34.5 8.0
Eng. Writing 71.7 0.0 20.3 8.0
Oral Spanish 22.0 2.2 4.3 71.5
Span. Reading 15.7 2.0 3.8 78.6
Span. Writing 15.7 2.0 3.8 78.6
Soc. Studies 60.0 27.8 0.0 12.2
Math 56.9 40.0 0.0 3.1
Science 64.9 22.5 0.0 12.6

2 Oral English 50.5 5.3 44.2 0.0

J. Reading 67.4 2.,, 29.9 0.0
Eng. Writing 78.6 7,1 14.2 V.
Oral Spanish 7.0 10.5 3.5 79.1
Span. Reading 9.2 7.7 3.1 80.0
Span. Writing 3.5 27.7 3.4 65.4
Soc. Studies 53.1 38.0 3.9 5.1
Math 58.9 33.8 2.5 4.9
Science 64.0 24.8 3.8 7.4

3 Oral English 50.2 4.7 31.4 13.7
Eng. Reading 69.5 0.0 19.5 11.1
Eng. Writing 61.5 5.3 23.0 10.2

Oral Spanish 13.6 13.4 0.0 73.0
.7nan. 9.3 18.3 O.( 72.4
Span. Writing 6.4 25.3 0.0 68.3
Soc. Studies 47.8 41.0 2.1 9.1
Math 57.9 31.2 2.0 8.9
Science 60.5 32.7 2.1 4.7
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Table 88 (o:ntirue:1)

Gr.

&sae Content
Ccntent Same Lang.
Area

Same Content
Diff Ling.

Expanded
LEP Content.
Sas Lang.

Diff Content
Diff Lang.

4 Oral English 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Mg. Reading 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
E. Writirq 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Oral Spanish 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
Span. Readthg 0.0 48.1 0.0 51.9
Span. Writing 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
Soc. Stuiies 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Math 72.6 27.5 0.0 0.0
Wier= 72.6 27.5 0.0 0.0

tgeighted Nurber of responses

241
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Table 89

Percentage of Late-Exit Teachers Reporting Types of Materials
Used in Class, by Grade

Gr.

Same =tent
Ccntent Same Lang.

Arm

Same Content
Diff tang.

Expanded
T. Ccntent Diff Ccetant

Diff Lug.Same rim.

K Oral Englikh 0.0 40.0 60.0 0.0

Eng. Reading 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0

Eng. Writing 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0

Oral Spanisih 16.7 83.3 0.0 0.0

Span. Reading 16.7 83.3 0.0 0.0

Span. Writing 20.0 80.0 0.0 0.0
Soc. Studies 25.0 75.0 0.0 0.0
Math 16.7 83.3 0.0 0.0
Science 16.7 83.3 0.0 0.0

1 Oral English 40.1 4.3 48.4 7.2

Eng. Reading 36.7 21.5 34.4 7.4

Eng. Writing 45.8 26.1 11.7 16.4
Oral Spanish 14.0 28.2 0.0 57.8
Span. Reading 13.2 26.5 0.0 60.4
Span. Writing 13.2 26.5 0.0 60.4
Soc. Studies 20.0 48.6 0.0 31.4

Math 22.3 68.8 0.0 8.9

Science 40.8 56.8 0.0 2.5

2 Oral English 45.2 9.8 45.0 0.0
Eng. Reading 63.5 24.4 12.2 0.0
Eng. Writing 46.5 17.8 26.8 8.9
Oral Spanish 25.8 13.9 12.3 48.0
Span. Reading 26.4 14.4 6.6 52.6
Span. Writing 31.2 12.9 6.6 49.3

Soc. Studies 32.2 58.2 0.0 9.6
Math 25.0 64.5 3.3 7.3

Science 40.7 51.2 0.0 8.1

3 Oral English 68.6 5.4 20.5 5.4
Eng. Paulding 83.3 5.4 11.3 0.0
Eng. Writing 87.0 5.4 7.5 0.0
Oral Spanish 63.9 0.0 16.9 19.3
Span. Reading 57.1 0.0 16.2 26.8
Span. Writing 57.1 0.0 16.2 26.8
Soc. Studies 65.8 28.3 0.0 5.9
Math 66.8 21.7 5.8 5.8
Science 75.5 9.5 3.9 11.2
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Table 89 (crrtAimed)

Gr.

Same Content
Content Same Lang.
Area

Same COntent
Diff Lang.

Expanied
T. COntent Diff Content

Cliff Lang.Same Lang.

4 Oral English 45.8 9.4 41.0 3.9
Eng. Reeding. 56.9 9.4 29.9 3.9
Eng. Writing 68.0 9.4 18.8 3.9
Oral Spanish 62.2 9.7 0.0 28.1
Span. Reading 62.2 14.2 0.0 23.7
Span. Writing 55.7 20.6 0.0 23.7
Soc. Studies 50.2 38.1 5.9 5.9
MMth 54.2 34.0 5.9 5.9
Science 56.5 27.6 5.9 10.0

5 Oral English 43.1 9.9 41.3 5.8
Eng. Reading 54.7 10.0 23.6 11.8
Eng. Writing 56.5 19.9 23.6 0.0
Oral Spanigh 54.6 10.9 0.0 34.5
Span. Reading 49.9 12.4 0.0 37.7
Span. Writing 49.9 21.0 0.0 29.1
Soc. Studies 50.1 35.1 5.5 9.3
Math 66.6 22.4 5.5 5.5
Science 59.4 31.3 0.0 9.3

6 Oral English 50.5 19.1 19.1 11.3
Eng. Reading 58.3 11.3 22.6 7.8
Eng. Writing 58.3 11.3 22.6 7.8
Oral Spanks:1h 33.0 33.0 0.0 34.0
Span. Reading 33.0 33.0 0.0 34.0
Span. Writing 36.1 36.1 0.0 27.9
Soc. Studies 42.6 57.4 0.0 0.0
Math 42.6 57.4 0.0 0.0
Science 69.6 22.6 0.0 7.8

Weighted NUmber of responses 101 - 135
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Table 90

Percentage of leachers Reporting Source of
Instructional Materials, by Program and Grade

Grade Origin

Immersion
=ME
Early-Exit late-Exit

K All cammercial 3.7 8.1 0.0

Most commercial, same teacher-made 49.4 81.2 53.2

About half cammercial, half teacher-made 25.6 7.2 27.8

Most teadher-made, same commercial 21.3 3.5 19.0

1 All commercial 5.1 8.7 19.2

Most commercial, same teacher-made 67.1 58.1 50.5

About half commercial, half teacher-made 21.2 33.2 18.5

ts.)

Most teacher-made, same commercial 6.6 0.0 11.8

A
P

.-%4 All commercial 11.2 12.0 2.3

Most commercial, some teacher-made 62.5 64.8 72.2

About half ocumetrial, half teacher-made 26.3 23.2 4.5

Most teacher-made, sane commercial 0.0 0.0 21.1

3 All commercial 10.7 19.1 12.7

Mbst commercial, same teacher-made 44.5 61.0 66.1

About half oamercial, half teacher-made 44.8 10.0 17.8

Most teacher-made, same commercial 0.0 9.8 3.5

4 All commercial 0.0 34.1 20.3

Most commercial, same teacher-made 77.1 58.6 54.1

About half cimmercial, half teadher-made 22.9 7.4 22.0

Most teadher-made, same commercial 0.0 0.0 3.6
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Table 90 (continued)

Grade Origin

Immersion
=MOM
Early -Dcit late-Exit

5 All commercial 33.2

Most commercial, same teacher-made 47.4

About half commercial, half teadhermade 10.6

Most teadhermade, some commercial 8.8

6 All commercial 28.5

Most commercial, same teaCher-made 49.6

About half commercial, half teadher-made 21.9

Most teadher-made, some commercial 0.0

Weighted NUmber of Pasponses 180 180 177

0,1 1/



To what extent do LEP and FEP students work at the appropriate

grade level? CUriously, preporticcately more kindkrgarten immersion

strategyteadhusperteive that their LEP students are working at grade

level in English skills than teachers in subsequent grades (see Table

91). Atter a marked drop in these skills from kindergarten to grade

one, prcportionately more teachers rate their LEP studenta as having

grade level English language skills as grade increases. The majority

of immersion strategy teachers indicate that their LEP students are

working at grade level in social studies (71.4% to 100.0%), meth (80.6%

to 100.0%), and science (71.9% to 100.0%).

Early-exit teachers report fluctuations in the skill levels of

their LEP students across grades and content areas (see Table 92).

While the prnportion of teachers who rate LEP students as working at

grade level on oral English skills fluctuates somewhat as grade level

inoreases, there ie a decline in the proportionift rate them at grade

level in English writing and reading skills. The majority of teachers

in kindergarten through third grade rate their LEP students as working

at grade level in social studies and science, and at grade level in

math through fourth grade. At least one-half to all teachers indicate

that students' Spanish language skills are at grade level in all

grades.

While preportionately more late-exit teachers initially rate their

students as performing at grade level in all content areas except

English language arts when compared to their ccunterparts in the other

instructiaml programs, there is also a general decline as grade level

increases in the proportion who repo their students as having grade

level skills (see Table 93).

The apparent decline in the prcportion of teachers rating their

LEP students as working at grade level may reflect the increased

demands on higher skills from students as grade level increases, as

well as the characteristics of LEP students remaining in these programs
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(i.e., slower) and/or LEP students new to the district at higher grades

fran those LEP students who were re-classified at earlier grades.

Table 91

Perceritage of Immersion Strategy 'Poachers Report.thg level at Which
are , by Made

Grade Content Area

Helm Grade
Level

At Grade
Level

Above Grade
Level.1

Oral EngliSh 40.6 59.4 0.0
Eng. Beading 53.4 46.7 0.0
Eng. Writing 19.0 81.0 0.0
Oral Spanish 0.0 100.0 0.0
Span. Reading
Span. Wtiting
Soc. Studies 24.7 75.4 0.0
Math 16.0 84.0 0.0
Science 16.0 84.0 0.0

1 Oral English 69.4 30.6 0.0
Eng. Reading 74.8 25.2 0.0
Eng. Writing 74.5 25.5 0.0
Oral Spanish 33.4 66.7 0.0
Span. Reading 100.0 0.0 0.0
Span. Writing 16.3 83.7 0.0
Soc. Studies 25.4 74.6 0.0
Math 19.4 80.6 0.0
Science 25.4 74.6 0.0

2 Oral English 56.6 43.4 0.0
Eng. Beading 79.2 20.9 0.0
Eng. Writing 66.6 33.4 0.0
Oral Spanish 54.4 45.6 0.0
Span. Beading 72.5 27.5 0.0
Span. Writing 10.5 89.6 0.0
Soc. Studies 14.9 82.9 2.3
Math 6.3 91.4 2.3
Science 23.4 76.6 0.0
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lable 92

Percantage of Early-Exit Teachers Pepcmting Level at Which
LEP Students areWcwq21,112.4rade

Grade Content Area

Helm Grade
Level

At Grade
Level

Above Grade
Level

K Cwal English 66.4 33.6 0.0
n7g. Reading 50.4 49.6 0.0
Eng. Writing 39.7 60.3 0.0
Oral Spmmish 50.2 49.8 0.0
Span. Beading 36.8 63.2 0.0
Span. Writing 0.0 100.0 0.0
Soc. Studies 39.9 60.2 0.0
Math 29.6 50.6 19.8
Science 39.9 60.2 0.0

1 Oral English 56.5 43.5 0.0
Eng. Reading 58.,7 38.7 2.6
Eng. Writing 38.1 57.5 4.4
Oral Spanish 14.3 80.1 5.6
Span. Beading 26.8 69.0 5.2
Span. Writing 23.7 76.3 0.0
Soc. Studies 5.9 89.5 4.6
Math 9.2 89.2 1.6
Science 4.4 93.3 2.3

2 Oral English 55.1 44.9 0.0
Eng. Reading 55.1 44.9 0.0
Eng. Writing 38.3 61.7 0.0
Oral Spanish 33.0 63.9 3.1
Span. Reading 39.5 60.5 0.0
Span. Witing 39.5 57.2 3.3
Soc. Studies 17.1 78.0 5.0
Math 7.5 92.5 0.0
Science 27.2 72.8 0.0

3 Oral English 66.3 33.7 0.0
Eng. Pleading 74.2 25.8 0.0
Eng. Writing 59.5 40.6 0.0
Oral Spanish 7.0 93.0 0.0
Span. Reading 32.6 67.4 0.0
Span. Writing 41.2 58.8 0.0
Soc. Studies 9.1 90.9 0.0
Math 13.1 87.0 0.0
Science 12.3 87.7 0.0
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Table 92 (contirmed)
IIMIIMINMINIMIRIIMM.

Grade Ccotent Area

Below Grade
Tavel

%

At Grade
Lavel

Above Grade
Lava

4 Oral Mg Ugh 54.2 45.8 0.0
Eng. Main; 84.9 - 15.1 0.0
Eng. Writim 67.2 32.8 0.0
Oral Spanish 0.0 100.0 0.0
Span. Reading 0.0 100.0 0.0
Van. Writing 50.0 50.0 0.0
Soc. Studies 69.5 30.5 0.0
Math 16.0 84.1 0.0
Sacra 69.5 30.5 0.0

Weighted Number of responses 94 - 139



Table 93

Percentage of Late-Exit Teachers Reporting lave/ at Stlich
A...._Studentsare Grads

Grade Content Area

Balm Grade
Level

At Grade
Level

Above Grade
Laval

Cwal English 16.7 83 3 0.0
Eng. Reading 50.0 50 0 0.0
Eng. Wtiting 66.7 33.3 0.0
Oral Spanish 0.0 100.0 0.0
Span. Reading 0.0 100.0 0.0
Span. Uriting 0.0 100.0 0.0
Soc. Studies 0.0 100.0 0.0
Math 0.0 100.0 0.0
Science 0.0 100.0 0.0

1 Oral English 69.9 30.1 0.0
Eng. Reading 100.0 0.0 0.0
Eng. Writing 67.8 24.2 8.1
Oral Spanish 13.2 79.4 7.4
Span. Reading 18.5 81.5 0.0
Span. Writing 14.1 85.9 0.0
Soc. Studies 4.4 95.7 0.0
Math 7.2 92.8 0.0
Science 5.9 94.1 0.0

2 Oral English 63.6 36.4 0.0
Eng. Readim 92.1 7.9 0.0
E. Writing 39.2 60.8 0.0
Cwal Spanish 17.4 82.6 0.0
Span. Reading 33.7 66.3 0.0
Span. Writing 32.3 67.8 0.0
Soc. Studies 9.3 87.4 3.2
Math 17.3 82.7 0.0
Science 16.6 83.4 0.0

3 Cwal English 52.0 48.0 0.0
Eng. Reading 69.4 30.6 0.0
E. Writing 70.5 29.5 0.0
Oral Spanish 11.0 76.1 12.9
Span. Reading 27.1 66.7 6.2
Span. Writing 43.8 50.0 6.2
Soc. Studies 5.6 94.4 0.0
Math 11.9 88.1 0.0
Science 10.9 89.1 0.0
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Table 93 (ccntinued)

az-ads Colter* Area

Below Grade
Level

At Grade
Level

Above Grade
Level

4 Oral Englidh 94.7 5.3 0.0

Eng. Beading 87.3 12.8 0.0

Eng. Writing 51.6 48.4 0.0
Oral Spanish 29.2 70.8 0.0
Span. Reading 34.9 65.1 0.0
Spen. Writing 41.3 58.8 0.0
Soc. Studies 16.4 83.6 0.0
Math 11.0 89.0 0.0
Science 24.9 75.1 0.0

5 Oral Englidft 66.8 33.2 0.0
Eng. Reading 74.4 25.6 0.0
Erxj. Writing 53.6 39.8 6.6
Oral Spanish 29.0 71.0 0.0
Span. Reading 47.0 53.1 0.0
Span. Writirxj 39.0 61.0 0.0
Soc. Studies 31.4 68.6 0.0
Math 32.7 67.3 0.0
Science 56.0 44.0 0.0

6 Oral English 73.0 27.0 0.0
Eng. Reeding 73.0 15.7 11.3
Eng. letting 92.2 7.8 0.0
Oral Spanish 8.5 79.3 12.3
Span. Reading 27.0 61.8 11.3
Span. Writing 61.8- 27.0 11.3
Soc. Studies 27.0 73.0 0.0
Math 7.8 92.2 0.0
Science 27.0 73.0 0.0

Weighted timber of respcnses 100 - 135

In general, the majcrity of limersion strategy teachers report

that their FEP students are working at grade level in English language

arts, social studies, math and science (see Table 94). Consistent with

the program =del, very few teachers rate these students cc Spanish

language arts. With one exception, the majority of early-exit teachers

indicate that their FEP students are workim at grade level in all

content areas (see Table 95). Prcportimately more early-exit teadhers

report them as working belcw grade level in English language arts than
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in social studies, math and science. Mbre than half of lateexif

teachers report that their FEP students are working at grade level or

above it (see Table 96). More teachers in the late-exit program

indicate that these studentsimork. above grade level in Spanish language

arts than in other content areas.

lizisi2-22zists-tsamumtaitakiassams?

Meacham were asked to rate various aspects of their program on a

scale of 1 (very strong) to 4 (most in need of improvement). On the

average, immersion stratemfteachirs rate teaching staff, instructional

materials, and curriculum as the strongest aspects ct their program

(see Table 97). While early-exit teachers also note that the teething

staff is one of the strongest qualities of their program, they also

rate site leaderdhip as a strong feature of their program. Late-exit

teachers also tend to rats teaching staff and curriculum as project

strengths.

Teachers consider certain services as absolutely necessary for

their program to function (see Table 98). Teachers in all three

programs and grades rate training, special curriculum materials,

meetings wdth other teachers and parent community participation as

important for program functioning. In addition to this list, pro-

portionately more early-exit and late-exit teachers note the ipportance

of bilingual aides than do immersion strategy tedthers. In all three

programs, after kindargmrtel, higher percentages of teachers report

that release time is a necessity to the uuccess r_ their respective

program.
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Table 94

Percentage of Tamarsian Strategy Teachers Reporting Level at Which
ETD Students_are Workinge_W Grade

Grade Caltent Area

Helm ikads
Level

At Grade
Level

Above Grade
Level

K Oral English
Erg. Reading
Eng. Writing
Oral Spanish
Span. Reeding
Span. Writing

12.9
28.2
14.8

14

14

14

74.3
71.8
67.6

14

14

12.9
n.0

17,6
14

14

14

Soc. Studies 0.0 71.8 28.2
Math 0.0 84.6 15.4
Science 0.0 84.6 15.4

1 Oral English 33.1 63.0
Erg. Reeding 30.7 65.4
Erci. Writing 51.4 48.6 0.0
Oral Spanish 100.0 0.0 0.0
Span. Reading 100.0 0.0 0.0
Span. Writing 10.6 89.4 0,0
Soc. Studies 4.9 95.1 0.0
Math 9.8 85.4 4.9
Science 7.8 95.2 0.0

2 Oral English 23.9 76.1 0.0
EVI. Reading 44.3 55.7 0.0
Eng* Writing 63.8 36.2 0.0
Oral Spanish 14

Span. Reading 0.0 100.0 0.0
Span. Writing 13.1 86.9 0.0
Soc. Studies 18.0 82.0 0.0
Math 14.3 85.7 0.0
Science 17.5 82.5 0.0

3 Oral Ehglish 16.4 83.6 0.0
Eng. Reading 19.0 81.0 0.0
Eng. Writing 29.4 70.6 0.0
Oral Spanish 0.0 100.0 0.0
Span. Pearling 14

Span. Writing 0.0 100.0 0.0
Soc. Studies 14.9 85.1 0.0
Math 0.0 100.0 0.0
Science 9.2 90.8 0.0
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Table 94 (ccritinuai)

Grade Mtant Area

Belot Grade
ravel

%

At Grade
Level

4 Oral English
Eng. Reading
Eng. %feting
Oral Swish
Span. Reading
Span. Writing
Soc. Studies
Math
Science

0.0
27.9
27.9

M

Above Grade
Level

% %

100.0 0.0
72.1 0.0
72.1 0.0

M 24

M M
rt 24

0.0 100.0 0.0
0.0 100.0 C . 0
0.0 100.0 0.0

Weighted Ntzber of respcnses for English language arts 57 - 83

Weighted Number of responses forSpanish language arts 2 - 26

Weighted Number of imposes for Social Studies, Math
and Science

62 - 82
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Table 95 (ax*.inuck0

Grade Content Area

Helm Grade
Level

At Grade
Level

Above Grade
level

4 Oral BIWA& 26.2 73.8 0.0
Eng. Reading 30.0 70.0 0.0
Eng. Writing 41.7 58.4 0.0
Oral Spanish 0.0 100.0 0.0
Span. Bonding 0.0 100.0 0.0
Spun. Writing 0.0 100.0 0.0
Soc. Studies 23.7 76.3 0.0
Whth 0.0 100.0 0.0
Scienoe 23.7 76.3 0.0

Weighted number of responses 21 - 90
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Table 96 (=timid)

Grade Ccetent Area

Balm Grade
Leval

At Grade
laval

Above Grade
Level

4 Cmal English 37.3 56.5 6.1
Eng. Reading 38.2 55.9 6.0
Erg. Writing 32.1 74.7 6.2
Oral Spanish 4.7 81.9 13.4
Span. Reading 18.1 61.8 20.1
Span. Writing 29.4 57.2 13.4
Sec. Studies 9.8 84.5 5.8
Math 12.3 81.6 6.1
Science 5.6 94.4 0.0

5 Oral English 25.0 68.8 6.2
Eng. Readirq 34.2 65.8 0.0
Eng. Writing 31.9 64.6 3.5
Oral Spanish 34.4 59.0 6.6
Span. Reading 47.5 52.5 0.0
Span. Writing 23.3 76.7 0.0
Soc. Studies 24.1 69.9 6.0
Math 17.5 82.5 0.0
Sao= 37.3 62.7 0.0

6 Coral Englidh 15.7 73.0 11.3
Erg. Reading 12.2 70.6 17.1
Eng. Writing 31.6 68.4 0.0
Mal Spanish 16.3 60.2 23.5
Span. Reading 39.9 37.9 22.2
Span. Writing 53.5 34.0 12.5
Soc. Studies 6.4 79.8 13.9
Math 9.6 80.8 9.6
Science 9.2 81.7 9.2

Weighted number of responses 84 - 112
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Table 97

Mean Teacher Ratings of Program Strengths and Waknesses+,
by Program and Grade

Grade Immersicn
rEMOM
Early-Exit Late-Exit

K Materials 1.9 2.3 2.0
Diagnostic Procedures 2.2 2.4 2.7

Staff Training 2.0 2.2 3.0
Curriculum 2.3 2.0 2.0
Project Leaderdhip 2.4 1.9 2.7

Site Leadership 2.0 2.1 2.6

Teaching Staff 1.7 2.4 1.8

Parent Involvement 2.3 3.0 1.8

1 Materials 1.8 2.0 2.4

Diagnostic Procedures 2.0 2.2 2.5
Staff Training 1.9 2.1 2.4

Curriculum 1.9 2.0 2.6
Project Leadership 1.9 2.1 2.4

Site Leadership 1.8 2.0 2.4

Teaching Staff 1.6 1.9 2.1
Parent Involvement 2.6 2.8 3.2

2 Materials 1.9 2.0 2.2

Diagnostic Procedures 2.1 1.9 2.4

Staff Training 2.0 2.0 2.3

Curriculum 1.9 2.0 2.1
Project Leadership 1.9 2.0 2.4

Site Leadership 2.0 1.9 2.4

Teaching Staff 1.6 1.9 2.2

Parent Involvement 2.8 2.8 2.9

3 Materials 2.3 2.1 2.3

Diagnostic Procedures 2.1 2.3 2.1

Staff Training 2.2 1.9 2.2

Curriculum 2.0 2.0 2.0
Project Leadership 2.1 1.9 2.3

Site Leadership 1.8 1.9 2.3

Teaching Staff 1.6 1.7 2.1

Parent Involvemen" 2.7 3.0 2.7



Grade Immersion
aIMM

Lat&-ExitEarly-Exit

4 Materials 1.8 2.2 2.5

Diagnostic Procedures 2.5 2.3 2.1

Staff Ttaining 2.1 1.8 2.3

Curriculum 1.8 2.0 2.2

Project Leadership 2.0 2.0 2.3

Site Leadership 2.0 1.8 2.3

Teaching Staff 1.4 1.6 2.0

Parent Involvement 3.2 3.3 2.9

5 Materials * * 2.5

Diagnostic Procedures * * 2.6

Staff Ttaining * * 2.5

Curriculum * * 2.4

Project Leadership * * 2.6

Site Leadership * * 2.6

Teaching Staff * * 2.4

Parent Involvement * * 3.0

6 Materials * * 2.3

Diagnostic Procedures * * 2.3

Staff Training * * 1.8

Curriculum * * 2.2

Project Leadership * * 2.2

Site Leadership * * 1.9

Teaching Staff * * 1.9

Parent Involvement * * 2.8

Weighted Number of Responses 138 - 144 140 - 147 139 - 147

+ Teachers rated program strengths and weaknesses on a 4-point scale ranging from 1 (very strong)
to 4 (most in need of improvement).



Table 98

Percentage of Teachers 1%ating Absolutely Necessary,
by Program and Made

'mansion
=MID
Early-Exit Late-Ex.it

K Training 75.5 74.5 81.0
Special curriculm materials 70.5 84.3 85.9
Supervision 42.0 37.3 68.1
Release time 46.9 54.5 34.4
Homogeneous growing of students
by language proficiency

22.6 55.3 72.2

Aides (monolingual English) 11.2 20.1 0.0
Bilingual aides 63.6 90.1 94.1
Meetings with other teachers 85.2 73.5 77.9
Parent/community particiEstIon 81.9 75.7 76.9

1 Training 89.8 84.6 93.7
Special curriculum materials 89.2 93.3 95.7
Supervision 61.8 47.8 42.6
Release time 66.7 81.6 67.5
Homogeneous grouping of students

by language proficiency
52.9 56.5 91.8

Aides (monolingual English) 16.9 26.5 9.0
Bilingual aides 82.1 90.3 86.8
Meetings with other teachers 85.7 65.4 87.1
Parent/community participation 73.8 71.6 82.2

2 Tiaining 96.5 83.9 74.6
Special curriculum materials 84.8 82.9 91.1
Supervision 70.7 54.8 64.3
Release time 84.4 79.6 92.5
Homogeneous grouping of students
by language proficiency

49.2 63.2 95.1

Aides (monolingual English) 26.5 20.6 3.2
Bilingual aides 77.0 77.5 97.7
Meetings with other teachers. 79.1 82.0 76.6
Parent/community participation 84.8 85.8 96.9
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Table 98 (ocntinuce)

Gr.

Immersice
BM=
Early-Exit

..1==.1,0=11101

Late-Exit

3 Training 100.0 92.1 78.0
Special curriculum materials 85.8 84.4 83.1
Supervisice 63.1 74.8 68.1
Release time 94.9 80.7 66.7
ficeogeneous grouping of students
by language proficiency

50.0 58.5 77.6

Aides (Ernolingual. English) 33.5 31.6 20.3
Bilingual. aides 72.7 84.4 77.3
Meetings with other teachers 78.6 74.5 74.9
Parent/ccemiuni_Sr participaticn 80.7 88.2 89.9

4 Training 100.0 100.0 80.1
Special curriculum materials 77.1 92.6 84.8
Supervision 77.1 79.2 61.0
Release time 100.0 85.8 66.2
Homogenecus grouping of students

by language proficiency
18.1 21.6 73.4

Aides (monolingual Englidh) 0.0 14.8 42.2
Bilingual aides 45.8 56.5 71.9
Meetings with other teachers 81.9 79.2 85.2
Parent/community parti tion 81.9 86.0 86.4

5 Training 87.6
Special curriculum materials 89.3
Supervision 75.4
Release time 71.1
Bicecgerecus grouping of students
by language proficiency

75.6

Aides (mcnolingual English) 21.0
Bilingual aides 7.43,1

Meetings with other teachers 92.1
Parent/community participation 97.3

6 Training 70.7
Special curriculum materials 93.7
Supervision 54.4
Release time 75.3
Homogeneous grouping of students

by language proficiency
59.8

Aides (monolingual English) 19.0
Bilingual aides 64.3
Meetings with other teachers 73.4
Parent/community participation 84.5

Weighted Number of Besponses 123-180 120-180 120-179
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The existence and ommazdcation of skills cortinuua among and by

teachers is inportant to their understanding of the goals and pro-

cedures of their respective instanx:ticral programs. Overall, across

programs and grades, the najority of teachers report using existing

written skills continuua in all English content areas; there are few

exceptims. However, eadh inWmmictional program has teachers who

repmd:that such continuua in English =tent: do not exist, or who note

that while continuua do exist, they do not use them (see Tables 99,

100, and 101). The 1:4z-4:portico of sudh teachers varies by grade level

and subject area within program. This suggests that while such

criteria do in fact exist within each prcgram, they are not communi-

cated effectively to teachers, or thatthere are teachersvelo apparent-

ly have goals and procedures that may be inconsistent with those

established by their respective school districts. These data may point

to a need within eachprogram forgreater articulation and coordination

with respect to program goals and peccedures for eadh of the content

areas wbul taught in English.

Not surwisingly, the majority of insrersion strategy teadhers

across grades report that there are no continuua for teaching the

various content areas in Spmmish, or, if they do exist, that they do

not use them (see Table 102). While the majority of early-exit and

late-exit teachers report that there are continuua for teaching the

content areas in Stoutish, many also indicate either that they do not

use them or that they do not exist (sea Tables 103 and 104). This is

reported most frequently in science and social studies. As before,

these data may suggest a need for greater articulation and coordination

of instructicnal goals and procedures within the early- and late-exit

Programs.
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Table 99

Percentage of Immersion Strategy Umbel , Reporting Existence/Use
of Written Skills Clontinuua in English, by Grade

Gr.

Content
Area

Exists &
Use It

Exists but
Don't Ute it

Doesn't
Exist

E. Reading 100.0 0.0 0.0
Oral Englisih 84.0 0.0 16.0
English Wkiting 100.0 0.0 0.0
Math in English 66.7 16.0 17.4
Science in 66.7 0.0 33.3
English

Soc. Studies in 66.7 0.0 33.3
English

1 Eng. Reading 92.9 5.1 2.0
Oral English 83.1 14.4 2.6
English Sititing 90.3 5.1 4.6
Math in English 92.9 5.1 2.0
Science in 88.2 2.6 9.3
English

Soc. Studies in 88.2 5.1 6.7

2 Eng. Reading 86.7 13.3 0.0
Oral English 75.4 15.5 9.1
English Writing 100.0 0.0 0.0
Math in English 91.1 6.7 2.2'
Science in 86.4 11.4 2.3
English

Soc. Studies in 86.4 11.4 2.3
English

3 Eng. Reading 84.8 5.1 10.2
Oral Engl ish 62.8 25.9 11.3
English Writing 95.2 0.0 4.8
Math in English 84.8 5.1 10.2
Scions in 74.6 10.2 15.3
English

Soc. Studies in 73.5 10.6 15.9
English
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Table 99 (continued)

Gr.

COntent
Area

Exists &
Use It

EXists but
Don't Use it

Doesn't
Exist

4 Eng. Reading 100.0 0.0 0.0
Mal English 0.0 54.2 45.8
Eng lilt' Witing 100.0 0.0 0.0
Math in English 81.9 18.1 0.0

Science in 77.1 0.0 22.9
Englidh

Soc. Studies in 77.1 0.0 22.9
Engliah

Weighted number of responses 140 - 144
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Table 100 (=timed)

Gr.

Ccntent
Area

Wits &
Use It

EXists but
Don't Use it

Doesn't
Exist

4 Ehg. Beading 100.0 0.0 0.0
Oral EhgliSh 76.1 23.9 0.0
English Writing 100.0 0.0 0.0
Math in Englidh 100.0 0.0 0.0
Science in 100.0 0.0 0.0
Ehglish

Soc. Studies in 86.8 13.2 0.0
EhgliSh

.

Weighted number of responses 130 - 140
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Table 101 (matintax)

Gr.

Cmtent
Area

Exists &
Use It

Exists tut
Don't Use it

Doesn't
ENist

4 Eng. Remlim 79.6 15.3 5.1
Oral Emlidh 60.5 15.5 24.0
Evil& We.ting 81.5 8.0 10.5
Math in English 82.0 18.0 0.0
Science in 61.0 5.7 33.2

English
Soc. Studies in 59.4 14.3 26.3
English

5 Ehg. Reading 96.2 3.8 0.0
Oral English 75.2 13.5 11.3
Englishitriting 77.2 17.6 5.2
Math in English 81.4 13.1 5.5
Science in 56.0 21.1 22.9
English

Soc. Studies in 63.2 25.8 11.0
English

6 Ehg. Reading 79.8 0.0 20.2
Oral Englidh 39.2 27.0 33.9
English Writing 82.6 7.1 10.3
Math in English 72.8 7.0 20.2
Science in 55.6 33.5 10.9
English

Soc. Studies in 82.9 7.0 10.1
English

Weighted number of responses 119 - 130
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Table 102

Percentage of Immersion Strategy Teachers Reporting nistence/Use
of Written Skills Oontinuua in Spanidh, by Grade

Gr.
Content
Area

Deists &
Ude It

Waits but
Don't Use it

Doesn't
Moist

Span. Reading 0.0 29.3 70.7
Oral Spanish 0.0 29.3 70.7
Spantalmigriting 0.0 19.0 81.0
Math in Spanish 0.0 19.0 81.0
Science in 0.0 19.0 81.0
Spanish

Soc. Studies in 0.0 19.0 81.0

1 Span. Reeding 0.0 30.9 69.1
Oral Spanish 0.0 26.7 73.3
Sianish Writing 0.0 26.7 73.3
Math in Spanish 0.0 26.7 73.3
Science in 0.0 24.2 75.8
Spanish

Soc. Studies in 0.0 25.1 74.9
Spanish

2 Span. Reading 10.2 27.8 62.0
Oral Spanish 10.2 27.8 62.0
Spmmistlftiting 10.2 27.8 62.0
Math in Spanish 10.2 27.8 62.0
Science in 1/.5 21.7 60.7

Spanish
Soc. Stmdies in 10.2 21.7 68.1
Spanish

3 Span. Reading 0.0 59.4 40.6
Oral Spanish 0.0 31.4 48.6
Spanish Writing 0.0 50.0 50.0
Math in Spanish 0.0 50.0 50.0
Science in 18.8 27.7 53.6
Spanish

Soc. Studies in 01,1 41.7 72.3
Spanish

3u 0



Table 102 (continued)

Gr.

Ccntent
Area

Wats &
Use It

Dcists but
CaVt Use it

Doesn't
Ekist

4 Span. Beading 0.0 100.0 0.0
Oral Spanish 0.0 100.0 0.0
Spanish Writing 0.0 100.0 0.0
Meth in Spanidh 0.0 100.0 0.0
Science in 0.0 100.0 0.0
Spanish

Soc. Studies in 0.0 100.0 0.0

Weilitelzurber of xes;cnses 68 - 71
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Table 103

Percentage of Early-Exit Teachers Reporting Existence/Use
of Written Skills Continuua in Spanishi_bx_Gradeayll111Mi

Exists & Exists tut Doesn't
Use It Don't Use it Exist

K Span. Reading 80.2 19.8 0.0
Oral Spanish 50.5 19.8 29.7
Spanishieriting 80.2 19.8 0.0
Math in Spanish 56.0 22.0 22.0
Science in 10.3 30.1 59.6
Spanish

Soc. Studies in 10.3 30.1 59.6

1 Span. Reading 88.9 9.5 1.6
Oral Spanish 60.3 18.1 21.6
Spanish, Writing 65.7 16.3 17.9
Math in Spanidi 73.1 15.8 11.1
Science in 21.1 19.4 59.5

Spanish
Soc. Studies in 22.7 22.9 54.4

Spanish

2 Span. Reading 79.2 8.4 12.5
Oral Spanish 64.1 17.8 18.1
Spanish Writing 64.3 15.6 20.2
Math in Spanish 74.0 11.6 14.5
Science in 38.3 22.0 39.7

Spanish
Soc. Studies in 38.2 24.1 37.7
Spanish

3 Span. Reading 81.5 15.6 2.9
Oral Spanish 75.2 15.7 9.1
Spanish Writing 61.8 22.5 15.7
Math in Spanish 69.1 19.0 12.0
Science in 47.3 20.6 32.0
Spanish

Soc. Studies in 53.1 20.6 26.3

MONIIIII1,1=1
Spanish
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Table 103 (=timed)

Ccmtent
. Area

Exists & Exists but
Use It Dan't Use it

4 Span. Reading
Oral Spanish
Spanish Writing
Math in Spanish
Science in

Spanish
Soc. Studies in

Sp-

0.0
40.0
0.0
0.0

40.0

0.0

69.1
41.5
69.1
41.5
41.5

Doasn't
Exist

30.9
18.6
30.9
58.5
18.6

41.5 58.5

Weighted limber of responses 1.09 116
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Table 104

Percentage of Late-Exit Teachers Reporting Existence/Use

Gr.

Content
Area

Exists &
Use It

Exists but
Don't Use it

Doesn't
Ecist

Span. Reading 83.3 0.0 16.7
Oral Spanish 100.0 0.0 0.0
Spanish Wtiting 100.0 0.0 0.0
Math in Spanish 66.7 0.0 33.3
Science in 83.3 0.0 16.7
Spanish

Soc. Studies in 83.3 0.0 16.7

1 Span. Reading 72.0 3.0 25.0
Oral Spanish 67.4 0.0 32.6
Spanish Writing 62.3 3.0 34.7
Math in Spanish 57.9 7.4 34.7
Science in 57.9 3.1 39.0

Spanish
Soc. Studies in 51.5 0.0 48.5
Spanish

2 Span. Reading 94.7 0.0 5.3
Oral Spanish 84.4 0.0 15.6
Spanish Writing 82.2 2.6 15.2
Math in Spanish 81.3 3.5 15.2
Science in 84.0 0.0 16.0
Spanish

Soc. Studies in 83.0 3.5 13.5
Spanish

3 Span. Reading 79.2 3.9 16.9
Oral Spanish 66.5 4.1 29.4
Spanish Writing 58.3 3.9 37.8
Math in Spanish 50.5 3.9 45.6
Science in 56.1 4.1 39.8
Spanish

Soc. Studies in 62.5 4.1 33.5
Spanish
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Table 104 (oantinued)

.

=tent
Area

Exists &

Use It
Exists hut
Don't UE..4 it

Doesn't
Exist

4 Span. Reading 69.0 10.0 21.0
Oral Spank& 48.0 11.6 40.4
Spanish Writing 54.9 2.7 42.4
Math in Spanish 60.1 6.4 33.5
Science in 37.9 13.4 48.8
Spanish

Soc. Studies in 33.0 13.4 53.6

5 Span. Reading 76.0 0.0 24.1
Oral Spanidh 56.2 7.0 36.9
Spanish Writing 52.8 16.5 30.7
Math in Spanish 68.1 4.3 27.7
Science in 67.7 0.0 32.3

Spanidh
Soc. Studies in 67.2 5.6 27.2

6 Span. Reading 58.0 24.6 17.4
Oral Spanish 47.7 21,4 30.9
Spanishitriting 48.4 8.2 43.5
Math in Spanish 51.4 7.7 41.0
Science in 46.7 7.7 45.6
Spanish

Soc. Studies in 47.3 21.4 31.3
Spanish

Weighted number of responses 133 - 135

Teachers were asked about their views of Spanish use in the

classroom under various situations. Immersion strategy teachers across

grades feel that Spanish should be used for instruction or social

interaction with students only occasionally, to clarify, or as a last

resort (see Tables 105 and 106, respect:ively). Similarly, while the

majority of immersion strategy teachers feel that they should accept

the use of Spanish among LEP students during instruction and for social

interaction, few would encourage this, and some would discourage its

use (see Tables 107 and 108). While early-exit kindergarten and first

grade teachers indicate that Spanish should be used regularly for
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formal instruction or social intim:action, or regularly for support and

explanation, teachers in later grades feel that Spanish should be used

only occasionally, to clarify, or as a last resort. While more early-

exit teachers would accept the use of Spanish among LEP students durin

instruction and for social interaction, some would discourage its use.

In contrast to the other two programs, the majority of late-exit

teachers feel that Spanish shaild be used regularly for formal instruc-

tion and social interaction. Proportionately more late-exit teachers

than either immersion strategy or early-exit teachers indicate that

they encourage the use of Spanidh among LEP students during instruction

and for social interaction. In sum, late-exit teachers consistently

report a greater role for the use of Spanish in instruction and social

interaction than either immersion strategy or early-exit teachers.

These views are consistent with the instructional model for each.

program.

Teachers also were asked for the goals of their poograms. There

is almost unanimous agreement at each grade level within eadh program

that the goals for each program are to develop English, master the

various content areas, and social integration (mmaTatae 109). A large

proportion of teachers also support the maintenance of Hispanic

culture. The two mesas of greatest disagreement are that of develop-

ment of Spanish language skills and success in an English-only environ-

ment. These differences reflect the instructional model of each

program. Almost no immersion strategy teacher feels that development

of Spanidh language skills is a program goal. HOwever, three-fourths

or more feel that success in English-only programs is a goal. The

proportion of early-exit teachers reporting that development of Spanish

language skills is a goal declines while the proportion ct teachers

rating success in an English-only program as a goal remains more stable

as grade level increases. The majority of late-exit teachers across

grade levels hold that development of Spanish language skills is an

important goal. The proportion of late-exit teachers reporting that

success in an ElmOish-alay program is a goal increases from one-third

in kindeallarten to two-thirds in grade six, reflecting increased
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teacher concern at the time when the student must be mainstreamed.

Once again, these views are consistent with the instructional model of

each pragram.

Teachers were asked to rank their agreement or disagreement with

certain statements according to whether they strongly agree, somewhat

&gree, somewhat disagree, or strongly dimiumm4 TO facilitate com-

parisons between programs, Table 110 shows the percentage of teachers

agreeing strongly or somewhat with each statement. Large proportions

of late-exit teachers, followed by those in early-exit programs, feel

strongly that LEP students need to develop skills in their primary

language similar to the skills tbeyckmalop in Eragish, that they learn

to read English best if they are first taught to read in their primary

language, and how well LEP students know their primary language is

important in deciding how or what to teach them in school. Markedly

fewer immersion strategyteadmarskicad theme views. Immersion strategy

teachers, an the othimr hand, contandthat LEP students uhohave learned

good conversational English axe ready for content area instruction

given entirely in Erglish, that a teacher best uses a LEP student's

primary language to support primary instruction given in English,

rather than usirg it as a primary language of irsbruction, and that the

main purpose of programs developed for LEP students should be to reduce

or eliminate their English language deficit. These views are not

shared by as many early-or late-,exit teachers. Contrary to current

research, more than two-thirds of inersian strategy and late-exit

teachers feel that LEP students learn English better if their mistakes

are detected and corrected as early as possible. Fewer early-exit

teachers agnma udth this statement. Appnmcimately half of all teachers

in eadh program feel that learning content area knowledge in two

languages more than doubles the learning effort for a LEP student.

These program differences are ocnsistent with the instructional model

for each program.
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Table 105

Percentage of Teachers Choosing Frequency with whidh Spanish Shculd
be used for Instruction by Teachers, by Program and Grade

Grade Frequency
Ininersion

=MB
Early-Exit Iate-Exit

K Regularly for formal instruction 3.1 62.2 71.0
Regularly for support and explanation 0.0 20.5 22.8
Occasionally, to clarify 85.6 17.3 0.0
Only as a last resort 11.2 0.0 0.0
Never 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other 0.0 0.0 6.2

1 Regularly for formal instruction 1.9 36.6 81.5
Regularly for support and explanation 12.8 18.9 11.0

J

J

)

Cccasionally, to clarify
Only as a last resort

61.0

13.8

36.7

0.0
7.4
0.0

Never 7.1 4.4 0.0
Other 3.4 3.4 0.0

2 Regularly for formal instruction 4.4 19.3 83.6
Regularly for support and explanation 11.6 17.8 7.7
Occasionally, to clarify 56.3 61.8 3.2
Only as a last resort 15.5 1.1 0.0
Never 4.1 0.0 0.0
Other 8.2 0.0 5.5

3 Regularly for formal instruction 4.8 19.6 55.9
Regularly for support and explanation 14.0 42.7 26.3
Occasionally, to clarify 71.5 19.9 12.9
Only as a last resort 9.7 13.9 0.0

Never 0.0 4.0 0.0
Other 0,0 0.0 5.0
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Table 105 (continued)

Grade Frequency

Immersion
Pqram

Late-ExitEarly-Exit

4 Regularly for formal instruction 0.0 13.2 51.4

Regularly for support and explanation 0.0 14.2 24.2

Occasionally, to clarify 7f 5 57.8 19.3

Only as a last resort 23.4 7.4 2.6

Never 0.0 7.4 2.6

Other 0.0 0.0 0.0

5 Regularly for formal instruction * * 42.8

Regularly for support and explanation * * 39.6

Occasionally, to clarify * * 11.0

Only as a last resort * * 6.6

J Never * * 0.0
D
) Other * * 0.0

6 Regularly for formal instruction * * 65.1

Regularly for support and explanation * * 12.7

Occasionally, to clarify * * 11.1

Only as a last resort * * 4.7

Never * * 0.0

Other * * 6.4

Weighted Number of Responses 177 180 176
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Table 106

Percentage of Teachers Choosing Frequency with which Spanish Should
be used for Social Interaction with Students, by Program and Grade

Grade Frequency
Inversion

aggIAM
Early-Exit Late-Exit

K Regularly
Occasionally

9.4 62.0 90.0

Only
59.3 34.4 5.9

as a last resort
Never

13.2 3.6 0.0

Other
14.4 0.0 0.0

3.8 0.0 4.1

1 Regularly
Occasionally

12.9 42.6 92.6

Only
46.6 46.1 7.4

as a last resort
Never

33.6 4.6 0.0

Other
3.3 4.5 0.0

3.7 2.2 0.0

2 Regularly
Occasionally

19.0 28.7 83.6

Only
51.5 52.5 13.2

as a last resort
Never

13.4 9.4 3.2

Other
12.1 0.0 0.0

4.0 9.5 0.0

3 Regularly
Occasionally

19.6 41.4 68.0

Only
36.9 36.9 22.1

as a last resort
Never

25.2 14.1 3.0

Other
3.8 7.9 0.0

14.5 0.0 6.9
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Table 106 (continued)

=ma
Grade Frequency

Timers ion Early-Exit lAte-Exit

4 Regularly 0.0 14.2 57.4
Occasionally 45.8 35.6 36.6
Only as a last resort 36.2 35.4 2.6
Never 18.1 14.8 0.0
Other 0.0 0.0 3.4

5 Regularly * * 67.7
Occasionally * * 29.6
Only as a last resort * * 0.0
Never * * 2.7
Other * * 0.0

6 Regularly * * 68.4
Occasionally * * 17.4
Only as a last resort * * 0.0
Never * * 4.7
Other * * 9.5

Weighted NUmber of Responses 181 180 178
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TAble 108

Percentage of leadhers Cnoosing View of Spanigh Use Among
LEP Students for Socia's Interaction, by Program and Grade

Grade View
Immersion

ELMOM
Early-Exit Late-Exit

K Should be discouraged 0.0 0.0 11.0

Should be encouraged 16.9 45.7 66.3

Should be accepted 56.3 47.2 11.8

Other 26.8 7.1 10.0

1 Should be disoouraged 16.4 6.6 4.4

Should be encouraged 5.5 15.1 48.8
Should be accepted 71.2 75.2 40.2

Cther 6.9 3.2 6.7

2 Should be discouraged 8.6 8.5 0.0

Should be encouraged 6.5 13.0 48.9
Should be accepted 84.9 76.1 51.1
Other 0.0 2.4 0.0

3 Should be discouraged 3.8 14.5 5.8

Should be encouraged 0.0 18.3 55.7

Should be accepted 96.2 65.1 30.7

Other 0.0 2.1 7.8

4 Should be discouraged 18,1 29.5 5.1

Should be encouraged 18.1 0.0 26.9

Should be accepted 63.9 70.5 68.0

Other 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table 108 (continued)

Grade View

Inversion
EIMM
Early-Exit Late-Bdt

5 Should be discouraged * * 0.0

Should be encouraged * * 46.3

Should be accepted * * 51.0

Other * * 2.7

6 Should be discouraged * * 0.0

Should be encouraged * * 42.2

Should be accepted * * 46.2

Other * * 11.6

Weighted !tinter of Responses 181 180 177
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Table 109

Percentage of Teachers Identifying Goals as Program Gaels,
by Program and Gtade

Grade Goal
Immersion

itOOM
Early-Exit Late-Exit

K Develop English 96.9 , ,4 82.2
Develop Spanish 0.0 8 9 82.0
Master content areas 96.9 100 100.0

Success in English-only program 88.8 63. 30.1

Social integration 96.9 100.1. 88.2
Maintenance of Hispanic culture 79.5 98.2 88.2

1 Develop English 100.0 97.8 93.5
Develop Spanish 4.1 78.5 95.6

si
Master content areas 94.7 100.0 100.0

t,

..J

Success in English-only program 98.2 69.2 30.2

Social integration 95.9 95.3 95.6
Maintenance of Hispanic culture 85.4 84.2 91.2

2 Develop English 100.0 98.8 92.9
Develop Spanish 12.8 58.6 100.0

Master content areas 100.0 100.0 100.0

Success in English-only program 95.1 64.1 31.6
Social integratian 97.8 92.8 97.6
Maintenance of Hispanic culture 73.2 82.9 92.9

3 Develop English 100.0 100.0 98.5
Develop Spanish 4.8 65.2 79.1

Master content areas 100.0 100.0 95.7

Success in English-only program 95.2 53.6 63.4

Social integration 100.0 100.0 92.7

Maintenance of Hispanic culture 83.7 100.0 86.9
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Table 109 (continued)

Grade Goal

Immersion
PP2EinN
Early-Exit late-Exit

4 Develop English 100.0 100.0 100.0

Develop Spanish 0.0 43.3 90.6

Master content areas 100.0 100.0 100.0

Success in English-only program 77.1 93.4 49.3

Social integration 100.0 100.0 100.0

Maintenance of Hispanic culture 81.9 86.8 85.7

5 Develop English * * 100.0

Develop Spanish * * 84.9

Master content areas * * 100.0

Sumess in English-only program * * 57.8

Social integration * * 100.0

Maintenance of Hispanic culture * * 93.7

6 Develop English * * 100.0

Develop Spanish * * 88.9

Master contemt areas * * 100.0

Success in English-only program * * 67.5

Social integration * * 100.0

Maintenance of Hdspanic culture * * 93.3

Weighted Number of Responses 179 - 181 178 - 180 174 - 178
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Table 110

Percentage of Ttachers Agreeing with Statement (Strongly or Somewhat), by Program

=MD
Immersion Early-Exit Late-Exit

Statement

L14-LEP students need to develop skills in their
primary language similar to the skills they develop
in English

LM-LEP students Who have learned good conversational
English are ready for content area instruction given
entirely in English

LM-LEP students learn to read English best if they
are first taught to read in their primary language

..)

M
D If LM-LEP students are taught content areas in their

primary language at home, the school does not need to
teach these content areas in that language

A teacher best uses a LM-LEP student's primary language
to apport primary instruction given in English, rather
than using it as a primary language of instruction

Learning content area knowledge in two language more
than doubles the learning effort for a LM-LEP student

LM-LEP students learn English better if their mistakes
are detected and corrected as early as possible

LM-LEP students who have a good control aver oral
English learn to read in English more easily than those
whcse oral Englidh is weak

61.9 86.1 97.7

82.0 69.9 56.9

40.3 79.1 95.7

49.4 24.7 6.2

88.4 57.2 31.4

58.0 50.2 49.1

67.6 57.8 71.9

86.4 87.2 89.1
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Table 110 (continued)

PIPagM
Immersion Early-Exit Late-Exit

Statement

LIM-LEP students learn English best by using it to

communicate inside and outside the classroom

IM-LEP students' ability to speak English develops
more slowly than their ability to comprehend English

IM-LEP students are helped by having content area
lessons, given in English, concurrently translated
into their primary language

Haw well LM-LEP students know their primary language
is important in deciding haw or what to teach them

in sdhool

The main purpose of programs developed for LIW-LEP
students should be to reduce or eliminate their
Englial language deficit

95.7A 90.2 94.7

77.9 78.8 68.3

30.4 47.4 32.9

68.6 80.9 89.5

91.6 82.8 69.5

Range of Weighted Hunker of msponses 175-181
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With a few exceptions, teachers in the immersion strategy, early-

exit and late-ecit programs tend to be similar with respect to char-

acteristics, attitudes, and behaviors which do not relate to the

program mcdOas. Differences tend to occur an those characteristics,

attilmildWs, and behaviors which derive from the different underlying

programphilosophies anlmodWas.

Late-exit teachers generally are of a different ethnic background

(reseMbling that of their students) than immersion strategy and early-

wittxecters, who are quite similar in ethnic background to each other

(and someWhat different from their students). A higher percentage of

late-exit teachers tend to have completed mace sdhooling and have had

more ESL trainim than teachers in the otherpragrams. Fewer immersion

strategy and early-exit teachers have specialized training as grade

level increases. Teachers in all programs are sufficiently proficient

in English to teach in English. While late-exit teachers are suffi-

ciently proficient to teadh in Spanish, early-exit teachers are not.

The latter raises the question of fidelity/quality of treatment for the

early-eacit;a7ograns.

Consistent with the program models, immersion strategy teachers

begin English reading instruction without considering children's

Spanish literacy, while early-exit and late-exit teachers report using

children's Spanish literacy as a criterion to the introductian of

English reading instmiction. Immersion strategy teachers tend to

devote more time to English language arts than early-exit or late-exit

teachers, although teachers in these two programs report increasing the

proportion of time devoted to English language arts in the higher

grades. However, early-exit and late-exit teachers plovide Spanish

language arts instruction, so that the total amount of instructional

time spent on language arts, English and/or Spanish, is comparable

across the three programs. Immersion strategy teachers instruct

primarily in English while early-exit teachers use varying amounts of
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Intralatisau

This chapterprovides information on the administrative context of

the programs in the study. Instructional programs are affected by

administrative practices, school and districtpolicies, and conditions,

whether or not these are designed with the program model in mind.

Superintendents, principals, and project administrators make daily

decisions which can support or impedeproject objectives. In addition,

unique situations at the school or district level can produce changes

in implementation of a particular program model. With these possibil-

ities in mind, interviews were conducted with project administrators,

site administrators (mincipels), and district administrators. The

following sections present the results of these intwviews and discuss

administrative differences between programs if suCh differences appear

to exist.

hatectildidai=otao

Of the nine districts included in this study, four offer both

immersion Strategy and early-exit programs, three offer only late-exit

programs, one offers only an immersion strategy program, and one offers

only an early-exit program. Only one district administers the immer-

sion strategy and early...exit programs separately, so that, in most

cases, whoever administers the early-exit program also administers the

immersion strategy program. The description that follows separates the

policies for each program by duplicating the data provided by the

administrators of both immersion strategy and early-exit progmas and

weighting appropdately.
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Ten project directxms administxmed the 13 progrms included in

this sbudy. of these, two administmed an imersion strategy program,

two administxmed an eady-emit promote three adablimdmed a late-mit

progamn, and three administered a joint program which included both

immersion strategy and early-emit.

Differences among the background characteristics of project

directors by program were evident. While across programa slightly less

than two,thirds of the administrators were Hispanic (59.4%) and

slightly more than one-third were white (40.6%), program differences

were evident (see Table 111). TWo-thirds of the immersion strategy

program adbinistrators were white, while early-exit administrators

tended to be almost equally divided between white (54.8%) and Hispanic

(45.2%). In marked contrast, all ct the late-exit project directors

were Hispanic. Across programs, four-fifths of the project directors

spoke Spanish, two-fifths as their primary language. Slightly less

than three-fourths of the immersion strategy and early-exit project

directors spoke Spanish (71.3% and 68.5%, respectively); approximately

one-tenth of the immersion strategy and early-exit did so as their

primary language (13.3% and 14.6%, respectively). In contrast, all of

the late-exit project directcrs spoke Spanish as their primary lan-

guage. Across programs, project administrators were almost equally

divided between those who had earned a master's degree (53.8%) and

those who had earned a dOctorate (46.2%). While approximately ane-

third of the immersion strategy and earir-exit directors had completed

their doctorates (30.1% and 31.5%, respectively), no late-exit admini-

strator had done so. Overall, almost two-thirds of the administrators

had a bilingual teaching credential (63.6%) and almost half had an ESL

credential (52.2%). Approximately half of the immersion strategy and

early-exit teachers had a bilingual teaching credential (50.5% and

53.9%, respectively) and half had an ESL credential (50.5% and 45.7%,

respectively). Additicnally, almost one-third of the immersion
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strategy and early-exit project directors were enrolled in a bilingual

credentialing program (28.8% and 31.6%, respectively) and/or an ESL

certification program (28.8% and 39.8%, respectively). In contrast,

over four-fifths of the late-exit project directors had a bilingual

teaching credential and nearly two-thirds had an ESL credential (8615%

and 60.1%, respectively). No late-exit administmatmwas enrolled in a

bilingual or ESL credentialing program. Overall, project admini-

strators had an average of 5.6 years of bilinpal/ESL teaching experi-

ence.

Table 111

Project Administrator Characteristics, by Progra_in

Characteristics

Type ot Program

Overall
Early-

Immersion EXit
Late-
EUit

Ethnicity:
Hispanic 33.7 45.2 100.0 59.4
White 66.3 54.8 0.0 40.6

Primary language:
Spanidh 13.3 14.6 100.0 42.6
Englidh 86.7 85.4 0.0 57.4

Percentage who speak Spanish 71.3 68.5 100.0 79.9

Academic degrees:
Master's 69.9 68.5 100.0 53.8
Doctorate 30.1 31.5 0.0 46.2

Certified bilingual teacher 50.5 53.9 86.5 63.6

Certificate in ESL 50.5 45.7 60.1 52.2

Enrolled in bilingual
credential program

28.8 31.6 0.0 20.1

Enrolled in ESL certificate 28.8 39.8 0.0 22.7
Prcgrean

Mean years of bilingual/ESL
teaching experience

4.3 yrs. 5.3 yrs. 7.3 yrs. 5.6 yrs.
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When asked about having had special training to work with second

language learners, all late-exit project directors reported that they

had training in ESL, second language acquisition, first language

development, multicultural education, bilingual education, and language

assessment (see Table 112). In contrast, as few as one-half of

immersion strategy and early-exit administrators had specialized

training in some of these areas.

Table 112

Percentage of Project ktministratc

TOpic

Tim_g_Emmrsm__

Cverall
Early-

immersion EXit
Late-
Exit

ESL 58.0 53.9 100.0 70.7
Second language acquisition 71.3 68.5 100.0 79.9
First language developmnt 71.3 68.5 100.0 79.9
MUlticultural education 86.7 85.4 100.0 90.7
Bilingual edUcatica 79.2 85.4 100.0 88.1
Language assessment 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

In sum, as a group, project directors tended to be Hispanic, speak

Spanish, have an advanced educational degree, and have had training and

experience as bilingual and/or ESL teachers. However, there are strong

differences by program. Immersion strategy program administrators

tended to be white, speak Spanidh as their second language, and have a

master's degree or better; only one-half have been trained as bilingual

or ESL teachers. Among the three programs, they had the least amount

of bilingual/ESZteacting experience (X = 4.3 years). While early-exit

project directors were as likely to be white as Hispanic, most spoke

Spanish as their second language, had a master's degree or better, and

about one-half had a bilingual. or ESL teaching credential. The late-

exit adMinistrators were all Hispanic, spoke Spanish as their primary

language, and had a master's degree. Most of them had certification as

a bilingual and/or ESL teacher, and they had the greatest amount of

bilingual/ESL teaching experience (X = 7.3 years).
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The extent to which Spanish is used in the classroom, and the ways

in which it is used, represent an important distinction between the

three programs under consideration. TO same extent, the attitudes of

the administrators reflect the theoretical differences which distin-

guish the separate programs. For example, when asked whether teachers

should use Spanish in the classroom to teach cc whether it should be

used regularly in social interactions with their students, between one-

half and boo-thirds of the administrators in the immersion strategy and

earlyexit programs thought Spanish should be used regularly for

instructlan and in social interacticms with their students (see Tables

113 and 114). In contrast, over four-fifths of the administrators in

the late-exit program felt that Spanish shculd be used regularly for

instruction and social interaction with their students. When asked

their opinions about whether LEP students should use Spanish during

instruction or in social idteraction, surprisingly, approximately one-

quarter of all project administrators felt that the use of Spanish by

students during instruction should be discouraged (immersion strategy,

20.4%; early-exit, 30.6%; and late-exit, 26.4%) (see Table 115). This

unexpected response is inconsistent with the underlying tenet of

immersion strategy programs not to "force" second language learners to

produce the target language until they are ready to produce it on their

own. Similarly, the development of any language requires that it be

used in a variety of ccrtexts. In bilingual programs this implies that

the primary language should be used for instruction. Yet, in both the

early- and late-exit programs same administrators felt that the use of

Spanidh for instruction by students should be discouraged. These

responses are all inconsistent with eadh of the three programs. While

more immersion strategy and early-exit administrators were accepting of

LEP students using Spanish for social interaction (86.7% and 85.4%,

respixtdvely), approximately one-fourth of the late-exit administrators

felt that LEP students should be discouraged from using Spanish for
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Fccial interaction (see Table 116). This view by the late-exit program
administrators is inconsistent with their program model.

Table 113

Project Administrators' Attitudes Toward Use of Vanish toInstruc_l_amIEPSthdents

Tse.sLELmgna__
Inversion

Early-
Exit

late-
Mcit Overall

Should be used regularly 56.6 62.1 86.5 68.3
Should be used only

occasionally
30.1 0.0 13.5 15.0

Should be used only as a
last res.^-....

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Should never be used 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other 13.3 37.9 0.0 16.7

Table 114

Project Administratczs Attitudes Itywazd Use of Spanish for Social
Interactiors with IZI3 Students, by Program

OverallImmersion
Early-
Exit

late-
Exit

Response

Should be used regularly 56.6 62.1 86.5 68.3
Should be used only

occasionally
0.0 0.0 13.5 4.5

Should be used only as a
last resort

30.1 0.0 0.0 10.5

Should never be used 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other 13.3 37.9 0.0 16.7
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Table 115

ProjectAdministrators' Attitudes Toward LEP Students' Use of Spaniah

E'22False

TYPI2A: Program
Early-
Exit

Late-
Exit OverallImmersion

Should be discouraged 20.4 30.6 26.4 25.6
Shouldl be encouraged 0.0 0.0 60.1 20.0
Neither encouraged nor

discouraged, tut accepted
36.2 31.6 13.5 27.2

Other 43.4 37.9 0.0 27.2

Table 116

Ptoject Aldhdnistrators' Attitudes Ttward LEP Students' Use of Spanish
In Classroom for Social Intmmaction, by

Response

Late-
Exit OverallImmersion

Early-
EXit

Should be discouraged 0.0 0.0 26.4 8.8
Should be encouraged 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Neither encouraged nor
discouraged, but acoepted

86.7 85.4 73.6 81.9

Other 13.3 14.6 0.0 9.3

; 1 VIL.; IJI0,41V.J.

While all programs have developed written curriculum objectives

for most content areas, early- and late-exit programs are more likely

to have such plans in Spanish, while the immersion strategy programs

generally have such plans for language arts only in English (see ThWe
117). This difference would appear to be consistent vith program goals

for the immersion strategy programs, which place heavier emphasis on

English. Fewer than one-half of the late-exit project administrators

report having written curriculum objectives for English reading,

writing and speaking. All project administrators reported that
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teachers were required to follow the written curricula, and coordina-

tion took paace in a variety of ways, including (a) having the prin-

cipal review the weekly lesson plans, (b) reviewing objectives at

regular paanning meetings between principals and resource teachers and

betmeenratject directors and resource teachers, and (c) having project

staff visit classromas to observe classes (seeTable 118).

Table 117

Percentage of Administrators Reporting Use of Writbmn

active°

Subject

-2:10.12Liazanin_
Early- Late-

Inversion Exi.t Exit

English reading 100.0 100.0 39.9

English writing 100.0 100.0 13.5

blglish speaking 71.1 68.5 39.9

Spenishreading 0.0 100.0 100.0

Spanish writing 0.0 68.5 73.6

Spanish speaking 0.0 100.0 100.0

tVd21 100.0 100.0 100.0

Science 100.0 100.0 100.0

Soo4a1 .1tk4ies 86.7 85.4 100.0
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Table 118

Percentage of Adadnistrators Reporting ,athods of Monitoring
Use of Curriculum Plans,

)Iitorbj
late-
ExitInuersicn

Early-
Exit

Primipal (or SUETOgate) reVs
le5301 plans maekly

100.0 100.0 100.0

Regular planning meetings between
pe-irripal and/or project resmroe
teacher to review objectives to be
taught by staff durirxj a particular
tine period, etc.

100.0 100.0 100.0

Regular planning meetings between
resource teachers and project
director to review inplemenration
of instructional objectives by
project staff

100.0 100.0 100.0

Direct classroom observation by
central office project staff

100.0 100.0 100.0

Itate_maltiLgailasf.mck.mgocandlxv_sig_thetslitta?

One of the most marked differences among programs appeared when

project administrators were asked what they understood to be the goals

of their programs for LEP stuoents (see Table 119). Agreement among

project administrators was unanimous regarding the development of

Englidh and the successful mastery of content areas as program goals.

While all immersion strategy and early-exit project administrators

reported that successful participation in an English-only program was

an objective, only one-third of the late-exit administrators felt that

this was a program goal. In contrast, all late-exit administrators

indicated that development of Spanish uas a program goal, while only

two-thirds of the early-exit and none of the immersion strategy

administrators felt that this was a program objective. These results

are consist:Ault with 1/4ach progrum model.
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Table 119

Percentage of Administrators ;111 S 00 Goals

Program Goals

Type of Program
Early-

Immersial Exit
late-
Exit

Develcp English 100.0 100.0 100.0
Develcp Spanish 0.0 68.5 100.0
Successful mastery of =tent areas 100.0 100.0 10C.0
Successful participation in an 100.0 100.0 33.8
English-only

IIN:LicaLtheAntaxialsicitszitaria_lsmiestumsarse

Not smrprissingay, all programs share more or less the same

criteria for assigning children to classes for LH-LEP students (see

Table 120). All programs test dhilchmWs English speaking and com-

prehension skills tmr entry and exit. While nearly all of the programs

also test children's knowledge of reading and writing in English for

exit, all of the late-exit, yet only two-thirds of the early-exit and

one-fourth of the immersion strategyprograns do so for entry. Roughly

two-thirds of the late-exit programs assess Spanish oral language

skills for entry, but do not do so for exit purposes. Rot- all prac-

tical purposes, oral Spanish skills are not assessed by either immer-

sion strategy or early-exit programs. None of the three programs

assess Spanish reading or writing skills for either entry or exit.

Teacher judgment, school or district committee recommweetions, and

parent approval all appear to play a greater role in immersion strategy

and early-exit programs than in late-exit programs for determining

entry into Lti-LEP classes or exit to mainstream, English-only classes,

but these are rarely the deciding factor. In most programs, assessment

is a complex process taking into account a number of the factorri cited

above.
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Table 120

Percentage of Administrators Reporting Entry and EXit Criteria,
Program

Criteria

2121_2LECOGIEMM
Early-

Immersion EXit
late-
Exit

Oral English
Entry criterion 100.0 100.0 100.0
Exit criterion 100.0 100.0 100.0

English readingVwritIng
Entry criterion 28.8 63.0 100.0
Exit criterion 100.0 100.0 86.5

Oral Spanish
Entry criterion 0.0 8.2 60.1
Exit criterion 0.0 8.2 0.0

Spanish reading/writing
Entry cmiterion 0.0 0.0 0.0
Exit criterion 0.0 0.0 0.0

Teacher judgment
Entry criterion 13.3 22.8 13.5
Exit criterion 50.9 46.1 39.9

School/District ccamittee recommendation
Entry criterion 49.2 62.1 26.4
Exit criterion 92.5 100.0 26.4

Parent approval
Entry criterion 62.5 76.7 26.4
Exit criterion 62.5 76.7 26.4

1111111111.1111

Project directors in all three programs reported that teachers are

provided with inservice an ESL methodology and second language acquisi-

tion. All project administrators of immersion strategy and early-exit

programs, yet only three-quarters of late-exit administrators (73.6%)

reported that teachers receive training in language assessment pro-

cedures. Teachers in early- and late-exit programs are provided with

inservice on first language acquisition and bilingual education.

Slightly less than one-half of the immersion strategy project directors

reported that teachers receive training on first language acquisition

(46.9%) and about fair-fifths reported that teachers receive training
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on bilingual education (78.04). With the exception of training in

first language acquisition which fewer immersion strategy districts

provide to teachers, neither the provision of such training nor the

choice of topics seems to be a function of the type of program offered,

but seems to be more a matter of district policy.

It is interesting to note that six of the nine districts in the

study changed their entry and/or exit criteria within the past seven

years. These changes resulted from changes in state laws and court-

ordered dangregation, as weal as lack of administrative support for

the program and concern over the length of time students remain in

bilingual programs.

=MIX

In sum, project administrators of the study's programs for LM-LEP

students generally are knowledgeable of the needs of limited-Englidh

proficient children and have had substantial experience in working with

them. Across programs project directors tend to be Hispanic and

bilingual. However, by program, immersion strategy project administra-

tors tended to be white with Spanish as their stdcond language, while

administrators in early-exit programs tended to be evenly divided

between white and Hispanic and also had Spanish as their second

language. All late-exit administrators were Hispanic and native

Spanish speakers. More late-exit project administrators had extensive

training in the areas of Ulingual education, lsnguage development and

acquisition than immersion strategy or early.exit administrators. In

many cases, their attitudes toward the education of children with

limited proficiency in English reflected the underlying theories and

policies of their respective programs. Such differences are particu-

larly clear regarding the use of Spanish in the classroom and the goals

of programs for LM-LEP students.
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Site Administrators

A total of fcrty-fave site administrators (prim:1;61s) replied to

the site administrator westiormdre, fifteen from school sites having

inversion strategy only programs, five from sites with both immersion

strategy and emeLpincit programs, eleven from sites with only early-

exit programs, and fcurteen from sites with only late-exit programs.

Each school within a district received equal weight reclardless of

whether it had one program or two (see Appendix A). The following

section presents the results of these questimmaxes and compares

results across programs.

What are the background Chanwtmistics of site administraftre Dose
thlaslittarleuirsgune

Of the site administrators responding, across programs, more than

one-half were white (57.5%) and four-fifths had Englidh as their

primary language (82.7%), with about one-half reporting that they could

speak Spanidh (55.2%) (see Table 121). Over four-fifths had completed

a master's degree (89.1%); however, few had a bilingual or ESL teaching

credential (20.0%), or had taught bilingual or ESL classes (21.3% and

37.3%, respectively), nor had they taught in early-exit or late-eiit

bilingual classes. The majority of principals have had special

training in program administration (94.4%) and staff development

(94.4%) (see Table 122). Host also reported having completed special

training or coursework in ESL, second language acquisition, first

language development, multicultural education, bilingual education and

program design. Hrwever, large differences by program are evident.

Proportionately more principals in late-exit and early-exit

programs were Hispanic than in the immersion strategy program (43.9%

and 29.7% vs. 3.4%). While one-third of the principals in the late-

exit program spoke Spanish as their first language, a considerably

smaller proportion of the principals in the early-exit and immersion

strategy programs did so (12.4% and 3.7%, respectively). Early-exit
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principals tended to have =plated more advanoed degrees than their
immersicn strategy or late-exit counterparts. Genertlly, anly small
differences in type of training are fcund between the late-exit and

early-exit principals. Early- and late-exit principals had more ex-

periewe and training than did principals in the immersicn strategy

program. Proportionately more of the principals in the late-exit

program than those in intmersicn strategy or early-exit programs had

cbtained a bilingual and/or ML teaching credential, had experierce in

bilingual classrooms, or had taught in early- and late-mit classrooms.

Moreover, late-exit administrators reported having had more specialized

training or ocursecirk in first language development, multicultural

education bilingual education, program administration and staff

development than principals in the early-exit or iimmersicn strategy

programs.
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Table 121

Percentage of SittELIA...ltratorsPrincaSpls) fLavintwateristics

Characteristics
CoverallImmersion

Early-
Exit

Late-
EXit

Ethnicity: Hispanic 3.4 29.7 43.9 27.1ite 72.4 62.8 39.0 57.5
Black 16.9 2.4 17.2 11.4

Primer/ language:
Spanish 3.7 12.4 35.1 17.8
ftglish 96.6 87.9 65.0 82.7

Speak Spanish: 33.5 72.4 52.4 55.2

Academic degrees:
Bachelor's 0.0 0.0 8.6 2.9
Master's/Specialist 100.0 79.4 91.4 89.1
Doctorate 0.0 20.6 0.0 8.0

Bilingual or ESL
certification: 0.0 21.4 35.1 20.0

Experience in bilingual
classrooms:
Name 96.6 82.4 58.7 78.7
Less than three years 3.4 10.3 4.6 6.5
Three to five years 0.0 7.3 22.6 10.2
Mbre than five years 0.0 0.0 14.1 4.6

Have taught in early-exit
bilingual classes: 0.0 17.6 22.6 14.3

Have taught in late-exit
blingual classes: 0.0 0.0 18.7 6.1

Experience in ESL classroom:
None 93.1 48.0 54.1 62.7
less than three years 0.0 29.7 18.2 17.6
Thcee to five years 3.4 22.4 0.0 9.8
Mre than five years 3.4 0.0 27.7 9.9
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Table 122

Type of Training

Overallimmersion
Early.
Exit

Late-
Exit

ESL 36.8 76.4 64.1 61.2

Second language acquisition 25.7 76.4 63.8 58.0

First language development 48.6 76.4 100.0 76.8

Multicultural education 48.1 89.5 91.0 77.9

Bilingual education 31.9 76.4 82.0 65.6

Program administration 93.3 90.5 100.0 94.4

Staff development 93.3 90.5 100.0 94.4

Program design 71.3 79.0 77.4 76.3
Other 20.4 29.2 50.3 35.1

; . If; .21 Enalieh_anl shoaldixLiexal

As noted earlier, the proportion of English and ppaniah used in

the classroom, as well as how they are used, differentiates the three

instructional programs under study. MUch has been written regarding

the importance of the school site administrator's role as instructional

leader. COnsequently, the site administrator's attitudes towards the

role of English and Spanish in the classroom would likely influence how

teachers would use each language.

As expected, the majority of site administrators across programs

repartaithat English should be used regularly for instroctiom and when

interacting socially with studints (78.3% and 77.1%, respectively) (see

Tables 123 and 124). However, program differences were evident, and

they were consistent with the instructional model of eadh program.

While almost all of the immersion strategy site administrators felt

that English should be used regularly for instruction with LM-LEP

students, fewer early-exit and late-exit administrators felt the same

way (92.8% vs. 82.8% and 61.0%). Proportionately more immersion

strategy and early.exit administrators than late-exit administrators
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felt that English should be used regularly when school personnel

interact socially with LEP students (86.1% and 84.5% vs. 61.0%).

Site administrators were also asked their opinions as to whether

LEP students should use Spanish airing instruction ard/or for social

intimation. Overall, about one4lalf of the site addinistrators

indicated that the use of Spanish for instruction should neither be

enccuraged nor discouraged, but accepted (see Table 125). About ane-

third felt that students should be encouraged to use Spanish during

imWnmIction. As before, program differences reflect the instructional

nodal ct eadh program. Proportionately more immersion strategy and

early-exit site administrators than late-exit administrators felt that

they should discourage students from using Spanidh during instruction

(24.8% and 14.0% vs. 0.0%). While considerably ncre immersion strategy

and early-exit site administrators were accepting of sbadents' use of

Spanish for social interaction than late-exit administrators (82.8% and

64.2% vs. 43.4%), proportionately more of them felt that students

should be discouraged from using Spanish for this purpose than did

late-exit administrators (17.2% and 9.5% vs. 0.0%) (seeTatae 126).

In sum, the use of English and Spanish by instructional staff and

students reflected the instructional model of the programs 42%. site

administrators were supervising.
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Table 123

Site kbainistrators' Attitudes Toward Use of English to
InstruqtT.EStudents,

Respcnse

Tvpe of Pronram

Overall
Dm' ly-

Imersicn Exit
Late-
Exit

Shoa ld be used regularly 92.8 82.8 61.0 78.3
Shcu ld be used only

occasionally
7.2 17.2 17.2 14.4

Should be used only as a
last resort

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Should never be used 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other 0.0 0.0 21.8 7.3

Table 124

Site Administrators' Attitzles Sward Use of English for Social
Interactions with UM Students, by Program

line of Proaram
Early- Late-

Immersicn Exit Exit Overall

Should be used regularly 86.1 84.5 61.0 77.1
Should be used only

occasionally
13.9 15.5 21.6 17.1

Shicul.d be used cnly as a
last rimort

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Shculd never 'Jae used 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other 0.0 0.0 17.4 5.8
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Table 125

Site Adminib ditors' Attitudes °Inward LEP Students' Use of Spanish
During InstInxticr4 by Program

Response
OverallMiamian

Early-
Exit

late-
Exit

Should te discouraged 24.8 14.0 0.0 12.3
Should be encouraged 13.9 26.7 56.6 33.1
Neither encouraged nor
discouraged, but accepted

57.9 59.3 30.4 49.3

Other 3.4 0.0 13.0 5.3

Table 126

Site Administrators' Attitudes Toward LEP Students° Use of Spanish

22!ponse

Type of Prow=

Overall
Earlr

tainersion Exit
Late-
Exit

Shculd be discouraged 17.2 9.5 0.0 8.5
Should be encouraged 0.0 26.3 43.6 24.8
Neither enocuraged nor
discouraged, tut aocepted

82.8 64.2 43.4 62.4

Other 0.0 0.0 13.0 4.3

-A - -104K-1_2?.."!-- __ op) di... Et I .:_..-

While there is general agreement among principals across programs

as to the development of English as a program goal, there are marked

program differences with respect to other goals. All immersion

strategy and early-exit principals and most late-exit principals

reported that the development of English was a program goal (see Table

127). While all or most immersion strategy principals indicated that

mastering content areas, succeeding in English-only classrooms,

promoting social integration, and maintaining Hispanic culture were
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program goals, noticeably fewer late-exit principals shared these views

(31.4% to 78.4%). Considerably fewer late-exit admirtstrators thought

that one of their goals was to prepare students for successful partici-

pation in English-only claserooms (33.0%) or to promote social integra-

tion (31.4%). Reflecting program philomphies, the majority of early-

and late-exit principals held that developing Spanigh language skills

was a program objective (97.7% and 78.4%, respectively).

Table 127

Administrators Selecting Progreso Goals

State222222ram Goals

UPCsalmon__
Mmmersion Early,-Exit Late-Exit

Develop Englidh 100.0 100.0 87.0
Develop Spanish 10.3 97.7 78.4
Master content 100.0 100.0 43.2
Success in English-only

classrooms
100.0 89.5 33.0

Social integration 100.0 89.2 31.4
Maintain Hispanic culture 78.8 100.0 57.4

212EREZ

Proportionately more principals in the early- and late-exit

bilingual programs tended to have backgrounds that were more similar to

that of their students, had been trained to work with language minority

children, and had more practical experienoe in teaching these children

than did principals in immersion stratempargrams.

Site administrators generally understood the theoretical and

methodological concepts underlying their respective programs. Early-

exit and immersicn strategy administrators eephasized the importance of

develcping students' skills in English, while late-exit administrators

also emphasized improving SpaniSh language skills. While principals

across programs viewed the development of Englidh as a program goal,

there was greater agreement between hanersion strategy and early-exit
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principals than among late-mit principas regaitling other program

wals, sudft as mastering contest, mxxsetUlg in English-coly class-

roam, and social integratim.

in sum, mexall, principals were not as well prepared in terms of

training and experience in meeting the needs of language einority

children as were project directors. Nbre importantly, primipals'

attitudes and opinions regmmling the education of language minority

children did not agree with those of their respective project admini-

strators. It is possible that the principals' ladk of training and

experierce in bdlingual instrutsticral programs amounts for their

different remonses.

gcbslaSanteact

FOr the forty-six schools surveyed, fourteen offer a late-exit

program and the remainder offer either earlrexit and/or immersion

strategy program. FOr some schools which have both immersion strategy

and earlrexit classrooms, only the immersion strategy classrooms are

included in the study. Thus, for purposes of this study, sixteen

schools offer only an immersion strategy program, thirteen schools

offer only an early-exit program, and five sdhools offer both. The

following section provides information on these schools and evaluates

whether differences among schools result in systematic differences

among programs,

NAte...amsattiga.stAbLlaintr_taly_in_lausammtuin
Zcelittusseitiagna...D2mattisislitamizumnag

The review of the literature in Chapter I noted the evidence

regarding the importance of having the opportunity to produce language

as a pccessary ccndition far acquiring language. itudents provide one

another with an important source cd language learning opportunities

through their interactions within and outside the classroom. The

availability of native English-speaking models provides a markedly
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different language learning environment than a setting in whidh faw or

no native English-speakers are available.

Table 128 lists the average pesportion of students that are

language minority and limited-English-proficient by program. These

data note that early-exit only sites or sites that have both an

immersion strategy and an early-exit program have a higher language

minority population (79.7% and 72.8%, rempuftbrely) than do either

late-exit oily or immersion strategy only sites (55.2% and 40.2*,

respectively). Comparing the proportion of the student body that is

4enish-speaking language minamitywith the proportion of all language

minority students at the perticipating school sites, it is clear that

almost all of the language-saincrity students in the study sites are

Spanish speaking.

A sizeable portion of the student body within each program is

limited-English-proficient (see Table 128). Approminetely cne-guarter

to eme-balf of the student population in each program is limited-

English-proficient, with early-exit and immersicn strategy/early-exit

sites having the highest prcportion ct LEP students (48.1% and 48.4%,

respectively) as compared to either immersion strategy only or lets-

exit only programs (28.7% and 29.8%, remwtively). Consistent with

the finding that the sites represent a largely Spatusti-speaking

language-minority population, the majority of the LEP students are

Spanish speakers.

Tr SUM, while each of the program sibes had sizeable proporticns

of their student bodies that were languarje minority and LFT, when

cowered &aces peograms, early-exit only and irinstraim strategy/early-

exit sites contain a large majority of language minority stmdents.

Pram a language development point of view, this suggests the limited

availability of native English speaking models for second language

learners in these two types of program sites.
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Table 128

Average Percentage Distritutions of Spanish-Speaking

AVYMPI.NatINSUNIIIWN.IMMMMNIMMAY4V1.Students, Within School

Tyme of Program
Early- Insiersice/

&it ftrly-Eicit
Late-
ExitInnersion

Percent of student body which
is language minority (LM) 40.2 79.7 72.8 55.2

Percent of studentlxxlylihich
is Spanish-speaking 34.4 76.5 68.2 50.5

Classification of student body:
LEP 28.7 48.1 48.4 29.8
FEP 11.5 31.7 24.3 25.4

Classification of Spanish-.
speaking sbxlent body:
LEP 24.7 46.8 44.2 26.8
FEP 9.7 29.7 24.0 23.7

t_!. .

ditaXilY-122232E0
1'9 ..

School site administrators provided estimates of the residency

histcmies of the LM-LEP students in the participating schools. These

data are displayed by program in Table 129. An estimated one-half of

the students at the schclasurith only early-exit prcgrams are U.S.-born

LM-LEP students, and one-half are tmreign-torn students. Schools that

have pavgrmms that are immersion strategycnly, immersico strategy/ear-

ly-exit, and late-exit have only one-fifth to one-third of their

students who are foreign-born students. Given this diversity of their

respective student pcpulations, the three programs are not comparable

in terms of students' residency.
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Table 129

Mean of 1}PercentaLtDramSt.dentsWith Rea

Residency__

jceoPraram
late-
ExitInsersicn

Early- Tmmersion/
Exit Early-Exit

U.S. born 70.0 50.6 82.5 66.0

Foreign-born, in U.S. 10.3 9.4 2.0 8.5
3. year or less

Soreign-born, in U.S. 6.5 19.4 2.8 9.0
1-2 years

Foxeign-born, in U.S. 13.3 24.2 13.0 16.6
_Lyears or wore

Continuity of irstructicn is critical to the learning process.
Site administrators uvere asked to estimate the preportice of students
who start school in Septether and are still in school in JUne. Ihese
data are presented in Table 130 by program. Sihile there ties no more
than a 10% difference in the total school mobility rate between
programs, differenoes in the mobility of their respective UP students
are striking. Zannersice strategy 1213 Mutants are the rest stable,
with over four-fifths of these silints remaining for the entire school
year. Awroximately three-fourths of the 1E2 students at the late-exit
only and early-exit only progrean sites ccupleted the entire school year
(74.9% and 71.0%, respectively). LEP students in sites having both an
immersion strategy and early-exit program have the hi%hest mobility
rate, with only three-fifths of the students oxpleting the school
year.
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Table 130

Mean Percentages of Students Remaining for a FUll School Year,
byrcrw

Population
Iirisreicn

Early-
Dcit

Lasersicm/
Early-Dcit

Late-
/kit

Total school
LEP situ:lents

78.0
83.8

73.8
71.0

70.0
59.8

79.8
74.9

inazisatr_istralliLlam.thwallitainnsou

The literature documenting the relationship of socioeconomic

factors and student achiolvement is extensive. Socioeconomic factors

can limit or expand the resources and learning opportunities for

students. As with language proficiency, the relative mix of students

from different socioeconomic levels within a school can either be a

source for support and/or expansion of student learning, or it can

constrain and minimize student learning. lb this end, site administra-

tors were asked to describe the background of their student body in

terms of different socioeconomic factors.

Site administrators were asked to estimate the income levels of

their students' families (see Table 131). While proportionately more

of the student body in immersion strategy only program sites were

judged to be of the from tne lowest incc e level as compared to other

program sites, immersion strategy only, early-exit only, and late-exit

only program sites have roughly the same proportion of their student

population from the two lowest income levels (i.e., law and low-middle)

(87.9%, 83.4% and 83.8%, respectively). Proportionately more of the

student body from program sites having both an immersion strategy and

an early-exit program were from homes that were estimated to be middle

income level CT higher.
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Site administmator estimates of the oompational levels of their

sbuderts' heads of household were somewhat consistent with their

estimates of family income (see Table 132). Proportionately nore

students in ininersian strategyally sites than other program sibmwexe

judged to come from homes where the head of householdlem unemployed.

Nonetheless, almost the same prcportion of students in immersicn

strategy.only. and early-exit only program sites were judged to come

from homes where the head of houeehold was either unemployed or

unskilled labor (67.2% and 68.4%, respectively). ln ccntrast to their

family toommtestimates, site administrators judged that proportionate-

ly more students froalate-evat sites came !mahatma where the head of

household was either a professional or held a white collar jab.

Program sites that have both an immersion strategy and an earlpacit

program seem to be more similar to imersian strategy only and early-

exit only sites in having prcportionately more of the sbmientkcdy from

families where the head of household was estimated to be either

unemployed or an unskilled laborer.

The proportion of students at each program site receiving free or

reduced-Trice lurches as weal as aid to families with dependent

children (AFDC) are additional indicators of the socioec. cinic level of

the student body (see Table 133). Once again, clearly proportionately

more students from immersion strategy ally sites than any other program

sites were estimated to came from homes that were receiving AFDC or

were participating in the free or reducediarice lunch program (50.9%

and 76.0%, respectively). While earlrexit only, late-exit only, and

immersion strategy/early-exit program sites had roughly two-thirds of

their student body participating in the lunch program, almost two-

fifths of students at early-exit sites were estimated to come from

homes receiving AFDC (38.7%), as opposed to one-quarter of the students

in lata-exit only or immersion strategy/early-exit program sites (25.8%

and 22.6%, respectivoly).



Table 131

Mean E'stimated Percentages of Student Body at Incase Level,

..11.1.=111=.11,
byPzugram

bomb=
Early-
Exit

immersion/
Early-Exit

Late-
Exit

Irxxine level

Lag 71.6 63.3 36.9 51.8
Lao-Middle 15.9 20.1 28.2 32.0
Middle 12.0 13.9 27.9 9.0
High-Middle 0.5 2.1 3.5 5.8
Affluent 0.1 0.8 3.5 1.4

Table 132

=m11111

Mean Estimated Percentages of Ocavational Levels of Student Body
HHouseho

tmvs.a.t_Erzaam___

Ocaipation
Immersion

Early-
Exit

immersion/
Early-rxit

Late-
EXit

UheuPloYed 30,2 23.6 24.5 20.1
Unskilled laboc 37.0 44.8 36.7 15.7
Blue collar 23.3 14.0 23.6 33.7
Clerical 7.0 5.8 8.2 15.1
;ihite collar 1.5 5.6 4.0 9.9
Professiocal 1.0 6.1 3.0 5.6

Table 133

Mean Percenthge of Student Body Receiving Aid, by Prcgram

pe of Aid

7,2121L2LEM

Immersion
Early- Immensian/
Exit Early-Exit

Late-
Exit

AFDC 50.9 38.7 22.6 25.8

Lunch program 76.0 69.1 68.3 64.1
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In sum, immersion strategy only program sites, followed by early-

exit only sites, consistently were estimated by site administrators to

have the highest proportion of their student body from the lowest

socioeconomic levels as compared to other program sites.

The process for identifying LEP students is largely a two-step

process. The first requires identifying those students in the school

population that are language minority. The second step requires the

use ct screening procedures to determine whether the English language

skills of the identified language minority students are sufficient to

allow their full and successful participation in a sainstream English-

only classroom. There are alternative procedures to effect each of

these two steps. All of the program sites in this study report having

implemented such an identifimtica and diagnostic process.

Six different identification procedUres ars used by study schools.

The majority of students are identified as language minority either

through a school office referral (77.5%) and/or a home language survey

of all students (65.9%) as part of the regular school admissions

procedures (see Table 134). Other procedures include home language

surveys given to language minority families (57.3%), teacher initiated

referrals (40.4%), and parent requests (36.9%). Program differences

are noted. immersion strategy only and early-exit only sites appear to

use more of these procedures than do immersion strategy/eary-exit and

late-exit sites.



Table 134

Stuients Are Identif ied/Who Initiates Process

Immersion
Early-
Exit

Immetsion/
Early-Exit

Late-
Exit Overall

Home language survey
of all students 76.5 100.0 40.0 35.9 65.9

Hams language survey
of LK students 85.8 86.8 40.0 16.0 57.3

School office
initiates 100.0 86.8 40.0 69.9 77.5

Teacher initiates 62.3 47.0 57.0 14.4 40.4

Parents initiate 43.6 74.6 13.0 4.9 36.9

Schools consider a number of factors in their determination ct

which language minority students are limited Englidh proficient.

Overall, a student's Ehglith speaking and English comprehension skills,

as well as the results of the home language survey are the three

factors considered by most programs (95.1%, 95.1% and 89.0%, re-

spectively) (see Table 135). This information is suppOemented by data

on the student's reading proficiency, parents' request, speaking and

=prehension proficiency in the child's primary language, student

ethnicity, teacher judgment, and reading proficiency in the home

language. These factors are used by approximately two-thirds or more

of the school sites in various combinations with one another. Program

comparisons reveal that late-exit programs do not tend to use as many

of the various factors named above in their identification of LEP

students as do immersion strategy only, immersion strategy/early-exit,

or early-exit.amly sites. Beflecting their respective program models,

immersion strategy only programs do not consider the students' profici-

ency in their primary language as do sites offering bilingual instruc-

tion.
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Once students are identified as needing bilingual imMnsiction, the

majority ec the schools (76.6%), across programs, provide services

autiiaticl1y, unless parents request that students not receive such

services. However, language services are not always provided to all

eligible students. Restrictions on services occur at times because of

inadequate funds (7.0%), restrictions are sometimes placed on the

number of years students can receive bilingual 'services (20.6%),

restriction of services may be mode to certain grades (3.1%), or

limitations may exist on space available for bilingual classrooms

(3.1%). Most of these restrixtios, except for funding limitations,

are reported only by early-exit schools.
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Talole 135

Percentage of Schools Reporting Factors Used to Identify

110112311;1112LillellgSgriall

Factors
benersion

Elsrly-

Exit
Immersion-
Early-nd.t

Late-
ncit Overall

Proficiency in speaking 100.0 100.0 100.0 85.6 95.1
Englidh

Proficiency in under-
standing spoken

100.0 100.0 100.0 85.6 95.1

Englidh

Home language survey 100.0 100.0 100.0 62.4 89.0

Parents' request 100.0 74.6 73.1 64.1 76.7

Proficiency: speaking
and understanding
home language

27.9 87.8 100.0 74.2 71.9

Proficiency in reading
in Ehglidh

100.0 62.4 43.9 91.2 77.7

Student's ethnicity 86.5 42.7 86.1 75.2 68.8

Teacher judgment 100.0 49.8 43.1 58.2 62.7

Proficiency in reading
haw language

27.9 72.7 43.9* 78.0. 61.0

Proficiency in writing 67.4 43.7 43.9 58.2 53.6
English

Proficiency in English
math

8.8 44.7 30.0 37.3 32.3

Proficiency in Spanish
math

8.8 38.6 30.0 37.3 30.3
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Ninety-three percent of the schools reported formal policies for

deciding when students should be reclassified as fluent in English (the

only exceptions were late-exit schocas) and, as with the initial

assesemmatprocess, most schools use a variety of methods far reclassi-

fication. Aperoximately two-thirds (68.1%) reported that students are

assessed at least once a year, and one-quarter (27.7%) of the sites

review students° progress two to three times a year. Oro-third of the

schools indicated that reassessment can be done at the discretion ct

school staff at any point in time during the year. Mbst commonly,

reclassification procedures consider the child's ability to speak

English and componalend spoken English (see Table 136).

Despite thewide-spread reliance an testing, no school uses only a

single method for reclassification. Reclassification is a complex

process taking inn account ei variety of factors. While schools in

each program reported using cne or more of the factors listed, program

differances are evident. Interestingly, not as many late-exit sites

use English reading proficiency (66.5%), staff judgement (32.1%),

teachers° judgment (61.7%), classroom grades (27.2%), or parent

recommendations (16.0%) es criteria for reclassification as did the

other programs. This contrasts markedly with schools in the other

programs, wherein almost all, if not all, schools use English reading

proficiency as a reclassification criterion. The most noticeable

program difference is the finding that where all immersion strategy

only sdhool sites reported using classroom grades in reclassification,

this was not done to the same extent in the other programs. Further,

parent request does not paay as large a role in reclassification in

immersion strategy only sites as it does in the other program sites

(50.2% vs. 76.8% to 81.7%). Notably, with one exception, proficiency

in the students° home language does not play a significant role in

reclassification in any program (31.5%). The exception is in the

early-exit only sites where they use information on students° profi-
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ciency in spealcing and urearstanding their primary language in the

reclassification prccess (52.7%).

Table 136

Percentage of Schools Reporting Factors Used to Reassess

Tyne of Prograps

OverallImmersion
Early- lmmersioo/ Late-
Exit EarlyEXit Exit

English oral/aural test 100.0 100.0 100.0 90.0 96.5

English reading
proficiency

100.0 90.7 100.0 66.5 85.1

Parent request 50.2 81.7 80.1 76.8 72.8

Teacher judgment 100.0 90.7 80.1 61.7 82.2

English achievement/
content

100.0 60.1 81.4 61.7 70.8

Staff judgment 91.2 77.5 61.5 32.1 64.0

Classroom grades 100.0 66.7 52.7 27.2 60.0

Parent committee
recommendation

32.6 53.1 80.1 16.0 38.9

District staff judgment 77.7 48.8 80.1 27.2 51.6

Home language oral/
aural test

27.9 52.7 19.9 20.0 32.3

Hdme language reading
proficiency

27.9 31.5 19.9 20.0 2565

Haw language
achievement/

16.5 12.2 0.0 11.1 11.4

Mbre than half the sdhools surveyed (55.4%) reported having formal

policies for placement of students after their reclassification as

fluent in English. Of those who have such policies, most (79.2%) said

that students are transferred to regular, English-only classrooms. In
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same schools (19.7%) students continue to work in the same program

classes. These possibilities exist in schools with all prow= types.

I kl I -6.4

tagght2_11s_theitslitrannamumgamanzeo?
41...L.AVOL2 -

As noted earlier, the availability of native English speakers

provides important learning opportunities far second language learners

of English. TO this end, data were collected from eadh program

describing the classroom composition in terms of hew the students at

the study sites are mixed with native speakers of English. At kinder,-

garten through third grade, sites with both an immersion strategy and

an early-exit program provide the most opportunities for language

minority students to be placed with native &split' speakers, either in

single language minority groups with native speakers of English or in

groups of mixed language minority groups with native English speakers

(100.0% and 70.0%, respectively) (see Table 137). In contrast, late-

exit only, immersion strategy only, and earlrexit only sites tend not

to mix their language minority students With native English speakers as

much C574.6%). However, in grades four through six, there is much mzre

mixing of language minority students and native English speakers,

either all day for instruction (>59.9%), or with only same pull-out for

special instruction (50.1% to 69.8%) (see Table 138).

In sum, language minority students in grades four through six have

more qgarblumities to mix with native English speakers than do language

minority spsakers in grades kincImpaten through third grade. From a

language development point of view, this pattern is not ideal. All

programs should provide for greater mixdng across grade levels.
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Table 137

L-ercentaga or Schools Ret3orting Grouping of Language-Minority and!Ity).1937iter r.rts Crudes ,1542.L.M.1.1_,_

Early- Immersioni late-
Imersicn Exit Early-Exit Exit

Grouping * *favsalammiele=1.0.0.0H.14RANMalmnWKWONWIIMIMOMINOMMINIMMENAMI

All students are frcm the same
language-minority background

Students are from varicus
language-minority backgrounds

Stxxients from a single minority
language background are mixed
with English-language-background
stlx*nts

Students frcn various language-
minority backgrounds are mixed
with English-language-background
students

82.4 93.9 57.0 100.0

10.9 12.2 43.1 14.1

50.2 74.6 100.0 43.0

3244 43.7 70.0 10.5
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Table 138

Percentage of Schoo)s Reporting Gimping of Language-Minority and

.292:PENT5erfilTEA":n1.16ntlif Grad°.

Eq290rIngimmdmisotsrmrstriOrgeemummumammremwormonummaammi.

Students ars together far a full
day's instructicn (disregarding
instruction in gym, music, or
art)

Students are brcught together
frau varioes hamerooms, and they
are together for two or mom
periods of tnstiuction

Students Pre brazil& together
frau various homerooms, and
they are together for only one
perioi of instruction

Students bre together for most
of tNe day's instruction, but
sate are pulled out for short
per.ludts.2;_mpecia1 instruction

Early-
ExitImmersion

lamersfcm/
Early-Deft

Late-
Mit

59,9 92.5 100.0 75.7

11.1 34.0 0.0 38.4

12.5 31.2 18.8 18.7

50.1 54.5 59.4 69.8

Illatiidlia.lwillatulariaLizingutalar_larguagaignazily_atudantaLiio
tivrasiinsmazamsfistariumwer?

Almost all schools (88.0% of respondents) reported that they

provide their limited-English-proficient students with the regular

mainstream curriculum. Fur their special language programs, the

majority of schools use separate materials from those of the base

izogram (80.7%), although many use native-language versions of the same

materials being used in Englidh-only classrooms (58.3%). The schools

use a vaeety of materials, with the majority of the sdhools using the

same instructional materials for both special language and mainstream

classes for same subjects (usually mathematics) and separate materials

for others (such as social studies or language arts).
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Finally, immersion strategy programs differ from more traditional

bilingual education programs in the degree to which they provide

students with training in their home language and culture. All of the

late-mdt programs and all of the early.exit programs surveyed reported

offering such training, but only twowthirds (66.4%) of the immersion

strategy programs do so. When this instruction is offered (regardless

of program), it is almost always (98.4%) integrated into other subjects

such as language arts or social studies, rather than being offered as a

separate subject or class (13.1%).

Respondents also were asked about how instruction for language-

minority students is coordinated with that of monolingual English

speakers. Generally (81.2%), sudh coordination is providsd through

regular -- usually mcrthly -- meetings, standardized teaching plans for

all classes, and the daily impromptu discussions that occur among

teaching staff. The majority of schools (81.9%) reported offering a

planned program where the curriculum for LEP students is integrated

with that ctfered to Englishvroficient students; schools often use

resource staff to help coordinate instruction (78.9%).

I IL . !.1 .

Almost all schools reported using formal, written instruction

plans (skills continuua) in English language arts, math, science, and

social studies (see Tt.ble 139). Additicrally, more than half the

schools reported using such plans in Spanish for language arts and

math, although fewer schools use skills continuua in Spanish for

science or social studies. Differences among programs are small,

reflecting program goals such as no Spank& continuua among immersion

strategy program schools. Overall, English skills appear to be

slightly better delineated than Spanish ones, possibly indicating a

weakness in instructional goals and objectives among early-exit and

late-exit programs.
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Schools having cantinuua generally adhere to these plans, with all

reporting that teachers are required to use them. in most schools,

classroom activities are monitored regularly, usually by the principal

(98.5%) or sometimes through staffnmetings (63.3%) or ammmmxml visits

(70.0%). Schools with late-exit programs are much less likely to use

staff meetings for mcnitoring (26.8% compared to over 70.0% ct schools

with other program types) .

Table 139

Peroentage of Schools Usin; Written Skills Continuua,
by act and Iuage

Subject
Elva& SPanish

Reading 100.0 77.4
Oral language 91.3 70.0
Written language skills 100.0 67.0
Math 100.0 60.9
Science 96.1 42.6
Social studies 96.1 46.1

In addition to paans for classroom activities, almost all schools

(97.8%) prepare written goals and objectives for students' progress and

regularly mcnitor student progress through school records (76.2%),

formal assessments by teachers and other statf (76.6%), and direct

observation of students' behavior (84.9%) (s,Je Table 140). For the

most part, responsibility for monitoring pupil progress is the prin-

cipal's or that of the classroom teacher. Other staff who contribute

to monitoring pupil progress include resource teachers, district staff,

and other school staff sudh as vice principals.

On the whole, students' prog_ess is reviewed frequently, with over

three-quarters the schools (78.2%) reporting that they monitor progress

at least monthly.

Once information about student progress is collected, it is

regularly relayed to parems and school staff through a variety of
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methods. The most common method of apprising staff of student progress

is staff meetings (80.6% of respondents), although more than half the

schools responding (60.9%) also distribute written reports to their

staff.

To inform parents of students' progress, sdhools most commonly

rely on parent-teacher conferences (90.4% of reEpondents), bulletins

and newsletters (89.3%), and special program such as parent group

meetings (67.7%). Other methods of relaying information to parents

include school site council meetings, school newspaper, and PTA

meetings, as well as other, more informal meetings between parents and

staff. Late-exit schools appear to make less use of conferences and

meetings than other schools.

Table .!.-0,4

Mbnitorinv of Student Progress

st'rient percent of Schools

Direct dzservatice 84.9
Formal reports from teachers and staff 76.6
Regular school records 76.2
Informal reports (e.g., meetings) 67.1

itg.Jrcnitars_tukuLizzamov
Principals 96.5
Classroom teachers 66.3
Rescuroe teetethers 58.5
District office supervisors/administrators 59.0
Vice-principals 46.1

faCIAML-91.22111=ka:

Continuum ly 15.2
Weekly 17.7
Bi-mmthly 15.1
Ykrith 30.2
Quarterly 13.3
Semi-annually 3.5

Al_212.2221 5.0
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Overall, schools with immersion strategy and/or early-exit

programs appear to be quite similar in their ammoaches to monitoring

instructional objectives. Late-exit schools use fewer methods of

monitoring, and have fewer people responsible for monitoring progress

than other programs. Late-exit schools are also more likely to

communicate progress to parents through bulletins and newsletters

rather than thraxjh conferences or meetings.

but_inAbiLifssingrazarteis?
Most schools reported that they actively seek and encourage parent

participation in their programs. Parentiteacher association, were

reported to be active at most schools (91.5%), and more early-exit

programs (89.8%) have parent advisory committees than do schools in

late-exit (55.5%), or immersion strategy programs (55.5% and 65.0%,

respectively). Schools also reported providing a variety of services

for parents, with the most common being teachervarent conferences, PTA

meetings, school orientation classes and workshops, and parent counsel-

ing (see Table 141). There are no systematic differences in the

services offered by schools with different programs.

Table 141

f Schools Offering Services for rity Parents

'ape of Service Percent of Schools

Parentbeadher conferences
meetims

School orientation classes/workshops
Parent counseling
Ethnic heritage feetivals
Community outreadh program
Cross-cultural awareness classes/workshops
Adult ESL, classes
Daycare or pre-kindergarten services

93.9
92.3
86.5
71.9
75.3
64.3
55.6
25.4
28.4

Schools said they encourage parents to visit classrooms, with one-

third (34.6%) reporting an open door policy under which parents could
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visit classmoms at any time without appointments. Over half (55%)

said they encourage visits but prefer to have parents make appoint-

ments.

Schools also reported that parents participate in various activi-

ties ctfered by the schools, most caraway: serving an school-level

advisorycommittees, volunteering' as clmemaxratairdes, providing schools

with information about LM-LEP students, iqprovingparent-stAff communi-

cation, providing political and moral support to the school program,

and raising money for the programs (see Table 142). About half the

schools said they allow parents to work as classroom aides or to help

plan the school curriculum for LM-LEP students. There are no sys-

tematic differences among programs in this regard, and overall,

pmcgrams appear to be quite similar in their accessibility and level ct

parent participatica.

Districts included in the study are located in areas which vary

greatly in population (see Table 143). TWo districts are located in

cities with over one million people, two are located in areas with over

100,000 people, three are in cities with over 50,000 people, and the

remaining two are in areas with fewer than 50,000 people. The popula-

tion in the surrounding communities was reported as predominantly

white, non-Hispanic (45.5%), with Hispanics representing 39.7%, blacks

11.7%, Asians or Pmcific Islanders 2.5%, and other groups, 0.64.

School officials reported that their programs for LPMJEP students

generally are well received in the community and most said they

believed the parents of non-language-minority students hold generally

positive attitudes toward language-minority students (84.54 positive)

and toward the services for those students (75.5% positive).
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Table 142

f Schools Parent Partici ti

Refelof Flireat_partistien __Peroentof Schools

Serve on school-level advisory committees

Serve as classroom volunteers

Serve as information resources for the school
about LM-LEP students

Participate in activities to improve communication
and interpersonal relations between staff
and parents

Provide political and moral support to school
and programs for language-minority students

Serve on district or area-vide advisory committee

Participate in fund raising

Serve as paid instructional aide

Assist with curriculum planning

Serve as volunteers for LM-LEP activities after
school hours

Provide extracurricular native-language activities
using school facilities
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75.1
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74.3
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74.4

72.2

55.7
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Table 143

Population of School District Cities From
1980 U.S. Census of Platicm

Dist.

TOtal
White

Nonr-Hisp. Himpanic
Black

Non-Hisp.
Asian/
Pacific Other

A 66,281 28.0 71.5 0.2 0.2 0.2

H 36,407 47.1 46.2 3.4 2.4 0.9

C 92,742 47.7 30.5 18.6 2.7 0.4

D 1,625,781 46.5 35.7 16.6 0.8 0.4

E 2,230,936 48.8 17.6 30.9 1.9 0.8

F 14,178 36.0 63.3 0.4 0.1 0.2

G 120,762 65.7 16.9 4.3 12.0 1.1

H 106,201 53.6 26.7 17.5 1.5 0.7

I 55,593 33.4 63.9 0.9 1.4 0.4

Included in "White Am-Hispanic" are individuals ct American Indian,
Eskimo, arxi Aleut backgrcund.

"Asian/Pacific" is made up of: Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, Korean,
Asian Indian, Vietnamese, Hawaiian, Guanamian, and Samoan.

Forty-six schools were included in the study. FourteenhaNe late-

exit programs in the study, siWtamibave immersion strategy programs in

the study, thirteen have early-exit programs in the study, and five

have both early-exit and immersion strategy programs in the study.

Mbst language-minority students in these schools speak Spanish at home,

and about two-thirds of them are classified as LEP. Spanish-speaking

students constitute between 34.4% and 76.5% of the students at their

schools, with early-egit only and immersico strategy/eariy-exit schools

having the greatest percentages of these students, and immersion
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strategy program whools the lowest. 14ost 124-LEP stmdents in these

sdxools are U.S.-torn.

Late-exit, immersion strategy only, and early-exit only officials

estimate thL.t approximately three-fourths of the LM-LEP students

entering their schools in Septether mild still be there in Mine. Site

administratgrs estimated that most students in their schools come from

families with low to lowsiddle incomes, with immersion strategy

schools estimating the lowest incomes. About two-thirds of the heads

of households in immersion strategy only, earlrexit only, and immer-

sion strategy/early-exit sites are estimated to be unemployed or in

unskilled occupations. In immersion strategy only schools, more

families are estimated to receive AFDC and to participate in the sdhool

lunch program than families in the other school types.

All sdhools have formal procedures for assessing the language

proficiency of language-minority students. Mbst schools use more than

one assessment method, usually testing and home language alrveys. In

most cases, students classified LEP automatically receive language

services unless their parents request otherwise. Most schools almo

have formal procedures for inalassifying students as FEP, ani most have

regular schedules nr reviewing stuient progress. Again, although test

scores are impartiWt in the reclassification process, all schools use

more than one method to reassess students. In most cases, students

reclassified as FEP are transferred to regular, English-only class-

rocas.

Schools having both an innersion strategy and early-exit pror,cam

provide the mak heterogeneous nix of students, with all of these Jites

mixing monolingual Englidh speakers and language-minority Spanish

speaking children. Mbst early-exit programs offer this mixture, but

only half the immersion strategy only and two-fifths of late-exit

programs do so. However, in all programs, more mixing of students was

done in grades four through six than in grades kindergarten through
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three. From a language development point of view, mixing shmild occur

at all grade levels.

Most schools use special materials for 11.-LEP roudents, but most

also try to provide these students with all aspects of the mainstream

curriculum. Instruction for LH-LEP and FEP students is coordinated,

usually through regular meetings and standardized teaching plans.

Almost all sdhools have plans for English inst=tion in language eats,

math, science and social studies, and more than half have such plans

for language arts and meth in Spanish. However, the Lack of ccntiruua

in Spanish among a number of earlrexit and late-exit sites suggests a

potential weakness in not having a well-articulated and coordinated

instructional prognum when Spanish is used.

Student progress is monitored by principals and teachers, and

relayed to staff through staff reetings and parents through conferences

and bulletins.

Mbst sdhools have wtive PlAs and most programs have parent

advisary committees. Sf..thools also offer a variety of services to

parents and in most caries encourage parents to visit their adldren's

classrooms; Most scitrJols report that their language programs are well

received in the ccumunity.

Except for differences relating to program models, overall, the

programs in the study appear to be comparable in terms of their

schools' admalistmative practices. There are same indications that

schools with only immersion strategy classes are different from other

sdhools, sinoe these schools have more of their student body that are

from lco-income families and receivinc; AFDC. and more mobile stmdents.
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TO evaluate the larger context within which programs in the study

operate, Aguirre Internaticnal/SRA Tednnologams staff interviewed

school district administmters at each of the nine districts partici-

pating in the study. Three of the districts have late-exit programs,

while the other six diedriets are considered immersion strategy/early-

exit districts (including the district which has only an intension

strategy program and the district whidh has only an early-exit prop-

gra*. The ft:Waring dimmamdmin sumairizes those iftendAms, and

evaluates results to detimmdme whether diffimmtnces among distrixts

result in systematic diffenyvcrs among programs unrelated to program-

mstic differences.

All nine districts use formal definitions of LM-LEP students; 29%

of the districts use defined subcategories of LM-LEP students.

In each district, the number of students classified as LEP

decreases as the students progress through sdhool, but the rate of

decrease is not consistent according to program type. That is,

according to the underlying theory, immersion strategy and early-exit

programs should concentrate on teaching students English so that they

can transfer as soon as possible to English-only instruction. Thus, a

fairly rapid drop in the numbers of LEP students in the higher grades

is expected to occur. In late-exit programs, on the other hand, where

concentration is theoretically on developing English skills after -- or

at least concurrently with -- developing primary language skills, mcre

students are expected to be classified still as LEP at higher grade

levels and for the proportion so classified to decrease more slowly

than in early-exit or immersion strategy peograms. Tables 144 and 145

illustrate that these patterns do not appear to occur consistently

among the districts surveyed. In fact, the early-exit/immersion
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strategy districts tend to have higher percentages of LEP students that

have not been re-classified in the upper elementary grades than do the

late-exit districts.

Table 144

Distribution of LM-LEP Students at each Grade
as a Percentage of the TOW School Enrollment by Program

Grade
Late-Exit ar1v-Exit/In,nersion

D E G A B C F H

30.1 20.3 30.3 72.8 45.8 26.9 48.6 M 58.7

1 25.1 17.5 27.6 66.4 30.1 31.0 46.7 M 54.5

2 18.3 17.2 25.1 65.5 33.1 26.8 30.7 M 35.9

3 10.9 16.5 20.9 21.8 25.3 28.1 25.6 M 28.0

4 7.3 13.3 17.4 28.4 21.6 24.9 16.2 M 22.2

5 6.4 9.9 18.0 14.7 17.1 24.2 15.8 M 21.9

6 5.4 10.1 13.6 4.4 15.2 31.2 11.8 M 15.8

M = Missing; information not available

NUmerous factors complicate any analysis of such data, especially

considerations such as changes in the districts' reclassification

criteria and influxes of LM-LEP students into the districts at various

grade levels. Just such an influx regularly occurs, for example, in

first grade, simply because in many districts, kindergarten attendance

is not required. Ttble 145 displays the number of LM-LEP children, as

well as the total number of children enrolled, reported by each

district for each grade level. In District A it can be seen that

another influx appears to have occurred at grade 4, where 412 students

were classified as LEP as opposed to the 305 in grade 3. Noticeable

jumps in population size such as this could result from any number of

factors ranging from changes in immigration to shifts in school

boundaries.
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Table 145

Distribution of Ttotal Students and LEP Students
by Grade, District, and Program

2 3 4 5 6

All
Glades

Late-EXit Districts

District D:
LM-LEP 4,534 4,353 3,175 1,960 1,330 1,183 1,005 17,540
TOtal 15,070 17,344 17,357 17,984 18,195 18,547 18,527 123,024
% I*-LEP 30.1 25.1 18.3 10.9 7.3 6.4 5.4 14.3

District E:
114-LEP 432 501 474 425 337 225 235 2,629
TOtal 2,126 2,860 2,748 2,574 2,543 2,282 2,319 17)452
% 11H,EP 20.3 17.5 17.2 16.5 13.3 9.9 10.1 15.1

District G:

L14-LEP 430 424 367 315 258 280 208 2,282
Ttotal 1,420 1,535 1,460 1,507 1,487 1,558 1,531 10,498
% LM-LEP 30.3 27.6 25.1 20.9 17.4 18.0 13.6 21.7

Early=Exitaumrrp_igv_Qigxi=

District A4
114-LEP 760 994 949 305 412 208 62 3,690
'Dotal 1,044 1,497 1,449 1,397 1,450 1,414 1,396 9,647
% LM-LEP 72.8 66.4 65.5 21.8 28.4 14.7 4.4 38.3

District B:
LM-LEP 469 410 339 276 218 148 123 1,983
Tbtal 1,024 1,362 1,024 1,093 1,008 868 809 7,188
% 114-LEP 45.8 30.1 33.1 25.3 21.6 17.1 15.2 27.6

District C:
L4-LEP 570 649 533 527 456 414 419 3,568
Total 2,122 2,095 1,988 1,875 1,832 1,713 1,341 12,966
% IM7,LEP 26.9 31.0 26.8 28.1 24.9 24.2 31.2 27.5

District F:
DI-LEP 153 178 118 97 59 59 41 705
Total 315 381 384 379 364 373 348 2,544
% 48.6 46.7 30.7 25.6 16.2 15.8 11.8 27.7
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Table 145 (continued)

1 2

All
Grades

Early-Facit/Inanersion Districts

District BE:

114-LEP M Al M M M M M M
Total 14 M M 24 M M M M
% LM-IEP M M M M M M 14 M

District I
LM-LEP 319 324 202 156 122 113 85 1,321
Tbtal 543 595 563 558 550 517 537 3,863
% LM-LEP 58.7 54.5 35.9 28.0 22.2 21.9 15.8 34.2

M = Missing; information not available

What is the district _policy with respect to the role of Eriglish andSpanish in the classrasi?

When asked to categorize their use of English and the students'

primary language in their programs for LM-LEP students, district

officials differed noticeably, generally along program lines. All

district administrators of late-exit programs and 83% of early-exit

administrators indicated that English and their students' primary

language are used equally for instruction. &out three-fourths of

immersion strategy program adMinistrators reported that the students'

primary language is used for support of English instruction.

District administrators also were asked if there was a district

policy concerning the use of students' primary language. Across

programs, most (89%) district administrators indicated that they had

such a policy, and of these, all stated that the students' primary

language could be used as the language of instruction. Over three-

fourths (80%) of district administrators also reported that their

districts had a policy regarding the teaching of content subjects. Of

those that had such a policy, less than one-tenth (9.3%) said that

content area instruction was delayed until students were English

proficient. Fifty-four percent of the administrators said that the
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policy is that students would be taught =cent areas in En;Oish

concurrently with learning English.

Programs differed in their polieLes, seme of whad4 were tm,nensir-

tent with their respective instructiwal models. Slightly lese than

one-fifth (16%) of the early-exit/ineErsion strawgy edministriwave

reported a limit on the length of time 11-ur students (mule:, 4eceive

special services addressing their langmage develoment needs. Tnat is,

same district administrators reported that 1.24-L2 P students muld otly

receive language support services for a limized rx.misex of years. At

the end of the specified time period, the stedent woad be mainstem-md

regardless of whether the student had reached diLtriet cx..iteria for

reclassification. In contrast, almoct three-taarths (7414 of the

district administrators of late-exit pregrams ve.;..-4rted such t.i.

restrictions to services (three and aix years). 111 both irstames such

time limits are inconsistent wlth the pedagogic ratione)e enderlying

each instnictional model. When the time 12.mit expires, policy over-

rides pedagogy in determining the instnr...tion of INI-LEP stodeults.

Hcwever, policy needs to be implemented at the schca level by prin-

cipals and teachers. A oopparison of responses of district achinistra-

tors with those ct school site administrators in latc-N,Ixit districts

. reported earlier reveals that the two do not agree. Earlier, ue feund

that fewer than one-fourth of school site administratore repo 3 such

time limits, and that sbadents were reclassified per instructional

criteria. Mese differenoee betwen distlict and sChool site admini-

strators suggests the different levels of concern and reaponsibility

between the two administrative levels. District administrators are

more concerned vitt policy issues, wtlereas sfte administratots and

staff are more cam' VW with tha instruction for each chilJ within the

context ef district policy. It wculd appear that =hool site ad-nini-

strators tend to emphaAize pedagogy over policy.
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bbzrt...kLsLtlgzigrr-saisw_adt12_zxeRecL.ta..szziulat._thia
aatoraduasignme

All dIltrict administrators agreed that their programs include

gtaly of famaiarizing students with American society and culture and

providlng the ukills needed to function effectively in Engliih-only

classrooms. Wart tram these goals, however, administrators differed

About the punase of their programs for Lt4rLEP students. Responses

wero afferecl tor the:. indKidual prrlrams, rather than for eadh district

administrator, in order to absess eadh administrator's understanding nf

4h6 sopante progrums Zorldhildt he cr she was responsible.

The uns: notable %inference in district administrators' attitudes

toward the papoose of t-eir programs is that all (100%) late-exit

admirlistrators agzeed rhat their program goz.ls are to maintain and

improve studento" sX111%; in tilair primary language, while no admini-

strators said that thia wits a gmal of immersian strategy programs and

only hhlf (48.94) said it was a goal of earlyw.exit programs (see Table

146). Roughly fme-thira of the late-exit administrators disagreed as

to whether the rrogram was desivied to enable stldents to succeed in

Englint-only ctassrooms, a goal ex-ressed byadministrators for all the

immersion strategy and early-exit programs. 7.10re again, the role of

the primary language in instruction seems to differentiate the pro,

grnms. All late,exit aOhdnistratcirs and two,thirds (65.4%) of the

early-exit administratots said tha a program goal was to prevent 114-

LEP students from falling behind 120 studenta in content areas. These

program differences ar, arsistent with their respective instructional
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Table 146

Nrcentage of District Administrators ',Agreeing With
Program Goals of Instructicnal Servicss

Early Late
immersion Exit Exit

,maataamwteamomu.Aousmmoomlasnorimrsowaw

To bring the English proficiency of 100.0 100.0 60.1

LM-LEP students to the level necessary
to function effectively in an English-
only classroom.

To maintain and improve the primary 0.0 48.9 100.0

language proficiency of LM-LEP students.

TO familiarize LM-LEP students wtzh 100.0 100.0 100.0

American society and culture.

TO provide the skills (other than use of 100.0 100.0 100.0

the English language) necessary to function
effectively in classrooms in U.S. public
schools (test-taking skills, expected
classroom behaviors, etc.).

TO provide INKEP students subject matter 0.0 65.4 100.0

content (math, social studies, etc.) in
their primary language(s) so that they do
not fall behind English-proficient students
in theEtsubjects.

NM.

Motaillulls!azistr_azzlig2L.tditillmismact
-51_2. mothit. zf 11 ,

In general, LM-LEP students spend at least part of their school

day in classes with English-proficient students. In mcst (85.8%)

districts, all students share classes in certain non-academic subjects

such as music and art. In over half (56.9%) of the districts students

are together for other instructicnal periods as well. In over one-

third (39.9%) of the late-exit programs, but none of the other pro-

grams, students are grouped by language proficiency for instruction in

language arts, so that LM-LEP students are separated from EP students

during this content area. Notwithstanding, all programs provide

opportunities to integrate LM-LEP and EP students.
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In every district, services for 12+-LEP students are coordinated at

the district level, with each district having at least one full-time

staff =bar assigned to this task.

While districts reported using a variety of funding sources to

support their programs for LM-LEP students, it is interesting that

Title VTI funding was reported by all late-exit programs but only by

about one-third (29.7%) of the early-exit/immersion strategy programs.

Traditionally, Title VII funds have been provided only to early-exit

programs; districts offering late-exit programs were able to obtain

such funds to serve children while they are classified as LEP, but at

the time that this study was initiated, immersion strategy programs

were unable to obtain Title tar funding at all. Four-fifths (83.5%) of

early-exit/immersion strategy programs are supported by local funds,

while crAly two-fifths (39.9%) of late-exit programs are funded locally.

As can be seen from Table 147, the majority of staff providing

services for LM-LEP students in each program are full-time teachers,

with aides and tutors remmenting the next largestgrcup of staff.

Almost all (961) districts reporbad requiring their tezchers of

An-LEP stuients to have either state or district certification in the

teadhimg of LM sbadients. Nevertheless, the lack of credentialed

teachers forced nany districts to waive their requirements. Sixty

percent of late-exit districts reported that over 25% of its teachers

working with LM-LEP students had received waivers of professional

dertificatim
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Table 147

Percentage Distribtrtion of Types of Staff Teaching LM.-LEP Students,

Types of Staff

Immersion
Strategy

Early- Late-
Exit Exit

Teachers offering LM.-LEP students
services related to students' limited-
English-proficiency:

FUll-time 64.2 67.6 81.4
Part-time 0.0 0.0 1.1

Special education teachers of LM-LEP students:
FUll-time 0.0 1.8 1.5
Part-time 0.0 0.0 0.0

Paraprofessionals (aides and tutors) for
LM-LEP students:

FUll-time 11.5 2.0 9.5
Part...time 15.3 24.6 5.5

Resource or instructional support staff
(e.g., resource teachers, curriculum
developers, counselors) for LM-LEP students:

FUll-time 0.5 0.7 2.9
Part-time 8.6 3.3 0.0

In general, professional requirements for teaching LM-LEP students

include a current state teaching credential (80% of the districts) or a

provisional certification if a credential has not yet been completed.

Mbst districts also require a proficiency in a second language (95.5%);

66.8% require demonstrated proficiency in English. In 46% of the

districts offering early-exit/immersion strategy programs, teachers of

LM-LEP students are also required to attend in-service training in

special services for such students. In all districts, policies

regarding tenure, promotion, and salary are the same for all teachers;

in 40% of the districts, however, teachers of LM-LEP students are

subject to special requirements regarding in-service training and

continuing education.
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One contrast among districts is the percentage of students

classified as LEP, with most early-exit/immersion strategy districts

rather consistently classifying higher percentages of students as LEP

than late-exit districts, even in the upper elementary grades.

Examination of reclassifiostice data by program reveals that immersion

strategy and early-exit districts, contrary to district policy of

mainstreaming their students within two or three years, tend to

maintain their students in their programs for at least four to five

years (the duration of this study). Ccnsequently, the larger numbers

of identified LM-LEP students in the higher grades may reflect, in

part, this delay in mainstreaming.

With regard to languages used for instruction, all administumaxms

indicated that district policy permits the use of the students' primary

language for instruction. For early- and late-exit programs, admini-

strators said that both English and the students' primary language are

used, and for immersion strategy programs administrators said that the

language of instruction is predominantly or only Englidh. Very few

administrators said that ccrtaintaarea instruction is delayed until

studentshaAle a good command of English.

For late-exit programs, administrators identified development of

students' primary language skills as a goal, while no one identified

this as a goal of immersion strategy programs, and ally half of the

administrators said it was a goal of an early-exit program. Enabling

students to succeed in an English-only classroom was identified as a

goal for all the early-exit and immersion strategy programs, but only

two-thirds of the late-exit administrators agreed. Students in two-

fifths of the late-exit programs are grouped by language proficiency

for language instruction, while students in the remaining programs are

grouped more heterogeneously.
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In all progrums, the majority of staff providing services for LM-

LEP students are full-time teachers, with aides and tutors representing

the next largest group, Although all districts require teachers to be

certified teachers of LEP students, in many cases districts have had to

waive these requirements for teachers in immersion strategy and late-

exit programa .

astrict administrators' opinions on pedagogical issues varied

considerably, in most cases apparentW reflecting their personal views

rather than the theories underlying the programs they administered.

Administrators identified different goals for the different programs

they administered, however, with the role of the students' primary

language usually diffetentiatirq program goals. No systantic district

differences were found which night be reflected as differences among

program types, with the exception of percentages of students classified

as LEP.
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V. =am CHARACrERISTICS

Iutzsztatkial

This chapter provides information on the students participating in

the imersion strategy, early-exit, and late-exit programs. It

includes home and community background information Which was gathered

through parent interviews, student demographic characteristics, and

information an the students provided by their teachers. As with other

data collection efforts, the intent is to determine the similarity

between the three programs with respect to student background char-

acteristics which might affect program success.

Bizmigazzaat

Parent interview questicrinaires were administered to 1,750 parent

couples, single parents or legal guardians of target students. These

questionnaires were administered by community members 'Who had been

trained by Aguirre International/SRA Technologies staff. Interviews

were conducted in the students' homes, schools, and in some cases, by

telephone. In most cases, the interviews were conducted in Spanish.

Questionnaires were checked for completion before they were returned to

Aguirre/SRA. Further editing was performed at Aguirre/SRA and, when

necessary, staff instructed interviewers to contact parents again to

clarify answers or to obtain emitted information.

The parent questionnaire w designed to obtain infonmation on

mArget students' families I. 4 wrAlgrounds, including parents' involve-

kz...int in and support of students' educational programs, language use at

home and in the community, and parental opinions regarding the school.

These and other topics are discussed below.
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an. Families of target students have, an the average, 5.1

family members living in the household and .2 unrelated persons. In a

third of the cases the unrelated household member is a child. The

typical household apperTs to be made up of two adults, three children,

and for about 12% of the households, one or =re unrelated persons.

Nine percent of fathers are absent from the home. These figures remain

fairly constant across programs.

Eurintag_xmigleDszLsiaLago. About 45% of the students' mothers

were born in NWxico and 13% were born in the U.S. Seventeen percent

were born in Puerto Rico. Fathers' places 0: h_ Its are very similar

to mothers'. As of their child's entry into kindergarten, mothers have

lived here an average of 11.9 years and fathers, 14.2 years.

Sixty percent of the mothers are from 25 to 34 years old and 28%

are between 35 and 44. Forty-five percent of fathers are between 25

and 34, and forty percent are between 35 and 44. There are no large

differences among programs.

Target_itykotgjmickna. As of their entry into kindergarten,

target students have lived in the U.S. an average of 4.5 years, or for

mast of them, all their lives. There are few large differences across

programs. Seventy-nine percent of target students were born in this

country, 7% were born in Mexico, and 6% in Puerto Rico.

annte_imameg. Parents reported their total gross family

income. Overall, about 72% of the families report incomes under

$15,000 (see Table 148). Remembering that the average family size is

5.1 persons makes it clear that many families have relatively small

incomes, and in fact almost 10% have gross incomes under $5,000.
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Table 148

Percentage of Parents Reporting Mita' Gross Famil Income

Income Category
Immersion Early-EXit Late-Exit Overall

< $2,500 4.5 3.1 1.5 2.9
2,500-4,999 4.4 7.2 8.8 6.9
5,000-7,499 16.5 9.4 30.4 19.9
7,500-9,999 11.7 13.3 17.2 14.3
10,000-72,499 19.1 15.5 13.9 16.0
12,500-4.4,999 12.1 13.2 10.3 11.7
15,000-17,499 6.2 9.7 5.3 6.9
17,500-19,999 6.6 7.2 3.7 5.6
200000-22,499 5.6 7.2 3.1 5.1
22,500-24,999 3.8 5.0 1.5 3.2
250000-27,499 1.4 2.6 0.2 1.3
27,500-29,999 2.8 3.0 1.0 2.1
> 30,000 5.5 1.5 3.1 4.0

Weighted Nbmber 392.1 353.4 485.6 1231.1
of Responses

Over 25% of responding families receive Aid to Families with

Dependent Children (UPDC), 34.7% receive food stamps, and 13.6% receive

same other kind of assistance (see Table 149). When income and

assistanoe are compared across programs, immersion strategy and early-

exit program families appear to hays similar incomes, while a higher

percentage of late-exit program families fall into the income ranges

below $7,500 a year (40.7% late-exit vs. 25.4%, immersion strategy and

19.7%, early-exit). Fewer than 9% of late-exit program families have

an annual income greater than $20,000 while more than twice that

percentage of immersion strategy and early-exit families have incomes

above $20,000 (19.1% and 21.3%, respeotiumly). Mbre late-exit program

families (over 30% more) receive AFDC and over 22% more receive food

stamps. (Please note that the finding regarding the relative income

level of parents of target students is different than the finding based

on site administrators/ estimates of all families in their school

sites. As imilaMuxi, site administxatbrs/ estimates of the income

level of families of all students enrolled in their schools suggested

that the immersion strategy program had a larger proportion of low..
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income families while proportionately less late-exit program families

were estimated to be in the lowest income category. /n contrast, when

collecting income data directly from parents of target students, the

largest proportion of low-income families were in the late-exit

program, with more immersion strategy and sear-exit program families

in the middle to higher income ranges.)

Table 149

Percentaccp_2L12_.areEtReceive Assistance, bz_gramPro

Type of Assistance

AFDC
FoodStmmps
Other

immersion

16.8
29.2
15.7

Early-Exit Late-Exit

12.7
23.6
12.6

47.2
51.4
12.4

Overall

Weighted amber
of Responses

582,2 581.5 582.0

25.6
34.7
13.6

1744.5

Parente education and occuoations. Ebthers and fathers of target

students have completed an average of 7.7 years of schooling each.

There is little variation among programs. Parents also were asked for

their occupations. Responses were classified on a scale of the

Socioeconomic Index for Occupations in the Detailed Classification of

the Bureau of the Census, 1950 (Reiss, 1961). This scale was developed

using information from a 1947 study of occupational prestige by the

National Opinion Researdh Center, in which 88 occupations were rated by

2,920 respondents. Respondents weighted each occupation's standing on

a fivelooint scale ranging from excellent standing to poor standing.

Arbitrary weights wexe assigned to these responses and responses then

were averaged to rank order the occupations according to their stand-

ing.

The 88 occupations in the scale are not directly comparable to the

Bureau of the Census 1950 Alphabetical Index of Occupations and

Industries. To create a more complete scale, the creators of the

decile scale used summary statistics of the education requirements and
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income distribution of occupations (found to predict the ) ORC ratings

satisfactorily) to construct a socioeconomic index including occupa-

tions on the NORC scale as well as occupations omitted tram that scale.

The docile scale is the distribution of this socioeconomic index in the

nele experienced civilian labor force in 1950. Thus occupations scored

10 include the 10% of this population with the highest ranking occupa-

tions.

Parents uto were not employed for pay (housewives, retirees, etc.)

were not coded. The scale used takes into account both the type of job

and the industry in whidh the job occurs. Thus an airplane nechanic

has a rating of 8, higher than an auto nechanic udx)hasa rating of 5.

TO give a rough idea of the scale, laborers and private household

services workers are at the low end of the scale, usually rated from 1

to 3. Foremen, clerks, salesworkers and skilled laborers are generally

in the 4-7 range. In the 8-10 range are nanagers and professional and

technical workers.

Relatively few mothers (29%) are employed for pay. Of those, over

half fall in categories 1-4, in the lower portion of the scale, and

only about 18% are in the upper range of managers and professional and

technical workers. Seventy percent of fathers report that they are

employed for pay. Of these, two-thirds are in the 1-5 range and one-

third in the 6-10 range. Thirty-eight percent of employed fathers are

in the lowest two categories where laborers and unskilled workers are

classified. The largest group (50%) falls in the internediate range of

categories 4-7, where skilled workers, clerks, and foremen are classi-

fied. Only 11% are in the top managerial and professional categories.

The proportion of immesion strategy program fathers holding positions

in the higher categories is smaller than either late-exit cr early-exit

program fathers (5.1% vs. :6.4% and 12.8%o respectivsly), and a larger

percentage of immersion strategy program fathers hold jobs in the lower

two categories than early- and late-exit program fathers (45.5% vs.

33.0% and 34.5%, respectivmay). Other than those noted, there are few

differences across programs.
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Thirty-seven percent of target students have attended preschool

and 63% have not. Of those who attended preschool, 53% attended

preschools where both English and Spanish were used, 32% attended

preschools Idlers English was spoken, and 15% attended preschools where

Spanish was spoken. AbLigher percentage of immersion strategy program

students attsmiedpromhool than either bilingual program students, and

of students in all programs who attended preschool, more immersion

strategy students attended English-speaking preschools, while more

early-exit children attended preschools where both English and Spanish

were spoken (seeTable 150).

Table 150

Percentage of Target Students with Preschool Deperieno

Program
Imersian Early-Exit late-Exit

Atterdedpreschaal 44.4 37.0 29.4

EngliSh spoken 37.3 25.9 31.7
Spanish spoken 11.1 16.8 17.0
Both spoken 50.7 57.3 50.8

Weighted Number of Responses 582.4, 582.2, 583.1,
256.6 215.6 173.2

t I 1 0 v... .24,4..

the hcee and ocessinity? Does this differ by groareme
- I 1!

llsigajignmag. Parents were asked a number of questions about

the language(s) used by them and their children at home. Over two

thirds of (70%) the parents report that their child uses only Spanish

in speaking to the parents, but only one-third (37.7%) report that the

child uses only Spanish with siblings. Roughly four-fifths (78.9%) of
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the parents report that they use only Spanidh at home with their

families. There are slight differences across programs in using only

or mostly Spanish at home (sea Tdblo 151). Children in all programs

are least likely to use all or mostly Spanish among themeelves. In

each program, themOcmity of parsntsterd to use Spenishwten speaking

with one another or their children. While most of theirdlildren tend

to use mostly Spanish when speaking with their parents, it is inferred

that children tend to use English among themselves. The latter

indirectly suggests student facility amilxxne use of Englidh.

Table 151

Percentage of Parents ReportingThat Only Spanish or
Mbstly Spanish is Used, by Program

Context

Program
Ininersion Early-Exit lata-Dcit Overall

Child to parents 69.6 71.3 69.0 70.0
Child to siblings 30.9 43.7 38.6 37.7
Parent to parent 85.5 87.1 87.2 86.6
Parent to children 77.4 77.6 81.7 78.9

Weighted NUmber
of Resposes

578.5 583.2 581.0 1742.7

Witten materials. Parents also were asked about written ma-

terials in the home. In immersion strategy and early-exit programs,

higher percentages of parents receive English reading materials than

receive Spanish (see Table 152). Higher percentages of late-exit

parents receive Spanish reading materials than receive English.

Overall, with the exception of English language newspapers, only about

one-fourth to one-third of the immersion strategy and early-exit

parents receive each kind of reading material. In contrast, from two-

fifths to over one-half of late-exit parents receive reading materials

in English and Spanish. The latter suggests stronger support for

reading among families of late-exit program students than those in

immersion strategy ur early-exit programs.
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Table 152

Percentage of Parents Reporting They Regularly Receive
Reading Materials, by PrograE______

Material
Immersion Early-Exit Late-Exit Cverall

English language
newspapers

4218 48.0 42.9 44.6

English language
magazines

35.8 37.7 42.3 38.6

Books in English 34.0 36.8 42.7 37.9
Spanish language
newspapers

28.0 27.7 54.1 36.6

Spanimh language
megazines

27.2 31.6 49.2 36.0BCCEIiTA48.733.7_O)
WCightedNUmber

of Responses
582.2 583.2 579.8 1745.2

Television and radio. Nearly all ct the respondents (99.3%)

report that they have a TV in their home. Those who have sets report

that the sat is on an average of 32 hours a week, of which 9 hours are

devoted to programs in Spanish. Parents report that children watch an

average of 2.7 hours of television in Ehglish a day, and 0.5 hours a

day in Spanish. Ninety percent of the respondemts report having a

radio, record player or tape player in the hams. They report that the

radio (or record or tape player) plays music about 12.3 hours a week,

about 8.8 hours of which are in Spanish. Parents say their child

listens to radio programming in Spanish an average of 014 hours a day

and to English programming 0.6 hours a day. In general, children spend

about 84% of their TV time watching English programming. When they

listen to the radio, record player, or tape player, they listen to

English almost two-thirds of the time. There are only minor dif-

fe.ences among programs. Thus, there is strong support for English

language skills through the nedia in all three programs.

aumggs. Seventy-five percent of parents report their child

plays with siblings and 60% say their child plays with neighborhood
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children. Thirty-four percent of parents say their child plays with

children who speak only Spanish, 31% say their child plays with

children who speak only English, and 81% say their child plays with

children who speak both languages (parents made as many responses as

applied). Of these children, 54% speak about egpal amounts of Spanish

and English, 23% speak mostly Spanish, and 21% speak razatly English.

Parents were asked to estimate the amounts of time their child

spends playing with children in each language group. They estimate

that, an the average, their child spends 62% of his or her playtime

with children who use both languages, 22% with Spanish-speaking

children, and 16% with English-speaking children. Differences among

programs are small. Overall, there appears to be equal support for

English ard Spanish thrcugh play activity.

aigitatcaLlanggage_uss. Parents were asked what languages

their neighbors use at hcee. Mbst families live in neighborhoods where

Spanish is spoken at home at least half the time, and differences among

prcsrams are quite small (see Table 153). Thus, students come from

cammitiemiutere there appears to be equal use of English and Spanish.

Table 153

Percentage of Parents Reporting Pbst Neighbors Use Language
At Home, by Progrmn

language

Prcaram
Intnersion Far ly-Exit late-Exit Overall

More than 75% Spanish 38.1 46.6 39.4 41.4
More than 75% English 21.6 19.3 24.3 21.7
Equal amounts 37.2 32.0 34.7 34.6
Ccn't know 3.1 2.2 1.6 2.3

Weighted NUmber
of Responses

575.3 583.2 576.6 1735.1
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Parents were asked if their child's school has special classes to

help children learn. Borty-three percent say yes, 16% say no, and 41%

do not know. There are same differences across programs. Those

parents who say that special classes are offered were asked to name or

describe the classes. Overall, 96% name special education, 68% name

bilingual education, 42% name ESL classes, 9% name a migrant program,

12% name Chapter 1, and 8% name lbadstart. Thirty percent more late-

exit parents name bilingual education than immersion strategy or early-

exit parents. Parents who say that special classes are offered were

asked if their child attends special classes. Overall, 69% of parents

who say spacial classes are offered also say their child attends

special classes. Seventy-five percent say their child is in a bilin-

gual education program. Other responses are special education (4%),

ESL (31%), migrant program (3%), and Chapter 1 (5%). Mese parents

identify the purpose(s) of their child's program as helping the child

to speak English (87%), helping the child to read Englidh (85%),

helping the child to write English (81%), helping the child develop

motor skills (40%), and helping the child learn math (45%).,

Parents who say their child receives special services were asked

if those services are satisftctomy. Seventy-eight percent say the

services are very satisfactory, and 14% say they are moderately

satisfactcuy. Three percent find the services unsatisfactory.

Parents were asked about infonmtion aside from report cards that

they receive from school. Overall, between half and three-quafters of

parents report receiving the information listed. With the excepticos

of information about achievement goals and contact persons at the

school, a higher percentage of late-exit parents consistently report

receiving information (see Table 154).
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Table 154

Percentage of Parents Peporting Information Received from School,

ram

Information

Achievement goals
BOnavior standards
Contact person at
school

Sdhool's &dilemma*
Progress

School's behavior

-EEO"
Weighted Amber

of Responses

Immiersion Early-Exit Late-Drit Overall

64.1 55.6 60.0 59.9
66.8 65.8 76.1 69.6
73.5 64.4 73.2 70.3

66.1 61.8 72.7 66.8

65.2 63.2 75.0 67.8

581.0 583.2 580.9 1745.1

Parents of target students appear to be quite satisfied with their

children's schools. FOrtptwo percent rate their school as excellent

and 49% as good. Eight percent say the school is fair and only about

half a percent rate it as poor. More late-exitparents rate the school

as excellent and fewer rate the school as good. Other than this, there

are only slight differences across programs.

Parents also, were asked how satisfied they are with the help their

school offers to Spanish-speaking children. Ninety-seven percent of

parents say that they are very or somewhat satisfied. There are same

small differences across programs in the level of satisfaction parents

express. Slightly more late-exit parents are very satisfied than are

immersion strategy and early-exit parents, and a few more immersion

strategy wefts say they are not satisfied with their school's help to

Spanish-speaking children (see Table 155).
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Table 155

Percentage of Parents Reporting Level of Satisfaction with
School's Help to Spanish-Speaking Children, by Program

Satisfaction

Prc
Immersion EarlyimExit Late-EXit Overall

Very satisfied 65.0 67.3 80.7 71.1
SomeWhat satisfied 31.0 29.5 18.1 26.1
Not satisfied 4.0 3.3 1.3 2.8

Weighted NUmber
of Responses

567.3 569.2 579.7 1716.2

LUIZ I A°. I

vzsgazza_DactithasliZtarizi_zsgraie
_!".=1.

Parent involvement in the support of their children's learning has

been identified as an important predictor of student achievement

Oftnirez et al., 1989). 'lb this end, data were collected from parents

regarding the type and frequency of their involvement.

flaming. Parents who say their children are in special programs

were asked whether they participated in the decision to paace their

children in those programs. Eighty-two percent of these parents say

yes (63% of immersion strategy parents, 78% of early-exit parents, and

93% of late-exit parents).

School visits. Parents report an average of 2.8 visits to school

during the school year to talk with staff or observe their child's

class (see Table 156). The difference in maximum visits most probably

is due to variaticns in volunteer programs.
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Table 156

Average Number of Visits to School During School Year,

;tais_foot.19

Immersion Earl Exit Late-Exit Overall

Average visits 3.3 2.7 2.5 2.8
Minimum 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Maximus 60.0 40.0 38.0 60.0

Weighted Number
of Responses

535.4 558.0 552.8 1646.2

hglyigazi_gnme. Overall about 8% of parents report that one or

both of them participate an a school committee or advisory grcup.

There are ally slight differences ammgrumgrams.

Eggewmg. Eighty-five percent of parents report that their child

has homework, and of these 77% report that they help with this home-

utak, either by actively assisting the child or by making sure the

child dices his assignment. Mbst parents who help with homework report

that they do this in Spanish.

There are same differences between programs with fewer early-exit

parents (75%) reporting their child has homework compared to immersion

strategy parents (83%) or late-exit parents (98%). More late-exit

parents tend to monitor their child's homework and slightly more tend

to help th,. child complete homework (see Table 157). More immersion

strategy parents help their child with homework using Englidh (30.3%)

than do parents in either earlrexit (19.7%) or late-exit (9.9%)

programs. The higher proportion of late-exit parents monitoring and

ensuring that their children complete their homework might be facili-

tated by the provision of homework in Spanish and/or the encouragement

of use of Spanish for instruction by school personnel.
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Table 157

Percentage of Parerits Reporting They Hel with Hanoxprkrzan_L_

12122=2L
Dasersicn Early-Exit Late-Exit Overall

Monitor completion
of homework

52.6 52.9 74.0 59.8

Help complete homework 15.6 17.7 19.3 17.5
Do not help 14.8 4.7 4.7 8.1

Help using English 30.3 19.7 9.9 18.9
Help using Spanish 59.8 70.3 76.9 69.9
Help in both languages 9.9 9.9 13.1 11.2

Weighted Number
of Responses

582.2,
371.5

582.1,

370.0
580.2,
513.8

1744.5,
1255.3

Parents report that they have at hcme an average of 22 books that

are not schoolbooks, and that they have read an average of 2.5 books in

the last three months. They report that their child spends an average

of 311 hours a week an leisure reading. Immersion strategy program

parents appear, an the average, to possess fewewbooks but to read more

than parents in the other programs (see Table 158).

Table 158

Reading Habits in Families of Target Students, by Program

Program
Immersion EaripiExit Late-EXit Overall

Hooks in home 20.4 23.3 22.2
Books read last 3 mo. 3.1 2.4 2.0 2.5
Hours/week child reads 3.3 2.8 3.3 3.1

Range of Weighted NUmber
of Responses

571-577 571-582 576-582 1719-1738

Sixty-three percent of parents report that someone in the home-

hold reads to their child in Spanish. About 24% say this happens once
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a week or less, 27% say it happens two or three times a week, and 13%

say it happens almost every day. Fifty-four percent of parents say

someone reads to their child in English. Sixteen percent say this

happens once a week or less, 25% report two or three times a week, and

13% say it happens almost every day. The only large difference across

prcgrams is that more latereocitments than other parents report that

someone reads to their child in Spanish (74.1% vs. 51.8% and 64.3%) and

that this occurs more frequently than in the other programs.

Because parents reading to thmir children is known to be related

to the children's academic success, these data were analyzed to

determine the percentage of parents reading aloud to their children,

regardless of language. As shown in Table 159, a slightly higher per-

centage of early-exit parents than immersicn strategy or late-exit

parents read to their children. Overall, parents who do read are more

likely to read in either Spanidh or English than to read in both

languages.

Table 159

Percentage of Parents Reporting Children Axe Read To, by Program

Program
Early EXit Late EXit OverallImmersion

Do not read 21.4 15.9 20.1 19.2
Read in one language 47.8 47.9 36.7 44.1
Read in both languages 30.7 36.2 43.2 36.7

Weightedbrumber
of Responses

574.9 583.2 583.1 1741.1

Valet minions do thP
limagashilaallia_thamtlig..210212LthisAilfarlmiamame

dlzr.

Parents were asked what instructional languages should he used

with Hispanic children who do not speak English when they enter the

public schools. Overall, the largest percentage of parents think

children should be taught in both English and ppanish throughout their
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school careers to develop both languages (see Table 160). The next

largest group think children should be taught mostly in English, with

Spanish used to help them understml. There are differences among

programs, with many more late-exit parents than immersion strategy or

early-exit parents favoring equal use of English and Spanish. Half of

the immersion strategy parents favor using mcmtly EngLish wdth Spanish

to clarify though only about 35% of early-exit parents feel similarly.

Only 10% of immersion strategy parents and fewer other parents believe

that students who speak only Spanish should be taught in English only.

Only a slightly loWer percentage believe that these students should be

taught mostly in Spanish at first and gradually introduced to English

until they are taught in English only. Fewer than 1% believe they

should be taught in Spanish only.

Table 160

Percentage of Parents Selecting Language of Instruction, by Program

Program
Immersion Early Exit Late EXit Overall

Language

English only 9.7 6.9 2.8 6.4
Mostly English, 50.0 34.8 8.0 30.9

Spaniel to clarify
Both English and 35.4 49.7 84.5 56.6
Spanidh throughout
school career

Mostly Spanish at 4.5 8.2 4.1 5.6
first, gradually
increasing English
to English only

Spanishj YInl12f12:±---------.1._6LL,_
Weighted NUMber 577.3 583.2 583.1 1743.6
of Responses

Parents were asked the extent to whidh schools should offer

certain services to LEP students (see Table 161). Across programs, the

majority of parents felt that extra instruction in English (93.1%) and

bilingual teachers (93%) should be provided by schools. Most also felt

that the sdhools should teach about the Hispanic students' home culture
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and history (80.9%) and help them develop their Spanish language skills

(75.1%). Approximately two-thirds of the parents felt that sdhools

should teach content in Spanish (63.3%). Over half felt that teachers

should be permitted to teach in Spanish (58.3%) and that Spanish should

be allowed in the classroom (56.5%). Overall, only two-fifths (44.2%)

felt that teachers should be required to teach only in English.

Table 161

Percentage of Parents Responding EXtent to Which Schools
Should Offer Services to LEP Children

Service

Great
Extent

Moderate
EXtent

Limited
EXtent

Not At
All

Extra instruction in English 47.4 45.6 6.3 0.7
Teach about home culture 32.0 48.9 16.7 2.3
Develop Spanish language skills 27.4 47.7 19.6 5.4
Teadh content in Spanish 22.2 41.1 23.3 13.5
Bilingual teachers 62.1 31.0 5.1 1.9
Permit Spanish in classroom 19.9 36.6 26.8 16.7
Allow teachers to teach in 20.9 37.3 21.2 20.6

Spanieh
Reqpire teachers to teach

in English only
14.8 29.4 15.8 40.0

Range of Weighted Number of Responses 1595.3 - 1736.1

Differences across programs on how parents feel services should be

provided tend to reflect, in same cases, the instructional model of

each program (see Table 162). While the majority of late-exit (92.1%)

and early-exit (72%) parents felt that sdhools should develop their

dhildrents Spanish language skills, less than two-thirds of immersion

strategy parents agreed. However, the high proportion of immersion

strategy parents reporting that the immersion strategy programs should

help their children develop Spanish language skills suggests that the

programs studied do not completely reflect the aspirations of language

minority parents. Nonetheless, only slightly more than one-third of

the immersion strategy parents felt that Spanish should be permitted in

the classroum and that teachers be allowed to teach in Spanish, in

contrast to over half of the early-exit and more than four-fifths of
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the late-exit parents. This apparent inconsistency between wanting to

have sdhools help their children to develop Spanish language skills and

yet wanting to limit the amount of instruction in Spanish may simply

reflect parental concerns regarding their children's acquisition of

English, or parents simply are expressing what they were told by school

personnel would be in the best interests of their children. That is,

while parents in all three programs want sdhools to help their children

become proficient in English, they also would like resources allocated

to the development of Spanial language skills.

Parents were asked whether they agree that children in bilingual

programs in school are looked down upon. Nine Nrcent agree and 91%

disagree.

Table 162

Percentage of Parents Responding That Schools Should
Offer Services to a Great or Moderate Extent, by Program

-----------------------------
Immersion

Service
Early EXit Late Exit Overall

Extra instruction
in English

91.0 92.8 95.3 93.1

Teach about home
culture

73.8 78.8 90.2 80.9

Develop Spanish
language skills

60.9 72.0 92.1 75.1

Teach oontent
in Spanish

47.5 57.6 84.6 63.3

Bilingual teachers 89.0 92.8 97.2 93.0
Permit Spanish

in classroom
35.7 50.9 82.7 56.5

Allow teachers to
teach in Spanish

37.2 51.2 86.1 58.3

Require teachers to
teach in English only

59.2 45.7 29.5 44.2

Weighted Number
of Responses

577.5 579.6 579.8 1736.1
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Sixty-six percent of parents say they strongly support bilingual

education programs, 30% say they support them, 2% oppose them, and 1%

strongly oppose them. There are only small differences across pro,

grams.

Ninety-three percent of parents believe that chiliren from

Spanish-speaking homes should be encouraged to become part of both the

English-speaking and Hispanic cultures. There are only small differ-

ences across programs.

Sunman'

The average target stuuent lives in a family of two adults, and

3.1 children, with .2 unrelated persons living in the hame. Host

target students were born in the United States, although fewer than

one-guarter of their parents were. Seventy-two percent of families of

target students have gross annual inoames under $15,000, and 10%, under

$50000. Twenty-five percent receive AFDC, 35% receive USDA food

stamps, and 14% receive other aid. Mbre late-exit families than early-

exit or immersion strategy families receive AFDC and food stamps.

The average parent has had almost eight years ot education. Most

mothers do not work for pay, and of those who do, over hali: have jobs

at the bottom of the socio-economic scale. IkJist fathers are employed,

usually in jobs in the low and middle socio-economic categories.

Thirty-seven percent of target students attended preschool. While

overall about half attended schools in whicn both English ane Spanish

were spoken, proportionately more immersial strategy than

either early- or late-exit students attanded presdhi wtire, only

English was spoken.

Mbst communication between parents and childnan in the home is in

Spanish, but with siblings, children use more English. AlmoLt half thJ

parents subscribe to an English language newspaper, and fewer than half
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receive a Spanish-language paper. Almost all families have television

sets, and the children watch mostly English programming. When target

children listen to the radio, tape player, or record player, about two-

thirds is in English and cae-third in Spanish. Most target children

play with friends who use both Spanish and English, and most families

live in neighborhoods wbere Spanidh is spoken at least half the time.

Thus, across programs there appears to be equal support for both

English and Spanish.

Less than half of parents are aware of special programs or classes

at their child's school, and rate their school as excellent or good.

Almost all parents say they are very or somewhat satisfied with the

help their school offers to Spanish-speaking children. More late-exit

than other parents say they are very satisfied.

Mbst parents who say their children are in special programs say

they participated in the placement decision. While few parents report

visiting school during the year, or serving on a school committee or

advisory group, they are involved with their children's learning. Mbst

parents say their child has homework, and of these, over three-fourths

report that they help with this homework. Mbre late-exit parents than

immersion strategy or early-exit parents help with or monitor their

children's homework. As most parent assistance is provided in Spanish,

it is suggested that the use of Spanish for instruction by the bilin-

gual programs may somehow encourage these parents to become more

involved with their children's learning, and result in greater satis-

faction by late-exit parents with the instructional program provided to

their children than among immersion strategy or early-exit parents.

Parents report an average of 22 books that are not school books at

home, and say they have read an average of 2.5 books in the last three

months. Eighty-one percent of parents report that they read to their

children in Spanish and/or English.
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Across all prcgrams, most parents believe their children's schools

should maintain both English and Spanish languages thrtughout their

school careers. The next largest group of parents think teachers

should use mostly English but use Spanish to clarify. These figures

vary someWhat across programs. Parents believe their children should

be provided with bilingual teachers and extra help in Englidh. They

also want their children to be taught their home culture, Spanish

skills, to be taught in Spanish, and to have teachers allowed to teadh

in Spanish and who pexmit Spanish in the classroom. The majority of

parents across prognunsummt their children to know Spanish and English

equally well. Thus, it appears that immersion strategy pxograms may

not completely reflect the language goals of their students' parents.

Only 9% believe children in bilingual programs are looked down

upon. Ninety-six percent of the parents support bilingual pxograms,

and 93% believe Hispanic children should be encouraged to become part

of both the Hispanic and the English-speaking cultures.

Student Data Base

Various descriptive data were collected on students in the study.

These were compiled in the student data base. Some general descriptive

characteristics of students who participated in the study and similari-

ties or differences are discussed in this section.

What are the characteristics of the students in the stugy?

Seven hundred forty-nine (749) immersion strategy study students,

nine hundred thirty-nine (939) early-exit students and six hundred

sixty-four (664) late-exit students participated in the study. The

largest cohorts fram the programs were those which began the study as

kindergarten students in fall 1984 (see Table 163). There were no

entering third grade cohorts in either immersion strategy or early-exit

programs, and there were no entering first grade cohorts in the late-

exit program. Slightly more than half of the immersion strategy and
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early-exit students in the study were male and fewer than half were

female, and slightly more than half of participating late-exit students

were female. The average age of students at entry to the program in

kindergarten was 5.3 years for children in the immersion strategy and

late-exit programs and 5.4 years for students in the early-exit

program.

Upon entry to the study, all kindergarten students in all three

programs were classified as LEP (bee Table 164). All immersion

strategy first grade students were classified as LEP upon entry to the

study, though same first grade early-exit and third grade late-exit

students were classified as FEP when they entered the study (15.1% and

18.1%, respectiely). Based on district reclassification criteria,

same students were reclassified from LEP to FEP during the study.

Unexpectedly, proportionately more students in the early-exit (12.6%)

and late-exit (11.8%) programs were reclassified at the end of their

kindergarten year than in the immersion strategy program (3.9%).

Proportionately twice as many students in the early-exit (25.4%) and

immersion strategy (21.2%) programs were reclassified at the end of

first grade than in the late-exit program (12.7%) (see Table 165).

Once again, proportionately more students in the early-exit and

immersion strategy programs were reclassified at the end of second and

third grades as compared to students in the late-exit program.

However, contrary to expectations, proportionately more early-exit

students were reclassified earlier than those in the immersion strategy

program. Nonetheless, after 4 years in the program, approximately two,

thirds of the immersion strategy and almost three-fourths of the early-

exit students had been reclassified, versus about half of the late-exit

students. It is not until after 6 years in the program that we find

almost four-fifths of the students reclassified in the late-exit

program. Surprisingly, and of great importance, only one-fourth of the

immersion strategy students and less than one-fifth of the early-exit

students were mainstreamed after 4 years in the program (see Table

166). This is noteworthy given that over two-thirds of the students in

each pLogram had been reclassified.
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Table 163

Number of Students Participating in Study, by Program and COhort

Cohort

EME4M

ighted N N Weighted N N Weighted N

10: Fall, 1984, K 251 263 335 310 158 189
11: Fall, 1984, 1st 106 111 169 137
13: Fall, 1984, 3rd 101 121
20: Spring, 1985, K 19 18 113 40 94 105
21: Spring, 1985, 1st 76 62 57 20
23: Spring, 1985, 3rd 0 92 102
30: Fall, 1985, K 181 197 191 198 141 171
31: Fall, 1985, 1st 86 99 74 79
33: Fall, 1985, 3rd 0 78 95
40: Spring, 1986, K 11 13 0
41: Spring, 1986, 1st 19 22 0

lbtal 749 784 939 784 664 784



Table 164

Students, Language Status (LEP or FEP) at Entry to the Study,
Grade and Program 0400=0

Entry Grade Status
Inmersion

Prram
Early-Exit Late-Exit

LEP
FEP

100.0
0.0

100.0
0.0

100.0
0.0

1 LEP
FEP

100.0
0.0

84.9
15.1

*

*

3 LEP *

*

*

*

81.9
18.1

Table 165

Percentage of Students Reclassified to FEP during the Study,
by Years in " . 11

NUmber of
Years in
Program

Immersion
Ers2ZED

Early-Exit Late-Exit

1 (End of 14) 3.9 12.6 11.8

2 (End of 1st) 21.2 25.4 12.7

3 (End of 2nd) 37.9 43.8 28.0

4 (End of 3rd) 66.7 72.0 50.8

5 (End of 4th) 67.0

(End of 5th) 78.6

Note: implications are slightly biased as LEP students who exited were
dropped fram the calculations while FEP students who exited were
retained in the calculation. This tends to slightly increase the
percentage of reclassified students as years in program increases.
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Table 166

Percentage of Students Mainstreamed during the Study,
by Years inpragram

NUmber of
Years in

ID ;MI

Immersion
EXMCNB

Early-Exit Late-Exit

1 (End of F,) 1.3 1.6

2 (End of 1st) 10.7 9.1

3 (End of 2nd) 19.4 14.0

(Ehd of 3rd) 25.6 16.9

Note: Implications are slightly biased as LEP students who exited were
dropped from the calculatioms while FEP students who exited were
retained in the calculations. This tends to slightly increase the
percentage of reclassified students as years in program increases.

Late-exit students had ncre absences per year than either immer-

sion strategy or early-exit students (13.7, 11.9 and 9.8, respective-

ly). Cohorts from the immersion strategy program participated in the

study an average of 1.6 to 2.6 years; early-exit cohorts, 0.4 to 2.4

years; and late-exit cohorts, 1.9 to 2.7 years (see Table 167), The

range in the average number of years in the program for early-exit

program students extends lower than for immersion strategy and late-

exit program students due to the loss of funding and subsmwentoiliscon-

tinuance of the early-exit program for one cohort in one district in

the study. The students in this cohort participated in the study for

only one semester. Mbre than half of the students fram each program

who were exited from the study were exited due to moving to a non-study

school or district or for unknown reasons (see Table 168).
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Table 167

Mean Period of Study Participation in Years,
by Cohort and

COhort Immersion
aggram

Early-EXit

10: Fall, 1984, K 2.5 2.4

sIate-Exit

2.7
11: Fall, 1984, 1st 2.6 2.2 *
13: Fall, 1984, 3rd * * 2.5
20: Spring, 1985, K 1.6 0.4 2.6
21: Spring, 1985, 1st 1.6 2.3 *
23: Spring, 1985, 3rd * * 1.9
30: Fail, 1985, K 2.1 1.9 2.0
31: Fall, 1985, 1st 2.1 1.9 *
33: Fan, 1985, 3rd * * 2.2
40: Spring, 1986, K 2.2 * *
41: Spring, 1986, 1st 2.1 * *
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Table 168

Percentage of Students Exiting From Study, by Reason and Program

Reason
Immersion

iZ1231:3M
Early-Exit Late-EXit

Transferred to Non-Study Class 25.0 27.7 22.8

Transferred to Non-Study School 8.0 8.0 7.5

Transferred to Non-Study District 43.7 35.5 44.6

Changed from Immersion to 3.7 * *
Early-ENit Program

Changed from Early-EXit to * 113 *
Immersion Program

Changed to Uhknown Program 1.0 0.2 u.0

Nainstreamed without being
reclassified to FEP

0.9 0.2 0.6

LE Mainstream * * 9.3

Placed in GATE program 0.5 0.7 010

Placed in Full-time Special 3.0 0.7 1.5
Education Program

Absent more than 40 days within
school year

1.1 0.9 019

Program ended 010 8.1 0.0

Unknown 13.1 16.9 12.9

Weighted NUmber of responses 423 486 414

Conclusions

TWo timusand three hundred fifty-two (2,352) students in eleven

cohorts participated in the study for an average of 0.4 to 2.7 years.

Kindergarten students from all three programs were classified as LEP

upon entry to the study, and the average age of participating students

at entry to the program in kindergarten was 53 to 5.4 years of age.
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While four-fifths of immersion strategy and early-exit students were

reclassified after four years in the study, less than one-fourth of

each group was mainstreamed. Evidently, while teachers and principals

were reclassifying students, they did not feel that their students were

ready for mainstream classrooms. This suggests that the exit criteria

might be too low and that teachers judge that it takes more than four

years in special support programs before LEP students have the skills

to be mainstreamed.

Students Am_ je_k41=1_,mgam'IhIns

One thousand six hundred forty-two student data sheets were

obtained for students in the immersion strategy program, 1,847 for

students in the early-exit program and 1,591 for students in the late-

exit program (see Table 169). The student data sheets were filled out

by each student's teacher after a site coordinator had oriented the

teacher to the questionnaire. The sheets then dere edited by the site

coordinator and sent to Aguirre International/SRA Technologies, where

further editing was performed. When necessary, teachers were contacted

by Aguirre/SRA staff to clarify or complete responses.
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Table 169

Number of Target Students for Wham Student Data Sheets Were Cbllected,
by Program and Grade

Grade
Innersion Early-Exit

WS=
N

Total
Weighted NN Weighted N N Weighted N N Weighted N

K 413 430.2 577 521.0 352 378.4 1342 1329.7
1 607 643.0 612 585.1 247 265.6 1466 1493.7
2 390 398.7 373 348.5 215 230.4 978 977.6
3 192 185.5 216 184.0 386 403.3 794 772.8
4 40 35.6 69 53.6 187 201.2 296 290.4
5 * * * * 136 145.8 136 145.8
6 * * * * 68 68.6 68 68.6

Total 1642 1693.0 1847 1692.1 1591 1693.4 5080 5078.5

tiot;
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The student data sheet was designed to elicit information on

students' demographic characteristics, special needs and participation

in special programs, their teachers' judgments of their abilities and

difficulties, the amount of instructional time eadh student receives in

English and Spanish, and the language proficiencies of each students'

clasmnxmapeexs. The student data sheet addresses six questions, which

are discussed here.

Fifty-three percent of the students in the immersion strategy

program for wham student data sheets were collected are male and 47%

are female. In the early-exit program, half of the students for wham

student data sheets were collected are male and half are female.

Slightly more than half of the late-exit students for wham student data

sheets were collected are female (53%).

Participation in a free or reduced price lunch program is used as

an indicator of low socioeconomic status. Based an this indicabar,

collapsed across grades, the majority of student data sheets were

collected for students who are low income. Nonetheless, there are

marked program differences. Proportionately more late-exit students

(91%) are of low income than student:. in the immersion strategy or

early-exit programs (81% and 75%, respectivia4) (see Table 170).
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Table 170

Percentage of Target Students Participating in Free or Reduced Price
Lundh Program, by Program and Grade

Prowim

..1.
Inmersion Early-Exit Late-Exit

55.3 51.3 90.1

1 90.8 83.0 91.4

2 87.9 88.6 89.5

3 86.2 87.4 89.2

4 84.0 83.6 95.3

5 * * 947

6 * * 86.4

Weighted timber
of Responses 1668.6 1673.6 1642.4

Table 171 shows the percentage of students in each program who

are participating in other special programs as reported on their

student data sheets. Roughly one-third of the immersion strategy and

early-exit students and one-fifth to almost one-half of the late-exit

students participated in Chapter 1 programs. Across grades, up to 23%

of immersion strategy students participated in programs other than

Chapter 1, as did 16% of early-exit students, and 11% of late-exit

students. Thus, overall, a sizeable portion of target students across

programs received services other than those provided through the study

program.
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Table 171

Percentage of Target Students Enrolled in Special Programs,
N2E22Eam and Gradm 11

Grade Special Program

=MEL-
Early,-EXit

%
Immersion

%

Late-Exit
%

K Chapter 1 33.3 32.0 28,1
Migrant 2.3 2.4 0.0
Special Education 010 0.5 0.3
Other 20.3 14.1 0.7

1 Chapter 1 29.1 32.4 46.8
Migrant 3.9 4.5 0.0
Special Education 2.0 1.5 1.9
Other 12.1 8.8 3.2

2 Chapter 1 32.7 41.1 44.3
Migrant 5.2 5.0 0.0
Special Education 5.6 3.2 0.n
Other 10.6 8.0 8.9

3 Chapter 1 36.9 35.5 38.2
Migrant 4.0 4.4 0.0
Special Education 4.9 3.5 1.8
Other 14.6 1.2 1.8

4 Chapter 1 31.0 36.9 28.0
Migrant 5.2 3.2 0.0
Special Education 7.6 9.7 4.4
Other 0.0 0.0 1.5

5 Chapter 1 * 21.1
Migrant * 0.6
Special Education * 2.6
Other * 11.4

6 Chapter 1 34.9
Migrant 0.0
Special Education 6.8
Other 5.8

Across programs, about the same number of students have special

learning needs (see Table 172). Teachers indicated that more of these

students tended to exhitit a speech impairment, learning disability or

handicapped vlsion than othar disabilities.
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Table 172

Number of Children with Special Learning Noftis
by Program Ind Grade

wwowOSW....W.WWWAI.wmwmmmpmimmwmwsomMww..=am_
Imersion Late:DLit

Grade Need 116..r..UMIrmil..m.

Deaf 0.0 0.8 0.0
Mentally retarded 0.0 1.0 0.0
Hard of hearing 0.8 3.8 2.4
Speech impaired 9.2 15.7 12.6

K Visually handicapped 0.0 7.7 1.9
:learning disabled 3.7 2.9 3.3
EMotionally disturbed 0.0 0.8 0.0
Crthcpedically impaired 3.4 0.0 0.0
Other health impaired 0.8 2.5 3.0

17.9 35.2 23.2

'Oeaf 0.0 0.0 0.0
Mentally retarded 0.0 0.0 0.0
Hard of hearing 2.9 1.9 2.1
Speech impaired 28.4 22.7 4.9

1 Visually handicapped 11.6 4.3 4.0
Learning disabled 23.0 13.5 4.9
Emotionally disturbed 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ortncpedically impaired 0.8 0.8 0.Q
Other health impaired 1.4 0.0 1.2

Total: 68.1 43.2 17.1

Deaf 0.0 0.0 0.0
Mentally retarded 0.0 1.3 0.0
Hard ofhearing 1.4 2.5 3.3
Speedh impaired 14.0 10.1 4.5

2 Visually handicapped 1.8 9.5 2.4
Learning disabled 12.0 9.8 4.7
Emotionally disturbed 0.8 2.9 1.2
Orthopedically impaired 1.8 0.0 0.0
Other health impaired 3.2 3.8 0.9

"total: 35.0444.MMEIMMftMwmol 39.9 17,0

Deaf 0.0 0.0 0.9
Mentally retarded 0.0 0.0 0.0
Hard of hearin.1 0.0 0.0 3.0
Speech impaired 6.4 5.8 11.9

3 Visually handicapped 1.8 7.4 11.3
Learning disabled 10.7 5.4 11.0
-Smotionally disturbed C.0 0.0 0.0
Orthopedically impaired C,0 0.8 0.0
Other health ivaired 0.0 1.5 8.0
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Table 172 (continued)

Grade
Immersion Early-Exit late-Exit

Deaf 0.0 0.0 0.0

Mentally retarded 0.0 0.0 0.0

Hard of hearing 0.0 0.0 0.0

Speech impaired 0.0 0.0 4.6

4 Visually handicapped 0.8 0.0 2.4

Learning disabled 1.8 5.4 8.9

Emotionally disturbed 0.0 0.0 0.0

Orthopedically impaired 0.0 0.8 0.0

Other health impaired 0.0 0.0 3.0

2.6 6.2 18.9

Deaf 0.0
Montally retarded 0.0

Hard of hearing 0.9
Speech impaired 2.8

5 Visually handicapped 2.1
Learning disabled 4.0
Emotionally disturbed 0.0
Orthopedically impat7ed 0.0
Other health impaired 3.3

Total: 13.1amwsn.....1111.1...110.Id

Deaf 0.0
Mentally retarded * 0.0
Hard of hearing 0.0
Speech impaired 4.7

6 Visually handicapped 1.9
Learning disabled 3.7
}Notionally disturbed 0.0
Orthopedically impaired 0.0
Other health impaired 0.0

10.3fen. #.0MaisLIn
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Teachers identified students they considered to be hindered in

their learning by various difficulties. Teachers in all programs see

the highest percentages of students as hindered by lack of English

proficiency, underdeveloped cognitive skills, and lack of parental

involvement (see Table 173). First, second and third grade immersion

strategy teachers see the highest percentage of students as being

hindered by lack of English proficiency and underdeveloped cognitive

skills. Across programs, a low percentage of students were identified

as being hindered by a lack of motivation to learn or use English.

Do targe,Adajanto_mminAngiscsiggite jussicaxu_szos' this differ bv
=MEMO

Almost all target students in all classes except kindergarten are

assigned homework (see Table 174). Across programs,- thirty-five to

fifty percent always complete their homework, 29% to 44% usually do,

and approximately 8% to 18% complete it about half the time. Fewer

than 15% rarely or never complete their homework. Overall, program

differences are mdnimal.
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Table 173

Percentage of Students with Inpaiiments to Learning,
Grade

Gr.

Proaram
immersion

Problen
Early-Exit Late-Exit

K

Lack of English proficiency
Lack of Spanish proficiency
Lack of motivation to learn English
Lack of motivation to use Englidh
Lack of parent involvement
Poverty background
Underdeveloped cognitive skills
Underdeveloped social skills
Other

30.2
6.7
8.8
9.7
14.9
14.4
20.5
14.5
11.8

33.1
12.3
7.5

10.9
15.4
15.6
35.0
30.6
9.6

4.1
5.5
1.0
1.5
8.7
7.0
12.6
13.0
8.1

Lack of English proficiency 34.0 14.0 20.2
Lack of Spanish proficiency 4.6 6.8 3.9
Lack ct motivation to learn English 6.7 3.9 1.2
Lack of motivation to use Ehglidh 11.0 4.5 0.7

1 Lack ct parent involvement 19.2 13.3 14.4
Poverty background 21.8 7.6 13.7
Underdeveloped cognitive skills 28.1 14.7 12.7
Underdeveloped social skills 24.0 10.7 12.8
Other 13.7 3.6 4.1

Lack of English proficiency 28.9 30.0 14.6
Lack of Spanish proficiency 4.5 8.3 7.1
Lack of motivation to learn English 5.2 3.2 2.1
Lack of motivation to use English 6.8 4.4 3.6

2 Lack of parent involvement 20.4 12.9 8.2
Poverty background 18.4 11.4 4.1
Underdeveloped cognitive skills 29.7 17.7 16.5
Underdeveloped social skills 20.2 12.1 7.2
Other 6.3 1.7 0.8

Lack of Ehglidh proficiency' 39.3 35.7 33.0
Lack of Spanish proficiency 3.4 5.5 9.5
Lack of motivation to learn English 6.8 5.2 6.7
Lack of motivation to use English 10.0 8.9 10.1

3 Lack of parent involvement 25.7 11.9 24.4
Poverty background 18.1 11.8 26.0
Underdeveloped cognitive skills 40.2 21.8 32.5
Underdeveloped social skills 23.5 14.8 19.3
Other 18.5 5.0 4.5
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Table 173 (mintirimk0

Gr.

Ptaram
Immersion

Problem
Early-Exit Late-Exit

4

Lack of English proficiency 11.7 10.4 29.0
Lack of Spaniel proficiency 0.0 2.9 5.7
Lack of :activation to learn Englidh 2.4 2.0 7.0
Lack of :activation to use English 2.4 10.5 9.8

4 Lack ct parent involvement 9.0 11.4 25.0
Poverty background 12.3 r 6 19.6
Uhderdeveloped cognitive skills 17.5 11.2 24.2
UWArdieveloped social skills 10.2 7.9 16.7
Other 0.0 7.7 0.6

Lack of Englidh proficiency * * 26.0
Lack of Spaniel proficiency * * 8.4
Lack of activation to learn English * * 8.4
Lack of motivation to use English * * 5.1

5 Lack of parent involvement * * 23.5
Poverty background * * 29.2
Utiderdiveloped cognitive skills * * 23.8
Uhderdeveloped social skills * * 13.0
Other * * 7.3

Lack of English proficiency * * 12.5
Lack of Spanidh proficiency * * 1.4
Lack ct motivation to learn English * * 1.4
Lack of motivation to use English * * 1.4

6 Lack of parent involvement * * 7.7
Poverty background * * 0.0
Underdeveloped cognitive skills * * 5.5
Underdeveloped social skills * * 4.1
Cther * * 13.0
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Table 174 (caltimmk)

Grade

Proarm
Imersicn Early-Exit late-Exit

6 None Assigned 0.0
Always 49.2
Usually 38.5
Abnit half the time 11.0
rarely 1.4
Never 0.0

Weighted NUmber
of Responses 1688.8 1681.0 1679.1

What are target students° skills, ani da these differ tar program?

Teachers were asked to rate the skills of their students in

English, Spanish, and mathematics. In cases where students had no

skills and were not expected to have skills, teachers were instructed

to rate the skills for those students "N/A".

Because proficiency ratings for students in the three programs are

somewhat different, recults will be presented separately. With few

exceptions, the majority of immersion strategy kindergarten students

are not expected to demonstrats proficiency in all of the English skill

areas except vocabulary, pronlax:Jation, reading mechanics and conver-

sation (see Table 175). Teachers rate the largest percentage of

students as "fair" or "good" in first through fourth grades in each

area, and the proportions of students rated as "very good" are largest

in grades two through four. With the exception of a small percentage

of fourth graders who are not expected to be proficient in spelling,

all fourth grade students are expected to and do show same rzoficiency

in all areas.



Table 175

Percentage of Immersion Strategy Students Rated at Proficiency Levels
in English, by Grade

Gr. Skin
N/A Nane

Lagal

Begin. Fair Good
very
Good

SPelling 96.0 0.5 1.4 1.3 0.7 0.0
Vcx:abulary 12.9 4.5 23.8 24.9 23.2 10.8
Prcnunciaticn 0.2 5.0 23.9 25.8 28.8 16.4
Writing sinple words 62.1 2.1 9.1 8.5 12.7 5.7
Writing sentences 70.0 2.2 9.7 8.2 5.4 4.6
Writing sinple stories 75.4 4.7 7.8 5.7 3.7 2.8
Reading comprehension 53.3 4.2 13.4 14.2 9.5 5.5
Reading mechanics 8.2 10.1 26.3 19.9 23.4 12.2
Ccnversatice 0.2 4.1 25.5 27.1 25.7 17.5

1 Spelling 7.5 11.1 27.8 26.3 20.7 6.7
Vocabulary 0.7 2.3 27.2 34.4 28.8 6.6
Pronunciation 0.0 1.1 20.5 40.5 30.0 7.9
Writing sinple words 1.2 9.5 30.9 29.2 22.0 7.2
Writing sentences 1.7 20.1 32.6 23.2 18.5 4.0
Writing sinple stories 14.7 23.5 23.9 24.3 10.7 2.9
Reeding cceprehensicri 0.2 5.1 26.2 35.6 25.6 7.3
Reading mechanics 0.2 3.4 29.2 32.7 26.0 8.5
Ccaversaticn 0.0 1.2 16.6 37.0 34.9 10.4

2 Spelling 0.2 5.3 19.2 29.8 32.1 13.4
Vtcabulary 0.0 0.6 16.5 32.3 38.9 11.7
Pronunciation 0.0 0.4 11.3 32.4 44.5 11.4
Writing simple words 0.0 3.1 17.1 27.9 40.6 11.3
Writing sentences 0.0 5.7 22.7 36.7 27.8 7.1
Writing simple stories 1.0 11.8 27.9 35.4 19.8 4.2
Reading ccmprehension 0.4 1.9 11.6 37.5 36.8 11.9
Reading mechanics 0.0 1.8 15.8 35.8 36.5 10.2
Conversation 0.0 1.0 8.7 28.1 46.0 16.2

3 Spelling 0.0 3.0 17.2 26.9 39.4 13.5
Vozabulary 0.0 0.9 12.2 33.2 41.0 12.7
Promanciation 0.0 1.4 7.8 34.2 44.4 12.2
Writing simple words 0.0 2.0 14.4 33.1 39.6 11.0
Writing sentences 0.0 3.5 17.5 38.7 31.1 9.2
Writing simple stories 0.0 5.6 25.1 41.4 20.1 7.8
Reading =prehension 0.0 0.5 13.0 40.8 31.6 14.2
Reading mechanics 0.0 1.9 9.8 36.1 39.2 12.9
Conversation 0.0 0.9 6.7 24.8 53.1 14.5
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Table 175 (contintmxi)

. skill
N/A None

Level

Fair Good
Very
GoodBegin.

4 Spelling 14.3 0.0 17.8 22.5 35.5 10.0
Vocabulary 0.0 0.0 10.4 32.5 49.6 . 7.6
Pronunciation 0.0 0.0 2.6 30.1 55.2 12.1
Writing sinple words 0.0 0.0 7.6 32.9 47.0 12.6
Writing sentences 0.0 0.0 12.8 35.3 41.8 10.2
Writing simple stories 0.0 0.0 17.8 37.2 34.9 10.2
Reading comprehension 0.0 0.0 7.6 42.6 37.2 12.6
Reading mechanics 0.0 0.0 7.6 38.1 42.0 12.3
COnversation 0.0 0.0 5.0 17.5 62.6 14.9

The percentage of early-exit students who are not expected to be

proficient remains fairly high in all grades except fourth for all

English skill areas, with the exceptions of pronanciation and conversa-

tion (see Table 176). When the students of wham no proficiency is

expected are removed from the group, the ratings tend to fall in the

middle categories, though gemerally smaller proportions of early-exit

students are rated as *very good" in English skills in grades kinder-.

garten through third than are their immersion strategy counterparts; in

fourth grade, higher proportions of early-exit than immersion strategy

students are rated as *very good" across English skills.

Late-exit teachers do not expect a fairly high percentage of their

kindergarten or first grade students to be proficient in English skills

except pronunciation and canversation (see Table 177). Kindergarten,

first, second and third grade late-exit teachers rate fewer of their

students as *very good" in English skills than do their immersico

strategy or early-exit cruntemparts. A range of seven percent to

almost one-fourth of first and second grade students are rated as

having no level of proficiency in English reading or writing skills.

The proportion of students who are rated *very good" increases with

grade framkilxkalpu7telito sixth, though the majority of third, fourth,

fifth and sixth graders are rated as "fair" or "good".
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Table 176

Percentage of Early-Exit Students Rated at Proficiency Levels
in English, by Grade

Gr. Skill
NA None

Ineel

Begin. Fair Good
Very
Good

Spelling 98.0 0.6 1.1 0.3 0.0 0.0
Vocabulary 1.8 7.9 46.4 27.9 13.3 2.8
Pronunciation 4.9 8.4 39.9 30.7 13.9 2.2
Writing simple words 77.5 6.0 11.1 2.8 2.7 0.0
Writing sentences 84.5 8.9 4.8 1.1 0.7 0.0
Writing simple stories 93.8 6.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
Reading comprehension 78.6 3.8 10.2 4.7 2.0 0.7
Reading mechanics 33.9 12.7 22.7 16.3 12.0 2.4
Ccnversatim 3.2 8.3 42.5 27.3 15.3 3.4

1 Spelling 44.2 7.0 16.8 14.1 11.1 6.8
Vtcabulary 11.1 1.8 20.7 36.0 24.1 6.3
Pronunciation 9.5 2.1 20.6 35.9 25.8 6.1
Writing simple words 37.9 5.5 15.2 20.4 15.6 5.3
Writing sentences 41.9 6.3 20.6 17.3 10.2 3.7
Writing simple stories 51.9 9.5 19.6 11.6 6.5 1.0
Reading comprehension 39.1 4.2 11.6 21.5 18.0 5.6
Reading mechanics 35.6 3.9 15.0 18.2 20.8 6.6
Conversation 4.6 3.5 20.8 30.7 33.4 7.0

2 Spellirq 30.9 4.8 11.4 22.0 24.4 6.5
Vocabulary 15.6 1.0 17.0 29.6 31.8 5.1
Pranurciation 7.8 1.1 14.1 36.7 35.8 4.6
Writing simple uvrds 24.5 4.7 13.4 22.5 29.4 5.5
Writing sentences 25.7 6.6 16.3 27.1 20.8 3.4
Writirg simple stories 37.5 7.0 16.9 20.3 15.8 2.5
Pawling =prehension 29.7 5.3 13.2 25.5 19.8 6.5
Reading mechanics 28.1 3.8 14.0 22.7 24.9 6.5
Corrversation 6.5 0.9 12.6 35.6 35.9 8.6

3 spelling 18.9 3.3 22.4 22.6 20.5 12.4
Vbcabulary 14.6 0.3 14.7 32.8 28.8 8.9
Pronunciation 2.7 0.3 17.5 33.7 35.1 10.8
Writing simple words 12.2 5.4 25.5 20.2 29.4 7.4
Writing sentences 12.7 9.0 24.3 23.8 22.8 7.5
Writing simple stories 12.7 10.9 24.9 24.0 22.6 4.8
Reading comprehension 14.3 7.1 19.0 24.5 23.5 11.6
Reading mechanics 14.3 3.4 21.6 25.4 26.3 9.1
COnversation 1.1 0.5 13,5 32.2 37.3 15.4
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Table 176 (=timed)

Gr. Skill
N/A None

Level

Fair Good
Very
GoodBegin.

4 Spank); 1.8 0.0 25.8 19.5 29.4 23.5
Vocal= lary 1.8 0.0 8.2 35.2 40.1 14.7
Prcnunciaticn 0.0 0.0 9.4 33.3 35.9 21.4
Writing simple viords 1.8 0.0 13.1 28.6 33.8 22.7
Writing sentences 1.8 0.0 15.1 25.2 43.7 14.3
Writing simple stories 4.7 0.0 23.5 26.2 33.5 12.1
Reading cceprehensicn 1.8 0.0 14.1 33.2 32.8 18.1
Reading mechanics 1.8 0.0 15.9 25.7 45.5 11.1
Cowersatice 0.0 0.0 8.0 18.1 49.7 24.3
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Table 177

Percentage of Late-Exit Students Rated at Proficiency Levels
in English, by Grade

lava

Ski/1
N/A Ncne Begin. Fair Gad

Very
Gocd

Spelling 89.5 5.3 3.8 1.1 0.0 0.3
Vocabulary 22.6 8.9 44.5 17.1 5.2 1.8
Promanziaticn 17.9 6.5 42.3 21.3 7.4 4.6
Writirq simple words 74.4 7.3 9.9 4.7 2.7 1.0
Writing sentences 87.1 4.9 4.0 1.4 1.6 1.0
Writing simple stories 95.1 4.3 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0
Reading cceprehension 79.9 5.7 9.5 2.7 1.1 1.1
Reading mechanics 70.0 6.2 11.2 6.1 3.6 3.1
Ccoversatian 18.2 9.6 42.5 16.9 7.5 5.4

1 Spelling 66.1 10.7 10.4 3.6 7.5 1.8
Vocabulary 23.9 8.4 39.7 15.6 11.0 1.5
Pronurciaticm 14.4 9.2 43.3 20.5 11.5 1.1
Writing simple words 57.9 14.4 13.3 5.0 7.7 1.8
Writing sentences 62.1 19.2 6.6 4.8 5.7 1.8
Writirq simple stories 63.1 22.3 5.2 4.1 3.9 1.4
Reading coacirehensice 61.7 16.2 8.7 5.5 5.7 2.2
Reading mechanics 45.2 15.0 18.4 11.0 8.6 1.8
Conversaticn 9.0 12.0 42.0 20.4 15.1 1.4

2 Spelling 37.4 7.5 23.0 17.6 11.5 3.0
Vocabulary 11.4 2.6 33.0 33.0 17.0 3.0
Pronunciation 5.5 1.1 28.8 35.9 25.7 3.1
Writing simple words 26.1 7.6 32.0 17.6 13.9 2.7
Writing sentences 33.2 11.8 27.1 16.4 9.3 2.2
Writing simple stories 33.9 23.9 24.8 7.1 8.9 1.4
Reading compreaension 34.4 10.2 28.5 12.7 10.7 3.5
Reading mechanics 21.5 7.4 37.9 20.4 9.4 3.5
Conversation 2.5 1.1 28.3 33.9 28.4 5.8

3 Spelling 3.9 6.5 22.6 29.2 31.3 6.5
Vocabulary 1.4 4.3 20.5 39.6 27.8 6.6
Pronunciation 0.0 2.5 19.7 32.9 37.7 7.2
Writing simAewords 3.0 5.1 18.8 31.2 33.9 8.0
Writing sentences 3.2 6.5 23.2 30.9 29.5 6.7
Writing simple stories 3.9 8.4 28.1 27.8 26.5 5.4
Reading =prehension 3.2 6.3 21.4 34.5 25.2 8.3
Reading mechanics 3.2 4.5 22.4 29.5 32.2 8.1
Conversation 0.0 1.4 19.3 32.5 38.2 8.6
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Table 177 (=timed)

.Skfll
N/A Nene Fair Gocd

Very
GoodBegin.

4 Spell 0.0 1.2 18.5 41.6 28.1 10.6
Voosbulary 0.0 0.0 15.1 45.0 28.8 11.1
Pronaciation 0.0 0.0 11.7 42.7 34.5 11.1
Writing simple Ilmirds 0.0 1.8 19.1 33.5 33.8 11.8
Writing sentenoes 0.0 2.5 23.3 37.7 25.2 11.4
Writing simile stories 0.0 3.5 27.2 36.1 24.8 8.4
Reading comprehension 0.0 1.2 16.4 42.0 28.5 11.9
Reeding mehanies 0.0 1.2 16.0 40.6 30.4 11.8
Conversation 0.0 0.0 9.3 41.5 33.5 15.7

5 Spelling 3.2 0.8 12.0 37.9 34.3 11.8
Vocabulary 3.2 0.8 10.1 38.3 35.3 12.4
Prununciation 3.2 0.8 5.4 36.0 40.3 14.2
Writing sinple words 3.2 0.8 9.0 28.9 40.9 17.1
Writing sentences 3.3 0.8 13.6 34.8 31.6 16.0
Writing simple stories 3.2 0.8 15.7 42.6 24.9 12.7
Reading comprehension 3.2 0.8 5.9 43.3 36.3 10.5
Beading mechanics 3.2 0.8 7.4 40.0 34.2 14.4
Conversation 1.7 0.8 5.9 35.5 40.7 15.5

6 SPening 0.0 0.0 6.8 30.3 47.4 15.5
Vocabulary 0.0 0.0 2.7 28.9 55.9 12.5
Prcrinciatico 0.0 0.0 2.7 23.5 52.8 21.0
Writing sipple words 0.0 0.0 6.8 11.9 57.9 23.4
Writing sentences 0.0 0.0 6,8 17.3 55.6 20.3
Writing simple stories 0.0 0.0 9.9 32.7 41.9 15.6
Reading =prehension 0.0 0.0 8.5 20.4 46.7 24.4
Reading mechanics 0.0 0.0 6.8 19.7 53.6 20.0
Conversatice 0.0 0.0 2.7 17.7 52.5 27.1

Ttachers also were asked to rate students on their proficiency in

Spanish skills. With a few ninor exceptions, the majority of immersion

strategy teachers did not rate students as expected to have proficiency

in Spanish skills, only rating half or fewer in kindergarten and first

grade to none in fourth grade (see Table 178). Of those students

rated, nest were rated as "fair", "good" or °very good", especially in

vocabulary, pronunciation and oonversation. Most first grade students

who received ratings were rated as hmving no proficiency in reading or
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writing skills in Spanish. In second and third grades, as in lower

grades, more studemts were rated in vombulary, pronunciation and

conversation, and these generally were ratings of "fair" or "good".

Mbre early-exit teachers generally expect students to show

proficiency in Spanish skills than immersion strategy teachers, though

in kindergarten and first grade, they rate fewer students in reading

and writing skills than other skills (see Table 179). Early-exit

teachers rate the largest proportion of their kindergarten, first,

second and third grade students as having a "good" level of proficiency

in Spanish skills. When Spaniah skills are expected of fourth grade

early-exit students, they are rated as having a *good" proficiency

level in vocabulary, pronunciation and conversation, but lower levels

of proficiency in other skill areas in Spanish.

Late-exit teachers° ratings of student proficiency levels in

Spanidh are quite different from either immersion strategy or early-

exit teachers. With the exception of a few skills at the kindergarten

level, almost all late-exit teachers say that all Spanish language

skills are applicable for their students (see Table 180). Across

grades, the majority of students are ratdd as "fair" or "good" in

Spanish skills. The largest proportion of students receiving ratings

of *very good" are in sixth grade.

Across grades except in kiniergartm, nearly all students in each

program are expected to show some proficiency in computation and number

concepts (see Tables 181, 182 and 183). In all programs, the per-

centage of students eNpected to demonstrate proficiency in verbal

problem solving increases with grade. Generally, the proportion of

students rated at "beginning" leNels in math skills decreases after

first grade and the majority are rated as "fairo or "good" across

programs and grades. Of interest is that more late-exit kindergarten

and first grade students are rated as *very good" in all math skills

than either immersion strategy or early-exit kindergarten and first

grade students.
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Table 178
Percentage of Iumersion Strategy Students Rated at Proficiency Levels

Gr. Skill
N/A None Begin. Fair Good

Very
Good

K Spelling 96.9 0.0 0.4 1.9 0.8 0.0
Vocabulary 54.8 0.5 3.7 9.5 21.1 10.3
Pronunciation 49.6 0.5 3.7 10.0 22.0 14.2
Writing simple words 93.1 0.0 1.0 3.1 2.9 0.0
Writing sentences 96.3 0.0 0.8 2.0 0.9 0.0
Writing Wavle stories 96.8 0.0 0.4 2.0 0.9 0.0
Reeding =prehension 91.8 0.3 0.7 2.5 4.7 0.0
Reading mechanics 87.3 2.0 1.5 4.9 3.2 1.1
Conversation 46.1 0.7 4.1 9.8 23.6 15.6

1 Spelling 76.2 12.7 3.4 5.0 2.2 0.5
Vocabilaxy 57.8 2.6 2.8 13.8 18.7 4.4
Prtemciation 53.6 1.6 3.4 13.5 20.8 7.1
Writing simple words 77.2 11.8 4.0 4.4 1.9 0.8
Writing sentenzes 78.9 13.4 3.5 3.9 0.0 0.3
Writing simple stories 79.1 13.7 3.5 3.5 0.0 0.3
Reading crsprehertsion 77.0 13.0 4.8 3.6 1.1 0.5
Wielding mechanics 75.1 11.8 5.2 4.9 2.3 0.7
Conversation 42.0 2.8 3.4 16.5 23.3 1I 9

2 Spelling 98.0

110 MIMMOIMM ...MOM

6.8 3.9 0.4 0.8 0.0
Vocabulary 76.6 0.0 2.3 8.3 8.1 4.7
Prtnunciation 68.6 0.4 1.5 11.1 12.0 6.4
Writing simple words 88.0 5.0 5.7 0.0 0.9 0.4
Writing sentences 88.5 7.6 2.6 0.4 0.8 0.0
Writirq sinple stories 83.5 8.1 3.0 0.0 0.4 0.0
Reading =prehension 88.0 4.1 4.8 2.2 0.8 0.0
Readirq mechanics 88.0 2.0 5.3 3 9 0.9 0.0
Cormersatkin 56.5 0.5 2.4 12.5 16.0 12.1

3 Spilling 91.7 2.1 6.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
Vocabulary 85.6 3.9 2.9 1.0 6.6 0.0
Prortunciation 81.4 2.8 4.6 0.0 11.2 0.0
Writing sisple words 91.7 6.2 2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Writing sentenoes 91.7 7.3 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Writing simple stories 91.7 7.3 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Reading =prehension 91.7 2.1 5.2 1,0 0.0 0.0
Reading mechanics 91,7 3.1 4.2 1.0 0.0 0.0_armersation 70.1 0.0 3.7 5.3 16.9_ 4.0
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Table 179 (cortirmid)

Gr. skin

1/13/1111

Very
N/A None Begin. Fair Good Good

4 Spelling
Vocabulary
Pronunciation
Writing simple words
Writing sentimes
Writing simple stories
Reading comprehension
Reading mechanics
Conversation

91.4
78.4
71.1
89.7
89.7
96.1
92.8
84.1
69.6

1.9
1.6
0.0
1.8
1.8
2.0
1.9
1.7
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
1.8

1.8
2.0
1.9
1.7
0.0

3.4
7.4
1.5
3.3
3.3
0.0
0.0
9.4
10.8

0.0
12.6
27.5
0.0
3.3
0.0
3.4
3.1
15.5

3.4
0.0
0.0
3.3

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.1
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Table 180

Percentage of Late-EXit Students Rated at Proficiency Levels
in Spanish, by Grade

. Skill
N/A None

?ma
Begin. Fair Good

Very
Good

Spelling 79.4 6.5 5.8 3.5 3.1 1.6
Vtcabulary 5.2 1.2 6.3 23.3 47.2 16.9
Pronunciation 1.6 0.6 6.6 17.6 49.1 24.5
Writing simple words 40.8 1.2 15.5 19.7 19.9 2.9
Writing sentences 65.0 2.4 8.3 10.8 12.1 1.5
Writing simple stories 83.5 6.9 7.0 1.5 1.1 0.0
Reading comprehension 52.9 2.2 17.6 13.8 11.4 2.1
Reading mechanics 12.5 4.2 27.5 19.8 22.6 13.5
Conversation 0.0 1.7 3.0 15.3 46.9 33.2

1 Spelling 2.1 11.7 24.4 22.1 24.5 14.3
Vocabulary 0.4 1.9 15.9 28.8 33.7 19.4
Pronunciation 0.0 1.4 10.7 29.5 37.6 20.7
Writing sisple words 0.7 9.7 18.5 23.4 30.6 17.1
Writing sentences 5.3 11.2 22.6 22.5 24.7 13.7
Writing simple stories 18.4 20.6 14.5 17.2 21.5 7.7
Reading catprehersion 2.1 7.2 18.0 26.4 29.3 17.0
Reacting mechanics 1.6 5.9 16.9 24.2 33.6 17.9
Conversatice 0.4 1.2 9.8 22.0 45.2 21.5

2 Spelling 1.2 5.6 15.7 26.6 33.8 17.1
Vocabulary 0.8 1.2 13.0 28.7 36.4 19.9
Pronunciation 0.8 0.8 7.0 22.7 47.5 21.3
Writing simple words 2.0 4.4 14.5 22.2 39.0 17.9
Writing sentences 4.1 7.4 14.1 27.7 34.5 12.3
Writing simple stories 7.4 9.7 18.2 30.8 28.0 5.8
Reading comprehension 6.2 3.3 13.7 24.2 35.0 17.7
Reading mechanics 1.2 4.6 17.2 25.0 32.7 19.3
Conversation 0.8 0.5 7.2 19.8 45.3 26.3

3 Spelling 2.4 2.3 8.7 25.2 44.7 16.8
VtcabuLsry 1.9 1.2 7.4 26.7 46.3 16.6
Pronunciation 1.9 0.3 4.1 19.1 55.0 19.6
Writing simple words 2.6 1.7 5.7 21.1 50.5 18.4
Writing sentences 2.6 2.2 7.9 24.9 47.0 15.4
Writing simple stories 2.6 3.6 9.7 31.8 41.6 10.7
Reading comprehension 2.6 2.0 8.5 30.2 40.2 16.6
Reading mechanics 2.6 0.8 8.2 25.4 45.7 17.3
Conversation 1.6 0.0 4.1 20.2 53.4 20.6
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Table 180 (catinued)

. Skill
N/A None

Level

Fair Good
Very
GoodBegin.

4 Spelling 2.0 1.3 9.4 33.0 39.9 14.4
Vocabulary 1.0 0.0 7.0 38.5 40.2 13.3
Promdatian 1.0 0.0 6.5 33.1 43.9 15.5
Writing style words 1.0 1.9 13.2 30.2 40.9 12.9
Writing sentences 1.0 3.2 12.9 33.2 36.9 12.9
Writing sinple stories 1.0 3.2 16.1 37.7 31.0 11.1
Rem Urg =prehension 1.0 1.3 9.6 33.5 40.5 14.0
Readirg mechanics 1.0 1.3 9.2 29.5 43.9 15.3
Cormrsation 1.0 0.0 5.1 28.2 48.4 17.4

5 Sin lling 6.0 0.0 4.2 38.1 43.5 8.2
Vocabulary 5.9 0.0 3.5 31.8 47.2 11.6
Prommciation 4.0 0.0 2.6 23.4 53.6 16.4
Writing simple words 5.4 0.0 4.4 25.1 48.0 17.3
WritIng sentences 6.0 0.0 5.2 31.8 43.2 13.8
Writing sinple stories 6.0 0.0 6.9 39.9 38.5 8.8
Reading =prehension 4.0 0.0 3.5 30.6 48.4 13.4
Reading ,iractanics 6.0 0.0 4.3 27.7 45.5 16.5
Conversation 3.9 0.0 2.6 28.7 49.2 15.7

6 Sinning 0.0 1.4 2.8 32.4 41.2 22.2
Vocabulary 0.0 0.0 4.1 26.2 45.7 24.1
Prcninciation 0.0 0.0 4.1 22.2 45.3 28.5
Writing simple words 0.0 0.0 2.8 23.4 44.6 29.2
Writing sentenzes 0.0 0.0 5.6 22.4 41.4 30.6
Writing sinple stories 0.0 0.0 5.6 32.2 39.3 22.9
Reading =prehension 0.0 0.0 1.4 26.6 44.2 27.9
Rending nechanics 0.0 0.0 2.8 23.8 48.7 24.7
CO nversation 0.0 0.0 4.1 18.0 50.6 27.2
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Table 181

Percentage of Immersion Strategy Students Rated at Proficiency Levels
in Mathematics, by Grade

Gr. Skill
N4A None

Level

Fair Good
Very
GoodBegin.

K COmputation 40.2 6.3 17.0 15.3 13.9 7.4
COncepts of numbers
and computation

0.3 3.3 25.7 23.9 31.2 15.6

VerLal problem solving 28.9 10.5 17.8 21.6 12.7 8.6
COncepts of geometry
and inertial 12.1 5.6 19.2 20.2 30.7 12.2

1 COmputation 0.0 1.7 16.8 30.4 37.9 13.2
Concepts of numbers
and cavitation

0.0 1.6 16.2 29.4 40.2 12.7

Verbal problem solving 0.1 11.8 22.4 29.8 27.7 8.1
Concepts of geometry

and proportion
1.0 3.7 22.2 34.0 32.5 6.7

2 Computation 0.0 0.4 7.5 23.0 51.1 17.9
COncepts of numbers

and computation
0.0 0.6 8.0 21.0 54.4 15.9

Verbal problem solvino 0.0 2.3 13.2 34.7 40.3 9.5
COncepts of geometry

ard rtian
0.0 4.0 11.9 33.7 42.3 8.2

3 COmputation 0.0 0.0 6.8 28.8 52.1. 12.3
Concepts of numbers
and computation

0.0 0.0 7.3 26.6 54.9 11.3

Verbal problem solving 0.0 3.0 15.4 40.2 34.5 7.0
COncepts of geometry 2.8 1.1 11.3 29.6 45.6 9.5

4 COMpUtatiOn 0.0 0.0 5.2 25.1 52.6 17.1
COncepts of numbers
and computation

0.0 0.0 2.6 35.3 50.0 12.1

Verbal problem solving 0.0 0.0 12.8 44.6 37.7 5.0
Concepts of geometry
and proportion

0.0 0.0 18.2 27.3 54.6 0.0
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Table 182

Percentage of Early-Exit Students Rated at Proficiency Levels
in Mathematics, Grade

Gr. Skill
N/A None

LANNI

Begin. Fair Good
Very
Good

K Computation 37.1 2.4 14.0 23.4 19.4 3.7
Concepts of numbers
and computation

0.0 2.2 22.2 33.4 36.4 5.7

Verbal problem solving 14.4 7.4 24.8 30.1 19.4 3.9
COncepts of geometry
and proportion

12.3 5.9 23.5 27.6 26.3 4.4

1 amputation 0.0 1.7 12.5 23.3 47.6 14.9
COncepts of numbers
and computation

0.0 1.3 11.2 23.3 48.4 15.8

Verbal problem solving 6.8 6.7 18.1 23.2 36.7 8.5
Concepts of geometry

arid proportion
23.7 3.8 12.3 16.1 34.7 9.4

2 amputation 0.3 0.5 4.8 17.2 57.4 19.8
COncepts of numbers
and computation

0.3 0.5 4.9 18.1 58.7 17.4

Verbal problem solving 2.2 1.6 9.3 25.4 51.7 9.9
Cioncepts of geometry
and on

5.5 1.3 8.8 20.9 55.9 7.6

3 Computation 1.0 0.0 3.2 22.9 51.0 22.0
ancepts of numbers
and ommputation

1.0 0.0 3.8 23.5 51.8 20.0

Verbal problem solving 1.4 1.9 11.7 39.1 37.1 8.8
ancepts of geometry
and proportion

14.5 1.5 7.3 27.1 35.2 14.4

4 COmputation 0.0 0.0 4.6 33.2 50.5 11.7
Cloncepts of numbers
and computation

0.0. 0.0 7.4 31.2 50.1 11.3

Verbal problem solving 0.0 0.0 19.7 42.5 28.8 9.1
COncepts of geometry 58.0 0.0 6.5 19.9 15.6 0.0
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Table 183
Percentage of Late-Exit Students Rated at Proficiency Levels

in Mathematics Grade

Gr. Skill
N/A Woe

Lassil

Begin. Fair Gocx1
Very
Gccd

K Cceptation 7.5 3.0 22.2 15.1 34.5 17.7
Ccticepts of miters

and cceputatice
1.9 2.2 25.8 17.8 33.3 19.0

Verbal prcblem solvirq 14.2 3.8 22.9 21.9 22.7 14.6
accepts of geceetry

and prcportion
19.4 13.0 10.4 15.3 27.4 14.6

3. Omvutatice 0.4 3.6 13.2 24.0 40.6 18.3
Ccncepts of limbers

an3 conputatice
0.4 3.1 14.0 23.0 42.3 17.3

Verbal prcblem solving 1.3 8.5 22.8 24.2 29.5 13.8
Concepts of geonetry

and on
0.8 7.6 24.3 26.0 29.5 11.7

2 CI:fytatice 0.8 5.4 8.1 28.4 44.3 13.0
Ccncepts of numbers

and ccuputaticn
0.8 1.3 12.6 28.0 44.7 12.6

Verbal prcblem solving 0.8 2.2 16.7 31.4 39.8 9.1
Clcncepts of geonetry 3.3 0.4 17.4 29.9 43.1 6.0

3 amputation 0.7 0.3 5.9 28.6 51.2 13.4
Concepts of miters

and amputation
0.7 0.5 7.0 33.2 47.0 11.5

Verbal problem solving 0.7 0.5 15.5 33.7 38.6 11.0
Oxicepts of go:natty

and prtion
0.9 0.5 15.2 32.9 40.8 9.6

4 Ccuputaticn 0.0 0.0 3.3 40.3 42.8 13.6
(Incepts of ruiters

and omputatica
0.0 0.0 3.3 41.7 43.3. 11.9

Verbal prcblem solving 0.0 1.0 20.8 41.6 26.4 10.2
O:ncepts of geometry

an:1 proportion
6.2 0.5 17.1 39.8 27.8 8.7

5 0:mitation 0.8 0.0 2.7 37.7 45.2 13.5
Oxicepts of makers

and =mutation
0.8 0.0 3.4 35.5 46.9 13.5

Verbal prcblem solving 0.0 0.0 10.8 43.8 32.9 12.5
Ccncmts of geanetry

and proporticn
0.0 0.0 16.0 41.5 31.9 10.7
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? Table 183 (ccotinue4)

Gr. Skill
NVA Nome

Level

Far Good
Very
GcodBegin.

6 Computation 0.0 0.0 4.1 22.2 51.8 21.9
COncepts of numbers
and computation

0.0 0.0 4.1 27.0 45.6 23.3

Verbal problem solving 0.0 2.7 5.4 34.9 39.1 17.9
Concepts of geometry 04 2.7 6.8 22.8 51.2 16.5

an42E9242M.

What is the typioal imnamactlonal program of target sbadents? Does
Ibia_ditarammgroma

Teadlerswere asked to fill in for each sbilkont the amount ct time

per week the student receives instruction in various subject areas by

the teacher, team teacher, aide, or resource teacher. The average

percentage of instructional time received by students in the inaersion

strategy, early-exit and late-exit programs is reported in Table 184.

Immersion strategy students receive someWhat more instruction in

English language arts than early-exit students receive, though the

difference diminishes with grade. The proportion of time in English

for immersion strategy students decreases from 63.6% in kindergarten to

52.5% in fourth grade and the proportion of time in English for early-

exit students increases from 35.1% in kindergarten to 51.1% in fourth

grade. With very minor exceptions, immersion strategy teachers do not

allocate any instructicrial time to Spanish language arts. This is

consistent with the program mcdel. At every grade level, late-exit

teachers allocate a smallergropaction of instructional time to English

language arts than either immersion strategy or early-exit teachers.

Though they devote less time to Spanish language arts in grades four,

five and six than in lower grades, late-exit teachers spend pro-

portionately more time on Spanish language arts ingtruction than do

early-exit teachers.
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Table 184

Average Percentage of Instructional Time for Each
Acadamic Subject, by Program and Grade

Grade Ccntent Area
Immersicn Early-Exit Late-Exit

English Language Arts 63.6 35.1 25.8
Vanish Lsnguage Arts 0.0 29.9 39.9
Social Studies 7.0 6.9 8.6
Mathesatics 23.2 22.1 18.4
Science 6.2 6.1 7.3

1 Englieh Language Arts 60.2 33.5 23.2
Spanidh Language Arts 2.2 24.2 41.7
Social Studies 7.5 8.0 7.2
Mathematics 23.5 26.7 20.6
Science 6.6 7.6 7.4

2 Englidh Language Arts 60.7 34.4 25.7
Spanidh Language Arts 0.1 25.4 28.8
Social Studies 8.2 8.5 8.3
Mathematics 24.1 23.1 18.7
Science 6.9 8.7 8.5

3 English Language Arts 58.7 40.6 36.2
Spanish Language Arts 0.0 18.2 28.9
Social Studies 8.6 8.6 7.4
Mathematics 24.5 24.6 19.8
Science 8.2 8.1 7.8

4 Englidh Language Arts 52.5 51.1 43.0
Spanidh Language Arts 0.0 0.9 18.0
Social Studies 18.0 14.6 9.1
Mathematics 17.5 20.9 19.5
Science 12.0 12.5 10.4

5 English LanguageArts 42.9
Spanidh Language Arts 18.2
Social Studies 9.4
Mathematics 20.2
Science 9.4

6 English Language Arts 41.0
Spanish Language Arts 18.1
Social Studies 11.7
Mathematics 18.3
Science 10.9
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Early-exit, late-exit and immersion strategy teachers reported

that their students receive approximately equal instructional time in

math, scienoe and social studies.

Teachers recorded for eadh student whether or not the student

receives ESL instructicn. Across grades, roughly seventy-nine percent

of inversion strategy and early-exit children and 81% of those in late-

exit reoeive ESL instruction (see Table 185). In all three programs,

the prcportion of students receiving ESL instruction generally de-

creases with grade, and between programs, more late-exit students

receive ESL instruction than students in the other programs.

Table 185

Percentmge of Students Receiving ESL Instruction,

Grade

Ermom
Ininersicn Earl y-Exit Late-Exit

87.7 86.8 94.5

1 79.8 82.1 96.7

2 70.8 79.2 94.0

3 76.1 60.2 73.4

4 57.1 49.2 71.5

5 48.8

32.6

Weighted Number
of Responses 1634.6 1615.1 1608.9
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In all three programs, more students receive instruction in their

primary language from the main or responding classroom teacher than

from other classroom staff (team/resource teacher or aide) (see Table

186). Mbre late-exit students receive instruction in their primary

language than students in the other programs. The proportion of these

students remains high across all grades, in contrast to a &crease in

the immersion strategy and early-exit programs. Teachers also were

asked to record the extent to whidh English or the studentqg primary

larguage is used to teach each of several subject areas. Mbst immer-

sion strategy students are taught in English with primary language to

supplement and English only, as are early-exit students (except in

kindagarten) (WN Tables 187 and 188). COnsistent with the program

models, sore early-exit students than immersion strategy students

receive instruction in their primary language only, though, without

exception, no fourth grade earlriexit students receive instruction in

their primary language only or primary language supplemented with

English. Thirty-five percent to over 60% of lati-exit students in

kindergarten through second graft are taught math, science, social

studies and cultural heritage in theirrainexy language only (see Table

189). The percentage of late-exit students receiving instruction in

eqpal amounts of primary language and Englidh tends to increase with

grade, and the percentage of students receiving instruction in primary

language only generally decreases. EXcept in sixth grade, the propor-

tion of students taught in their primary language with English to

supplement remains substantial, particularly in math, science and

social studies. These patterns tend to hold true over all subject

areas .
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Table 187

Percentage of Immersion Strategy Program Students
I1ViX fr TAIMEZ?)

Math

fiublmet
coda Ethnic

Sado:* Studies Heritage Other

Gr' Langur.r..2-- salwasemoorms.

K Primary only 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Primary w/English to

supplemant
0.2 0.0 0.0 5.7 0.0

Equal primary and English 0,0 5.4 3.4 16.0 0.0
English Wprimary to
supplement

58.4 36.3 38.5 35.9 25.8

Ehglinh only 41.4 46.9 43.5 29.3 42.1
NctAsign 0.0 13.5 14.5 13.1

1 Primary only 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.0

,32.2

0.0
Primary w/English to

supplement
0.5 0.4 0.4 4.1 0.0

Equal primary and English 0.3 0.6 0.6 7.4 0.0
English Wprimary to
supplement

60.4 50.3 57.7 57.4 23.8

English only 37.9 39.0 40.2 18.9 17.0
Not tamht . 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.3 59.2

,_MWMOPMWmaIMAYNIMIINVINAMIWO101......

2 Primary only 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.0
PrimuywAnglish to
supplement

0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 0.0

Eglal primary and English 0.0 2.9 2.9 6.3 0.0
English w/primary to

supplement
42.4 42.0 37.4 32.8 15.2

Lnglish only 56.5 54.0 58.5 48.3 26.2
Not tatvght 0.0 0.0 0.0 58.7.....10.4

................

3 Primary only 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0
Primmry w/English to
supplehent

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Equal primary and English 4.7 4.8 4,3 7.1 0.0
English u/pcimary to

suppliammilt

35.0 33.6 29.4 13.1 6.2

Eoglish only 60.4 60.1 60.1 45.7 31.0
0.0 1.6 5.7 34.1 62.8
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Table 187 (=timed)

1M.M111..011M.1.0111MINAIMMV.WIMOM

.C4::_819428

4 Prhmary only
Primary w/Englhsh to

supplement
Equal mimary and English
English w/primuy to
supplement

English only

Math

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

100.0
0.0

womsmilmommelmemionml

Social
Science Studies

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0"' 0.0
40.5 19.1

59.5 81.0
0.0 0.0

Ethnic
Eftitage Other

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

59.5
40.5

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

49.1
50.9
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Table 188

Percentage of Early-Exit Program Students
ivinnstructionin(s), y Grade

Subt
Social Ethnic

Math Science Studies Heritage Other

2EL__EM.09e4

K Primary only 22.0 7.6 7.6 7.6 38.7
Primary w/English to
supplement

19.6 11.6 13.3 16.5 0.0

Egpal primary and 11.8 28.3 26.4 17.3 21.3
Wile'

English w/primary to
supplement

36.0 33.2 33.2 36.1 11.3

English only 10.5 9.9 11.6 9.7 9.6
Not taught 0.0 9.5 7.9 12.8 19.1

1 Primary only 9.4 8.3 12.1 12.2 4.0
Primary w/English to

supplement
8.1 5.6 5.6 3.9 0.0

Equal primary and 10.0 7.1 8.3 10.5 1.7
Eligligh

English w/primary to
supplement

46.8 46.5 43.4 32.7 9.9

English only 23.9 32.2 30.4 21.5 10.3
Not , .. 1.8 0.2 0.2 19.3 74.1

2 Primary only 10.1 6.3 6.9 9.1 3.1
Primary w/English to
supplement

6.6 8.1 7.5 9.5 0.3

Equal primary and 7.9 1.7 1.7 2.4 0.0
Ehgliah

English Wprimary to
supplement

41.9 45.8 45.7 40.0 15.2

English only 33.5 38.2 33.6 21.1 9.7
Not taught 0.0 0.0 4,7 17.9 71.7

3 Primary only 4.1 9.1 4.4 3.3 0.4
Primary w/Engliah to
supplement

11.0 9.5 13.2 18.4 0.0

Equal primary and
pgliah

12.2 5.1 4.5 5.7 0.0

English w/primary to
supplement

27.4 27.9 30.3 24.7 5.2

English only 45.3 48.5 46.0 30.1 24.5
Not taught 0.0 0.0 1.7 17.8 69.9
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Table 188 (omtinued)

4 Primary only
Primary w/English to
supplement

Equal primary anti
English

English w/primary to
supplement

English wayNot

=kis=
Math

Social
Science Studies

Ethnic
Heritage Other

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1.8 1.8 0.0 1.8 0.0

40.9 38.9 41.7 48.7 8.0

57.3 59.3 58.3 19.1 39.8
30.4 52.20.1_220__________
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Table 189

Percentage of Late-Exit Program Students
in e(s), lm_Sirade

Math

Bublfrt
Social

Science Studies
Ethnic

Heritage

K Primary only 59.1 61.5 54.1 54.7
Primary w/English to
supplement

22.2 25.9 33.6 30.0

Equal primary ani 10.2 7.8 7.5 6.3
English

English w/primary to
supplement

8.0 1.7 1.7 0.7

English only C.3 3.2 3.2 0.3
Not taught 0.2 0.0 0.0 8.1

1 Primary only 53.7 44.9 44.9 47.2
Primary w/English to
supplement

26.0 26.9 23.6 16.5

Equal primary and 8.1 2.2 7.6 12.4
English

English w/primary to
supplement

7.8 15.5 13.3 6.9

English only 2.6 2.1 2.1 0.7
Not taught 1.8 8.5 8.5 16.3

2 Primary only 34.5 34.6 46.6 61.0.
Primary w/English to
supplement

39.1 15.4 16.5 3.1

Equal primary and 14.6 16.8 25.6 14.5
English

English w/primary to
supplement

5.2 23.1 6.9 5.7

Erglish ally 6.5 8.1 2.4 2.0

Other

28.5
14.4

13.2

1.9

0.3

41.8

26.1
7.6

1.4

6.7

2.5
55.6

18.8
0.0

0.0

3.6

1.6N.a..t.t.:0.0_2.4.9_2.2:L_3 76.0
3 Primary only

Primary w/English to
sumeement

Equal primary and
English

English w/primary to
supplement

English only
Not taught

6.6

21.4

32.9

29.8

6.6
2.8

14.2
18.7

29.3

23.1

13.8
0.9

24.8
11.9

28.7

24.1

8.5
2.1

29.1
8.9

30.6

15.7

3.4

12.4
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Table 189 (continued)

Math

Subject
social

Science Stadion
Ethnic

Heritage Other

4 Primary only 1.2 5.9 8.7 16.7 16.5
Primary w/English to
supplenent

31.4 32.6 22.0 28.0 0.0

Ltual winery and 37.9 22.2 34.5 17.4 13.4
English

EnglishwAnimary to
sumlement

15.1 19.0 21.9 15.5 2.8

English oily 13.1 17.5 9.3 6.1 9.9
Not taught 1.4 2.8 3.7 16.2 57.4

5 Primary only 5.7 6.5 6.5 17.1 3.3

drimary w/English to
supplement

17.1 30.1 27.4 33.1 6.5

Equal primary and 46.9 28.2 39.6 27.4 1.3

English
English w/primary to
supplement

18.1 12.5 5.1 9.0 7.5

Englimh only 12.2 22.7 21.4 13.5 8.1
Not tau9ht 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 73.4

6 Primary wily 1.4 2.8 2.8 9.6 1.4
Primary w/Ehglish to
supplement

0.0 10.3 1.4 0.0 0.0

Equal primary and 53.1 44.8 50.9 59.0 0.0
English

English w/primary to
supplement

19.9 8.4 9.8 18.3 12.7

English .444 24.2 33.7 35.1 5.0 27.6
Not taught 1.4 0.0 0.0 8.2 58.4

oonclusiong

Over five thousand student data sheets were collected from

students who participated in the study. The majority of these students

are of low socioeconomic status. A considerable percentage of them are

considered by their teachers to be hindered in learning by lack of

English proficiency, underdevelcped cognitive skills and lack of

parental lavolvament.
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Almost all students are assigned homework and most complete their

homework at least half of the time.

Teachers rated their students' proficiency levels in English and

Spimaish. Generally, more immersion strategy students in all grades are

expected to show skills in English than children in other prcgrame and

more immersion strategy students in the lower grades receive teacher

ratings of "very good" on their Englidh skills than students at lamer

grades in the other programs. A fair percentage of late-exit atudents

in the higher grades also are rated as *very good". Mbst immersion

strategy teachers do not expect their students to show proficiency in

Spanish, though early-exit teachers generally expect same proficiency

in Spanish, rating the majority as "good" on these skills. Late-exit

teachers expect most of their students to show proficiency in Spanislh,

generally rating them as "fair" or "good". On the whole, students are

expected to show some proficiency in cxxpztation, number concepts and

verbal problem waving.

Overall, immersion strategy students receive somewhat more

instruction in English language arts than do early-exit or late-exit

students, but they receive almost no instruction in Spanish language

arts. Across programs, teachers allow approximately equal instruc-

tional time in math, science and social studies.

While students in all three programs receive same instructicn in

their primary language, late-exit students receive the greatest

proportions of primary language instruction, though use of English and

primary language for instructica varies across programs and grades.

In sum, with a few minor exceptions, teacher reports of student

behavior and performance is consistent with the prtgram models.
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ii

VI. CONCLUSICNS

Introductign

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the salient findings

presented in earlier chapters, relate them to the main study questions,

and discuss their implications for instruction and policy. Specifi-

cally, this chapter addresses the following questions: Do the three

programs under study represent the three instructional models of

interest, i.e., English immersion strategy, early-exit, and late-exit

transitional bilingual education programs? Are the students, teachers,

and administrators comparable among the three programs? What micemmen-

dations can be made regarding the learning and instruction of language

minority students from these data? What do these data suggest for

policy makers?

Instructional Treatment

As noted in Chapter I, if, as same language theorists posit, there

are basic processes that are inherent and critical to language learning

(e.g., comprehensible input, comprehensible output, and negotiation of

meaning), they should be present in any suocessful language development

program. COnsequently, the major differences that would be anticipatod

between the three instructional models under study would be the

language or languages used for instruction, how much of each language

is used, and the grades in which they are used. Thus, in an immersion

strategy programmodel, English wculd be used almost exclusively across

all grade levels. While Spanish and English are both used in the

early-exit program model, English would be the primary language of

instruction, with its use rapidly increasing so that it is used almost

exclusively by second grade. Students in both immersion strategy and

early-exit program models would be mainstreamed at the end of the

second grade. In contrast, in the late-exit program model, Spanish

would be used for instruction a minimum of 40% of the time through

grade six. Late-exit students who are reclassified would not be

mainstreamed until grade seven. Thus the distimixishing characteris-
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tics of these instructional models are the languages used, the amount

of time they are used, and tho length of time students receive instruc-

tion in these languages.

II _I. !Lit!! ' - . 1_ A

nk3dels?

Yes. Data show that as grade level increases within each program

-- immersion strategy (grades kindergarten through four), early-exit

(grades kindergarten through four), and late-exit (grades kindergarten

through six) -- the programs differ in the language(s) they use for

ingtruction. Moreover, with one exception, these differences are

consistent with their respective program models. English is used

almost exclusively (94.3% to 98.6%) in all immersion strategy class-

rooms. Early-exit teachers use Englidh approximately two-thirds of the

time in kindergarten and first grade, subsequently increasing its use

to approximately three-fourths in grade two, over three-fourths in

grade three, and almost always in grade four. With one exception, the

use of English in late-exit programs is consistent with the instruc-

tional model. Among late-exit programs, English is used sparingly in

kindergarten (<10%), one-third of the time in first and second grades,

about half the time in third grade, and approximately 60% in fourth

grade. Contrary to its Instructional model, English is used almost

two-thirds of the time in grade five, and over 80% in grade six. While

this pattern documents that the use of English by late-exit teachers

differs markedly from that of immersion exategy and early-exit

teachers, the data also suggest that late-exit classrooms in grades

five and six deviate from the instructional model by exceeding the

specified use of English. However, closer inspection of the data at

the district level reveals that two of the three late-exit districts

are using English less than 60% of the time in grade five, and English

approximately two-thirds of the time in grade six. The third late-exit

district uses English almost exclusively in grade five (92%) andin
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grade six (94%), making it more similar to an early-exit than a late-

exit program.

In sum, classroom observations of teachers and students establish

that the immersion strategy, early-exit, and late-exit transitional

programs in this study differ with respect to the languages used for

instruction. These differences are consistent with the models

described in the study design for immersion strategy and early-exit

izograms, and with the exception of one late-exit site, they also are

consistent with the late-exit program thxough grade five. The

exception is one late-exit site that more closely resembles an early-

exit instructional model than a late-exit model.

Reclassification

a2tbg__tbm_programs differ in the rates with whchi students are
reclassified tram LEP to FIR?

Yes. From another.perwective, reclassification from limited-

English-proficient to fluent-English-proficient is another indicator of

program success. COntrary to expectations, by the end of four years in

their respective programs (i.e., third grade), proportionately more

early-exit students (72%) are reclassified than are immersion strategy

students (66%). Consistent with its instructional model, while half of

the LEP students in late-exit programs arc reclassified by the end of

third grade, almost four-fifths are reclassified by the end of sixth

grade.

Mainstrmajai

students sta time?

Yes. Contrary to expectations, the amount of tine language

minority students remain in immersion strategy and early-exit programs

is not consistent with their respective instructional models. Both

immersion strategy and early-exit models call for early mainstreaming,
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i.e., within two to three years. This clearly does not occur. After

entry into kindergarten, three-fautts of the immersion strategy and

over four-fifths of the early-exit students are not mainstreamed after

four years in their respective instructional programs. That is, after

four years, sdhool personnel judge that students in both programs do

not have the necessary skills to be exited and work successfUlly in an

English-only mainstream classroom. Students tend to be kept within the

instructional program, even those who have been reclassified as FEP.

Consistent with the instructional mcdel, late-exit students are not

mainstreamed until the seventh grade. In sum, at least for the first

four years of program participetion (i.e., grades kindergarten through

four), students tend not to be mainstreamed in any of the three

program.

Instructional Stra ies/Ouality of In5:zuction

Differences in the three invtructional mcdels suggest that

teachers in immersion strategy classrxmucluld have different patterns

of language from those in bilingual classrooms. Immersion strategy

programs, with their greater reliance on English, in theory are more

likely to tailor the language to second language speakers. Bilingual

programs, which in theory afford students and teachers greater oppor-

tunities for the use of La (Spanish in this case), should provide more

complex language and instruction when La (i.e., student's primary

language) is used for instruction than when 12 (i.e., English) is used

for instruction.

Are the instructional strategies comparable among immersion stratggy4
early-exit. and late-exit program*?

Yes. Notwithstanding the program differences predicted and

confirmed above, as anticipated in Chapter I, there are more similar-

ities than differences in instructional strategies among the three

programs. Instructional strategies are defined by teacher language

behavior. Teachers are positive and supportive of their students

through the feedback they provide to them. The most common types of
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statements nade by teachers are the same for all three programs and

grade levels: explanation, question, command and feedback. Addition-

ally, teachers tend to make the same types of statements in both

languages. That is, teachers tend not to use English and Spanish

differently. ACTCSS all programs, teacher westions typically are low-

level requests for simple information recall. Classroom activities

tend to be teacher-directed. Nonetheless, instructional strategies are

pcsitive and supportive of students in eadh progrmm.

= SAlt an 1.4.13mImpuzainaomtt?

No. Without exception, across grade levels within and between the

three instructional programs, students are limited in their oppor-

tunities to produce language and in their opportunities to produce more

ccmplex language. This is evident from observations of teachers doing

moist of the talking in classrooms, naking about twice as many

utterances as do students. Students produce language only when they

are working directly with a teacher, and then only in response to

teacher initiations. There are two Major concerns fram these findings.

The first concern is that in over lalf of the interactions that

teachers have with students, student do not preduce any language

(i.e., non-verbal responses such as listening, gesturing, etc.).

Second, when students do respond, typically they are providing simple

information recall. Rather than being provided with the opportunity to

generate original statenents, students are asked to provide simple

discrete close-ended or patterned responses. Not only does this

pattern of teacher/student interaction limit a student's opportunity to

create and manipulate language freely, but it also limits the student's

ability to engage in more complex learning (i.e., higher order thinking

skills).

In sum, teachers in all three programs do not teach language or

higher order ccgnitive skills effectively. Teachers in all three

programs offer a passive language learning environment, limiting
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student opportunities to produce language and to develop more complex

language and conceptual skills.

(Ec) students?

No. Teachers across programs and grades tend to say the same

things to LEP, FEP, and EO students when they are separated by these

language classifications. However, teachers speak quite differently to

students when student groups are comprised of LEPs, FEPs, and/or E0s

than when groups are separated by language classification levels.

Teachers tend to explain, model and monitor more often when speaking to

mixed groups of students (thereby ensaring LEP students have enough

information and direction to participate in the lesson) than when the

students are separated by language classification levels. Teachers

also ask fewer questions, give fewer commands, and provide less

feedback when students are mixed by language status than when they are

separated. Thus, teachers in all three programs exhibit same sen-

sitivity to the special needs of LEP students when they are mixed with

FEP and/or E0 students.

Are students engaged in their assigned tasks?

Yes. Consistently across programs, grades, and language classifi-

cation levels, students exhibit a high level of task engagement

(>86.5%). This suggests that teachers across all programs are equally

effective in providing lessons that meet the needs of their students.

Do teachers shelter their we of Englisit_tjmghrealia?

Yes, albeit limited. There is same evidence of teachers' attempts

to adjust their language behavior through realia. However, the use of

realia appears to be limited to kindergarten classrooms by immersion

strategy and early-exit kindergarten teachers. Late-exit teachers tend

not to use realia at any grade level.
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ontat_guttrammeo?

Overall, no. Complexity, as defined as students responding with

free responses, use of less repetition and drill, and greater use of

opportunities for discussion, differs little or not at all between

programs. Program differences in the complexity of language are noted

in one area, with proportionately more late-exit students asking

questions than immersion strategy students.

t 4)) ILI, kir. t I . ktit Al.

No. Immersion strategy teachers tend to devote more time to

Englidh langlage arts than early-exit or late-exit teachers. However,

early-exit and late-exit teachers increase the proportion of time they

devote to English language arts as grade level increases. Moreover,

when one oonsiders the Spanidh language arts instruction provided by

early-exit and late-exit teachers, the total amount of instructional

time spent on language arts, Englidh andior Spanish, is comparable

across the three pcograms.

U, j 1:- - 0-02. C!_.!

Provided

Yes. Each program allocates approximately the same amount of

instructional time in reading, language arts (collapsing instruction in

English and Spanidh), math, and social studies.

IV it:
Imetcork?

_11, 12=2. Jit2 9_14_

No. Consistently, late-exit teachers assign and grade homework

with greater frequency than do immersion strategy or early-exit

teachers.
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Yes, by grade, but only slightly. Typically, students in all

programs are provided with seatwork and discussion activitiesy with law

to moderate involvement in drillwork, listening, in-eAm or other

activities. The frequency of these passive learning activities and

discussion activities wherein students do not produce much language

(and that which is produced is typically information recall) provides

students with a less than ideal language learning environment.

Dici_giminatiant_sl_tanchurigmbar_intsmastaiox....
mar&ae____Ilamiagsm_ux_thmsgssome

Overall, yes. Observations were made in each program during each

content area (i.e., rmaLci, language arts, math, social studies, non-

acadenic such as art or music, other academic such as science or

computer lab, or procedures such as ma)dng a transition from one

subject area to another). Only minor grade level differences were

noted between programs.

lp_theixanalwrat k;-iL-. 110.

No. Late-exit parents are more aware that their children have

hanework and ensure that it is completed than either immersion strategy

or early-exit parents. EXcept for kindergarten, teachers across grades

and programs always assign hamework. Yet only three-fourths (75%) of

early-exit and four-fifths (83%) of immersion strategy parents report

that their children have hamework. In contrast, almost all (98%) late-

exit pareats are awarc that their children have homework. Finally,

proportionately more late-exit parents monitor the completion or help

their children complete their hamework (93.3%) than either immersion

strategy or early-exit parents (68.2% and 70.6%, respectively).



tomtit:1AntaiL_Ranattz?

No. The majority of parents across programs want their children

to know Spanish and English equally well. However, there was substan-

tial variability among parents across and within programs as to how

these goals might be realized. These.differences reflect the different

approaches used by eadh of the three instructional programs as communi-

cated to porents as being in the best interests of their children.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the three programs in this study represent three

distinct instructional mcdels, differing primarily in the amount of

Englidh and Spanish used for instruction. In all, the language use

patterns are consistent with those of their respective instructional

mcdels. However, immersion strategy and early-exit programs tend not

to reclassify or mainstream their students early, but keep them in

their respective programs for at least five years (i.e., through grade

four). Consistent with the instructional model, late-exit students are

reclassified (bat not mainstreamed) more slowly than either immersion

strategy or early-exit students.

The data show that the programs in this study are more similar

than different in the instructional strategies used. Regardless of the

language used or the language classification of students, the basic

instructional paradigm is explanation, question, command and feedback.

Of concern is that the instructional strategies used by teachers in all

three programs make for a passive language learning environment,

limiting students/ opportunities to develop more complex language and

conceptual skills.

The data suggest that the three programs are comparable, with two

exceptions, with respect to the quality of instruction provided.

Various indicators of instructional quality (i.e., engaged academic

time, use of realia, complexity of language, content, or context of
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utteranoes) also reveal little or no program differences. However, two

important indicators ct instructional quality suggest an advantage of

late-exit programs. First, late-exit teachers assign and correct

homework more often than either immersion strategy or early-exit

teachers. Second, research in the role of parents in the education of

their children, especially for languageldnority parents, documents the

importance of parental involvement in their children's learning

(Ramirez, Douglas, and Vargas, 1989). Thus, parent involvement can be

used as an indicator of program quality. Language minority parents

whose children are in early-,exit or late-exit programs are involved

more actively in the schooling of their children than parents of

children in immersion strategyprograms. Furthermore, across programs,

the majority ct language minority parents want their children to

develop equally their primary and English language skills. From

another perspective, the late-exit program again better represents the

educational preferenoes ct language minority parents and is reflected

in their greater satisfaction with the schooling of their children than

either immersion strategy or early-exit parents.

Student Characteristics

between_pmaingtgamgro their
home backgrounds?

Overall, yes. Target students come from families with two adults

and three children. While most target students were born in the United

States, over three-fourths of their parents were not. Almost three-

fourths of the families are of low income (<$15,000/year). However,

proportionately more late-exit families are of the lowest income levels

than are early-exit or immersion strategy families. While roughly one-

third of the target students attended preschool, proportionately more

immersion strategy students than either early-exit or late-exit

students attended preschools where only English was spoken.
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Yes. While most communication with parents and children in the

home is in Spanish, children use more English with siblings. Approxi-

mately half of the households sdbscribe to English language newspapers

and half to Spanish .Language newspapers. Almost all families have a

television set, and children watch mostly English programming.

Approximately two-thirds of other media sources (i.e., radio, tape, and

record paayer) provide language in Englidh and one-third in Spanish.

Mast target students play with friends who use both Englidh and

Spanish, and they live in neighborhoods where Spanish is spoken at

least half of the time. These characteristics are oonsistent across

all programs.

In sum, with one exception, sba&:Jts across poograms have com-

parable backgrounds. The exception is that propolDrUoreamly more late-

exit students are from the lowest inoame levels than are immersion

strategy or early-exit students.

Igagberalgorgom Characteristics

'reacher Characteristics

Zgalaithar&-glicartalt-1142-t4?--tba"139I I it.. . s L! T 7.. - _

91,112.2410

No. Late-exit teachers tend to have backgrounds similar to their

students, are sufficiently fluent in Spanish to teach in it, and have

advanced training in meeting the needs of language minority students.

In contrast, immersion strategy and early-exit teachers generally are

not Hispanic, are not sufficiently proficient in Spanish to teach in

it, and do not have as much advanced training as do late-exit teachers.

Moreover, teachers in each program differ markedly in their attitudes

on haw limited-English-proficient students should be taught, essenti-
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ally concurring with the underlying rationale for their respective

instructional mcdels.

!DLL' ./1

Yes. Classes across programs range in size from a mean of 21.8 to

27.1 students per class.

to _ lir. . I

griumiUsnaial&g_ida_QUEELJELAng-EQI?

No. Late-exit classrooms have noticeably fewer EO students than

immersion strategy or early-exit classrooms. In each program, the

proportion of FEP students increases and the proportion of LEP students

decreases as grade level increases (suggesting a modicum of success

among each program).

Are student 01112.6.2 _111. . 0.0 II 0:40

No. Immersion strategy and early-exit teachers tend to use large-

sized (>10 students) and small-sized (2-5 students) groups. In

contrest, late-exit teachers more characteristically use large- and

medium-sized (6 10 students) groups.

The success of any instructional program in large measure also

reflects the adMinistrative context in which it is imlemented. Thus

the knowledge and support site and district level administrators as

well as the available resourobs of the school, district, and community

may act to support or weaken the implementation of an instructional

Program.
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No. All project administrators of late-exit programs are His-

panic, have Spanish as their first language, and have a master's degree

or higher; most are certified bilingual or ESLteachers and have direct

bilingual/ESL teaching experience. In contrast, immersion strategy

-Ininistrathrs tend to be white, speak Spanish as their second lan-

guage, and have approximately half of the bilingual/ESL training and

experience that late-exit project administrators have. Early-exit

project administrators fall in between later-exit and immersion strategy

project administrators on these characteristics.

Site Adminislratemiaincipalsi

!or te 4. for: II I V
ani professiclial

their

No. Proportionately more early-exit and late-exit principals have

backgrounds similar to that of their students, have training in working

with language minority children, and have practical experience in

teaching these children than do principals in immersion strategy

program.

Yes. Across programs, site administrators appear to understand

the theoretical and methodological conoepts underlying their respective

programs. However, principals are not as well prepared in terms of

training and experience as are project directors. More importantly,

principals' attitudes and opinions regarding the education of language

minority children do not always agree with those of their respective

project administrators. This difference nay serve to constrain full
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implementation of their respective programs. This finding is consis-

tent across all programs.

I.E.Ilig....tmlutelmtLin...eacti of lba_ba.lamitniaillsigaggistmgose

No. While all school sites report substantial numbers of their

student body as language minority (one-third to three-fourths) and low

income, program differences are evident. The availability of EA

students as role models is important for development of Englidh

language skills. Proportionately more of the students at early-exit

only and immersion strategy/early-exit school sites than in late-exit

or immersion strategy only sdhool sites are language minority students.

Immersion strategy principals report that proportionately more of their

student body comes from homes with the lowest income levels as compared

to other school sites.

1

tr....1.1mggine VAP

slot; I 1111.p 11.!

. -

Yes. Host schools use more than one procedure for assessing

language proficiency for initial classification and for reclassifica-

tion. In most cases, students classified as LEP automatically receive

language services unless their parents request otherwise. In most

instances, when immersion strategy and early-exit LEP students are

reclassified as FEP, they are expected to be transferred to mainstream,

English-only classrooms.

.

No. Schools having both an imersion strategy and an early-exit

program provide the most heterogeneous mix of students. Less than one-

half of immersion strategy only and two-fifths of late-exit school

sites do so. However, in all programs, mixing of students typically
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tends to occur in grades four through six rather than in kindergarten

through grade t1L,ka. Waiting to mix LEP students with DO students is

contrary to sAcond language acquisition research documenting how

interaction 'w;c native speakers greatly facilitates second language

acquisition. In sum, primary school teachers are limiting the language

learning opportunities for LEP students in the early primary grades by

separating them from EO students (assuming the availability of E0

students) until the fourth grade.

tf.-
_L-A!_1__. -

cc. If; 412 10_2 I lit that

Yes. Almost all schools report having written curricula for all

content areas, and more than half ct the early-exit and late-exit

school sites have such curricula for Spanish language arts and math.

Student progress is monitored by principals and teachers, and relayed

to staff through meetings and to parents through conferemes and

bulletins. Parent imam:wit tends to be limited to PTAs and parent

advisory committees.

ristrigt_=Itext

__ Cf.! _

Atair_gtgdgat_kgdy Identified as LEP?
an of

No. Collapsing across grades, early-exit/immersion strategy

districts tend to have more of their student body identified as LEP

than do late-exit districts (27.5% to 38.3%, and 14.3% to 21.7%,

respectively). However, with one exception, all districts in the three

programs note a consistent decline in the proportion of LEP students as

grade level increases from kindergarten to sixth grade, suggesting a

mcdicum of success in each program.
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Yes. Contrary to their instructional models and district poli-

cies, immrsion strategy and early-exit school districts do not

mainstmmn their students at a greater rate than do late-exit dis-

tricts. That is, immersion strategy and early-exit districts tend to

keep their students in their respective programs for at least five

years (i.e., through grade four, reflecting the limits of the study

ratherthan of the programs).

Implications

o Contrary to lig_gbjmtim cra_if4BEerreiglignittay_ana_mrly=mit
"IA 1,22 I U i 01.-

=acted. It is clear that immersica
110. I 0_1

it; _ ._!0 . I ?.1L _19! JL

_ .
1D3re than three Years. The LialitiNUELkillIKILAtclii_th
suggests that lbaited-Dglish-proficient sbidents may need

1_10 11_12 I I t__T 'Z. i.
nBirEtream .

In spite of the strong svp"le for early mainstreaming among

immersion strategy and early-exit staff (instructional and administra-

tive), while two-thirds to three-fourths of language minority students

are reclassified by their teachers as FEP by the end of third grade,

fewer than one-fourth are mainstreamed by grade four. This suggests

that, at a practical level, immersion strategy and early-exit teachers

feel that most LEP students need five or more years of special instruc-

tional support prior to mainstreaming. Neither program is able to

provide a "quick fix." Federal guidelines of services to language

wan,:eity students should be reviewed to reflect the professional

judgments made by those working directly with these students.
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ancLasizzaLstiatadatistraluantictuizanuactirs
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a sxze active learning awirarment for larpuage and cogathe
1A."_ " 11 k0.1Infaruntign_andese_gcsials. -^

Across districts, states, and prcgrams, while teachers who have

been specially trained to neet the instructional needs of language

ndnority students (i.e., holding a bilingual or ESL teaching creden-

tial) know what they are supposed to do, they do not do so. That is,

they provide a passive language learning environment. Contrary to the

training they have received on current theory and research on language

development and second language acquisition, these specially trained

teachers limit students' opportunities to produce language and to

develop more complex language and conceptual skills, a finding that is

consistent with studies of mainstream English-only teachers. Why?

There are two possible explanations, both highlighting basic problems

with current teacher training efforts.

First, teachers may be simply reflecting the underlying assunr

tions of the training that they received in teacher preparation. The

data are consistent with the assertion by Cunnins (1986) that teacher

training in the United States is basically "transmission oriented"

rather than "reciprocal/interaction oriented." That is, teachers may

be "lectured" during training on the importx--le of active learning

strategies rather than experiencing a modelin- Jf alternative active

learning strategies.

Secondly, teacher training efforts may not inoorpo:Bte all of the

essential components of an effective training program: theory, model-

ing, practice, and on-going coaching (Calderon, 1982; Joyce & Showers,

1983). Each component is important and should not be overlooked. An

understanding of theory provides the teacher with a conceptual frame-

work of the rationale for a given instructional approach. Modeling by

the trainer allows the teachers in training to observe how the dheory
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is operationalized. Practice allows the teachers in training to demon-

strate their understanding of what they have learned. Our data suggest

that these three components are nininally 'resent in teacher training

efforts in so far as teachers are able to describe an ideal language

learning environment. BCwever, it is on-going coaching (observing

others and being observed) in a classroom setting that crystallizes

this learning and makes it possible for th t. teachers in training to

inoorporate the instructional approadh into their teacher repertoire

(Joyce & Showers, 1982; Berliner, 1982; Wood, NbQuarrie, and Thompson,

1982). As the average teacher in this study failed to provide an

optimal language learning environment, one night hypothesize that this

reflects a lack of sustained teacher training support (i.e., on-going

coaching).

It is recomnended that federal efforts encourage and examine

teacher taainin- efforts to include all the requisite oomponents of a

comprehensive training model.

_ -
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their children.

t 2111, L t _IL

a!!"-±-.=_-:11-1

By viitue of their children receiving same of their work in their

primary language, parents are able to assist their children in their

work more directly and more frequently. Using the home language for

instruction appears to facilitate parent participation. As the hcme

language is used more for a longer period of time in the late-exit

program than in either the immersion strategy or early-exit programs,

parents are provided with more opportunities to support children's

learning aver a longer grade span. This greater involvement may also

partly explain the greater satisfaction of their children's education

by late-exit parents than reported by immersion strategy or early-exit

parents.
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Table Al Proportion of Students in Student Data Base for each
District/ftogram COmbination A-2

Table A2 1124/CEATM
Weights assigned to each District/Program
Canbination A-3

Table A3 Classram Data Base
Weights assigned to each District/Program
Combination A-4

Table A4 Teacher Interview
Weights assigned to each District/Program
Contdnation . A-5

Table A5 Student Data Base
Weights assigned to each District/Program
Combination A-6

Table A6 Parent Interview
Weights assigned to each District/Program
Combination . . . A-7

Table A7 Student Data Sheet
Weights assigned to each District/Program A-8
Combination

Table A8 School District Servioes Questionnaire
Weights assigned to each District A-9

Table A9 Project Administrator Interview
Weights assigned to each District A-10

Table A10 School Site Fact Sheet
Weights assigned to each District A-11

Table All Site Administrator (Principal) Interview
Weights assigned to each District A-12
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APPENDIX A

NEM/Er= =MITER FOR DESMIPTIVE ANALYSES

The number of students in each district/progrms combination was

defined to be the number of students in that district/program who

participated in the study for portions of at least two years. This

group represents the shmientswho contributed the ncert data.

Table Al displays the overall proportion of students in the

student data base for each district/program combination, the proportion

of students in the student data base for each district/program

combination who participated for portions of at least two years, and

the proportions actually used to determine the weights for each

instrument (the proportions were adjusted slightly to give each program

equal weight). Tables A2 to All provide the weights for each

instrument.

A-1
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Table Al

Itoportion of Students in Student Data Base for sad' District/Program Cambination

District
Ipmersion

Overall 2+ yrs. Adjusted Overall 2+ Adjusted Overall 2+ yrs. Adjusted

0:A 6.5 6.6 6.4 11.0 7.8 7.8 * * *

1:B 8.3 9.7 9.4 9.5 10.6 10.7 * * *

2:C 4.7 4.6 4.4 5.3 4.9 4.9 * * *

3:D * * * 3.8 4.4 4.5

4:E * * * 16.5 19.5 20.0

5:F 3.2 2.7 2.7 7.2 2.6 2.6 * * *

6:G * * * 7.9 8.5 8.8

7:H 9.1 10.9 10.5 * * *

8:1 * * * 6.9 7.4 7.4 * * *

33.4 I.
33.4 13.3

77
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Table A2

IOH/CEATM
Weights assigned to each District/Progrma Combinatica

District

A

Prcgram
Denersicn Farl Exit Late-Exit

1.074 0.671 *

1.197 1.243 *

1.026 1.138 *

* * 0.608

* * 1.107

2.227 0.899 *

* * 0.902

0.979 * *

1.003



Table A3

Classroom Data Base
Weights assigned to each District/Program Combination

PrCgraM
District Immersion Dirly-Exit

A 0.962 0.641

1.219 1.235

1.021 1.235

1.345 0.572

1.145

1.178

late-Mit

0.625

1.162

0.860



Table A4

Teacher Interview
Weights assigned to each Districambinatian

District Iminusicn Earl -Exit Late-Exit

A 0.938 0.625 *

B 1.188 1.205 *

C 0.995 1.263. *

D * * 0.625

E * * 1.209

F 1.440 0.559 *

G * * 0.838

H 1.187 * *

I * 1.217 *



District

A

Table A5

Student Data Base
Weights assigned to each District/Program Combination

ProQram
Immersion Earl Exit Late-DLit

0.982 0.711

1.141 1.123

0.932 0.926

* * 1.172

* * 1.215

0.820 0.355 *

* * 1.113

1.148 * *

1.068 *



Table A6

Parent Interview
Weights assigned to each District/Program Combination

District
Program

lmmemsica Earl Exit Late-Exit

A 1.229 0.945 *

13 1.049 1.065 *

C 0.846 0.813 *

D * * 1.172

E * * 1.072

F 1.596 0.321 *

G * * 0.885

H 1.216 * *

I * 1.321



I

I
Table A7

Weights ass_ igneistri
Student Cats Sheet

Cathination

District
Program

Innersicn Early-Deft Late-Deft

A 0.847 0.762 *

B 0.924 0.963 *

C 0.959 0.980 *

D * * 0.920

E * * 1.180

F 0.981 0.533 *

G * * 0.931

H 1.433 * *

I

1

I

I

1

I

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

A-8
1
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Table AS

District Services
Weights assigned to each District

District

A 1.280

1.806

0.835

0.404

1.804

0.470

0.792

0.944

0.666



District

A

Table A9

Project Administrator
Ile.ightsnass ed to each District

0.925

1.304

0.603

0.584

2.606

0.339

1.144

1.364

0.962

A-10



Table Alf)

School Site Fact Sheet
Weights assigned to each Cistrict

District

A 1.308

1.845

0.854

2.069

1.537

0.801

0.675

0.438

0.851

Each school received eaval weight within a district whether it had
one program or two.

A-li
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Table All

Principal Interview
Weights assigned to each District

District

A 1.281

1.807

0.836

2.023

1.290

0.784

0.661

0.430

1.667

Because the data were duplicated for schools with two programs, the
data for each school with two, programs were each given one-half the
weight listed above. This resulted in all schools within a district
receiving equal weight.

A-12
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Title ig92

Table Bl Proportion of Teacher Utterances by Language,
Program, and Grade Study Year 1 8-2

B-i



APPENDIX B

CIASSROCK IAICUAGE USE PATITRIS IN SIUDY YEAR 1

II Iv.% 4.. taid_;11

=kW
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Yes, they do. Table 31 shows dramatic differences in the propor-

tion of Engliah and Spanish used between the three programs consistent

with the study's operational definitions for eadh. Kindergarten

teachers in the immersion strategy program almost always use English

(92%) and occasionally use Spanish (7%). Early-exit kindergarten

teachers use Engliah approximately twa-thirds of the time (64%) and

Spanish about ons-third of the time (36%). In marked contrast,

teachers in Late-exit programs only use English about one-third (34%)

but use Spank& about two-thirds (66%) ct the time. First-grade

immersion teachers use Englidh almost exclusively (99.7%) and Spanish

seldom (0.3%). First-grads early-exit teachers use less English than

kindergarten early-exit teachers. Thus, first-grade early-exit

teachers appear to use English slightly more than half of the time

(55.4%) and Spanish someWhat less (44%). In sum, teachers in the three

instructional programs differ in the use of Englikb xnd Spanish. These

differences are consistent with the study's operational definition for

each program.

9-1

4 1



Table 151

Proportion of TeadmertYtteranoes by Language, Program, and Grade
Year 1so

Immersion Early- Late-
Strategy Exit Exit

K % English:
% Spanish:
% Mixed:

1 % English:
% Spanish:
% Mixed:

3 % English:
% Spanish:
% Mixed:

92.5 63.6 33.0
7.4 36.2 65.8

0.1 0.2 1.2

99.7 55.4
0.3 44.1 IMO

0.0 0.6

MID

IMO

48.3
51.4
0.3

13-2

4 4,1?
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I. INTROCUCITON AND BACKGROUND

Introduction

As noted in Wolume I: Longitudinal Study of Immersion Strategy,

Early-Exit and Late-Exit Transitional Bilingual Education Programs for

Language-Minority Children," the primary study objective is to assess the

relative effectiveness of structured English immersion strategy, early-

exit, and late-exit transitional bilingual education programs. TWo

research questions underlie this objective. The first research question

is pedagogical: Is an English-only instructional program as effective as

a primary language developmental program in helping limited-English-

proficient students acquire English language and math skills? The second

research question is a public policy question: Are Englidh immersion

strategy and late-exit transitional bilingual instructional programs as

effective in meeting the needs of limited-English-proficient students as

those programs typically funded (i.e., early-exit)? Answers to these

questions will help educators better understand how children acquire

language and how this learning can be facilitated through formal

instruction. This information will also be helpful to policy makers as

they try to determine how best to use limited resources to satisfy the

needs of a significant rapidly growing sector of our student population

that is limited-English-proficient.

The study objective is realized by determining the extent to which

the educational needs of limited-English-proficient students are met

through an instructional plogram that provides all formal instruction in

English and/or one in which formal instruction is provided in the child's

primary language. Comparing these two instructional approaches is

important in that, despite the positive outcomes of Canadian immersion

prngrams for language-majority children, there currently is insufficient

empirical evidence to argue for or against the adaptation of the Canadian

immersion approach with minority-language children. For this study, one

mcdel of an English-only instructional program (i.e., structured English

immersion strategy) and two types of a primary language program were

1
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examined. The two primary language programs differ in the amount and

duration of instruction in the primary language, one using a limited

amount of Spanish for a short time puriod (i.e, early-exit) and the other

a substantial amount uf Spanish for an extended time period (i.e., late-

exit). A comparison of the structured Englidh immersion strategy and the

early-exit programs directly addresses both the pedagogic and the research

questions. By including information on the academic growth of students in

late-exit instructional programs, we are better able to examine the

evidence for the underlying hypothesis of a developmental primary language

program, i.e., that a strong primary language developmental instructional

program iacilitates the acquisition of skills in Englidh language and

reading as well as the content areas such as, mathematics. TC address the

two primary research questions, ideally one wculd look for a number of

sdhools wherein one could find each of the three program models in

operation. Such schools wculd have allowed us to consider all three

programs in addressing the pedagogic and public policy questions. This

was the intent at the initial planning of the study. Pointedly, the

following study questicns were to be addressed:

original Study Questions

o What is the relative effectiveness of structured English immersion

strategy, early-exit, and late-exittransitional bilingual education

programs in meeting the learning needs of limited-English proficient

students with respect to TIlnglish language proficiency and non-

language skills (i.e., mathematics)?

o How does the growth of students in structured English immersion

strategy, early-exit, and late-exit programs compare to the norming

population?

o What generalizations can be made about the education of limited-

English-proficient students?

2
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As discussed in more detail later, the study did not allow fora true

experimentwherein one would establish all threeptgraus in a school and

randomly select imstructors and students. The parameters for the study

were such that a national search was made to identify instructional

programs that existed in schools that matched the characteristics of the

three instructional programs as defined for this study. No sdhool was

found in whidh all three programs were operated. Schaols with programs

that resembled those defined for this study came either from a district

that had an immersion strategy and an eaay-ccitprogram or one that had

only a late-exit program. A completely crossed design allowing for

effective control of district, school, and classroom characteristics was

not possible. As a result, the original study questions were modified to

reflectthe availability of the three instructicmal programs of interest:

Final Study Questions

o What is the relative effectiveness of a structured English imnersion

strategy and an early-exit transitional bilingual education program

in meeting the learning needs of limited-English-proficient students

with respect to E:nglish language proficiency and non-languaga

academic skills (i.e. , mathematics)?

o Ham did each of the three late-exit programs =pare in the patterns

of student growth across districts, schools, and cohorts within the

late-exit program model?

o Haw does the glowth of students in structured English immersion

strategy, early-exit, and late-exit programs compare to the norming

population?

o What generalizations can be made abcut the education of limited -

English-proficient students?

Drawing from data collected from four years of the study, Volumes I

and II of this report provide information on the homogeneity of each

3
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instructional program across classrooms within each instructional

treatment, the differences and similarities in classrooms among treat-

ments, and the ccuparability of student/carmunity characteristics within

and among instructional treatments. Student adhievement data are

presented as trends. The public policy and research context for this

study as well as the characteristics of each instructional program are

detailed in Volume I. Volume II documents the success with which each

program meets the needs of limited-English-proficient students. These

data provide valuable information to policy makers and practitioners about

alternative approaches to bilingual education and the requirements for the

successful implementation of each.1

Other Proiect Reports

The Longitudinal Study of Immersion Stntegy, Early-Exit and Late-

Exit Transitional Bilingual Education Programs for Language-Minority

Children began in FY 1983-84 and ended in TV 1990-91. Year one of the

project realized four major tasks: (a) linalizing the study design

(Ramirez et al., 1984); OW developing data collection instruments; (c)

preparing literature reviews (Ramirez, Schinke-Llano, & Bloom, 1984;

Sdhinke-Llano & Ramirez, 1984); and (d) selecting study sites (Ramirez,

Wolfson, & Morales, 1985). Year two of the project was the first year of

a four-year data collection effort producing information on the students

in the study and their instructional programs JRamirez et al., 1984).

Years three and four of the study resulted in the Second and Third Year

Reports wherein data describing students and each instructional program

collectedwere summarized and reported separately by year (Ramirez et al.,

1987, 1988). These yearly reports allowed us to describe the incremental

1Please see "Study Design of the Longitudinal Study of Immersion
Programs for Language-Minority Children" for a description of the policy
context for this study. This study, the history of federal bilingual
education policy, and a summary of recent research and evaluation studies
of instructional services to limited-English-proficient students are
described in this report.
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changes in the instructional programs of the target students as they moved

into the higher grades.

purpose of the Report

Whereas Volume I of the final report was concerned with the issue of

confirming instructional treatment, "Volume II: Final Report of the

Longitudinal Study of Immersion Strategy, Early-EXit and Late-Exit

Transitional Bilingual Education Programs for Ianguage-Minority Children"

describes the achievement of Spanish-speaking language-minority children

participating in these instructional programs over time. This volume

presents information on the relative effectiveness of structured English

immersion strategy, early-exit, and late-exit transitional bilingual

education programs inplemented at the study sites. The analyses take into

account programmatic and contextual information that identify differences

and similarities among these three programs.

The success of any instructional program that is designed to address

the needs of students who are performing belaw the achievement of the

general population must ultimately be evaluated in terms of how well the

special instruction helped the students perform relative to the norming

population. (The norming population is defined as the universe of

individuals to whom anotherpopulation is compared. In this instance, as

defined by the CTBS test, the forming population is all kindergarten

through sixth grade students in the United States.) TO this end, Volume

II also relates the growth in acaeamic achievement of language-minority

children participating in each of these programs to the growth of the

general student population.

Tb provide a context for this study, Volume I began with a brief

overview of the history of federal bilingual education policy and a

summary of recent research and evaluation studies of instructional

services designed for limited-English-proficient students. Tb focus the

discussion of student achievement, the remainder of this chapter outlines

the theoretical definition for each instructional program (i.e., Nominal

5
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Program) and presents data confirming the implementation of each

instructional program (i.e., Operational Program). The chapter concludes

with an overview of the organization of the succeeding chapters.

Defining_the Instructional Treatments

Major criticisms levied against prior studies of hdlingual programs

include the failure to document the instructional treatment, and canbining

programs that represent distinct instructional mcdels. Understandably,

failure to consider the unique characteristics of instructional treatment

yields results that are not meaningful or corclusive. To assure ourselves

on this important issue, a specific instructional model was defined for

each instructional program. Acensus was taken looking for those programs

that most reseMbled these definitions. This search revealed a diversity

of implementation for each nominal program label (Mnirez et al., 1985).

Given this diversity, it is critical that the reader be continually aware

of the three specific treatments defined and selected for this study.

This section begins with a theoretical definition (i.e., of nominal

program) for each program model, followed by data confirming the actual

implementation (i.e., operational program definition).

Theoretical Model (Nominal Program Definition)

As ined in this study, English immersionstrategy, early-exit, and

late-exit transitional bilingual education programs are differentiated

primarily on the basis of the language(s) used in the classroom and the

amount each is used. Table 1 details the characteristics of each program

model. Mile these program characteristics are discussed in detail in

Volume I, it is appropriate to review them once again, as they are

essential for understanding the achievement data.

A draft of the characteristics for each program were developed after

an exhaustive review of the literature on language development theory and

first and second language research. This draft was reviewed and refined

with the assistance of the study's advisory panel. The advisory panel,
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comprised of researchers, practitioners, and school administrators,

reflected expertise in language developent theory, research, practice,

and public policy. The final list of program characteristics ues reviewed

and approved by staff frail the Office of Bilingual Education and Mdnority

Language Affairs (0:DI ) and the Office of Planning, Budget and

Evaluation (OPBE), United States Department of Education.

While the characteristics of each program were detailed in Volum If
tt would be helpful at this juncture to review these characteristics onoe

again.

Cl=m aracteri

fopr Methods for Tegghing_English

Transitional bilingual education, however, is not the only means of

teaching English to limited-English-speaking children in American public

schools. Rather, four general alternatives have evolved to serve

language-minority children: (a) submersion; (b) English as a second

language (ESL.); (c) transitional bilingual edWation (THE); and (d) struc-

tured English immersion strategy. These programs differ in five main

areas: (a) whether traditional all-English instruction is used; (b)

whether special instruction in English as a subject is provided; (c)

whether English is taught through the teaching of other subjects; (d)

whether non-language subjects such as mathematics are taught in the

primary language of the limdted-English-proficient students; and (e)

whether the primary language of limited-English-proficient students is

used (to supplement instruction in English). The following describes the

four programs in terms of these characteristics (see Table 1).

7
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Tab le 1

characteristics of Programs Serving Lanquage-Ninority
Childran in the United States

Characteristi=

English Structured
as a Transitiorml ish
Sts Biingua.L Luersion

Subaersion Language Education Stratkwy

Traditional all-Dnglish Yes
instruction used

Ves No No

Special instruction in No Yes Yes No
English as a subject
is provided

English is taught thrcugh No
the teadhing of other
subjects

Informal use of LEP
student's primary language
for clarification

No

Non-language subjects are No
taught in IlEP stuclent's

primary language

No Yes Yes

No Yes Yes

No Yes No

The 1.1nguLian approach is typical of the majority of services

provided to language-minority students (Office of Iningual Bicultural

Education, 1981) . In submersion program, language-minority children are

placed :in ordinary mainstream classroans where only English is spoken. No

special provisions are made in these mainstream classroom to help them

learn quickly the English skills they need to succeed in school. Instead,

they study the regular curriculm and are expected to perform as best they

can. To the extent that the mainstream classroom represents an instruc-

tional program wherein English and other academic skills are developed, it

can be considered as an instructional alternative to transitional

bilingual education (i.e. , one in which no special instructional

adjustments are made) . This alternative has been described as "sink or

swim." Placement in submersion classes usually results when there are

insufficient numbers of limited-English-proficient students in the same

8
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grade and school to "trigger" a bilingual classroom. Many of these

students receive English as a second language instruction.

In typical EngligliAg_g_morgljangum (ESL) programs, language-

minority students spend most of their day in a submersion classroom, but

receive some extra instruction in Englidh. This special instruction is

developed specifically to teach English as a second language. For

stibjects other than English, the language-ainority students study the

school's standari curriculum in English-only classrocms. In teaching ESL,

the teacher may or may not use the primary language of the limited-

English-proficient students. The California State Department of Education

conducted a recent survey which determined that after submersion programs,

ESL is the next most widely used instructional method for teaching

language-minority students (Office of Bilingual Bicultural Education,

1981).

Intransitional bilinczual OW programs, language-minority

students study mkjgat_nattar in their primary language until they have

learned enough Englith to succeed in Englidh-only mainstream classrooms.

Children in TBE programs generally learn to read first in their non-

English home language and then in Englidh. ESL often is used as a

supplement to reduce the time needed to learn English. TEE programs are

similar to submersion and ESL in that Englidh usually is taught as a

separate sUbject, but differ in that other content areas, including

reading, are taught in the child's non-English haw language, at least in

principle.

The ,,_..c:!2gcLEDgLigijangnialLgratogy,program (SEISP) is proposed
as an alternative to ESLand TBE pragrams. It is based on the results of

Canadian French immersion programs for language-majority (i.e., English)

speakers. While similar to ESL and same TBE programs in many ways, the

SEISP also differs from them substantially. All instruction is in

English. Rather than teaching English strictly as a subject, however, the

SEISP endeavors to teach English through the various content areas. Prior

kno4edge of English is not assumed. Instead, teachers in SEISPs

9
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carefully tailor their English to a level the limited-English-proficient

students can understand. For example, a lesson about a particular science

concept also would teach the development and use of specific English

language skills (such as vocabulary) . Content thus becomes the medium for

teaching language. Such teaching differs from transitional bilingtial

prograns in that SEISPs present the subject matter exclusively in Mglish,

while TEE programs teach content in the students' primary language until

they have learned English.

The SEISP teacher is bilingual and speaks the students' non-English

home language. The student may use their primary language among

themselves and tvo address the teacher. Generally, however, the teacher

speaks to the students in 4.nglish, using the hane language only oocasion-

ally to provide or clarify instructions. Ubdexstanding the children's

home language, the teacher can determine whether a child's difficulty with

a given task stems from a problem with the language or with the content

itself. As the child's primary language is not used formally for

tnstamtction, this type of instruction would be best described as a

"sheltered English" program, rather than as a bilingual program.

TO ensure a clear understanding of structured English immersion

strategy, early-exit, and late-exit programs, the following section

identifies those characteristics that the three programs share and those

on which they differ.

Characteristics Shared by All Three Programs

o 71@chgxs must have smjgligOt_. _mog_gira __Igmgatsleyg.

From Table 2 we can see that the program models require that the

teacher be bilingual and have specialized language development training

(i.e. , certified bilingual and/or language development specialist teaching

credential) . This recognizes that as teacher training programs for the

standard teacher credential provide limited or no training in how children

develop language skills (speaking, reading, and writing) in their first

10
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language, teachers are ill prepared to help second language learners

acquire these skills efficiently and successfully. (These moments do not

apply to butchers who have obtairtedspx:ialiIM:credentials, i.e., reading

specialist or language specialist, and who only work with native English

speakers. They refer to teachers who receive the basic coursework

requirements for the general elementary teaching credential and teachers

with specialist credential., who have not been trained on how to address

the needs of language-minority students.)

Exacerbating the prOblem of limited language training that teachers

receive is the fragmentation of trairdng that typically occurs within most

training institutions. Training in the content areas, such as in history,

health, science, etc., tend to focus only on those concepts that are

relevant to each area. Rarely are teachers taught how the cortent areas

can be used to develop and reinforce basic language skills.

Thus the general elementary teacher, lacking a language development

framemork, not only lacks an understanding of haw the native EnglWt

speaking student learns to read, write, and speak, but also how these

skills interrelate, and how they can be developed through the various

content areas. The typical teacher possessing a general teaching

credential wculd have even less understanding of how to address these

needs among children who do not have English as their first language. Yet

these are precisely the teaching skills needed by teachers of second

language learners.
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Table 2

Characteristics of Program Mbdels

Characteristics
Immersion Early- Late-
Strategy Exit Exit

Teachers must have specialized training in
language development.

Teachers must be bilingual.

Students are free to use their primary
language (i.e., L1) among themselves
and with the teacher. X X X

Content areas are used to teach L2
(i.e., English). X X X

1.2 is used to teach content. X X X

Substantial English language component. X X X

Teachers use both U. and 12 for instruction. X X

Teachers have native or near native
language skills in Ll and L2. X X

Children are mainstreamed as soon as they are
reclassified as being fluent-English-proficient
(i.e., approximately 2-3 years in program). X X

Teachers' use of Ll is informal
(limited in amount and frequency). X

All instructior is done in English. X

Limited primary language development component. X

Limited instruction in content areas in L1. X

L1 language arts skills are developed before
or at the same time as 1.2 language arts
skills are developed.

Substantial primary language arts component.

L1 language arts skills are developed
first, prior to introducing 1.2.

Substantial use of L1 for instruction
in amount (> 50% of instructional day)
and duration (through grade 6).

Regardless of when children are reclassified,
they are not mainstreamed until after grade 6.

11 language arts skills are developed
before 1.2 language arts skills are introduced.

X
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It is clear that early-exit and late-exit:teachers must he hdlingual

in that they must spend part of their day providing instruction in their

students' primary language. However, it might not be as clear why English

immersion strategy teacherswho provide instruction only in English also

must be bilingual. While the immersion strat.egymodel requires that the

language of instruction primarily be English, it also requires that the

second language learner be allowed to respond in his first language until

the pc" k where his second language skills are sufficiently developed to

begin speaking it. This last feature of the model is included in

recognition of the time required to develop receptive language prior to

being able to speak. Cbnsequently, English immersion strategy teachers

must be bilingual to allow them to understand and respond appropriately,

albeit in Englith, to students who answer questions in Spanish.

o Students are free to use their primary language (i.e.. La.) among
tbgmL_gr2_ard_LktlLthtmdmtvci'e .

Ibis is a requirement of each instructional program for two reasons.

First, it recognizes the developmental stages one goes through prior to

producing language as outlined above. Second, it is a direct way for

teachers to validate the child's background, and allows for many

opportunities to help the child develop and maintain positive self-esteem.

Both reasons are critical for successful learning.

Given the implicit and explicit social status that teachers possess

by virtue of their position, their receptivity and response to children

when children use their primary language with one another or when they

communicate with the teacher conveys recognition and approval for such

communication. In short, it validates the legitimacy of children's

efforts and it provides an opportunity for children to demonstrate what

they have learned without having to struggle with second language issues.

For example, the learning atmosphere is very supportive of a limited-

English-proficient student when, in response to the question "What is two

1 3
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times two?." the student is free to say "Dos," and the teacher reinforces

the sbadertwith"Wonderful, that is well done." If, however, the teacher

were to respond with "No, say it in English," the message communicated to

the student is one of error. And if the student is in the initial stages

of learning English and has not yet mastered the word "TWo," the learning

situation wculd result in communicating failure to the student.

2fl 101:

This requirement is inherent in each model as it recognizes that

language learning is enhanced when there is a language development

component to each content lesson. By maintaining a clear understanding

and focus of how different instructional activities support the develop-

ment of language skills, teachers can better select appropriate learning

activities and reinforce language learning all day rather than just during

the one period of English as a second language (ESL). Every interaction

with the student can become a language learning experience.

o 12 is used to teach content.

Using 1.2 to teach content.is required in each model in recognition

that language learning is facilitated when language is used purposefully.

In this instance, 12 learning increases when the student attempts to use

it to convey meaning about a particular topic. Using 12 as the language

of instruction provides a reason for the student to learn the content; if

he/she does, the student will be able to communicate in class.

o blitslatiALDELAilisucti .

On the average across grades, at least forty percent or more of the

total instruction is provided in Englidh. English instruction includes

development of oral, written, and reading skills as well as for use in

instruction of content areas such as, but not limited to, science,

mathematics, and/or social studies.
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Characteristics Common Cnly to EarlrExit and Late-Exit Models.

o IggcbanAgeLhatiLLt1 and L2 for instruction.

o Tgaghgralsme_nw.tv or near native language skills in LI and L.

Characteristics Canon Only to English Immersion Strategy and Earlr-Exit
Models.

fluent-English-proficient (i.e. approximately 2-3 years In program) .

Characteristics Unique to the English immersion Strategy Model.

Po Teachers' use of Ll is informal CLUILLte4

All instniction is done in English.

Characteristics Unique to the Early-Exit Model.

1
edevel 4Alia:00

Limited instruction in content areas in ;a.

211.-t. fore or at the same time as
12 language arts skills are developed.

Characteristics Unique to the Late-Exit Model.

o

o Li lanquage artski1ls i_..,..frgtLxi_)r:to_introducinq L2.

o Substantial use of Ll _for instruction in amount (> 50% of instruc-
.)dduration (through grade fil.
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o Regardless of when children are reglan=
grzemfg_NattLafte.

o Ll language arts
A11.112=2;t22510

a e arts skills

In sum, the major differences between the three models are in the

amount and length of time that Ll is used for instruction and when a

student is to be mainstreamed. Eadh of these ncdeas assumes certain

patterns of academic growth. The following section outlines the

achievement that would be predicted fran each of these three instructional

models.

ed ffect'veness o °JO

The primary study task is to determine whether the achievement of

immersion strategy students is =parable to that cif early-exit students,

and to describe the achievement of students in alternative late-exit

prograns. To this end, student achievenent was assessed in English for

mathematics, language arts i.e. , granuar/mechanim) , and rvading. As the

instructional model of each program is different, differential growth

rates in each of these areas were predictei for each model. Figure 1

through Figure 4 are sketches of the predicted qualitative differences in

expe...ced growth for earth instructimal model. As such, they are not to be
evaluated as quantitative predictions, but merely as illustrations of

hypothesized student grmith.

1 6
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Figure 1

Hypothesized Primary Language Proficiency

i I I I

1 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level

IS/EE -+ LE

IS = Immersion Strategy EE = Early-Exit LE ;Ate-Exit
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Figure 2

Hypothesized English Reading and Writing Proficiency

1 2 3 4 5 6
Grade Level

IS/EE LE

IS = Immersion Strategy GE = Early-Exit LE = Late-Exit
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Figure 3

Hypothesized Oral English Proficiency

1 2 3 4 5 6
Grade Level

IS/EE 1 LE
IS = Immersion Strategy EE = Early-Exit LE = Late-Exit
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Figure 4

Hypothesized Mathematics and Social Studies Achievement

-

K

--*---- ---
I _______L I I I

1 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level

IS/EE

IS = Immersion Strategy EE = Early-Exit LE = Late-Exit
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As the proportion and duration of Spanish language instruction are

limited in early-exit classrooms, it was predicted that the instruction in

an early-exit program would so closely resemble that of an inversion

strategy program that the achievement of early-exit students would be

canparable to the achievement of inversion strategy students. It also was

predicted that as limited-English-proficient students in these two

program would be provided with more English initially, the achievement of

immersion strategy and early-exit students in alglish language arts and

reading would be greater than the achievement c ate-exit students in the

early primary grades. On the other hand, it As predicted that the

facilitative effects of substantial primary language developent and

instruction upon English language proficiency as provided in late-exit
program would begin in grade four and not be evident until grades five

and six. Thus, while in the short run (i.e. , kindergarten through grade
four) it was predicted that immersion strategy and early-exit students

would demonstrate greater proficiency in English language arts and reading

than late-exit students, late-exit students would catch up and demonstrate

comparable skills by grades five and six. Also, the prediction was made

that, because students' primary language would be used for instruction in
the content arvas, late-exit students would out-perform inversion strategy

and early-exit students in the content areas such as math in the early

primary grades. However, given the models of each program, it was

predicted that immersion strategy and early-exit students would be as

proficient in these content areas as late-e_xit students by grades five and

six.

Testing for these predictions requires gathering data for students in

each program fran kindergarten through grade six. WO constraints
precluded such data collection. First, the study was limited to gathering

data aver a four-year period. This did not allow for following a cohort

of entering kindergarten students for seven years. To ensure that this

grade span was covered, two cohorts of students were needed, one beginning

in kindergarten and followed through grade three, and a second cohort (who

had also begun the program in kindergarten) follcued from third grade

through sixth grade. This pattern of data collection was carried out for

2 I



students in the late-exit program. However, at the timl that the study

was initiated (1983), fewer than six viable structured English immersion

strategy programs existed in the United States. They were?- so recently

implemented (most within two years) that there were insufficient numbers fl

of third grade students to form a second cohort. As the goal for

immersion strategy and early-exit programs is to mainstream their students
11

as soon as pcesible, usually by the end of first or second grade, it was

determined that an optimal plan would folladakindergarten to third grade

cohort and a first grade to fourth grade cohort (of students who had been

in the program since kindergarten) . This waad allow these students to be

followed in the mainstream classes for one or two years. Thus the study

design allows for information on the growth of immersion strategy and

1early-exit students from kindergarten through fourth grade and late-exit

students from kindergarten through sixth grade.

In sum, the predictions outlined above flow from each of the

instructional mcdels. One of the first steps in the analyses is to

confirm the instructional treatment. That is, to what extent do tne

classrooms within eadh program reflect their respective instructional

models? The following discussion answers this question.

(Operational

At this point it is important to differentiate between two types of

analyses: nominal and operational. Nominal program analyse4 seek to

compare programs on the basis of their "program label." In this,study it

means collapsing data across districts and schools that were dollected

from programs initially identified as either immersion strategy, early-

exit, or late-exit. Opezational program . Ia1yses would use the data

gathered from direct observation of teacher behaviors to determine the

appropriate program category for analyses. For example, a program in a

given district initially may have been identified and self-described as an

early-exit program, but after observation it is determined that no teacher

in this program used the child's primary language more than five percent

of the time and provided all instruction in English. In this instance,

22
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this program would be recategorized as an immersion strategy program.

That is, districts, schools, and/or classrooms wculd be regrouped

according to epecific features that were observed to be in common. This

reassignment based on observations might or might not agree with the

original categorization.

The first step in any analysis is to effect the nominal program

analysis. That is, given the a priori categorization of type of program,

programs in different districts described as adhering to a given

instructional model are compared to programs in the same or other

districts described as adherim toadifferent inetnal model without

concern for within-program variation in either group. If between-group

differences are not found, then the next round of analyses would directly

address the issue of consistency of program itrplementation among districts

within the same program label. If it were discovered that variation in

implementation was quite large, this night warrant subdividing the

districts into more coherent program clusters and then using the nominal

program analysis as a guide to program differences,,based on these new

clusters. It. program differences are discovered at t.le nominal program

level, then the operational analyses would allow identification of those

characteristics at the district, school, or classroom level that seem to

have themost impact upon the outcome. Once again, the results of the

nominal program analyses guide the direction and scope of the operational

program analyses. The primary analytic effort as required for this study

is essentially a nominal program analysis. Nonetheless, it is extremely

helptul to gauge the conclusiveness ct the results of the nominal program

analysis if there is an understanding of the fidelity of treatment. That

is, to what extent do the programs in this study reflect their instruc-

tional model and haw comparable are they to one another within their

respective program labels? The following provides this information.

2 3
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What is ......___Eggpose of the_wmptiong_psosna_mayseethe

The nominal program analyses focus on the relative effectiveness of

the bimersion strategy and early-exit programs and a canparison of student

achievement across districts within the late-exit program. In contrast,

operational program analyses are designed to evaluate the educational

programs students experience without regard to the name of the program.

That is, the operational program analyses seek an operational definition

of effective programs by identifying predictors of growth rate (and

initial status) other than the program label. A complete operational

program analysis, designed to establish the most effective educational

programs for language-minority students, is beyond the scope of this

report. Given the richness of the data collected, such an analysis is an

enormous undertaking. The operational program analyses presented here

have the limited goal of determining the extent to which the amount of

Englidh used in the classroom explains all or most of the identified

differences in achievement when tested in English in the naninal programs.

pz_AtsixgattmLpmgrgmunmift_tattv

As noted earlier, the proportion of English used in the classroan by

the teacher is the major characteristic differentiating the three

instructional models. However, as in the implementation of any model,

variance from the "ideal" model occurs as a result of the unique

characteristic:, and resources of the school district in which it is

implemented. (See Appendix A for a listing of schools by program within

each district.) Consequently, it is important that one obtain a clear

understanding of the implementation of each model. TO this end, the

patterns of English use in each program were examined to identify

similarities in the English use patterns among the programs and to

determine the degree of homogJneity within each nominal program. Eight

different operational programs wexe identified through their unique

patterns of English language use (see Table 3). A standard deviation of

twenty percent or greater is used as a conservative benchmark to note

significant differences.
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Table 3

Average Percentage of English Use for Instruction in Classroom

Pattern Program 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 Immersion meant 99.39 98.84 99.10 99.80 100.00
Strategy, all S.D.4+ + 2.79 + 2.34 + 2.56 + 3.82 + 7.42

2 Early-Exit, mean 98.92 99.92 99.07
Site F S.D. * + 8.82 + 9.42 + 10.32

3 Early-Exit, maan 70.26 70.95 91.53 99.04 100.00
Sites A, I S.D. + 3.82 + 3.03 + 3.95 + 5.31 + 9.84

4 Early-Exit, mean 66.07 64.76 69.28 80.81 95.79
Site B S.D. + 4.72 + 3.98 + 5.13 + 6.70 + 12.05

5 Early-Exit, mean 54.44 56.85 53.36 28.19
Ui Site C S.D. + 5.07 + 6.28 + 7.55 + 11.54

6 Late-Exit, mean 55.08 56.50 71.85 83.06 94.98 96.29
Site G S.D. * + 6.40 + 7.12 + 7.76 + 7.36 + 9.29 + 10.15

7 Tate-Exit, mean 40.05 56,62 58.29 69.49 56.83 50.13 67.28
Site D S.D. + 7.42 + 8.42 + 9.55 + 8.33 + 11.30 + 12.33 + 12.97

8 Late-Exit, mean 16.84 25.09 12.89 39.05 55.02 60.54 77.06
Site E S.D. + 3.64 + 4.26 + 4.92 + 4.13 + 5.05 + 6.20 + 11.54

Estimated population mean (least squares mean) (see SAS Institute Inc., 1985, for description of
General Linear Models [GM] procedure).

++ Pooled estimated standard deviation from ANOVA.
No data avail e at this grade level.
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Pattern 1: A striking outcome of the pattern identification is the

finding that, of the three instructional programs, only teachers in the

immersion strategy program sites are homogenems in their use of English.

That is, all immersion strategy teachers across sites are consistent in

their near exclusive use of English frau kindergarten through grade four.

Consistently across grades, EngliSh is used on the average fraa 98.84% to

100% of the time. The lack of variability of Englidh language use among

immersion strategy teachers is evident in that the standard deviations

range from no more than 2.34% to 7.42% (see Figure 5).

Pattern 2: Early-exit site F classrooms are practically indistin-

guishable fram immersion strategy program classrooms in that teachers at

this site also use English almost exclusively, averaging from 98.92% to

99.92% of the time. However, the stardard deviation is greater than that

found in immersion strategy classrooms, as it ranges from 8.82% to 10.32%

(see Figure 6).

Pattern 3: TWo early-exit sites (sites A and I) have similar

patterns of English use. Teachers use English in these sites slightly

less than three-fourths of the time in kindergarten and first grade.

There is a dramatic increase in the use of Ehglidh in grade two as it

increases to 91.53%. In grades three and four, English is used almost

exclusively. Unlike Pattern 2, these sites are fairly homogeneous in that

the standard deviations are very small, ranging from no more than 3.03% to

9.84% (see Figure 7).

Pattern 4: Teachers in early-exit site B dhow a more modest use of

Englileh and a slightly smaller increase in its use after grade two.

English is used roughly two-thirds of the time in grades kindergarten

through two, then increases to 80.81% in grade three. Not until grade

four is English used almost exclusively (95.79%). Once again, the

variance within this program by grade is not very great, as the standard

deviations range from a low of 3.98% to a high of 12.05'4; (see Figure 8).
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Pattern 5: Earll exit site C in same ways appears to resemble a

late-exit site more than a site with an early-exit program, in that

English is used only slightly more than half of the time in kindergarten

through second grade. Unlike any other ate, the use of English declines

substantially in grade three to 28.19%. This uneven use of English and

the reduction in English in grade three reflect a marked degree of

inconsistency in this program site not only !..11 terms of its nominal

program label, but in an unevenness in curriculum which, in turn, maght

have an adverse effect upon student learning (see Figure 9).

Pattern 6: While late-exit site G teachers are true to the nominal

program label through the second grade in that English is used less than

60% of the time, by grade three the site reseMbles that of an early-c4dt

program site, as English is used 71.85% of the time. English is us.1

four-fifths of the time in grade four. By grades five and six, teachers

at this site resemble teachers in immersion strategy and early-exit

program sites in that English is the principal language of instruction.

A look at the standard deviations reveals a bit of variance within

classrooms at this site, as they range from 6.4% to 10.15%. In sum, late-

exit site G is more similar to an early-exit program site than to a late-

exit program site (see Figure 10).
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Pattern 7: With two exceptions, the program at site D is consistent

with its later.exit nciminal program label across grades. English is used

about two-fifths of the time in kindergarten, then slowly increases to

slightly more than one-half in first and semaldgmades. Contrary to the

late-exit model, Englidh is used nearly two-thirds of the time in grade

three, only to return to the late-exit model once again in grades four

(56.83%) and five (50.13%). In grade six, English again is used two-

thirds of the time. While the pattern of English use is somiewhatuneven,

on the average it is not far out of range. Of all of the patterns, this

site exhibits the greatest amount of variation (i.e., hetercgeneity of

variance) within its classrooms, as the standard deviations range from

7.42% to 12.97%. Moreover, the instructional model calls for use of

English not to exceed 60%. In the two instances that English use exceeded

this amount, the differences were marginal. In sum, site D appears to be

a late-exit site (see Figure 11).

Pattern 8: Site E is the late-exit site that most consistently

reflects its nominal program designation. Englidh is used sparingly in

kindergarten (16.84%), then increases to about one-fourth in grade one.

However, contrary to expectations, the use of English drastically declines

to 12.89% in grade two, only to increase to about two-fifths in grade

three. By grade four, Englidh is used slightly more than one-half of the

time, and up to the 60% limit established in the definition of the late-

exit model in grade five. However, in grade six, English is used nearly

three-fourths of the time, exceeding the limits of English use established

for this program model. Nonetheless, site E most closely resembles its

late-exit label (see Figure 12).
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Across all eight patterns, the variation in amount of English

language use tends to increase with grade level, with the greatest amount

of variation occurring in grades four and above.

In sum, the immersion strategy program sites exhibit the greatest

fidelity to their nominal program label and the least amount of variation

within program. /here is a great deal of diversity within both the early-

exit and late-exit programs. The program at one early-exit site more

closely resembles an immersion stratsgy program than an early-exit program

in its almost complete reliance upon English across all grades. Two

early-exit sites begin with substantial use of English and increase to

almost total English use by grade two. Another early-exit site begins

with large proportions of English, but exhibits a smaller increase in the

use of English. The final early-exit site more closely resembles a late-

exit program than an early-exit program in that Ehglish instruction is

used less than 60% of the time across grades. The program at one late-

exit site more closely resembles an earW-exit program in that the use of

English exceeds the nominal program specifications in grade three and

above. Another late-exit site, while resembling its nominal program label

overall, exceeds the 60% limit on Englidh use, although the difference is

minimal. The remaining late-exit site faithfully implements the

instructional model thl.ough grade five. In grade six, however, Ehglish is

used more than the limit established for this model. The differences in

patterns of English use between each of these patterns are notable. It is

recommended that the relative effectiveness of each of these observed

patterns in meeting the needs of the limited-English-proficient students

they serve be examined. Unfortunately, this goes beyond the resources of

this study, but is an effort that should be undertaken in the future.

When limited-English-proficient students should be mainstreamed is

another central issue differentiating the instructional programs.

According to their respective models, limited-English-proficient students

in the immersion strategy and early-exit programs are to be mainstreamed

upon reclassification to fluent English proficiency. This is predicted to

occur by the end of first or second grade. Iate-exit students reclassi-
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fied as fluent-English proficient are not to be mainstreamed until after

the sixth grade.

As reported in Volume I, reclassified late-exit students, consistent

with the instructional model, were not mainstreamed until after grade six.

(By the end of the fifth grade, approximately fcur-fifths of the students

had been reclassified as fluent-Englidh-proficient.)

Contrary to the respective models, after four years in their

respective programs, only about two-thirds of the immersion strategy and

three-fcurths of the early-exit students had been reclassified. Thus,

students in the early-exit prcgram were reclassified at a higher rate than

those in the immersion strategy program. Even more surprisingly, although

teachers in both program were committed to early mainstreaming, after

four years in their respective programs, only one-fourth of the immersion

strategy students and less than one-fifth of the early-exit students had

been mainstreamed. In effect, not all immersion strategy or early-exit

students who were reclassified were mainstreamed. This presumably

reflected the judgments of their teachers and principals that although

these students had met local reclassification criteria, their Mdlls were

still not sufficiently strong to function in a mainstremm English-only

classroom. Clearly, as these students had been reclassified, there was no

financial incentive to maintain these students in these programs other

than to ensure that their learning needs were met. This factor should not

be forgotten as the achieommntrysults are reviewed, for it suggests that

limited-English-proficient students require a minimum of five or more

years of special instruction in either immersion strategy or early-exit

bilingual programs. That is, the achievement results for immersion

strategy and early-exit students reflect this additional training beyond

that proposed by the instructional models.

This chapter provided an overview of the study objectives and

research questions, as well as information on the definition of each

treatment (i.e., English immersion strategy, early-exit, and late-exit

transitional bilingual education programs). Information was provided on
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the theoretical background (Nomiral Definition) and the actual implementa-

tion (Operational. Definition) of each instructional treatment. As the

purpose of Volume II is to address the student growth in three specific

instructional programs, the predictions of expected student outcomes for

each treatment were discussed.

At this juncture, we kr= that the three programs in this study do in

fact differ substantially fram one another, and that these differences,

with one exception, are consistent with their respective instructional

models. While there was a diversity of patterns in the amount of English

used among early-exit sites in grades kindergarten through second grade,

they all had moved to almost exclusive use of English by third grade.

With two exceptions, all roughly fit under the naninal program definition.

The one late-exit site that more closely resembled an early-exit

program is more of a concern. The pattern of English use is so different

from the nominal program label and from the other two late-exit sites

after grade three that it might affect the achievement pattern for the

late-exit students if students from this site were combined with those of

the other two late-exit sites. The effect of these differences in

patterns of English among the early-exit sites as well as among the late-

exit sites would best be addressed in future analyses of cperational

programs.

CorganizAtign_of the Report

The chapters that follow address the issue of the relative effective-

ness of the three instructional programs. A study with a complex design

and the typical difficulties of longitudiral data collection in field

settings pose challenging analytic issues. Some of these issues were

expected, while others arose as the analyses proceeded. The result has

been a series of complex analyses. Chapter II enumerates each analytic

step as well as a number of the analytic issues that arose and how they

were addressed.
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Chapter III addresses the question of the relative effectiveness of

immersion strategy and early-exit programs for schools that had both

programs. These analyses represent a completely crossed design at the

school level.

Chapter IV also addresses the question of the relative ef fectiveness

of imnersion strategy and early-exit programs, but these analyses use data

from schools that had only an immersion strategy or an early-exit program.

These analyses represent a cornparison of two groups of schools.

Chapter V addresses the growth of students in each of the three late-

exit districts within this instructional program. These analyses also

relate achievement for the group of students in the early primary grades

to the achievement for another group of students in the later primary

grades.

Ultimately, the success of any instruational program for language-

minority children is the degree th which students receiving these support

services are able to achieve at a level commensurate with the general

population. TO this end, Chapter VI relates the achievement of students

in each of the eight districts and three instructional programs to each

other and to the achievement of the general student population.

Chapter VII presents conclusions and implications.
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II. OVERVIEW OF THE ACHIEVEMENT ANALYSES

Intmkagtign

The intent of this chapter is to provide an overview of the steps

taken to analyze the student achievement data. The chapter is divided

into two parts. Part one enumerates each of the major sections, and

correspondimitasks, of the data analyses. Part two is a discussion of a

range of key analytic issues that were addressed.

what was the ,mg,rt2pjgvgslyamfsighjgngggttgottoo ?

The analysis of data as complex as that generated by this study is

necessarily incomplete, but the richness of the collected information does

permit us to offer substantial answers to our main questions. In this

volume we focus on one anci only one question: what differences in student

achievement, as measured in English, were found among the three programs?

The analyses that follow focus on the programs according to their names:

immersion strategy (IS), early-exit (EE), or late-exit (LE).

Data analyses comparing instructional programs can be done at both

the nominal program level aild the operational program level. A nominal

analysis is a comparison of instructional programs according to their

respective instructional "labels." These categories are those which

programs are given or to which programs are assigned on the basis of

surfamprogram characteristics, such as funding source. In contrast, an

operational analysis is a comparison of instructional programs by

categories to which they have been assigned based on observed differences

in the instructional program, suCh as the proportion of instruction

provided in English, whether content instruction is used to teach second

language skills, etc. A nominal program analysis addresses the question

of whether there are any differences in outcomes between program

categories. An operational program analysis addresses two questions:

(1) What are the different categories into which the instructional

programs can be grouped based on observed differences in program
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characteristics?, and (2) Are there differences in outcomes between these

different types of programs?

An operational program analysis is generally preceded by a nominal

program analysis. A nominal program analysis is important because it

provides valuable information an the relative effectiveness of different

programs, taking into account the range of implementations of each label.

A given instructional mcdel nay have a single definition, but when

implemented a range of interpretations and accommodations will follow,

providing a richer and more complex: definition. It is this diversity in

implementation of a given model that is taken into account in the nominal

program analysis. Thus, if a nominal program analysis results in

significant differences between two types of programs, one would be

confident that despite the variation in instructional treatment within the

programs, the program difference is sufficiently large to warrant

distingaishimhetween the programs.

Another reason a nominal analysis is an important first step before

an operational analysis is that an outcome of the nominal analysis is the

development of an analytic plan. This analytic plan provides the

framework for the operational program analysis. The contribution of the

operational program analysis is that by disregarding the nominal

classification, it categorizes program implementations by key instruction-

al characteristics, thereby minimizing the within-category variation.

This approach allows one to identify and focus on those specific features

of the instructional approach which will maximize student learning. It

allows one to find out how each program operates and how any differences

in program effects can be explained by differences in program implementa-

tion.

The primary task of this study is to effect a nominal analysis of the

three instructional programs. The analyses that follow address this

critical analytic step. For same analyses, differences in student growth

across districts are related to differences in the program implementations

3 8
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across those districts. However, a complete operational program analysis

is beyond the scope of this study.

Angatig_EMMWS1

The achievement analyses were divided into four sections:

1. A canparison of the immersion strategy arri early-exit programs in the

schools that had both programs (see Chapter III).

2. A canparison of the inversion strategy and early-exit program in the

schools that had only one of the programs (see Chapter IV).

3. A comparison of the three implementations of the late-exit program

(see Chapter 10.

4. Cbmparisons among all districts and all programs through the use of

special graphical techniques (see Chapter VI).

'In the IS/EE analysis of the two-prograu schools, it was pcssible to

estimate the program effect while controlling for the effects of school.

In the IS/EE analysis of the one-program schools, it was possible to

control for district. Although a =caparison of the LE prcgram with the IS

and EE program was not possible because no district with a LE program had

either of the other two programs, a graphical technique called TAMP

(Trajectory Analysis of Matched Peroentiles) was used to evaluate the

relative gains of groups of students in various districts and programs.

A K-1 analysis was completed for the two-program IS/EE schools, the

one-program IS/EE schools, and the three LE districts. The K-1 analyses

consisted of a series of analyses of covariance, using kindergarten test

scores as a covariate, which permitted a comparison of the programs at

spring of first grade.
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A growth curve analysis of grades 1-3 was completed for the two-

program IS/EE schools, the one-program IS/EE schools, and the three LE

districts. Additional late-exitanaayses included a gi.wth curve analysis

for grades 3-6, and a growth curve analysis of grades 1-6. The growth

curve analyses consisted of individual growth curve modeling.

Each analysis was subjected to a series of sensitivity tests. The

stability of the major findings was evaluated by adding a number of

covariates, by varying the =del, by varying the sUbjects included in the

analysis, and by varying the analytic method. In addition, separate

analyses were performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the kindergarten

pretest to predict the growth of achievement in grades 1-3.

Table 4 summarizes the major analyses, and Table 5 outlines the

specific analytic procedures for these major analyses and identifies the

chapters where each is reported.

Table 4

Mhjor Analyses

Imersion Strategy and Early-Exit
'Alo-program One-Program

K-1 Analysis All Students
Pretest Only

1-3 Analysis All Students
Pretest Only

3-6 Analysis

1-6 Analysis

All Students
Pretest Only

All Students
Pretest Only

Late-Exit

All Students
Pretest Only

All Students

All Students

All Students

4 0
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Table 5

Analytic Prooedures for the Major Analyses

Chapter III.
IS/EE TworProgran Schools
Andlyses: Coaparisomi of IS
studsnts and EE students in
sdhools with both programs.

Stamtsx_V.
IS/EE Cne-Prtgram Schools
Analyses: Cowisal of
students in sdhools having
only the IS program with
students in sdhools having
only the EE program.

=LULA%
LE Districts Analyses: Cm-
parisans aralg the districts
(D, E, and G) and cohorts
(K-3 and 3-6) .

gbautax_YI.
Trajectory Analysis by
Matched Paroentiles (TAMP):
Comparisons among the three
programs, the thirteen dis-
trict-program coabinatioms
(five districts with both IS
and EE programs and three
district:synth LEproggins),
and the national moss.

F-1 ANALYSES
Analysis of Covarianoe
(AMM) and Traje.')ry
Analysis ty Matdhed Percen-
tiles (TAMP)

man: Comparemcpams at
spring first grade, con-
trolling for school effects.

mash: Compampraxgrans at
spring first grade, con-
trolling for district ef-
fects but treating schools
as a ran:km:effect. Control
for selection and attrition
effects using "propensity
scores."

hima: ccapare districts
at spring first grade,
treating schools as a random
effect (K-3 cohort coly) .

:me Compare the studints
in the national norming samr
ple, the students in each of
the three prcgrams, and each
of the thirtesn district-
program combinations on
growth from fall kirdergar-
ten to spring kindergarten;
on growth from spring kin-
dergarten to spring first
grade; and on growth from
fall kindergarten to spring
first grade.

2-3 (1-61 ANALYSEk
Hierarchical Linear Models
of individual growth curves
000 and Trajectory Analy-
sis by Matched Percentiles
(,012V)

mg: Compare programs at
spring first grade and on
growth rRte spring first
grade to spring thirdgrade,
centrolling for school ef-
fects.

cappare programs at
spring first grade and an
growth rate spring first
grade to spring third grade
(1) treating sdhools as a
fixed effect, and (2) treat-
ing sdhools as a random ef-
fect while controlling for
district offsets. Per both
sets of analyses, control
for selection and attrition
effects using "propensity
scores."

mg: Compare districts and
cohorts at spring third
grade and an growth rate
(spring first grade to
spring third grade for the
K-3 cohort; spring third
grads to spring sixth grade
for the 3-6 cohort), treat-
ing schools as a fixed ef-
fect.

22a: (1) Compare the stu-
dents in the national normr
ing sample, the studsnts in
eadh of the three programs,
and eadh of the thirteen
district-program cabins-
ticns on growth from spring
first grade to spring third
grade. (2) Compare the stur
dints in the national norsr
ing sample and the three LE
districts an growth from
spring thirdgrade tospring
sixth grade (3-6 cohort onr
ly). (3) Compare the stur
dents in the national normr
ing samples and the three LE
districts on growth from
spring first grade to spring
sixth grade (across the K-3
and 3-6 cohorts).

BEST CO AVAILABLE
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The follcwing is a brief but more detailed description of the

analyses in Cnapters III, IV, and V. The remainder of Chapter II consists

of a detailed description of the design of the analyses, the nethods used,

the test instruments, and the students involved in the analyses.

Cavarison of Inanersion Strategy and Ear ly-Ildt Prograns: Tc4o-Prcgram
Schools

K-1 Analysis of Covariance
* All Students Eligible for K-1 Analysis

* Program
* Program and School

Program and School with Key Covariates
* Program and School with All COvariates

Only Students Eligible for K-1 Analysis and with Pretest Scores
* Pretest Not Used as Covariate

* Program
Progran and School
Program and School with Key Covariates
Program and School with All Covariates

Pretest Used
* Program

Program
Program
Program

as Covariate

and School
and School with Key Covariates
and School with All Covariates

Only Students Eligible for K-1 Analysis and 1-3 Analysis
* Program

Program and School
Program and School with Key Covar.;.ates
Program and School with All Covariates

1-3 Growth Curve Analysis
* All Students Eligible for 1-3 Analysis
* Only Students Eligible for 1-3 Analysis and with Pretest

Scores
* Pretest Not Used as Covariate
* Pretest Used as COvariate

4 2
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Comparison of Immersion Strategy and Early-EXit Programs: One-Program
Schools

K-1 Analysis of Covariance
* All Students Eligible for K-1 Analysis

* Program
Program and Propensity
Program with Key Covariates
Program with All Covariates
Program and District
Program, District and Propensity
Program and District with Key Cavariates
Program and District with All Covariates

Only Sthdenth Eligible for K-1 Analysis and with Pretest Scores
* Pretest Not Used as Covariate

* Program
Program and Propensity
Program with Key Covariates
Program with All Covariates
Program and District

4 Program, District and Propensity
Program and District with Key Covariates
Program and District with All Covariates

Pretest Use3 as Ccvariate
* Program

Program and Propensity
Program with Key Covariates
Program with All Covariates
Program and District
Program, District and Propensity
Program and District with Key Covariates
Program and District with All Covariates

1-3 Growth Curve Analysis
* All Students Eligible for 1-3 Analysis

* Basic TWo-Level Model
Model with School Curvature
Mbdels with and without District Main Effects

Only Students Eligible for 1-3 Analysis and with Pretest Scores
* Pretest Not Used as Covariate
* Pretest Used as a Predictor of Achievement
* Pretest as a Predictor of Propensity and Initial Status
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Analysis

* K-1

of Late-Exit Program

Analysis of Covariance
All Students Eligible for E-1 Analysis
* No Covariates

Key Covariates
All Covariates

* Only Sthdents Eligible for K-1 Analysis and with Pretest Scores
* Pretest Not Used as Covariate
* Pretest Used as Covariate

2-3 Growth Curve Analysis

3-6 Growth Curve Analysis

1-6 Growth CUrve Analysis

Aralatigjimain

Hag does

The analyses that can be performed to evaluate the nominal program

are severely limited by the study design, which in turn was severely

limited by the paucity of IS and LE programs. Despite an extensive

national search, Only a handfill of immersion strategy and late-exit

programswere identified. Essentially all of the districts with IS or LE

programs agreed to participate in the study. However, no district with a

late-exit program had any other program. This fact, together with the

limited number of districts with late-exit programs, makes comparison of

the LE program with the IS and EE programs extremely difficult. That is,

one cannot control for district or sdhool level differences. Although

operational program analyses night be able to overcame some of the

difficulties, in nominal program analyses any differences between the

achievement of students in LE districts and those in the IS/EE districts

cannot be unequivocally attributed to the program: the differanccm; might

be due to same other difference between the LE districts and the IS/EE

districts.
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It can be argued that the inability to control for district

dif ferences between the LE program and either the IS or EE program implies

that no such comparisons should be made. In the presence of dramatic

dif ferences between the growth rate in achievement of LE students and

IS/EE students relative to the norming population, however, some

carparisons can should be made. In addition, some insi4hts into the

effect of LE programs can be obtained by =paring the three LE districts

among themselves. The L: Aemce of any 3-6 cohorts of IS or EE students

means that it is not possible to compare the 3-6 adhievement of LE

students with the 3-6 achievement of students in other bilingual program.

These students can only be compared across the three LE districts, with

the K-3 cohorts from the LE districts, and with the national norms.

Although it is possible to control for district when ocmparing the IS

and EE programs, it is generally not possible to control for school. All

five of the study districts with immersion strategy programs also had

early-exit programs in the district (or, in one case, in a neighboring

district) . This permits nominal program analyses to compare IS and EE

programs while controlling for district. Hbwever, we found much

variability among the schools within each district. This sahool

variability makes it desirable th control for school as well as district.

Carparisons of the IS and EE program in the sdhools that implement only

one program cannot control for school, and most schools iriplement only, cne

program. In contrast to the extremely limited number of LE districts,

however, there were enough one-program IS or EE schools to permit relating

program differences to the school-th-school variability.

There were four study schools that had irtplemented both IS and EE

programs. In these four schools, a carparison of the programs can be made

while controlling directly for school (and therefore district) ef fects.

This is by far the mcst satisfactory part of the design for performing

nominal program analyses.
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rtant to oontro or di school in nominal

It is important to control for both district and school in nominal

program analyses not only because those institutions have direct

educational effects but also because districts and schools indirectly

represent cmainumities. Each district draws its limited-English-proficient

02T9 students from a relatively hamcgeneousrcculation, while different

districts may be drawing upon very different LEP populations. This is

perhaps most striking with regard to the country of origin of the

Spanish-speaking LEP pupulations in the study districts.

Districts differed markedly in the percentage of students (9% to 31%)

and their parents (40% to 91%) born outside the United States, as well as

Joy their country of origin (see Table 6) . In five districts (sites A4 B,

C, F, and G) , the majority of students and their parents who were born

outside of the United States came fron Mexico. In contrast, most students

in three districts and their parents who were born outside the U.S. came

from Ptierto Rico or Scuth America. Non-U.S.-born students and parents in

site D typically came frat Cuba, whereas in sites E and H/I they were born

in South America or Puerto Rico.

The socioeconomic status (SES) of the families served ,

considerably from one district to another. Ibis is an :I. tant

consideration, for the SES lcvel ot tA le school suggests the degree of need

for support services and the availability of resources to the school .

Considerable school-to-school variation in SES was found within districts,

as well as the expected variation between districts. As the SES of the

students in a school is consistently and stzont*,/ associated with

achievement in the school, any such variation rxr,t. ocacrolled yermit

sensible program omparisons. However, a measure of the gernral SES level

for the school was not always avail, able.
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Table 6

Percentage of Students and Their Parents
Born Outside of the United States

District =OA= Ears= cwatIzeisin
A 9% 57% Mexico

<1% 3% Cuba

B 9% 91% Mexico
0 1% South America

17% 91% Mexico
0 1% South America

24% 72% Cuba
7% 10% South America

E 18% 55% Ptierto Rim
10% 3% South America

F 7% 40% Mexico

G 15% 86% Mexico
1% 4% Puerto Rico

H 15% 35% Puerto Rico
13% 33% South America
3% 0 CUba

11% 28% South America
9% 21% Puerto Rico
2% 16% CUba
1% 0 Mexico

In some studies, a random sample of students fram a school is

dbtairted, thus permitting the SES of the sampled students to be used as an

estimate of the overall school SES. In this study, however, only LEP

students were sampled. While for same schools and even entire districts

nearly all students are LEP, in other schools and districts varying

prcportions of the students are LEP. FUrthermore, systanatic differences

between the LEP and non-LEP students in a school are to be expected.

Therefore, in instances where school-level SES information was not

available for a given school site, the SES of the LEP students is
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generally not a good measure of the SES of all the students in the

.1chool.2

Second language learners are able to increase their acquisition of

the new language if there are native speakers available (assuming that

there are appropriate opportunities for interactions between them). Thus

the relative mix of language-minority students and native English speakers

could be an important source of support for learning English. Table 7

details the great variability in the mix of students in classrooms by

English language proficiency. In same districts, the classrooms are

almost entirely comprised of limited-English-proficient (LEP) students,

with few or no students who are fluent in English (fluent-English-

proficient, or FEP, and English-only, or BO), such as in districts F, Hf

and I. In other districts, sudh as B and C, while the majority of the

students are LEP (>50%), about one-fourth of the students are either FEP

or BO.

A, major requirement for each program is that teachers be bdlinqual.

Teachers' understanding of the primary language of their students allows

them to determine the success of a lesson and to select appropriate

learning tasks and teaching strategies. !Mile districts are fairly

consistent in the number of teachers who speak English tairly weal, these

teachers differ markedly in their proficiency in their students' primary

language. Mereas in district E the range of teachers' proficiency in

Spanish is exceptionally high, other districts, such as B and C, have few

teachers who are sufficiently proficient to teach in Spanish (see

Table 8).

2Scime school-level SES information was collected on the School Site
Fact Sheet. These measures of SES were relatively crude estimates,
however, with questionable reliability. Even this limited information was
missing for a substantial number of the study schools.
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Table 7

Ranges of Percentage of FE221 and ED' Students,
by District and Program

Immersion
atriggez_ rarly=uit LatAt:EKit

District

A LEP 37.0 - 100 33.7 - 87.8 *

FEP 0 - 61.8 1.8 - 57.5 *

EO 0 - 1.2 8.8 - 21.1 *

B LEP 53.6 - 62.4 53.8 - 72.1 *

FEP 9.6 - 12.8 7.5 - 18.2 *

EO 28.0 - 34.4 20.3 - 28.0 *

C LEP 54.1 - 65.9 57.6 - 89.6 *

FEP 4.1 - 8.3 6.3 - 14.5 *

EO 26.3 - 39.4 0 - 28.7 *

D LEP * * 0 - 89.9
FEP * * 10.1 - 97.7
ED * * 0 - 4.2

E LEP * * 24.4 - 89.6
FEP * * 10.4 - 75.6
EO * * 0

F LEP 94.7 - 98.4 69.4 - 92.8 *

FEP 1.6 - 5.3 7.2 - 27.6 *

ED 0 0 - 3.4 *

G LEP * * 42.5 - 65.9
FEP * * 0.6 - 19.7
DO * * 28.6 - 44.8

H/I LEP 98.2 - 100 89.6 - 100 *

FEP 0 - 1.8 0 - 10.4 *

E0 0 0 *

1 LEP = Limited-English-proficient
2 FEP = Fluent-English-proficient
3 BO = Ehglish-Only (native English speaker)
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Table 8

Ranges of Ratings of Teachers' English and Spanish Proficiency*,
by District and Program

District

Immersion

.atlate9Y-

A English 4.3 - 4.9 4.6 - 4.9
Spanish 1.7 - 3.4 1.8 - 3.7

B English 5.0 4.8 - 5.0 *

Spanish 0.6 - 1.1 1.9 - 2.9 *

C English 4.7 - 5.0 4.3 - 5.0 *

Spanish 1.0 - 2.2 2.9 - 4.7 *

D English * * 3.4 - 4.1
Spanish * * 2.7 - 4.8

E English * * 3.2 - 4.4
Spanish * * 4.4 - 5.0

F English 4.0 - 4.4 4.1 - 4.8 *

Spanish 2.7 - 4.5 2.4 - 3.7 *

G English * * 4.7 - 4.9
Spanish * * 3.1 - 3.8

H/I English 4.4 - 4.9 4.1 - 4.8 *

Spanish 3.4 - 4.4 2.4 - 4.8 *

I

I

I

I

I

I

+ Teacher speech samples were rated on a 12-point scale ranging from 0
I(for no practical ability to function in the taught language) to 5 (for

ability eqpivalent to that of an educated native speaker).

1

Schools also vary widely within district and program in the extent to

which the teachers have advanced degrees, such as a master's or a

doctorate (see Table 9). At one extreme, district E has schools in which

two-thirds or more of the teachers in the school have such advanced

degrees. In contrast, few teachers have such degrees in the immersion

strategy program in districts A, C, and F or in district B's early-exit

program.
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Table 9

Ranges of Percentage of Teachers with Mastexs or
Doctoral Degree, by District and Program

District

Immersion

=atm_ Early:Exit Late-Exit

A 0 - 25.0 0 - 71.0

0 - 85.7 0 - 33.3

0 - 33.3 0 - 66.7

20.0 - 100

66.7 - 100

0 - 20.0 37.5 - 66.7

0 - 57.1

B/I 28.6 - 50.0 40.0 - 50.0

There is also a great deal of variation within district and program

as to the percentage of teachers who have a bilingual or English as a

Second Language (ESI) teaching certificate (see Table 10), the percentage

of teachers who assign homework (see Table 11), and the percentage of

instructional time allocated for each subject (see Table 12).

In sum, schools within districts and districts within programs vary

widely on a number of factors that are independent of izogram that could

influence the achievement of students and which rust be considered in the

data analyses.
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Table 10

Ranges of Percentage of Teachers with Bilingual
and ESL Certification, by District and Program

District

Immersion

atlattea._ garly-Exit Late-EXit

A Bilingual 33.3 - 100 0 - 100 *

ESL 11.1 - 100 14.3 - 57.1 *

Bilingual 0 - 33.3 0 - 70.0 *
ESL 0 - 11.1 0 - 12.5 *

Bilingual 0 - 100 60.0 - 100 *
ESL 0 - 100 28.6 - 66.7 *

Bilingual * * 16.7 - 100
ESL * * 0 - 75.0

Bilingual * * 75.0 - 100
ESL * * 0 - 46.2

Bilingual 100 100 *
ESL 0 - 100 0 - 66.7 *

Bilingual 83.3 - 100
ESL 66.7 - 100

H/I Bilingual 94.1 - 100 40.0 - 72.7
ESL 33.3 - 100 60.0 - 100

I

I

I

I

I
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Table 11

Ranges of Percentage of Teachers Reporting Hamework is Assigned
More Than Three Times Per Week, by District and Prcgram

11 Marsion
gtOteUY_ Early-Exit Late-EXit

1.21igt

A 0 - 89.0 0 - 74.0 *

B 0 - 100 0 - 50.0 *

C 11.0 - 100 50.0 - 100 *

D * * 33.3 - 100

E * * 81.8 - 100

F 60.0 - 100 12.5 - 100 *

G * * 28.6 - 100

H 84.0 - 100 50.0 - 100 *
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Table 12

Ranges of Percentage of Instructional Time Per Subject, by District and Program

District Sub.ect

Immersion
Strategy Early-EXit Late-Exit

A English Language Arts 47.4 - 65.8 23.6 - 56.0 *

Spanish Language Arts 0 0 - 43.0 *

Mathematics 19.0 - 25.0 20.9 - 21.8 *

B English Language Arts 56.8 - 62.1 28.9 - 64.1 *

Spanish Language Arts 0 0 - 27.8 *

Mathematics 16.6 - 22.2 21.0 - 28.2 *

C English Language Arts 55.3 - 63.7 10.1 - 40.0 *

Spanish Language Arts 0 - 3.6 31.3 - 42.7 *

Mathematics 22.7 - 25.4 5.9 - 28.2 *

English Language Arts 22.2 - 49.7

Spanish Language Arts 16.9 - 40.5

Mathematics 13.5 - 24.5

E English Language Arts * * 19.4 - 36.4

Spanish Language Arts * * 20.2 - 44.0

Mathematics * * 17.7 - 20.2

English Language Arts 38.5 - 64.6 36.6 - 53.2 *

Spanish Language Arts 0 - 10.9 0 - 16.8 *

Mathematics 14.6 - 30.8 20.1 - 30.8 *

G English Language Arts * * 24.1 - 52.0

Spanish Language Arts * * 5.6 - 43.4

Mathematics * * 17.0 24.6

H/1 English Language Arts 59.5 - 69.5 37.8 - 51.6 *

Spanish Language Arts 0 13.2 - 20.2 *

Mathematics 21.9 - 25.7 21.4 - 29.5 *
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In the nominal program analyses, the programs are viewed as being

implemented at the district level. For the immersion program, all five

IS/EE districts consistentlyused nearly all English for instruction. In

contrast, there were striking district differences in the pattern of

percent English used across the grades for the ea_ly-exit and late-exit

programs. The differences within district We71 111LICh less dramatic. (See

Chapter I for additional information on the pattern of percent English in

the districts.)

In addition to the substantial differences between schools in SES,

schools encompass a multitude of attributes that can affect a student's

achievement.

Watt are tbA major divisions of these nominal Imogram analyseg?

Because of the necessity to cont '1 for district and school when

formally comparing programs, the nominal program analyses were divided

into three parts, as outlined in Table 4 and Table 5. The first set of

analyses compared the immersion strategy and early-exit programs in the

four schools that had both prcgrams. In the analyses of these two-program

schools, it was possible to estimate the program effect while controlling

for the effects of school. Community influences are also controlled in

these analyses at the level of the area served by the individual school.

The results from these analyses are given in Chapter III.

The second set of analyses compared the immersion strategy and

early-exit programs in the schools that had only one of the two programs.

In the analyses of these one-program sdhools, it was possible to control

for district. COmmunity influences are controlled at the level of the

area served by the entire school district or, in one case, by a pair of

nearby school districts. Results from these analyses appear in Chapter

W.

The third set of analyses carpared the three districts with late-exit

programs. Direct comparison of the late-exit program with the immersion
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strategy and early-exit programs is not possible, because no district with

a late-exit program had either of the other two programs. Comparisons

among the three late-exit districts is nonetheless illuminating. These

analytic results are presented in Chapter V.

Although statistical comparison of student achievement between the

three LE districts as a group and the five IS/EE districts as a group is

not appropriate, comparisons among the eight districts (or among the

thirtem district-program combinations) can be made less formally through

a special descriptive analytic procedure. Any such comparisons must be

made in the context of the many differences among the districts. The

fourth set of analyses was performed to facilitate these comparisons.

Through the use of special graphical techniques, the relative gains of two

or more groups can be evaluated. The graphs cannot identify the source of

the differences; for example, whether differences stem from student

ability or from the educational program. With such a small number of

districtz that are disparate in so many ways, such attritutions cannot be.

made statistically. These special graphs, called TAMP (Trajectory

Analysis of Matched Percentiles) figures, appear in Chapter VI.

What do the Achievement Tests measure?

The Tests of Basic EXperiences (TOBE) were given to kindergarten

students. W tth the TOBE, the directions and items are read to the

students by the test examiner, and the students indicate their answars by

marking one of four pictures. The mathematics tests measures students °

mastery of fundamental mathematical concepts and the terms associated with

them, as well as understanding of the quantitative relationships between

objects. The TOBE language test measures vocabaary, sentence structure,

verb tense, scund-symbol relationships, and letter recognition. In

addition, there are items measuring listening skills, perception of the

meaning of symbols, and derivation of the meaning of "nonsense" words from

their context.



The Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills, Form S (CTBS-S), Level B

were administered to students in the fall of grades one through six, and

Level C to students in the spring of graees one through six. There are

multiple levels of the CrES-S tests for these grades. At the lowest level

most of the test items are read to the students, and as the test level

increases the students read more of the items to themselves. While having

substantial overlap in content coverage and item difficulty, the adjacent

test levels gradually shift their content emphasis to match changes in

student development. The mathematics score is based on computation,

concepts, and applications. The tests contributing to the first grade

language score measure sentence structure and syntax, as well as the use

of plurals, verbs, comparative adjectives, and possessive pronouns in

Level B, andverb forms, subject-verbagreement, spelling, capitalization,

and punctuation in Level C; higher levels measure usage and paragraph

organization. The first grade reading tests measure letter sounds, word

recognition, and reading comprehension; higher levels measure vocabulary

and reading comprehension.

Given that the norms for the TOBE-2 and the CTBS-S were established

in 1977-78 and 1972-73, it is appropriate to adk the question of their

relevance to students in the current study. Cannell asserted that

"standardized, nationally normed achievement tests. . . are inflated and

aisleading" (Cannell, 1987, p4 3). Mbtivated by Cannell, Linn, Graue,

and Sanders (1990) effected a study of norm-referenced test results

reported by states and school districts and of factors related to those

soores. They fmmxithat the "norms obtained for grades one through eight

during the late 1970s or early 1980s are easier on most tests than more

recent norms" (p. 13). However, test norms may be changing faster than

student achievement. The implications for this study are limited. The

performance of students in each of the program models are only being

=pared to one another. Thus any potential overestimation in performance

would likely affect each group equally.
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The foundation for the analytic comparisons of two-program IS/EE

schools (Chapter III), one-program IS/EE schools (Chapter IV), and the

three LE districts (ChaptarV) is individual growth curve modeling using

the HI14 cceruter program (%14:et al., 1988). However, because CTES test

scores in English are not available for kindergarten, individual growth

curve modeling for kindergarten through third grade is not appropriate.

The individual growth curve analyEes require that all of the test scores

be on the same scale. The TOBE language subtest administered to

kindergarten students is not on the same scale as the CTES language arts

and reading subtests in English, and it is not appropriate to try to put

it on the same scale. Thus the K-1 analyses, comparing the programs at

spring of first grade, had to be separated from the 1-3 analyses,

comparing the grrmth curves from first through third grades, at least for

the language arts and reading subtests.

The TOBE mathematics subtest administered in kindergarten is not an

the same scale as the CTBS mathematics subtest, either. Because of the

similarity oi content of the MBE and CrESmathematics tests, it would be

theoretically appropriate to conduct an analysis to produce equated scores

for those two tests. Such equating would permit the use of individual

growth curve analyses for kindergarten through third grade using the

equated scores. While it woLA be useful to compare such K-3 analyses

with the results of the two-part analyses presented here, resource

limitations prevented us from performing the K-3 mathematics analyses.

In addition to this division between K-1 and 1-3 analyses, the

late-exit analyses also included separate 3-6 analyses. Since no IS/EE

3-6 cohorts were included in the study, there is no comparison group for

the LE 3-6 cohorts. Comparisons among the three late-exit districts can

be made, however. In addition, combining the 1-3 and 3-6 analyses into

1-6 analyses allows a relativralydiract camparism of achievamertbetween

these two sets of grades.
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Finally, every set of analyses was subjected to a series of

sensitivity tests. By varying the model, the subjects included in the

analysis, and even the analytic method, it is possible to see the extent

to which any conclusions are sensitive to these variations. While

literally hundreds of models were estimated, only a mall fraction of them

are presented, and only the especially inportant variations are mentioned.

H0111 EiMear_it1antatANSkall_MajliglOSUILINLAWAly2§0

The number of students and schools used varies according to the

analysis. Table 13 shows the number of students in each program for the

two-prognmn schools anaayses. Schools 12 and 14, which are in district B,

represent the majority of the students in all of the two-program schools

analyses. School 21, in district C, has relatively few students in eadh

program, but all of them had kindergarten test scores (pretest) . School

51, in district F1 also had relatively few students, none of wham had

pretest scores. The absence of pretest scores is a consevence of the

fact that the program in this district lost a substantial part of its

funding, which resulted in the 113 kindergarten students being exited from

the program, and therefore fram the study.
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Table 13

Number of Students by School and Analysis
for Too-Program Schoca s

School

_Jan_
Ediool

_IL_
School School

31141..

K-1 Aralyses IS 79 35 17 29 160
All Students EE 30 14 11 88

Total 112 65 31 40 248

K-1 Analyses IS 65 23 17 0 105
Students with EE 12 22 14 0 48

Pretest Total 77 45 31 0 153

1-3 Analyses IS 72 28 12 27 139
All Students EE 27 22 7 11 67

Total 99 50 19 38 206

1-3 Analyses IS 58 16 12 0 86
Students with EE 6 15 7 0 28

Pretest Total 64 31 19 0 114

Table 14 gives the =ober of students in each school included in the

one-program IS/EE analyses. Because of the very small number of students

in certain schools, sane of the schools were codbined (as indicated in the

table) for most analyses. "School 15" is not a physical school , but

rather is used to denote a sizable group of students who were in school 13

for kindergarten but in school 14 thereafter.
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Table 14

Number of Students by School and Analysis
for One-Program Schools

aigtr..=
School
Gr

All
=AC=

Students
/2o=.

....wommrmlwnior

IL-1.2nalycsa
All Students

=data wiiormit
IS01 01A 68 43 59 34

IMO 10 12 12 9 9

1S2A 22 25 25 18 18
24 7 1 5 1

ISM 71 4 0 4 0
75 20 13. 19 10
93 10 0 8 0

Fl 1S7B 72 15 12 10 8
73 9 7 8 6
74 7 3 5 2
78 13 9 10 6
79 3 0 3 0
92 3 0 3 0

187C 77 9 0 9 0
91 4 0 4 0

1S7D 76 22 12 20 11

A EE02 02 35 26 31 22

A EEO4 04 13 4 11 2

A EEO 05 36 25 30 19

EEll 11 31 31 22 22

EE13 13 25 24 16 15

EE15 15 22 22 18 18

ET2A 20 40 40 30 30
23 5 5 4 4

F a.50 50 24 0 23 0

EE81 81 18 13 13 8

1 EE82 82 17 11 14 8

EE83 83 35 25 31 21

EE84 84 10 0 9 0
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Table 15 shows the number of students in each of the late-exit

schools. Because district G did not enter the study until gpring of the

first year, none of the students in district G had pretest scores. This

is critical as the analyses require a measure of achievement p cp]r to

study participation. Of course, none of the students entering the tudy

in third grade had pretest scores, either.

Table 15

NUmber of Students by School and Analysis
for Late-EXit Schools

District School

.NIMINI-

K-1 Analyses 1-3 Analyses
All Students All Students 3-6

=OSIlt2% w112mtmg =iikarga xlintatit Mama
30 42 21 35 16 21

40 13 13 4 4 5

41 29 28 26 25 25
42 0 0 0 0 8

43 28 26 17 16 14

44 23 21 20 18 19

45 20 19 16 16 10

46 4 4 3 3 17

60 10 9 0 4

61 5 4 0 2

62 14 11 0 14

63 20 15 0 5
64 3 3 0 9
65 9 7 0 1

scores

Kindergarten students were administered Level K of the TOBE 2 test,

referred to hereafter simply as the TOBE. Although the spring kindergar-

ten TOBE was administered in twice, once in Spanish and once in English,

the fall kindergartxtnTOBE was administered once, in the child's dominant

language. For the vast majority of children, this meant the fall

kindergarten TOBE was administered in Spanish. It would be questionable
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to include a test score in Spanish as part of a growth curve where the

other scores were in English. However, the fall kindergarten TOBE,

administered in Spanish, may be a reasonable measure of a student's

"school readiness." That is, it may be a useful pcedictor of the

student's achievement, even as measured in English. Accordingly, the fall

kindergarten Spanish TOBE subtest scores were used as predictors of

achievement at spring of first grade, as measured by the English CTBS

achievement tests.

Wh_at form o thg_g_agairehiAmmlLjt anal ?

The achievement tests administered beginning in first grade were from

the appropriate level (B, C, 1, 2, cc 3) of the Comprehensive Tests of

Basic Skills, ExpmmialEdition, FCTM S (CTBS). The EvmmladScale Scores

(ESS) fram the CTBS tests, administered in English, were analyzed. The

ESS form a continuous scale from kindergarten through high school. For

any one of the three subtests (mathematics, language, or reading), the ESS

from any administration of the subtest may be compared with the ESS from

any other administration of that same subtest. The ESS are on an

equal-interval scale, so a difference of one point has the same meaning

regardless of the magnitude of the scores. That is, a change from an ESS

of 200 to an ESS of 210 on a subtesthas the same meaning as a change from

an ESS of 350 to an ESS of 360. The ESS should not be compared across

subtests, however. An ESS of 300 for the language subtest does not mean

the same level of achievement as a 300 for the mathematics or reading

subtest.

Using a single continuous scale like the Expanded Scale Score of the

CTBS is essential for modeling growth. Therefore the 1-3 analyses needed

to be performed on the ESS. For convenience of comparison of the 1-3

results and the K-1 results, the ESS were also used for the K-1 analyses.

Thusthe outcamemeasures for the K-1 analyses, the spring firbt. grade ESS
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for each of the three CTES subtests, correspond to the initial time point

for the 1-3 analyses.

i . ..! '_112-21

National norms are available for the CTBS achievement tests. As

these norms are baJed on national samples of students, they reflect the

achievement of starlents whose primary language is usually English. While

the applicability of these norms to describe the academic growth of

language-minority students is questionable, these norms are the criteria

used to determine whether a language-ainority student is limited-English-

proficient and therefore in need of special supportive services.

Additionally, the norm information permits same understanding of how the

distribution of ESS changes from grade to grade.

Table 16 shows the mean and standard deviation of the ESS for the

norming sample by grade for each subtest, taken from the CTB/McGraw-Hill

CTBS/S Technical Bulletin No. 1 (1974). Two trends can be seen in this

table. First, the difference between the means for successive grades

diminishes as one moves from the lower grades to the higher grades.

Second, the standard deviation increases with increasing grade.

Table 16

Ncrming Sample:
ESS Means and Standard Deviations by Grade and Subtest

Grade
Mathematics
Mean S.D.

Language

Mean S.D.

Reading
Mean S.D.

Spring 1st 259 36.5 283 55.7 263 45.2
Spring 2nd 308 43.0 359 66.0 328 62.2
Spring 3rd 364 54.7 410 75.7 380 70.8
Spring 4th 394 60.1 440 77.3 422 78.8
Spring 5th 436 69.4 470 79.1 459 84.9
Spring 6th 464 80.8 487 84.6 485 93.6
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Figure 13 through Figure 15 show "equipertentile growth curves" for

spring of first grade through spring of sixth grade for each sUbtest. The

nine curves in each figure connect the 10th, 20th, .., 90th percentile

points from the norming sample at each grade. Thus each curve represents

the scores that a student would have to attain to remain at the same

percentile. It should be emphasized that these curves do not represent

the growth trajectory of any individual. They are based on the cross-

sectional norming sample and therefore suffer from all of the flaws

inherent in judging student growth using cross-sectional samples (see

Chapter VI for further discussion of this point).

Because the ESS distribution is approximately symmetric at each

grade, the median score and the mean score are nearly equal. Thus the

center curve in each figure, which tracks the 50th percentile (median)

score, is nearly the same as the curve that would be obtained lby graphing

the mean scores given in Table 16.

The same trends noted for the means and standard deviations in

Table 16 can be seen in the three figures. The curves tend to flatten at

the higher grades; this correspords to the diminishirg differences in mean

scores. Also, the distance between the curves tends to increase at the

higher grades; this corresponds to the increasing standard deviation.
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What mea_stitime vas used in the et'i.aluation of ?

To evaluate growth, a pleasure of time is needed. The date of each

administration of the achievement tests was known for each sthdent. These

dates formed the basis for the time metric. Time was measured in years of
schooling, with the "zero" point taken to be spring of first grade. The

advantage of setting the "zero" to spring of first grade is that the

estimated "intercept" for the 1-3 gradth curve analyses is the same as the

end point of the K-1 analyses.

The details of the calculation of time are as follows. Usually

students were tested sane time fran March through June, so the midpoint of

that time period, May 1, was used. The nutnber of days between the test

date and May 1 was divided by 365 to give the fraction of a year. To this

was added the number of years the child had been in the program prior to

the current school year, reduced by 1. To be included in the study a

child had to begin the program in fall of kindergarten, so the number of
years in the program is the sane as the number of years since entering

kindergarten.

A sthdent advancing normally through the grades would have a value of

0.0 on May 1 of first grade, 1.0 on May 1 of second grade, 2.0 on May 2. of

third grade, 3.0 on May 1 of fourth grade, and so on. A student who had
repeated kindergarten, haaever, would have a value of 0.0 on May 1 of the

second year of kiniergarten, a value of 1.0 on May 1 of first grade, 2.0

on May 1 of second grade, and so on.

HOW were differenoes ted?

In the K-1 analyses, program differences in spring of first grade

were evaluated using Analysis of Covariance (AlicrIVA) , controlling for

school ani various predictors of achievement (covariates) . It is

desirable in this context to use as one of the covariates a direct measure

of each sthdent's achievement or aptitude before entering the prcgram.

Since all study students entered the program in kindergarten, test results
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from fan of kindergarten are usable as "pre-treatment tests" or

"pretests." Any test scores after the fall kindergarten scores were

possibly affected by the program, so tt.ly are not suitable for use as a

pretest.

Unfortunately, no fall kindergarten tests were available for many

students. This is primarily a consequence of the study design. Some

students, and some entire districts, did not enter the study until spring

of the first year, so the kindergarten students were not tested until

spring. In addition, some students entered the study in first grade (even

though all students in the study entered the program inkiniergarten). In

addition, there is a small amount of missing data among those students who

should have been tested in fall kindergarten.

Because somanystudents lackpretest (fallkindergarten) scores, the

K-1 analyses were performed in three parts. First, various covariates

other than pretest were used as predictors of achievement at spring of

first grade, as wesured by the CTBS achievement tests. Second, those

cavariates were evaluated as predictors for the students who hadapretest

to see how different those students were fram the larger group. Third,

the effect of including the pretest as a covariate was evaluated on this

subset of studerts who had pretest scores. (See Appendix B for a list of

covariates included in the analyses by label and name.)

Were test date differences accommodated in the analyses?

Although all of the students in the K-1 analyses for two-program

schools were tested in spring of first grade, it would be desirable for

the differences in test date to be acccmcdated in the analyses.

Otherwise, students tested relatively late in the school year would be

likely to show higher levels of achievement than those tested earlier in

the school year. Since students within a school tended to be tested at

about the same time of year, differences in test date cculd produce

apparent school differences where none existed. A systematic difference

in test dates for students in the two programs in a school could produce

.7 0
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apparent program differences where none existed, or obscure actual program

di f ferences.

Unfortunately, the test date was almost completely confounded with

the school and study year. That is, each year almost all of the first

grade students within a school were tested at about the same time. This

creates no, problem for the 1-3 analyses, where most of the effect of time

is estimated fram the year-to-year changes in test scores. The K-1

analyses, however, used only one test score for each student. To the

extent that the first grade test dates varied systematically by school or

cohort, any estimated effects of the test dates would be likely to reflect

school or cohort dif ferences rather than actual test date differences.

Nonetheless, an attempt was made to include test date as a predictor

in the K-1 analyses. The results were extremely unstable and often

indicated a substantial negative effect of time. That is, students who

took the test later in the year often did less well on the achievement

test. An evaluation of this phenomenon showed that the effect within

school was usually positive, so that between-school differences in test

date accounted for the negative effect. That is, when students fram

certain sohools were tested later in the year, they tended to score lower

than when tested earlier in the year. It is unclear why this was so.

Where the withdn-school effect was negative, it was found to reflect

cohort differences. Even a small cohort difference could produce sizable

time effects. For example, if the first grade students were tested on May

1 in the first year of the study but, in the second year of the study, the

first grade students were tested on May 14, and the first grade students

in the first year averaged just 1 point higher on a test than the f irst

grade students in the second year, it would be estimated that students

lose 1 point every 13 days, or about 20 points a year. As a conseq:uence,

the date of the spring first grade test (as measured on the time metric

describeci above) was not included as a predictor of achievement in the K-1

ANCOVA analyses.
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For all of the analyses in this report, the set of possible

predictors of achievement was restricted to a relatively small number by

considering only variables unlikely to be affected by the program. At

first glance, including variables likely to be affected by the nominal

program could have obscured the program effect. However, there are

situations in which including sore variables that are possibly affected by

the program is reasonable (Resenteum, 1984).

Avoiding variables likely to be affected by the program meant

eliminating any variables associated with the dhild's educational experi-

ence, includimdietrict, sdhool, or teacher attribubwor behaviors. It

also meant eliminating any student or parent behaviors that were likely to

have been influencAd by the child's educational experience, sudh as

whether the child does homework or the amount of time the child spends

engaged in various noneacadexic activities such as reading or watching

television.

An exception to this exclusion rule is that the number of days absent

was included even though absences night have been influenced by the

child's educational experience. The average number of absences is both an

indicatiar of whether the child actually received the treatment and an

inJicator of the child's health. It was therefore considered too

important to be omitted as a predictor.

Although the namber of days absent was the only variable included as

a possible predictor that was likely to be affected by the program, two

variables that are possibly affected by program were chosen as potential

predictors: the number of books in the home, and whether the parents use

English when speaking to each other. The number of books in the home

(excluding school books) might have been affected by programs that

strongly encturaged or even subsidized book purchases. However, there was

no evidence of such activities by the schools and districts in tteis study.

The amount of Spanish and English used at home between parents might have
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been indirectly affected by the program through the student's use of

English. Astudent recRiving little instruction in English might be less

likely to use English at hane, and this might make the parents less likely

to use Eng_ish with each other. While there is a strong correlation

between the amount of English used between parents and the amount of

English used between children and parents, the correlation was nat as high

as expected. Table 17 gives the correlation matrix for three variables:

AN/EFTOP (fts any English used Parent-To-Parent?), ANYEFTOC (Was any

English used Parent-To-Child?), and ANYEMP (Was any English used Child-

TO-Parent?) . The correlations among the variables range fran about .44 to

about .61. The three-way frequency distribution of these variables

provides additional information on the relationshipamong these variables

(see Table 18).

Table 17

Correlations for Amount of English Used at Home
(4= 1164)

MUM ANYEETQC MD=
ANYEPIOP 0.6071 0.4437

ANYEPICC 0.6071 0.5257

ANYECIOP 0.4437 0.5257

101111.111
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Table 18

Three-Way Frequency Distribution for Anount of Ellglish Used at Home

MOE= NM= MT= Enamel argent
No No No 583 50.1
No No Some 198 17.0
No Some No 52 4.5
No Some Scme 118 10.1
Sane No NO 9 0.8
Some No Some 11 0.9
Same Some No 12 1.0
Scme Some Some 181 15.5

After restricting the possible predictors of achievement in this way,

the number cf predictors was further reduced statistically. Variables

were tested for statistically significant associations with inittil status

or growth rate. Where several variables were highly associated, a few

from the group were selected for further analysis, and a tentatimBncdel

wms developed using these few variables. Next, the omitted variables were

tested again for statistical significance. Through this iterative

process, mcdels were developed for predicting the initial status and

growth rate for each of the achievement subtests. Thus, same covariates

will shm up in the model forme subtest but not in the =del for amother

subtest. Same variables that were not statistically significant were

incluied in these models to facilitate comparisons with cther models in

which the variables were statistically significant. For convenience of

reference, these variables as a group will be called "background

variables," even though this term is not universally applicable.

What weretwzggjthesti o the rg_jit_w_hit?

The characteristics of the background variables used as predictors of

achievement in the analyses are summarized in Table 19, Table 20, and

Table 21. These tables are based on all 1,164 students included in the

analyses. Relatively few of these students had missing data for any of
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these variables because all students included in the analyses were

required to have parent interview data available. The small amounts of

missing data were imputed by using relationships with other parent

interview data.

Table 19

Descriptive Statistics for Covariates
(4 = 1164)

Variable NE113 2,4123.. LUK

EDAVG 7.734 3.467 0 19
PRESCHY 0.369 0.483 0 1

FEMALE 0.516 0.500 0 1

OCAVG 3.716 1.627 1 10
AGEMOTH 2.051 0.417 1 3

HOOKSHM 1.942 1.418 0 4

ANYEPTOP 0.183 0.387 0 1

Table 19 pravides the nean, standard deviation, minimum, and maxim=

for the seven background variables used in the analyses, while Table 20

gives frequency distributions for the five covariates with restricted

ranges. EDAVG is the parents' average years of education, derived from

questions 61 and 62 on the parent interview. PRESCHY has the value 1 if

the student attended presdhool and 0 otherwise (question 17 on the parent

interview). FEMALE has the value 1 if the student is a girl and 0 if the

student is a boy, obtained from the student database. OCAVG is the

average of the socioeconomic occupation index for the parents, derived

from questions 63 and 64 on the parent interview. .0) is a three-

valued variable indicating the mother's approximate age (1 = under 251 2

= 25 to 34, 3 = 35 and over), derived from parent interview question 7.

BOOKSHM is the number of books in in the home, not counting schoolbooks,

in five categories (0 = None, 1 = 1 to 10, 2 = 11 to 201 3 = 21 to 30, 4

= 31 or more). It is derived from question 37a on the parent interview.

ANYEPTOP has the value 1 if any English is used Parent-To-Parent and 0 if

only Spanish is used, as described above. It is derived from question 34

on the parent interview.
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Table 20

Frequency Distributions for Selected Covariates

PRESCHY Frequency Percent

0: NO 735 63.1
1: Yes 429 36.9

FEMALE FreqUenCy Percent

0: Male
1: Female

563

601
48.4
51.6

AGEMOTH Frequency Percent

1: Uhder 25 73 6.3
2: 25 - 34 959 82.4
3: 35 & Over 132 11.3

HOOKSHM Frequency Percent

0: None 185 15.9
1: 1 - 10 376 32.3
2: 11 - 20 199 17.1
3: 21 - 30 130 11.2
4: 31 & Over 274 23.5

ANYEPIIDP FrequencY Percent

0: No English
1: Same English 213 18.3

951 81.7

The correlation matrix for all seven oavariates is given in Table 21.

The correlations among the three variabaes that indicate sociosconcric

status (EDAVG, OCAVG, and HOOKSHM) range fran about .23 to about .37. The

variable ANYEPTOP has correlations with the three SES variables ranging

fram about .10 to about .20, indicating that higher SES is saMewhat

associated with greater likelihood that the parents use some English when

speaking to each other. The correlaticn between AGEMOTH and EDAVG is

-.14, showing an association between more years of parents' education and

younger mothers. No other correlation is as large as .07 in magnitude.
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Table 21

Correlation Coefficients for Cavariates
(R 1164)

Ugag lEMOK EMLE QOM AGEMEH MEM &UWE
=AVG * 0.0440 0.0227 0.3373 -0.1391 0.3692 0.1969

PRESCHY 0.0440 * 0.0053 -0.0334 0.0353 0.0466 0.0437

FEMALE 0.0227 0.0053 * 0.0024 0.0063 0.0559 0.0134

OCAVG 0.3373 -0.0334 0.0024 * 0.0241 0.2294 0.0952

AGEMOTH -0.1391 0.0353 0.0063 0.0241 * 0.0559 -0.0682

BOOKSHM 0.3692 0.0466 0.0559 0.2294 0.0559 * 0.1857

ANYEPTOP 0.1969 0.0437 0.0134 0.0952 -0.0682 0.1857

Ww_mmutImL:_ylgg41_graghjamngp_Agglop

For the 1-3 analyses, first grade through third grade information was

used to estimate individual growth curves. For eadh student with test

scores at two or more time points, an individual growth curve was fit to

the subtest scores for each subtest. The individual growth curves fitted

were curved lines. Although straight lines could have been used, the

national norms indicate that the amount of growth can be expected to

decline from year to year. Mat is, a student scoring at the same

percentile every year can be expected to show greater grwth in the early

grades than in the later grades. Ignoring this curvature could produce

misleading results in the comparison of students with different patterns

of data. Students with only first and seoond grade test scores, for

example, would be expected to show greater grovith rates than sbadents with

first, second, and third grade test scores because of the flattening of

the growth trajectories implied by the national norms.

With only three time points for each student, however, any individual

grwth cinve other than a straight line would be guaranteed to fit the
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data exactly. This would result in no estimate of variability, and the

resulting growth curves could not be used to make inferences about

differences among students. Therefore, the amount of curvature in the

growth could not be allowed to vary at the level of the individual child.

Instead, curvature had to be assumed to be the same for all children, or

at least the same for groups of children.

However, a slope and an intercept could be estimated separately for

each individual, using the achievement subtest scores and the date the

test was administered. The slope is interpreted as the average number of

ESS points the child increased each year of school, or the child's growth

rate. The intercept is interpreted as the initial status of the child --

the ESS of the child at spring of first grade.

In the terminology of hierarchical linear models (HLM) , the slope and

intercept parameters are called randan effects because they are permitted

to vary from individual to individual. The coaficient of the curvature

is called a fixed effect because it has the same value for all individuals

within a group. The slope, interoept, and coefficient for curvature

together comprise the within-child model.

In what sense is the model hierarchical?

The model developed using the HLM program is called hierarchical

because the randan effects (the slope and intercept) frail the within-child
model can be predicted in a between-child linear =lel. That is, informa-

tion that can be associated withachild but which does not vary over time

can be used to predict the growth rate (slope) and initial status (irter-

cept) for a child. This produces a two-level hierarchy of linearlmodels:

one model for predicting an individual's test scores at each time, and a

separate model for predicting the random effect parameters of the first

model. These two linear rnodels are called the within-child nodel and the

between-child model, respectively. By including a variable indicating

program among the predictors of the initial status and growth rate, it is

possible to estimate program differences in initial status and growth

7 8
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rate. By including additional background information associated with the

child, such as parents' education, the estimated program effects are

adjusted for that additional information.

Recently, the hierarchical linear model has been extended to three

levels, permitting the simultaneous modeling of individual growth and

school effects (Bryk and Raudenbush, 1988). In the context of this study,

the three linear =Was are (1) a model for predicting an individual's

test scores at each time (the within-child model), (2) a model for

predicting the initial status and growth rate for each child in each

school (tine betmen.-child, within-school model), and (3) a model for

predicting the average initial status and average growth rate in each

school (the between-school model). This differs from the two-level

hierarchical model in that schools are explicitly included in the model,

with the average initial status of the students in a school and the

average growth rate of those students treated as random effects. The

three-level version of the HIM camputer program is still under develop-

ment, and it was not feasible to use it for all of the analystas%there the

three-level model would be appropriate. However, it was possible to

estimate sone three-level models in connection with the 1-3 analyses for

the one-program schools, where the ability to treat both students and

schools as having random effects is most important (see Chapter IV).

Kole is the coefficient for curvature interpreted?

Unlike the intercept (initial status, at spring of first grade) and

the slope (the growth rate from spring of first grade to spring of second

grade), the curvature has no natural interpretation. There are several

equivalent:a:dings for the curvature variable. They are equivalent in the

sense that changes in the estimated coefficients for intercept, slope, and

curvature permit any of the codings to produce the same growth curves as

any other coding. The coding used was chosen for both analytic and

interpretation reasons.
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The curvature variable was constructed as a quadratic in time that

was (apprnaciimMtely) orthogonal to the intercept and slope. For the 1-3

analyses, the values of the time variable T are approximately 0, 1, and 2

while the intercept variable is always 1. The regression of T-swared

OM on T and an intercept for T equal to 0, 1, and 2 produces the

equation TSQ = 2 x T 1/3. Thus the unique contribution of TSQ can be

given by the variable Q = TSQ - 2 x T - 1/3 (Ahere Q stands for quadrat-

ic). FOr T equal to 0, 1, and 2, Q has the values 1/3, -2/3, and 1/3.

Since these values for the variable Q have a mean of zero, the coefficient

of Q does not affect the coefficient of the intercept. And since these

values for Q have a slope of zero, the coefficient of Q also does not

affect the coefficient of the slope.

Because the times used in the analyseswere not exactly 0, 1, and 2,

and because not all students in the 1-3 analyses had all three time

points, the curvature variable Q is sanewhat correlated with the intercept

and the slope. However, the correlations are small and make the

mcdel-fitting using Q much more stable than if TSQ were used. In

addition, it permits the interpretation of the coefficient of Q as

representing essentially pure curvature. A positive coefficient for

curvature means that growth has an upward curve (the growth gets steeper) ,

whereas a negative coefficient means that growth has a downward curve (the

growth gets flatter).

In analyses where the coefficient for curvature is the same for all

students, the program comparison may be made on the basis of the coeffi-

cients of program as a predictor of intercept (initial status) and slope

(growth rate). Even if the coefficient for curvature is found to differ

according to one or more background variables, the essential information

about program differences is enc_impassed in the initial status and growth

11rate predicticn equations. However, in models where the curvature is

found to differ significantly according to the program, that curvature

difference must be considered when comparing the programs.

8 0
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lire student absences aoociiinodatedJ.1L_._s3AP_ 1 ?

All models include an adjustment for the effect of student absences

from school. For the ANCOVA mcdels predicting first grade test scores,

the =ter of absences in first grade was included as a covariate. Where

the number of first grade absences was not available, the average rumber

of absences in second and third grade was substituted. Ibis variable was

included in the mcdels that had any covariates regardless of its

statistical significance

Growth curve models included the average number of absences for the

grades covered by the mcdel. This average absence variable was always

included as a predictor of initial status (intercept) regardless of

statistical significance. This allows the entire growth curve to be

shifted vertically to accommodate the average number of absences. In

addition, the average absence variable was included as a predictor of

growth rate (slope) in any model where it was statistically significant.

This allows the growth curve to be tilted, which results in a model in

which absences have a cumulative effect.

An alternative to using the average number of absences as a prethctor

of initial status is to use the actual =doer of absences duringayear to

predict the test soore for that year. If every child were absent exactly

the same number of days every year, the two formulations would be eqpiva-

lent. However, the year-to-year variations in the number of absences

might help improve the prediction of year-to-year variations in test

scores. Unfortunately, the number of absences was often missing for

individual years even though it was essentially never missing for all of

the years included in the grawthmtodel. The HIM program allows the use of

within-student covariance matrices calculated by the paixwise-missing

method, permitting the inclusion of students with missing absence data.

Unless the absence data is missing completely at random, however, the

results can be misleading. Nonetheless, some models were estimated using

the number of absences as a within-student variable (using the pairwise-

missing capability) instead of using the average number of absences as a
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predictor of initial status. These models were not materially different

from each other.

Test scores are missing forme of three reasons: design, attrition,

or because the student was still in the study but no test score was

obtained. By design, test scores are missing for students before they

entered the study or after the study ended. Thedesign also includes fall

testing in English only in the year the student entered the study. In

fall kindergarten, testing was not done in Englieh unless it was the

student's dominant language. (Relatively little testing was done in

Spanish after kindergarten, but Spanish achievement is not addressed in

this report.)

Attrition of the student from the study meant no additional test

scores could be obtained for that student. The predcainant reason for

attrition was that the student's family moved outside the district.

Students Who were mainstreamed were not casidered to have left the study:

test scores for mainstreamed study students are not missing by design.

Occasionally test scores are missing for students who were still in

the study that year. The typical reavonthat a student is missing one or

more subtest scores in a given year is that the student was absent on the

day the subtest was adainistered. For the analyses, a student's test

scores for a year are included only if all three subtests were available

(>oth subtests in the case of the TOBE tests administered in kindergar-

ten). This ensures that exactly the same students are included in the

analyses of the mathematics, language, and reading subtests.

Alter reducing the test scores to complete sets, the patterns of

available data were evaluated. For any given analysis, only a handfUl of

students were missing test data between two available test scores. All of

the other students had an uninterrupted series of test scores. This

8 2
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includes students who lacked earlier or later scores by design, attrition,

or by happenstance.

The few students who had second and third grade test data but lacked

first grade test data were excluded fram the 1-3 analyses. Because any

student with first grade test data was included in the main K-1 analyses,

this ensures that the students in the 1-3 analyses are a subset of the

students in the main K-1 analyses. Met of the students in the main K-1

analyses were also includible in the 1-3 analyses because they had either

second or third grade test scores or both. No student had only first

grade test scores by design. Same students had only kindergarten, first

grade, and second grade test scores by design, however.

Proven:At:1r modeling, described below, accamodates students omitted

entirely from analyses due to missing data. Students included in the

analyses but with less than complete test score data were a potential

source of bias. Students who left the study early night have relatively

high or relatively low achievement, for exanple. Such possible attrition

biases were checked for by mewing models with and without attriters and

by relating residuals to data patterns. Unlike the situation in later

grades, where students who leave school are likely to be those who are not

performing well, the attrition among these young students appears not to

be systematically related to achievement.

Wm were student differences between programs acootsnodate_k_d k_the
ar_kg.?

The inclusion of "propensity scores" io the IS/EE anal yses is

designed to adjust the estimated program ef fect to account for differences

between the children in the immersion strategy program and those in the

early-exit program. Such dif ferences generally arise either because of a

selection effect, or because of an attrition effect, or both.

As the term "selection" is used here, a selection effect can exist

even if parents do not explicitly select a bilingual program. In fact, it
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is unlikely that parents make any explicit choice of bilingual program.

Whenever the children in the two programs differ when they begin the

program (i.e., initie differences), there is a selection effect. Because

most of the schools in IS/EE districts offer only one prtgram, differences

in the neighborhoods served by schools are likely to appear as selection

effects. In addition, there is the opportunity for school district

administrators to choose which schools will implement whidh program,

thereby explicitly selecting programs for the associated neighborhoods.

There is evidence that some districts deliberately implemented immersion

strategyprograms in their "best" or their "i4orstP schools.

Even if there is no selection effect, so that the students in the two

programs are comparable when they enter the programs in kindergarten,

there nay be an attrition effect. While the main cause of attrition in

the student population studied is that the family moved out cd the

district, such attrition could create differenoes between the programs.

For example, ifaplant closing causes many laborers to move away frat one

neighborhood but has relatively little effect on the laborers in another

neighborhood, a socioeconomic difference between the neighborhoods might

be created where none existed before.

Regardless of the origin of differences between the students in the

two programs, any systematic differences can have a profound effect on

conclusions about program effects. For example, if the children in the

immersion strategy program were advantaged relative to the children in the

early-exit program, and if immersion strategy students were found to have

higher achievement than early-exit students, concluding that IS was a

superior program night be incorrect. After adjusting for the relative

advantage of the immersion stratempstudents, the program effect might be

reversed, resulting in the opposite conclusion: that the EE program was

superior.

It is possible to assess the extent to which the program effects

might be due to systematic differences in the children in the two

programs. One way is to include various covariates as predictors of
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Initial status and of growth rate and then to consider the resulting

changes in the program effect. A more direct method is to determine the

ways that students in the two programs differ frau each other and use that

information to develop a "propensity mcd1" that estimates the propensity,

or tendency, of a diild with certain attributes to be found in one program

or another. It can be sham that including the estimated propensity score

in the model adjusts the estimated program effect to account for all of

the differences incorporated in the propensity =del (Rosenbaum and Rubin,

1983) .

Because the prwensity model needs to reflect both selection effects

and attrition effects, the propensity score needs to be estimated

separately for each analysis. That is, once we had determined which

students could be included in an analysis, we then examined that set of

students for any demographic features that make them or their program

distinctive. This was done for each of many possible covariates.

What variables yere considered for propensity

All variables that were inherently program-related were excluded fran

consideration for the propensity models. Also excluded were variables

that varied at the district level, sinoe district effects were to be

modeled individually. This left some sdhool variables and many parent-

related variables.

Preliminary analyses to reduce the number of candidate variables were

successfUl in reducing the number of school variables to eight and the

number of parent-related variables to thirty. The eight school variables

all related to the socioeconomic status (SES) of the families served by

the school. Three income variables were included: the percentage of

students who were fran hates of low income, the percentage frrim low-middle

income homes , and the percentage frail middle income or above hapes. Four

variables relating to the occupation of the head of household were

included as candidates: the percentage unemployed, the percentage in

unskilled labor, the percentage in blue collar occupations, and the
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combined pertentage clerical, white collar, or professional. The final

variable was the percentage of the students in the school who received

free or reduced-price meals.

Although the propensity modeling ope:mtes at the level of the

individual student, school variables rust be tested at the school level.

(A school-level variable evaluated at the student level would have artifi-

cially low within-program variability _Jecause all of the students in a

%tool would have been given exactly the same value for the variable.)

There were 24 one-program schools in the IS/EE districts for which the

school site fact sheet data were available. Each of the eight variables

was checked for systematic diffepenms between the 11 immersion strategy

schools and the 13 early-exit schools. In addition, an overall Kati-

variate Analysis of Variance (MPANOVA) test was performed on the eight

school variables as a separate subset.

The progmans vivre: contained on sdhool variables without adjusting for

district effects (equivalent to ordinary two-sample t-tests) and again

after adjusting for district mean effects using Analysis of Variance

wow In addition, district by program interactions were tested. None

of these statistical tests achieved significance even at the .10 level.

In fact, mcst of the F-ratios were less than 1, indicating that the

school-to-sellool variability within the programs was greater than the

variability betimmul the programs (although not significantly greater).

Because the number of students in the study varies oonsiderably fran

school to school, analyses weighted by the number of students were

undertaken to ensure that this imbalance did not introduce program

differences co am of the eight school SES variables. Even if the schools

in the two programs have msentially the same levels of SFS, as indicated

by the unweighted analysis described above, if in one program the high-SFS

schools have relatively more students, but in the other program the

log-SES schools have relatively more students, the two programs will not

be canparable on school SES . Acoordingly, analyses weighted by the number

of study students in the school were performed.
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Table 22 sunnarizes the results of those weighted analyses evaluating

program effects. Only the ft% low-middle inoome" variable reaches

statistical significance at the .05 level and only after adjusting for

dist-ict effects. Since this is the only test of the dozens performed

that is statistically significant, and neither the overall MMOVA test nor

the corresponding unweighted test are significant, it is reasonable to

ascribe it to chance. That is, it is reasonable to conclude that the two

programs do not differ in school SES, even after taking into account the

number of students included in the study in each school. TO the extent

there was any difference, the immersion strategy schools had a slightly

higher proportion of low income and slightly lower proportions of

low-middle and middle and higher incomes.

Table 22

Program Differences on School SES Variables
Weighted by Number of Study Students

VLarialb
Unadjusted

F-Stat
Adjusted for

El=
Program
....11.{klmt

% low income 2.54 .1256 3.79 .0675
% low-middle 3.05 .0948 5.28 .0337
% middle & up 0.83 .3732 1.27 .2744
% unemployed 1.61 .2172 0.51 .4830
% unskilled labor 0.07 .7916 0.53 .4776
% blue collar 0.20 .6571 0.00 .9548
% clerical, white
collar, professional

1.05 .3175 1.58 .2249

% free or reduced
price meals

1.92 .1793 3.16 .0926

Overall MANaVA
(Wilks' Criterion) 1.49 .2403 1.16 .4006
(exact d.f.) (8, 15) (8, 11)

District differences on the school SES variables were also analyzed,

both unadjusted and after adjusting for program differences. Table 23

summarizes the results of the analyses weighted by the number of students

in each school. Orly the percent of unskilled laborers shows a district

effect significant at the .05 level. It was somewhat surprising not to
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fini many district differences. The near-absence of district differences

leads to the conclusion that school SES differences among the one-program

schools within a district may be as great (or as small) as the

district-to-district differences. This indirectly indicates that school

effects should not be neglected in the analyses.

Table 23

District Differences on School SES Variables
Weighted by Number of Study Students

Variable
Unadjusted

F-Stat b-Value
Adjusted

F-Stat
for Prcgram

fl.V.03,11g

% low income 0.34 .8465 0.74 .5800
.% low-middle 1.21 .3378 1.92 .1510
% middle & up 0.40 .8030 0.54 .7092
% unemployed 2.27 .0993 1.88 .1587
% unskilled labor 4.14 .0141 4.14 .0150
% blue collar 0.95 .4549 0.86 .5089
% clerical, white
collar, professional

0.51 .7309 0.67 .6201

% free or reduced
price meals

0.78 .5525 1.16 .3606

Overall MANOVA
Milks, Criterion) 1.25 .2392 1.17 .3146
(approx. d.f.) (32, 45.85) (32, 42.16)

The apparent district differences in the percent of unskilled

laborers should not be relied upon as an indication of district SES.

Indeed, the absence of statistically significant differences among the

districts on the other income and occupation variables as well as the

non-significance of the overall MANOVA test indicates that the districts

do not differ appreciably in school SES. To the extent that there are

district differences in the proportion of unskilled laborers, district:5k

C, and H/I all averaged about one-third, but districts B and F averaged

about two-thirds. Again, the absence of statistically significant

differences among the other occupation percentages (which necessarily add

to 100 percent for each school and, therefore, for each district) implies

that the five districts do not differ in the overall SES of their schools.



The propensity models were based cn the parent interview. After

reducing the eligible variables to 30 variables based on preliminary

results, logistic regression was used to estAiolisha model for predicting

membership in the immersion strategy program. Table 24 presents the

estimated coefficients for the logistic regression propensity models for

the Y-1 analyses anl the 1-3 analyses of one-promramschools. A pcsitive

coefficient indicates that higher values of the variable are associated

with a greater propensity to be in the immersion strategy program. A

negative coefficient indicates that higher values ct the variable are

associated with a greater propensity to be in the early-exit program.

TatIle 24

Propensity Score Logistic Regression Mbdels
for One-Program K-1 and 1-3 Analyses

Variable EOM PONEK1PN IDUSE.IEE EgNEll EQNEUER MUM
INTERCEPT 5.679 4.907 6.138 5.399 4.110 6.619
DISTA -0.745 -0.575 -0.493 -0.738 -0.576 -0.468
DISTB -2.565 -2.281 -2.367 -2.504 -2.189 -2.356
DISTC -0.802 -0.741 -0.770 -0.771 -0.603 -0.764
EDAVG -0.123 -0.111 -0.106 -0.126 -0.114 -0.107
PRESCHY 0.403 0.375 0.386 0.669 0.838 0.933
BOOKSRD 0.046 0.049 0.051 0.048 0.052 0.055
RPTOCISY -0.643 -0.736 -0.719 -0.698 -0.900 -0.905
CAGEPGM -0.064 -0.056 -0.045 -0.060 -0.044 -0.020
ANALTOBE -0.00562 -0.0117

The first column in 'Table 24 gives the varjAble names: in addition

to an overall intercept, three district variables and six other variables

are listed. The district variables are zero-one variables indicating

districts A, B, and C. District H/I is the omitted district in this

parametrization. District F does not participate in the propensity score

modeling because it has no one-program innersimstrategy school; district

F students have an infinite propensity to be in the early-exit program.
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The other six variables include two described earlier: EDAVG (the

parents' average years of education) and PRESCHY (whether the student

attended preschool). BOOKSRD gives the number of books the parent had

read in the last three months (question 37h from the parent interview).

RPTCCLSY has the value 1 if the parent or someone else reads ta the child

in Spanish and 0 otherwise (from question 43 on the parent interview).

CAGEPIGM is the child's age upon entering the program in kindergarten,

measured in months (derived from the student datahose). ANALTOBE is the

sum of the language and mathematics subtests fram the fall kindergarten

administration of the TOBE.

The PONTE1 column shows the model for the K-1 analyses using all

students (PONE stands for Propensity in ONDcrogram schools). PONEY1PN

gives the same model estimated using only students with pretest scores

available. PCNEK1PP includes the students with pretest scores available

and adds the pretest total (ANALTOBE) as a predictor of propensity. The

PONE131 PONE13PN, and PONE13PP columns give the corresponding models for

the 1-3 analyses.

The coefficients in each column are very similar, indicating that all

six propensity models are essentially the same. The propensity scores

estimated fram each of the six models were ccrrelated. The number of

students correlated ranged from 274 (the number of students in the

"students with pretest" 1-3 analyses) to 423 (the number of students in

the "all students" 1-3 analyses). The correlations among the six versions

of the propensity score were extremely hiqh, ranging from .8875 to .9924.

These high correlations indicate that the propensity mcdel is

insensitive to the reduction of the sample to just those students with

pretest or to just those students in the 1-3 analyses. In addition, it

indicates that the propensity score is little changed by the addition of

the pretest as a predictor. This implies that, for the one-program

schools, the students in the two programs have similar pretest scores

after accounting for district membership and the other five variables.
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What : ces were 1.1 -_11291! t d cts?

As was done for the 1S/EE districts, school-level measures of

socioeconomic status of the students were compared across the late-exit

districts. The only study school in district D was assumed to represent

that district, and the school-to-school variation within districts was

estimated using only districts E and G. Both =weighted analyses and

analyses weighted by the number of study students in the school were

performed. Table 25 shows the results of those comparisons of the

school-level SES measures across the three late-exit districts. None of

the comparisons reach statistical significance at the .05 level, and only

the unweighted analysis for the percent low income achieves significance

at the .10 level. This means that no district has substantially higher or

lower SES at the school level.

Table 25

Late-EXit District Differences on School SES Variables
Uhweighted and Weighted by NUmber ct Study Students

Variable
Unadjusted

F-Stat la-Value

Adjusted for Program
F-Stat p-Value

% low income 3.30 .0900 2.25 .1678
% lowmiddle 0.72 .5179 1.29 .3267
% middle & up 2.78 .1212 2.46 .1471
% unemployed 0.20 .8236 0.52 .6112
% unskilled labor 2.05 .1909 0.95 .4264
% blm. vol14, 0.66 .5412 1.27 .3316
% clerical, white
collar, professicmal

2.02 .1952 1.84 .2196

% free or reduced
price meals

0.89 .4489 0.79 .4869

Overall MANCVA
(Wilksf Criterion) 0.51 .8279 0.96 .6251
(exact d.f.) (16, 2) (16, 2)

HoAtwigl_did_the_prm2ngi_q_mgdelm_fit the data?

1111

Generally the propensity nudels provided an adequate fit to the data.

This was confirmed by inspectim the fitted values and residuals from the



model in various ways. The residuals were checked for approximate

normality and for both univariate and multivariate outliers. The

residuals were also correlated with variables not included in the model to

check other possible predictors and to check for attrition effects. The

fitted values were checked to ensure that the values were reasonable,

including checks for both univariate and multivariate cutliers. These

checks on the fitted values and the residuals sometimes revealed that a

model was unstable, usually because a fitted parameter was based on

infornation fran too few students; those unstable models are not presented

here.

GeneralizabiliU

ZtreiiBdiLVNLfSSE_tb:11L_CMVJIWAigiga_e_t4_an_ZnalisbAmanion strata:1v.
early-exit. awl late-exinna ?

No. First, study results are relevant only to those programs serving

Spanish-speaking language-minority students. Research suggests that

second language learners of English with a primary language other than

Spanish acquire English language skills differently.

Secondly, study results are applicable only to those instructional

programs exhibiting the same characteristics as those in this study. The

research objective was to examine three specific instnictional treatments.

Structured English immersion strategy and late-exit programs which most

resembled each instructional model were selected from the field in 1983.

In effect, these programs represented the optimal (and not the range of)

implementationi of each instructional model. FUrther, because of the need

in the research design to maximize the comparisons between the instruc-

tional models, early-exit programs were selected from school districts

that also had a structured English immersion striMuwprogram. Thus, they

also are not representative of all early-exit programs.

In sum, study findings are Ytted to programs serving Spanish-

speaking language-minority students and that exhibit the same characteris-

tics as the study programs selected.
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III. THE RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF IWERSION STRATEGY
AND EARLY-DCLT TRANSITICNAL BILINGUAL

ECUCATION PROGRAMS IN TM-MGM SCHOOLS

Intamtactign

The analyses of two-program schools were designed to determine the

relative effectiveness of the immersion strategy (IS) and early-exit (EE)

programs, controlling for school effects. Program effectiveness was

evaluated in three areas of academic achievement, as measured in English:

mathematics, language arts, and reading.

.11"...! " _ L. 1 . _

The four schools with both IS ard EE programs provided an ccportunity

to evaluate program effects while controlling all factors associated with

the school level and the district level. When a single school has both

programs, the IS and EE programs can be compared without concern that

differences between schools or districts are affecting the results. In

addition, controlling for school effectively controls for the attributes

of the community served by the school.

ftrguthpMAtici _SLAM tga_..s_11I,n_Illamram schools at the

An exhaustive examination of the students in the two-program schools,

after adjusting for selection, failed to uncover any statistically

signif icant differences between IS and EE students other than those

directly related to the program. That is, there were no detectable

"selection effects" in the two-program schools. Upon entering their

program in kirdergarten, the IS students in a school were not different in

any material way in background or initial achievement fran the EE students

in the same school .

9 3



The absence of any selection effects reflects a strength of the

ana4ses focusing ol two-program schools. Although students were not

assigned to the IS nd EE programs according to a formal randomization

mechanism, as they would be in a randomized woperiment, in these

two-proyi-am schools the children in the two programs do not differ

systematically. This means that it is reasonable to analyze the two

programs as though they were frau a randomized evmdment.

imat staktittfumbd to tazima.lbt?
The statistical analyses used to evaluate the programs were performed

in two parts. This was neoessarybecause no CTBS test scores in English

were available for kindergarten, making individual growth curve modeling

for kindergarten through third grade inakopropriate. .Fall kindergarten

test scores were from the TOBE test administered in the children's

dominant language, almost always Spanish.

The first set of analyseswere carried out in order to evaluate the

achievement of each child at the spring of first grade using background

information and, if available, fall kindergarten test scores as a

"pretest." These analyses, called the "K-1" analyses, were performed

separately for the mathematics, language arts, and reading subtests.

Analysis of Cavariance (AN(NA) was used for these analyses.

The second set of analyses were done to evaluate growth from first

through third grade based on the calculation of an individual gmcmth curve

for each child. These "1-3" analyses estimated growth curves extending

fram the spring of first grade through the spring of third grade (or

through second grade if third grade test scores were unavailable). (See

Appendix C for unadjusted and adjusted test scores, by prrgram and grade.)

For each of the three outcome measures, these individual growth curves

were then related to background information associated with the child as

well as the school and program. Specifically, a carnputer program was used

to develop a hierarchical linear ncdel (HLM), as described in more detail

in Chapter II.

9 4



ed?

The achievement subtest scores for the spring of first grade through

the spring of third grade were in the form of an Expanded Scale Score

(ESS) fram the CTES test, administered in English. The ESS form a

continuous scale that covers the range of achievement from kindergarten

through high school. The ESS are designed so that a difference of one

point has the same meaning regardless of the magnitude of the scores.

MhgtAggamn_pf time was used in the evaluation of growth?

To evaluate growth, a measure of time is needed. The date of each

administration of the achievement tests was Mown for each sthdent. These

dates formed the basis for the tine metric. Tine was measured in years of

schooling, with the "zero" point taken to be spring of first grade. The

advantage of setting the "zero" to spring of f irst grade is that the

estimated "intercept" for the 1-3 growth curve analyses is the same as the

en3 point of the K-1 analyses. Spring of secoxl grade corresponds to time

one, while spring of third grade corresponds to time two.

ssi

Even after including the background variables in the model,

statistically significant school effects wexe found. School was found to

be a significant predictor of both initial status and growth rate.

However, it should be kept in mind that the extent to which these school

differences can be attributed to measured variation in the program

implementation of the schools is beyond the scope of nominal program

analyses.

The presence of school differences does not interfere with the

comparison of the immersion strategy and early-exit programs in the
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two-program schools. The comparison of the programs controls for the

school differences.

In contrast, a statistical interacticn between program and school in

the two-program schools would complicate the comparison between the

immersion strategy and early-exit programs. Sudh an interaction would

mean that the difference between the achievement of early-exit students

and the achievement of immersion strategy students would be different in

the different schools. This could mean that in same schools one program

was superior but in other sdhools the other program was superior.

Statistical tests for the presence of school-Tx-1:gram interactions in the

two-program schools were not significant in either the K-1 or the 1-3

analyses. That is, differences in program effects did not differ

significantly from school to school. Thus, any difference between the

immersion strategy and earlyexit programs does not vary significantly

across the four two-program schools.

&ff...mrt_p_rmormAtittreire"taimprirastlirstana&Aettliatall?

Program differences in spring of first grade mere evaluated using

Analysis of Covariance (ANCOR/A), controlling for school and predictors of

achievement (covariates, such as nominal program label, school site,

absences per year, average educational level of parents, preschool

experience, gender of student, number of books in the home, TOBE math

pretest, and the sum of TOSE math ard language pretest scores). For those

students where the fall kindergarten TOBE scores were available, these

were used as a "pretest." Because the IS and EE students in each school

had similar values on the predictors of achievement, the estimated

difference between the programs is little affected by the inclusion of

these covariates. However, the covariates improve the accuracy of the

prediction of achievement at spring of first:grade, permitting relatively

precise estimation of school and program differences. That is, using the

covariates to predict achievement increases the statistical power of the

ANCOVA analyses, reducing the estimated standard error and making even

relatively small differences statistically significant.
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fttt mem the results of theitkiminglissAbcpwthematics slAitt?

An extensive series of ANCOVA analyses were used to evaluate the

spring first grade differenc9 between immersion strategy and early-exit

students on the mathematics subteet. Five background variables were found

to have predictive power in the two-programschools analyses: EDAVG (the

average years of education of the student's parents) PRESCHY (whether the

student attended preschool), FEMALE (whether the student was a girl),

BOOKSHM (the mutter of books in the student's hails), and ANYEEMP (whether

the parents reported using English when talking to each other). The

program difference was evaluated after controlling for all five of these

background variables, the number of absences in first grade (Aan), and

the school. For comparison, the program difference was also evaluated

without controlling for any variables; controllin7 only for school; and

controlling for sdhool, absences, and preschool attendance. (Preschool

attendance was the only statistically significant backgmrund variable.)

The tablw summarizingthe results of these analyses farmittematics will

be described in considerable 4etail, but the discussion of tables for

language and reading will be Limited to pointing out highlights.

Table 26 summarizes the rwults of the analysis of program differenc-

es not controlling for any variable other than program. The first column,

labeled "Predicted," contains the 1:phrase "Spring 1st" as a reminder that

these K-1 analyses are predicting the CTBS subtest score in spring of

first grade. The second column, "Predictor," indicates the variable used

as a predictor. The variable BASE represents an overall average.

(Althoughttis variable is sometimes termed the intercept, that term will

be avoided here to prevent confusion with the intercept of the growth

curve in the 1-3 analyses.) The variable PGMIS is a binary, or zero-one,

variable that takes the value one for students in the immersion strategy

program and the value zero for students in the early-exit program. The

columns labeled "Parameter" and "Std Err° contain the estimated coeffi-

cient of the variable and its estimated standard error. The last two

9 7
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columns contain a t-statistic formed by dividing the parameter by its

stantard error (t-Stat) and the two-tailed probability associated with the

t-statistic (p-Nialue).

Table 26

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
All Students; Program Only

Bmdistad Rua= aramatar =Mx t-atat pValue

Spring 1st BNME 247.364 3.051 81.066 0.000
Spring 1st Peas -3.951 3.799 -1.040 0.299

In the sinple model represented by Table 26, each sbadent's predicted

achievement depends only on program. In general, the predicted achieve-

ment for any student is calculated by multiplying that student's values

for each variable by the parameter estimate. The BASE variable has the

value 1 for all students, so the coefficient for BASE is always included.

A student in the early-exit pmogram in one ct these four two-program

sdhools has the value zero for PGMIS, and so has a predicted achievement

of about 247. Astudent in the immersion strategy program has a predicted

achievement nearly four points lower, about 243 (247.364 - 3.951 =

243.413). Thus the coefficient of PGMIS can be interpreted as the

difference between the immersion strategy students and the early-exit

students, with a positive sign indicating IS students have higher

achievement and a negative sign indicating that IS students have lower

achievement.

Because the p-value associated with the PGMIS variable is about .31

a difference as large as this four-point difference between programs can

be expected to oat= by chance about thirty percent of the time. Ihe most

common criberion for declaring a difference to be statistically signifi-

cant is that it would occur by Chance less than five percent of the time

(a p-value of .05 or less). The p-value of .3 does not approach this

level, so the difference between pmograms in this analysis is not

statistically significant. The "null hypothesis" that the students in the

9 8
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two programs do not differ in mathematics achievement in spring of first

grade is not rejected.

Table 27 summarizes the results of the analysis of program differenc-

es after controlling for school. Three variables are added to allow for

differences among the four two-program schools. A student in school 12

has the value 1 for SCHOOL12 and values of 0 for SCHOOL14 and SCHO0L51.

A student in sdhool 14 has the value 1 for SCHOOL14 and values of 0 for

SCHOOL12 and SCHOOL51, and similarly for a student in school 51. A

student in the "omitted schcol," sdhool 21, has the value -1 for SC3OOL12,

SCHOOL14, and SCHOOL51. One school must be omitted in any analysis of

this type for statistical reasons, but the choice of which school to omit

does not affect the statistical results.

Table 27

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
All Students; Program and School

Predicted Predictor Parameter gtd_Err t-Stat prValue

Spring 1st BASE 249.236 3.074 81.069 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -6.047 3.737 -1.618 0.107
Spring 1st SCHO0L12 -0.471 2.727 -0.173 0.863
Spring 1st SCHO0L14 -6.811 3.155 -2.159 0.032
Spring 1st SCHOOL51 15.622 3.697 4.226 0.000

While there are many other ways to code school variables that produce

the same model, the coding used here has certain advantages. One

advantage is that the coefficient for BASE is interpreted as the estimated

achievement for early-exit students averaged aver the four schools. Also,

as it stands the coefficient can be meaningfully interpreted without

additional calculations as the average achievement directly. Another

advantage is that the coefficients for the Smoot, variables are interpret-
ed as the difference between achievement levels in that school and the

average of all four schools. For example, the parameter estimate for the

variable SC1OOL12 is -0.471/ which is not statistically significant (p =

.863). (Note that the mean difference between any two schools can be

99
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obtained by subtracting their parameters.) This means that the average

achievement in school 12 is about the same as the average achievement

across all four schools. In contrast, school 14 has achievement nearly

seven points lower than the average across the four schools (difference=

-6.811), a difference that is statistically zignificant (p = .032).

Finally, SCH00L51 has the value 15.622, indicating that school 51 has

achievement much higher than the average of the four schools. This

difference is highly statistically significant, with a p-value less than

.0005 (indicated by .000 in the table).

No coefficient is given for school 21 in Table 27 but the difference

between school 21 and the average of all four schools can be calculated

from the coefficients given. Sincb students in school 21 have a value of

-1 for all three saiom variables, the estimated difference between school

21 and the four-school average can be calculated as the negative of the

sum of the three coefficients in the table. School 21 is estimated to

have achievement 8.340 points below the average of the four schools: (-1)

x (-0.471) (-1) x (-6.811) + (-1) x (15.622) = -8.340. Although the

tables do not present a test of the statistical significance of this

difference, hypothesis testing methods can be -zled to find that the

difference is just significant (p = .041). Although the difference

between school 21 and the average of the other four schools was tested in

this way for every analysis, the results of the test will be given only

when it is noteworthy.

Hypothesis testing can also indicate whether there are overall

differences among the four schools. This test is performed by comparing

the school-to-school variation among the four schools to the student-to-

student variation within the schools. If the school-to-school variation

is substantially larger than the student-to-student variation, the schools

can be said to differ significantly. In Table 27 the school variation is

highly significant (p less than .0005). Note that this test for overall

school variation may be significant even though none of the individual

schools differs significantly from the average. Also note that the test

for aver-all school variation may be nonsignificant even though one or more
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of the tests for the individual schools is significant. A conservative

approach is to declare individual schools significantly different fran the

average only if both the individual test and the overall test are

statistically significant.

Conparing Table 27 and Table 26, the addi.tion of the school variables

has increased the size of the program effect from 3.951 to 6.047 and has

olightly reduced the estimated standard error. One of the advantages of

the two-program schools analyses is the ability to centrol for school, and

the analysis with schools controlled produces a better estimate of the

program difference. While this school-controlled analysis shows the

immersion strategy students are about six points behind the early-exit

students in each school, the difference is not statistically significant

(p= .107).

Table 28 summarizes results frau the analysis that inuluded both ABS1

(the number of absences in first grade) and PRESCHY (MMether the student

attended preschool). PRESCHY was the only one of the five covariates

fotirbi to beasignificant predictor of mathematics achievement. Absences

have the expected negative effect (the more days absent, the lower the

test score), but it is not significant (p = .325). Attending preschool

raises predicted test scores by over 10 points. After controlling for

these two covariates, the program difference drops tl 5.201 and is not

significant (p = .163). Differences among the schools are also reduced

but are still significant overall (p = .016). Schoo) 21 is nearly 5

points lower than average but the difference is not statistically

significant (difference = -4.968, p = .238). Since school 51 is

significantly higher than the average (difference = 12.309, p = .002) and

the other three schools do not differ much from the average, it is fair to

conclude that the overall school differences are due primarily to school

51. That is, including ABS1 and PRESCHY as covariates has essentially

eliminated achievement differences amomg schools 12, 14, and 21. Because

the coefficient of ABS1 is not significant and the average number of

absences probably does not vary greatly across the schools, it is likely

that including the variable PRESCHY has produced most of this effect.
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That is, much of the varidbility among these three schools is mobably

accounted for by differences in the proportion of students who attended

preschool.

Table 28

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
All Students; Key Covariates

Prmliaggi &Ai= Pam= =LE= kltat P-Value

Spring 1st BASE 246.659 3.825 64.485 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -5.201 3.717 -1.399 0.163
Spring 1st SCHOOL12 -2.578 2.807 -0.919 0.359
spring 1st SCHOOL14 -4.762 3.219 -1.479 0.140
Spring 1st SCHOOL51 12.309 3.873 3.178 0.002
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.226 0.229 -0.987 0.325
Spring 1st PRESCHY 10.032 3.817 2.628 0.009

Table 29 summarizes the effect of adding the other fair covariates to

the mcdel. The results are not materially dhanged. The program

difference is &cut the same in magnitude and remains rxmsignificant. The

overall school differences are still significant (p = . 021) and can be

attribtited txo the relatively high achievement of students in school 51.

Table 29

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
All Students; All Covariates

Et2digitaft hvdictor =meter =_Err kafat P-value

Spring 1st BASE 241.568 5.658 42.694 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -5.676 3.722 -1.525 0.129
Spring 1st SC100L12 -2.883 2.803 -1.029 0.305
Spring 1st SCH0OL14 -5.420 3.255 -1.665 0.097
Spring 1st SCH0OL51 11.891 3.955 3.006 0.003
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.228 0.229 -0.998 0.320
Spring 1st EDIAVG 0.776 0.680 1.141 0.255
Spring 1st PRESCHY 8.657 3.923 2.207 0.028
Spring 1st FEMALE -4.333 3.548 -1.221 0.223
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 1.814 1.350 1.344 0.180
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP -2.073 5.769 -0.359 0.720
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Although the immersion strategy students tend to score five or six

points lower than early-exit students on the mathematics subtest, the

difference is not statistically significant. Students in school 51 have

significantP? higher scores than students in the other three schools,

whose scores are comparable.

What were the results of the K-ljne4,13maja_tivilipaggmaitgtagri

Table 30 shows the effect of program for the language subtest without

controlling for school or any covariates. Table 31 shows the results

after controlling for school. In both analyses the immersion strategy

students have slightly higher scores than ealv-Q4.1t students (difference

= 5.185 not controlling for school, differew4. = 4.019 controlling for

school) but the difference is not statistically significant (p = .274 and

p = .388, respectively). As for mathematics, school. 51 has higher

achievement than average (differ4m1ce= 18.473, p less than .0005). School

21 has lower achievement than average (difference = -3.018) but this

difference is not statistically sigmificant (p= .550). Schools 12 and 14

have comparable achievement for language. Most of the school-to-school

variability can be attributed to school 51.

Table 30

Two-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
All Students; Program Only

Eredigted PrictQ Paramter =LE= t-Stat n-Value

Spring 1st ASE 233.102 3.796 61.408 0.000
Spring 1st 5.185 4.726 1.097 0.274
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Table 31

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
All Students; Program and School

Eredigtea aerligt2r Eararreter Etillrr IL-Etat ir_Valmg

spring 1st BASE 236.814 3.826 61.895 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 4.019 4.651 0.864 0.388
Spring 1st SCHOCI12 -7.970 3.394 -2.348 0.020
Spring 1st SCHOOLS4 -7.485 3.926 -1.906 0.058
Spring 1st SCROOL51 18.473 4.600 4.015 0.000

For the language subtest, the key cavariate was found to be parents'

use of English as measured by ANYEPPDP. This variable takes the value 1

if the parent interview indicates that the parents use any English when

speaking to each other and 0 if the parents use only Spanish. Table 32

shows the analysis ct language test scores controlling for sdhool,

absences, and parental English. Parental use of English raises the

estimated language test score by nearly 15 points, a significant increase

(diffe.renoe= 14.706, p = .036). The program effect changes onlybyabout

one point compared with the school-controlled analysis (from 4.019 to

5.004) and again it is not statistically significant = .282).

Estimated school effects also change relatively little. Adding the other

four covariates (see Table 33) has essentially no effect on the estimates

of program and school effects.
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Table 32

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
All Students; Key Covariates

=met= AO Err t-Stat po-Value

Spring 1st BASE 237.762 4.467 53.228 0.000
Spring 1st MIMS 5.004 4.638 1.079 0.282
Spring 1st SCH3OL12 -8.204 3.396 -2.416 0.017
Spring 1st SC300114 -6.165 3.949 -1.561 r.120
Spring 1st SCH3OL51 14.922 4.796 3.112 0.002
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.392 0.286 -1.373 0.171
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 14.706 6.968 2.111 0.036

Table 33

TWo.Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
All Students; All COvariates

Predicted Predictor ammtgr gtd_Err t-Stat Et-Value

Spring 1st BASE 231.664 7.131 32.485 0.000
Spring 1st MIMS 5.222 4.691 1.113 0.267
Spring 1st SCHO0L12 -8.830 3.533 -2.499 0.013
Spring 1st SCH001414 -6.339 4.103 -1.545 0.124
Spring 1st SCH3OL51 14.277 4.985 2.864 0.005
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.398 0.288 -1.381 0.169
Spring 1st MAW 0.432 0.858 0.503 0.615
Spring 1st PRESCHY 1.701 4.945 0.344 0.731
Spring 1st FEMALE 1.029 4.471 0.230 0.818
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 1..112 1.702 0.788 0.431
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 12.506 7.271 1.720 0.087

=MI

Although the immersion strategy students tend to score four or five

points higher than early-edt students on the language subtest, the

difference is not statistically significant. Students in school 51 have

significantly higher scores than students in the other three sdhools.

School 21 has approximately average scores while schools 12 and 14 have

somewhat lower scores.
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Table 34 presents the results of the DIglish reading subtest analysis

without controlling for school or any emanates, while 'Table 35 presents

the school-controlled results. In both analyses the immersion strategy

students have lower scores than early-exit students (difference = -7.147

not controlling for school, difference = -8.977 controlling for school).

The difference is not quite statistically significant without controlling

for school (p = .065) but is significant in the analysis with school

controlled (p = .019). As for nathematics and reading, school 51 has

higher achievement than average (difference= 14.291, p less than .0005).

School 14 has significantly lower achievement than average (difference =

-10.736, p = .001). Schools 12 and 21 have comparable achievement for

reading, both near the average for the four schOols (difference = -2.753

for school 12, difference = -0.802 fa:school 21). Most of tlie school-to-

-school variability can be attributed to schools 14 and 51.

Table 34

TWo-Program Schools X-1 Analysis for Reading
All Students; Program Only

DagistArl aesLi= anarrr =La t-Stat

Spring 1st BASE 227.659 3.100 73.446 0.000
Spring 1st I:CMS -7.147 3.859 -1.852 0.065
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Table 35

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
All Students; Program and School

Inli.ctsar llometer gtfLur t-stat
spring 1st BASE 230.693 3.120 73.940 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -8.977 3.792 -2.367 0.019
Spring 1st SCHCOL12 -2.753 2.767 -0.995 0.321
Spring 1st SCHO0L14 -10.736 3.202 -3.353 0.001
Spring 1st SCHOOL51 14.291 3.751 3.809 0.000

For the reading subtest, as for the language subtest, the key

ccvariate was found to be ANYEPIOP, whether the parents used English with

each other. Table 36 shows the analysis of reading test scores control-

ling for school, absences, and parental English. Parental use of English

raises the estimated reading test score by nearly 14 pointslasignificant

increase (difference = 13.951, p = .015). The prcgram effect changes by

less than one point compared with the school-controlled analysis (from

-8.977 to -8.177) and it is still statistically significant (p = .031).

Estimated school effects change relatively little. The inclusion of the

other four covariates (Table 37) has a negligible effect on the estimated

program effect. The sdhool-to-school variability is somewhat reduoed but

is still statistically significant (p = .014).

Table 36

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
All Students; Key Covariates

Emdigteft agi_c_rto Egom= td_Err t-Stat pValue

Spring 1st BASE 230.888 3.634 63.537 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -8.177 3.773 -2.167 0.031
Spring 1st SCHOOL12 -2.839 2.763 -1.027 0.305
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -9.671 3.213 -3.010 0.003
Spring 1st SCHOOL51 11.224 3.901 2.877 0.004
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.281 0.232 -1.209 0.228
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 13.951 5.668 2.461 0.015
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Table 37

TWcProgram Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
All Students; All Covariates

andigted =dig= =meter t-Stat pl-Value

SpriM 1st BASE 232.272

.gtd_guir

5.766 40.284 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -8.433 3.793 -2.223 0.027
Spring 1st SCHOOL12 -3.700 2.856 -1.295 0.197
Spring 1st SCHOOL114 -8.528 3.317 -2.571 0.011
Spring 1st SCHOOL51 9.596 4.031 2.381 0.018
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.315 0.233 -1.351 0.178
Spring 1st EDAVG -0.709 0.693 -1.022 0.308
Spring 1st PRESCHY 5.001 3.998 1.251 0.212
Spring 1st FEMALE -3.251 3.615 -0.899 0.369
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 1.839 1.376 1.337 0.183
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 13.765 5.879 2.341 0.020

The immersion strategy students tend to score eight to nine points

lower than early-exit students an the reading subtest, and the difference

is statistically significant at the .05 level. Students in school 51 have

significantly higher scores n'd students in school 14 significantly lower

scores than students in the other two sdhools.

Inagding the Pretest as a Predictor in the K-1 Analyses

for forPr?

Although the K-1 analyses estimate program effects after controlling

for school and several covariates, it is possible that the results would
be changed by controlling for pretest. As noted above, the pretest scores

are fall kindergarten 'MBE scores for mathematics and language measured in

the student's daninant language, which was almost always Spanish. Mese

pretest scores are unavailable for many students because of the design of

the study. Among the four two-program schools, a majority of the students
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in schools 12 and 14 have pretest scores and all of the students in school

21 do. However, none of the students in school 51, the school with

highest adhievement at first grade, have pretest scores.

Before evalulting the effect of including the pretest as a covariate,

it is necessary to evaluate the effect of reducing the students analyzed

to those who have a pretest. This means leaving out all school 51

students. Table 38 summarizes the unadjusted program difference on the

mathematics subtest for the students with a pretest and Table 39

summarizes the analysis with school differancescontrolled. Mese tables

may be cammad with Table 26 and Table 27, respectively.

Table 38

No-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathanatics
Students with Pretest; Frcgram Only

Predicted Bizisztar arantar =LI= t-stat =1/111.41

Spring 1st BASE 234.333 3.883 60.349 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 3.990 4.687 0.851 0.396

Table 39

Two-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Program and School

Predicted Rogig= ItLEcir: t-Stat pp-Value

Spring 1st BASE

.arimter
234.8, 3.950 59,455 0.000

Spring 1st PGMIS 2.9? 5.014 0.598 0.551
Spring 1st SC100L12 1.431 3.121 0.458 0.647
Spring 1st SCHOCI14 -2.550 3.357 -0.760 0.449

Among the students with a pretest, the immersion strategy students

have slightly higher mathematics test scores than the early-exit students,

but the difference is not statistically significant. Recall that for all

students, the IS students had slightly lower scores (but also not
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statistically significant). Separate analyses notpresented here indicate

that this change of sign is primarily due to the exclusion of school 51.

The fact that the program effect dhanges sign when amitting a school

implies that the program effect differs among the schools, indicating a

program-by-school interaction. The program effect was not significant

either in the analysis of all students or in the analysis of the students

with pretest. FUrthermore, explicit tests for program-by-school

interaction for the mathematics sdbtest were not statistically signifi-

cant. These findings, imaudingthe change in the sign of the estimated

programeffect after omitting school 51, seroetoemphasize the conclusion

thzt the IS 'Grid EE studentskumloamparableadhicommanton the mathematics

sdbtest.

Table 39 includes only two SCHOOL variables, since school 51 cannot

be included in the analyses of students with pretest. The test for school

differeAces isnot significant (p= .725), confirming the finding frau the

all-students analyses that school differences amotig schools 12, 14, and 21

are relatively small in mathematics. Table 40 which corresponds to

Table 28 and Table 41 which correspords to Table 29 present the aNariate-

adjusted analyses far student.; with pretest. The program effect continues

to be positive and not near statistical significance, and the test for

overall school differences also is not statistically significant. The

effects of the covariates are similar in the two sets of analyses.

Table 40

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Key Covariates

agdigtaft agdictor Parameter gtd_Err p-Value

Spring Lst BASE 233.631 4.763 49.056 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 3.899 4.992 0.781 0.436
Spring 1st SCH00112 -2.026 3.459 -0.586 0.559
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -1.127 3.384 -0.333 0.740
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.241 0.279 -0.863 0.390
Spring 1st PRESCHY 10.709 5.028 2.130 0.035
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Table 41

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Aralysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; All Covariates

fxmactoft =lig= kiLizamatar. gtd_Err t-Stat p-galue

spring 1st BASE 226.039 7.415 30.486 0.000
spring 1st PGMIS 2.500 5.112 0.489 0.626
Spring 1st SCHO0L12 -2.000 3.477 -0.575 0.566
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -2.652 3.540 -0.749 0.455
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.255 0.281 -0.908 0.365
Spring 1st DWG 1.502 0.924 1.626 0.106
Spring 1st PRESCHY 6.977 5.525 1.263 0.209
Spring 1st FEMALE -2.749 4.535 -0.606 0.545
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 0.793 1.770 0.448 0.655
Spring 1st AVYEPTOP 2.234 8.600 0.260 0.795

Table 42, Table 43, Table 44,. and Table 45 show the results of

including both the mathematics pretest (Amailop and the language pretest

(Amami) as predictors of mathematics achievement in spring of first

grade. While the mathematics pretest is always a highly significant

predictor (p less than .0005), the language pretest is not even close to

significance as an additional covariate. Inauding the pretests as a

predictor increases the estimated program effect by about two points (from

a range of 2.5 to 4.0 to a range of 4.5 to 6) but the difference is never

statistically significant. School differences also remain nonsignificant.

Table 42

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Program and Both Pretests

predicted 2r2lictar =am= Etd_Err kgt_at p-ValUe

Spring 1st BASE 130.535 25.080 5.205 0.000
Spring 1st pans 5.848 4.485 1.304 0.194
Spring 1st ANALPREM 0.589 0.162 3.627 0.000
Spring 1st ANALPREL 0.046 0.089 0.539 0.605
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Table 43

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Program, School, and Both Pretests

Eredigted agligtar Paratagar MU= t-Stat

Spring 1st BASE 124.836 2.J.471 4.901 0.000
Spring 1st PG41S 5.086 4.777 1.065 0.289
Spring 1st ANAIPREM 0.638 0.165 3.855 0.000
Spring 1st ANALPREL 0.038 0.090 0.419 0.676
Spring 1st SCHOOL12 0.719 2.985 0.241 0.810
Spring 1st SCHO0L14 -4.792 3.236 -1.481 0.141

Table 44

TWo-Progratm Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Key Covariates and Both Pretests

Etadigtod Eatliatm Parameter =Um t=grat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 126.826 25.347 5.004 0.000
Spring 1st PGM1S 5.838 4.755 1.228 0.222
Spring 1st ANAIPREM 0.646 0.164 3.941 0.000
Spring 1st ANALPREL 0.012 0.090 0.131 0.896
Spring 1st SC3001.12 -2.402 3.284 -0.731 0.466
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -3.508 3.260 -1.076 0.284
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.238 0.265 -0.897 .0.371
Spring 1st PRESCHY 9.952 4.802 2.072 0.040
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Table 45

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; All Covariates and Both Pretests

andigted .022digtar ammeter gtd_Err t-stat nralme

Spring 1st BASE 126.247 25.612 4.929 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 4.482 4.894 0.916 0.361
Spring 1st ANALPREM 0.603 0.167 3.603 0.000
Spring 1st ANALPREL 0.029 0.093 0.314 0.754
Spring 1st SCHOOL12 -2.464 3.325 -0.741 0.460
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 321 3.413 -1.266 0.208
Spring 1st ABS1 - .239 0.268 -0.893 0.373
Spring 1st =AVG 1.006 0.889 1.131 0.260
Spring 1st PRESCHY 7.350 5.288 1.390 0.167
Spring 1st FEMALE -2.995 4.422 -0.677 0.499
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 0.856 1.686 0.508 0.612
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 0.599 8.203 0.073 0.942

Table 46 thrcugh Table 49 reflect the cot-re:sparkling analyses with the

sum of the mathematics and language pretests (MOM as a covariate.

The analysis determined in this instance that the overall TOBE score was

a better predictor than the subtest scores taken individually. The sum of

the mathematics and language TOBE subtest scores is the overall score on

the TOBE. The estimated program effects are between those from the

analyses of studeltzwbo have a pretest (bat not using the pretests as a

predictor) and the analyses using bcth pretests as predictors. The

program difference never approaches statistical significance and school

differences are also nonsignificant.

Table 46

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Program and Pretest Ttotal

Predicted Predictor Emmtgr atd_mon t-Stat

Spring 1st BASE 165.634 21.305 7.774 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 5.138 4.557 1.128 0.261
Spring 1st ANALTOBE 0.208 0.064 3.276 0.001
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Table 47

Two-Program Sdhools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with ftetest; Programr SCloo1r and Pretest Total

Precitct Bodistgr. Aranatar =1= tzklat .,Y.A2tAtt

Spring 1st BASE 163.946 21.654 7.571 0.000
Spring 1st POIMIS 4.740 4.881 0.971 0.333
Spring 1st ANALOOBE 0.215 0,65 3.325 0.001
Spring 1st SC10OL12 0.172 3.045 0.057 0,955
Spring 1st SCHOOLIA -3.188 3.25b -09 979 0e329

Illwraytarareassa.... fl lee...11141111.11MMINIIIMIIIMI.171MMISSOMM /W.f.

Table 48

Wom-Progrem Schwls X-1 Analysis for Mathemetics
Studants with Pretest; Hey Covariates and Pretest Total

Egedigtmd Predictqr

-14.10.1.1,111N0.1414.11.1111hwoms 104noUt

itninvMs. pauxr 11,Ai

Spring 1st BASE 167.674 21.739 7.706 0.000
Spring 1st pails 5.190 4.876 1.105 0.271
Spring 1st AMTIOLIE 0.201 0.065 3 102 0.002
Spring 1st SOIDOL12 -2.669 3.368 -0.793 0.429
Spring 1st SCHOOL:14 -1.942 3.500 -0.589 0.557
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.206 0.272 -0.76C 0.449
Spring 1st 9.041 4.916 1.839 0.068
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Table 49

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; All Covariates and Ftetest Total

Predict grog= Bummtex =I= t.-stat

Spring 1st BASE 162.211 21.974 7.382 0.000
Spring 1st P34IS 3.651 4.982 0.733 0.465
Spring 1st ANALTOBE 0.202 0.066 3.075 0.003
Spring 1st SCHO0L12 -2.820 3.389 -0.832 0.407
Spring 1st SCHO0L14 -3.000 3.442 -0.872 0.385
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.212 0.273 -0.777 0.439
Spring 1st ECANG 1.275 0.901 1.415 0.159
Spring 1st PRESCHY 6.186 5.374 1.151 0.252
Spring 1st FEMALE -4.776 4.455 -1.072 0.286
Spring 1st BOOIGHM 0.777 1.720 0.452 0.652
Spring 1st ANYEPPOP 1.086 8.365 0.130 0.897

Reducing the sample to stuients with pretest scores changes the

directicn of the program difference fram favoring early-exit to favoring

immersion strategy, but it is still rot statistically significant. The

change in direction is due primarily to the absence of sChool 51, the

school with hishest achievement. Among the students with pretest at the

remining three schools, the overall sdhool variation is not significant.

Paling the mathematics and language pretest scores as covariates -either

as separate variables or as the sum -- tends to increase the estimated

superiority of IS students slightly but the difference remains nonsignifi-

cant. School differences also remain nonsignificant. In short, for the

students with pretest scores, neither program nor school effects manifest

themselves; it is a fair characterization to say that the two programs and

all three schools have approximately the same level of mathematics

achievement.
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Rao were the K-1 malvsma for lanzAMBLAtrit*L_W controlling for

The evaluation of the effect of including the pretest as a covariate

for the language subtest parallels the evaluation for the mathematics

sUbtest. Table 50 through Table 53 summarize the estimated models when

the sample is limited to the students with a pretest. Unlike the effect

for mathematics, reducing to the students with pretest has a relatively

small effect on the estimated program difference. The small advantage in

language achievement at first grade for IS sthdents is somewhat increased,

but the difference is still not statistically significant. As for

mathematics, the three remaining schools do not differ significantly.

Eredigte4

Table 50

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program Only

Er2ftig= ammetar 2td_Err t-stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 229.125 4.996 45.865 0.000
Spring 1st FGMIS 6.675 6.030 1.107 0.270

Table 51

Two-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program and School

Predicted Predictor Emantex 't.d Err t-Stat alue

Spring 1st BASE 229.156 5.085 45.061 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 7.596 6.456 1.177 0.241
Spring 1st SCH00112 -1.996 4.019 -0.497 0.620
Spring 1st SC400L14 -0.682 4.322 -0.158 0.875
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Table 52

Two-Prawn Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Key COvariates

Ilyagted amacto: ammeter gtd_Erc tag= 2-Value

Spring 1st BASE 231.234 5.937 38.945 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 7.984 6.464 1.235 0.219
Spring 1st SC9OOL12 -2.979 4.100 -0.727 0.469
Spring 1st SCHOC114 -0.910 4.320 -0.211 0.833
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.357 0.364 -0.981 0.328
Spring 1st ANNEPTOP 16.263 10.967 1.483 0.140

Table 53

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; All Covariates

aldigtgd Predict_gr =meter gted_Err katt p-value

Spring 1st BASE 228.575 9.746 23.454 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 8.263 6.720 1.230 0.221
Spring 1st SCHOOL12 -2.648 4.570 -0.579 0.563
Spring 1st SC1330L14 -1.437 4.654 -0.309 0.758
Spring 1st ABSI -0.357 0.369 -0.968 0.335
Spring 1st EDAVG -0.057 1.214 -0.047 0.962
Spring 1st PRESCHY -1.145 7.262 -0.158 0.875
Spring 1st FEMALE 3.071 5.961 0.515 0.607
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 0.991 2.326 0.426 0.671
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 16.071 11.304 1.422 0.157

=m1.111 Sm.mmammi../.

Table 54, Table 55, Table 56, and Table 57 show the results of

including both themathematics pretest OWALP100 and the language pretest

(AITIMAME1) as predictors of language achievement in spring of first grade.

While the language pretest is always a significant predictor (p= .010 or

less), the mathematics pretest is not even close to significance as an

additional covariate. Including the nretests as a predictor increases the

estimated program effect by one to two points (from a range of 6.7 to 8.3

to a range of 7.6 to 9.8) but the difference is never statistically

significant. School differences also remain nonsignificant.
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Table 54

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program and Both Pretests

BLTSUSItelLi rzwigt9r arsimtar gtcErt t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 167.293 33.111 5.052 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 7.648 5.922 1.292 0.198
Spring 1st ANALPREM 0.057 0.214 0.264 0.792
Spring 1st ANNUM 0.315 0.118 2.676 0.008

1110111NMOM11010..11111=11.

Table 55

Wu-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program, School and Both Pretests

mmaammaamsim.INVIMMINPRWYCIMINFINUMMIONNOM

affligted asigligtgr Eanamear. gld_Err t-Stat ElagUa

Spring 1st BASE 161.875 33.753 4.796 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 9.507 6.330 1.502 0.135
Spring 1st ANALPREM 0.077 0,219 0.352 0.726
Spring 1st MUM 0.328 0.119 2.745 0.007
Spring ist SODOM -3.709 3.956 -0.938 0.350
Spring 1st SCHOOLI4 -0.765 4.289 -0.178 0.859

AIMMEIMMIIIMISIMMII10....101W.MMIlel...

Tab1e 56

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Key Covariates and Both Pretests

Ereadigsjgd agactor aangtgr t-St4t p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 166,798

,ga_pirt

33.933 4.915 0.000
Spring 1st 1GM1S 9.757 6.350 1.537 0.127
Spring 1st ANALPREM 0.068 0.219 0.308 0.759
Spring 1st ANALPREL 0.118 0.119 2.662 0.009
Spring 1st SCH0OL12 -4.498 4.036 -1.)15 0.267
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -0.941 4.292 -0.219 0.827
Spring 1st ABSI -0,305 0.355 -0.859 0.392
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 14.298 10.735 1.332 0.18b

MINK OA .144,11111111
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Table 57

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; All Covariates and Both Pretests

=acted andigtm =mom= ZIPLErr t-Stat P-Valua

Spring 1st BASE 166.642 34.522 4.827 0.000
Spring 1st PGM1S 9.298 6.597 1.409 0.161
Spring 1st ANALPREM 0.067 0.225 0.297 0.767
Spring 1st ANAIPREL 0.324 0.125 2.600 0.010
Spring 1st SCHOOL12 -3.810 4.482 -0.850 0.397
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -1.269 4.600 -0.276 0.783
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.293 0.361 -0.810 0.419
Spring 1st EDAVG -0.215 1.199 -0.179 0.858
Spring 1st PRESCHY -2.633 7.128 -0.369 0.712
Spring 1st FEMALE -0.207 5.960 -0.035 0.972
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 0.934 2.273 0.411 0.682
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 14.886 11.056 1.346 0.180

Table 58 through Table 61 reflect the correspmding analyses with the

sum of the mathematics and language pretests ouvummo as a covariate.

The estimated program effects are very similar to the effects estimated in

the analyses using both pretests as predictors. The program difference

and school differences remain ncnsignificant.

Table 58

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program and Pretest Tbtal

Ergdigtgd Ergagta Emmet= =_Err t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 150.569 27.616 5.452 0.000
Spring 1st PGM1S 7.987 5.906 1.352 0.178
Spring 1st i4V1MOBE 0.238 0.082 2.890 0.004

.111.11111111=11111111M.
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Table 59

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program, School, and Pretest Tbtal

Predist&d Erma= ammeter 2td_Err tz.a= 10"Value

Spring 1st BASE 145.557 28.049 5.189 0.000
Spring 1st raw 9.651 6.323 1.526 0.129
Spring 1st ANALTOBE 0.254 0.084 3.028 0.003
Spring 1st SC330L12 -3.481 3.944 -0.883 0.379
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -1.435 4.216 -0.340 0.734

Table 60

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Key Covariates and Pretest Tbtal

Prsslis±,m1 agagtgr ammtar =purr t-Stat pw-Value

Spring 1st BASE 150.570 28.337 5.314 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 9.920 6.342 1.564 0.120
Spring 1st ANALTOBE 0.244 0.084 2.908 0.004
Spring 1st . SCHOOL12 -4.292 4.025 -1.066 0.288
Spring 1st SCHO0L14 -1.601 4.221 -0.379 0.705
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.315 0.355 -0.889 0.376
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 14.123 10.724 1.317 0.190

NVINOIYMIMMIIMMMI,
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Table 61

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Aralysis for Language
Students with Pretest; All COvariates and Pretest 'Altai

Dadigted BMW= BIZEnd&r It= Z.:Etat P-Value

Spring 1st BASE 150.510 29.011 5.188 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 9.671 6.577 1.470 0.144
Spring 1st ANALMOBE 0.247 p.087 2.848 0.005
spring 1st SCHOOL12 -3.650 4.474 -0.816 0.416
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -1.862 4.544 -0.410 0.683
Spring 1st AES1 -0.305 0.361 -0.845 0.399
Spring 1st EDAVG -0.336 1.189 -0.282 0.778
Spring 1st PRESCHY -2.111 7.096 -0.298 0.767
Spring 1st FEMALE 0.592 5.882 0.101 0.920
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 0.970 2.270 0.427 0.670
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 14.668 11.044 1.328 0.186

=EV

Reducing the sample to students with pretest scores tends to increase

the program effect favoring immersion strategy over early-exit but it is

still not statistically significant. Adding the pretest scores as

covariates slightly inareases the estimated program effect but it remains

nonsignificant. For these students with pretest, the overall school

variation among the three schools is not significant. The finding from

the analysec of all students that the IS students have a small but not

statistically significantadvantage is confirnadby the evaluation of the

pretest as a covariate.

jt/...m14 K-1 analyses for_ogjgt,,,,ff #1.4 by controlletegt?

The analyses of the pretest effect for the reading subtest are

essentially the same as for the mathematics and language subtests.

Table 62 through 'Mole 65 summarize the models estimated for the students

with pretest scores. Reducing the sanple to the students with pretest has

the effect of incnNz..4...ng the estimated early-exit advantage by about six

points. The program difference, which had just achieved statistical
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signif!"ance at the .05 level, is now significant at the .01 level. As

for the matherretiss and langwagesubtests, the three remaining schools do

not differ significantly in reading achievement.

Table 62

Two-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students witl% Pretest; Program only

Preicts1 Waist= =madam ZULErr t-stat

Spring 1st BASE 230.000 4.060 56.646 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -13.086 4.901 -2.670 0.008

Table 63

011
Two-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; Program and School

andigted amdigtgr ignmetsr 21121= t-stat PP-Value

Spring 1st BASE 230.921 4.110 56.182 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -14.932 5.218 -2.861 0.005
Spring lst^ SCHOOL12 2.632 3.248 0.810 0.419
Spring 1st SCHO0L14 -4.867 3.494 -1.393 0.166

Table 64

Two-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; Key Covariates

Et2digteft rodigtgr Enrgmtgr Std. Err t-.2tat Yalue

Spring 1st BASE 232.593 4.806 48.397 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -14.619 5.232 -2.794 0.006
Spring 1st SCHO0L12 1.872 3.319 0.564 0.574
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -5.025 3.497 -1.437 0.153
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.279 0.294 -0.947 0.345
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 11.875 8.877 1.338 0.183
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Table 65

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; All Covariates

Enacted. Evedigtgr =meta =IL= t-stat /0-1741ua

Spring 1st BASE 233.180 7.754 30.071 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -16.040 5.347 -3.000 0.003
Spring 1st SCHOCI12 0.081 3.636 0.022 0.982
Spring 1st SCH30L14 -3.988 3.703 -1.077 0.283
Spring 1st ABS/ -0.285 0.294 -0.969 0.334
Spring 1st EMIG -0.713 0.966 -0.738 0.462
Spring 1st FRESCHY 6.049 5.778 1.047 0.297
Spring 1st FEMALE -3.397 4.74. -0.716 0.475
Spring 1st B00MM4 3.182 1.851 1.719 0.088
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 9.720 8.994 1.081 0.282

Including both the mathematics and language pretests (ANALEREM and

ANALPREL) as covariates reduces the EE advantage by about one point, tut

it is still statistically significant at the .01 level (see Table 66

through Table 69). While the language pretest is always the stronger

predictor it is usually nonsignificant. The p-values range from .037

(with only plrogram and the pretests as predictors) to .062 (with the key

covariates). The mathematics pretest is never close to significance.

School differences remain nonsignificant. The analyses using the sum of

the mathematics and language pretests ouvomm are remarkably similar

(see Table 70 through Table 73). The estimated program effects scarcely

change at all.

Table 66

TUus,-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; Program and Both Pretests

kodigt@g1 PS.E6i.= Parameter atd_Err t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 202.214 27.288 7.410 0.000
Spring 1st PZIS -12.677 4.880 -2.598 0.010
Spring 3st AtaPREN -0.038 0.177 -0.218 0.828
Spring 1st ANALPREL 0.204 0.097 2.103 0.037
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Table 67

Two-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; Program, School, and Bath Pretests

antatisi koslistpx =we= fitaxrx t-Stat D-Value

Spring 1st BASE 197.638 27.755 7.121 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -13.924 5.205 -2.675 0.008
Spring 1st ANALPREM 0.007 0.180 0.039 0.969
Spring 1st ANALPREL 0.192 0.098 1.959 0.052
Spring 1st saccla2 1.658 3.253 0.510 0.611
Spring 1st SC1OOL14 -4.780 3.527 -1.355 0.177

er......nowsoorwrommisimme,"

Table 68

Two-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; Key Covariates and Both Pretests

andigted &Wig= =maker =LE= 1-.5tat p-value

Spring 1st BASE 201.536 27.927 7.216 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -13.707 5.226 -2.623 0.010
Spring 1st ANALPREM 0.000002 0.181 0.000 1.000
Spring 1st ANALPREL 0.185 0.098 1.879 0.062
Spring 1st SCHOOL12 1.020 3.321 0.307 0.759
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -4.906 3.532 -1.389 0.167
Sprim 1st ABS1 -0.249 0.292 -0.852 0.396
Spring 1st ANYETTOP 10.863 8.835 1.230 0.221

.11MMINIIIMIIMINAMIIM=1111.:
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Table 69

Two-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; All Covariates and Both Pretests

Dariistag 11:01,== Eanspeter ItiL.Err tr.:§Tat p-value

Spring 1st BASE 202.612 27.872 7.269 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -15.552 5.326 -2.920 0.004
Spring 1st ANALPREM -0.005 0.182 -0.026 0.979
Spring 1st ANALPREL 0.198 0.101 1.964 0.052
Spring 1st SCHOOL12 -0.601 3.619 -0.166 0.868
spring 1st SC3OOL14 -3.757 3.714 -1.012 0.314
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.246 0.292 -0.844 0.400
Spring 1st EDAVG -0.772 0.968 -0.798 0.426
Spring 1st PRESCHY 5.103 5.755 0.887 0.377
Spring 1st FEMALE -5.400 4.812 -1.122 0.264
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 3.142 1.835 1.712 0.089
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 9.114 8.927 1.021 0.309

Table 70

Wo-Progrnm Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; Program and Pretest Tbtal

Ergigtaft Ezzli= =met= ad_Ert t-Stat o-Value

spring 1st BASE 186.523 22.778 8.189 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -12.360 4.871 -2.537 0.012
Spring 1st ANAIMOBE 0.132 0.068 1.939 0.054

Table 71

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; Program, School and Pretest TOtal

EnAdigtell Predict= Egoantgr Std Err t-Stat Romalge

Spring 1st BASE 185.573 23.053 8.050 0.000
Spring 1st PGM1S -13.817 5.197 -2.659 0.009
Spring 1st ANALTOBE 0.138 0.069 1.999 0.048
Spring 1st SCHOOL12 1.826 3.241 0.563 0.574
Spring 1st S0100L14 -5.275 3.465 -1.522 0.130
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Table 72

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; Key Covariates and Pretest 'Dotal

Erodigtmft BreitiatPr arm= =Us= t-stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 189.569 23.309 8.133 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -13.586 5.216 -2.605 0.010
Spring 1st ANALMOBE 0.130 0.069 1.886 0.061
Spring 1st SCHO0L12 1.172 3.311 0.354 0.724
Spring Lst SCHOOL14 -5.394 3.472 -1.553 0.123
Spring 1st ABM -0.257 0.292 -0.879 0.381
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 10.734 8.821 1.217 0.226

Table 73

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; All Covariates and Pretest 'Dotal

awl= Egon= =purr t-Stat pi-Value

Spring 1st BASE 189.905 23.420 8.109 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -15.259 5.310 -2.874 0.005
Spring 1st MALT= 0.137 0.070 1.956 0.052
Spring 1st SCHOOL12 -0.475 3.612 -0.131 0.896
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -4.224 3.669 -1.154,.. 0.252
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.256 0.291 -0.878 0.381
Spring 1st EDAVG -0.867 0.960 -0.903 0.368
Spring 1st PRESCHY 5.514 5.728 0.963 0.337
Spring 1st FEMALE -4.771 4.749 -1.005 0.317
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 3.171 1.833 1.730 0.086
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 8.942 8.915 1.003 0.318

Snaxy

Reducing the sample to students with pretest scores tends to increase

the program effect favoring early-exit students over immersion strategy

students for English reading and increases the statistical significance.

This is consistent with the primaty language hypothesis that teaching

students to read in their first language facilitates their learning to

read in a second language. The data suggest that early-exit students may
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be transferring their pre-reacling skills trou.Spardsh to English reading.

Adding the pretest scores as covariates very slightly decreases the

estimated program effect but it remains significant at the .01 level. The

overall school variation for the students with a pretest is not signifi-

cant. The finding from the analyses of all students that at spring of

first grade the EE students have a statistically significant advantage

mar the IS students in English reading is confirmed by the analyses using

the pretest as a covariate.

in the 1-3 Analyses

Any student with spring first grade test scores was included in the

main K-1 aralyses. Only studentsuith first grade test scores and scores

for at least one of either second grade or third grade were included in

the 1-3 analysns. Thus the students in the 1-3 analyses are a subset of

the students in the main Krl analyses. Before the results of the K-1

analyses can be compared with the results of the 1-3 analyses, it is

important to evaluate how the K-1 analyses are changed by reducing the

sample to include only those students also included in the 1-3 analyses.

Table 74 shows the unadjusted program effect for mathematics, and

Table 75 shows the program effect after adjusting for school. These may

be compared with Table 26 and Table 27, respectively. Although the

unadjusted program effect is increased by about 2.5 points, from about a

4 point advantage for early-exit to about a 615 point advantage for

early-exit, the program effect adjusted for school increases only about

116 points (from 6 to 716 points). Although the ditierence between the

programs is still not significant at the .05 level, after adjusting for

school the difference is close to significance (p = .063). The overall

school effect is significant (p = .004), with school 51 significantly

higher than average (difference = 13.920, p less than .0005) and schools
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12 and 14 about average. The omitted school, school 21, is lower than

average (d.iffererice = -8.892) but the difference is not quite significant

(p = .073).

Table 74

Two-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students in 1-3 Analysis; Program Only

Eredigted aegis= BinglIgAK Std t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 251.925 3.396 74.188 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -6.458 4.134 -1.562 0.120

Table 75

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students in 1-3 Analysis; Program and School

Predicted Predictor Parameter ztajirr t-Stat R-Value

Spring 1st BASE 252.235 3.492 72.239 0.000
Spring 1st MINIS -7.627 4.077 -1.870 0.063
Spring 1st SCH0OL12 -0.204 2.966 -0.069 0.945
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -4.824 3.537 -1.364 0.174
Spring 1st SCHOOL51 13.920 3.837 3.628 0.000

Table 76 shows the results for mathematics after adjusting for

school, absences, and preschool attendance. The estimated difference

between program is reduced by about one point and is not significant (p=

.100). The school differences are considerably reduced and are not quite

significant overall (p = .051), with school 51 still significantly high
(difference = 11.034, p = .007). However, school 21 is now about average
(difference = -4.968, p = .238). Table 77 shows the results after

adjusting for all the cavariates. Me program difference is ircreeseci and
comes close to statistical. significance (p = .056). The school differenc-

es are further reduced but have the same pattern as in the analysis

adjusting for absence and preschool: overall sdhool difference just short
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of significance (13 = .056) but school 51 higher than average (difference

= 10.471, p= .011) and the other three schools about equal to each other.

Table 76

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students in 1-3 Analysis; Key Covariates

a@digtgd Predictor ammtgg gtaurE kgat

Spring 1st BASE 249.618 4.378 57.016 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -6.779 4.099 -1.654 0.100
Spring 1st SCHOOL12 -2.312 3.088 -0.749 0.455
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -3.147 3.625 -0.868 0.386
Spring 1st SCHOOL51 11.034 4.045 2.728 0.007
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.186 0.305 -0.610 0.542
Spring 1st PRESCHY 8.900 4.121 2.160 0.032

Table 77

TWcoProgram Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students in 1-3 Analysis; All Covariates

aminagtgr =_ErE katat. 10"Value

Spring 1st BASE 244.757 6.147 39.820 0.000
Spring 1st POWS -7.855 4.084 -1.923 0.056
Spring 1st SCHOOL12 -3.304 3.074 -1.075 0.284
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -4.109 3.655 -1.124 0.262
Spring 1st SCHO0L51 10.471 4.097 2.556 0.011
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.098 0.304 -0.323 0.747
Spring 1st EEAVG 0.747 0.747 1.000 0.339
Spring 1st PRESCHY 8.303 4.194 1.980 0.049
Spring 1st FEMALE -7.087 3.847 -1.842 0.067
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 2.313 1.448 1.598 0.112
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP -3.185 6.214 -0.513 0.609

=WIZL

The K-1 mathematics results are little changed by the reciuction to

students who are also in the 1-3 analyses. There is still a small

advantage for early-exit students which does not achieve statistical
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significance. School 51 exhibits higher achievement than the other three

sdhools, which are about equal. It is important to keep in mind the

pretest analyses that show a small, nonsignificant, advantage for

immersion strategy students after omitting school 51. The near-signifi-

dance of the early-exit advantage in mathematics is evidently due in large

part to the influence of school 51. It is safest to conclude simply that

there are no significant differences between the IS and EE students in

mathematics achievement in spring of first grade.

For the language subtest, the conclusions from the 14°1 analyses are

not:changed by the reduction to students included in the 1-3 analyses (see

Table 78 through Table 81). The estimated program effect is increased by

about three points, from a range of a 4.0 to 5.2 point IS advantage to a

range of a 7.2 to 8.6 point advantage. The program differences are still

not statistically significant. The overall school effects are significant

(p less than .01), with school 51 significantly higher than average and

school 21 about average. Schools 12 and 14 are lower than the average of

the four two-program schools. The effect for sdhool 12 is always

significant at the .01 level. The effect for school 14 is barely

significant at the .05 level for the analysis with no ccvariates (p =

.044), but it is not significant in the analyses with covariates (p= .100

and p = .080).

Table 78

Two-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students in 1-3 Analysis; Program Only

Predicted Predictor Parameter Std Err t-Stat. p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 231.881 4.308 53.825 0.000
Spring 1st PGMLS 7.544 5.244 1.438 0.152
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Table 79

Two-ProgramSchools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students in 1-3 Analysis; Program and School

ErRat_g WEL.= =NM= Od...Erc kg= P-Value

Spring 1st BASE 236.011 4.386 53.810 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 7.168 5.122 1.400 0.163
Spring Lst SCHO0L12 -10.174 3.726 -2.730 0.007
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -9.025 4.443 -2.031 0.044
Spring 1st SC3C0151 15.527 4.820 3.222 0.002

Table 80

Wo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students in 1-3 Analysis; Key Covariates

avdi=c1 agsli= =mem =LIZa t-Stat P-Value

Spring 1st BASE 235.970 5.112 46.162 0.000
Spring 1st FGMIS 8.432 5.156 1.635 0.104
Spring 1st SCHOOL12 -10.577 3.722 -2.842 0.005
Spring 1st SCHO0114 -7.482 4.521 -1.655 0.100
Spring 1st SCHOOL51 12.262 5.043 2.431 0.016
Sprimg 1st ABS1 -0.315 0.383 -0.822 0.412
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 15.288 7.582 2.016 0.045
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Table 81

Two-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students in 1-3 Analysis; All COvariates

affligted Predictor annetar Std Err t-Stat pp-Value

Spring Lst BASE 227.336 7.gii 28.995 0.000
Spring 1st PGMMS 8.589 5. 10 1.649 0.101
Spring 1st SCH00112 -11.467 3.921 -2.925 0.004
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -8.218 4.662 -1.763 0.080
Spring 1st SCHOOL51 11.463 5.226 2.193 0.030
Spring 1st AHS1 -0.284 0.388 -0.734 0.464
Spring 1st EOM 0.537 0.953 0.563 0.574
Spring 1st PRESCHY 1.553 5.350 0.290 0.772
Spring 1st FEMALE 1.605 4.908 0.327 0.744
Spring 1st HOOKSHM 2.215 1.847 1.200 0.232
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 12.138 7.926 1.531 0.127

The K-1 results on the reduced 1-3 sample for the language subtest

tend to.show a stronger immersion strategy advantage but the program

difference is never statistically significant. The schools differ

significantly and have the same relationdhips as for the K-1 analyses

using all students.

Including only those students who are also in the 1-3 analyses has

just enough effect on the K-1 analyses for reading to eliminate the

statistically significant differences between the programs. Table 82

through Table 85 shcm that the estimated program effect is reduced by 2.0

to 3.4 points, from a range of a 7.1 to 9.0 point EE advantage to a range

of a 4.8 to 6.6 point advantage. The program differences are no longer

statistically significant (p = .122 to p = .260), partly due to the

reduction in the estimated difference and partly due to the increase in

estimated stanlanl error. The overall sdhool effects are significant with

no covariates (p= .002) but are only barely significant with absences and

parental English included (p = .045). There are no significant school

differences when all covariates are included (p = .093). The pattern of
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school differences is the same as in the K-1 reading analyses with all

students (see Table 34 through Table 37).

Endigtad

Table 82

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students in 1-3 Analysis; Program Only

=di= arm= =Lux t-stht p-value

Spring 1st BASE 225.985 3.547 63.720 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -5.165 4.317 -1.196 0.233

Table 83

Two-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students in 1-3 Analysis; Progrmm and School

Er2digt@ft Bali= 24=logriar Std E.Vr t=gtAt P=31.4129.

Spring 1st BASE 227.932 3.634 62.727 0.000
Spring Lst PGMIS -6.585 4.243 -1.552 0.122
Spring 1st SCHOOL12 -2.113 3.087 -0.684 0.495
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -9.545 3.681 -2.593 0.010
Spring 1st SC10OL51 13.747 3.993 3.443 0.001

Table 84

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students in 1-3 Analysis; Key Covariates

Predicted Predictor Parameter Std Err t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 230.029 4.196 54.819 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -4.784 4.233 -1.130 0.260
Spring 1st SCH0OL12 -2.807 3.055 -0.919 0.359
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -7.397 3.712 -1.993 0.048
Spring 1st SCHOOL51 9.939 4.140 2.401 0.017
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.610 0.314 -1.941 0.054
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 12.537 6.224 2.175 0.031
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Table 85

No-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students in 1-3 Amalysis; All Covariates

E121631=ecl Baxligt-gx annetar 5td_Err t-stat pi-value

Spring 1st BASE 233.006 6.372 36.565 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -5.459 4.234 -1.289 0.199
Spring 1st SCHO0L12 -4.074 3.187 -1.278 0.203
Spring 1st S0130L14 -6.149 3.789 -1.623 0.106
Spring 1st SCHO0L51 7.958 4.247 1.874 0.063
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.605 0.315 -1.920 0.056
Spring 1st EDAVG -1.092 0.775 -1.410 0.160
Spring 1st PRESCHY 5.599 4.348 1.288 0.199
Spring 1st FEMALE -5.240 3,989 -1.314 0.191
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 2.590 1.501 1.726 0.086
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 13.945 6.442 2.165 0.032

Sry

The K-1 results for the DIglish reading subtest for students included

in the 1-3 analyses show a weaker early-exit advantage and the program

difference is no longer statistically significant. The school differences

are less significant but have the same relationships as for the K-1

analyses using all students.

Conclusions From the K-1 AnalVses

migit_mtre the conclusions fram the E-1 analmi_for the mathematics
subtest?

For the mathematics subtest, the K-1 analyses shcwed no statistically

significant differences between the immersion strategy and early-exit

students in the four two-program schools. The estimated program

difference for each of the K-1 analyses is summarized in Table 86. The

analyses of all students showed a small advantage for early-exit students.

When the K-1 analyses are restricted to only those students who are also

in the 1-3 analyses, a slightly larger early-exit advantage is noted, but
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Ithe difference did nct quite achieve statistical significance. The

analyses controllim for school, absences, and preschool attendance showed

III

an early-exit advantage of about 5.2 points (p = .163) for all students

and abcut 6.8 points (pl = .100) for students in the 1-3 analyses. Neither

Idifference is near statistical significance.

Table 86

ITwo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis:
Estimated Program Differences in Spring 1st for Mathematics

1

1

I

I

1

I

Iatgdental_Anglygis Blow= Atiajli t-Stat r-Value

All Students; Program Only -3.951
All Students; Program & School -6.047

3.799 -1.040 0.299
3.737 -1.618 0.107

All Students; Key COvariates -5.201 3.717 -1.399 0.163
All Students; All COvariates -5.676 3.722 -1.525 0.129

Pre Students; Program Only 3.990 4.687 0.851 0.396
Pre Students; Program & School 2.997 5.014 0.598 0.551
Pre Students; Key COvariates 3.899 4.992
Pre Students; All COvariates 2.500 5.112

0.781 0.436
0.489 0.626

Pre; Program & Both Pretests 5.848
Pre; Program, School, Both Pre 5.086 4.777 1.065 0.289
Pre; Key Covariates & Both Pre 5.838

4.485

4.755

1.304 0.194

1.228 0.222
Pre; All Covariates & Both Pre 4.482 4.894 0.916 0.361

Pre; Program & Pretest Rota]. 5.138 4.557 1.128 0.261
Pre; Program, School Pre 'Dotal 4.740 4.881 0.971 0.333
Pre; Key Covariates & Pre TOtal 5.390
Pre; All Covariates & Pre 'Dotal 3.651

4.876 1.105 0.271
4.982 0.733 0.465

1-3 Students; Program Cnly -6.458 4.134 -1.562 0.120
1-3 Students; Program & School -7.627 4.077 -1.870 0.063
1-3 Students; Key Covariates -6.779 4.099 -1.654 0.100
1-3 Students; All COvariates -7.855 4.084 -1.923 0.056

The K-1 mathematics analyses on students with pretest scores showed

an advantage for immersion strategy students, but the effect is not even

close to statistical significance. Separate analyses revealed that the

reversal of the direction of the program difference is largely attribut-

able to the elimination of school 51, whose students never had pretest
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scores. Although program effect changes frail school to school imply a

program-by-school interaction, formal tests for such interactions were not

statistically significant. Thus the overall conclusion is that there are

no significant differences between the two programs in mathematics at

spring of first grade.

In addition, the school differences are attributable to school 51,

which has higher mathematics achievement than the other schools.

Covariate-adjusted estimates of the school effects revealed that the other

three schools all had approximately equal mathematics achievement levels.

The findings are essentially unchanged by the inclusion of pretest

scores as covariates.

What were the conclusions from the *i analvses for the language subtest?

As for the mathematics sUbtest, the E-1 analyses of the language

sUbtest (Tab le 87) showed no statistically significant differences between

the immersion strategy and early-exit students. However, the sign and

magnitude of the program difference is consistent across all the analyses,

showing a small immersion strategy advantage. School effects were

statistically significant, with school 51 showing higher achievement,

sdhools 12 and 14 lower achievement, and sdhool 21 about average. The

reduction of the sample to students with pretest scores and the inclusion

of pretest scores as covariates slightly strengthened the IS advantage,

but the program difference still did not readh statistical significance.
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Table 87

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis:
Estimated Program Differences in Spring 1st for Language

Etaadataisllamig. ariVIV.tar =_Err t-Stat p0-4.7alue

All Students; Program Only 5.185 4.726 1.097 0.274
All Students; Program & School 4.019 4.651 0.864 0.388
All Students; Key Covariates 5.004 4.638 1.079 0.282
All Students; All COvariates 5.222 4.691 1.113 0.267

Pre Stuients; Program Only 6.675 6.030 1.107 0.270
Pre Students; Program & School 7.596 6.456 1.177 0.241
Pre Students; Key Covariates 7.984 6.464 1.235 0.219
Pre Students; All COvariates 8.263 6.720 1.230 0.221

Pre; Program & Both Pretests 7.648 5.921 1.292 0.198
Pre; Program, School, Both Pre 9.507 6.330 1.502 0.135
Pre; Key Covariates & Both Pre 9.757 6.350 1.537 0.127
Pre; All Covariates & Both Pre 9.298 6.51 1.409 0.161

Pre; Program & Pretest Total 7.987 5.906 1.352 0.178
Pre; Program, School Pre Total 9.651 6.323 1.526 0.129
Pre; Fey Clovariates & Pre 'Dotal 9.920 6.342 1.564 0.120
Pre; All COvariates & Pre Ittal 9.671 6.577 1.470 0.144

1-3 Stuck:Ms; Program Only 7.544 5.244 1.438 0.152
1-3 Stutkults; Program & School 7.168 5.122 1.400 0.163
1-3 Stucky:Its; Key Covariates 8.432 5.156 1.635 0.104
1-3 Students; All Covariates 8.589 5.210 1.649 0.101

Vhat were the conclusions from the K-1 anal for the English nmaina
subtest?

The K-1 analyses of the English reading subtest are summarized in

Table 88. 7he analyses of all students showed a statistically significant

advantage for early-exit students. The early-exit advantage was more

pronounced among the students with pretests (and therefore excluding

students fram school 51). The inclusion of pretest scores as covariates

slightly weakened the EE advantage, but the program difference remained

clearly significant, at the .01 level. Anong the students in the 1-3

analyses, however, the program difference was slightly snaller and no

longer achieved statistical significance. School effects were generally
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statistically significant, with school 51

school 14 lower achievement.

Table 88

showing higher achievement and

TWo-Program Schools K-1 Analysis:
Estimated Program Differences in Spring lst for Reading

Students; An4ysis PAMIMte:r 21-clIrr 1=g= Fo-value

All Students; Program Only -7.147 3.859 -1.852 0.065
All Students; Program & Sdhool -8.977 3.792 -2.367 0.019
All Students; Key Covariates -8.177 3.773 -2.167 0.031
All Students; A11 COvariates -8.433 3.793 -2.223 0.027

Pre Students; Program Only -13.086 4.901 -2.670 0.008
Pre Students; Program & School -14.932 5.218 -2.861 0.005
Pre Students; Fey Cbvariates -14.619 5.232 -2.794 0.006
Pre Students; All Cbvariates -16.040 5.347 -3.000 0.003

Pre; Program & Both PretAsts -12.677 4.880 -2.598 0.010
Pre; Program, School, Both Pre -13.924 5.205 -2.675 0e008
Pre; Key Covariates & Both Pre -13.707 5.226 -2.623 0.010
Pre; All Covariates & Both Pre -15.552 5.326 -2.920 0.004

Pre; Program & Pretest Tbtal -12.360 4.871 -2.537 0.012
Pre; Program, School Pre Tbtal -13.817 5.197 -2.659 0.009
Pre; Key Covariates & Pre Tbtal -13.586 5.216 -2.605 0.010
Pre; All Covariates & Pre Tbtal -15.259 5.310 -2.874 0.005

1-3 Students; Program Only -5.165 4.317 -1.196 0.233
1-3 Students; Program & School -6.585 4.243 -1.552 0.122
1-3 Students; Key Cbvariates -4.784 4.233 -1.130 0.260
1-3 Students; All Covariates -5.459 4.234 -1.289 0.199

Results of the 1=2.2nglyses

The kindergarten through first grade analyses were completed to

determine whether immersion strategy and early-exit students had

comparable skills in mathematics, English lahguage and English reading in

spring of first grade. The analyses that follow were carried out to

compare the growth in these skills fram first grade through third grade

between immersion strategy and early-exit students. The analyses are
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directed towards determining if the growth rate is comparable between

students in the two programs.

methane os subtest?

For the two-program schools analyses, first through third grade

information was used to estimate individual growth curves. For each

student with test soores at two or more time points, an individual growth

curve was fit to the subtest scores for eaCh sUbtest (within-student

growth curve) . An overall coefficient of curvature was estimated and then

an intercept (status at sprin4 of first grade) arid slcpe (growth rate from

spring of first grade through spring of third grade) was estimated for

each individual. Mese individual intercepts and slopes were then

predicted using backgrcund variables, a set of variables (sometimes termed

"chum, variables") Dot indicultAm the sctmca, and a single binary variable

for the difference between the imnersion strategy aux1 early-exit programs.

That is, each student is allowed to have their own growth curve (within-

student analysis) . This information is used to fit a model of an overall

growth curve between groups of students across programs (between-student

growth curves) . The school and program variables are included as

predictors of both the initial status and the growth rate.

Table 89 presents the estimated coefficients . their e.

staniard errors, and an approximate t-gtatistic and associated i or

the mathematics subtest. This ta)ole will be described in detail . The

discussion of other tables of HLM results, including Table 90 ( for the

language subtest) and Table 91 (for the reading subtest) , will be limited

to pointing out highlights.
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Table 89

TWo-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for Mathematics

Predicted Tx Ai= arm= =Uzi t-stat alue

Spring 1st BASE 247.184 5.131 48.174 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -5.710 3.637 -1.570 0.118
Spring 1st SCHO0L12 -3.245 2.715 -1.195 0.233
Spring 1st SCH30L14 -3.436 3.175 -1.082 0.281
Spring 1st SCHOOL51 9.790 3.566 2.745 0.007
Spring 1st AVABS13 -0.114 0.268 -0.425 0.671
Spring 1st FEMALE -7.264 3.387 -2.145 0.033
Spring 1st PRESCHY 8.110 3.231 2.510 0.013
Spring 1st =AVG 1.389 0.511 2.719 0.007

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 35.822 3.259 10.993 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS 1.428 2.765 0.517 0.606
Growth Rate 1-3 SCHOOL12 -0.274 2.213 -0.124 0.902
Growth Rate 1-3 SCH0OL14 3.472 2.526 1.375 0.171
Growth Rate 1-3 SCH0OL51 6.221 2.680 2.321 0.021
Growth Rate 1-3 AVABS13 -0.534 0.226 -2.365 0.019
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 7.178 2.540 2.826 0.005

Curvature 1-3 BASE -6.959 1.713 -4.062 0.000

mhe first column of Table 89, labeled "Predicted", indicates what

aspect of the achievement test EXpanded Scale Scores is being predicted.

The "Spring 1st" lines show the predictors of the estimated ESS at time

zero (spring of first grade), also termed initial status or intercept.

Recall that initial status is esthmated separately for each student. An

increase in the initial status Shifts the entire growth curve upward

without changing its slope or curvature, while a decrease in the initial

status shifts the entire grodth curve downward, again without changing its

slope or curvature.

The "Growth Rate 1-3" lines show the predictors of the average annual

increase in test score from spring of first grade to spring of third

grade. The growth rate or slope is also estalated separately for each

student. An increase in the gruwth rate tilts the growth curve to a
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steeper angle, while a decrease in the growth rate tilts the growth curve

to a flatter angle, without changing the amount of curvature.

The "Curvature 1-3" line indicates the curvature of the growth from

spring of first grade to spring of third grade. The coefficient of

curvature is the same for all students, so the table shows only one line

for curvature. As noted in Chapter II, there are not enough time points

to estimate a separate coefficient of curvature for eadh individual. The

negative coefficient for curvature indicates a curve that tends to

flatten, wbich matcher, the shape of the curve for the national norms.

The "Ptedictor" column gives the name of the variable used as a

predictor. In addition to same of the badloground variables described in

Chapter II, this column includes BASE, PGMIS, SCHOOL12, SCH00L14, and

SCH00L51. Me predictor labeled BASE isaconstant term in the prediction

equation. The term intercx#, will not be used to refer to this constant

to avoid confusion with the intercept (initial status) of the individual

growth curves. PGMIS is a binary variable that is 1 for students in the

immersion strategy program and 0 for students in the early-exit program.

The SCHOOL variables are indicators of the child's school. For

example, a child in school 12 would have the value 1 for SCH0OL12 and the

value 0 for the other two SCHCOL variables. Children in school 21 were

given the value -1 for all three school variables, making school 21 the

"omitted school" in this parameterization. The parameters for the SCHOOL

variables represent the difference between that school and the average of

all four schools. The difference between the omitted school, school 21,

and the average of all four schools can be calculated as the negative of

the sum of the coefficients for the three SCHOOL variables. Any school

could have been selected as the cimitted school; the choice does not affect

the statistical results.

The interpretation of the parameter value for AVABS13 in predicting

the initial status of ESS scores (Spring 1st) is that for every day absent

the child's predicted score is lowered by .114 ESS points. Thus a child
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absent an average of 10 days a year is expected toscore about 1.14 points

lower than that same child walld have scored if not absent at all. Since

the predicted initial status is adjusted for the effect of absences, the

estimated initial status for such a child is 1.14 points greater than the

test scores (which reflect the 10 days of absence every year) would

indicate.

The estimated standard error of the parameter for AVABS13 is 0.268.

The coefficient for AVABS13 (that is, the parameter value associated with

ANABS13), -0.114, divided by its standard error, 0.268, is an approximate

t-statistic (-0.425) which is not statistically significant (p = .671).

The variable is included even though not statistically significant in

order to facilitate comparison with other mcdels and to ensure that the

results are not distorted by differential absences across schools or

programs. The "p-Value" given is for a two-tailed test.

The predicted initial status for a given child can be calculated from

the parameter values in the table and the value of the predictors for that

child. For example, if the child attended preschool, PRESCHY would have

the value 1. If the child's parents were both high school graduates,

EDAVIG would have the value 12. The predicted inttial status for a boy

with these values who was in the early-exit program in school 12 and never
absent would be calculated as (247.184) + (-3.245 x 1) + (8.110 x 1) +

(1.389 x 12) = 268.717. A boy with the same values but in the immersion

strategy program in school 12 wouldl have a predicted initial status 5.710

points lower, or 263.007.

The calculation is someWhat more complicated for students in the

amitted school, sdhool 21. These sttlientshave a value of -1 for all the

Smoot, variables. Thus the predicted initial status for a boy in the

early-exit program in school 21 who was never absent, attended premhool,

and with EDAVG of 12 would be calculated as (247.184) + (-3.245 x -1) +

(-3.436 x -1) + (9.790 x -1) + (8.110 x 1) + (1.389 x 12) = 268.853.

Similar calculations can be made for other students.
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Thus the parameters for the three SCHOOL variables indicate the

increase (=decrease) in the predicted value for a school relativetothe

average of the four sdhools. The corresponding figure for school 21 is

obtained by negating the sum of the coefficients for the three SCHOOL

variables. Ibis means the correspondim initial status coefficient for

school 21 is estimated to be -(-3.245 + -3.436 + 9.790) = -3.109. That

is, school 21 is estimated to have an initial status 3.109 points lower

than the average of all four schools.

The parameter value for PCNIS indiaMms the increase (or decrease) in

the predicted value for a student in an immersion strategy program. The

value -5.710 for the parameter PGMIS for pmedicting initial status means

the initialstatus of immersicnstrategystaidents is predicted to be about

5.7 ESS points below that of early-exit students in the same school. This

estimate is the same for (and based on the information from) all four

two-program schools. It is not statistically significant (p = .118), so

one cannot reject the null hypothesis that there is no program difference

in mathematics achievement in spring of first grade based on the 1-3

analysis.

The t-statistic and associated p-value for each SCHOOL variable tests

the hypothesis that the school indicated has a parameter value of zero.

This is eqpivalent to the hypothesis that the early-exit program in this

school has the same initial status as the average cf the early-exit

programs in the four schools, and that the immersion strategy program in

this school has the same initial status as the average of the immersion

strategy programs in the four schools. Schools 12 (pl = .233) and 14 (p=

.281) have approximately the same initial status as the average of the

four schools. The omitted school 21 can be tested using a multivariate

hypothesis test, which indicates that it is not significantly different

from the average, either (t = -0.662, p = .508). Since the difference

between immersion strategy and early-exit ismodeled to be the same in all

IS/EE: schools, this implies that the early-exit programs in 12, 14, and 21

have approximately the same initial statps, as do their immersion strategy
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programs. However, school 51 (p = .007) has significantly higher initial

status than the average of the four schools.

An overall test that the fax schools differ significantly on initial

status is obtained from a ntiltivariate hypothesis test (chi-sqummulth )

d.f. = 8.9172, p = .030). Note that the overall test nay be significant

when no individual school differs significantly from the average of the

four schools and the overall test may be nonsignificant even though an

individual school does appear to differ significantly from tha average.

A conservative approach is to consider the individual school tests only

when the overall test of school differences is statistically significant.

The table does not indicate whether, for ex-imple, the early-exit

program in school 12 (piwarnetervalue forSCH)=2 -3.245, standarderror

2.715) differs fran the immersion strategy program in school 51 (parameter

value for SCH0OL51 9.790, standard error 3.566, plus the parameter value

for PGMIS -5.710, stuidard error 3.637). The estimated difference can be

calculated as (9.790 + -5.710) - (-3.245) =7.325 but the standard error

of that difference cannot be obtained from the table because of correla-

tions among the parameter estimates. By referring to the standard error

of each parameter, however, it is possible to get a sense of wbether the

estimated difference is large or small. In this case the estimated

difference of 7.325 is about twice the standard error of the individual

parameters, so the difference is moderate. A difference three or four

times the standard errors is large, while a difference smaller than the

standard errors is small. These guidelines should not be relied upon,

however, for drawing conclusions.

The prediction equation for the growth rate is interpreted similarly

to the prediction equation for the initial status. Notice that the only

background variables found to be predictive of mathematics growth rate are

AVABS13, the average number of days the child was absent from school

during the study, and FEMALE, whether the child is a girl.
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The coefficient of AVABS13 in predicting the growth rate, -0.534,

inlicates that each acklitional day of absence (averaged across the study)

reduces the annual growth rate by .534 points. Interpreted in connection

with the coefficient of -0.114 for AVABS13 in predicting the initial

status, thismeans that absences not only shift the growth curve downward

by about .114 points per day of absence (averaged) but also tend to make

the growth curve less steep by about .534 points per day of absence

(averaged). Because the number ct absences is a predictor of the growth

rate as well as the overall level of the curve, absences can be thought of

as having a cumulative effect. FOr example, a child absent exactly 10

days every year would have a growth curve shifted dcwnward by 1.14 points

and tilted so that the growth was reduced by 5.34 points every year. At
time 2 (spring of third grade), a child absent 10 days every year would

have a predicted value that is (10 x .114) + (10 x .534 x 2) = 10.68 below

the value that would be predicted with no absences.

The grcwth rate for girls is estimated to be 7.178 points higher than

for boys, whereas the initial status for girls is estimated to be 7.264

points lowr than for boys. Taken together, these estimtes iniiiaMtethat

although girls lag behind boys in mathematics at spring of first grade,

boys and girls are about equal by spring ct second grade and girls are

ahead by the end of third grade.

The mathematics growth rate for the immersion strategy program is

essentially the same as for the early-exit program (difference = 1.428, p
= .606). The growth rates for the four schools show marginally signifi-

cant variation (chi-square with 3 d.f. = 7.778, p = .051). The growth

rate for the omitted school 21 is lowest, 9.419 points below the average
of the four schools: -(-0.274 + 3.472 + 6.221) = -9.419. This is

significantly different from zero (p = .044), indicating that school 21

has a lower than average growth rate. School 51 has the highest growth

rate, 6.221 above average (p = .021). Schools 12 and 14 do not differ

significantly from the average.
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Only the BASE is shown as a predictor for curvature. Although the

possibility that curvature varied according to background variables,

school, and pragram was explored, no statistically significant variation

was found. In particular, there were no significant program differences

in the amount of curvature.

Sumary

For the mathematics subtest there were no statistically significant

differences between the immersion strategy and early-exit programs in the

gradth curves. Both curves indicate that the rate of graath is decreasing

over time (i.e., flattening out). There ware differences among the four

schools, with school 51 showing the highest initial status and the highest

growth rate among the four schools.

What weuLt_.he_maSltso-3tjLjor the language sObtest?

Table 90 presents the two-program schools analysis for the language

subtest. The interpretation of this table is similar to the interpreta-

tion of Table 89, the two-program schools results for the mathematics

sUbtest. The predictors of initial status for the language subtest differ

considerably from the predictors for the mathematics subtest. In

addition, only FEMALE among the background variables was found to be a

significant predictor of the growth rate for language.
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Table 90

Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for Language

Endigitaft Predictor Egr=_r grgg_Err t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 218.783 7.004 31.235 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 11.037 5.245 2.104 0.037
Spring 1st SCHOOL12 -6.363 3.840 -1.657 0.099
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -10.553 4.608 -2.290 0.023
Spring 1st SCHOOL51 8.539 5.171 1.651 0.100
Spring 1st AVABS13 0.166 0.331 0.503 0.616
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 13.837 6.732 2.056 0.041
Spring 1st EDAVG 1.930 0.790 2.443 0.015
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 2.461 1.577 1.560 0.120

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 53.044 5.112 10.376 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS -4.304 4.857 -0.886 0.377
Growth Rate 1-3 SCHOOL12 5.523 4.020 1.374 0.171
Growth Rate 1-3 SCHOOL14 2.792 4.571 0.611 0.542
Growth Rate 1-3 SCHOOL51 15.359 4.747 3.235 0.001
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 10.881 3.841 2.833 0.005

Curvature 1-3 BASE -10.253 3.316 -3.092 0.002

The immersion strategy programs have higher initial status than the

early-exit progmams (difference = 11.037, po = .037), but the graath rates

do not differ significantly (difference = -4.304, pi = .377). Because the

growth rates are not significantly different, one cannot reject the

hypothesis that the higher adhievement among IS students at spring of

first grade is maintained through third grade. However, notice that the

estimated growth rate for the immersion strategy programs is lower than

the estimated growth rate for the early-exit programs (albeit not

significantly lower). This implies that the early-exit students may be

narrowing the gap. In fact, the estimated difference between the

immersion strategy and the early-exit students at the end of third grade

(time 2) is only 11.037 4- 2 x (-4.304) = 2.429. A separate test shows

that this difference is not statistically significant (p = .768). Thus

one cannot reject the hypothesis that the immersion strategy and

early-exit programs have the same level of language achievement at third

grade.
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School differences exist for both initial status (p = .030) and for

growth rate (p= .010). As for mathematics, school 51 exhibits a signifi-

cantly high gradth rate relative to the other schools (difference 15.359,

p = .001), but the somewhat higher initial status is not significant

(difference from the average of 8.539, p = .100). The higher initial

status for the omitted school 21 is also not significant (difference

8.377, p = .222), but again, as was found for mathematics, school 21 has

a significantly lower growth rate (difference -23.674, p = .006).

Usually any bacloground variable included as a predictor of the growth

rate is included as a predictor of initial status even if it does not

achieve statistical significance. FOr the language subtest, however,

FEMALE was not included as a predictor of initial status even though it

was a highly significant predictor of growth rate, with girls' growth

rates estimated to be nearly 11 points higher than boys'. FEMALE was

omitted from the Spring 1st prediction equation because the estimated

effect was minuscule, indicating that boys and girls had nearly identical

estimated initial status.

It is notommdawthat the sign of AVABS13 is positive as a predictor

of initial status for the language subtest. This implies that absences

actually improve the student's score on the language subtest. However,

the value is not significantly different from zero (p = .616) and is

presumably acting as a surrogate for other variables. The variable was

included despite "having the wrong sign" for ease of comparisons with

other models.

For the language subtest there is evidence that the immersion

strategy students have higher achievement at spring of first grade than

early-exit students. However, there is no signifizantdifferemehetueen

the immersion strategy and early-exit students by the end of third grade.

That the base of the slope is significant suggests that students in both

programs are growing. Although the growth rates are not statistically
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significantly different, nunerically there is enough difference to allow

for early-exit students to catch up to immersion strategy students. Any

relative advantage of the IS program for the language subtest appears to

be fairly small and unsustained.

Table 91 gives the two-program schools analysis for the English

readim suhtest. The predictors of initial status for the reading subtest

are the same as for the language subtest. The coefficients for the

background variables ANYEPTOP, ELM, and BOOKISH have the same sign in

the language and reading analyses and the magritudes are similar for

ANYEPTOP and BOOKSHM. For EDEVG, the estimated coefficient is consider-

ably smaller for the reading sUbtest and does not achieve statistical

significance (p = .368). Notice that although BOOKSHM has similar

magnitude in the language and reading analyses, the small difference in

estimated standard error leaves the coefficient nonsignificant for

language (p = .120) but significant for reading (p = .045).
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Table 91

Two-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for English Reading

andigtmd amdigrat Emmet= ged_Err t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 221.766 5.697 38.926 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 1.406 4.322 0.325 0.745
Spring 1st SCHOOL12 0.346 3.126 0.111 0.912
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -7.645 3.751 -2.038 0.043
Spring 1st SCHOOL51 7.138 4.207 1.697 0.091
Spring 1st AVABS13 -0.197 0.268 -0.736 0.463
Spring 1st ANYEPPOP 14.095 5.450 2.586 0.010
Spring 1st EDAM 0.575 0.638 0.902 0.368
Spring 1st BOOKSM4 2.581 1.278 2.020 0.045

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 52.896 3.828 13.817 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS -1.689 4.034 -0.419 0.676
Growth Rate 1-3 SCHOOL12 -0.459 3.195 -0.144 0.886
Growth Rate 1-3 SCHOOL14 5.098 3.638 1.401 0.163
Growth Rate 1-3 SCHOOL51 9.550 3.773 2.531 0.012

Curvature 1-3 BASE -4.394 4.800 -0.915 0.361
Curvature 1-3 P3MIS -17.543 5.687 -3.085 0.002

Unlike the results for language, FEMALE was not found to be a

statistically significant predictor of the English reading growth rate.

Also unlike language, neither the programs (p = .745) nor the schools as

a group (p = .125) were found to differ in initial status. For the grccath

rate, however, the absence of program differences (p = .676) and the

presence of school differences (p = .032) matches the findings for

language. Once again, school 51 was found to have a relatively high

growth rate (difference 9.550, p = .012) and omitted school 21 a

relatively low growth rate (difference -14.189, p = .037).

By far the mcst striking difference between the results for the

reading subtest anti the results for the mathematics and language subtests,

homwer, is the finding that the amount of armature differs according to

program. The curvature was not found to vary according to school or

background variables. In addition, the difference in curvature between

the two programs did not allow the curvature to vary according to other
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variables. The difference between the programs is that thet curvature is

more negative for IS than it is for F. This umems that students in both

programs tend to have growth rates that tend to flatten, but the IS

students tend to have higher growth at first and lader grwth at the end.

Interpreted in connection with the small and nonsignificant differences

between the programs in initial status and growth rate, this means that

the two programs have essentially the same average achievement and the

same average growth rate from first to third grades, but that immersion

strategy students have higher reading achievement at second grade and

therefore lower reading achievement at first and third grades.

To see haw this follows fran the estimates of pmgram differences for

the initial status, growth rate, and curvature, consider the estimated

difference between IS and EE in spring of each grade. At spring of first

grade (initial status), IS is estimated to be 4.442 points behind EE,

calculated as 1.406 + (1/3) x (-17.543). At spring of second grade, IS is

estimdted to be 11.412 points ahead of EE, calculated as 1.406 + 1 x

(-1.689) + (-2/3) x (-17.543). And at spring of third grade, IS is

estimated to be 7.820 points behind EE, calculated as 1.406 + 2 x (-1.689)

+ (1/3) x (-17.543).

The estimated program differences at first grade (-4.442) and at

third grade (-7.820) are not significant (p = .318 and p = .293,

respectively). However, the progr-in difference at second grade (11.412)

is significant (p = .024).

The English reading subtest results show an advantage for the

immersion strategy programs at second grade, but no significant difference

between the programs at first or third grade. At third grade, the IS

students have lower growth rates than the EE students as a consequence of

the estimated curvature difference. In addition, the IS students have

slightly lower achievement at spring of third grade but the difference is

not statistically significant. These results are similar to the finding
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for the language subtest in the sense that IS students have a small
advantage at one grade that amears not to be sustained. A difference

between the two subtests is that for language the IS advantage appears for
the test in spring of first grade, whereas for reading the IS advantage
appears for the test in spring of second grade.

Including the Pretest as a Pxedictor in the 1-3 Analyses

Just as the K-1 analyses were repeated to see the effect of

controlling for the pretest, so were the 1-3 analyses. Again, before

evaluating the effect of including the pretest as a covariate it is

necessary to evaluate the effect of reducing the students analyzed to

those who have a pretest. This means leaving cut all sdrool 51 students.

Table 92 sumrnarizes the resulting }LEM model for the mathematics subtest.
This table shotild be carpared with Table 89.
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Table 92

'No-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with rtutest

Predicted Emits= amp.= AUL= t-St4t p-Value

Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st

Growth Rate 1-3
Growth Rate 1-3
Growth Rate 1-3
Growth Rate 1-3
Growth Rate 1-3
Growth Rate 1-3

Curvature 1-3

BASE 236.903 7.425 31.908 0.000
PGMIS 0.619 5.996 C.103 0.918
SCH0OLa2 -L.u43 3.716 -0.819 0.415
SCHOOL14 1.565 3.875 0.404 0.687
ANABS13 0.103 0.323 0.317 0.752
FEMALE -10.412 4.867 -2.139 0.035
PRESCHY 9.230 4.50:) 2.049 0.043
EEAVG 1.855 0.736 2.521 0.013

BASE 32.330 5.984 5.403 0.000
MINIS -3.046 5.675 -0.537 0.593
SCH00L12 4.776 3.323 1.437 0.154
SCH00L14 2.195 3.492 0.628 0.531
ANABS13 -0.639 0.319 -2.003 0.048
FEMALE 9.187 4.282 2.145 0.034

BASE -13.940 2.165 -6.440 0.000

* Curvature 1-3: PGNIS omitted; not statistically significant.

Among all students, the EE students shaded a small and nonsignificant

advantage in initial status (spring of first grade), but tne IS students

showed a very small and nonsignificant advantage in growth rate. For the

students with a pretest, the three remaining schools show a program

difference of less than one point for initial status (difference = 0.619,

p = .918) and a snall early-exit advantage in growth rate (difference =

-3.046) that is not near statistical significance (p = .593).. Thus

although the sign of the program differmces are changed, they all remain

nonsignificant. The conclusion that mathematics achievement is essential-

ly the same for the two programs is sustained.

The school differences for initial status and for the growth r_te

among the three schools are both nonsignificant (ID = .708 an). p = .242,

respectively). The coefficient of AVABS13 as a predictor of initial

status is still nolsiqnificant but has changed sign. The other predictors
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of initial status and growth rate are similar in sign and magnitude. The

coefficient of curvature is somodukt more negative, however, indicating a

somewhat greater amount of curvature for these students.

Table 93 presents the results of including the mathematics pretest

OMVUTRIA as a predictor of initial status. The language pretest was

found not to predict initial status and neither pretest was found to

predict growth rate. Although the IS advantage at initial status is

incraasoixito 3.853 points in this analysis, the difference is not close to

statistical significance (p= .510). The EE advantage in growth rate is

little changed arid still not statistically significant (difference =

-3.434, p = .544). The other paxameters show remarkably little change as

a result of including the mathematics pretest as a predictor.

Mble 93

Two-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for Mathematics
Mathematics Pretest as Covariate

...111m1

Ergqicteft

.cam.111110111110

Ereglizta: Emma= gtd_Err t-stAt

Spring 1st BASE 150.097 21.448 6.998 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 3.853 5.825 0.662 0.510
Spring 1st SCHCCUA -3.545 3.563 -0.995 0.322
Spring 1st SCH00L14 0.171 3.742 0.046 0.964
Spring 1st AVABS13 0.054 0.312 0.174 0.862
Spring 1st FEMALE -10.905 4.683 -2.329 0.022
Spring 1st PRESCHY 9.218 4.188 2.201 0.030
Spring 1st EDAVG 1.231 0.699 1.761 0.081
Spring 1st ANALPROA 0.553 0.129 4.284 01000

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 32.810 5.952 5,512 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PIGMIES -3.434 5.646 -0.608 0.544
Growth Rate 1-3 SCH0OL12 4.632 3.307 1.401 0.164
Growth Rate 1-3 SCH0OL14 2.120 3.475 0.610 0.543
Growth Rate 1-3 AVABS13 -0.606 0.318 -1.909 0.059
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 8.856 4.260 2.079 0.040

Curvature 1-3 BASE -13.709 2.152 -6.369 0.000

111.1101 WWII O.*

* Curvature 1-3: PGMIS omitt.id; not statistically significant.
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For the mathematics subtest the finding of no statistically

significant differences between the immersion strategy and early-f it

programs was not altered by the analyses of students with pretest wort

Furthermore, the omission of students in school 51 (none of wham h.

pretest scores) eliminated the school differences in initial status ana

growth rate.

or
ar@l?

The 1.04nrdel for the language subtest for 1-3 students with pretests

is presented in Table 94. For all students, the 1-3 analysis in Table 90

showed a statistically significant inzersion strategy advanthge in initial

status (difference = 11.037, p = .037). For the students with pretest

scores, the immersion strategy advantage is increased to 17.645 (p =

. 020). For all students, immersion strategy students showed a lower

growth rate (differenca = -4.304) which, although nonsignificant (p =

. 377), had the effect of eroding the adVantage in spring of first grade.

The estimated program difference at third grade was not significant

(differmoe= 2.429, 10 = .768). For the students with pretest scores, the

program difference in initial status is larger and the difference in

growth rate is smaller (difference = -2.173, p = .796). However, the

program difference at spring of third grade is still not significant

(difference = 13.299, p = .372).
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Table 94

Two-Program Schools 1-3 Aralysis for Language
Students With Pretest

Engigtga aeftigta arm.= gtd_Erc t=Etat /017.alue

Spring 1st BASE 227.888 9.133 24.952 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 17.645 7.484 2.358 0.020
Spring 1st SCHO0L12 -1.263 4.428 -0.285 0.776
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -4.499 4.876 -0.923 0.358
Spring 1st AVABS13 -0.014 0.363 -0.039 0.969
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 5.877 10.654 0.552 0.582
Spring 1st EMIG 1.251 1.114 1.123 0.264
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 0.342 2.095 0.163 0.871

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 36.240 8.216 4.411 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS -2.173 8.394 -0.259 0.796
Growth Rate 1-3 SC100L12 15.417 5.018 3.072 0.003
Growth Rate 1-3 SCHO0L14 4.461 5.245 0.851 0.397
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 13.192 5.451 2.420 0.017

Curvature 1-3 BASE -25.233 3.941 -6.402 0.000

* Curvature 1-3: PGMIS omitted; not statistically significant.

The school differences for initial status among the three schools are

nonsignificant (p= .572), but the school differences for grcwth rate are

significant (p = .005). The growth rate for the amitted school, school

21, is significantly lower than the average for the three schools

(difference = -19.878, p = .005) and the growth rate for school 12 is

significantly higher (difference = 15.417, p = .003). The coefficient of

AVABS13 as a predictor of initial status is nearly zero, and the coeffi-

cient of ANYEPTOP is reduced in magnitude and has much higher standard

error compared with the 1-3 analysis of language using all students. The

other predictors of initial status and gradth rate are similar in sign and

magnitude. The estimated growth rates for schools 14 and 21 are lower,

and the amount of negative curvature is greater among these students with

pretest scores in schools 12, 14 and 21 than among all students in the

four two-program schools. The estimated standard errors of the growth

rates are substantially increased, however, indicating that the differenc-

es between the analyses are probably not significant.
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Table 95 presents the results of including the sum of the mathematics

and language subtests (AMIZOBE) as a predictor of initial status. The

sum of the pretests was fain:I to be a slightly better predictor of initial

status than the language pretest and a much better predictor than the

mathematics pretest. Neither one of the pretests alone nor their sum was

a significant predictor of the growth rate. Althcugh the IS advantage at

initial status is incrmsed again, to 20.317 points (p = .008) , and the

program difference in growth rate is still small (difference = -2.876, p

= .730) , the estimated program difference at third grade once again is not

statistically significant (differenoe = 14.565, p = .319) . The other

parameters are little affected by the inclusion of pretest as a predictor.

Table 95

TWo,Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for Language
Pretest 'Total as Covariate

andigted andigtm =met= Std Err t-stat P-value

Spring 1st BASE 160.529 26.438 6.072 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 20.317 7.488 2.713 0.008
Spring 1st SCH0OL12 -2.115 4.402 -0.480 0.632
Spring 1st SCH00L14 -5.147 4.843 -1.063 0.290
Spring 1st AVABS13 -0.018 0.357 -0.049 0.961
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 3.700 10.487 0.353 0.725
Spring 1st EDAVG 0.890 1.103 0.808 0.421
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 0.535 2.058 0.260 0.795
Spring 1st ANALTOBE 0.206 0.076 2.699 0.008

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 37.611 8.123 4.630 0 . 000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS -2.876 8.306 -0.346 0 . 730

Growth Rate 1-3 SCHOOL12 15.101 4.973 3.037 0.003
Growth Rate 1-3 SCH1OL14 4.524 5.192 0 . 871 0.386
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 11.856 5.351 2.226 O. 029

CUrvature 1-3 BASE -25.109 3.924 -6.398 0.000

* CUrvature 1-3: PGMIS omitted; not statistically significant.
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The finding of higher immersion strategy achievement on the language

subtest at spring of first grade was confirmed and strengthened by the

analysis of students with pretest scores. Els though the estimated

program difference at third grade was larger among the students with

pretest scores, it was not close to statistical significance. The three

schools with pretest information exhibited no statistically significant

differences in initial status but did have statistically significant

growth rate differences.

Haw were the 1-3 analyses Zsmg_affActOIgLaontrolling. likr_prottes ?

Table 96 gives the reading model for the students with pretests.

Like the model for all students, this model shows no statistically

significant program difference in initial status (p= .500) or in growth

rate (p = .614), but it does dhow a significant program difference in

curvature (p = .002). Based on the estimated program differences in

initial status, growth rate, and curvature, the estimated program

difference at spring of first grade is -11.264 (p = .093). The estimated

program difference at spring of secorxi grade is 12.110 (p = .106) and the

estimated program difference at spring of third grade is -4.274 (p =

.746). These differences are similar to those found in the analysis of

all students, with the second grade advantage for IS students no longer

achieving statistical significance.
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Table 96

TWo-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for Reading
Students With Pretest

Erstlictsd agligUr ignmetaL gIALErr t-Stat ptVaiue

Spring 1st BASE 229.348 8.226 27.881 0.000
Spring 1st PGH1S -4.638 6.849 -0.677 0.500
Spring 1st SC330L/2 3.981 3.934 1.012 0.314
Spring 1st S0130L14 -1.975 4.326 -0.456 0.649
Spring 1st ANABS13 -0.249 0.327 -0.763 0.447
Spring 1st AY/MOP 10.153 9.579 1.060 0.292
Spring 1st EDAVG 0.589 1.000 0.589 0.557
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 3.038 1.885 1.612 0.110

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 39.321 5.924 6.638 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGNIS 3.495 6.915 0.505 0.614
Growth Rate 1-3 scmc0u2 5.770 3.762 1.534 0.128
Growth Rate 1-3 SCHO0L14 3.352 3.944 0.850 0.397

Curvature 1-3 BASE -11.094 6.650 -1.668 0.098
CUrvature 1-3 PallS -19.879 7.449 -2.669 0.009

The school differences for initial status and gradth rate are

nonsignificant (p = .586 and p = .201, respectively). The coefficients

for the covariates generarlyexhibit the save pattern as for the analysis

of the language subtest.

The sum of the mathematics and reading subtests (ANALTOBE) was

inUtxkki as a predictor of initial status in reading (Table 97). As for

the language subtest, the sum of the pretests was found to be a slightly

better predictor of initial status than the language pretest and a much

better predictor than the mathematics pretest. Neither pretest alcne nor

their sum was a significant predictor of the growth rate.
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Table 97

TWo-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for Reading
Pretest Total as Covariate

Predicted rfogliator arameex 2tsixii t-stat p-vo.iug

Spring 1st BASE 184.834 23.714 7.794 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -2.879 6.889 -0.418 0.677
Spring 1st SCHO0L12 3.386 3.934 0.861 0.392
Spring 1st SCHOOL14 -2.428 4.323 -0.562 0.576
Spring 1st AVABS13 -0.257 0.323 -0.797 0.428
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 8.775 9.487 0.925 0.357
Spring 1st EDAVG 0.382 0.996 0.383 0.702
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 3.105 1.862 1.667 0.099
Spring 1st ANALMOBE 0.136 0.069 1.986 0.050

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 39.446 5.883 6.705 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS 3.419 6.867 0.498 0.620
Growth Rate 1-3 SC1)30L12 5.657 3.749 1.509 0.134
Growth Rate 1-3 SCHOOL14 3.363 3.926 0.857 0.394

Curvature 1-3 BASE -11.047 6.638 -1.664 0.099
Curvature 1-3 PGMIS -19.875 7.437 -2.672 0.009

The estimated program differences at spring of first, second, and

third grade are little affected by the inclusion of the pretest as a

covariate. The new estimates are, respectively, -9.504 (ID= .159), 13.790

(to = .064), and -2.666 (D = .838). The school differences are still

nonsignificant and the other coefficients show little change.

Summary

The finding of higher immersion strategy achievement on the reading

subtsst at spring of second grade was confirmed by the analysis of

students with pretest scores but the result fell short of statistical

significance. As, was found for the analysis of all students, the students

with pretest scores had higher early-exit achievement in reading at first

and third grades but the difference was not statistically significant.

The three schools with pretest information exhibited no statistically

significant differences in initial status or growth rate.
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atcthjrx e K-1 and 1-3 Analyses

Both the K-1 analyses and the 1-3 analyses produce estimates of the

difference between the programs in spring of first grade. The estimates

fram the K-1 analyses are based on analysis of covariance 0514001470,

wbereas the estimates from the 1-3 analyses are based on hierarchical

linear models fitted to individual growth curves using the HIM computer

program. If the respectiNemodels fit the data reasonitAywell, the two

analytic methods Shaildpmtdire similar estimates in the spring of first

grade. Table 98 summarizes some of the estimated program differences for

spring of first grade for the mathematics subtest.

Table 98

TWo-Program Schools K-1 and 1-3 Analyses:
Estimated Program Differences in Spring 1st for Mathematics

Dfflgriptim ENZatftr =LErr t-Stat

=
p-Value

K-1: All Students -5.201 3.717 -1.399 0.163
K-1: Students with Pretest 3.899 4.992 0.781 0.436
K-1: Both Pretests 5.838 4.755 1.228 0.222
K-1: Pretest Tbtal 5.390 4.876 1.105 0.271
K-1: Students also in 1-3 -6.779 4.099 -1.654 0.100

1-3: All Students -5.710 3.637 -1.570 0.118
1-3: Students with Pretest 0.619 5.996 0.103 0.918
1-3: Math Pretest 3.853 5.825 0.662 0.510

The estimated program difference is given for five of the K-1

analyses, one from each of the five sets of four analyses. The analysis

controlling for schools, absences, and one key covariate was selected as

the representative of the set of four analyses. These analyses were

labeled "Key Covariates" in the tables &the K-1 analyses. The estimated

prtgram difference is also given for all three of the 1-3 analyses

presented above.
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The last of the K-I analyses listed, labeled "K-1: Students also in

1-3," was run on exactly the same set of students as the first of the 1-3

analyseslisted, labeled "1-3: All Students." No other K-1 analysis used

the same set of students as any of the 1-3 analyses. The estimated

program differences from these two analyses are only about one point

apart, much less than the standard error of either estimate. The K-1

analysis on all students also produced a similar estimate of the program

difference. These three analyses are gratifyingly well-matched. All

three indicate a small early-exit advantage that is not statistically

significant.

The K-1 and 1-3 estimates of program differences for students with

pretest scores, although run an slightly different groups of students,

also match up well. Both the K-1 analyses and the 1-3 analyses produce

estimates indicating a mall immansionstrategyadvantagethat is not even

close to statistical significanoe. As noted above, this change in sign of

the estimated program effect is due primarily to the omission of school

51, where none of the students had pretest scores available.

Haivell do the .13
ge.?

" - f irst

The estimated program differences for the five "Key Covartates" K-1

analyses and the three 1-3 analyses for the language subtest are

summarized in Table 99. The two analyses on the same set of students, the

"K-1: Students also in 1-3" and "1-3: All Students" analyses, produce

estimates of 8.432 and 11.037 for the program difference in spring of

first grade. Uhile the diffenmxmbetween these estimates is only 2.605,

about half of the standard error of either estimate, this difference is

enough tomake the 1-3 estimate statistically significant (p = .037) even

though the K-1 estimate is not (p = .104).
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Table 99

TWo-Program Schools K-1 and 1-3 Analyses:
Estimated Program Differences in Spring lut for Language

12grairtjan ammter =1= -1&.tat p-value

K-1: All Students 5.004 4.638 1.079 0.282
K-1: Students with Pretest 7.984 6.464 1.235 0.219
K-1: Both Pretests 9.757 6.350 1.537 0.127
F-1: Pretest Tttal 9.920 6.342 1.564 0.120
K-1: Students also in 1-3 8.432 5.156 1.635 0.104

1-3: All Students 11.037 5.245 2.104 0.037
1-3: Students with Pretest 17.645 7.484 2.358 0.020
1-3: Pretest Tttal 20.317 7.488 2.713 0.008

The K-2. and 1-3 estimates of program differences for students with

pretest soores are not as close, with the 1-3 estimate between one and two

standard errors larger than the K-1 estimate. Again the estimates from

the K-1 analyses are not statistically significant (p greater than .10),

but the estimates from the 1-3 analyses are significant (p = .020 and p =

.008).

Overall, the K-1 and 1-3 estimates of the difference between the two

programs are fairly consistent, all indicating an advantage on the

language subtest for the immersion strategy students. The 1-3 analyses,

which make use of more data than the K-1 analyses, are probably slightly

more accurate. It seems reasonable to conclude that the immersion

strategy students shock/ about a five to fifteen point advantage in language

at spring of first grade.

Haw well do the K-1 and 1-3 analyses qt____'offirst
grade?

The estimated program differences on the reading subtest for the five

"Key Covariates" K-1 analyses and the three 1-3 analyses are given in

Table 100. The two analyses on the same set of students produce estimates

of -4.784 (for the K-1 analysis on students also in the 1-3 analysis) and
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-4.442 (for the 1-3 analysis on "All Students"), which are remarkably

close. Both estimates indicate a small early-exit advantage, but neither

is statistically significant (p = .260 and p = .320, respectively).

Table 100

TWo-Program Schools K-1 and 1-3 Analyses:
Estimated Program Differences in Spring Lst for Reading

Dmaiptign ammeter =LE= t=gtat prvalue

K-1: All Students -8.177 3.773 -2.167 0.031
K-1: Students with Pretest -14.619 5.232 -2.794 0.006
K-1: Both Pretests -13.707 5.226 -2.623 0.010
K-1: Pretest Tetal -13.586 5.216 -2.605 0.010
K-1: Students also in 1-3 -4.784 4.233 -1.130 0.260

1-3: All Students -4.442 445* -0.998 0.320
1-3: Students with Pretest -11.264 6.71* -1.679 0.096
1-3: Pretest TOtal -9.504 6.75* -1.407 0.163

* Estimated from t-statistic

Note that the estimated first grade program difference for the 1-3

analyses canes fram cantining the progrmm effect for predicting initial

status and the program effect for the curvature. Because this estimate is

a coMbination of two coefficients, the HLM program does not report a

standard error directly. However, the hypothesis testing feature of HIM

pernits calculation of an approximate t-statistic fran which an estimated

standard error can be calculated.

The K-1 estimate of program differences for all students in the K-1

analyses is -8.177, which is significant at the .05 level (p= .031), even

though it is less than one standard error fran the nonsignificant estimate

obtained using students also in the 1-3 analyses. In the K-1 analyses,

the students with pretest scores (and therefore not including school 51)

show an even larger early-exit advantage in spring of first grade, with

the differences all significant at the .01 level. The 1-3 analyses also

indicate a relatively larger early-exit advantage in English reading at
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spring of first grade for the students with a pretest. Although the

estimated program differences fram the 1-3 analyses on students with

Pretest scores are within one standard error of the corresponding K-1

estimates, the 1-3 estimates are not statistically significant.

Overall, the K-1 and 1-3 estimates of the difference between the two

programs have the same sign, all indicating an advantage on the English

reading subtest for the early-exit students. The magnitude of the

difference is very close for the two analyses on exactly the same students

and is not significant. The other analyses show larger differences, with

the differences achieving significance for the K-1 analyses but not for

the 1-3 analyses. Thus the program difference in reading in the spring of

first grade is sensitive to the exact subset of students used in the

analysis. lib firm conclusion is possible; havever, if the early-exit

students at the end of first grade are higher in reading achievement than

immersion strategy students, the difference is likely to be no more than

ten points.

Conclpsions

What are the overall conclusions schools

The results of the two-program schools analyses differ by outcome

measure (see Table 101 for a summary of results). The mathematics subtest

shows essentialiy no differences between the programs. For the language

subtest, the students in immersion strategy programs have a higher status

at spring of first grade, with the difference marginally statistically

significant. While the students in immersion strategy programs have a

slightly lower growth rate than students in early-exit programs, the

difference is not statistically significant. Taken together, the

estimated difference in first grade scores and the difference in 1-3

growth rates cancel each other out by spring of third grade: students in

the two programs are not significantly different as of the testing in

spring of third grade.
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Table 101

Summary of Program Differences in
TWo-Program School HLM Analyses

Initial

Etataa_

Gradth

Rate =Mt=
Mathematics ESS Differaloom5+ -5.710 1.428 -6.959
(see Table 89) pm-Value .118 .606 .00d"

English Language ESS Differences 11.037 -4.304 -10.253
(see Table 90) p-Value .037* .377 .002

English Reading ESS Differences 1.406 -1.689 -17.543
(see Table 91) pr-Value .745 .676 .002*

+ ENpanded Scale Score Differences between IS and EE
* Statistically significant at p less than .05
** Statistically significant at p less than .01

For the Englidh reading subtest, early-exit students have higher

scores in spring of first grade, but the exact amount of the difference

and its statistical significance is sensitivetx) the form of the analysis

and to which sUbset of the students is included. Because of the

consistemy of the sign and magnitude of the difference, however, one can

with same confidence conclude that the early-exit students have a slight

edge in reading achievement in spring of first grade. As noted earlier,

this is consistent with the hypothesis that teaching students to read in

their first language allows them to develop skills which they may apply

when learmingniglish skills. Perhaps the most surprising finding is the

program difference in curvature of the growth curves from grades one

through three. This difference results in higher scores for immersion

stratawstudents in spring of seomxigrade. However, by spring of third

grade the early-exit students once again have higher scores than the

immersion strategy students, but the difference is not statistically

significant.

A similarity between the results for the language and reading

subtests is that on both subtests the immersion strategy students show an

early but temporary boost in achievement. A difference between the two
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tests is that the boost appears at spring of first grade for the language
subtest and at spring of seoond grade for the reading subtest. While it
is tempting to conclmle that the greeter grcmth rates for early-exit
students after first grade (for language) or second grade (for reading)
suggest the beginning of an upward trend by early-exit students, it is not
apprcpriate to extrapolate the grcwth curves beyond spring of third grade.
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IV. 11-1E REIATrVE EFFECIIVENESS OF IMMERSION STRATIM
AND EARLY-Mr misrriciaL BILINGUAL

EWCATICN MGRAMS IN ONE-PMGRAM SCHOOLS

jotrocjpfl

What was the rarg_gleImgizip_mbosaa.mal?

The analyses of one-program schools were designed to determine the

relative effectiveness of the immersion strategy (IS) and early-exit (EE)

programs controlling for differences between schools in the analyses.

Program effectiveness was evaluated in the same three areas of academic

achievene.nt that were evaluated in the two-program schools analyses:

mathematis, language arts, and reading, as measured in English.

litiZASIVUMS37042MMILINIMitiLlagMLISHIL~

For the twvtprogram schools, it was possible to =pare the prcgrams
within each of the schools, thereby controlling for school-level effects.

For tht-t cw-program schools, the programs can be evaluated by cceparing

the IS school:: with the EE schools. It wuld have been possible sinply to

ignore st.thcol effwts and relegate school-level variation to unexplained

between-4;udent v:Ariation. Under certain circamstances, this arproach
jostified. For these analyses, hcwever, school-level variation

w-.As kound to be too large to ignore.

yam andKA11.: t(!le in the one-program schools?

Anal-pes of the students in the one-program schools revealed many
tsicaliy signifirmnt differences between IS and EE students beyond

thoce directly relatiAl to the program. Mat is, there were substantial
,'selectin.1 effects" in the one-program schools: when they entered the
mogram ut kinde.,'garten, the sthdents in IS schools were materially
different Lrom the students in M schools, even after controlling for
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district. No doubt many of these differences were due to the differences

in the neighborhoods served hy the schools.

The presence of selection effects means that the two groups of

students are not =parable. Any difference in the achievement for the IS

and EE students night be attributable to the differences between the two

groups of students. It is pcssible to adjust the estimated program

difference for these differences by including a "propensity score" that

expresses the tendency for a student to be in one program or the other.

The analyses in this chapter include a propensity score to adjust for.the

detected differences between IS students and EE students. If the IS and

EE students were caipletely dissimilar on sane characteristic that was not

related to program (e.g., height), the prcpensity score would not allcm us

to disentangle any program differences in achievement. The more similar

the two groups of students, the less impact the propensity score has on

the estimated program effect. For additional details on the calculation

and use of propensity scores, see Chapter 11.

wh_i_q_datiatiaLativsla_miumfgitzsmortichtiam_szartae

The one-program schools analyses were carried out in the same two

steps as the two-program schools analyses: a set of K-1 analyses and a

set of 1-3 analyses. The K-1 analyses were used to assess the achievement

of each child at the spring of first grade. Background variables and,

when available, the fall kindergartentest sooresuere used as predictors

of the spring first grade test scores for mathematics, language arts, and

reading. Analysis of Covariance (ANCCW) was used to perform the K-1

analyses. Because it was desired to allow random school effects, the HLM

=cuter program was used to perform the ANCOVA. The H114 cornputer program

allows us to specify school effects as random (Bryk et al., 1988).

The main set of 1-3 analyses was parallel to the two-program schools

analyses. The HLM program was used to develop a two-level hierarchical

linear model: one model representing an individual growth curve for each
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child and another model relating those growth curves to student attrib-

utes.

The same form of the CTBS test scores (theEXpanded Scale Scores, or

ESS) and the same measure of time (zero at spring of first grade and

increasing by one every grade thersafter) were used for the one-program

schools analyses as were used for the two-program schools analyses.

Additional 1-3 analyses were performed using the three-level HIM

program. The three-level HIM program, described in more detail in Chapter

II, permits both student-level random effects (individual student

differences in slope and interowt) and schoca-level random effects

(school differenoes in slope and intercept). That is, an individual

growth curve is generated for each student and independently for each

school. Both the individual student and the school growth curves are used

to generate overall growth curves for grcups of students (e.g., between

programs, between schools, etc.). Using the three-level HIM program

pernitsthe 1-3 analyses of ono-progranschools to :be more similar to the

K-1 analyses, where schools are treated as random. Treating schools as

random is a preferable analytic approach, and it mad have been desirable

to use the th"se-level HIM program for all the 1-3 analyses for the one-

program schools. However, the program is still under development, so it

was only possible to use it to confirm same of the main set of 1-3

analyses.

Were the schAcla_Mignificantly ilattjurseunererch othell

Even after including the background variables in the mcdell

statistically significant school effects were found. School membership

was found to be a significant predictor of both initial status and growth

rate, just as it was in the two-program schools analyses. Although it is

possible the slhool differences could be explained by aspects of the

program implementation in the schools, such analyses go beyond the scope

of ncminal program analyses.
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The presence of differences among the one-program schools greatly

complicates the comparison of the immersion strategy and early-exit

programs. The one-program school analyses cannot control for school

effects because school is confounded with program. As a result, we cannot

directly separate cut school effects fran program effects. The differenc-

es between the programs must be considered in light of the school

differences: the programs are compared by assessing whether the

difference between inversion strategy schools and early-exit schools is

large compared to the variability among schools within programs.

District differences mist be assessed in the same way: by comparing

differences between districts to the Variability among schools within the

districts. With only 29 onemiprogram schools, it is difficult to evaluate

district differences. Mbst of the scaoolw are in district WI, but the

number of students in each sdhool is relatively small. It is therefore

dif ficult to evaluate the amount of within-program, withim,district

variability of schools. Only same of the district-program combinations

can contribite to the estimate of that variability, because sane districts

have only one IS school or only one EE school.

In an extensive series of analyses not presented in detail here, the

school variability uithin district-program combination was evaluated and

compared with the district variability within program. The school

variability was found to be highly statistically significant and therefore

not ignorable. Furthermore, the district variability within program was

found to be only slightly greater than the sdhool variability within

district and program. That is, districts varied within program as much as

schools varied within district and program. As a result, the variability

between districts within a program could simply be a reflection of the

variability between schools within districts. Although the districts

differed, the differences were not much greater than the amount expected

in light of the school variability.
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The fact that schools exhibited considerable variation even within

district and program meant that schools had to be included in the models.

Same schools had too few students to pexmit reliable estimates of school

ef fects. For this reason, school groups were created.

Schools were never combined across the two programs or across the

five districts. In fact, only schools in district C and district H were

combined; all other schools had at least nine students and coMbining the

schools was deemed unnecessary. In district C, the two inversion strategy

schools were combined and the two early-exit schools were coMbined.

However, , a test needed to be done to ensure that there were no differences

in the growth curves of the schools that were combined. Pnalimirery HIM

modeling not presented here had revealed no statistically significant

dif ferences in the growth curves of the students within the pairs of

schools. This ensures that schools were combined only if the students

within a pair of schools had the sane growth curves so as not to mask true

growth curve differences that ndght exist between schools. With only five

students in one of the two IS schools and four students in one of the two

EE schools, separate school estimates would have been unstable.

In district H, the inversion strategy district paired with early-exit

district I, the twelve schools had from three to twenty students each.

(As a reminder, while districts H and I have different programs, they are

in the northeast United States and are contiguous districts. They serve

essentially the same population. The similarities are such that the two

districts are considered appropriate for combination. ) HIM analyses not

presented here indicated that there were statistically signitImant school

dif ferences within district H, so combining all the sdhools into one group

was considered inappropriate. Instead, the schools were combined into

four groups: one group of six schools (with 39 students) , one group of

three schools (with 31 students) , one group of two schools (with 13

students) , and the single remaining school (with 20 students) . Me school

groups are indicated in Table 14 in Chapter II . The school carnbinations
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in district H were arrived at empirically. That is, the HIM growth curves

for the students in each school or school group were compared and the two

schools or school groups with most similar growth curves were oambined.

This iterative process was continued until a small set of relatively

homogeneous groups was obtained.

This process of combining groups of schools based on growth curve

results introduces a bias into the analytic results. Using empirically-

created groups tends to decrease the within-group variability and increase

the between-group variability. This can produce the appearance of school

differences where none actually exist.

Because of this empirical combination of schools in district H, the

district H school groups are likely to exhibit greater differences from

each other than individual schools in the district. This bias Should be

considered when evaluating the results of the analyses. It must be

emphasized, however, that the original twelve schools in district H were

found to be significantly different from each other (even with only a

handful of students in many of the schools). FUrthermore, the other

districts also exhibited significant school-to-school variability within

program. Thus the overall finding of significant school variability is

not dependent upon the use of empirical results to form school groups in

district H.

Mat_ifitiw _l_ickol_gingo_acrosedistricts and
P-429121M?

Both districts A and B have one immersion strategy school and three

early-eKDtschools. District(nos two schools in each program, but these

were combined into a single school group in each program, as explained

above. District H has twelve immersion strategy schools combined into

four school groups, and district I has four early-exit schools; these

nearby districts are treated as a single district in the analyses.

District F has only one early-exit school and no immersion strategy

schools. When district is controlled, the district F school does not
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contribute to the estimated program effect because there is no omparison

school in that district.

-S-11

The K-1 analyses for the one-program schools parallel those for the

two-program schools in Chapter III, but the ANCOVA analyses were performed

using the HIM computer program with schools treated as random effects.

The difference between students in imersicn strategy schools ar d. stixlents

in early-exit schools was evaluated at spring of first grade for eadh of

the three subtests. The K-1 analyses were performed once with each of the

29 individual schools treated separately and then again with the schools

combined into the 19 groups. The results for the two sets of analyses

were similar. For ease of comparison with the 1-3 analyses, only the

analyses for the 19 groups will be presented.

How 1,1=LawaymjuggiggaitglintggaAlZsamm?

The main set of 1-3 analyses used the twolevel HIM program with

schools treated as fixed effects. (ads set ct analyses parallels the

analyses in Chapter III for two-program schools.) That is, the schools

and school groups were represented in the analysis by a set of variables.

Sdhool membership was used to predict the initial status and growth rate

of the students in that school. An overall program differenco is

estimated essentially by comparing the average immersion strategy school

with the average early-exit school. Unfortunately, with the fixed-effects

model the standard error calculated for the estimated program difference

is too small because it does not reflect the sthool-to-school variability.

If no significant program difference is found, this is not critical. If

the program difference is large compared to its standard error, however,

this apparent statistical significance cannot be formally evaluated.

The three-level program permits the schools to be treated as random

effects. This allows us to properly reflect the school-to-school

variability. This analysis was done as an extra effort to verify whether
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it was necessary to do the HIM analyses with school as a random effect.

If the results of the HLM analysis with school as a randam effect were

consistent with the analysis where school was treated as a fixed effect,

this would increase the analytic rower behind the findings. School

membership is still used to predict the initial status and growth rate of

the students in that schcca, but the individual schools and school groups

do not appear explicitly in the model. Hbwever, as noted above, the

variability among the schools within each program is used as an estimate

of the amount of school variability to be expected within each program.

The programs are then compared in light of the school-level variability.

This results in a more accurate standardexxor for the program effect.

Etw were districts accommodated in the and 1-3 analyses?

For the two-program schools, school-level variation can be controlled

by comparing the program within each school. In a similar way, district-

level variation can be controlled in the cne-program schools analyses by

comparing the programs within each district. As Irted above, with so few

schools it is difficult to assess district differences. Even sizable

differences among the districts may not reach statistical significance.

For the K-1 amalyses, all of the alternative models were estimated

with and without including district variables. This permits the

comparison of results assuming that there are district differences and

assuming that there are no district differences. The results were

generally very similar and the district differences usually were not

statistically significant.

For the mill set of 1-3 analyses, using the two-level HIM program,

district differences were not estimated. Each individual school or school

group appears in the model. District differences can be inferred by

comparing the schools in one district with the schools in another

district. While multivariate contrasts can be used to nake these

comparisons, they are not reportalhere. Instead, the most important 1-3

analyses were repeated using the three-level HIM program. The three-level
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program was used to confirm the estimated difference between the two

programs. It was also used to assess district effects and district-

program interactions.

The following section details the K-1 HLM analyses for mathematics.

Please see Appendix C for the average first grade mathematics scores,

unadjusted and adjusted, by program. They doctmient the similarity between

immersion strategy and early-exit first grade students.

What mere the results of the basic X-1 analyses for the mathematics
subtest?

The basic K-1 analyses used ANCDVA with school as a random effect to

evaluate program differences in achievement at spring of first grade. The

two-level BIM computer program was used to perform the ANCOVA. Analyses

were performed with no covariates; with the propensity score as a

covariatel to adjust for initial differences between the students in the

two programs; with the propensity score, the number of absences in first

grade, and two "key cavariates" that varied amoniing to the subtest; and

with the propensity score, the number of absences and five background

variables found to be significant predictors of achievenr-nt. The set of

five background variables included in these one-program sdhools analyses

are the same five included in the corresponding twoprogram analyses:

EDAVG (the average years of education of the student's parents), PRESCHY

(whether the student attenladpreachool), FEMALE (whether the student was

a girl) , BOOKSHM (the miter of books in the student's hate) , and ANYEPIOP

(whether the parents reported using English wi...en talking to each other).

The analyses were also performed w4.th and without adjusting for district

effects.

Table 102 summarizes the results of the analysis of program

differences for the mathematics subtest not controlling for any other

variable. It shows an estimated BASE (overall average) and program
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difference (PGMIS) at spring of first grade. The estimatal coefficient

for P3MIS is almost exactly zero, irxlicating no difference between the two

programs. It should be reemphasized that the program difference is based

on only 19 schools and school groups. Because oach sdhool has only one

program, program differences are assessed by car:paring the distribution of

school averages in the inuersion strategy programwith the distribution of

school averages in the early-exit program. Mus the approximate

t-statistics in this table have only 17 degrees of freedam, arld relatively

large values of the t-statiutics will be needed to achieve statistical

significance compared with the tables for the two-program schools

analyses.

Table 102

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
All Students; Program Only

avactmd_ aedigtgr =master gtl_Err t-Stat PP-Value

Spring 1st BASE 250.916 4.954 50.653 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -0.016 8.130 -0.002 0.998

Table 103 summarizes the results of the analysis of pcogram

differences after including PONEK1, the propensity score developed for the

students in these one-program sdhools K-1 analyses. Table 104 adds three

"key" covariates to the propensity score: ABS1 (thenumber of absences in

first grade), EDAVG, and FEMALE. The other three background variables

were not close to statistical significance for the mathematics subtest.

Table 105 includes all the covariates: the propensity score, the number

of absences, and the five background variables. Although the program

effect increases slightly as more covariates are added, it never even

approaches statistical significance.
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Table 103

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
All Students; Program and Propensity

andlgtaEL Prigistar =meat ±,6111r t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 253.933 6.669 38.075 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 0.721 8.618 0.084 0.934
Spring 1st PONEX1 -6.994 9.672 -0.723 0.480

Table 104

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
All Ctudents; Program and Key COvariates

Bmcliglat koslidszr =mem Std Err kattat jam

Spring 1st BASE 243.837 8.119 30.032 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 1.208 7.222 0.167 0.870
Spring 1st PONEK1 7.126 9.912 0.719 0.485
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.517 0.169 -3.052 0.009
Spring 1st EDAVG 1.375 0.438 3.136 0.008
Spring 1st FEMALE -6.466 2.564 -2.522 0.025

Table 105

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
All Students; Program and All Covariates

Predicted aolig= Ignadtgr Std Err t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 241.348 8.089 29.838 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 1.344 6.999 0.192 0.852
Spring 1st PONEF1 11.090 10.683 1.038 0.324
Spring 1st ArA. -0.521 0.170 -3.070 0.012
Spring 1st EDAVG 1.320 0.470 2.809 0.019
Spring 1st PRESCHY -2.847 3.030 -0.940 0.370
Spring 1st FEMALE -6.941 2.581 -2.690 0.023
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 1.475 1.000 1.475 0.171
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP -2.343 3.345 -0.701 0.500
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Table 102 throuc#1 Table 105 do not control for any possible district

effects. By including district dummy variables as predictors, the

estimated program differences can be controlled for district differences.

Essentially, the early-exit schools in each district are =pared with the

immersion strategy schools in the same district to estimate the program

difference. Controlling for district in these one-program schools

analyses corresponds to controlling for school in the twolpropmaschools

analyses. However, there are only a few schools in each district, so

district differences are hard to distinguidh statistically tram school

differences. After adding four district dummy variables to the BASE and

PGMIS variables, only 13 degrees of freedom are lett for sdhool-to-school

variation among the 19 schools.

Table 106 through Table 109 show the results after controlling for

district. The district variables are coded as zertrone dumny variables,

so that the omitted district (district C) serves as a "reference"

district. The parameter estimate for BIM is the estimate for district C.

The parameter estimates for the other four district variables (DISTA,

DISTB, DISTF, and DISTHI) represent the difference between that district

and district C.

Table 106

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
All Students; Program and District

Predicted Dzslii=r azzlogr&t Et4LErr -Stet PY.4.1222

Spring 1st BASE 251.146 11.978 20.967 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -1.560 8.224 -0.190 0.852
Spring 1st DISTA 4.263 13.997 0.305 0.766
Spring 1st DISTB -15.805 14.158 -1.116 0.284
Spring 1st DISTF 14.770 20.273 0.729 0.479
Spring 1st DISTHI 4.621 12.707 0.364 0.722
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Table 107

One-Program Schools K-1 Aralysis for Mathematics
All Students; Progrma, District, and Propensity

Ernagtod itzlisVa blow= Zsi= t-stat

Spring 1st BASE 259.541 12.378 20.968 0.000
Spring 1st AGMS 0.282 8.057 0.035 0.973
Spring 1st DISTA 4.988 13.608 0.367 0.720
Spring 1st DISTB -21.709 14.081 -1.542 0.149
Spring 1st 01STF 28.559 20.897 1.367 0.197
Spring 1st DISTHI 8.713 12.523 0.696 0.500
Sprimg 1st PONEK1 -22.183 11.130 -1.993 0.069

Table 108

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
All Students; Program, Diitrict, and Key Covariates

aldictad_ avdasta =meta gtallic kaat p-value

Spring 1st BASE 255.846 13.292 19.248 0.000
Spring 1st POIMIS 0.813 7.640 0.106 0.918
Spring 1st DISTA 1.916 12.915 0.148 0.885
Spring 1st DISTB -18.589 13.465 -1.381 0.201
Spring 1st DISTF 18.696 20.331 0.920 0.382
Sprima 1st DISTHI 5.201 12.127 0.429 0.678
Spring 1st PONEE1 -10.582 12.901 -0.820 0.433
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.518 0.170 -3.049 0.014
Spring 1st MAW 0.975 0.477 2.044 0.071
Spring 1st FEMALE -6.547 2.561 -2.556 0.031
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Table 109

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
All Students; Program, District, and All COvariates

amagtad_ andigtm Anna= glilla t-stat P-value

Spring 1st BASE 254.281 13.420 18.948 0.000
Spring 1st FISVMS 1.063 7.519 0.141 0.892
Spring 1st DISTA 1.252 12.744 0.098 0.925
Spring 1st DISTB -18.391 13.438 -1.369 0.220
Spring 1st DISTF 18.505 20.111 0.920 0.393
Spring 1st DISTHI 4.584 11.934 0.384 0.714
Spring 1st PONEK1 -8.940 14.306 -0.625 0.555
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.516 0.170 -3.035 0.023
Spring 1st EDAM 0.877 0.517 1.697 0.141
Spring 1st PREMIEN -1.334 3.104 -0.430 0.682
Spring 1st FEMALE -7.026 2.578 -2.725 0.034
Spring 1st B001014 1.558 1.002 1.555 0.171
Spring 1st ANYEPPOP -2.261 3.361 -0.672 0.526

Even after adjusting for district, the program differences in all

four tables are very small and nonsignificant. Although the estimated

district differences are nuch larger than the estimated program differ-

ence, the test for overall district differences is nonsignificant at the

.05 level for all four tables. Only for the aralysis controlling for

propensity but no other covariates (see Table 107) does the overall test

approach significance (p = .053). The near-significant district

differences in this analyses are eliminated by the addition of the key

covariates (see Table 108). To the extent there are any district

differences, district F is high and district B is low in mathematics

achievement as meahured in Englial at spring of first grade.

The absence of statistically significant district differences means

that, within each program, sdhools vary about as much within a distrizt as

they do across the districts. HOwever, with so few distric_o having

multiple schools or school groups with the same program, the statistical

test for district effects does not have much statistical power. That

means that there may be district differences, but with only a few schools

to compare the differences may not achieve statistical significance.
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These one-program schools show no statistically significant program

or district differences on the mathematics subtest at spring of first

grade. Program differences are very small regardless of the oavariates

included as predictors. District differences are such larger in magnitude

but never achieve statistical significance at the .05 level. The addition

of key covariates tends to reduce the size of district differences.

or
pretest?

The basic K-1 analyses for mathematics estimate program effects with

and without controlling for propersity, district, and several covariates.

It is possible that the results would be changed by controlling for

pretest factors. As was done for the two-program schools, the evaluation

of the pretest effect is accomplished in two parts. First, it is

necessary to selt students who haveapretest, and second, by adding the

pretest as a covariate for this reduced set of students.

Reducing the students analyzed to those who have a pretest yeans

leaving out three of the 19 school groups. One IS school group is

eliminated frets district HI and one EE school is eliminated fran district

I. KI.eo, the only school in district F is eliminated. (Me eliminated

school is in a very rural site in the southwest United States. This

sohool serves all kindergarten through third grade students. With the

loss of tunding for its immersion strategy program, the district began

phasing cut the immersion strateey program beginning with first grade. As

a result, the originsl -indergarten cohost was dropped from the study as

there was no program for -che students in which to continue.) Table 110

summarises, the unadjusted pregsam difference on the mathematics subtest

tor the students with a pretsst. Table 111 shows the analysis after

including the propensity score. Table 112 and Table 113 reflect the

addition of the tnree key covariates and all osvariates, respectively.

The estimated prsgram ddffereeces are still extremely small.
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Table 110

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Program Only

kagiat2r Banwear =Da t-stat z-31411im

Spring 1st BASE 248.657 50442 45.694 0.000
Spring 1st PGNMS -0.109 8.861 -0.012 0.990

Table 111

JIINNIIINIMMNIOMMINWWW11!=l1MMIIMO

One-Program Sotmols K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Program and Propensity

alvddstaa. am:dicta Egadmotar Std Er t-Stat 0.-Value

Spring 1st BASE 251.238 7.029 35.745 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 0.938 9.391 0.100 0.922
Spring 1st PONEK1 -7.237 11.926 -0.607 0.554

Table 112

Cne-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Program and Key Oovariates

Predicted &WI= Barimrar Std Err I=Etat P=Value

Spring 1st BASE 247.615 9.223 26.848 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 0.626 8.449 0.074 0.942
Spring 1st PONEK1 2.018 12.428 0.162 0.874
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.459 0.190 -2.420 0.036
Spring 1st EDAM 0.958 0.541 1.772 0.107
Spring 1st FEMALE -7.757 3.050 -2.544 0.029
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Table 113

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Program and All Covariates

andigtad_

Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st

Posiicla

111.1110110.14...

=neat Ali r kardlt P-Value

BASE 246.318 9.331 26.398 0.000
PGMIS 0.787 8.485 0.093 0.929
PONEKI 1.092 13.673 0.080 0.939
ABS1 -0.460 0.190 -2.425 0.046
MAW 0.864 0.597 1.447 0.191
PRESCHY -0.162 3.601 -0.045 0.965
FEMALE -8.194 3.055 -2.682 0.031
BOOKSHM 1.974 1.185 1.666 0.140
ANYEPTOP -6.507 4.189 -1.553 0.164

im11=

Table 114, Table 115, Table 116, and Table 117 show the results of

adding district as a predictor. The estimated program differences remain

very small and are ntxli smaller than the estimated district differences.

Although district B contilwes to have narkedly lower mathematics

achievement than the other districts, none of the differences are

statistically significant. The analysis for all students controlling for

district and prcpensity (MB Table 107) showed district effects that were

near significance (p = .053). The corresponding table for students with

a pretest, which necessarily omits district F, shows similar district

differences among the three remaining districts, and againthe difference

is not significant (p = .092). The district differences are little

changed by including background variables andckpnotapproadh statistical

significance.
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Table 117

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Program, District, and All COvariates

Eralictfid_ Elm tat= Busager 2tgLErr kal=
.1.1

Spring 1st BASE 263.621 14.613 18.041 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -0.593 8.212 -0.072 0.946
Spring 1st MTh 2.200 13.164 0.167 0.875
Spring 1st DISTB -24.153 13.842 -1.745 0.156
Spring Lst DISTHI 0.765 12.721 0.060 0.955
Spring 1st PONEK1 -18.970 16.992 -1.116 0.327
Spring ]st ABS1 -0.457 0.190 -2.410 0.074
Spring 1st EDAVG 0.334 0.662 0.505 0.640
Spring 1st PRESCHY 1.560 3.677 0.424 0.693
Spring 1st FEMALE -8.237 3.052 -2.699 0.054
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 2.180 1.187 1.836 0.140
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP -6.268 4.213 -1.488 0.211

Table 118 through Table 121 show the effect of adding the mathematics

pretest ONALPROO as a covariate in the analyses that do not control for

district. The mathematics pretest is highly significant as a predictor of

first grade mathematics achievement. The language pretest was not

significant as an additional predictor, so it is not included in the

analyses. The mathematics pretest alone was found to be a betver

predictor than the sum of the mathematics and language subtests. The

estimated program effects are still small and nonsignificant, regardless

of the other covariates included.

Table 118

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Program and Mathematics Pretest

Predicted Predictor Parameter Std Err t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 150.749 15.273 9.870 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 2.126 7.831 0.271 0.790
Spring 1st ANALPREM 0.577 0.085 6.747 0.000

IMMIMIANN.010111!1.1.4.1.1t
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Table 119

Cne-Pragram Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Program, Propensity, and Mathematics Pretest

&sag= karma= 2142_21r katat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 149.553 17.598 8.498 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 1.902 8.019 0.237 0.816
Spring lst PONEK1PP 1.602 11.515 0.139 0.892
Spring 1st ANALPREM 0.581 0.090 6.418 0.000

Table 120

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Program, Key Covariates, and Mathematics Pretest

Prelicte Encligtar Pam= Std Err t-Stat

Spring 1st BASE 146.663 18.692 7.846 0.000
SPring 1st PGMIS 1.802 7.428 0.243 0.814
SPring ist PONEK1PP 8.399 11.741 0.715 0.493
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.331 0.181 -1.827 0.101
Spring lst EDAVG 0.951 0.497 1.913 0.088
Spring 1st FEMALE -7.577 2.889 -2.623 0.028
Spring 1st ANALPREM 0.576 0.090 6.416 0.000

Table 121

Clric.,'.gtam Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Program, All Covariates, and Mathematics Pretest

agdistga_ Wag= Ihongtgr gtd_Err t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 146.688 18.872 7.773 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 1.862 7.345 0.253 0.808
Spring 1st PONEK1PP 9.046 12.815 0.706 0.507
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.337 0.181 -1.858 0.113
Spring 1st EDAUG 0.870 0.549 1.585 0.164
Spring 1st PRESCHY -1.086 3.393 -0.320 0.760
Spring 1st FEMALE -8.002 2.900 -2.759 0.033
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 1.695 1.126 1.506 0.183
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP -4.776 3.990 -1.197 0.276
Spring 1st ANALPREM 0.568 0.091 6.254 0.001
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Table 122 through Table 125 show the effect of adding the mathematics

pretest as a covariate in the analyses that do not control for district.

The estimated program effects are still small and nonsignificant

regardless of the other covariates included. In addition, the tests for

district differences remain nonsignificant.

Table 122

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Program, District, and Mathematics Pretest

andigtmd_ =dig= Bometar gtd_Err t-stat p-value

Spring 1st BASE 157.365 18.522 8.496 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -0.314 8.333 -0.038 0.971
Spring 1st DISTA -0.177 13.344 -0.013 0.990
Spring 1st DISTB -13.985 13.280 -1.053 0.317
Spring 1st DISTHI 0.285 12.394 0.023 0.982
Spring 1st ANALEREM 0.564 0.086 6.545 0.000

Table 123

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Program, District,

Propensity, and Mathematics Pretest

Ptedicted Lcli_c±at axamagr =LI= t-Stkt rt.'241gg

Spring 1st BASE 163.920 21.287 7.700 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 0.300 8.352 0.036 0.972
Spring 1st DISTA 0.479 13.319 0.036 0.972
Spring 1st DISTB -15.907 13.568 -1.172 0.271
Spring 1st DISTHI 1.533 12.495 0.123 0.905
Spring 1st PONEK1PP -8.094 12.996 -0.623 0.549
Spring 1st ANALPREM 0.541 0.094 5.772 0.000



Table 124

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Program, District, Key Covariates,

and Mathematics Pretest

anilgted_

Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring lst
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st

=Lista anal= 2t4_,Err 1-..afqat P-Value

BASE 163.812 22.874 7.161 0.000
PGMMS 0.453 7.953 0.057 0.956
DISTA -2.538 12.786 -0.199 0.849
DISTB -14.686 12.997 -1.130 0.302
DISTHI -0.558 12.224 -0.046 0.965
PONEK1PP -1.572 14.348 -0.110 0.916
AB51 -0.335 0.182 -1.847 0.114
MANG 0.717 0.541 1.326 0.233
FEMALE -7.684 2.894 -2.655 0.038
ANALPREM 0.540 0.095 5.696 0.001

Table 125

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Students with Pretest; Program, District, All Covariates,

and Mathematics Pretest

Predicted Ertgictar Egrometar gul_Err t-Stat b-Value

Spring 1st BASE 165.878 23.493 7.061 0.006
Spring 1st PC:MIS 0.626 7.798 0.080 0.941
Spring 1st CTSTA -2.420 12.571 -0.193 0.860
Spring 1st DISTB -15.609 12.966 -1.204 0.315
Spring 1st DISTHI -1.302 11.999 -0.109 0.920
Spring 1st PONEK1PP -3.024 15.936 -0.190 0.862
Spring ist ABS1 -0.338 0.182 -1.860 0.160
Spring 1st ECANJG 0.584 0.601 0.971 0.403
Spring 1st PRESCHY -0.090 3.470 -0.026 0.981
Spring 1st FEMALE -8.077 2.905 -2.781 0.069
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 1.828 1.132 1.615 0.205
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP -4.539 4.026 -1.127 0.342
Spring 1st ANALPREM 0.525 0.097 5.415 0.012
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For the mathematics subtest, reducing the sample to students with

pretest scores has little effect. Adding the mathematics pretest, even

though it has considerable predictive power, dces not change the

fundamental finding of no program differences. Although district B

consistently has the lowest mathematics test scores, there are no

statistically significant differences among the districts. That is, the

districts remain in the same relationship to each other.

There are no detectable differences in mathematics achievement in

spring of first grade between students in immersion strategy schools and

students in early-exit schools. The estimated program difference never

reaches three ESS points and never approadies statistical significance.

Although the estimated district differences inmathematics achievement are

much larger than the estimated program difference, they are never

statistically sicytificant. All of these K-1 analyses for the mathematics

subtest are insensitive to the covariates included. This finding is

consistent with the hypothesized similarity in achievement between

immersion strategy and early-exit students in light of the fact that

early-exit teachers tended not +0 provide content instruction in their

students' primary larguage, but taught in English employing essentially

the same teaching strategies.

What subtest

Table 126 shows the effect of program for the language subtest

without controlling for district CT any ccvariates, and Table 127 shows

the results after controlling for the propensity score. Table 128 adds

the three "key ccvariates" for the language subtest: ABS1 (the number of
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absences in first grade), BOOKSHM (the number of books in the home), and

ANYEPTOP (whether English is used between the parents). Even though

ANYEPTOP is not statistically significant for the language subtest, both

BOOKSHM and ANYEPTOP were included as key covariates for ease of

carparison with the results for the reading sUbtest. Table 129 shows the

effect of adding the other three backgrourd variables as covariates. The

estimated program difference ranges from an IS advantage of about three

points to a little over four points, Ix the difference is never

statistically significant.

Table 126

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
All Students; Program Only

Predicted aNgi2tgr EgMaggr gtd_Err t-stat Eralmg

Spring 1st BASE 253.295 7.212 35.119 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 4.311 11.841 0.364 0.720

Table 127

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
All Students; Program and Propensity

Predicted agagtgr aggmtgr gtd_Err t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 247.857 9.034 27.437 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 2.946 11.479 0.257 0.801
Spring 1st PONEK1 12.661 13.450 0.941 0.361
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Table 128

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
A11 Students; Program and Key COvariates

aldigtma_ predictor =meg= ma= t-Stat prMalue

Spring 1st BASE 243.391 9.216 26.411 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 3.507 10.351 0.339 0.740
Spring 1st PONEK1 13.649 13.060 1.045 0.315
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.412 0.242 -1.704 0.112
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 2.881 1.369 2.105 0.055
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 7.263 4.670 1.555 0.144

Table 129

One-Program Schools Xr1 Analysis for Language
All Students; Prcqram and All COvariates

Predicted as61,1= axancter BtQ_Err t -Stet o-Value

Spring 1st BASE 233.426 11.510 20.281 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 3.342 9.914 0.337 0.743
Spring 1st PONEE1 23.887 15.218 1.570 0.148
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.441 0.243 -1.815 0.100
Spring 1st EDNVG 0.833 0.671 1.240 0.243
Spring 1st PRESCHY -2.172 4.333 -0.501 0.627
Spring 1st FEMALE 1.691 3.692 0.458 0.657
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 2.386 1.430 1.668 0.126
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 6.389 4.784 1.335 0.211

Table 130 through Table 133 show the results for the language attest

after controlling for district. The program differences now range from

7.8 to 8.1 ESS points but remain nonsignificant. The test for overall

district differences is significant at the .01 level when no background

variables are included (p = .003 and p = .007). When the key covariates

are added or all covariates are added, district differences are reduced

but are still significant at the .05 level (p = .019 and p = .039).

District B has about the same level of language achievement at spring of

first grade as the omitted district, district C. Districts A and F are

about even with each other on the language subtest and hot' are higher
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than districts B and C. The composite district, H/I, has average

achievement scores that lie between these two pairs of districts. H/I is

smewhat closer to the higher pair (A6 and F) but is not quite significant-

ly different from the reference district (I) about .08 or greater).

Table 130

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
All Students; Program and District

Eredigteft ',nag= arm= gw_grE t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 225.574 13.878 16.254 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 7.772 9.643 0.806 0.435
Spring 1st DISTA 46.309 16.226 2.854 0.014
Sprim 1st DISTB 7.460 16.501 0.452 0.659
Spring 1st DISTF 63.593 23.664 2.687 0.019
Spring 1st DISTHI 28.071 14.768 1.901 0.080

Table 131

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
All Students; Program, District, and Propensity

Ergdiclgd Predictor Pwal =Sax t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 227,138 15.076 15.066 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 84110 9.720 0.834 0.420
Spring 1st DISTA 46,438 16.213 2.864 0.014
Spring 1st DISTB 6.364 16.995 0.374 0.715
Spring 1st DISTF 66,154 25.563 2.588 0.024
Spring 1st DILEHI 28.829 15.025 1.919 0.079
Spring 1st PONEKI -4.126 15.665 -0.263 0.797



Table 132

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
All Students; Program, District, ani Key Covariates

andIglfigi_

Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring Lst
Spring 1st
Spring 1st

113 Elk= Bum= =Uzi kEtat P-Value

BASE 227.257 14.677 15.483 0.000
PGMIS 7.978 9.188 0.868 0.408
DISTA 40.415 15.382 2.627 0.027
DISTB 4.972 16.052 0.310 0.764
DISTF 58.561 24.464 2.394 0.040
DISTHI 26.217 14.255 1.839 0.099
PONENI -3.916 15.688 -0.250 0.808
ABS1 -0.407 0.242 -1.681 0.127
BOOKSHM 2.559 1.371 1.867 0.095
ANYEPTOP 5.923 4.686 1.264 0.238

Table 133

One-Program Schools Kr-.1 Analysis for Language
All Students; Program, District, and All Covariates

andigt2d_ Eadic= Anna= =_Err t-stat RI-141m

Spring 1st BASE 221.775 17.217 12.881 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 8.067 9.130 0.884 0.411
Spring 1st DMA 39.936 15.302 2.610 0.040
Spring 1st DISTB 6.912 16.471 0.420 0.689
Spring 1st CTSTF 55.380 25.054 2.210 0.069
Spring 1st DISTHI 24.427 14.543 1.680 0.144
Spring 1st PONEKI 2.362 20.446 0.116 0.912
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.416 0.243 -1.711 0.138
Spring 1st =A1X 0.403 0.737 0.546 0.605
Spring 1st PRESCHY -0.743 4.438 -0.167 0.873
Spring 1st FEMALE 1.657 3.687 0.449 0.669
Spring 1st HOOKSHM 2.303 1.430 1.610 0.158
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 5.539 4.799 1.154 0.292

Sux

Although the students in immersion strategy schools tend to score

about 8 points higher than students in early-exit schools on the language

subtest, the difference is not statistically significant. Students in
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districts A and F have significantly higher first-grade language scores

than students in districts B ard C, with district H/I students in between.

The evaluation of the effect of including the pretest as a covariate

for the language subtest parallels the evaluation for the mathematics

subtest. Table 134 through Table 137 sumarize the estimated models when

the sample is limited to the students with a pretest and district is not

controlled. Table 138 through Table 141 show the corresponding mcdels

with district controlled. These tables are based on 16 schools in

district A, B, C, and WI; as usual, district F must be omitted from

pretest analyses.

Table 134

One-Program Schools K-1 Aralysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program Only

Predicted andigtm annetar g/d_Err t -$tat prValue

Spring 1st BASE 246.064 8.043 30.594 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 9.639 13.097 0.736 0.474

Table 135

One-Program Schools K-1 Aralysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program and Propensity

Predicted Predictor Emamgtgr Std Err t-Stat REalgg

Spring 1st BASE 242.853 9.790 24.807 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 8.260 13.209 0.625 0.543
Spring 1st PONM 9.159 16.254 0.564 0.583



Table 136

One-Program Schools Analysis for Languagla
Students with PreteSt; Program and Key Oovariates

=AL= Ettai Max =I= katat
Spring 1st BASE 236.641 10.217 23.161 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 8.404 12.444 0.675 0.515
Spring 1st PONEK1 10.303 16.082 0.641 0.536
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.144 0.260 -0.556 0.590
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 2.824 1.536 1.1;38 0.096
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 6.588 5.591 1.178 0.266

IMMINNIINXIMA.MMIJAMIIIIMMMet.wa 41.11111..1.1011.1raVINN.W.4101.1M"..11. 41110Vol1WM.IMI1111NNILINMAINIMM11..
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Table 137

OProgram Schools F-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program and All Covariates

Bms1 Emmetar. =Luc gz.M.t. pValue

Spring 1st BASE 231.720 13.257 17.480 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 8.001 12.367 0.647 0.538
Spring 1st PONEK1 13.231 19.195 0.689 0.513
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.143 0.261 -0.548 0.601
Spring 1st ruivu 0.406 0.829 0.489 0.640
Spring 1st MESON 0.357 4.968 0.072 0.945
Spring 1st FEMALE 1.935 4.207 0.460 0.660
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 2.525 1.632 1.547 0.166
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 6.001 5.771 1.040 0.333

171.6171.1. INA

Table 138

Cme-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program and District

=10NwiaOolinal.0-11.1.1=0.111111m

kmge_tor Eargogar =3= I:gat D7Value.D2Xljggl_

Spring lst BASE 222.737 16.070 13.860 0.000
Spring 1st PGM1S 9.988 11.818 0.845 0.416
Spring 1st DISTA 43.683 18.910 2.310 0.041
Spring 1st DISTB 9.887 18.824 0.525 0.610
Spring 1st DISTHI 27.289 17.589 1.552 0.149
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Table 139

One-Progr, Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program, District, and Propensity

and=ad amdigter Emma=
4=11

2td_Emor t-stat

Spring 1st BASE 222.357 17.496 12.709 0.0G0
Spring 1st PGMIS 9.913 11.929 0.831 0.425
Spring 1st DISTA 43.664 18.959 2.303 0.044
Spring 1st DISTB 10.154 19.467 0.522 0.613
Sprinu 1st DISTHI 27.129 17.867 1.518 0.160
Spring 1st PONEK1 0.994 17.909 0.055 0.957

Table 140

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program, District, and Key Oovariates

Elmactmd_

Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st

Walk= arm= Std Err t-Stat ir,Value

BASE 219.617 17.528 12.530 0.000
PGMIS 9.955 11.683 0.852 0.422
DISTA 38.581 18.709 2.062 0.078
DISTB 8.973 19.070 0.471 0.652
DISTHI 23.488 17.595 1.335 0.224
POMO. 2.512 17.959 0.140 0.893
ABS1 -0.131 0.260 -0.505 0.629
BOOKSHM 2.538 1.543 1.645 0.144
ANYEPTOP 5.529 5.619 0.984 0.358
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Table 141

One-Program Schools K-1 Aralysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program, District, and All Covariates

amactsd" Eng Lis= anus= ;til la*r Stat

Spring 1st BASE 218.884 20.509 10.673 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 9.944 11.644 0.854 0.441
Spring 1st DIS1?, 38.397 18.691 2.054 0.109
Spring 1st DISTB 8.509 19.595 0.434 0.686
Spring 1st DISTHI 22.892 18.020 1.270 0.273
Spring 1st PONEEI 1.114 23.431 0.048 0.964
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.125 0.262 -0.477 0.659
Spring 1st EDIAVG 0.033 0.913 0.036 0.973
Spring 1st PRESCHY 1.118 5.070 0.221 0.836
Spring 1st FEMALE 1.951 4.208 0.464 0.667
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 2.473 1.637 1.511 0.205
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 5.480 5.809 0.943 f_N.399

These analyses indicate an immersion strategy advantage of 8 to 10

points, but the program difference is never even close to statistical

significance. This estimated program difference is comparable to the

difference found in the analyses for all students when district was

controlled (see Table 130 through Table 133). Although the estimated

district differences are not appreciably changed by the reduction to

students with pretest, they are no longer statistically significant. For

the two analyses without tackground variables (see Table 138 and

Table 139), the test for overall clistric't differences approaches signifi-

cance (p = .061 and p = .077, respectively). For the two analyses that

include background variables, the district differences are reduced and are

not significant (p = .143 and p = .159).

For the language subtest, the sum of the mathematics and language

pretests (ANAIMOBE) was found to be a better predictor of spring first

grade achievement than the language pretest or the mathematics pretest

alone. Table 142 through Table 145 show the results of including the

pretest when district is not controlled. Table 146 through Table 149 are

the corresponding tables with district included. In all of these

'7,1 3
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analyses, the pretest total is included as a predictor of the propensity

score (POMMY?). Analyses were also performed using other versions of

the propensity score, but those alternative analyses were virtually

identical to the analyses using PORMCPPand are not presented here.

Table 142

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program and Pretest TOGA

amddastagiL &Ai= Parameter =aim t-stat p-value

spring 1st BASE 158.518 18.608 8.519 0.000
Spring 1st PaiLS 11.748 11.319 1.038 0.318
Spring 1st ANALICBE 0.249 0.049 5.066 0.000

Te).e 143

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program, Propensity, and Pretest Ttotal

angligtod_ agagtm Egongtar agurr t-stat p-value

Spring 1st BASE 142.481 21.961 6.488 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 8.817 11.125 0.793 0.443
Spring 1st PONEKIPP 21.118 16.172 1.306 0.216
Spring 1st AMAMI:ME 0.275 0.053 5.231 0.000
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Table 144

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program, Key Covariates, and Prebnt 'Itta1

Erec listaL krislidar. Dana= Its1.= t=t1tesit

Spring 1st EASE 138.565 22.113 6.266 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 9.103 10.524 0.865 0.410
Spring 1st PO1EK1PP 20.045 15.987 1.254 0.241
Spring 1st ABM -0.051 0.253 -0.201 0.846
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 2.183 1.494 1.461 0.178
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 8.083 5.425 1.490 0.170
Spring 1st ANALMOBE 0.271 0.053 5.149 0.001

Table 145

One-Program Schools R-1 Analysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program, All Covariates, and Pretest Tbtal

assliatfri_ kacligsgr Banned= gtillazr kaat
Wil
o-value

Spring 1st BASE 132.835 24,173 5.495 0.002
Spring 1st PGMIS 8.771 10.535 0.833 0.437
Spring 1st 1ONEK1PP 24.437 18.507 1.320 0.235
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.055 0.254 -0.217 0.835
Spring 1st EEAVG U.377 0.774 0.487 0.644
Spring 1st PRESCHY -1.366 4.816 -0.284 0.786
Spring 1st FEMALE 1.596 4.084 0.391 0.710
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 1.874 1.592 1.177 0.284
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 7.505 5.614 1.337 0.230
Spring 1st ANALMOBE 0.276 0.054 5.105 0.002
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Thble 148

One-Program Schools K-1 Amalysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program, District,

Key COvariates, and Pretest 'Dotal

ErsEligmL Predictor Emasear =Al= trItat LI-Value

Spring 1st BASE 126.962 26.753 4.746 0.003
Spring 1st PAWS 11.106 10.378 1.070 0.326
Spring 1st DISTA 31.561 16.632 1.898 0.107
Spring 1st DISTB 14.992 16.858 0.889 0.408
Spring 1st DISTHI 20.284 15.608 1.300 0.241
Spring 1st PONEK1PP 14.050 18.461 0.761 0.475
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.040 0.253 -0.160 0.878
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 1.968 1.501 1.312 0.238
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 7.074 5.465 1.294 0.243
Spring 1st ANALTOBE 0.257 0.055 4.628 0.004

Table 149

One-Program Schools X-1 Amalysis for Language
Students with Pretest; Program, District,

All COvariates, and Pretest Tbtal

=1111111

Ersdigted_ Etax =met= Std Err t-Stat frValue

Spring 1st BASE 122.173 30.674 3.983 0.028
Spring 1st PGMIS . 11.071 10.387 1.066 0.365
Spring 1st DISTA 31.197 16.748 1.863 0.159
Sprin4 1st DISTB 16.210 17.367 0.933 0.419
Spring 1st DISTHI 19.417 16.075 1.208 0.314
Spring 1st PONEK1PP 17.983 23.301 0.772 0.496
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.041 0.255 -0.160 0.883
Spring 1st EDAYM 0.193 0.851 0.227 0.835
Spring 1st PRESCHY -1.086 4.948 -0.219 0.840
Spring 1st FEMALE 1.656 4.090 0.405 0.713
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 1.792 1.602 1.119 0.345
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 6.832 5.665 1.206 0.314
Spring 1st ANALTOBE 0.261 0.059 4.464 0.021

Although the pretest is highly significant as a predictor of

achievement, including it as a covariate changes the estimated program

effect by only a point or two. The program difference remains nonsignifi-
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cant. Distt effects are changed somewhat, but the districts remain in

the same relacdonship to each other. Overall district effects are not

signifirlot for any of the analyses including the pretest as a covariate

(p greatar than .10).

For the language subtest, reducing the sample to students with

pretest scores has only small effects. The estimabed program difference

is about the same as for the analyses using all students with district

controlled and remains nonsignificant. Differences among the four

districts with pretest scores airailaae are similarto the differences in

the analyses with all students, but they are no longer statistically

significant. Adding the pretest total as a covariate increases the

estimated program effect by only a point or two and it remains nonsignifi-

cant. Including the pretest as a covariate has a larger impact on the

estimated district effects but the districts remain in the same relation-

Ship to each other. The results of the analyses are similar with or

without propensity scores and with or without background variables

included as covariates.

What were the oonc .2! -

As for the nathematics subtest, the K-1 analyses of the language

subtest showed no statistically significant differences between the

immersion strategy and early-exit students. HOwever, the sign and

magnitude of the program difference is consistent across most of the

analyses, Showing an immersion strategy advantage of about 8 tc)12 points.

These differences are similar in size to the differences found in the

analyses for two-program schools, where the differences were also

nonsignificant.

District differences were statistically significant in the K-1

analyses of all students, with districts A and F exhibiting higher

langaiwachievement levels thanddstricts 8 and C. The level of language
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achievement in district WI was in between and not markedly different from

either pair of districts. The reduction of the sample to students with

pretest scores (and therefore the elimination of district F from the

comparisons) had little effect on the estimated district differences among

the four remaining districts. However, the district differences no longer

achieved statistical significance at the .05 level. The district

differenoes were reduoed by the inclusion of additional covariates (either

bac)ground variables or the pretest), but the relationships among the

districts and the statistical significance ct the district differences

were not appreciably affected.

It is interestircrto relate the district differences en the language

subtest to the patterns of instructional English use described in Chapter

I. District F, with the greatest use of 13r)glish in its early-exit prcgram

so that it more closely reseMbled an immersion straUoyyprogram, had the

highmkestimated level of first-grade languageactievement scores. With

only 24 students included in these K-1 analyses, however, that estimate is

highly variable. Districts A and WI, with the next greatest use of

English in their early-exit schools, had the next highest levels of

langmneembievement in firstgrade. Districts Bard C, with lower use of

English in their early-exit r.lowls, had the lowest estimated levels of

langu&ge achievement in firsl. grecb. The association between the amount

of English used for instruction and the level of achievement on the

language subtest in first grade is intriguing, but a formal evaluation of

this possible relationship goes beyond the scope of nominal program

analyses.

subtest?

Table 150 through Table 153 give the results of the reading subtest

analyses without controlling for district, ami Table 154 through Table 157

7resent the district-controlled results. In all eight analyses the

immersion strategy students have slightly lower scores than early-exit
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students, With the difference ranging from less than 2 points to about 3.6

points. These mall differences do not approach statistical significanoe.

Table 150

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
All Studentn; Program Only

91101101111.1Mil...1,111111.1.1.141101l

EndigtaiL Prediptor Emmet= grA.Err kEtat Realm

Sprimg 1st BASE 237.766 5.062 46.969 0.000
Spring.1at PRUS -3.598 8.294 -0.434 0.670

Table 151

one-Program Schools Kul Analysis for Reading
All Students; Program and Propensity

JIMINM.1.

amdigted_ =di= Emma= khltat )r.202.111

Spring 1st BASE 238.466 6.970 34.215 0.000
Spring 1st IOUS -3.425 8.504 -0.403 0.693
Spring 1st PCNE71 -1.642 10.975 -0.150 0.883

Table 152

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
All Students; Program and Yey Oovariates

Prict =actor =wear Std Err p-Value

Spring 1st : SE 237.045 7.310

.tzatat

32.427 0.000
Spring 1st PGM3T, -2.586 7.856 -0.329 0.747
Spring 1st PONENa -3.054 10.663 -0.286 0.779
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.476 0.205 -2.325 0.637
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 2.025 1.158 1.749 0.104
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 8.392 3.954 2.123 0.054
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Table 153

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
All Students; Program and All COvariates

=mg= =um t-stat EtYagff

Spring 1st BASE 228.822 9.167 24.961 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -2.656 7.512 -0.354 0.731
Spring 1st FORM -3.119 12.242 -0.255 0.804
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.488 0.205 -2.382 0.039
Spring 1st =AVG 0.801 0.559 1.434 0.182
Spring 1st PRESCHY 5.421 3.651 1.485 0.168
Spring 1st FEMALE 1.993 3.122 0.638 0.538
Spring 1st BOMBER 1.560 1.207 1.292 0.225
Spring Isl. ANYEPTOP 7.119 4.035 1.764 0.108

Table 154

One-Program Schools N-1 Analysis for Reading
All Students; Program and District

iflagaigted luglistgr Ationear =Mx t-Stat p-Valqg

Spring 1st BASE 224.584 12.548 17.898 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -2.849 8.685 -0.328 0.748
Spring 1st DISTA 24.812 14.668 1.692 0.115
Spring 3st CTSTB 3.651 14.890 0.245 0.810
Spring 1st DIsTr 18.458 21.342 0.865 0.403
Spring 1st DISTHI 14.059 13.339 1.054 0.311
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Table 155

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
All Students; Program, District, and Propensity

alga= Eactiata karaffeler IJSrr kEtsat. Value

spring 1st BASE 229.191 13.204 17.357 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -1.869 8.530 -0.219 0e830
Spring 1st DISTA, 25.187 14.264 1e766 0.103
Spring 1st DISTB 0.404 14.912 0.027 0.979
Spring 1st DISTF 25.970 22.370 1.161 0.268
Spring 1st DTSTHI 16.320 13.200 1.236 0.240
Spring 1st PONEK1 -12.119 13.375 -0.906 0.383

Mil,

Table 156

One-Program Schools K-1 Aralysis for Reading
All Students; Program, District, and Key Covariates

lamdidge._ Endistar =meter gtdAmir t-stat Reialat

Spring 1st BASE 231.206 12.990 17.799 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -2.019 8.177 -0.247 0.811
Spring 1st =TA 19.447 13.739 1.416 0.191
Spring 1st DISTB -1.020 14.283 -0.071 0.945
Spring 1st DISTF 18.411 21.652 0.850 0.417
Spring 1st DISTHI 14.387 12.702 1.133 0.287-
Spring 1st PONEE1 -12.844 13.354 -0.962 0.361
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.477 0.206 -2.320 0.046
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 1.774 1.166 1.521 0.163
Spring 1st ANYEPIOP 7.663 3.986 1.923 0.087
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Table 157

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
All Students; Program, District, and All COvariates

asdlotad_

Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st

=di= Emmet= guurr t-Stat p-Value

BASE 228.041 14.9b5 15.218 0.000
PGMIS -1.986 8.071 -0.246 0.814
DISTA 18.269 13.569 1.346 0.227
DIMS -2.763 14.518 -0.190 0.855
ECSTF 16.488 21.982 0.750 0.482
DISTHI 11.855 12.840 0.923 0.391
PCNEEI -16.483 17.324 -0.951 0.378
ABS1 -0.474 0.206 -2.301 0.061
EDAM 0.470 0.625 0.751 0.481
PRESCHY 6.441 3.760 1.713 0.138
FEMALE 1.917 3.124 0.614 0.562
BOOKSHM 1.496 1.212 1.234 0.263
ANYEPTOP 6.772 4.067 1.665 0.147

The "key covariates" for the reading subtest are the same as for the

languagembtest: ABS1, BOOKSHM, andANYEPIOP. For the language sUbtest,

BDIMMOiwas founi to be slightly morepmerful as a predictor, but for the

reading subtest ANUEPTOP was the more powerfUl. TO facilitate compari-

sons, both variables were included as key covariates for both subtests.

As for the mathematics and language subtests, the estimated program

difference is little affected by the inclusion of propensity score and

background Nm.riables.

The pattern of district differences for the reading subtest is

similar to that found for the language subtest: districts A and F have

the highest estimates, districts B and C the lowest estimates, and

district H/I is in between (but closer to districts A and F). However,

the district differences for the reading subtest are never statistically

significant (ID greatimrthan .10). That is, the hypothesis of no district

differences on the reading subtest cannot be rejected.
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The immersion strategy students ten3 to scoreafew points lower than

early-exit students on the reading sUbtest but the difference does not

approach statistical significance. Although the pattern of district

achievement levels on the reading subtest in first grade is similar to

that found for the language subtest, the district differences are not

statistically significant.

For the reading subtest, reducing the sample to the students with

pretest scores has the effect of charging the estimated program effect to

a small immersion strategy advantage of 3.8 to 4.9 points (see Table 158

through Table 165). This small differenoe is almost unaffected by

controlling for district and never approaches statistical significance.

The estimated district effects among the fcur remaining districts have the

sane pattern as in the analyses of all students and remain nonsignificant.

Table 158

One-Program Schools K-1 Amalysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; Program Only

amdigtmd,.. altdia_tor Parameter atd_Err t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 232.764 6.561 35.476 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 4.615 10.684 0.432 0.672



Table 159

Cne-Prcgram Schools K-1 Analysis for Realing
Students with Pretest; Program an' Propensity

Ere/actg&

Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st

ayogisztat 2itrazdAt /stcl Lim 1r Malta

231.616 8.226 28.158 0.000
P2CS 4.138 10.967 0.377 0.712
KRIM 3.268 14.019 0.233 0.819

Table 160

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; Program ahd Key Covariates

inaggegi. firgdistcar ft12111fitent. =Mx IthstaI

Spring 1st BASE 230.671 8.619 26.763
Spring 1st RIMS 4.457 10.335 0.431
Spring 1st IV 2.975 13.817 0.215
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.398 0.225 -1.769
Spring 1st 1=1MM 1.320 1.331 0.991
Spring 1st Di' II 9.111 4.846 2.880

OMMIXIMIISAMII11411100111110 4111111rWaNIIIIMIalnrIMJ.11

Table 161

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; Program and All Covariates

mawmumfmormamiwAimmormammahwwwmammigAMemMailloWww.MRAftimfma

a7adiclig

WOMMIAINFIIIII11.

np-Valug

0.000
0.675
0.834
0.107

0.345
0.090

alaciL.1=, itnamtez
Spring 1st BASE 217.818 11.147 19.541
Spring 1st PGMMS 3.774 10.247 0.368
Spring 1st PONEE1 1.465 16.253 0.090
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.373 0.224 -1.f70
Spring 1st EEAVG 1.070 0.706 1.514
Spring 1st MESON 7.358 4,248 1,732
Spring 1st FEMALE 6.766 3.601 1.879
Spring 1st BOOKSEN 0.513 1.397 0.368
Spring 1st ANNEPTOP 7206. 4.9:19 1.e59

0.000
0.724
0.931
0.139
0.374
0.127
0.302
0.724
0.188



Table 162

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; Program and District

=atm =LE= tStat p-value

Spring 1st BASE 220.749 16.096 13.715 0.000
Spring 1st PGMMS 4.732 11.733 0.403 0.694
Spring 1st DISTA 19.464 18.890 1.030 0.325
Spring 1st DISTB 6.297 18.807 0.335 0.744
Spring 1st DISTHI 15.306 17.560 0.872 0.402

Table 163

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; Program, District, and Propensity

Eredigtgd_ koffli= karimiegr t=grat pp-Value

Spring 1st BASE 221.344 17.162 12.897 0.000
Spring 1st PGMMS 4.851 11.800 0.411 0.690
Spring 1st DISTA 19.496 18.895 1.032 .0.326
Spring 1st DISTB 5.879 19.268 0.305 0.767
Spring 1st DISTHI 15.557 . 17.744 0.877 0.401
Spring 1st PONEK1 -1.556 15.623 -0.100 0.923

Table 164

One-PTogram Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; Program, District, and Key COvariates

icted amt.= Ennmetgr tilLErr t:Etat Pelalue.

Spring 1st BASE 223.174 16.885 13.217 0.000
Spring 1st FMB 4.885 11.392 0.429 0.681
Spring 1st DMA 14.127 18.341 0.770 0.466
Spring 1st DISTB 4.688 18.605 0.252 0.808
Spring 1st DISTHI 13.554 17.200 0.788 0.457
Spring 1st PONEE1 -1.769 15.604 -0.113 0.913
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.396 0.226 -1.752 0.123
Sp-ing 1st BOOKSHM 1.171 1.341 0.873 0.412
Spring Lst ANYEPTOP 8.615 4.878 1.766 0.121
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Table 165

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; Program, District, and All Covariates

atdigted.. Pali= Bums= =LI= 172= pVa1j,ar

Spring 1st BASE 212.632 19.189 11.081 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 4.861 11.372 0.427 0.691
Spring 1st DMA 11.570 18.355 0.630 0.563
Spring 1st DISTB 4.355 19.018 0.229 0.830
Spring 1st DISTHI 6.760 17.537 0.385 0.719
Spring 1st PONEK1 -1.058 20.097 -0.053 0.961
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.364 0.224 -1.620 0.181
Spring 1st EEAVG 0.988 0.782 1.263 0.275
Spring 1st PRESCHY 7.494 4.346 1.724 0.160
Spring 1st FEMALE 6.776 3.608 1.878 0.134
Spring 1st HOOKSHM 0.487 1.405 0.346 0.746
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 6.873 4.979 1.380 0.240

As for the language pretest, the pretest total (WALUMBE) was found

to be the pretest score with greatest predictive pitmen Table 166 through

Table 173 show the effect of including the pretest total as a predictor of

first grade reading achievement and as a predictor of propensity. The

estimated program difference is increased somewhat by the inclusion of the

pretest total as a predictor, to a range of 4.9 to 6.2 points, bu'.. the

difference still falls well short of statistical significance.

Mle 166

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; Program and Pretest 'Dotal

..1104.011Nrir lone11
IIM11.11,11:MVImINIA

andkled,_ agslic= Parametet =Um .t.:§LtAte

Spring Lst BASE 172.720 16.308 10e,591 0.000
Spring 1st FGNIS 5.849 9.663 0.605 0.555
Spring 1st AIWZOBE 0.171 0.043 3.959 0.002
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Table 167

One-Program Schools K-1 Analysis f= Reading
Students with Pretest; Program, Propensity, and Pretest 'Dotal

ampidatad_ Zcsaistar Parameter gtgurr t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 167.892 19.380 8.663 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 4.936 9.849 0.501 0.625
Spring 1st PONEKIPP 6.564 14.272 0.460 0.654
Spring 1st ANALMOBE 0.179 0.046 3.858 0.002

Table 168

One-PrognotSchcols 14-1 Analysis for Reading
Students with Pretest; Program, Key COvariates, and Pretest Tbtal

InclagMAL Bag= =Near =it= =fit 17.4111-e

Spring 1st BASE 169.841 19.478 8.719 0.000
Spring 1st MIMS 5.390 9.365 0.575 0.579
Spring 1st PO9EK1PP 4.456 14.087 0.316 0.759
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.337 0,222 -1.518 0.163
3pring 1st BOOKSHM 0.905 1.313 0.690 0.508
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 9.977 4.765 2.094 0.066
Spring 1st ANALTOBE 0.173 0.046 3.729 0.005

Table 169

se-Program Schools K-1 Analysis for Reading
Students v..Ln Pretest; Program, All Covariates, and Pretest Tbtal

IndigtotIL =dig= fgangar 5t4Arr t:Etat pm.Yalag

Spring 1st BASE 162.868 21.124 7.710 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 4.969 9.341 0.532 0.614
Spring 1st PONEKIPP 0.636 16.188 0.039 0.970
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.317 0.221 -1.437 0.201
Spring 1st EEAVG 0.935 0.674 1.387 0.215
Spring 1st PRESCHY 6.962 4.184 1.664 0.147
Spring 1st FEMALE 6.598 3.545 1.861 0.112
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 0206. 1.382 0.149 0.887
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 8.295 4.875 1.702 0.140
Spring 1st ANAIMOBE 0.161 0.047 3.435 0.014
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Limiting the reading subtest analyses to students with pretest scores

reverses the estimated program effect fran favoring early-exit to favoring

immersion strategy (campare FMCS in Table 150 through Table 157 with

PGMIS in Table 158 through Table 165) , but the estimated differences are

no more than six ESS points and never approadh statistical significance.

Adding the pretest as a predictor has little additional effect. District

differences are somewhat reduced and remain nonsignificant.

What were the oonclus jpnsf run the E-1 analyses for the ce4ing subtest?

For the reading subtest, there are no statistically significant

differences between the programs in first grade. The estimated difference

among all students shows an early-exit advantage of no more than 3.6

points; for students with pretest scores, and therefore omitting district

F, the estimated difference favors immersion strategy by no more than 6.2

points. These small differences are not even close to statistical

significance.

District differences for the reading subtest are wailer than for the

language subtest, although they have the same pattern, and are not

statistically significant.

thNlat_no3701thebasic 1- s for the mathematics
subtest?

For the 1-3 analyses of one-prvgram schools, as for the corresponding
analyses of two-program schools, first through third grade information was

used to estimate inclividual growth curves, using the HIM CattpUter program.

(Please note that when schools are treated as a ranian effect in the 1-3

HIM analyses, this is a three-level model wherein growth curves are
generat.od for individual students, schools, and overall. When schools are
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entered as a fixed ef feat in the 1-3 HLM analyses, this is a twomlevel

model wherein individual student and overall growth curves are generated. )

Each student with a first grade test score and a second grade or third

grade test wore had an individual growth curve estimated. An overall

ooefficient oi curvature was estinated, and an intercept (status at spring

of first grade) and slope (growth rate fraa spring of first grade through

spring of third grade) was estimated for eadh individual. These

individual intercepts and slopes were then predicted using the propensity

score, background variables, a set of variables ("dummy variables") for

indicating the school, and a single bdnary variable for the difference

between the immersion strategy and early-exit programs. The school and

program variables are included as predictors of both the initial status

and the growth rate.

Table 174 summarizes the results for the mathematics subtest. The

table may be interpreted the sane way as the tables of HIM results for the

1-3 analyses given in Chapter III. The predictors include the BASE

(overall cmrstant) PGMIS (a binary variable that is 1 for IS students and

0 for EE students) , EEAVG (parents ' educational average) , and FEMALE (a

binary variable that is 1 for girls and 0 for bays) . In addition, PONE13

(the propensity score) and a series of variables beginning NIS or NEE

(school variables, same of which are groups of schools; see page 173 for

discussion of schooa grays) are used to predict both slcpe ard intercept.

NINON*
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Table 174

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis:
Basic Two-Level Model for Mathematics

amdigted =edict= Emmet= Eala kaftt D-value

Spring 1st BASE 256.447 7.849 32.672 0.000
Sprirg 1st PGMIS 3.179 3.184 0.999 0.319
Spring 1st PONE13 -14.353 11.453 -1.253 0.211
Spring 1st NIS01 -9.108 3.753 -2.427 0.016
Spring 1st NIS10 -5.119 9.163 -0.559 0.577
Spring 1st NIS7A 17.363 5.039 3.446 0.001
Spring 1st NIS7B -Z.835 4.731 -0.597 0.551
Spring 1st NIS7C 2.198 7.381 3.298 0.766
Spring 1st NIS7D -8.565 6.030 -1.424 0.155
Spring 1st NEE02 17.397 4.743 3.668 0.000
Spring 1st NEE04 0.618 7.518 0.082 0.934
Spring 1st NEE05 3.424 4.851 0.706 0.481
Spring 1st NEEll -12.150 6.682 -1.818 0.070
Spring 1st NEE13 -18.983 7.062 -2.688 0.007
Spring 1st NEE15 -16.848 7.163 -2.'52 0.019
Spring 1st NFZ50 19.580 8.226 2.0 0.018
Spring 1st NEE81 -2.502 7.219 -0.347 0.729
Spring 1st NEM82 39.093 6.990 5.593 0.000
Spring 1st NEE83 -10.931 5.110 -2.139 0.033
Spring 1st NEE84 -13.518 8.595 -1.573 0.117
Spring 1st EEAVG 1.102 0.444 2.482 0.013
Spring 1st FEMALE -4.781 2.576 -1.856 0.064

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 47.123 3.357 14.036 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS -3.183 2.186 -1.456 0.146
Growth Rate 1-3 PONE13 -4.177 6.970 -0.599 0.549
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS01 5.122 2.409 2.126 0.034
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS10 -2.507 5.866 -0.427 0.669
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7A 9.337 3.492 2.674 0.008
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7B 2.477 3.401 0.728 0.467
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7C -2.105 4.535 -0,464 0.643
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7D 1.719 4.359 0.394 0.693
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE02 -0.012 3.106 -0.004 0.997
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE04 14.855 4.598 3.231 0.001
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE05 4.783 3.042 1.573 0.117
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE11 -16.980 4.069 -4.173 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE13 11.700 4.535 2.580 0.010
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE15 -18.850 4.228 -4.458 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE50 -1.940 5.107 -0.380 0.704
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE81 -1.907 6.031 -0.316 0.752
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE82 -14.004 5.022 -2.789 0.006
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE83 19.101 3.848 4.964 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE84 11.070 5.197 2.130 0.034
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE

t I ( 44

5.713 1.739 3.284 0.001

Curvature 1-3 BASE -6.197 2.708 -2.289 0.023
Curvature 1-3 PGM2S -3.657 2.624 -1.394 0.164
CUrvature 1-3 PONE13 11.687 5.071 2.305 0.022

Year-To-Year
viations ABSENT* -0.342 0.123 -2.769 0.006

* Variable represents days absent from schgE)
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The NIS and NEE variables are indicators of the child's school or

school group. The district C schools (the group called NIS2A or NEE2A)

were the omitted school groups in this parametrization. Thus a child in

an immersion strategy school in district C: would have the value -1 on all

the NIS school variables, and a child in an ea417exit school in district

C would have the value -1 on all the NEE school variables. The parameters

for the NIS variables represent the difference between that school group

and the average of all the immersion strategy school groups. The

difference between the anitted school grcup, NIS21, and the average of all

the IS schools can be calculated as the negative ,-.)f the sum of the

coefficients for the NIS variables. Any IS school group could have been

selected as the omitted school group; the choice does not affect the

statistical results. Similarly, the parameters for the NEE variables

represent the difference between that school group and the average of all

the early-exit school groups. The omitted school group is NEE2A, the

early-exit schools in district C.

As for the two-program schools analyses, the parameter value for

PGMIS indicates the increase (or decrease) in the predicted value for a

student in an immersion strategy program. The value 3.179 for the

parameter PGMIS for predicting initial status means the initial status of

immersion stratewsimeWmts is predicted to be about 3.2 ESS points above

that of early-exit students. This estimate reflects the adjustment for

propensity. Not only is this differerre not sthtistically significant, it

is much smaller than many of the estimated differences among the school

groups.

The t-statistic and associated pp-value for each NIS variable tests

the hypothesis that the school indicated has a parameter value of zero.

This is equivalent to the hypothesis that the students in this immersion

strategy school group have the same average initial status as the average

of all the immersion strategy school groups. The t-statisticr for the NEE

variables are interpreted similarly. The omitted school groups (NIS2A and

NEE2A) can be tested using multivariate hypothesis tests. Neither is
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significant for predicting initial status (p = .269 and p = .281,

respectively).

Dor the growth rate, the programs are not significantly different

(difference = -3.183, p = .146) after adjusting for the propensity score

(PONE13). The schools and school groups differ considerably in the

average growth rate of their students, however. As mentioned above, these

school differences may be attributable to differences in program

implementation, but analyses to relate the school differences to

information about the schools go beyond the scope of the nominal program

analyses of this report. The NIS2A school group has significantly lower

growth than the average IS school (difference = -14.043, p less than

.0005). The NEE2A schools also exhibit lower growth than the average EE

school (difference = -7.816, p = .025).

Unlike the students in the two-program schools, the students in these

one-program schools exhibit significant variation in curvature on the

mathematics subtest. After adjusting for the propensity score, the

program difference in curvature is not significant (difference = -3.657,

p = .164). A simultaneous test of the two predictors of curvature, PGMIS

and PONE13, just reaches statistical significance at the .05 level (p =

.047). Together with the fact that the effect of propensity score alone

is not highly significant (p = .022), this means that the amount of

student variation in curvature is not large. To the extent that there is

any difference between the programs, the immersion strategy students

exhibit somewhat greater negative curvature (i.e., more flattening). It

shculdbe emphasized that this difference is not statistically significant

after aijusting for the propensity score.

The coefficient for the number of absences for predicting year-to,

year deviations in the test scores is -0.342, which is statistically

significant (p = .006). This means that for every day absent in a year,

mathematics test scores are predicted to be .342 ESS points lower. As

discussed in Chapter II, using absenoes to predict year-to-year deviations
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is an alternative to including the average number of absences as a

predictor of initial status (spring of first grade).

Consistentwith the hypothesizedgrcwth for eachprogram axxl with the

two-program school analyses, this basic two-level mcdel uncovers no

statistically significant differences between the programs on the

mathematics subtest for the one-program schools after adjusting for

prcpensity. The schools within each program differ significantly from

each other, even within the same district.

A.--

Table 175 presents the results' of the basic 1-3 analysis for the

language subtest. The model is the sane as for the mathematics subtest.

Besides the propensity score (PONE13), only parents' education (E)IG) and

students' gender (FEMALE) are used as covariates. Notice that although

girls do not differ significantly from boys in initial status (difference

= 3.2021 p = .431)1 girls have a substantially higher growth rate

(difference = 14.581, p less than .0005). Unlike mathematics, the number

of absenoes does not have a significant effect on test scores for language

(p= .497). This is consistent with the expectation that students learn

language in school and out of school but tend to learn mathematics nostly

in school.
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As expected, the school groups show considerable variation in initial

status and growth rate. The schools in district C have lower initial

status than average: for NIS2A, the differenoe is -24.351 (p = .005) and

for NEE2A the difference is -26.332 (p = .001). The students in the

immersion strategy schools in district C have average growth rates

(difference = -3.496, po= .607) but the students in the early-exit schools

in district C! have below-average growth rates (difference = -26.332, p =

.002) among early-exit schools.

After adjusting for prcpensity, there are no significant differences

between the programs in initial status (differenoe = 31817, p = .448) or

in growth rate (difference = 4.710, p = .223). However, even after

accounting for propensity score, there is a significant difference in

curvature between the programs (difference = -14.086, p = .001). The

difference is in the direction of more negative curvature for the

immersion strategy program. Taken together with the absence of signifi-

cant differences in initial status or growth rate, this implies a

tarporary increase in test scores for immersion strategy students, just as

was found for language and reading among the students in two-program

schools. (lhe temporary increase for language was at first grade and the

temporary increase for reading was at second grade for the two-program

schools.) The estimated program difference at spring of first grade is

-0.878 (p = .865), at second grade it is 17.918 (p = .003), and at third

grade it is 8.542 (p = .307).

The one-program sdhools exhibit considerable variation on the

language subtest. After adjusting for propensity, as hypothesized no

significant program differences In initial status or average growth were

detected. However, consistent with the two-program analyses, the IS

program had greater curvature than the early-exit program for language,

even after adjusting for propensity. This difference in curvature

indicates that at third grade the immersion strategy students in the one-

program schools have slightly higher language subtest scores but flatter
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growth than the students in early-exit schools. While it would be

tenpting to extrapolate this result beyond third grade, the interpretation

of these growth curves must be limited to grades one through three.

The results of the basic 1-3 analysis for the reading subtest are

summarized in Table 176. The model is the same as for the mathematics and

languagesubtests. For the reading subtest, unlike the language subtest,

the growth rate for girls is not significantly greater than for boys

(difference = 4.552, p = .081). Like the language subtest, the reading

subtest shows significant school varidbility and no significant program

differences in initial status (diffename = -5.896, po = .163) arid average

groWthrate (difference= 3.251, p = .321) afteraddusting forprwensity.

Althalgil the IS students show greater negative curvature for reading

after adjusting for propensity (difference = -4.118), unlike for language

the difference is not significant (p = .283). The estimated program

differences at second grade (differerce = 0.100, p= .984) and third grade

(difference = -0.767, p = .914) are very small. However, the estimated

program difference at spring of first grade (-7.269) begins to approach

statistical significance (p = .095). This difference indicates the

possibility of a small advantage for early-exit students, the same finding

as for the reading subtest for the two-program schools.
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Table 176

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis:
Basic TWo,Level Mdea for Reading

Eregligtol. Erma= Puma= =LI= t-ag. 2E.glua

Spring 1st BASE 225.596 10.604 21.275 0.000
Spring 1st PGMMS -5.896 4.222 -1.396 0.163
Spring 1st PONE13 6.889 15.287 0.451 0.653
Spring 1st NIS01 1.425 4.969 0.287 0.774
Spring 1st NIS10 20.173 12.141 1.662 0.097
Spring 1st NIS7A 28.755 6.730 4.272 0.000
Spring 1st NIS7B -0.471 6.323 -0.074 0.941
Spring 1st NIS7C -28.362 9.795 -2.896 0.004
Spring 1st NIS7D -1.358 8.037 -0.169 0.866
Spring 1st NEE02 33.655 6.277 5.361 0.000
Spring 1st NEE04 6.791 9.936 0.683 0.495
Spring 1st NEE05 10.743 6.421 1.673 0.095
Spring 1st NEE11 -9.856 8.865 -1.112 0.267
Spring 1st NEE13 -0.276 9.339 -0.030 0.976
Spring 1st NEE15 -6.727 9.513 -0.707 0.480
Spring 1st NEE50 -1.927 10.925 -0.176 0.860
Spring 1st NEE81 -4.816 9.577 -0.503 0.615
Spring 1st NEE82 14.595 9.278 1.573 0.116
Spring 1st NEE83 -7.125 6.785 -1.050 0.294
Spring 1st NEE84 -23.607 11.395 -2.072 0.039
Spring 1st EMIG 1.507 0.607 2.483 0.013
Spring 1st FEMALE 3.817 3.413 1.118 0.264

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 60.460 5.026 12.029 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS 3.251 3.277 0.992 0.322
Growth Rate 1-3 PONE13 -13.534 10.436 -1.297 0.195
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS01 0.099 3.614 0.027 0.978
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS10 -7.068 8.804 -0.803 0.423
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7A 13.496 5.219 2.586 0.010
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7B 4.127 5.078 0.813 0.417
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7C -2.392 6.807 -0.351 0.725
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7D -19.325 6.513 -2.967 0.003
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE02 -6.011 4.655 -1.291 0.197
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE04 11.937 6.903 1.729 0.085
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE05 0.720 4.562 0.158 0.875
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE11 -15.830 6.107 -2.592 0.010
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE13 4.254 6.797 0.626 0.532
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE15 -20.621 6.348 -3.249 0.001
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE50 7.225 7.655 0.944 0.346
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE81 10.546 8.969 1.176 0.240
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE82 7.612 7.505 1.014 0.311
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE83 10.603 5.738 1.848 0.065
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE84 5.940 7.789 0.763 0.446
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 4.552 2.606 3.747 0.081

Curvature 1-3 BASE -17.453 3.944 -4.425 0.000
Curvature 1-3 PGMIS -4.118 3.829 -1.076 0.283
Curvature 1-3 PONE13 23.445 7.383 3.176 0.Gi2

Year-go-Year
Deviations ABSENT -0.107 0.174 -0.614 0.539
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Recall from Chapter III, however, that for the two-program schools,

there was significantly different curvature between the two programs for

the reading subtest, resulting in the finding that the IS students had

higher readim achievement at second grade tut lower growth fran second to

third grade, suggesting a tramitczytoost in second grade and decelera-

tion ingrowth in reading in third grade. For the one-program schools in

these analyses, the IS and EE programs shad virtually identical achieve-

vent levels in seoond and third grade, with early-exit slightly ahead (but

not significantly ahead) at spring of first grade. Failure to find

comparable results in reading growth between the one-program school and

the two-program school analyses could partly be the result of not being

able to control for school in the one-program school analyses.

The one-program schools exhibit considerable variation on the reading

subtest but the program differences are small after adjusting for

propensity. There is same evidence that the early-exit students are

slightlyahead in remiing at spring of finstgrade, but the difference is

not statistically significant. The two programs dhow no differenoes in

reading achievement at second and third grade for these one-program

schools.

Allowing Curvature to Vary_by School in the 1-3 Analyses

roes the curvature vary mom the oneeproarakschcolq?

The basic 1-3 analyses of one-program schools discussed earlier does

not provide for the curvature to vary frym school to school. This

subsequent analysis presents the two,level HUI program aliming school to

vary. The decision not to include school as a predictor of curvature was

reached only after evaluating the amount of school variability in

curvature. Table 177, Table 178, and Table 179 present the two-level HLM

model estimated with curvature allowed to vary by school. The other

components of the model are unchanged.
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Table 178

One-Program Schools 1-3 AnalysiL
School CUrvature Mb401 for Language

Exodigtpla Endigt= Emmet= gtgLErr t-stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 229.705 12.633 18.183 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 3.875 5.052 0.767 0.444
Spring 1st PONE13 29.529 18.252 1.618 0.107
Spring 1st NIS01 1.659 5.945 0.279 0.780
Spring 1st NIS10 16.969 14.521 1.169 0.243
Spring 1st N1S7A 25.265 8.002 3.158 0.002
Spring 1st N1S7B -7.946 7.552 -1.052 0.293
Spring 1st N1S7C -13.646 11.682 -1.168 0.243
Spring 1st N1S7D 2.714 9.595 0.283 0.777
Spring 1st NEE02 45.492 7.513 6.055 0.000
Spring 1st NEE04 28.193 11.894 2.370 0.018
Spring 1st NEE05 16.323 7.678 2.126 0.034
Spring 1st NEEll -12.325 10.607 -1.162 0.246
Spring 1st NEE13 -8.040 11.198 -0.718 0.473
Spring 1st NEE15 -14.016 11.376 -1.232 0.219
Spring 1st NEE50 10.620 13.050 0.814 0.416
Spring 1st NEM -10.237 11.769 -0.870 0.385
Spring 1st NEM 22.060 11.281 1.955 0.051
Spring 1st NEM -11.191 8.264 -1.354 0.177
Spring 1st NEE84 -39.071 13.739 -2.844 0.005
Spring 1st EDNVG 1.752 0.721 2.431 0.016
Spring 1st FEMALE 3.359 4.072 0.825 0.410

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 70.452 6.122 11.507 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS 4.251 3.947 1.077 0.282
Growth Rate 1-3 PONE13 -33.405 12.568 -2.658 0.008
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS01 3.254 4.335 0.751 0.453
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS10 -14.900 10.448 -1.426 0.155
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7A 27.086 6.325 4.283 0.000
Gruwth Rate 1-3 NIS7B 18.521 6.483 2.857 0.005
Growth Rate 1-3 N1S7C -10.685 8.096 -1.320 0.188
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7D -21.736 8.072 -2.693 0.007
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE02 -5.889 5.591 -1.053 0.293
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE04 9.852 8.204 1.201 0.231
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE05 5.730 5.449 1.052 0.294
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE11 -21.722 7.314 -2.970 0.003
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE13 -5.203 8.151 -0.638 0.524
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE15 -23.853 7.586 -3.145 0.002
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE50 12.918 9.135 1.414 0.158
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE81 1.012 12.772 0.079 0.937
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE82 8.781 9.619 0.913 0.362
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE83 14.312 7.642 1.873 0.062
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE84 19.397 9.296 2.087 0.038
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 14.131 3.059 4.620 0.000
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Table 178 (continued)

Ered=gft Enact-22r Earmot_r Std Err t-Stat p-Value

Curvature 1-3 BASE -3.423 7.537 -0.454 0.650
CUrvature 1-3 POKES -10.328 5.043 -2.048 0.041
Curvature 1-3 PONE13 -3.853 15.943 -0.242 0.809
Curvature 1-3 NIS01 -0.669 5.689 -0.118 0.906
CUrvature 1-3 NIS10 -0.729 13.025 -0.056 0.955
Curvature 1-3 NIS7A 9.491 8.274 1.147 0.252
CUrvature 1-3 NIS7B -8.380 8.739 -0.959 0.338
Curvature 1-3 NIS7C 28.547 10.747 2.656 0.008
CUrvature 1-3 NIS7D -29.516 10.577 -2.791 0.006
Curvature 1-3 NEE02 3.170 7.235 0.438 0.661
CUrvature 1-3 NEE04 3.359 10.907 0.308 0.758
CUrvature 1-3 NEE05 -9.903 7.230 -1.370 0.172
CUrvature 1-3 NEEll -14.446 9.363 -1.543 0.124
Curvature 1-3 NEE13 -13.747 10.267 -1.339 0.181
CUrvature 1-3 NEE15 2.770 9.614 0.288 0.773
CUrvature 1-3 NEE50 30.826 11.908 2.589 0.010
CUrvature 1-3 NEE81 -7.519 13.596 -0.553 0.581
CUrvature 1-3 NEE82 -7.887 12.075 -0.653 0.514
Curvature 1-3 NEE83 1.629 8.468 0.192 0.848
CUrvature 1-3 NEE84 3.470 13.411 0.259 0.796

Year-to-Year
Deviations ABSENT -0.087 0.203 -0.426 0.670
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Table 179

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis:
School Curvature Model for Reading

Predicta EMU= =Mad= Std rarr Value

SPrilY4 1st BASE 226.108 10.325 21.899 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -5.960 4.109 -1.451 0.148
Spring 1st PONE13 6.964 14.864 0.469 0.640
Spring 1st NIS01 0.657 4.825 0.136 0.892
Spring 1st NIS10 19.939 11.763 1.695 0.091
Spring 1st NIS7A 28.218 6.541 4.314 0.000
Spring 1st NIS7B 0.637 6.179 0.103 0.918
Spring 1st NIS7C -27.985 9.512 -2.942 0.003
Spring 1st NIS7D -1.101 7.839 -0.140 0.888
Spring 1st NEE02 33.005 6.098 5.412 0.000
Spring 1st NEE04 5.765 9.637 0.598 0.550
Spring 1st NEE05 10.147 6.232 1.62C 0.104
Spring 1st NEE11 -10.421 8.597 -1.212 0.226
Spring 1st NEE13 -0.096 9.062 -0.011 0.992
Spring 1st NEE15 -7.133 9.225 -0.773 0.440
Spring 1st NEE50 -2.424 10.607 -0.229 0.819
Spring 1st NEE81 0.416 9.607 0.043 0.966
Spring 1st NEE82 ' 13.274 9.203 1.442 0.150
Spring 1st NEE83 -7.393 6.736 -1.098 0.273
Sprimg 1st NEE84 -21.881 11.205 -1.953 0.052
Spring 1st EDAVG 1.485 0.590 2.516 0.012
Spring 1st FEMALE 3.983 3.307 1.204 0.229

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 59.864 5.315 11.263 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS 2.994 3.424 0.874 0.382
Growth Rate 1-3 PONE13 -13.986 10.907 -1.282 0.201
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS01 1.753 3.752 0.467 0.641
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS10 -6.422 9.031 -0.711 0.477
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7A 16.271 5.501 2.958 0.003
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7B 0.223 5.646 0.040 0.968
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7C -2.692 6.999 -0.385 0.701
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7D -20.165 7.018 -2.873 0.004
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE02 -4.705 4.845 -0.971 0.332
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE04 13.575 7.087 1.916 0.056
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE05 1.993 4.715 0.423 0.673
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE11 -15.018 6.325 -2.374 0.018
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE13 4.257 7.046 0.604 0.546
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE15 -19.864 6.555 -3.030 0.003
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE50 8.406 7.910 1.063 0.289
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE81 -3.207 11.144 -0.288 0.774
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE82 10.211 8.375 1.219 0.224
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE83 11.000 6.661 1.651 0.099
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE84 5.275 8.060 0.654 0.513
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 4.149 2.655 1.562 0.119
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Table 179 (continued)

aggi=r Baimmtar 1_ t-Stat

CUrvature 1-3 BASE -12.101 6.846 -1.767 0.078
Curvature 1-3 P3MIS -3.525 4.582 -0.769 0.442
CUrvature 1-3 PONE13 9.811 14.498 0.677 0.499
CUrvature 1-3 NIS01 4.096 5.193 0.789 0.431
CUrvature 1-3 NIS10 -13.671 11.886 -1.150 0.251
Curvature 1-3 NIS7A 9.267 7.509 1.234 0.218
CUrvature 1-3 NIS7B -15.098 7.869 -1.919 0.056
CUrvature 1-3 NIS7C 24.118 9.820 2.456 0.014
CUrvature 1-3 NIS7D -3.378 9546 -0.354 0.724
CUrvature 1-3 NEE02 3.722 6.605 0.564 0.573
CUrvature 1-3 NEE44 10.884 9.999 1.088 0.277
CUrvature 1-3 NEE05 3.720 6.615 0.562 0.574
CUrvature 1-3 NEE11 -1.120 8.547 -0.131 0.896
CUrvature 1-3 NEE13 -15.340 9.379 -1.636 0.103
CUrvature 1-3 NEE15 -12.177 8.780 -1.387 0.166
Curvature 1-3 NEE50 4.326 10.868 0.398 0.691
Curvature 1-3 NEE81 -26.056 12.060 -2.161 0.031
CUrvature 1-3 NEE82 6.669 10.776 0.619 0.536
Curvature 1-3 NEE83 -0.274 7.551 -0.036 0.971
CUrvature 1-3 NEE84 16.358 12.305 1.329 0.185

Year-to-Year
Deviations ABSEte -0.097 0.174 -0.559 0.576
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For all three subtests, the overall school-to-school variability in

initial status and growth rate is highly significant (p less than .0005).

In contrast, the school-to-school variability in curvature is never

significant at the .01 level. For the mathematics and language subtests,

the sdhool-to-school variability in curvature just achieves statistical

significance at the .05 level (p = .040 and p = .048, respectively). For

the reading subtest, the school-to-school variability is not significant

(p = .095)

The inclusion of school as a predictor of curvature complicates the

interpretation of the results (see Table 179). Mbst of the school-to-

school differences in curvature %Axe not significant at the .05 level. Of

the sdhool-to-sdhool differences that may be significant (i.e., NIS7C! and

NEE81), the apparent school differences in curvature may be a result of

the coMbination of district H schools into groups based on preliminary

analyses. For all ct these reasons, the two-level model without school

curvature was chosen as the basic model.

How does modeling school curvature affect the results for the three
Nttmate

Allowing school curvature in the mo301 changes the results fr.- the

mathematics subtest very little. A omparison of Table 174 with Table 177

reveals thatmost perameters barely change. There are still no statisti-

cally significant program differences in initial status, growth rate, or

curvature after adjusting for propensity. However, the program difference

in growth rate is increased slightly, from -3.188 to -4.025, and

approaches statistical significance (p = .072). The estimated program

differences at each grade remain small. At spring of first grade, the

estimated program difference is 2.318, at spring of second grade it is

2.100, and at spring of third grade it is -5.732. Although the mathemat-

ics growth curves are not significantly different between the two

programs, it is intriguing that the pattern of scores is familiar from the

language and reading analyses (both for two-program schools and for one-

program schools): the immersion strategy students have a temporary
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advantage in test scores relative to early-exit students followed by

flattening growth cueves.

For the language subtest, the most inportant change resulting frail

including school as a predictor of curvature in the model for the language

subtest is that tom curvature differenoe between the programs is reduced.
Instead of a difference of -14.069 (p = .001) , the difference is reduced

to -10.328 (p = .041) . However, the pattern of program differences is

still the sane: at first grade, the difference is only 0.432, at second

grade the differenoe is 15.011, and at third grade the difference has

dropped to 8.934. Also, the propensity score (1411E13) as a predictor of

curvature is considerably weakened, indicating that the propensity score
was accounting for sane of the school-to-school differences in curvature.

For the language subtast, the basic findings are unaffected by permitting

schools to have different curvature: the incersion strategy students have

higher scores than early-exit students at second grade btxt lower growth

fran second to third grade.

For the reading subtest, the program effects are almost unchanged by

allowing curvature to vary by school. Me initial status, growth rate,

and curvature are not significantly different for the two program. The

estimated program difference at first grade changes frau -7.269 to -7.135,

the estimated second grade difference chantjes fran 0.100 to -0.616, and

the estimated third grade difference changes fran -0.767 to -1.147. The
effect of the propensity score as a predictor of curvature is lessened by

the inclusion of school-level curvature for the reading subtest, just as
it was for the language subtest, again indicating that sane of the school-

to-school differences in curvature are accanmodated by the propensity

score.

SUrffilaIV

Allcwing curvature to vary by school changes the results of the basic

1-3 analyses very little. Me conclusions fran the basic two-level models
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are not altered in the more complicated models that include school

differences in curvature.

Thc1udii _tc

otterAnalme

The basi c 1-3 analyses of one-program sdhools does not include the

fall kindergarten test scores as a predictor. Just as for the two-program

schools, many students did not have pretest scores available. In order to

estimate program differences from first through third grade using as many

students as !possible, pretest scores were not used in the basic 1-3

analyses. The main purpose of the 1-3 pretest analyses was to evaluate

the sensitivity of estimated program differences to the inclusion of the

pretest as a predictor of propensity or as a predictor of the paraneters

of the individual growth curves.

likmr was the ef feet of the pretest evaluated?

The ef fect of pretest on the 1-3 analyses was evaluated in a series

of four analyses for each subtest. First, the basic ncdel was estimated

again, but using only those students with pretest scores availablo This

permits an assessment of how the results change w....th the redu<

Second, the pretest was included as A predictor of the initial status but

with the original propensity soore. Third, the basic model was estimated

using students with pretest scores but with the propensity score developed

for those students. The pretest was not included as a predictor of

propensity nor as a predictor of initial status in thiz analysis. Fth,

pretest was included as a predictur of initia. to (,o., :.!.4d as a --Ndictor

of propensity.

Several of the one-program sLhools an dhorA grout, had no students

with pretest and so had to be omitted from the pretest analyses. Among

the immersion strategy schools, six of the twelve district V sdhools had

no students with pretest scores but only the I87C sChool grcup had to be
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dropped. Among the early-exit schools, two had to be dropped: EE50, the

only school in district F, and EE84, one of four sdhools in district I.

Although early-exit school 4 (EE04) in district A had only two students

with pretest scores available, it was included in the pretest analyses.

The other schools and sdhool grcups included in the pretest analyses had

8 to 34 students.

pat were ti ...._ms11,1.4.21

Table 180 shows the basic mcdel estimated for those students with

pretest scores available and should be =pared with Table 174. Although

the propensity-adjusted program effects are still nonsignificant, the

estimated program difference for the growth rate changes from -3.188 to

8.264 and approaches statistical significance (p = .061). This change

indicates that among the students (and schools) with pretest scores

available, the students in IS schools may have higher mathematics growth

rates than the students in EE schools. The estimated program differences

at first, second, and third grade indicate this change from the basic

model estimated using all students; the differences are estimated to be

-3.274, 9.093, 13.254, respectively.
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Table 180

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis:
TWo-Level Mbdel for Mathematics (Students with Pretest)

=lig= =a= =We= =Mx t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 254.685 9.253 27.524 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -1.906 4.575 -0.417 0.677
Spring 1st PONE13 -8.254 14.299 -0.577 0.564
Spring 1st NIS01 -9.194 4.621 -1.990 0.048
Spring 1st NIS10 1.213 9.453 0.128 0.898
Spring 1st NIS7A 1C.465 8.146 1.285 0.200
Spring 1st NIS7B 4.031 6.142 0.656 0.512
Spring 1st NIS7D -18.423 8.103 -2.274 0.024
Spring 1st NEE02 25.455 5.664 4.494 0.000
Spring 1st NEE04 18.453 16.489 1.119 0.264
Spring 1st NEE05 -2.553 5.932 -0.430 0.667
Spring 1st NEEll -11.007 6.690 -1.645 0.101
Spring 1st NEE13 -19.187 7.065 -2.716 0.007
Spring 1st NEE15 -16.177 7.184 -2.252 0.025
Spring 1st NEES1 -0.140 9.006 -0.016 0.988
Spring 1st NEES2 24.639 9.140 2.696 0.008
Spring 1st NEES3 -14.123 6.438 -2.194 0.029
Spring 1st EDAM 1.134 0.580 1.955 0.052
Spring 1st FEMALE -6.611 3.191 -2.072 0.039

Growth Rata 1-3 BASE 45.558 4.206 10.831 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS 8.264 4.390 1.882 0.061
Growth Rate 1-3 PO1E13 -10.617 9.945 -1.068 0.287
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS01 -1.807 3.980 -0.454 0.650
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS10 -13.042 6.748 -1.933 0.054
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7A 20.044 8.430 2.378 0.018
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7B 1.483 5.988 0.248 0.805
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7D 15.168 8.148 1.862 0.064
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE02 1.006 4.208 0.239 0.811
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE04 -6.54' 12.589 -0.520 0.604
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE05 11.715 4.337 2.701 0.007
Growth Rate 1-3 NEEll -16.061 4.491 -3.576 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE13 10.904 5.026 2.170 0.031
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE15 -17.369 4.617 -3.762 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE81 0.677 9.096 0.074 0.941
Growth Rate 1-3 -5.613 8.988 -0.631 0.528101 : 2
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE83 26.765 6.159 4.346 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMLE 9.042 2.435 3.713 0.000

Curvature 1-3 BASE -5.866 3.473 -1.689 0.093
Curvature 1-3 PGMIS -4.103 4.319 -0.950 0.343
Curvature 1-3 PONE13 12.754 9.758 1.307 0.192

Year-to-Year
Deviations ABSENr -0.294 0.156 -1.886 0.061
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Table 181 shows the model after adding the mathematics pretest score

(ANALTREN as a predictor of initial status. The resulting model is very

similar to the one shown in Table 180. Both of these models use the

propensity score developed for the 1-3 analyses that use all students.

TWo additional propensity scores were calculated to reflect the reduced

sample of students who had pretest scores available. The first of these,

PONE13PN (one-program school, grades 1-3, with pretest, and pretest not

used calculating propensity score), used the same variables as the

original propensity score (PONE13) but the estimated coefficients were

alluded to change. The second, PONE13PP (one-program school, grades 1-3,

with pretest, and pretest used to calculate propensity score), included

the pretest as a predictor of propensity as well as the variables used in

the other two propensity scores. Table 182 shows the model for mathemat-

ics using the PONE13PN propensity score; in this model, the pretest is not

used as a predictor of either the propensity score or the initial status.

In the model given in Table 183, both the PONE13PP propensity score and

the mathematics pretest are included; the pretest is used both as a

predictor of the propensity score and as a predictor of initial status.
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Table 181

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis:
TWo-Level Mbdel for Mathematics (Pretest as Predictor)

atcligtig awl=
Spring 1st BASE
Spring 1st PGM1S
Spring 1st PONE13
Spring 1st NIS01
Spring 1st NIS10
Spring 1st NIS7A
Spring 1st NIS7B
Spring Lst NIS7D
Spring 1st NEE02
Spring 1st NEE04
Spring 1st NEE05
Spring 1st NEE11
Spring 1st NEE13
Spring 1st NEE15
Spring 1st NEE81
Spring 1st NEE82
Spring 1st NEE83
Spring 1st EEAVG
Spring 1st FEMALE
Spring 1st ANALPREM

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS
Growth Rate 1-3 PONE13
Growth Rate 1-3 NI501
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS10
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7A
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7B
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7D
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE02
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE04
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE05
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE11
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE13
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE15
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE81
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE82
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE83
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE

Curvature 1-3 BASE
Curvature 1-3 PGMIS
Curvature 1-3 PONE13

Year-to-Year
Deviations ABSENT

&owl= =I= Stat P-Value

152.976 17.114 8.938 0.000
-0.306 4.281 -0.071 0.943
3.155 13.379 0.236 0.814

-14.112 4.365 -3.233 0.001
9.587 8.860 1.082 0.280
8.743 7.671 1.140 0.256
3.503 5.760 0.608 0.544

-21.777 7.612 -2.861 0.005
15.654 5.452 2.871 0.004
15.301 15.353 0.997 0.320
-4.458 5.523 -0.807 0.420
-5.828 6.244 -0.933 0.352

-11.168 6.652 -1.679 0.095
-8.475 6.745 -1.256 0.210
6.440 8.425 0.764 0.445
16.402 8.578 1.912 0.057

-19.203 6.034 -3.182 0.002
1.457 0.534 2.729 0.007

-7.034 2.967 -2.370 0.019
0.553 0.080 6.877 0.000

45.559 4.205 10.834 0.000
8.298 4.393 1.889 0.060

-11.034 9.937 -1.110 0.268
-1.667 3.984 -0.419 0.676

-13.089 6.744 -1.941 0.053
19.892 8.449 2.355 0.019
1.490 6.000 0.248 0.804

15.450 8.162 1.893 0.060
1.295 4.207 0.308 0.759

-6.808 12.583 -0.541 0.589
11.814 4.336 2.725 0.007

-16.111 4.490 -3.589 0.000
10.785 5.018 2.149 0.033

-17.300 4.616 -3.748 0.000
0.687 9.116 0.075 0.940

-5.683 8.907 -0.638 0.524
26.884 6.171 4.357 0.000
9.143 2.434 3.757 0.000

-5.905 3.481 -1.696 0.091
-4.098 4.329 -0.946 0.345
12.580 9.781 1.286 0.200

-0.250 0.150 -1.662 0.098
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Table 182

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis:
TWo-Level Eicdel for Mathematics (With Propensity for Pretest Students)

agagtod amdigtat =meter =LE= t-Stat pl-Value

Spring 1st BASE 249.852 8.160 30.621 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -3.238 4.499 -0.720 0.472
Spring 1st PONE13PN 0.583 12.579 0.046 0.963
Spring 1st NIS01 -9.237 4.665 -1.980 0.049
Spring 1st NIS10 4.735 8.844 0.535 0.593
Spring 1st NIS7A 9.203 8.106 1.135 0.257
Spring 1st NIS7B 2.793 6.026 0.464 0.643
Spring 1st NIS7D -20.340 7.911 -2.571 0.011
Spring 1st NEE02 24.608 5.736 4.290 0.000
Spring 1st NEE04 18.217 16.632 1.095 0.275
Spring 1st NEE05 -3.103 5.984 -0.519 0.605
Spring 1st NEE11 -8.756 6.316 -1.386 0.167
Spring 1st NEE13 -17.406 6.801 -2.559 0.011
Spring 1st NEEI5 -13.928 6.847 -2.034 0.043
Spring 1st NEE81 -1.721 8.840 -0.195 0.846
Spring 1st NEE82 22.896 8.928 2.565 0.011
Spring 1st NEE83 -15.701 6.178 -2.542 0.012
Spring 1st EDAVG 1.355 0.554 2.446 0.015
Spring 1st FEMALE -6.758 3.216 -2.101 0.037

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 44.620 3.787 11.783 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS 8.099 4.327 1.872 0.062
Growth Rate 1-3 PONE13PN -9.524 9.004 -1.058 0.291
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS01 -1.286 3.934 -0.327 0.744
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS10 -11.968 6.382 -1.875 0.062
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7A 19.564 8.385 2.333 0.020
1.7nwth Rate 1-3 NIS7B 0.936 5.936 0.158 0.875
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7D 14.266 7.993 1.785 0.076
Growth Rate 1-3 NE E02 1.519 4.178 0.363 0.717
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE04 -6.253 12.484 -0.501 0.617
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE05 12.055 4.273 2.821 0.005
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE11 -15.230 4.262 -3.573 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE13 11.785 4.807 2.452 0.015
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE15 -16.594 4.427 -3.748 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE81 -0.553 8.948 -0.062 0.951
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE82 -6.899 8.739 -0.789 0.431
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE83 25.713 5.998 4.287 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 8.996 2.414 3.727 0.000

CUrvature 1-3 BASE -5.403 3.341 -1.617 0.107
Curvature 1-3 PGMIS -3.920 4.323 -0.907 0.365
CUrvature 1-3 PONE13PN 11.437 9.514 1.202 0.231

Year-to-Year
Deviations ABSENT -0.288 0.156 -1.847 0.066
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Table 183

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis:
TWo-Level Nbd41 forMatheratics

(With Pretest as Predictor of Propensity and Initial Status)

aftlistal Erma= arm= =Uzi t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 156.540 19.278 8.120 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -0.645 4.245 -0.152 0.879
Spring 1st PONE13PP 3.408 11.139 0.306 0.760
Spring 1st NIS01 -14.242 4.436 -3.211 0.002
Spring 1st NIS10 9.116 8.215 1.110 0.268
Spring 1st NIS7A 8.910 7.593 1.174 0.242
Spring 1st NIS7B 3.683 5.579 0.660 0.510
Spring 1st NIS7D -21.505 7.402 -2.905 0.004
Spring 1st NEE02 15.888 5.486 2.896 0.004
Spring 1st NEE04 15.601 15.434 1.011 0.313
Spring 1st NEE05 -4.742 5.611 -0.845 0.399
Spring 1st NEEll -6.216 5.841 -1.064 0.288
Spring 1st NEE13 -11.698 6.416 -1.823 0.070
Spring 1st NEE15 -9.042 6.374 -1.419 0.157
Spring 1st NEE81 6.089 8.333 0.731 0.466
Spring 1st NEE82 17.392 8.291 2.098 0.037
Spring 1st NEE83 -18.420 5.653 -3.258 0.001
Spring 1st MAW 1.430 0.498 2.874 0.004
Spring 1st FEMALE -7.050 2.977 -2.368 0.019
Spring 1st ANALPREM 0.535 0.091 5.896 0.000

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 46.037 3.494 13.176 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS 9.718 4.358 2.230 0.027
Growth Rate 1-3 PONE13PP -16.086 8.026 -2.004 0.046
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS01 -0.546 3.928 -0.139 0.890
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS10 -13.455 6.175 -2.179 0.030
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7A 19.852 8.380 2.369 0.019
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7B 1.048 5.927 0.177 0.860
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7D 15.676 7.938 1.975 0.049
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE02 1.596 4.110 0.388 0.698
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE04 -7.594 12.476 -0.609 0.543
Growth Pate 1-3 NEE05 13.193 4.282 3.081 0.002
Growth Rate 1-3 NEEll -16.211 4.174 -3.884 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE13 10.990 4.703 2.337 0.020
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE15 -16.994 4.333 -3.922 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE81 2.075 9.104 0.228 0.820
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE82 -7.290 8.670 -0.841 0.401
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE83 25.496 5.888 4.330 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 9.302 2.410 3.860 0.000

CUrvature 1-3 BASE -4.791 3.146 -1.523 0.129
CUrvature 1-3 PGMIS -3.826 4.405 -0.869 0.386
CUrvature 1-3 PONE13PP 8.988 8.949 1.004 0.316

Year-to-Year
Deviations ABSENT -0.249 0.150 -1.660 0.098
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The estimated program effects differ little across these four =dais

for the mathematics subtest. The estimated program difference in growth

rate is near statistical significance for the first three models and is

significant in the fourth (difference = 94712, p = .027). The magnitude

of the program daference in growth rate is fairly insensitive to the form

of the model, ranging only from about 8.1 to about 9.7 ESS points per

year.

The 1-3 analyses for the language subtest on the students who have

pretest scores available parallel those for the mathematics subtest.

Table 184 shows the basic model estimated for those students with pretest

scores; it should be compared with Table 175. The estimated program

difference for the growth rate is dramatically increased, from 4.736 (pl =

.223) to 20.222 (p = .008). The program effect on curvature is somewhat

reduced, from -14.069 (p = .001) to -8.922 (p = .213).

Just as for the nathenatics subtest, the estimated program differerc-

es in growth curves for the language subtest are not very sensitive to the

inclusion of the pretest score itself or to cthanging the prcpensity score.

Table 185, Table 186, and Table 187 all show program effects that are

similar to those in the basic model for students with pretest scores

available (see Table 184) .
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Table 184

Ore-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis:
TWo-Level Nbdel for Language (Stalmtz with Pretest)

agagte4 Emig= Emmet= Std Err ±=alittat jcValue

Spring 1st BASE 218.836 14.328 15.273 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 0.020 6.928 0.003 0.998
Spring 1st PONE13 47.237 21.760 2.171 0.031
Spring 1st NIS01 8.467 6.952 1.218 0.225
Spring 1st NIS10 26.248 14.278 1.838 0.067
Spring 1st NIS7A 21.096 12.418 1.699 0.091
Spring 1st NIS7B -11.690 9.367 -1.248 0.213
Spring 1st NIS7D -22.787 12.283 -1.855 0.065
Spring 1st NEE02 57.983 8.515 6.809 0.000
Spring 1st NEE04 13.818 24.803 0.557 0.578
Spring 1st NEE05 -5.029 8.914 -0.564 0.573
Spring 1st NEEll -7.017 10.102 -0.695 0.488
Spring 1st NEE13 -5.153 10.612 -0.486 0.628
Spring 1st NEM -8.430 10.867 -0.776 0.439
Spring 1st NEE81 -17.173 13.547 -1.268 0.206
Spring 1st NEE82 9.269 13.768 0.673 0.501
Spring 1st NEE83 -13.157 9.728 -1.352 0.178
Spring 1st EDAVG 2.151 0.912 2.358 0.019
Spring 1st FEMALE 3.813 4.794 0.795 0.427

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 71.063 7.480 9.501 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGM1S 20.222 7.610 2.657 0.008
Growth Rate 1-3 PONE13 -49.725 17.814 -2.791 0.006
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS01 -12.009 6.930 -1.733 0.084
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS10 -30.545 12.026 -2.540 0.012
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7A 9.442 14.226 0.664 0.508
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7B 30.205 10.129 2.982 0.003
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7D 13.173 13.825 0.953 0.342
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE02 -4.706 7.504 -0.627 0.531
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE04 -16.010 22.542 -0.710 0.478
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE05 24.030 7.751 3.100 0.002
Growth Rate 1-3 NEEll -21.686 8.051 -2.694 0.008
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE13 -4.743 9.001 -0.527 0.599
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE15 -23.010 8.296 -2.774 0.006
Growth Rate 1-3 NEM 32.545 15.479 2.103 0.037
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE82 18.453 15.151 1.218 0.224
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE83 11.075 10.492 1.055 0.292
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 17.125 4.364 3.924 0.000

Curvature 1-3 BASE -8.964 5.725 -1.566 0.119
CUrvature 1-3 PGMIS -8.922 7.142 -1.249 0.213
Curvature 1-3 PONE13 0.415 16.153 0.026 0.980

Year-to-Year
Deviaticms ABSENT -0.049 0.248 -0.198 0.843
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Table 185

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis:
TWo-Level Model for Langamge (Pretest as Predictor)

Endigted DMdl_g= Std Err t-Stat ErEgua

Spring 1st BASE

_MINN=

105.758 24.060 4.396 0.000
Spring 1st P3MIS 4.285 6.638 0.646 0.519
Spring 1st PONE13 51.350 20.621 2.490 0.013
Sprirq 1st NIS01 4.423 6.639 0.666 0.506
Spring 1st NIS10 33.160 13.568 2.444 0.015
Spring 1st NIS7A 17.553 11.900 1.475 0.142
Spring 1st NIS7B -14.136 8.947 -1.580 0.115
Spring 1st NIS7D -21.416 11.718 -1.828 0.069
Spring 1st NEE02 45.776 8.350 5.482 0.000
Spring 1st NEE04 6.099 23.571 0.259 0.796
Spring 1st NEE05 -6.061 8.452 -0.717 0.474
Spring' 1st NEEll -1.374 9.599 -0.143 0.886
Spring 1st NEE13 2.191 10.114 0.217 0.829
Spring 1st NEE15 -1.415 10.341 -0.137 10.891
Spring 1st NEE81 -9.390 12.907 -0.728 0.468
Spring 1st NEE82 3.608 13.078 0.276 0.783
Spring 1st NEE83 -18.722 9.272 -2.019 0.045
Spring 1st EDKVG 2.270 0.857 2.649 0.009
Spring 1st FEMALE 2.718 4.548 0.598 0.551
Spring 1st ANALMOBE 0.309 0.055 5.672 0.000

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 71.208 7.532 9.454 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS 20.287 7.649 2.652 0.009
Growth Rate 1-3 PONE13 -50.063 17.948 -2.789 0.006
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS01 -12.026 6.969 -1.726 0.086
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS10 -30.919 12.110 -2.553 0.011
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7A 9.421 14.274 0.660 0.510
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7B 30.103 10.164 2.962 0.003
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7D 13.425 13.874 0.968 0.334
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE02 -4.626 7.558 -0.612 0.541
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE04 -15.643 22.710 -0.689 0.492
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE05 24.074 7.808 3.083 0.002
Growth Rate 1-3 NFE11 -21.726 8.112 -2.678 0.008
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE13 -5.095 9.064 -0.562 0.575
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE15 -23.103 8.361 -2.763 0.006
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE81 32.564 15.542 2.095 0.037
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE82 18.430 15.215 1.211 0.227
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE83 11.157 10.535 1.059 0.291
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 17.196 4.397 3.911 0.000

Curvature 1-3 BASE -8.991 5.733 -1.568 0.118
Curvature 1-3 MAIS -8.841 7.154 -1.236 0.218
Curvature 1-3 PONE13 0.520 16.181 0.032 0.974

Year-to-Year
Deviations ABSENT -0.022 0.241 -0.089 0.929
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Table 186

One-Program Schools 1-3 Amalysis:
TWD-Level Mbdel for Language (With Propensity for Pretest Students)

Endigtigft Eamlictar ammeter gull= t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 219.550 12.458 17.623 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS -0.392 6.721 -0.058 0.954
Spring 1st PONE13PN 49.293 18.827 2.618 0.009
Spring 1st NIS01 7.220 6.921 1.043 0.298
Spring 1st NIS10 25.187 13.135 1.918 0.056
Spring 1st NIS7A 21.550 12.206 1.765 0.079
Spring 1st NIS7B -10.805 9.066 -1.192 0.235
Spring 1st NIS7D -22.175 11.834 -1.874 0.062
Spring 1st NEE02 56.675 8.499 6.668 0.000
Spring 1st NEE04 13.503 24.671 0.547 0.585
Spring 1st NEE05 -5.672 8.864 -0.640 0.523
Sprimg 1st NEE11 -7.928 9.375 -0.846 0.399
Spring 1st NEE13 -6.495 10.046 -0.647 0.519
Spring 1st NEE15 -9.425 10.186 -0.925 0.356
Spring 1st NEE81 -15.555 13.090 -1.188 0.236
Spring 1st NEE82 11.068 13.235 0.836 0.404
Spring 1st NEE83 -11.783 9.184 -1.283 0.201
Spring 1st EDAVG 2.148 0.860 2.497 0.013
Spring 1st FEMALE 3.800 4.764 0.798 0.426

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 67.211 6.818 9.858 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS 19.135 7.562 2.530 0.012
Growth Rate 1-3 PONE13PN -42.615 16.381 -2.601 0.010
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS01 -10.750 6.925 -1.552 0.122
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS10 -25.988 11.528 -2.254 0.025
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7A 7.855 14.211 0.553 0.581
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7B 28.595 10.088 2.835 0.005
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7D 9.900 13.623 0.727 0.468
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE02 -3.959 7.559 -0.524 0.601
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE04 -15.365 22.672 -0.678 0.499
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE05 24.286 7.753 3.133 0.002
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE11 -18.662 7.758 -2.405 0.017
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE13 -1.697 8.743 -0.194 0.846
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE15 -20.166 8.080 -2.496 0.013
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE81 29.177 15.312 1.906 0.058
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE82 15.027 14.985 1.003 0.317
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE83 8.120 10.276 0.790 0.430
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 16.986 4.388 3.871 0.000

Curvature 1-3 BASE -8.129 5.517 -1.473 0.142
Curvature 1-3 PGMIS -8.200 7.161 -1.145 0.253
CUrvature 1-3 PONE13PN -3.137 15.787 -0.199 0.843

Year-to-Year
Deviations ABSENT -0.047 0.247 -0.191 0.849
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Table 187

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis:
No.,Level Mbdel for Language

(With Prtest as Predictor of Propensity and Initial Status)

andigt2d Bogials2r EaKong_tar Std Err t -Slat pl-Value

Spring 1st BASE 89.448 29.298 3.053 0.003
Spring 1st PGM1S 4.551 6.566 0.693 0.489
Spring 1st PONE13PP 45.298 17.873 2.534 0.012
Spring 1st NIS01 2.131 6.748 0.316 0.752
Spring 1st NIS10 29.689 12.832 2.314 0.022
Spring 1st NIS7A 18.574 11.870 1.565 0.119
Spring 1st NIS7B -12.139 8.745 -1.388 0.166
Spring 1st NIS7D -19.048 11.378 -1.674 0.095
Spring 1st NEE02 45.022 8.523 5.283 0.000
Spring 1st NEE04 5.896 23.764 0.248 0.804
Spring 1st NEE05 -7.696 8.613 -0.894 0.372
Spring 1st NEEll -3.480 9.197 -0.378 0.705
Spring 1st NEE13 0.173 9.884 0.018 0.986
Spring 1st NEE15 -3.992 9.923 -0.402 0.688
Spring Lst NEE81 -8.335 12.797 -0.651 0.515
Spring 1st NEES2 7.487 12.684 0.590 0.556
Spring 1st NEM -15.460 8.796 -1.758 0.080
Spring 1st =AVG 2.075 0.808 2.569 0.011
Spring 1st FEMALE 2.857 4.582 0.624 0.534
Spring 1st ANAITOBE 0.370 0.064 5.761 0.000

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 66.308 6.254 10.602 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS 20.224 7.594 2.663 0.008
Growth Rate 1-3 PONE13PP -40.941 14.547 -2.814 0.005
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS01 -10.704 6.885 -1.555 0.121
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS10 -25.289 11.106 -2.277 0.024
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7A 7.765 14.136 0.549 0.583
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7B 28.085 10.025 2.802 0.006
Growth Rate 1-3
Growth Rate 1-3

NIS7D
NEE02

10.603

-6.084
13.462
7.400

0.788
-0.822

0.432
0.412

Growth Rate 1-3 NEE04 -16.734 22.555 -0.742 0.459
Growth Rate 1-3 N7E05 24.963 7.731 3.229 0.001
Growth Rate 1-3 NEEll -18.386 7.560 -2.432 0.016
Growth Rate 1-3 N EE13 -1.272 8.522 -0.149 0.881
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE15 -19.266 7.868 -2.449 0.015
Growth Rate 1-3 NEM 32.767 15.503 2.114 0.036
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE82 13.875 14.795 0.938 0.349
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE83 7.100 10.042 0.707 0.480
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 16.979 4.361 3.894 0.000

Curvature 1-3 BASE -9.266 5.181 -1.788 0.075
Curvature 1-3 PGMIS -8.872 7.278 -1.219 0.224
Curvature 1-3 PONE13PP 0.621 14.840 0.042 0.967

Year-to-Year
Deviations ABSEM1 -0.025 0.242 -0.105 0.917
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For the reading subtest, unlike the mathematics and language

subtests, r.stricting the analysis to those students Who have pretest

scores available has relatively little effect. Table 188 shows only minor

changes in the estimated program eftects compared with Table 176. The

programs exhibit no statistically significant differences in initial

status, growth rate, or curvature in either analysis. Like the mathemat-

ics and language subtests, the reading subtest is insensitive to the form

of the analysis on the students with pretest scores available (see

Table 189, Table 190, and Table 191). The estimated program effects show

almost no deviations across the alternative analyses.
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Table 189

Cine-Prcgrain Schools 1.-3 Analysis:

ficdal for Reading (Prethst as Predictor)

Exmagtoft Bredictpx agog= ZELEa. tat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 120.016 22.506 5.333 0.000
Spring 1st PGMIS 1.599 6.120 0.253 0.800
Spring 1st PCNE13 2.038 19.595 1.278 0.203
Spring 1st NIS01 0.224 6.360 0.035 0.972
Spring 1st NIS10 28.725 12.965 2.216 0.028
Spring 1st NIS7A 23.284 11.294 2.062 0.040
Spring 1st NIS7B -11.028 8.493 -1.299 0.195
Spring 1st NIS7D -21.202 11.167 -1.899 0.059
Spring 1st NEE02 33.940 7.992 4.247 0.000
Spring 1st NEE04 -29.839 22.570 -1.322 0.187
Spring 1st NEE05 -6.427 8.105 -0.793 0.429
Spring 1st NEE11 1.569 9.180 0.171 0.864
Spring 1st NEE13 12.766 9.702 1.316 0.190
Spring 1st .NEE15 7.288 9.878 0.738 0.461
Spring 1st NEE81 -10.393 12.375 -0.840 0.402
Spring 1st NEE82 10.198 12.530 0.814 0.417
Spring 1st NEE83 -14.327 8.861 -1.617 0.107
Spring 1st EDAM 2.454 0.800 3.069 0.002
Spring 1st FEMALE 8.199 4.359 1.881 0.061
Spring 1st ANALTDBE 0.241 0.051 4.737 0.000

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 66.713 6.061 11.006 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGNIS 3.217 6.381 0.504 0.615
Growth Rate 1-3 EE13 -15.842 14.299 -1.108 0.269
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS01 -9.459 5.776 -1.638 0.103
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS10 -11.437 9.714 -1.177 0.240
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7A 14.615 12.346 1.184 0.238
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7B 8.877 8.762 1.013 0.312
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7D -14.214 11.908 -1.194 0.234
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE02 -9.015 6.058 -1.488 0.138
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE04 16.648 18.113 0.919 0.359
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE05 7.855 6.240 1.259 0.209
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE11 -19.962 6.454 -3.093 0.002
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE13 -2.763 7.213 -0.383 0.702
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE15 -25.422 6.631 -3.834 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE81 38.027 13.293 2.861 0.005
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE82 8.912 12.982 0.687 0.493
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE83 5.733 8.995 0.637 0.525
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 1.263 3.500 0.361 0.719

Curvature 1-3 BASE -17.654 5.121 -3.448 0.001
Curvature 1-3 P3MIS -6.626 6.369 -1.040 0.299
Curvature 1-3 PONE13 22.038 14.381 1.532 0.127

Year-to-Year
Deviations Awarr -0.048 0.220 -0.219 0.827ser...11.
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Table 190

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis:
TWa-Level Model for Reading (With Propensity for Pretest Students)

011001.1.

agiated
...M.m...

izzlic±ar anal= 4tfi Err I=Stat
Spring 1st BASE 207.959 11.520 18.051 0.000
SptIng 1st PGMIS -2.183 6.276 -0.348 0.728
Spring 1st PONE13PN 24.491 17.559 1.395 0.164
Spring 1st NIS01 2.588 6.490 0.399 0.690
Spring 1st NIS10 23.308 12.305 1.894 0.059
Spring 1st NIS7A 26.148 11.377 2.298 0.022
Spring 1st NIS7B -8.689 8.451 -1.028 0.305
Spring 1st NIS7D -22.036 11.062 -1.992 0.048
Spring 1st NEE02 42.530 7.973 5.335 0.000
Spring 1st NEE04 -24.506 23.123 -1.060 0.290
Spring 1st NEE05 -6.270 8.316 -0.754 0.452
Spring 1st NEEll -3.097 8.787 -0.352 0.725
Spring 1st NEE13 6.532 9.438 0.692 0.490
Spring 1st NEE15 1.499 9.537 0.157 0.875
Spring 1st NEE81 -15.395 12.290 -1.253 0.212
Spring 1st NEE82 15.767 12.420 1.270 0.206
Spring 1st NEE83 -9.097 8.606 -1.057 0.292
Spring 1st EOM 2.373 0.790 3.005 0.003
Spring 1st FEMALE 9.040 4.468 2.023 0.044

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 64.886 5.524 11.746 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGMIS 2.652 6.333 0.419 0.676
Growth Rate 1-3 PON"13PN -13.318 13.133 -1.014 06312
Growth Rate 1-3 Nli -8.408 5.749 -1.463 0.145
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS'A -9.202 9.303 -0.989 0.324
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7A 13.706 12.288 1.115 0.256
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7B 7.927 8.696 0.912 0.363
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7D -16.537 11.704 -1.413 0.159
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE02 -8.422 6.090 -1.383 0.168
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE04 18.137 18.212 0.996 0.320
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE05 8.619 6.227 1.384 0.168
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE11 -18.405 6.208 -2.965 0.003
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE13 -1.151 6.996 -0.165 0.869
Growth Rata 1-3 NEE15 -23.915 6.446 -3.710 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE81 35.385 13.102 2.701 0.007
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE82 6.327 12.794 0.495 0.621
Grawth Rate 1-3 NEES3 3.366 8.781 0,383 0.702
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 1.077 3.519 0,306 0.760

Curvature 1-3 BASE -16.076 4.912 -3.273 0.001
Curvature 1-3 PGMIS -5.894 6.360 -0.927 0.355
Curvature 1-3 PONE13P4 16.850 13.991 1.204 0.230

Year-to-Year
Deviations ABSEM -0.068 0.223 -0.305 0.761

YOJIIMJ,e111.1110111...1.1alUalAs.
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Table 191

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis:
TWo-Level Mbdel for Reading

(With Pretest as Predictor of Propensity and Initial Statu.

ict Predictor aranear Zs= t-Stat

Spring 1st BASE 113.423 27.357 4.146 O. v:)

Spring 1st PG41S 1.418 6.284 0.226 0.1 1
Spring 1st PONE13PP 23.010 16.996 1.354 0.1
Spring 1st NIS01 -1.072 6.494 -0.165 0.86
Spring 1st NIS10 27.135 12.310 2.204 0.028
Spring 1st NIS7A 23.848 11.317 2.107 0.036
Spring 1st NIS7B -9.917 8.342 -1.189 0.236
Spring 1st NIS7D -20.243 10.895 -1.858 0.064
Spring 1st NEE02 33.605 8.186 4.105 0.000
Spring 1st NEE04 -29.535 22.868 -1.292 0.198
Spring 1st NEE05 -7.523 8.298 -0.907 0.366
Spring 1st NEEll 0.456 8.835 0.052 0.959
Spring 1st NEED 11.665 9.521 1.225 0.222
Spring 1st NEE25 5.873 9.521 0.617 0.538
Spring 1st NEE81 -10.616 12.342 -0.860 0.391
Spring 1st NEM 12.760 12.222 1.044 0.298
Spring 1st NEE83 -12.184 8.454 -1.441 0.151
Spring let EDAVG 2.333 0.753 3.098 0.002
Spring 1st FEMALE 8.260 4.413 1.872 0.062
Spring lst ANALTOBE 0.267 0,060 4.458 0.000

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 67.140 5.019 13.377 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 PGM1S 4.827 6.317 0.764 0.446
Growth Rate 1-3 PONE13PP -20.860 11.494 -1.815 0.071
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS01 -8.222 5.678 -1.448 0.149
Growth Pate 1-3 NIS10 -11.792 8.856 -1.332 0.184
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7A 14.612 12.242 1.194 0.234
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7B 8.161 8.653 0.943 0.347
Growth Rate 1-3 NIS7D -13.384 11.578 -1.156 0.249
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE02 -8.894 5.890 -1.510 0.132
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE04 15.207 17.874 0.851 0.396
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE05 9.370 6.132 1.528 0.128
Growth Rate 1-3 NEEll -19.996 5.971 -3.349 0.001
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE13 -2.382 6.725 -0.354 0.724
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE15 -25.009 6.193 -4.038 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 NEM 41.062 13.264 3.096 0.002
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE82 6.661 12.626 0.528 0.598
Growth Rate 1-3 NEE83 3.845 8.576 0.448 0.654
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 1.358 3.449 0.394 0.694

Curvature 1-3 BASE -17.311 4.631 -3.738 0.000
Curvature 1-3 PGM1S -7.546 6.482 -1.164 0.246
Curvature 1-3 PO4E13PP 22.426 13.156 1.705 0.090

Year-to-Year
Deviations ABSENT -0.049 0.220 -0.220 0.826
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The inversion strategy students in one-program schools who have
pretest scores available shcw greater mathematics and language grouth

rates than the early-exit students with pretest scores available, but the

reading growth curves are essentially the same for the two programs. More
importantly, the conclusions drawn from the trOf results do not change when

pretest is included in the analysis frac when pretest is excluded frail the
analysis. (e.g. , =pare pvalues for EGMES from Table 190 and
Table 191) . Establishing this insensitivity was the main purpose of the

1-3 pretest analyses; the result tends to sumort the appropriateness of
the basic model, which does not include the pretest.

Three-Level 1-3

The two-level 11114 program does not permit the treatment of both
student-level and school-level parameters as random effects. For the K-1

analyses, schools were treated as randan (i.e. , an individual gragth curve
for each school was estimated) but students did not need to be treated as

random because each student had way one test score, the spring first

grade score (i.e. there is no need to estimate a graqth curve for

individual students having only one data point) . For the two-level 1-3

analyses, the individual growth curves fitted to each individual had both

an intercept (status at first grade) and a slope (growth rate from first
grade to third grade) and these parameters were treated as random. Thus

schools had to be treated as fixed effects. This can produce possibly

misleading results, as described above. Accordingly, the three-level

program was used to allow for randan school effects.

For the three-level analyses of one-program schools, as for the

corresponding two-level analyses, each stmient had an individual growth

curve estimated. Me individual intercepts and slopes were then predicted
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using the propensity score and background variables and a school effect.

In the simplest models, the school effects were then predicted using a

single binary variable for the difference between the immersion strategy

and early-exit programs. In the mcdels labeled "district main effects,"

the school effects were predicted using the program variable and district

variables. In the models labeled "district nein effects and interac-

tions," the school effects were predicted using the program variable, the

district variables, and variables indicating district-program interac-

tions.

Table 192 summarizes the results of the simplest three-level model

for the mathematics subtest. The first column, labeled "rime Within

Student" shcws the aspect of the student's individual growth ctave that is

being estimated. The "Spring 1st" line indicates the first line of

several that =prise the mcdel for initial status (adhievenentat spring

of first grade). The "Growth 1-3" line indicates the first of several

lines that comprise the model for the individual student slope (gruith

rate) from spring of first grade to spring of third grade. The "Curva-

ture" line narks the part of the model used to predict the amount of

curvature. As for the two...level HIE models, individual differences in

curvature could not be acconacdatedbecause there were only two or three

data points per student; therefore, the curvature is a fixed effect.
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Table 192

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for Mathematics
Without District

Time
Within
Sttent

Student
Within

actIZ21..

Predictor
of

School =atm t-stat
Spring 1st BASE BASE 247.883

.Etr.LIZ:r

6.980 35.516 0.000
BASE PGMIS 2.061 5.849 0.352 0.730
PO4E13 BASE 0.207 8.442 0.025 0.980
AVABS13 BASE -0.619 0.205 -3.025 0.003
EDAM BASE 1.652 0.398 4.1.56 0.000
FEKALE BASE -4.821 2.554 -1.887 0.060

Grorodh 1-3 BASE BASE 45.717 3.954 11.561 0.000
BASE 104IS -3.058 4.937 -0.619 0.536
PONE13 BASE -1.396 5.792 -0.241 0.810
FEMALE BASE 5.879 1.723 3.413 0.001

Curvature BASE BASE -6.823 2.706 -2.521 0.012
BASE EGMLS -3.818 2.624 -1.455 0.146
PONE13 BASE 12.481 5.079 2.457 0.014

The next column, labeled "Student Within School," indicates the

predictors of between-student variation within sdhools. The predictors

include PONE13 (the propensity score), EDAVG (parents' average years of

education), and FEMALE (a binary variable that is 1 for girls and 0 for

boys). Other than the satuxAvariables, these are the same predictors as

in the two-level mcdel (see Table 174) . In addition, ANABS13 (the allerage

number of absences in grades 1 through 3) is included as a predictor of

initial status instead of having ABSENT as a separate within-student

variable. As explained in Chapter II, the inclusion of AVABS13 as a

predictor of initial status is similar to including ABSENT as a within-

student variable. With the three-level program, the missing data for

ABSENT meant it could not be included in the analysis.

The "BASE" for students within each school represents the school

effects. The BASE for the Spring 1st lines represents the school effect

on the initial status, the BASE for the Growth 1-3 lines represents the
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school effect on the growth rate, and the BASE for the Curvature lines

represents the school effect on the curvature. As described above, the

amount of school variation in curvature was assessed using the two-level

program. The school variation for curvature was found to be only

marginally statistically significant and much smaller than the sdhool

variability in initial status and growth rate. Accordingly, the three-

level model was run with school differences allowed only for the initial

status and growth rate; curvature was treated as fixecl across the schools.

The third column, labeled "Predictor of School," indicates the

variables used to predict school differences. The only predictor other

than an overall constant in this relatively simple model is PGMIS, the

indicator of program membership for the school. The remaining columns,

giving the parameter estimates and related values, are interpreted in the

usual way.

The estimated program difference in initial status (after adtusting

for propensity) is given by the parameter value associated with PGMIS in

the "Spring 1st" group of lines. It dhows a,very small immersion strategy

advantage for the mathematics subtest, only 2.061 points, which is not

significant (p = .730). The estimated program difference in growth rate

is given by the coefficient of PGMIS in the next section of the table: it

shows a nonsignificant advantage for early-exit schools (difference =

-3.058, p = .536). The estimated program difference in curvature is also

nonsignificant (-3.818, p = .146).

Table 192 can be compared with the corresponding table for the two-

level model, Table 174. The estimated program differences are fairly

similar, but the standard errors for the program differences in initial

status and growth rate are noticeabay larger for the three-level model

(5.849 instead of 3.179, and 5.719 instead of 2.186, respectively). This

reflects the fact that the three-level model correctly incorporates school

variability in the estimated standard error. The standard error of the

program effect for curvature is similar in the two-level and three-level
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models (in this case, both are 21624) because curvature is not allowed to

vary by school in either model.

Table 193 shows the three-level model with district main effects

added as predictors of school variability. The district coding is the

same as used in the K-1 models. District C is the omitted district and

each of the DIST variables represents the differerce between that district

and district C. The hypothesis that there are no district differences in

initial status or growth rate can be tested usingalikelihood ratio chi-

square test; the district differences are marginally significant at the

.05 level (chi-square = 16.8 with 8 d.f., p = .032).

Table 193

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for Mathematics
With District Main Effects

Time
Within

=dent

Student
Within
gagga_

Predictor
of

School Earmetgr 2td_Err t-Stat biNalue

Spring 1st BASE BASE 258.879 10.349 25.013 0.000
BASE PGMIS 2.153 5.719 0.376 0.713
BASE DISTA 0.580 9.484 0.061 0.952
BASE DISTB -14.171 10.054 -1.409 0.182
BASE DISTF 18.660 15.398 1.212 0.247
BASE DISTHI 3.228 9.130 0.354 0.729
PONE13 BASE -16.360 11.240 -1.456 0.146
AVABS13 BASE -0.611 0.206 -2.967 0.003
EDAVG BASE 1.261 0.434 2.906 0.004
FEMALE BASE -4.753 2.549 -1.865 0.063

Growth 1-3 BASE BASE 37.490 6.669 5.621 0.000
BASE PCMIS -3.970 4.276 -0.928 0.354
BASE DISTA 16.349 7.080 2.309 0.021
BASE DISTB 2.155 7.440 0.290 0.772
BASE DISTF 9.485 10.900 0.870 0.385
BASE DISTHI 14.579 6.660 2.189 0.029
PONE13 BASE -5.854 6.744 -0.868 0.386
FEMALE BASE 5.958 1.717 3.469 0.001

Curvature BASE BASE -6.666 2.713 -2.457 0.014
BASE PGMIS -3.894 2.624 -1.484 0.139
PONE13 BASE 12.279 5.089 2.413 0.016
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Districts A and ga have the highest mathematics growth rates and

districts B and C the lowest. District F has growth rates that are

relatively high but not significantly different from any of the other

districts. The estimated district differences in initial status are not

large compared to their standard errors, confirming the finding from the

R-1 analyses that districts do not differ significantly in spring first

grade mathematics achievement. TO the extent there are differences,

district B is low and district F is high in spring of first grade.

The three-level program was used to estimated a model for the

nathematics subtest that included district main effects and district-

program interactions. The district-program interactions were not

significant (chi-square = 4.9 with 6 d.f., p = .557) so that model is not

presented.

aUMMIlla

The three-level HIM model confirms the finding of no statistically

significant differences between the programs on the mathematics subtest

for the one-mug:ram schools after adjusting for propensity. The district

differences are narginally significant. Districts A and B/1 have

relatively high mathemiatics gradth rates and districtsBanaCthe lowest.

The mathematics growth rate in district F is fairly high but not

significantly different from the growth rates in districts B and C. The

estimated initial status (spring of first grade) is low in district B and

high in district F, but the district differences in initial status are

small carpared with thefr staniarderrors and therefore are not statisti-

cally significant.

thit_vere the results of the three-1eT1 _1m3 _IPM1321ALIS1_14_MgRag
Mbt-Mft?

Table 194 presents the results of the three-level 1-3 analysis for

the language subtest, with school randan and no district effects included.

Me program difference in initial status and growth rate both shcm a small
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immersion strategy advantage (difference = 3.120 in initial status,

difference = 5.997 in grath rate) but neither difference is statistically

significant (p= .747 amip= .335, respectively). These findings confirm

the results from the two-level model (see Table 175). Also confirmed in

the three-level mcdel is the statistically significant program difference

in curvature (difference = -14.487, p .001). The larger negative

curvature of the immersion strategy prcgram together with the nonsignifi-

cant difference in initial status and growth rate confirms the two-level

model finding that IS schools show a temporary increase in language

achievement. The estimated program differences for first grade through

third grade are -1.709, 18.775, and 10.285.

Table 194

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for Language
Without District

Time
Within

=Vkient

Student
Within

IstoL
Predictor

of

aringter Std Err t-Stat 2-Value

Spring 1st BASE

.1(129.1._

BASE 233.930 11.208 20.872 0.000
BASE PGMLS 3.120 9.505 0.328 0.747
PONE13 BASE 25.115 13.108 1.916 0.056
AVABS13 BASE -0.524 0.330 -1.586 0.114
EDAVG BASE 1.990 0.646 3.080 0.002
FEMALE BASE 3.239 4.017 0.806 0.421

Growth 1-3 BASE BASE 61.391 5.453 11.258 0.000
BASE PGMIS 5.997 6.215 0.965 0.335
PONE13 BASE -14.447 8.729 -1.655 0.099
FEMALE BASE 14.591 3.023 4.827 0.000

Curvature BASE BASE -15.542 4.380 -3.549 0.000
BASE PCMIS -14.487 4.260 -3.400 0.001
PONE13 BASE 25.616 8.217 3.117 0.002

Table 195 shows the three-level mcdel for the language subtest with

district main effects included. The district effects are significant

(chi-scpare = 23.0 with 8 d.f., p= .003). The program effects are little

changed; the estimated program differenoes for the three grades are now

0.892, 21.466, and 11.584. Districts F and 4/1 have relatively high
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growth rates and districts B and C relatively low grcwth rates. District

A has a language growth rate in between those of the two pairs of

districts, but closer to the higher pair (F and WI). Districts A and F

have high initial status and district C low initial status, confirming

those results from the K-1 analysis of one-program schools. District H/I

has nearly as high an initial status as districts Aand F, which was also

found in the K-1 analysis. However, in this 1-3 analysis district B is

nearly as high in initial status as district H/I, whereas in the K-1

analysis district B was nearly as low as district C. The difference

between district 1Banddistri.ctC is not statistically siglificant in this

1-3 analysis (p = .167), so the findings are not in conflict.

Table 195

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for Language
With District Main Effects

Tine
Within

=kr&

Student
Within

WIND.

Predictor
of

School__ Emma= guIrr t-Stat plValue

Spring 1st BASE BASE 206.434 14.624 14.116 0.000
BASE PGMIS 5.968 7.467 0.799 0.439
BASE DISTA 44.938 12.158 3.696 0.003
BASE DISTB 19.366 13.233 1.463 0.167
BASE DISTF 37.472 20.870 1.795 0.096
BASE DISTH1 22.296 12.088 1.845 0.088
PONE13 BASE 25.433 17.713 1.436 0.152
AVABS13 BASE -0.481 0.332 -1.450 0.148
EDAVG BASE 2.006 0.701 2.862 0.004
FEMALE BASE 3.320 4.003 0.829 0.408

Growth 1-3 BASE BASE 59.471 8.180 7.270 0.000
BASE PGMIS 5.346 4.954 1.079 0.281
BASE DISTA 14.312 7.751 1.846 0.066
BASE DISTB -5.920 8.693 -0.681 0.496
BASE DISTF 26.488 13.137 2.016 0.044
BASE DISTHI 22.754 7.702 2.954 0.003
PONE13 BASE -36.336 11.516 -3.155 0.002
FEMALE BASE 14.689 2.996 4.902 0.000

Curvature BASE BASE -14.554 4.409 -3.301 0.001
BASE RIMS -15.228 4.269 -3.567 0.000
PONE13 BASE 24.764 8.264 2.996 0.003
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The model including district-program interactions showed statistical-

ly significant interactions (chi-square = 10.4 with 6 d.f., po= .109)., so

that nodal is not presented here.

The three-level 1-3 analysis for the language subtest confirms the

earlier findings. After adjusting for propensity, no significant program

differences in initial status or average growth were detected, but the

immersion strategy program has greater curvature than the early-exit

program. Overall district differences on the language subtest are

statistically-significant. The differences in initial status are similar

to those found in the K-1 analyses. The language growth rate in districts

B and C are lower than the growth rates in districts F and B/I. District

A has growth rates in between the two pairs of districts, but closer to

districts F and H/I.

net were the results of the three-level 1-3 analysis for the reading
mmtitamt7

The results of the three-level 1-3 analysis without district effects

are stnnmarized in Table 196. There are no significant program differences

in initial status, growth rate, or curvature. The estimated difference

between the prograns in first grade is -6.549, in second grade it is

1.620, and in third grade it is 1.697. These results are similar to the

findings from the two-level analysis (see Table 176).

2 6 1
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Table 196

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for Reading
Without District

Tine
Within

=dent
Student
Within

Predictor
of

_2=1_ Buzingeser =lam t-stat .14.11,m1

Spring 1st BASE BASE 228.476 9.061 25.216 0.000
BASE PGICS -5.200 7.225 -0.720 0.481
PONE13 BASE 1.020 10.725 0.095 0.924
AVABS13 BASE -0.389 0.281 -1.387 0.166
EDAVG BASE 1.831 0.543 3.374 0.001
FEKALE BASE 3.955 3.429 1.153 0.250

Growth 1-3 BASE BASE 54.757 4.366 12.541 0.000
BASE PGMIS 4.123 4.833 0.853 0.394
PONE13 BASE -3.110 7.149 -0,435 0.664
FEMALE BASE 4.544 2.549 1.782 0.075

Curvature BASE BASE -18.340 3.907 -4.694 0.000
BASE parmas -4.046 3.789 -1.068 0.286
PO1E13 BASE 24.581 7.338 3.350 0.001

Table 197 shows the results for the reading subtest with district

main effects included. The estimated program differences are little

changed from the model without district main effects. The estimated

program differences for first through third grade are now -5.678, 2.529,

and 2.284. The test for overall district effects was not significant,

indicating the districts have comparable initial status and growth rates

(chi-sgual:e = 9.8 with 8 d.f., p = .279).
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Table 197

One-Program Schools 1-3 Amalysis for Reading
With District Win Effects

Time
Within

=NicDt

Student
Within

=SQL

Predictor
of

..3521221._ Emmet= =_Err t-stat p:Yalut

Spring 1st BASE BASE 211.545 12.694 16.665 0.000
BASE PGMIS -4.269 6.561 -C.651 0.526
BASE DISTA 27.378 10.719 2.554 0.024
BASE DitsrB 14.093 11.609 1.214 0.246
BASE DISTF 14.969 18.221 0.822 0.426
BASE DISTHI 14.022 10.599 1.323 0.209
PONE13 BASE 2.581 15.130 0.171 0.864
AVABS13 BASE -0.359 0.283 -1.266 0.206
EDAVG BASE 1.813 0.598 3.032 0.003
FEMALE BASE 3.938 3.4/9 1.152 0.250

Growth 1-3 BASE BASE 57.605 7.630 7.550 0.000
BASE PGMIS 3.981 4.709 0.845 0.399
BASE DIM% 4.584 7.497 0.611 0.542
BASE DIMS -7.233 8.228 -0.879 0.380
BASE DISTF 12.693 12.306 1.031 0.303
BASE DISTHI 7.618 7.317 1.041 0.298
PONE13 BASE -16.016 9.943 -1.611 0.108
FEMALE BASE 4.660 2.572 1.812 0.071

Curvature BASE BABE -17.733 3.901 -4.546 0.000
BASE PGMIS -4.226 3.774 -1.120 0.263
PONE13 BASE 24.017 7.314 3.284 0.001

However, the test for district-progrmn interactions was significant

at the .05 level (chi-sqpare = 15.3 with 6 d.f., p = .018). The combined

test for district main effects and district-program interactions was also

significant (chi-square = 25.1 with 14 d.f.; p = .034). Thus the null

hypothesis that the district differences are the sane in all the districts

must be rejected at the .05 level (although not at the .01 level). The

model with district-program interaction dummy variables is complicated.

The coefficients of the propensity score and background variables in the

interactimmoded areessentiallythe same as in the district math effects

model. Therefore, the results of the interaction model that are of
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primary interest are the estimated initial status and growth rate in each

of the district-program coMbinatians. These are given in Iable 198.

Table 198

One-Program Schools 1-3 Amalysis for Remding
Estimated District-Program Effects Relative to Early-Exit in District C

Early-Exit
Immersion

=atligY._
Difference
IS - EE

Spring 1st District A 29.391 7.077 -22.314
District B 4.973 24.014 19.041
District C * -14.824 -14.824
C1strict F 10.982 --
District H/I 6.044 8.129 2.085

Growth 1-3 District A 16.878 20.166 -18.177
District B 4.979 12.353 31.350
astrict C * 30.947 44.631
District F 24.385 -- --
District H/I 25.389 -5.326 -11.006

* The early-exit school group in district C serves as the reference
category; all other values are differences from this school group.

The district-pcoggamlinteraction appears to be due in large part to

nuch higher reading gradth rate for the IS sdhool group in district C than

for the EE school group in that district. The growth rates in the other

districts do not differ greatly between the IS and EE schools. In light

of the marginal significance of the district-program interactions, the

estimates in Table 198 should not be overinterpreted. The estimated

initial status is especially unstable.

The presence of district-program interactions considerably oompli-

cates the interpretation of the results. An alternative to the full

district main ef fects and &strict-by-program interaction mcdel is a model

that allcws for district di f ferences within the EE program but not within

the IS prcgram. This model is a plausible alternative in part because the

amount of instructional English varies substantially among the districts
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for the EE pmg.am but scaroely varies at all among the districts for the

IS program.

For the reading su,'ott, the alternative model ol district different.-
ec; for early-exit schools hut not immersion strategy isdnools was fit to

the data using the three-level H1,141 program. District differences on the
reading subtest were signifi.cant mew the EE programs (thi-sguare ez 16.2

with 8 d.f. p .040). Recall that the overall district differenoes wre

na significant (p .279). ftrthermore, the test that IS programs also

had district differences was not signifimnt (chi-square za 8.9 with 6

d.f., p " .179). This alternative model is preferable to the full

district-by-pregram interaction model bemuse it is more parsimonious and

fits the data nearly as well.

Table 199 givw, the results of estimatim this alternative =del of

EE district differeness bat no IS district differences. The early-twit

sthool group in district C serves as the refererce. The PQM parameter

estimate gives the amount by vdhith the ineersion strategy sithools differ

frem the EE district C school group. Recall that district F has no

irmersion strategy school, so it does not contribute to the estimate of

the e parameter, The ED-A, EE-B, FE-F, and EE-111 parameter estimates
give the difference between the FE, school group in district t and the EE

program in eadi district respextively.
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Table 199

One-Progrant Schools 1-3 Analysis for Reading
With District Effects for Early-Exit Only

farlyzENIt
Dvmersion
=taw_

Difference
- EE

Spring 1st District A 29.391 7.077 -22.314
District B 4.973 24.014 19.041
District C * -14.824 -14.824
Ddstrict F 10.982
District H/I 6.044 8.129 2.085

Growth 1-3 District A 16.878 20.166 -18.177
District B 4.979 12.353 31.350
District C * 30.947 44.631
District F 24.385 -- --
District WI 25.389 -5.326 -11.006

* Me early-exit school grcup in district C serves as the reference
category; all other values are differences from this school group.

MasesttatailM.10%.01.1.mmu.s.

'Under: this alternative model, the growth rates for the IS prcgrams as

a group and the EE prirjraras in districts A, F, and WI are all about equal

and substantially la..crix than the qv:meth rates in the EE programs in

districts Band C. The estimated initial status is similar across all the

districts =I programs except that the EE program in district A is

relatively high. The difference between the EE program in district A and

the lowest initial status, for the EE program in the reference district C,

falls just short of statistical significance (p = .055) .

It is noteworthy that the districts with highest early-exit reading
growth rate, districts A, F, and H/1, are the three districts with the
highest use of English for instruction in their early-exit programs (see
Ctepber 1). The two districts with relatively lew use of Mglish in their
early-exit program, districts B and C, both shad relatively low reading
growth ratw. An evaluation of this sucnestive pattern goes beyond
neminal program analyses.
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The program differences on the reading subtest are small after

adjusting for pxxvemsity, but there is same evidence that the program

effectveries by district. A full district-by-program interaction model,

fitting a separate initial status and grcwth rate to each district-program

combination, was estimated for the reading subtest. For that model, the

remiing growth rate for the immersimnstnitegyschoolgracp hndistrict C

is found to be much higher than for the early-exit school group in that

district. In the other three districts with both programs represented

among the one-program schools, the program difference in growth rate is

much smaller. An alternative, more parsimonious, model was also fit to

thereadingsmittest. In this alternative =del, early-lexitschoasdiffer

by district but immersion strategy schools do not. The hypothesis that

the growth curves are the same for all four districts with IS schools

cannot be rejectea. In this model, all of the district-program combina-

tions have approximately the same growth rate except for the early-exit

schools in districts B and C, which have Imergamth rates. The early-

exit programs in districts B and C have the lowest use of English for

instruction among these districts and programs. Both models indioate that

all of the districts and programs have approximately the same initial

status.

wee the alternative model used for the reading sUbtest also improve the
_f_i_t_fn_thLejNa_thgggt,isajlasUengmxjBA2rdgtcg?

For the mathematics and language subtests, district-by-program

interactions were not statistically significant. Amcdel of main effects

for program and main effects for district provided an adequate fit to the

schools. Because of the significant district-by-program interactions for

the reading subtest, an alternative model of EE district differences but

no IS district differences was fit to the reading data and found to

provide :ALI adequate fit with a simpler model than the tull interaction

model. For comparison purposes, it is useful to check the fit of the

alternative model for the mathematics and language subtests.
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For both the mathematics and the language subtests, the original

mcdel with district main effects and the alternative mcdel with district

differences ally for early-exit schools fit the data about equally well.

Table 200 and Table 201 summarize the results of the model-testing for the
mathematics and language subtests, respectively. For comparison,

Table 202 gives the corresponding results for the reading subtest.

Table 200

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for Mathematics
Tests of District and District-Program Effects

District Main Effects

Likelihood
Ratio

Chi-Square

Degrees
of

Enallgin itYalut

vs. No District Effects 16.8 8 0.032

District-Program Interactions
vs. District Main Effects 4.9 6 0.557

District Main Effects and
District-Program Interactions
vs. No District Effects 21.7 14 0.085

EE District Effects
vs. No District Effects 16.3 8 0.038

EE and IS District Effects
vs. EE District Effects 5.4 6 0.494
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Table 201

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for Language
Tests of District and District-Program Effects

District Main Effects

Likelihood
Ratio

Chi-Square

Degrees
of

=Zia la-Value

vs. No District Effects 23.0 8 0.003

District-Program Interactions
vs. District Main Effects 10.4 6 0.109

District Main Effects and
District-Program Interactions
vs. No District Effects 33.4 14 0.003

EE District Effects
vs. No District Effects 24.8 8 0.002

EE and IS District Effects
vs. EE District Effects 8.6 6 0.197
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Table 202

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for Reading
Tests of District and District-Program Effects

District Main Effects

Likelihood
Ratio

Chi-Sguare

Degrees
of

Ermolam P-Value

vs. No District Effects 9.8 8 0.179

District-Program Interactions
vs. District Main Effects 15.3 6 0.018

District Main Effects and
District-Program Interactions
vs. No District Effects 25.1 14 0.034

EE District Effects
vs. No District Effects .16.2 8 0.040

EE and IS District Effects
vs. EE District Effects 8.9 6 0.179

Table 203 and Table 204 show the mathematics and language models

estimated with district differences for the EE program but not the IS

program. They may be compared with the district main effects mcdels in

Table 193 and Table 195, respectively. The results for the mathematics

subtest indicate faidysmall differences among the early-exit districts,

which is consistent with the marginal statistical significance of the

district effects. For the language subtest, the pattern of results with

the alternative model is very similar to the pattern for the reading

subtest. The growal rates for the early-exit schools in districts A4 Fl

and WI are very similar to the growth rate estimated for the immersion

strategy schools, while the growth rates for districts B and C are lower.

The initial status results indicate the early-exit programs in districts

B, Cy and H/1 start somewhat lower than the EE programs in districtsAand

F. The spring first grade status for the IS programs, which under this

model is the same for all four districts with IS-only schools (A, B, C,
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and H/I), is

and F.

comparable to the status for the EE programs in districts A

Table 203

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for Mathematics
With District Effects for Farly-Exit Only

Time
Within

=Et
Student
Within

ggh4Q1_

Predictor
of

Achgcl__ bane= gld_Err t-Stat gl-Value

spring ist BASE BASE 249.878 11.685 21.385 0.000
BASE MKS 7.273 11.139 0.653 0.525
BASE EE-A 10.222 12.009 0.851 0.410
BASE EE-B -9.707 12.171 -0.798 0.439
BASE EE-F 20.661 16.040 1.288 0.220
BASE EE-HI 6.325 11.955 0.529 0.606
PONE13 BASE -10.711 9.956 -1.076 0.283
AVABS13 BASE -40.553 0.206 -2.685 0.008
EDAM BASE 1.424 0.413 3.451 0.001
FEMALE BASE -4.692 2.547 -1.842 0.066

Growth 1-3 BASE BASE 38.694 9.160 4.224 0.000
BASE PGMIS 5.163 9.460 0.546 0.585
EASE EE-A 14.519 10.126 1.434 0.152
BASE EE-B -0.658 10.278 -0.064 0.949
BASE EE-F 6.022 12.910 0.466 0.641
BASE EE-HI 12.184 10.011 1.217 0.224
PONE13 BASE -3.474 6.403 -0.543 0.587
FEMALE BASE 5.929 1.715 3.457 0.001

Curvature BASE BASE -6.648 2.717 -2.447 0.015
BASE PGMIS -3.924 2.630 -1.492 0.136
PONE13 BASE 12.259 5.095 2.406 0.017
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Table 204

One-Program Schools 1-3 Analysis for Language
With District Effects for Early-Exit Only

Time
Within

=dent

Student
Within

2Cbca_

Predictor
of

_EgbQQ1_- Dam= 2tdAmir I=Stat pl-Value

Spring 1st BASE BASE 206.939 14.793 13.989 0.000
RASE PGMIS 30.079 13.179 2.282 0.040
BASE EE-A 55.288 14.200 3.894 0.002
BASE EE-B 14.004 14.535 0.963 0.353
BASE EE-F 39.497 19.951 1.980 0.069
BASE EE-HI 17.510 14.404 1.216 0.246
PONE13 BASE 22.658 14.975 1.513 0.131
AVABS13 BASE -0.430 0.332 -1.293 0.197
EMIG BASE 2.020 0.659 3.068 0.002
FEMALE BASE 3.355 4.013 0.836 0.404

Growth 1-3 BASE BASE 48.071 10.326 4.655 0.000
BASE MKS 25.868 10.230 2.529 0.012
BASE EE-A 21.363 10.808 11977 0.049
BASE EE-B 3.716 11.228 0.331 0.741
BASE EE-F 27.145 14.504 1.872 0.062
BASE EE-HI 31.625 10.993 2.877 0.004
PONE13 BAgE -25.558 10.386 -2.461 0.014
FEMALE BASE 14.716 3.005 4.897 0.000

Curvature BASE BASE -14.769 4.400 -3.356 0.001
BASE PGMIS -15.451 4.266 -3.622 0.000
PONE13 BASE 25.397 8.239 3.083 0.002

aEgla

The original model of district main effects ani the alternative =del

of district effects only for early-exit programs fit equally well to the

mathematics anzl larquage subtests. The choice between these models cannot

be made on statistical grounds. The pattern of growth rate results for

the language subtest are similar to the pattern for the reading subtest.

This pattern is suggestive of a relationship between the greater amounts

of English and higher growth rates. The evaluation of this possible

relationship goes beyond the scope of this report.
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match in spring of
Lther_913113/0

The K-1 and 1-3 analyses both produce estimated program dif ferences

for spring of first grade. The estimates frau the K-1 analyses are based

on analysis of covariance OUCCA09 with school as a random ef fect. The

estimates from the nein set of 1-3 analyses are based on two,level

hierarchical linear models fitted to individual growth curves, with school
as a f ixed ef fect. Same additicnal 1-3 analyses were performed using

three-level hierarchical linear ncdels, with school as a random ef fact.

If the models provide reasonable fits to the data, all the analytic

nethcds should prodiace similar program estimates for spring of first

grade. 'table 205 suaraarizes sate of the estimated program differences for

spring of first grade for the mathematics subtest.
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Table 205

One-Program Schools K-1 and 1-3 Analysis:
Estimated Program Differences in ppring 1st for Mathematics

12mgriltoian ammo= =Um t-Stat n-Value

K7-1 All: No District Effects 1.208 7.222 0.167 0.870
K-1 All: With District Main 0.813 7.640 0.106 0.918
K-1 Pre: No District Effects 0.626 8.449 0.074 0.942
K-1 Pre: With District Main -0.865 8.330 -0.104 0.920
K-1 Pre: Mathematics Pretest 1.802 7.428 0.243 0.814
K-1 Pre: District & Pretest 0.453 7.953 0.057 0.956

1-3 All: Basic TWo-Level 1.960 3.27 0.599 0.550
1-3 All: School Curvature 2.318 3.2**
1-3 Pre: Basic TWo-Level -3.274 4.e
1-3 Pre: Mathematics Pretest -1.672 4.3**
1-3 Pre: Propensity for Pre -4.545 4 . 5"
1-3 Fre: Pre Predicts Both -1.920 4 . e*

1-3 Three-Level: NO District 0.788 5.89* 0.134 0.895
1-3 Three-Level: astrict Main 0.855 5.77* 0.148 0.885

1-3 Tnree-Level: District EE Effects Only
District A -4.257 12.0**
District 15.672 12.2**
District 5.965 11.16* 0.534 0.602
District F -14.696 16.0**
District H/I -0.360 12.0**

* Estimated from t -statistic

** No t-statistic was calculated, so the standard error of the coeffi-
cient for the dummy variable as a predictor of initial status
(intercept) is given.

The estimated program difference is given for six of the K-1

analyses, one from each of the six sets of four analyses. The analysis

controlling for "kw covariates" was selected as the representative of the

set of four analyses. The estimated program difference at spring of first

grade is also given for the six basic (tworgevel) 1-3 analyses and the

three 1-3 analyses using the three-level Iffit4 program; these estimated
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program dif ferences at spring of first grade incorporate the curvature for

the estimated program difference.

All of the K-1 analyses given indi.cate extremely small program

differences in mathematics at spring of first grade. The basic 1-3

analyses shad slightly larger differences but the largest difference is

only about one standard error, which is not even close to statistical

significarxx. Therefore, the fact that the standard errors for the basic

analyses, whidi treat school as a fixed effect, are km= to be underesti-

mates of the true standard error does not charge the conclusion that there

are no program differences at spring of first grade for mathematics.

The 1-3 analyses using the three-level program, which correctly treat

sdhool as a random effect, also show nonsignificant differences between

the programs. For the model with no district effects and for the model

with district main effects, a single program difference is estimated and

it is less than one ESS point, far from statistical significance. The

alternativemodel with district effects for the EE program only prodUces

a separate estimate of the program difference for each district. The

estimated spring first grade mathematics achievement level for the IS

program is the same for all districts, but the estimated spring first

grademathematics achievement level for the EE program varies by district

(see Table 203). Therefore, the estimated difference between the IS

program (estimated using all four districts with IS sdhools) and the EE

program (estimated separately for each district) is different for each

district. The difference for district F is presented in the table even

though district F had no one-program immersion strategy schools; district

F therefore did not contribute to the estimated first grade mathematics

score for immersion strategy programs.

Because all of the 1-3 analyses allow the amount of curvature to vary

by program, the estimated program difference in spring of first grade must

be tested using the multivariate hypothesis testing capability of the HLM

program. Only same of the possible hypothesis tests were performed.

Where the hypothesis test was not performed, a rough approximation to the
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standard error of the estimated program difference can be obtained from

the standard error of the dunny variable as a predictor of the initial

status (intommapt). For these analyses, that standard error tends to be

a slight underestimate of the standard error of the predicted difference

at spring of first grade. Only the largeut estimated prognma difference,

the 15.7 point EE advantage in district El, exceeds this rough standard

error and only by a small margin. The difference wculd have to be at

least twioe the standard error to achieve statistical significance.

The K-1 and 1-3 estimates of program differences in spring of first

grade for the mathematics subtestmatxtwell. The estimates are all small

and far from statistical significance.

atervell do the K-4.ALAI.:Lmlmmjaragnagimattkiplippr elm:it/tot

=SW

The estimated program differences for the six "Key Covariates" K-1

analyses and the various 1-3 analynes for the language subtest are

summarized in Table 206. The K-1 analyses indicate a modest but fairly

consistent IS advantage in spring of first grade,- but none of the

estimates are close to statistical significance. The 1-3 analyses that

produce a single overall estimate of the program difference for 3anguage

in spring of first grade show small differences less than half the

standard error (rd therefore far from statistical significance).



Table 206

One-ProgramSchools K-1 and 1-3 Analysis:
Estimated Program Differences in Spring 1st for Language

Drigruist ign arm= =Um t-Stat 1D-Value

K-1 All: No District Effects 3.507 10.351 0.339 0.740
K-1 All: With District Main 7.978 9.188 0.868 0.408
K-1 Pre: No District Effects 8.404 12.444 0.675 0.515
K-1 Pre: With District Main 9.955 11.683 0.852 0.422
K-1 Pre: Pretest Tttal 9.103 10.524 0.865 0.410
K-1 Pre: District & Pretest 11.106 10.378 1.070 0.326

1-3 All: Basic TWo-Lavel -0.878 5.16! -0.170 0.865
1-3 All: School CUrvature 0.432
1-3 Pre: Basic TWo,-Level -2.954
1-3 Pre: Pretest Ibtal 1.338
1-3 Pre: Propensity for Pre -3.125 6.7"
1-3 Pre: Pre Predicts Both 1.594 6.6"

1-3 Three-Level: No District -1.709 9.58! -0.178 0.861
1-3 Three-Level: District Main 0.892 7.55! 0.118 0.908

1-3 Three-Level: District EE Effects Only
District A -30.359 14.2"
Cdstrict 10.925 14.5"
District 24.929 13.22! 1.886 0.082
District F -14.568 20.0"
District B/I 7.419 14.4"

* Estimated from t-statistic

** No t-statistic was calculated, so the standard error of the coeffi-
cient for the dummy variable as a predictor of initial status
(intercept) is given.

M.Iiamr.

For the alternative =lel with district differences included oray for

the EE programs, the estimates of program differences in the districts

vary considerably. There is an estimated 25 point advantage for the IS

programs compared with the EE program in district C, while there is an

estimated 30 point advantage for the EE program in district A compared

with the IS programs as a group. These differences approach statistical

significance at the .05 level, since they are about twice the standard
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error. Undoubtedly the large difference between the EE programs in these

two districts =tributes greatly to the statistically significant

district differences found for the language subtest. The other three

districts have estimated spring first grade achievement levels for the EE

schools that are well within one standard error of the estimated level for

IS schccas. These differences average cut, however, so that the overall

program difference (In the three-level models that estimate a single value

for the program differences) are less than two points in either direction.

Both the K-1 and 1-3 analyses indicate no statistically significant

overall program differences on the language subtest. Using the alterna-

tive model of district differences for EE sohoolsbut not for IS schools,

substantial differences are observed that are near statistical signifi-

cance at the .05 level. The EE program in district A exhibits higher

language achievement at spring of first grade than the IS schools as a

group. The opposite is tn.* in district C: the EE program in district C

exhibits lower first grade language subtest scores than the IS piogram

schools.

amga?

The estimated program differences on the reading subtest for the six

"Key Covariates" K-1 analyses and all the 1-3 analyses are given in

Table 207. The K-1 analyses show small and nonsignificant differences in

spring of first grade for the reading subtest. The 1-3 analyses on all

sthdents treating school as, a fixed effect ("1-3 All: Basic 'No-Level" and

"1-3 All: School Curvature") show an early-exit advantage that approaches

statistical significance. Because the standard error of the estimated

program difference is an underestimate for the two,level Acdel, this

implies the difference is defirftelynct statistically significant. This

is confirmed by the 1-3 analyses using the three-level program with and

without district main effects ("1-3 Three-Level: No District" and "1-3
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Thms-Leval: District Main") In these tw analyses, the early-exit
advantaga is sintilar to the prugrazu difference fare in the analyses
treatimg sdnool as a fixed effect, but with the larger (and itr?re accurate)
Stardard erzor the differtnce is far frail statistical significanw.
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Thble 207

One-Program Schools K-1 and 1-3 Ana3ysis:
Estimated Program Differences in Spring 1st for Reading

17.1.1.NOWIT:1114113.11

Xactrirtian

K-1 All: No District Effects
K-1 All: With District Main
K-1 Pre: No District Effects
K-1 Pre: With District Main
K-1 Pre: Pretest TOtal
K-1 Pre: District & Pretest

=wear
-2.586
-2.019
4.457
4.885
5.390
5.989

2til..=
7.856
8.177
10.335
11.392
9.365
10.536

t-Stat

-0.329
-0.247
0.431
0.429
0.575
0.568

0.747
0.811
0.675
0.681
0.579
0.590

1-3 All: Basic TWo-Level -7.269 4.36* -1.668 0.096
1-3 All: Sdhool CUrvature -7.135 4.3.**

1-3 Pre: Basic Two-Level -3.968 6. 6"

1-3 Pre: Pretest Total -0.610 6.3"
1-3 Pre: Propensity for Pre -4.148 6 .3"

1-3 Pre: Pre Predicts Both -1.097 6 .3"

1-3 Three-Level: No District -6.549 7.29* -0.899 0.381
1-3 Three-Level: District Main -5.678 6 . 64* -0.856 0.407

1-3 Three-Level: District EE Effects Only
District A -23.714 13 . 6"

District 0.439 13.9"
District 5.014 12.68* 0.395 0.699
District -6.740 18 .

District H/I -1.389 13.7"

1-3 Three-Level: Program-District Interactions
District A -23.713 18.0"
District B 17 . 642 21 .

District C -16.223 14.5"
District F --

District H/I 0.686 16.5"

* Estimated from t-statistic

** No t-statistic was calculated, so the standard error of the coeffi-
cient for the dummy variable as a predictor of initial status
(intercept) is given.

For the reading subtest, program-district interactions were found. to

be statistically significant even after controlling for district main

effects. An alternative =del, allowing district differences among the, EE
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schools but not among the IS schools, was found to fit the data nearly as

well with femarrmaaneters. For this alternative model ("1-3 Three-Level!

District EE Effects Only"), the diffarencetetween the EE program in each

district and the overall estimate of the IS program at spring of first

grade is generally small. The EE program in district A is estimated to

have reading athievement scores nearly 24 points above the average for the

IS sdhools, a difference that is not quite statistically significant,

since it is less than twice the rough standard error of 13.6 points.

The full model of district differences for EE schools and separate

district differences for IS schools ("1-3 Three-Level: Program-District

Interactions") produces separate estimates for each program-district

combination. The program differences are estimated separately for each

district (district F has no one-program IS schools, so no program

difference can be estimated for that.district). The standard errors for

these comparisons are relatively large because only the schools in each

district can be used to compare the programs at spring of first grade.

None of the differences approach statistical significance. Note that the

estimated program differences in this table differ from those given in

Table 198 because in this table the effect of the program differenoe in

curvature is incorporated into the estimate.

SuramarY

The K-1 and 1-3 estimates of the difference between the two programs

for the reading subtest at spring of first grade are not statistically

significant. The overall estimates of program differences indicate a

small advantage for the early-exit program, but the difference is less

than one standard error and therefore far from statistically significant.

Some insight into the origin of the early-exit advantage can be obtained

from the 1-3 analysis incorporating district differences for the EE

program and the analysis incorporating separate district differences for

the EE program and the IS program (the full district-by-program interac-

tion model). In both of these analyses, the EE program in district A

shows nearly a 24 point advantage over the IS programs as a group or over
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the IS program in district A at spring of first grade. This dif ference is

not statistically significant but is likely to be the cause of the

estimated early-exit advantage. The early-exit programs in the other

districts have first grade reading achievement scores that are about the

same, on average, as the innersion strategy programs. It should be

enchasized that none of the program dif ferences are significant at the .05

level.

Sgsrelmigna

.!..J.1 2_!-? ;

Perhaps the mast inlipcm7tant result of the analyses of one-program

schools is that school-to7school differences are large even within the

same district and program, My program differences are small compared to

the school differences. No doubt same of the differences among schools

can be attributed to variations in the program indementation at the

schools, but such operational program analyses go beyond the scope of this

report.

Because of the large school variability and the small number of

schools available for the analysis, it is diffiailt to assess district arld

program differences. Nonetheless, sane statistically significant program

and district differences were detected.

The students in the early-exit and immersinn strategy programs were

found to differ in same material ways. A propen tty score was estimated

for each student, as described in Chapter II, and included as a predictor

in the analyses. The propensity score adjusts the estimated program

effect to amount for background variable differences between the sthdents

in the two programs. All of the program and district differences

summarized in this section are estimated after adjusting for the

propensity score (see Table 208 for a summary of results).
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Table 208

Summary of Program Differences in
One-Program School HLM Analyses

Initial Grockh

=21,6_ _Bata_ Qtamtaza

Mhthematics ESS Differences+ 3.179 -3.183 -3.657
(see Table 174) p-Value .319 .146 .164

Englidh Language ESS Eifferences 3.817 4.710 -14.086
(see Table 175) pvalue .448 .223 .001"

Englidh Pbading ESS Differences -5.896 3.251 -4.118
(sae Table 176) peAralue .163 .322 .283

+ Expanded Scale Score Differences between IS and EE

The nathematics subtest shows essentially'no differences in growth

curves between the programs. The initial status, growth rate, and

curvature are all virtually identical in the two programs. There are

narginally significant differences among the districts. At spring of

first grade, district F has relatively high nathematics achievement and

district B relatively low mathematics achievement, with the other three

districts in between. Districts A and H/I show the highest growth rates,

with district F neXt highest and districts B and C lowest.

For the language subtest, the immersion strategy programs have a

higher status by 8 to 12 points at spring of first grade in the K-1

analyses, but the differenoe is not statistically significant. In the 1-3

analyses, the program difference at spring of first grade is much smaller,

varies in direction, and is not statistically significant. The language

growth rates for the two programs are not significantly different.

However, there is substantially greater negative curvature in the

immersion strategy program than in the early-exit program. Thus the

immersion strategy schools have higher language achievement in second

grade but have lower yrowth from second grade to third grade. The two

programs are not significantly different in spring of third grade.
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For the language subtest, there are significant district differences

in spring of first grade and in grcwth rate. In spring of first grade,

districts A and F have the highest language achievement test scores.

District H/I is next highest, followed by district B and then district C.

Although the overall test for district differences in initial status was

statistimillysignificant,closelyrankeddistrictswerenotsignificantly

different from each other. For the growth rate from first grade to third

grade, districts F and B/I were highest, district A next highest, and

districts B and C lowest.

For the reading sUbtest, early-exit students had higher scores in

spring of first grade by up to 7 points, but the difference is not

statistically significant. The programs do not differ in secaxigrade or

third grade, and there are no overall program differences in gradth rates

or curvature. Although the test for district main effects was not

significant, the test tar district-program interactions was marginally

significant. This implies that the prcgramdifferences vary by district.

The districtprogram interactions for the reading subtest lel to the

consideration of an alternative model in which the early-exit schools

exhibit district differences but the immersion strategy schools do not.

This alternative mcdel is preferable to the full district-program

interactimmodW1 because it fits the reading test scores nearly as well

with -Ezvsl- rarameters. The source of the interactions and the district

differences within the early-exit program is in part due to the early-exit

program in district A. Except for the early-exit program in district AL,

all of the early-exit and immersion strategy programs appear to have

comparable initial status and growth rate on the reading subteat. The

early-exit program in district A has substantially higher reading

achievement at spring of first grade. The other source of the interac-

tions appears to be the early-exit programs in districts B and C. The

reading growth rates in the early-exit schools in districts B and C are

lower than in the other districts and lower than the growth rates in the

immersion strategy schools.
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The alternative mcdea of district dif ferences among the early-exit

schools lout not among the immersion strategy schools was tested on the

mathematics and language subtests. It was found to fit the data about as

well as the mcdlel of district main ef fects. The district main effects

model says that districts have overall differences in achievement levels

that apply ecipally to both programs. This model did not fit the

mathematics ar ! language data any better or any worse than the alternative

model, which says the early-Exit program have dif farewells in adhievement

across the districts but the immersion strategy programs do not have

differences across the districts. As noted above, the alternative model

did fit the reading data better than the district main effects model.

The results of these one-program schools analyses were found to be

insensitive to the analytic method and to the covariates included as

predictors of achievement. Estimated program differences at spring of

first grade were similar in the K-1 analyses, the basic 1-3 analyses (with

school treated as a fixed effect) / and the 1-3 analyses using the three-

level hierarchical linear model (with school treated as a random effect) .

The estimated program differences in growth rate and curvature in the 1-3

analyses were similar whether school was treated as a fixed effect or as

a random ef fect. The estimated program effects were even found not to be

af fected by the inclusion of the propensity score, which implies that the

students in the two programs are not very disparate.

The one sensitivity in these analyses of one-prcgram schools involved

the reduction to students with pretest scores available. The elimination

of students without pretest scores available introduced a program

dif ference in growth rate for mathematics and language and eliminated the

program dif ference in curvature for language. (It had essentially no

ef fect on the estimated program differences for readirq. ) The dif ferences

in the analyses are probably attrihrtable to the sizable school differenc-

es. The elimination of several schools ard school groups from the pretest

analyses may have destroyed the nti tive similarity of the immersion

strategy schools and the early-exit schools on the measure of school

socioeconomic status (see Chapter II) . Mbreover, the introduced program
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differences in growth rates are not larger than the estimated differences

for many of the individual schools and school groups. A more complete

evaluation of the program difference in the mathematics and language

growth rates among these students with pretest soores available would

require additional analyses.

EMI=

Almost no program differences were found among the one-program

schools. The immersion strategy schools exhibited significantly greater

curvature on the language subtest. Thus the immersion strategy schools

had higher language achievement than the early-exit schools at second

grade but there was no significant difference at third grade. This

finding of a tatpontry boost in achievement for the students in immersion

strategy schools is similar to the results for the language and reading

subtests for the two-program schools. FOr the two-program schools,

however, the temporary boost appears at first grade for the language

subtest and at second grade for the reading subtest.

Some district differences were found among the one-program schools.

Where there were differences, districts B and C tended to have lower

status at first grade and lower growth rates; districts Aq F, and H/I

generally had higher status at first grade and higher growth rates. One

of these three "high" districts was usually not as high as the other two,

but not always the same one. Comparing this pattern of district

differences with the patterns of instructional English described in

Chapter I is suggestive of a relationship. The early-exit program in

districtFhad the highest levels of English use, with districtsAand H/I

next highest. Districts B and C had the lowest use of English for

instruction. It is possible that these variations in program implementa-

tion explain the significant district differences for the language subtest

and, especially, the district-program interactions for the reading
subtest.
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V. THE INTRA-FM(7M ANALYSES OF LATE-EXIT
TRAWITIONAL BILINGUAL =CATION PROGRAMS

littrztglign

....t.-net.gmilzaresom_d_tklatitsidtmalose

The analyses of students in the late-exit program were designed to

ccepare the patterns of student growth across the districts, schools, and

cohorts within the late-exit program. The one school in late-exit

district D, the seven schools in late-exit district E, and the six schools

in late-exit district G viers compared within and between districts. Of

special interest was the comparison of the kindergarten through third

grade (R-3) cohort of students and the third grade through sixth grade

(3-6) cohort of students. All ocupariscns were made in all three areas of

academic achievement, as measured in English: mathematics, language arts,

and reading.

To date, little is known about the academic growth of limited-

English-proficient students over time. The informaticn provided here will

be useful to educators and researchers with hypotheses abcut the grcwth of

these students from first grade through sixth grade.

the late-exit students

The late-exit students were analyzed separately in large part because

the districts with late-exit programs had inplenented no alternative

programs. This makes it inpossible to compare students in the late-exit

program with students in other programs while controlling for district

differences. The other main reason for separating the analyses of the

late-exit students is that the inversion strategy and learly-exit students

were not studied beyond fourth grade, but a cohort of late-exit students

was studied fram tnird grade through sixth grade.
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The late-exit analyses were divided into two major parts, just as the

IS/EE analyses were: a set ct K-1 analyses using Analysis of COvariance

(ANCOVA) and a set of analyses using individual growth =ryes. In the K-1

analyses, the schools were treated as randan effects, so the HIM =muter

program was used to perform the ANCOVA. In the growth curve analyses, a

two-level hierarchical linear model was estimated using the HLM program:

each student had an individual growth curve estimated and the intercept

and slope of these growth curves were then predicted using student

attributes. These growth curve analyses include growth curves for first

grade through third grade estimated using the *-3 cohort of students and

growth curves for third grade through sixth grade using the 3-6 cohort of

students. These analyses are therefore referred to as 1-6 analyses.

HLiktileauga_thejiggcrisete

The three late-exit districts were found to have similar socioeccnom-

ic status at the school level (meampter II). However, the three late-

exitdistricts serve very different populations. Late-exit district D is

the only study district located in Florida, where the Spanish-speaking

population includes many Cubans. Late-exit district E, in New York,

serves a Spanish-speaking population that is largely Puerto Rican. Late-

exit district G is located in southern California, where the Spanish-

speaking population includes many students ct Mexican descent.

As described in Chapter I, large differences were found among the

three late-exit districts in the pattern of instructional English. The

pattern of the amount of English used for instruction in district G was

found to be closer to the model for an early-exit program than the model

for a late-exit program. District D and district E showed a pattern of

instructional English more faithfUl to the late-exit name. Thus the

districts differ considerably in the educational program.
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What constraints were placed on the late-exit anal_ym...

Only one school in district D is included in the study. This makes

it inpossible to assess the school-to-school variation within district D.

With 42 students, however, the estimated school ef fects should be stable

enough to permit treating school 30, the cxle district D sdiool, separately

in the late-exit analyses.

Late-exit district E had seven schools participating in the study,

but only six had K-3 cohorts (see Chapter II) . Although all study

students had been in the late-exit program from the beginning of

kindergarten, the eight study students in school 42 all entered the study

in third grade. In addition, school 46 had only four students with first

grade test scores.

Late-exit district G had six study sdhools, but school 61 had only

five students and school 64 only three students. Mbre importantly, the

"spring first grade" test for district G was actually administered in fall

of second grade. Therefore, district G students were expected to have

higher "spring fink grade" test scores than they would have obtained had

they actually been tested in spring of first grade. Furthermore, fall

kindergarten tests were not available for any district G students because

that district entered the study in spring of the first year, making it

impossible to cmpare district C with the other two late-exit districts at

fall of kindergarten. For these two reasons, if district G students had

higher scores in "spring first grade" thmn students in the other two late-

exit districts, the dif ference in scores could not be attributed to

dif ferences in the prognma inplementation. Any dif ference in "spring

first grade" scores could be due to differences that existed in fall of

kiniergarten or to the six-month dif ference in test date. According:

most analyses were performed with district G treated separately, eithcr by

excluding the students entirely or by providing for differences between

district G and the other two late-exit districts.
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In the absence of true first grade test scores for district G and in

the absence of any way to assess the comparability of district G students

with the other two late-exit districts in fall kindergarten, it is

questionable to include district G in analyses that use "spring first

grade" test scores. The analyses presentahere include district G

students only when doing so does not distort the results obtained when

district G students are omitted.

TO assess differences between the district E schools as a group and

school 30, the single district D school, a neasure of variability is

needed. Because there is no information about the school-to-school

variability in district DI it is neoessary to rely cn the school-to-scthcol

variability in district E. That is, school 30 is compared to the schools

in district E to evaluate whether the achievement in school 30 is

reasonably similar to the distribution of achievement among the district

E schools.

egAithit....mmiumin_amtl?

In an extensive series cf analyses not presented in detail here,

separate growth curve models were estimated for first through third grade

using the K-3 cohort and for third through sixth grade using the 3-6

cohort. These models were used to develop a set of predictors of the

intercept and slope of the individual growth curves. They were also used

to evaluate the curvature in growth from first through third grade and

from third through sixth grade.

Substantial negative curvature was found for the immersion strategy

and early-exit students in the 1-3 analyses reported in Chapter III and

Chapter IV. That is, the growth was found to flatten, as expected from

the national norms. For same of those IS/EE analyses, the amount of

curvature varied by program.

In contrast, for the late-exit students in districts D and E the

amount of curvature in growth within each cohort (cohorts K-3 and 3-6) was
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generally small. (District G was excluded from these analyses because ct

the problem with the "spring first grade" test score.) Where the

curvature within cxhort was significantly different from zero it was found

to be positive; the students exhibited increasing growth rates: not

decreasing growth rates. However, the 1-3 growth rate (estimated using

the K-3 cohort) was found to be much greater than the 3-6 growth rate

(twitimiM:edusing the 3-6 cohort). That is, between cohorts the students

exhibited decreasing growth rates, in accordance with expectations based

on national norms.

Table 209 summarizes the estimated curvature coefficients for the two

cohorts and all three subtests. FOr the K-3 cohort, the estimated

curvature from spring of first grade through spring of third grade is

negligible for the mathematics and reading subtests and does not approach

statistical significance. FOr the language subtest, the estimated 1-3

curvature is significantly positive. For the 3-6 cohort, the estimated

3-6 curvature is not large for any of the three subtests. The negative

curvature for the language subtest is not statistically significant at the

.05 level. The positive curvature is statistically significant for

mathematics and reading tut does not exceed about 5.3 points; that is, the

growth rate accelerates, increasing 5.3 points per year. A curvature

coefficient of 5.3 points implies a growth rate about 16 points higher in

sixth grade than in third grade.

Table 209

Late-EXit 1-3 and 3-6 CUrvature Estimates

pgsgraution ariameter atd_EKK t-Stat p-Value

Mathematics Curvature 1-3 1.942 2.736 0.710 0.479
language Curvature 1-3 11.166 4.043 2.762 0.007
Reading Curvature 1-3 2.179 3.234 0.674 0.502

Mathematics Curvature 3-6 4.371 1.783 2.452 0.016
Language Curvature 3-6 -2.572 1.450 -1.774 0.079
Reading CUrvature 3-6 5.308 1.702 3.118 0.002

.t.m.NalvamWeur
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The growth rate analyses pcesented in this chapter do not include

within-cohort curvature. They do includebaboeen-ockortcurvature in the

sense that the 1-3 growth rates and the 3-6 greiwth rates are allowed to

differ. That is, the individual student growth curves are actually

straight lines, and the slopes ct the lines for the K-3 cohort of students

are modeled to be steeper than the sloces of the lines for the 3-6 cohort

of students.

The decision to present the models without curvature within cohort

was based on several factors. If the true grcwth within cohort is

quadratic, fitting a straight line to the test scores ,:;ives an accurate

estimate of the average growth. The curvature within cohort, if it

exists, is small and positive (see Table 209). The curvature between

cohorts is substantially larger and negative (see Table 250, Table 251,

&id Table 252 and the accompanying discussion later in this chapter).

Thus it seems likely that if students hadbeen studied longitudinally from

kindergarten through sixth grade, the overall pattern of curvature in

growth wculd have been negative.

In addition, combining the positive curvature within the 1-3 and 3-6

cohorts with the negative curvature acmes the 1-3 and 3-6 cohorts would

have produced a cceplex =del. That daably-curved =del of student growth

would have been difficult to interpret and wculd be unstable with the

relatively small number of students available for analysis. With no

students studied longitudinally across the third grade boundary, it is

inappropriate to reach comlusions abcut dhape of student growth at third

grade: the implied "cusp" ct the doubly-curved model at third grade is

quite possibly artifactual.

The effect of fitting straight-line individual growth curves is to

relegate any within-student curvature to the estimated within-student

variability. Table 210 shows the estimateciwithin-student standard error

for the models with and without curvature for both cohorts and all three

subtests. As expected from the estimated curvature coefficients in

Table 2091 the greatest effect is for the two coefficients that were
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significant at the .01 level: the 1-3 cunature for the language subtest

and the 3-6 curvature for the reading slit:test. In both cases the increase

in standard error is less than two percent, clearly a negligible change.

Thus, while there is some curvature in growth, these analyses lAdicate

that the use of straight-line rather than gWratic growth curves will

have a negligible effect on the results.

Table 210

Late-ait 7-3 and 3-6 Cuwature Effect on Within-Student Variability

Algadati23
EStimated Within-Student Standxrd Error

iiitiLAnnatwa EiStsvt.Sliratats
Mathematics 1-3 21 .S4 21.81
Language 1-3 32.5z 33.11
Reading 1-3 26. 05 26. 00

Mathematics 3-6 29.42 29.64
Language 1-6 24.14 24.28
Reading 3-6 28.61 79.12

1=1.1.M.

aaf-ro_sLtbt.Z.:llinalr.Satbgat,ia§.

saLyspggyug_p_f_trix, basiç I-1
subtest?

AggyftLislt_the matheintim

Me purpose of the K-1 analyses for nethematics was to establish that

students in the diffsrent late-exit districts had =operable skills at the

end of kindergaiten. The first K-1 analysis used the HLM program to fit

an overall average to assess the amount of variation among the 13 schools

with K-1 cohorts on the mathematics subtest (see Table 211) . Highly

significant school variation was found, as expected. However, the within-

school variation was found to be fairly uniform among the 13 schools (chi-

square = 15,02 with 12 d. f. p = .240) . This means that the assumption

that the variability of the students is the same within each of the 13

schools cannot be rejected.
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Table 211

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
All Students; No Predictors

kradistal

Spring 1st

Emit= axmatar =Li= -Tr_Mat maIla
BASE 248.256 5.193 47.809 0.000

The second step was to include a variable witth the value one for the

six schools in district G and zero for the other seven schools (see

Table 212). This analysis indicates the expected higher mcores for

district G schools. The parameter for DISTG represents the difference

between district G schools and the other schools. The parameter estimate

indicates district G students score significantly higher (difference =

22.966, p = .023). As noted above, this estimated difference is

undoubtedly affected by the fact that the "sprim first grade" tests in

district G were actually administered in fall of second grade. Although

including the district G dummy variable reduces the estimated schoca

variability frtmastandard 'Ur= of 16.6 toastardard error of 12.9, the

remaining schoca variability is still highly significant.

Table 212

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
All Students; District G Only

predict 2ggligt9r. =Mgt= 5±,A_Ert .t.:gtat pValue

Spring 1st BASE 238.717 5.50 42.959 0.000
Spring 1st DISTX; 22.966 8.691 2.643 0.023

WI 1 IL 1 1 MINI Al IS

Tne third step was to add a dummy variable for indicating school 30,

the one district D school (see Table 213). The parameter estimate for

BASE now reprwents the average mathematics score among the six district

E schools. The perameter estimate for DISTG indicates the difference

between the district G schools as a group and the district E schools, and
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the parameter estimate for SCH3OL30 indicates the difference between

school 30 and the district E schools. Both the DISTG and SCHOOL30

parameters are statistically significant gifference = 28.041, p = .003

for DIM; difference = 29.734, pm .021 for SCHO0L30). That is, both the

district G schools as a group and the single district D school have

significantly higher mathematics scores than the district E schools as a

group. Furthermore, by estimating a separate average for sdhool 30 as

well as district G, the estimate of school variability drcps considerably,

to a standard error of 8.8. Although an approximate test for sdhool

differences is still significant at the .05 level, it is not significant

at the .01 level (chi-scpare as 22.551 with 10 d.f., p = .013). This means

that most lf the school-to-school variability on the mathematics subtest

can be attributed to differences among the three late-exit districts.

Table 213

Late-Exit Fri Analysis for Mathematics
All Students; School 30 and District G Only

aildictAd =dig= Banger gtd_Err t-stat Et2alut

Spring 1st BASE 233.933 4.641 50.410 0.000
Spring 1st DISTG 28.041 7.097 3.951 0.003
Spring 1st SCHOOL30 29.734 10.910 2.725 0.021

ammia

The schools in district ,G and the one school in district D have

significantly higher mathematics subtest scores at "spring first grade"

than the schools in district E. With no covariates included, most of the

school-top-schocl variability in mathematics is explained by district

differences. Because the "spring first grade" tests in district G were

actually administered in fall of second grade, district G students were

expected to have relatively high scores.
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How were the I-1 analyses for jolbgaggsgsjasimdim
covariates?

For the late-exit districts, seven irckground variables were found to

be predictive of achievement on the three subtests. Of these seven

bac3c91.Jund variables, five are the ones employed in the IS/EE analyses

reported in Chapters III and IV: EDAVG (parents' educational average),

PRESCHY (thestudant attends! preschool), FEMALE (118 student is a girl),

BOWSER (the number of books in the home), and ANYEPTOr (the parents use

any Englidh when speaking to eadh other). The two additional background

variables are OCAVG (average occupational status of the parents) and

AGEMDTH (nzther's age, in three categories). For additional information

on all of the badkgrAmxivariables, see Chapter II.

Of these seven background variables pltc e number of absences in

first grade (UBS1), the key mNariates for pLddicting the "spring first

grade" mathematics subtest sccce were fourd to be AIM an! BOOMM. A set

of three analyses was performed to evaluate the effect of these coveriates

on the district differences uncovered in the basic E-1 analyses for the

mathematics sUbtest. Table 214 shows the model with the key covariates

included but no district differences accommodated. Table 215 shows the

effect of adding the CTSTG variable, and Table 216 shcws the effect of

including both the DISTG and SCHOCE30 variables.

Toble 214

Lute-Exit It-1 Analysis for Iviathrzetics

All Sthdents 1y Covarintem
Dm. .01.1whillmaan...01~MornoWur arl, teat .1.1111IWIIIM.A.,Aa wk. .... A.,.

Prodigtga inama Emma= aril=

Spring 1st BAST 247.558 6.025 41.088 0.000
Sprim 1st ABS: -0.572 0.194 -2.944 0.004
Sprim Lst WOFSHM 3.774 1.505 2.506 0,013

rmanAelsoa&Iloglas 4-kaheif . h dwaSIldraw....ko+.1mivimeaLLANIam....AW-01 Al 1. trot ....6 ..smi .lo
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Table 215

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
All Students; District G and Key Covariates

Erodigtod Enactor karamear =jai t-Stat apNalue

spring 1st BASE 237.747 6.677 35.606 0.000
Spring 1st DISTG 21.397 8 . 226 2. 601 0. 025

Spring 1st ABS1 -0.522 0.194 -2.689 0.008
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 4.011 1 . 497 2. 680 O. 008

Table 216

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
All Students; School 30, District G, and Key Covariates

Englictigsl kimliatgr =map= gtd_Err t-Stat jr,Igus

Spring 1st BASE 234.529 \ 6.635 35.346 0.000
Spring 1st 25. 072 N17.871 3. 185 0. 010

Spring 1st Sar0L30 20.801 12.511 1. 663 O. 127

Spring 1st A1161 -0.481 0.195 -2.463 0.015
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 3.624 1.508 2. 404 O. 017

A comparison of these tables with the corresponding tables withaut

covariates (Table 211 thrabgh Table 213) shows that the district G schools

are still significantly different frarn the others, whether or not sanomo
is included (p = .025 and p = .010) . After adjusting for these two

covariates, however, the difference between school 30 and the sdhools in

district, E is reduced fran 29.734 to 20.801 and is no lamer statistically

rAgnificant (pl = .127) . This implies that part of the difference between

school 30 an3 the district E schools is explained by these two covariates.

Because the number of absences is unlikely to vary considerably by

district, it is probably the inclusion of BOOKSRM that produces this

reuult.

The inclusion ot the two key covariates has the expected effect of

reducing the within-school variability, fram a standard error of about 29
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to a standard error of about 28. Including the two key covariates also

has the effect of reducing the between-school variability in the mcdel

without district variables (see Table 214) and in the model with DISTG

only (see Table 215). However, the estimated between-school variability

increases slightly in the model with DISTG and SCHOOL30 (from a standard

error of 8.8 to a standard error of 10.3). This is partly a comsewence

of the decreased within-school variability: more of the cverall

variability can now be attributed to betwmn-school differences. The

approximate test for school-level variability is now significant (chi-

square = 27.919 with 10 d.f., p = .002).

Table 217 through Table 219 shoo the corresponding analyses with all

eight covariates included. Addirq the other six variables has only a

negligble effect on the within-school variability. Zile district G

schools are still significantly different (p = .043 and p = .031)8 and

school 30 is again not significantly different frau the district E schools

(p = .306). In other words, tedding the other six cavariates does not
appreciably affect the results from the asciels with two key covariates.

Table 217

Late-EXit K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
All Students; All Covariates

agdigtgd Predictor anatecir Std Err t -Stet mMalgg

Spring 1st BASE 229.265 13.486 17.001 U.000
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.504 0.200 -2.523 0.012
Spring 1st EDAVG 0.381 0.750 0.507 0.613
Spring 1st PRESCHY 8.623 4.690 1.839 0.067
Spring 1st FEMALE -2.269 3.941 -0.576 0.565
Spring 1st CCAVG 1.759 1.226 1.435 0.153
Spring 1st AGEMOTH 3.475 4.394 0.791 0.430
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 3.156 1.602 1.969 0.050
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP -1.897 5.541 -0.342 0.733
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Thble 218

Late-Exit K-1 Amalysis for Mhthematics
All Students; District G and All Oovariates

as-acted Wag= =wear =dam tin= E"Value

Spring 1st BASE 218.638 14.132 15.471 0.000
Spring 1st DISTG 19.941 8.732 2.284 0.043
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.453 0.200 -2.264 0.025
Spring 1st EDAVG 0.621 0.759 0.818 0.414
Spring 1st PRESCHY 6.495 4.821 1.347 0.179
Spring 1st FEMALE -2.224 3.933 -0.565 0.573
Spring 1st OCAVG 1.738 1.220 1.425 0.156
Spring 1st AGEMOTH 3.792 4.374 0.867 0.387
Spring 1st HOOKSHM 3.249 1.598 2.033 0.043
Spring 1st ANYEPD3P -1.852 5.527 -0.335 0.738

Tabla 219

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis far Mathematics
All Students; School 30, District Go and All Covariates

amdigtma and= =wet= gtd_lor kgtat p-value

Spring 1st BASE 217.857 14.120 15.429 0.000
Spring 1st DISTG 22.599 8.979 2.517 0.031
Spring 1st SCHOOL30 15.091 13.967 1.080 0.306
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.430 0.201 -2.134 0.034
Spring 1St EDAVG 0.537 0.762 0.705 0.482
Spring 1st PSESCHY 5.992 4.847 1.236 0.218
Spring 1st FEMALE -2.182 3.935 -0.555 0.579
Spring 1st OCAVG 1.647 1.222 1.347 0.179
Spring 1st AGEMOTH 3.501 4.382 0.799 0.425
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 3.105 1.603 1.936 0.054
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP -1.964 5.530 -0.355 0.723

SnTy

The purpose of the K-1 analyses for mathematics was to examinn the

=Taxability of students across the different late-exit districts at

spring of first grade. Adding two key covariates (number of first grade

absences and the number of books in the home) does not change the finding
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that the schools in district G have significantly higher mathematics

stibtesr ,Alcores at "spring first grade" than the schools in district E.

The two covariates have the effect of reducing the estimated difference

sdhool 30 in district D and the district E schools from about 30

points to about 21 points and the difference is no longer statistically

significant. Although much of the school-to-sdhool variability in

mathematics is explained by district differences after including the two

key covariates, the remaining school variability is statistically

significant. Adding additional covariates has no marked effects.

am_ were tbe It-1 analyses for asthmatics af fctsd Uar oontrollina for
pntidiA?

Because district G entered the study in spring, none of the district

G students have fall kindergarten test soores available. That is,

district G cannot be included in the pmetest analyses. However, nearly

all students in all six districtEschools can be included alto; with half

of the students from school 30, the one school in district D. Table 220

shows the basic key-covariatesnodel for the mathematics subtest for the

students with pretest scores available. Table 221 shows the same model

with S31O0L30 included. The estimated difference in mathematics

achievement between school 30 and the schools in district E is 20.863,

remarkably close to the correspordingvalue in Table 216, 20.801. Neither

value is statistically significant.

Table 220

Late-EXit X-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Pretest Students; Fey COvariates

agidigt@d

`41.101101111=11

agagtgr =nag= gtaIrr t-Stat Et2Alut

Spring 1st BASE 240.185 7.665 31.335 0.000
Spring 1st APS1 -0.563 0.223 -2.524 0.012
Spring 1st BOMB/4 2.954 1.734 1.704 0.090
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Table 221

Late-EXit K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Pretest Students; School 30 and Key Covariates

=acted amdigtgr Egan= gulgic t-Stat joValue

Spring Lst BA.SE 237.111 7.731 30.669 0.000
Spring 1st SCHC0L30 20.863 15.793 1.321 0.278
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.535 0.224 -2.393 0.018
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 2.724 1.739 1.566 0.119

The reduction to the stullants who have pretest scores available and

the consequent elimination of district G has had the effect of reducing

t.hie estimated coefficient of BONMEand naking the variable nonsignifi-

cant (p = .090 and p m .119). The within-school varidbility is also

reduced, from a standard error of about 28 to a standard error of 25.5

(finding not presented in a table). The between-schoca varidbility is

little changed and remains highly statistically significant.

Table 222 and Table 223 show the effect of adding the nathematics

pretest to the basic model and to the model with SCHOOL30, respectively.

For these two districts, the mathematics pretest was the best predictor of

spring first grade mathematics achievement, so, the results framusing the

other pretest scores are not presented. The estimatexi difference between

school 30 and the district E schools is reduced to about 15 and remains

nonsignificant. The coefficients for ABS1 and BOOKSRM are both reduced

and now neither is statistically significant. The within-school

variability is further reduced, from a standard error of 25.5 to a

standard error of about 24. Although the between-school variability is

slightly reduced, to a standard errot* of about 12, it is highly statisti-

cally significant.
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Table 222

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Pretest Students; Key Covariates and Mathematics Pretest

Przliatscl Emit= bane= mpurr t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 148.588 23.455 6.335 0.001
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.386 0.215 -1.792 0.075
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 1.519 1.678 0.905 04367
Spring 1st ANALFREM 0.566 0.139 4.089 0.000

Thble 223

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Mathematics
Pretest Students; School 30, Key Covariates, and Mathematics Pretest

PrEdicted 120;11= Earmgar =Mx t-Stat R.:Value

Spring 1st BASE 148.685 23.436 6.344 0.001
Spring 1st SCHOOL30 14.965 14.079 1.063 0.336
Sprin; 1st ABS1 -0.366 0.216 -1.690 0.093
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 1.379 1.682 0.820 0.413
Spring 1st ANALPRE24 0.552 0.139 3.961 0.000

2gawrz

Reducing the students to those with pretest scores available (and

therefore eliminating district G) does not change the main findings from

the K-1 mathematics achievement analyses with the two key covariates

included. The within-school variability is somewhat reduced for the

pretest students in districtsDandEcompared to the value obtained using

all students in districts Di E, and G. Students in school 30, the only

school in district D, have higher mathematics achievement but the

difference is not statistically significant. Adding the mathematics

pretest as a predictor further reduces the within-school variability, as

expected. It also has the effect of reducing the estimated difference

between school 30 and the schools in district E from about 21 points to
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about 15 'points, with the difference regaining not statistically
significant.

The objective of the K-1 analyses was to determine the comparability
of sthdents in the different late-exit groups al their mathematics skills
at tha en1 of first grade. For the mathematics subtest, the schools in
district G have significantly higher mathematics subtest scores at "spring

first grade" than the schools in district E. This is unsurprising because

the offspring first grade" tests in district G were actually administered in

fall uf second grade. The estimate of the difference in mathematics
achievement between district G and district E schools is not greatly

affected by the inclusion of covariates. In the absence of any pretest
scores for district G students, it is not possible to evaluate the extent

to whi district E and district G students were caTparable on standard-

ized tests upon entering kindergarten.

School 30, the only study school in district D, has significantly

higher mathematics test scores in spring of first grade than the schools
in district E when no covariates are incltded in the model. Including the

number of absences in first grade (ABS1) and the rn.miber of books in the
hane (BOO1SI24) reduces the estimated difference between school 30 and the

district E schools fran about 30 MS points to about 21 points and it

becanes nonsignificant. Addim additional covariates, including the

mathematics pretest, tends to reduce the difference still further and it

remains nonsignificant.

With no covariates included, there is little school-to-school

variability on mathematics not explaired by district differences. With

the addition of covariates, more of the overall variability can be

attributed to between-school variability. The between-school differences
remaining after controlling for district are highly significant. In other
words, there are significant differences between the schools in the sane
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district after controlling for the two key covariates. This finding

parallels the finding of significant school differences within district

and program among the one-program schools in the IS/EE districts (see

Chapter IV).

Boult&D.Lliviilltnalrart_fsm_Larimagt

tchcrwatzulaionaigis_Jusmazign_oxijiluangagEmigeff&

The F-1 analyses for Englidh language skills were performed to

determine if students across the thres late-exit districtslad comparable

skills. The K-1 analyses for the language subtest parallel the K-1

analyses for the uathematics subtest. The ucdel that included only an

overall constant without allowing for district differences (see Table 224)

showed highly significant between-school variation among the 13 schools.

Uhlike the uathenatics subtest, the language subtest also showed

significant differences in the within-school variation acToss the schools

(chi-square 41.38 with 12 d. f. p less than .0005). That is, same

schools show nore variability among their students than other schools.

The differences in variability may be attributable to differences among

classrooms (teacher bacloground or style, or the classroom =position, for

example) in the same school. Analyses to evaluate this possibility go

beyond nominal prcgrema analyses and are therefore beyond the scoim of this

report.

Table 224

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Language
All Students; No Predictors

Eredigtell

Spring 1st

411..11111Simmo0011.11111=1

Etedigt2t EmmgtgE 41d_Err t-Stat DrVtlue

BASE 250.759 7.422 33.784 0.000

The inclusion of a dunny variable for district G (see Table 225)

shows that the district G students have only slightly higher scores than
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the average for the other seven schools (difference = 8.401, p = .602).

Estimating a separate level of language achievement at "spring first

grade" for school 30, the only school in district D, reveals that school

30 exhibits much higher language achievement than average for either

district E or district G (see Table 226). The estimated difference

between sdhool 30 and the average for distri7.t. E schools is 61.169 (p =

.004). Separating school 30 from the district E schools reveals that the

average for the district E sdhools is about 16 points lower than for

district GI but the difference is still not statistically significant (p

= .156). That is, even though the "spring first grade" test in district

G was in fact admdnistered in fall of second grade, the average language

achievement in district G schools is not significantly higher than in

district E schools. The estimated difference between school 30 and the

district G sdhools is 44.726 (calculated as 61.169 - 16.443). This is

over 2.5 tines as big as the stancturderror of the SCHOC130 parameter and

therefore nay be considered large.

Table 225

Late-Ekit K-1 Analysis for Language
All Students; District G Only

Eradigtod andiggc Emmet= 2td_Err t=gtat

Spring 1st RASE 247.211 10.209 24.215 0.000
Spring 1st DISTG 8.401 15.634 0.537 0.602

Table 226

Late-EXit K-1 Analysis for Language
All Students; School 30 and District G Only

Er@digtgft Predictor ter Std Err t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 237.664 7.052 33.699 0.000
Spring 1st DISTG 26.443 10.720 1.534 0.156
Spring 1st SC100L30 61.169 16.731 3.656 0.004
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Estimating a separate average for school 30 as well as district G

reduces the estimated school variability frau a standard error of abcut 24

or 25 to a standard error of about 13.7. This between-school variability

can be compared with *the within-school variability of about 41.6.

A/though the between-school variability on the language subtest is still

statistically significant (approximate chi-square = 24.783 with 10 d.f.,

= .006), most of it has been explainedby the hi0 "spring first grade"

achievement level in school 3C.

The schools in district G have higher language subtest scores at

"spring first grade" but the difference is not statistically significant.

This is.in spite of the fact that in district G the "spring first grade"

tests were in fact administered in fall of second grade. The one school

in district D has significantlyhigher languagesuttest scores at "spring

first grade" than the schools in district E or district G.

For the language sUbtest, the key covariates for predicting the

"spring first grade" achievement score were found to be OCAVG (average

occupational status of the parents) and HOOKSHM (the number of books in

the home). Table 227 shows the analysis with these key covariates but

without the comm or SCHO0L30 variables, Table 228 shows the analysis

after adding DISTG, and Table 229 shows the analysis with both DISTG and

SCHOOL30 included.
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Table 227

Late-Exit K-1 Analysil; for Language
All Students; Key cwariates

Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st

BASE
=VG
=NMI

=meta 2td_Err =at Iriamft

216.069 1.735 22.196 0.000
4.479 1.658 2.701 0.007
8.803 2.133 4.127 0.000

Table 228

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Language
All Students; District G and Key COvariates

EX2dictaa

Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st

=dicta aramatar ad Err t=titat

BASE 209.692 11.490 18.250 0.000
DISTG 13.993 13.332 1.050 0.316
OCAVG 4.528 1.658 2.731 0.007
BOOKSRM 8.977 2.139 4.198 0.000

so ...ems wmesamiewsen watt. 43 Is mi.

Ttble 229

Late-Exit F71 Analysis for Language
All Students; School 30, District Ge and Rey Cavariates

Endigtea PgRagtgK EDI:Nage:Z. Std= :t.:514t P-'ualue

Spring 1st BASE 205.095 10.247 20.014
Spring 1st DISTG 19.999 11.087 1.804 0.101
Spring 1st SCHOOL30 44.385 18.070 2.456 0.034
Spring 1st °CAW 4.121 1,659 2.485 0.014
Spring 1st BOW A 8.579 2.145 4.000 0.000

a..U..mika.meswaItaor,ona.s....J1,*/WI........um.omisaftvas..mY was .a.w. asola..ismotnw....b.Msfe omu.mmomrro

Compared to the models without covariate, the parameter estimates

for DISTG are somewhat increased but still do not reaezh statistical

significance. The parameter estimate for SC3OOL30 is reduced tram 61.169

to 44.385 but is still statistically significant (p = .034). That is, the

difference in spring first grade language achAevement between scnool 30
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and the schools in district E is reduced by adjusting for the two key

covariates, CCAVIG and BOOKSHM. The coef ficients for the covariates

scarcely change with the add4tion of the dummy variables, iniimting that

the within-district relationship between these cavariates and achievement

is similar to the between-district relationship. These facts imply that

school 30 has higher-scoring students than the average school in district

E, hut the oovariates explain much of the difference. Because of the six-

month delay in testing district G students compared to the other two

districts, no similar interprrtation can be given to the higher language

achievement scores (or lack thereof) in district G.

The addition of the key covariates reduces the within-school

variability frau a stardard error of abcut 42 to a standard error of abcut

39.5. As was found for the mathematics subtest, including the two key

covariates also has the effect of reducing the between-school variability

in the model without district variables (see Table 227) and in the mode

with DISTG only (see Table 228) and increasing it slightly in the model

with DIM and samao (frau a standard error of 13.7 to a standard error

of 14.9) . Again, this is partly a consequence of the decreased within-

school variability.

The ef fect of adding the other six backgrourd variebles is shown in,

Table 230 through Table 232. The district G sdhools are still not

significantly dif ferent from the other schools in "spring first grade"

language achieverrent are the estimates of within-school and between-school

variability are little changed. However, the estimated difference between

solool 30 and the schools in district E is reduced from 44.385 to 39.341

and is now just short of statistical significance (p = .054) . This

confirms the trend that adding covariates rectums the estimated difference

between school 30 and the district E schools.



Table 230

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Language
All Students; All Covariates

livairigkeer =LE= t-Stat

Imai
ler_alut

Spring 1st BASE 192.861 18.941 10.182 0.000
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.088 0.283 -0.313 0.755
Spring 1st EDIAVG 1.710 1.061 1.612 0.108
Spring 1st PRESCHY 5.579 6.629 0.842 0.401
Spring 1st FEMALE 1.981 5.596 0.354 0.724
Spring 1st OCAVG 3.566 1.738 2.052 0.041
Spring 1st AGEMOTH 6.532 6.230 1.048 0.296
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 7.648 2.273 3.365 0.001
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 1.131 7.864 0.144 0.886

Table 231

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Language
All Students; District G and All Covariates

Endigtoft amdigtgr =meta =Jim t-stat ttAlma

Spring 1st BASE 184.024 20.410 9.016 0.000
Spring 1st DISTG 15.550 13.317 1.168 0.267
Spring 1st ABSI -0.039 0.285 -0.137 0.891
Spring 1st EDAM 1.953 1.080 1.808 0.072
Spring 1st PRESCHY 3.456 6.856 0.504 0.615
Spring 1st FEMALE 2.053 5.588 0.367 0.714
Spring 1st OCAVG 3.590 1.736 2.068 0.040
Spring 1st AGEMOTH 6.715 6.224 1.079 0.282
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 7.768 2.272 3.418 0.001
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 0.931 7.855 0.118 0.906
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Table 2Y4

late-Exit K-1 Analys;:s Cor Language
A) Students; School 30f DiKrict GI and All Cavariateg



ilimAtors_tba....EntAnalynta...larJansmam_ifwant?

As was done for the mathematics subtest, the effect of including the

pretest was evaluated using the model including key covariates. District

G students do not have fall kindWmgaftentest scores and therefore cannot

be included in the pretest analyses. FOr the lalguage subtest, the best

predictor of spring first gradeemilimmust was found to be AtOMBE, the

sum of the mathematics and language subtest scores. Table 233 through

Table 236 show the estimated models of language achievement for the

pretest students.

Table 233

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Language
Pretest Students; Key Covariates

16221i6tad &Eli= kanamear Zs Ulu trItIt realm
Spring 1st BASE 220.035 12.637 17.412 0.000
Spring ist °CAW 3.097 1.967 1.574 0.117
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 6.957 2.318 3.001 0.003

=101011.811INOMIIMI....

Table 234

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Language
Pretest Students; School 30 and Key Covariates

agdigmft Prszli= kanamtar =LI= IL-2= Pe/Alga

Spring 1st BASE 218.907 10.195 21.471 0r000
Spring 1st SCHOOL30 48.658 14.319 3.398 0.043
Spring 1st OCAVG 2.037 1.948 1.046 0.297
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 6.141 2.312 2.656 0.009
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Table 235

Late-EXit K-1 Aralysis for Language
Pretest Students; Key Clovariates and Pretest Ttltal

=acted andigtm Emmet= gtaluir t-Stat P-Value

Spring 1st BASE 179.618 23.101 7.775 0.000
Spring 1st OCAVG 2.771 1.953 1.419 0.157
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 6.219 2.327 2.673 0.008
Spring 1st ANALMOBE 0.126 0.061 2.049 0.042

Table 236

Late-EXit K-1 Aralysis for Language
Pretest Students; School 30, Key Covariates, and Pretest 'Dotal

2reactad =Mkt= Ram= =1.1gzt t-stat

Spring 1st BASE 179.308 21.569 8.313 0.000
Spring 1st SC3OOL30 44.582 11.472 3.886 0.012
Spring 1st OCAVG 14456 1.913 0.761 0.448
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 5.181 2.300 2.252 0.025
Spring 1st ANALMOBE 0.129 0.059 2.192 0.029

4.111AMIM11.111111,01MINIMMIII....1111161M.1.171.4

For these students with metest scores, whig*1 necessarily excludes

all district G students, the coefficient of OCAVG as a predictor of the

lanquage metest score is reduced and is no longer statistically

significant. However, the number ct books in the home is still a

statistically significant predictor of language achievement at spring of

first grade. The within-school variability is reduced, from a standard

error of about 39.5 to a standard error of about 34. In the models with

SCH001,30 included, the between-sdhool variability is substantially

reduced, tram a standard error of 14.9 to a standard error of 10.5

(without the pretest as a predictor) or 6.7 (with the pretest as a

predictor). The estimated difference between :4chool 30 and the district

E schools remains over 40 points and is marginally statistically

significant (p = .043 and p = .012).
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The main K-1 analyses were coapleted without including mtest data.

This was done to naxinize the number of students in the HLK analyses,

thereby increasing the statistical power of the analyses. A sensitivity

analysis was done by effecting an HIM analysis which included pretest data

as a covariate. If a comparison of the sensitivity test and the original

HLK results indicated similar findings, thisiomild further strengthen the

original results. Reducing the students to those with pretest scores

available (and therefore eliminating district G) does not change the main

findings from the 14:-.1 language achievement analyses. The within-school

variability is somewhat reduced and the between-school variability

markedly reduced compared to the value obtained using all students in

districts D, E, and G; the between-school variability is further reduced

by including the pretest total as a predictor. School 30, the only schcol

in district D, has significantly higher language achievement.

L.11 I1.

The K-1 analyses for Englidh language were done to verify that

students in all late-exit districts had darapinakAe.sNills at the end of

first grade. For the language subtest, the.schools in district G have

hiOlerlanguage subtest scores at "spring finstgrade" than the schools in

district E but the difference is small and never statistically signifi-

cant. School 30, the only study sdhool in district D, has significantly

higher language test scores in spring of ami grade than the schools in

district E. When no covariates are included in the mcdel, the difference

is over 60 points. Wivh the parents' occupational status (OCAVG) and the

number of books in the ham (HOOKSHM) included in the model, the estimated

difference between school 30 and the district E schools is reduced to

about 44 points and is marginally statistically significant. Adding

additional covariates, including the izetest total score, changes the

estimated difference by no more than about five points in either

direction, with the statistical significance remaining marginal (p = .012

to p = .054).
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There is considerable school-to-school variability al the language

subtest (the estimated standard error is around 24 ESS points), but much

of it is explained by district differences (reducing the standard error to

13.7 points). Among the students with pretest scores available, which

necessarily excludes districtG, inaudinj sanorm and the pretest total

score as predictors reduces the betweemrschool variability to a standard

error of 6.7 ESS points.

Bemalitg_aLtbre_K-1_11ralagra_farilmiing

The K-1 analyses of reading achievement are similar to the analyses

for the mathematics and language subtests. The analytic objective was to

determine whether students in all of the late-exit districts had

comparable reading skills at the end og first grade. The model that

included only an overall constant without allcwing for district differenc-

es (see Table 237) showed highly significant between-sdhool variation

among the 13 schools. Like the language subtest, the reading subtest

showed significant differences in the within-school variation across the

schools (chi-sguare = 43.84 with 12 d.f., p less than .0005). Again, the

differences invariability within schools may be attritutable to classroom

differences but such operational analyses are beyond the scope of this

report.

Table 23"

Late-Exit K-1 1-:.1VI 4 i.ar Reading
All Students t: 'Actors

Etmlistal

Spring 1st

Endigtm Dgmaggr glgurr t-Stat p-Value

BASE 241.726 6.966 34.699 0.000

The inclueull Jf a dummy variable for &strict G (see Table 238)

shows that the district G students have significantly higher scores than
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the average for the other seven schools (difference = 32.734, p = .014) .

Adding the dumy variable for school 30 (see Table 239) shows that school

30 and the district G schools have reading achievement at "spring first

grade" about 40 points higher than the district E schools (p = .001 or

less) . The difference between school 30 and the district G sdhools is

less than 6 points despite the fact that the "wring first grade" tests in

district G were administered six worths later.

Eredigted

Spring 1st
Spring 1st

Table 238

Late-EXit K-1 Analysis for Reading
All Students; District G Only

indigtm Etnwnt= 21d_Err t-stat pNalue

228 . 050 7.156 0.000
32.734 11.144 2.937 0.014

BASE

TSble 239

Late-EXit K-1 Analysis for Reading
All Students; School 30 and District G Only

Ettslis±fd Eredigtar =meter 2td_Err t...,At so-Value

Spring 1st BASE 222 . 234 4.327 51.354 0.000
Spring 1st DIM 37 . 899 6 . 932 5. 467 0. 000
Spring 1st SCHOOL30 43 . 290 9.467 4 . 573 0. 001

Estimating average reading achievernnt separately for the three late-

exit districts reduces the estimated school variability from a standard

error of about 22.6 to a standard error of about 6.4. This between-school

variability is small ccapared with the within-school variability of about

35.6. After accounting for district differences, an approximate test of

this between-school variability on the reading subtest is not statistical-

ly significant (chi-square = 16.262 with 10 d.f., p = .092) .
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The objective of these analyses was to determine whether students

across the late-exit districts had =operable reading skills at the end of

first grade. The only school in district Eland the schools in district G

have significantly higher reading subtest scores at "spring first grade"

than the schools in district E. Essentially all of the between-school

variation in "spring first grade" reading achievement is explained by

district differences.

Now were the Fri analyses V.T.2141411111Wriaddall_inclggiagA2MidAt011.?

For the reading subtest, the same key covariates were used for

predicting achievement as were used for the language subtest: OCAVG

(average occupational status of the parents) and BOOKSHM (the number of

book6 in the home). Table 240 through Table 242 show the analyses with

these two covariates included. The results are similar to the results

from the models without covariates, except that the estimated difference

between school 30 and the district E schools is considerably reduced (from

43.290 to 27.620) although it is still significant (pi = .013). Adding the

other six background variables as covariates (see Table 243 through

Table 245) has only minor effects. The estimated difference in reading

achievement between school 30 and the schools in district E is further

reduced, to 21.757, but remains statistically significant (p = .040).

Table 240

Late-EXit K-1 Analysis for Reading
All Students; Key Covariates

Enladictgd hmlirto 2t42.12" 17.1-reg. EL-11114g

Spring 1st BASE 211.649 9.118 23.213 0.000
Spring 1st OCAVG 3.962 1.419 2.792 0.006
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 7.564 1.826 4.143 0.000
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Table 241

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Reading
All Students; District G and Key Covariates

agsligrasi =La= =am= =LE= I:gtat lorNalue

Spring 1st BASE 193.600 8.198 23.617 0.000
Spring 1st DISTG 37.418 8.358 4.477 0.001
Spring 1st OCAVG 4.303 1.391 3.093 0.002
Spring 1st BOOKM14 8.290 1.797 4.613 0.000

Table 242

Late-E2cit 14;1 Analysis for Reading
All Students; School 30, District G, and Key Covariates

Wagtail listar Eariontat

WIMMVIIM

gtpLErr t-Stat Paggg

Spring 1st BASE 192.599 7.094 27.150 0.000
Spring 1st DISTG 40.714 6.456 6.306 0.000
Spring 1st SCHOOL30 27.620 9.159 3.016 0.013
Spring 1st OCAVG 3.872 1.387 2.792 0.006
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 7.728 1.800 4.294 0.000

Table 243

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Reading
All Students; All Covariates

Predicted =dig= Parameter Std Err t-Stat p:Value

Spring 1st BASE 192.916 16.276 11.853 0.000
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.243 0.241 -1.008 0.315
Spring 1st EDAVG 0.276 0.905 0.305 0.761
Spring 1st PRESCHY 11.793 5.659 2.084 0.038
Spring 1st FEMALE 2.710 4.754 0.570 0.569
Spring 1st OCAVG 3.422 1.479 2.314 0.022
Spring 1st AGEMOTH 8.163 5.300 1.540 0.125
Spring 1st BDOKSRM 6.751 1.933 3.493 0.0C1
Spring 1st ANYEPTOP 4.347 6.684 0.650 0.516
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Table 244

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Reading
All Students; District G and All COvariates

Erogigtod Precligtat ammeter =Lai t-Stat prValue

Spring 1st BASE 172.437 16.125 10.693 0.000
Spring 1st DISTG 33.073 8.342 3.964 0.002
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.169 0.236 -0.715 0.475
Spring 1st EDAVG 0.854 0.901 0.948 0.344
Spring 1st PRESCHY 8.799 5.756 1.529 0.128
Spring 1st FEMALE 2.523 4.722 0.534 0.594
Spring 1st OCANG 3.598 1.453 2.477 0.014
Spring lot AGEMOTH 9.063 5.209 1.740 0.083
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 7.207 1.909 3.776 0.000
Spring Lst ANYEPTOP 4.266 6.620 0.644 0.520

Late-Exit
All Students; School

Table 245

K-1 Analysis for Reading
30, District G, and All Covariates

Ermai=m1 =lista amp= =Di t-Stat 27-Va1ue

Spring 1st BASE 174.146 15.536 11.209 0.000
Spring 1st DISTG 36.476 7.354 4.960 0.001
Spring 1st SCHOOL30 21.757 9.208 2.363 0.040
Spring 1st ABS1 -0.089 0.234 -0.380 0.704
Spring 1st EDAVG 0.552 0.900 0.658 0.511
Spring 1st PRESCHY 7.524 5.810 1.295 0.197
Spring 1st FEMALE 2.433 4.721 0.515 0.607
Spring 1st OCAVG 3.342 1.449 2.307 0.022
Spring 1st AGEWTH 8.294 5.197 1.596 0.112
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 6.786 1.915 3.543 0.000
Spring 1st ANIEPLOP 3.819 6.603 0.578 0.564

MIZZ4

A series of sensitivity analyses were completed to determine whether

non-programrrelated factors might have influenced reading achievement.

Adding covariates does not change the finding that school 301 the district
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D school, and the schools in district G have significantly higher reading

subtest scores at "spring first grade" than the schools in district E.

! . 99 9 ... V

The analyses of the readimg achievement test scores in spring of

iirst grade are prmented inTable 246 through Table 249. Reducing to the

students with pretest scores available, anti therefore omitting district Gr
somewhat decreases the estimated difference between =Loa' 30 and the

district E schools. The estimated different:la of 22.903 falls just short

of statistical significance (p = .077). Adding the pretest total as a

predictor of spring first grade a...hieveriP-nt further reduce:1 the estimated

SCH00130 effect to 17.281 (p= .096).

IMNIVIiI/

Table 246

late-ndt It.1 Analysis for Reading
Pretest Students; Hey Cavariates

Emadigtad

Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st

MMUNINMWel=.MVMSAMM.MAWYMItV1mlnyersatala

Pzzlic±pr itraattar 21.71_Err

BASE 205.768 9.520 21.614 0.000
OCAVG 2.268 1.833 1.237 0.217
BOOKSRM 5.574 2.201 2.532 0.012

ylmielitille MC. 610001101..1111MIlloyilell=10111.11111AMENTI1111411

Table 247

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Reading
Pretest Studeltc; School 30 and Key Covariates

Predicted

Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st
Spring 1st

40e

Biagi= P-Anaggx gta_grr t-Stat

BASE 208.433 8.421 24.752 0.000
SCHOOL30 22.903 8.638 2.651 0.077
OCAVG 1.374 1.817 0,756 0.451
BOOKSRM 4.764 2.186 2.179 0.030

.../.11.1010001 MiburmtiniammilIM.164.1.4111001.11.1.1./...7m01041111.1.0Avs..0
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Table 248

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Reading
Pretest Students; Rey Cavariates and Pretest TOtal

aedictod amdigtem ammeter 5talrr katat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 147.236 19.556 7.529 0.000
Sprim; 1st OCAVG 2.195 1.743 1.259 0.209
Spring 1st BOOKSHM 4.800 2.141 2.242 0.026
Spring 1st ANALMOBE 0.176 0.054 3.284 0.001

Table 249

Late-Exit K-1 Analysis for Reading
Pretest Students; School 301 Key COvariates, and Pretest Tiotal

Enzdistara Eositistar Biome= =1.1Er t-Stat p-Value

Spring 1st BASE 156.439 19.720 7.933 0.001
Spring 1st SCHO0L30 17.281 8.451 2.045 0.096
Spring 1st OCAVG 1.420 1.764 0.805 0.422
Sprim 1st BOOKSHM 4.208 2.132 1.973 0.050
Spring 1st ANALMDBE 0.154 0.053 2.904 0.004

As was found for the language subtest, for the pretest students the

parents occupational status (OCAVG) is no longer a statistically

significant predictor of the reading pretest score, but the number of

books in the home is still a statistically significant predictor. The

between-school variability is very small in the models that include

SCHOOL30 as a predictor: the estimated between-school standard error is

only 2.1 points in the model withcut the pretest and 1.3 in the model with

the pretest. The within-school variability is reduced only to about 32

ESS points.

A sensitivity test was completed to determine whether excluding

pretest information frorn the main 1-1 reading analysis :night have affected
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the results. Thus, the original K-1 HLK analysis of reading scores was

done using only those students for whan there wasapretest score. If the

results are similar, this would strengthen the original findings.

Reducing the students to those with pretest scores available lowers the

estimated difference between school 30 and the district E schools on

reading achievement and the difference is no longer statistically

significant. The between-school variation in district E is small.

What were the

For the reading subtest, school 30 in district D and the schools in

district G have significantly higher reading subtest scores at "spring

first grade" than the schools in district E. The addition of covariates,

including the pretest total, to the andel reduces the estimated difference

between school 30 and the district E schools from over 40 points to less

than 20 points and it fails to achieve statistical significance in same

analyses.

The considerakde school-to-school variability on the readimgmbtest

is nearly all explained by district differences. The estimated between-

schools standard error is reduced to 6.35 points or less, compared to a

within-school standard error of 32 points or more.

Results of the Lgte=alosilL1:15_14Nilysigg

The purpose of the 1-6 HLM analysis was to describe the gradth of

these students from first grade through sixth grade. These analyses also

allow us to describe specifically the students' growth from first grade to

third grade and fran third grade thrcugh sixth grade. For those who have

hypotheses regarding the nature of the growth of late-exit students, these

analyses provide an example of this growth.
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The basic 1-6 analyses do not include the students in the K-3 cohort

in districtG. For these students, the "spring first grade test scores

were obtained in fall of secondgrade. Presumably these scores are higher

than they woad have been in spring of first grade, but the amount of the

distortion is unknown. In an extensive series of analyses not pxesented

here, models that accommodated this difference in test date were develcped

and estimated. nese models were complex and did not add appreciably to

the understandingof adhievement growth in the late-exit districts.

Additional 1-6 models were developed using only the spring second

grade and spring third grade test scores for the students in the K-3

cohort in district G. Thwe models rely on a distinctively different data

pattern for the sdhools in district G compared with the one sdhool in

district D and the schools in district E. The absence of a spring finat

grade data point in district G moans that the estimated grawth rate from

first throulh third grade in that district is estimated using the growth

from spring of second grade to spring of third grade.

The assumption that growth from second to third grade in district G

is an unbiased estimate of growth fram first to third grde is question-

able. The fact that curvature from first to third grade is small in

districts D and E indicates that for those two districts the assumption

that growth is the same from first to second and from second to third

grade may be reasonable. But even if it could be proven that the

assuription of eval growth fran first to second and second to third graues

holds in districts D and E, that is not sufficient to ensure the

assumption is tenable for district G where it is untestable. There are

too many differences between district G and the other two late-exit

districts to take that step.

For this reason, the basic 1-6 model was estimated without using the

students from the K-3 cohort in district G. For caparison, the basic 1-6
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mcdel was estimated again after including the spring second grade and

spring third grade test scores for the K-3 cohort in district G.

jem_o_e_maysg_titt_bmis_ieriAn
Mg0111V

The analysis of first grade through sixth grade mathematics

achievement for the late-exit students requires combining students from

two separate cohorts. The students in the K-3 cohort with first grade

test scores and at least one wre test score (seccndgrade or third grade

or both) provided information on growth from first through third grade.

The students in the 3-6 cohort with at least two test scores provided

information on growth from third through sixth grade. Both cohorts

provided information on the level of achievement in third grade. As

explainedabcve, these basic 1-6 analyses do not include the K-3 cohort in

district G because the "spring first grade" test scores were actually

obtained in fall of second grade. The students in the 3-6 cohort in

district G are included in the ncdel.

The model of first through sixth grade achievement on the mathenatics

subtest is summarized in Table 250. The interpretation of this table and

thecorrespondingtables for the language and reading subtests is slightly

different from the interpretation of the tables giving results of the 1-3

analyses in Chapters III and IV. In this late-exit analysis, the

intercepts of the individual growth curves are at spring of third grade;

in the IS/EE 1-3 analyses in Chapters III and IV, the intercepts of the

individual growth curves are at spring of first grade. This choice of

intercept simplifies the comparison of the K-3 and 3-6 cohorts at spring

of third grade. The lines labeled "Spring 3rd" in the "Predictor column

therefore represent the "initial status" for the 3-6 cohort but the

"ending stems" for the 1-3 cohort. The "Grouth Pate" lines in the

"Predicted" column represent the growth rate fran grades 1-3 (for the K-3

cohort) or the growth rate frcet grades 3-6 (for the 3-6 cohort). There is

no coefficient for curvature in these models, as explained above.
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Table 250

Late-Exit 1-6 Analysis for Mathematics
Excluding K-3 Students in District G

andicted RAI= =wet= gtd_Err I:EtAt ow-Value

Spring 3rd BASE 296.913 12.964 22.904 0.000
Spring 3rd EGRA1IE3 9.184 5.919 1.552 0.122
Spring 3rd E3DISTG -1.010 8.136 -0.124 0.901
Spring 3rd E0SCH144 -29.157 12.116 -2.407 0.017
Spring 3rd SCHOOL45 -15.925 6.589 -2.417 0.016
Spring 3rd ANAES -0.880 0.234 -3.752 0.000
Spring 3rd FEMALE 5.858 4.457 1.314 0.190
Spring 3rd MANG 3.756 1.148 3.271 0.001
Spring 3rd AGEMOTH 14.738 5.054 2.916 0.004
Spring 3rd HOOKSHM 6.464 1.541 4.193 0.000

Growth Rate BASE 34.735 6.215 5.589 0.000
Growth Rate EWALD -23.707 3.086 -7.682 0.000
Growth Rate E3DIS1 G -14.609 3.620 -4.035 0.000
Growth Rate E0SCHI44 -18.665 6.590 -2.832 0.005
Growth Rate FEMALE 6.561 2.347 2.795 0.006
Growth Rate AGEMDTH 6.601 2.646 2.495 0.013

As in the other tables of results from hierarchical linear models,

the "Predictor" column gives the names of variabaes used to predict the

spring third grade test score or the growth rate. The "Parameter*" column

gives the estimated coefficient of the predictor in the "between-child"

model and the "Std Err" column gives the estimated standard error of that

parameter. The "t-Stat" and "pp-Value" columns provide an approximate

statistical test ofidlether the parameter is significantly different from

zero.

The predictors of spring third grade mathematics achievement include

an overall constant (BASE), four zero-one variables (EGRAEE31 E3DISTG,

EOSCH1441 and SCHOOL45), and five covariates (AWES, FEMALE, OCAVG,

AGEMOTH, and HOOKSHM). The four zero-one variables are used to accomm-

date differences among groups of children as explained below. The five

covariates are included to adjust the estimated differences among the

groups of students for any differences on these covariates and to improve
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the prediction of mathematics achievement. As usual, same nonsignificant

covariates were included to facilitate campariscns with other mcdels.

AVABB is the average number of absences per year for the student, either

between first and third grade (for the K-3 cohort) or between third and

sixth grade (for the 3-6 cohort). FEMALE is 1 if the student is a girl

and 0 if the student is a boy. OCAVG is the average of the parents'

occupational status, AGEMOTH is them:other's age in three categories, and

BOOKSHM is the =goer of books in the hane. For more information on these

covariates, see Chapter II.

The two covariates found to lbe predictive of mathematics growth rate

were FEME andAGEWTH. Both have positive coefficients, indicating that

girls and those with older mothers have higher mathematics growth rates.

The AGEWIH variable is coded in three categories according to the age of

the mother when the student entered the program in kindergarten: under

18, 18 to 25, and over 25 years old. Both FEMALE and AGEMOTH are also

included as predictors of mathematics achievement at third grade. At

spring of third grade, girls have slightly higher achievement than boys,

but the difference is not statistically significant (difference = 5.858,

p= .190). The difference between categories of mother's age at spring of

third grade is statistically significant (difference = 14.738, p= .004).

For covariates included as predictors of mathematics achievement

levels at spring of third grade but not as predictors of the growth rate,

the estimated effect at spring of third grade is the same as the estimated

effect at spring of every grade. The estimated effect dces not change

from one grade to another; it does not affect the rate of growth. That

is, because the predicted growth rate is not affected by the covariate,

the estimated diffarencetetween two students that is associiMuadwith the

covariate is the same at every grade from first through sixth. For the

two covariates FEMALE and AGEMOTH that are included as predictors of the

growth rate, the estimated effect varies by grade.

For example, to find the estimated effect of FEMALE at spring of any

grade other than third grade, the estimated dif ference in growth rate must
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be taken into account. The estimated difference between girls and boys at

spring of third grade is 5.858, but the difference at spring of second

grade is estimated to be 5.858 - 6.561 = -0.703 because he girls have a

growth rate higher by 6.561 points per year. Similarly, the difference

between boys and girls is estimated to be -7.264 in spring of first grade.

Under this model, at the higher grades girls increase their lead over

boys: the estimated differenoe is 5.858 + 6.561 = 12.419 at spring of

fourth grade, 5.858 + 2 x 6.561 = 18.980 at spring of fifth grade, and

5.858 + 3 x 6.561 = 25.541 at spring of sixth grade. It should be noted

that the estimated difference is more accurately estimated near the middle

of the range of grades than it is at the lowest or highest grades.

It is important to avoid overinterpreting the coefficients for the

oovariates. No effort was made to test whether the effect of the

cavariates was different in the E.-3 cohort than in the 3-6 cohort, or

whether the effect of the cavariates was different across the districts or

schools. The purpose of including the covariatse was not to evaluate the

covariates themselves, tut rather to evaluate district, sdhool, ard cohort

differenoes after adjusting for the covariates.

Differences amaag districts, schools, and cohorts are represented in

the model as zero-one variables used to predict the intercept ("Spring

3rd") or the slope ("Gradth Rate") of the individual growth curves. Four

zero-one variables are used as predictors of spring third grade mathemat-

ics achievement level. This allows different groups of children to have

different levels of spring third grade test scores even after adjusting

for the oovariates. Each of the variables represents a comparison of one

group of students with another, larger, group of students. The BASE

coefficient gives the estimated mathematics achievement level for all

students not explicitly represented by zero-one variables. EGRADE3

represents all students in the 3-6 cohort. E3DIST3 represents the 3-6

cohort for district: G. (The students in the K-3 cohort for district G are

not included in the analysis, so E5DISTG represents all the students in

district G who were included in the analysis; the variable is called

E3DIST3 instead of simply DISTG as a reminthr that only the 3-6 cohort is
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included.) EOSCHI44 represents the K-3 cohort ("entry grade 0") for

sdhool 44 in district E. SC3O01A5 represents all the students for school

45 in district E. Thus the BASE coefficient is the Jstimated mathematics

achievement level at spring of third grade for the K-3 students in the

other schools: school 30 in district D, and schools 40, 41, 43, and 46 in

district E. The E0SCHI44 and SCHOOL45 variables were inUuded as

predictors of "Spring 3rd" to allow the associated students to have third

grade status different from the rest of the students. These groups of

students were found to differ significantly from students in the other

schools and cohorts at spring of third grade.

The variable EGRALE3 is included as a predictor of spring third grade

mathematies achievement to alio..? the K-3 and 3-6 cohorts to have different

levels at spring of third grade. EGPA1E3 has the value 1 for students in

the 3-6 cohort and the value 0 for students in the K-3 cohort. Thus the

value of the parameter associated with EGBADE3 as a predictor of the

status at spring of third grade is an estimate of had nuch higter the 3-6

cohort is than the K3 cohort at that grade. When the parameter for

EWALD is positive, it indicates that the 3-6 cohort had higher

achievement when tested in third grade (the first year of data collection)

than the K-3 cohort had when tested in third grade (the fourth year of

data collection). When the EGFADED parameter is not significantly

different from zero, as is the case in Table 250, the two sets of third

grade test scores are approximately the same (difference = 9.184, p =

.122).

Because the K-3 district G students are not included in these basic

1-6 analyses, only the mathematics achievement among the students in the

3-6 cohort in district G can be compared with the other students. The

E3DIST3 variable as a predictor of spring of third grade provides an

estimate of the difference between the 3-6 students in district G and the

other 3-6 students at spring of third opade. The difference is very small

and not statistically significant (difference = -1.010, p = .901). This

means that the 3-6 cohort of students in district G schools have abcut the
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same level of mathematics achievement at spring of third grade as the 3-6

cohorts in the other schools.

In Table 250, the variable EOSCH144 has a significantly negative

coefficient as a predictor of mathematics test scores at spring of third

grade (difference = -29.157, p = .017) . This neans that the students in

the K-3 cohort in school 44 have a significantly lcwer level of mathemat-

ics achievenent in spring of third grade than the students in the other

K-3 cohorts. The 3-6 cohort in school 44 is not explicitly referenced in

this ncdel, indicating that the 3-6 cohort in school 44 does not have

significantly different achievement at third grade compared with the 3-6

cohorts in the other schools. This implies that the K-3 and 3-6 cohorts

in school 44 do not natch well at spring of third grade. It should be

noted that this conclusion and other findings about school cohorts should

be interpreted cautiously. In school 44, there are only 20 students in

the K-3 cohort and 19 in the 3-6 cohort (see Chapter II) . With so few

students, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions. A ncdel that

permitted both cohorts in school 44 to have lower achievenent at spring of

third grade fit the data nearly as well as the ncdel presented in

Table 250. It is debatable which model shculd be comoidered sinpler; both

models require the same number of parameters. Accordingly, the better-

fitting model was selected for presentation. It should be enphasized that

the difference in fit was small.

The negative coefficient for SCHOOL45 as a predictor of the spring

third grade score indicates that both the K-3 and 3-6 cohorts in school 45

have relatively low mathematics achievement at spring of third grade

(difference = -15.925, p = .016) . The selection of this model with

SCHO0L45 but neither E0SCH145 nor E3SCH145 for presentation implies that

the "null hypothesis" of a single overall school difference could not be

rejected. That is, the K-3 and 3-6 cohorts in school 45 have about the

same relationship to each other as the K-3 and 3-6 aborts do in the other

schools. The BORADE3 coefficient indicates that the 3-6 cohort is

slightly higher (but not significant4 higher) at third grade than the K-3
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cohort; the hypothesis that this relationship holds in school 45 cannot be

rejected.

Although there is no explicit curvature variable in the late-exit

models, a form of curvature is accommodated by permitting the grcwth rate

to Ix: different in the two cohorts. This is acxxuplished by including the

variable EGPA1E3 as a predictor of the growth rate. The paraneter

associated with EGEACE3 as a predictor of growth rate is an estimate of

the difference in growth rath between the K-3 cohort and the 3-6 cohort.

The negative coefficient for EGBADE3 as a predictor of mathematics growth

rate indicates that the growth rate is lower in grades 3-6 than in grades

1-3. This is consistent with the overall flattening of the national norms

as shown in Chapter II. It is also consistent with the negative ccef f

cients for curvature in the 1-3 models presented in Chapters III and IV.

The annual increase in mathematics soores is estimated to be nearly 24

points lower from third to sixth grade than from first to third grade

(ftif femme al -23.707, p less than .0005) . Of course, these two estimates

are based on entirely separate groups of students. The growth rate from

first to third grade is based on the K-3 cohort of students and the growth

rate from third to sixth grade is based on the 3-6 cohort of students.

The students in the 3-6 cohort in district G schools have a lower

estimated mathematics growth rate than the students in the 3-6 cohort in

other schools (dif ference -14.609, p less than .0005) . This implies an

estimated growth rate for the 3-6 cohort in district G about 38.3 points

per year lower than the K-3 cohorts in schools 30, 40, 41, 43, 45, and 46.

The K.-3 cohort in district G is not included in these analyses, so no

ccuparisons with those students is possible here.

In school 44, the K-3 cohort is estimated to have a growth rate from

first to third grade that is about 18.7 points lower than the other K-3

cohorts. This should be interpreted in connection with the estimated 29.2

point difference in spring of third grade. Taken together, these

estimated differences in growth rate and status at third grade iuply that

school 44 students have mathematics achievement about 8.2 points higher
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than the typical students in the other sdrols (-29.157 + (-2) x (-18.665)

= 8.180) . This is less than the standard errors of the parameters, so it

may be considered small. That is, the K-3 cdhort in school 44 has about

the same level of mathematics achievement in spring of first grade.

However, by spring of third grade the school 44 students in the K-3 cohort

are estimated to be about 29.2 points behind the students in other

sdhools.

In contrast, students in the 3-6 cdhcrt in sdhool 44 do not have

significant.ly different mathematics growth than the other schools in

district E and the one school in district D. Thms the F-3 cohort in

sdhool 44 has lower mathematics scores in third grade, during the fourth

year of data collection, than the 3-6 cohort in school 44 has in third

grade, during the first year of data collection. It wculd be instructive

to try to relate this difference to changes in the sdhool or in the

student pcpulaticn, but such analyses go beyond the scope of nominal

program analyses.

Sna

The objective of the 1-6 analyses was to describe the growth in

mathematics skills for students in the different late-exit districts. The

1-6 analysis for the mathematics subtest shaw a pattern of student grtmth

that is fairly consistent, but there are some district and school

dif ferences. The K-3 cohort of students exhibits signif icantly higher

growth in first through third grwie than the 3-6 cohort atlibits in third

through sixth grade. This is consistent with the flattening growth

iridicated by the national norms. The only district difference found is

that the 3-6 cohort in district G has lower growth than the other 3-6

cohorts; the K-3 cohort in district G was not included in the analysis and

so carmct be mowed darectly. It is notemmrlaw that the 3-6 cohorts in

district G schools have almost exactly the same status at third grade as

the 3-6 cohorts in other schools. School 30, the only school in district

D, was not found to dif fer significantly from the other schools in

mathematits achievement. School dif terraces 4ere found for schools 44 and
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45 in district E. Although the mathematics gmtwth in school 45 from first

through sixth grades paral leis the grcyth for other schools in district E,

the students in school 45 have consistently lower mathematics subtest

scores by about 16 ESS points. The pattern of mathematics growth in the

K.-3 cohort in school 44 is unusual. The It.3 cohort of students in school

44 have abcut the sane level of spring first grade mathematics achievement

as in other schools nut the growth is substantially lower, resulting in

scores about 29 points lower at sprirq of third grade. The 3-6 cohort of

students in sdhool 44 have growth that is similar to that among the other

3-6 cohorts in district E.

wereWut__Imog_aItstite_tg_lApalyst-6s for the language aubtest?

The objective of the basic analysis for English language skills is to

describe the growth in this area among students in the different late-exit

districts. Table 251 sumnarizes the results of the 1-6 analysis for the

language subtest. Compared to the analysis for the mathematics subtest

(see Table 250) , there is only one change among the variables used to

predict the spring third grade status and no changes among the predictors

of the growth rate. The variable SC11O0L30 replaces the variable SCHCOIA5

as a predictor of spring third grade status. For the language subtest,

the HIM analysis required a separate intercept for S010L30 as SCHOOL30

was found to be significantly different from the other schools. In the

HIM analysis of the mathematics subtest, it was SCH0OL45 that required a

separate intercept.
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Table 251

Late-EXit 1-6 Analysis for Language
Excluding K-3 Students in District G

Enmli=a1 Erma= =near =LE= t-stat

Spring 3rd BASE 275.788 15.543 17.744 0.000
Cpring 3rd EGBADE3 6.320 0.920 0.359
Spring 3rd E3DISTG 2.380 9.575 0.249 0.804
Spring 3rd EOSCH144 -65.041 13.785 -4.718 0.000
Spring 3rd SCHOOL30 50.400 7.808 6.455 0.000
Spring 3rd ANABS -0.743 0.296 -2.506 0.013
Spring 3rd FEMALE 15.838 5.266 3.007 0.003
Spring 3rd OCAVG 3.389 1.610 2.105 0.036
Spring 3rd AGEMOTH 17.728 5.961 2.974 0.003
Spring 3rd HOOKSHM 10.356 2.092 4.951 0.000

Grafth Rate BAS2 43.328 6.272 6.909 0.000
Graath Rate E3 -32.328 3.140 -10.297 0.000
Growth Rate E3nISTG -0.832 3.567 -0.233 0.816
Growth Rate EOSCHI44 -43.648 6.789 -6.429 0.000
Growth Rate FEMALE 5.191 2.372 2.189 0.029
Growth Rate AGEMOTH 5.303 2.656 1.997 0.047

For the language subtest, the estimated coefficients for the

covariates are similar in magnitude and are of the same sign as for the

mathematics subtest. One difference between the two subtests appears in

the relationship between the achievement for boys and girls.

mathematics subtest, girls were estimated to be slightly Lehind bc,,

spring of first grade, about ever in setrAd grade, and increasingly anead

fran third grade through sixth grade. For the language subtest, girls are

estimated to be ahead by about 5.5 points and to increase that advantage

by about 5.2 points per year.

As was found for the mathematics subtest, for the ida,;uage sa

the growth rate from third through sixth grade (fo.,: the ::;-6 abort) is

significantly lower than the growth rate frim tirst througt, 'hird grade

(for the 1-3 cohort). kain, this is consirc.ent ';,-.1.th the pattern of

growth indicated by the national norms. The third grade scores Lithe K-3

and 3-6 cohorts match well in all schools exr.ept school 44 in dif;trict E,
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as was found for the mathematics subtest. For the language subtest, the

students in the 3-6 cohort in district G exhibited growth rates frau third

through sixth grades that were virtually identical to those of the

students in 3-6 cohorts in district E (difference = -0.832, p = .804) . In

contrast, the 3-6 cohort in district G had similar third grade status but

markedly lower growth from third through sixth grades an the mathematics

subtest.

For the mathematics subtest, students in sdhool 45 were found to have

significantly lower test scores but the same pattern of growth. For the

language Watest, no significant difference was fcund between the students

in school 45 and the students in the othes schools. However, the students

in scnool 30, the only school in district D, had language test scores that

were abcut 50 points higher than those for the students in districts E and

G. It should be emphasized that the comparison with district G students

extends only to the 3-6 cohort in district G, since the K.-3 cohort of

students in district G is not included in this analysis. These higher

achievenent levels on the language subtest in school 30 are in caltrast to

the finding of no significant differences between school 30 and the

distr:ct E schools for the mathematics subtest.

The students in the K-3 cohort of school 44 exhibit an unusual

pattern of growth on the language subtest, just as they did for the

mathematim attest. These students have an estimated advantage at spring

of first grade of about 22.3 points oompared with the students in other

district E schools. With estimated growth fran first to third grade about

43.6 points lam= than in the other district E Lichools, at spring of third

grade the K-3 cohort in school 44 is about 65 points lower. As was found

for the mathematics subtest, the 3-6 cohort of students in school 44 was

not significantly dif ferent from the other 3-6 cohorts.
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surniria

The purpose of the 1-6 analyses of English language skills was to

describe the academic growth of students in late-exit districts from first

grade to sixth grade. The 1-6 analysis of the language subtest showed

somewhat different school and district differences than the eathematics

subtest. For both the mathematics and language subtests, the growth rate

from third through sixth grades (for the 3-6 cohort) is significantly

lower than the grawth rate from first threugh third grades (for the Y-3

cohort). The 3-6 cohort of students in district G schools exhibited

approximately the same levels of language achievement as the 3-6 cohorts

in other schools, in centrast to the finding of significantly lower

mathematics growth rates for the 3-6 students in district G. (lhe K-3

cohort of students in district G is not included in this set of analyses.)

The sdhool 45 students had approximately the same levels ct language

achievement as the students in the other district E schools, unlike the

finding of lower mathematics achievement for school 45. For the language

subtest, the students in school 300 the only study school in district Do

had achievement scores about 50 points higher than the students in other

schools. For the mathematics subtest, school 30 was not found to differ

fran the schools in district E. The students in the Be3 cohort in school

44 were found to have significantly lever language graeth rates fram first

grade to third grade despite having first grade status about as high or

higher than the students in camas schools. This is the same pattern that

was found for the mathematics subtest.

Wb4re ol_thal.76 mania jo)_t_i

Table 252 summarizes the results of the 1-6 analysis for the reading

subtest. The same variables are used to predict the status at spring

third grade and the gmwth rate as were used for the language subtest (see

Teble 251). The results are remarkably similar for the reading and

language subtests. The main difference between the two analyses is that

the effect of many of the predictor variables is weaker for the reading

subtest. Among the covariates, several are no longer statistically
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significant predictors or are only aarginally significant. Only the

average number of absences omuiso and the number of books in the home

°M(SN) are statistically significant at the .01 level in the presence

of the other covariates.

Table 252

Late-Exit 1-6 Analysis for Reading
EXcluding K-3 Students in District G

.aagi=d Erz Li=
MMINIIIIIIIII11,1111117101.1.1114MMIE4,

=met= =A= t:EtAt 10-Value

Spring 3rd BASE 288.457 15.241 18.927 0.000
Spring 3rd EGEADE3 3.807 6.810 0.559 0.577
Spring 3rd E3DIS1 G -13.226 9.475 -1.396 0.164
Spring 3rd E0SC1I44 -49.279 13.738 -3.587 0.000
Spring 3rd SCHOOL30 35.006 7.609 4.601 0.000
Spring 3rd ANABS -0.790 0.290 -2.724 0.007
Spring 3rd FEMALE 8.665 5.158 1.680 0.094
Spring 3rd OCAVG 2.615 1.569 1.666 0.097
Spring 3rd AGEMOTH 11.672 5.841 1.998 0.047
Spring 3rd HOOKSHM 9.136 2.044 4.470 0.000

Growth Rate BASE 52.594 6.358 8.272 0.000
Growth Rate EGEAEE3 -27.995 3.211 -8.719 0.000
Growth Rate E3DISTG -1.764 3.641 -0.484 0.628
Growth Rate E0SCHI44 -32.144 6.949 -4.625 0.000
Growth Rate FEMALE 3.247 2.398 1.354 0.177
Growth Rate AGEMOTH 2064. 2.688 0.768 0.443

As was found for both the mathematics subtest and the language

subtest, for the readingsubtest the growth rate fran third through sixth

grades (for the 3-6 cohort) is significanqy lower than the growth rate

from first through third grades (for the 1-3 cohort). The national norm

information makes this as unsurprising for the reading subtest as it was

for the other two subtests.

The 3-6 cohort of students in district G show a pattern of reading

achievement that is similar to that in the other 3-6 cohorts, just as was

found for the language subtest. The 3-6 cohort in district G does have

slightly lower estimated reading test scores at spring of third grade, but
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the difference is not statistically significant (difference = -13.226,

= .164).

just as for the language subtest, the students in school 30, the only

school in district D, had reading test scores significantly higher than

those for the students in other schools (difference = 35.006, p less than

.0005).

The students in the K-3 cohort of school 44 exhibit the same unusual

pattern of growth on the reading subtest as they did on the other two

subtests. These students have an estimated advantage in reading

achievement at spring of first grade of about 15.0 points, but with a

growth rate about 32.1 points lower they have an estimated disadvantage of

49.3 points at spring of third grade. Again, the 3-6 cohort of students

in school 44 showed no significant.differences in reading achievement

compared with the 3-6 cohorts in other schools.

The primary objective of the 1-6 analysis of reading achievement was

to describe the growth in reading skills among students in the different

later4xit districts. The 1-6 analysis of the reading subtest showed

essentially the same results as the corresponding analysis for the

language subtest. For both subtests, the growth rate from third through

sixth grades (for the 3-6 odhort) is significantly lower than the growth

rate fran first throxjh third grades (for the K-3 cohort). The 3-6 cohort

of students in district G schools ekhibttedappmamately the same levels

of reading and language achievement as the 3-6 cohorts in other schools.

For both subtests, the students in district D (school 30) had achievement

scores significantly higher than the students in other schools. The

students in the K-3 cohort in school 44 had significantly lower growth

rates in both reading and language from first:grade to third grade despith

having first grade status about as high as or higher than the students in

other schools.
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a were tbe ru1t&. of the 1-6 analyses affected by oonsjim =UN tIN
E:1, cohort?

As a test of the sensitivity of the 1-6 analyses, for each of the

subtests the basic 1-6 =del was estimated using only the students from

the R-3 cohort. For these students, a 1-3 model was estimated using the

same predictor variables as were used in the 1-6 analyses except for

EGEACE3 and E3CTSTG, which apply only to the 3-6 cohort.

Table 253 summarizes the results of the 1-3 analysis for the

mathematics subtest; it should be canpared with Table 250. The results of

the 1-3 analysis for mathematics are very similar to the results of the

1-6 analysis. Almost all of the parameter estimates in the 1-3 analysis

are within one standard error of the corresponding estimate for the 1-6

analysis. Although same covariates are no longer statistically signifi-

cant, the school differences all remain statistically significant. No

alteratioA in the conclusions for the mathematics subtest is warranted.

Table 254 and Table 255 show the results of the 1-3 analyses for the

language and reading subtests, respectively. These are even closer to the

corresponding mcdels estimated in the 1-6 analyses, Table 251 and

Table 252. There are no awrecialale differences in the school effects for

either the language subtest or the reading subtest.
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Table 253

Late-Exit 1-3 Analysis for Mathematics
Excluding K-3 Students in District G

DzAt4gd acglis= llonatat =Um t-stat
Spring 3rd BASE 314.428 19.694 15.966 0.000
Spring 3rd E0SCH144 -35.367 12.006 -2.946 0.004
Spring 3rd SCHO0145 -18.152 7.094 -2.559 0.012
Spring 3rd AVABS -0.521 0.309 -1.687 0.094
Spring 3rd FEMALE 7.834 8.347 0.939 0.350
Spring 3rd OCAVG 2.944 1.233 2.387 0.019
Spring' 3rd AGEMOTH 9.791 8.345 1.173 0.243
Spring 3rd BOOKSHM 4.077 1.781 2.289 0.024

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 39.039 9.110 4.285 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 E0SCH144 -18.114 5.770 -3.139 0.002
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 8.807 4.122 2.136 0.035
Growth Rate 1-3 AGEMOTH 4.226 4.163 1.015 0.312

Table 254

Late-EXit 1-1 Analysis for Language
EXcludirg K Students in District G

amaigted amdigtm Amstar Std Err t-Stat p,value

Spring 3rd BASE 280.050 28.541 9.812 0.000
Spring 3rd E0SC11A4 -72.420 17.226 -4.204 0.000
Spring 3rd SCHOC130 54.987 9.533 5.768 0.000
Spring 3rd AVAPS -0.246 0.466 -0.528 0.598
Spring 3rd FEMALE 17.114 12.004 1.426 0.157
Spring 3rd OCAVG 2.832 1.965 1.442 0.152
Spring 3rd AGEMOTH 15.974 12.015 1.329 0.186
Spring 3rd BOOKSHM 9.313 2.879 3.235 0.002

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 42.542 13.149 3.235 0.002
Growth Rate 1-3 EOSC11A4 -44.297 8.352 -5.304 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 4.783 5.950 0.804 0.423
Growth Rate 1-3 AGEMOTH 6.148 6.017 1.022 0.309
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Table 255

Late-Exit 1-3 Analysis for Reading
Excluding K-3 Students in District G

Erndi_od Predictor =Am= Err t-Stat pl-Value,ptd

Spring 3rd BASE 298.014 24.884 11.976 0.000

Spring 3rd EOSCH144 -59.667 14.878 -4.010 0.000
SpAng 3rd SCHOOL30 39.507 8.442 4.680 0.000
Spring 3rd AMES 0.022 0.412 0.054 0.957
Spring 3rd FEMALE 10.055 10.454 0.962 0.338
Spring 3rd OCANG 2.466 1.739 1.419 0.159
Spring 3rd AGEMOTH 6.240 10.434 0.598 0.551
Spring 3rd HOOKSHM 6.884 2.548 2.702 0.008

Growth Rate 1-3 BASE 59.155 10.616 5.572 0.000
Graath Rate 1-3 E0SCH144 -32.724 6.734 -4.859 0.000
Growth Rate 1-3 FEMALE 3.078 4.804 0.641 0.523
Growth Rate 1-3 AGEMOTH -0.743 4.854 -0.153 0.879

For all three subtests, perhaps the most noteworthy change resulting

from the reduction to the K-3 cohort involves the average number of

absences. In the 1-6 models, the effect of the average number of absences

was fairly similar for all three subtests (-0.880, -0.743, and -0.790) and

consistently significant (pl = .013 or less). In the corresponding models

including only first through third grades, the coefficient of AVABS is

considerably reduced (-0.521, -0.246, and 0.022) and is never statistical-

ly significant (p = .094 or higher). This indicates that the number of

days absent may be a less important predictor of achievement in the early

primary grades than it is in the later primary grades.

SummarY

As a test of the sensitivity of the 1-6 analyses for each subtest

(i.e., mathematics, English language, and English reading), the basic 1-6

=lel was estimated using the same predictor variables as were used in the

1-6 analyses. The results of the 1-3 analyses are very similar to the

results of the basic 1-6 analyses. In other words, including only the
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students in the K-3 cohort does not materially change the estimated

mcdels.

1-6
3-6 cohort?

As another test of the sensitivity of the 1-6 analyses, a 3-6 model

was estimated using the students in the 3-6 cohort. The same predictor

variables were used in the 3-6 model as were used in the 1-6 mcdel with

two exceptions: EGEA1EI3 aniE0SaiTA4. Tnevariable EGRA1E3 has the value

1 for all the students in the 3-6 cohort, so it wculd be the same as the

BASE variable. The EOSCHIA4 indicates the K-3 cohort in school 44 and

therefore cannot be included in the analyses of the 3-6 cohort.

Table 256 thrcugh Table 258 summarize the results of the 3-6 analyses

for the mathematics, language, and reading subtests. The results of the

3-6 analyses for all three subtests are very similar to the results of the

corresponding 1-6 analyses. Almost every parameter estimate in the 3-6

analyses is within one standard error of the corresponding estimate in the

1-6 analyses. Note that the EASE coefficients in the 3-6 analyses need to

be =pared to the sum of the BASE and the EGRADE3 coefficients in the 1-6

analyses. The BASE for spring of third grade in the 3-6 analyses is

consistently lower than the sum of BASE and EGRALE3 as predictors of

spring third grade in the 1-6 analyses. However, the change is always

within 1.5 times the standard error in the 3-6 analysis and therefcre

should be considered fairly small.
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Table 256

Iate-EXit 3-6 Analysis for Mathematics
Excluding K-3 Students in District G

andigtod Elledictm arancter glaIrr t-stat 101-valut

Spring 3rd BASE 275.458 20.886 13.189 0.000
Spring 3rd EXTSTG 2.176 8.967 0.243 0.809
Spring 3rd SCHOOL45 -11.381 13.912 -0.818 0.415
Spring 3rd ANABS -1.045 0.341 -3.065 0.003
Spring 3rd FEMALE 11.640 6.981 1.667 0.098
Spring 3rd OCAVG 4.369 2.373 1.841 0.068
Spring 3rd AGEMOTH 22.640 8.643 2.620 0.010
Spring 3rd BOOKSHM 10.209 2.705 3.775 0.000

Growth Rate 3-6 BASE 16.814 9.644 1.743 0.083
Growth Rate 3-6 E3DISTG -14.220 3.968 -3.584 0.000
Growth Rate 3-6 FEMALE 3.641 3.514 1.036 0.302
Growth Rate 3-6 AGEMOTH 4.790 4.113 1.165 0.246

Table 257

Late-Exit 3-6 Analysis for Language
Excluding K-3 Students in District G

andigted agagtgr Eganetax gtgUarr t-stat )041altle

Spring 3rd BASE 258.049 24.730 10.435 0.000
Spring 3rd E3DISTG -0.526 10.181 -0.052 0.959
Spring 3rd SCHOOL30 34.781 14.111 2.465 0.015
Spring 3rd AVABS -1.015 0.385 -2.635 0.009
Spring 3rd FEMALE 15.067 7.822 1.926 0.056
Spring 3rd MAW 3.125 2.856 1.094 0.276
Spring 3rd AGEMOTH 31.480 10.061 3.129 0.002
Spring 3rd BOOKSHM 10.488 3.072 3.414 0.001

Growth Rate 3-6 BASE 16.477 7.447 2.213 0.029
Growth Rate 3-6 E3DISTG -0.732 3.052 -0.240 0.811
Growth Rate 3-6 FEMALE 5.074 2.714 1.870 0.064
Growth Rate 3-6 AGEMOTH 2.998 3.163 0.948 0.345
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Table 258

Late-Exit 3-6 Analysis for Reading
Excluding K-3 Students in District G

dicted Boat= Ea= lex =ILE= t-stat p-value

Spring 3rd BASE 267.508 26.727 10.009 0.000
Spring 3rd E3DISTG -14.440 11.088 -1.302 0.195
Spring 3rd SCHO0L30 19.379 14.669 1.321 0.189
Spring 3rd AVMS -1.092 0.404 -2.702 0.008
Spring 3rd FEMALE 9.836 8.551 1.150 0.252
Spring 3rd OCAVG 2.448 2.972 0.824 0.411
Spring 3rd AGEtCali 22.765 10.930 2.083 0.039
Spring 3tvl BOOMER 11.964 3.210 3.727 0.000

Growth Rate 3-6 BASE 26.289 9.004 2.920 0.004
Growth Rate 3-6 E3DISTG -2.011 3.685 -0.546 0.586
Growth Rate 3-6 FEMALE 2.325 3.276 0.710 0.479
Growth Rate 3-6 AGEMOTH 1.811 3.828 0.473 0.637

Sane covariates are no longerstmitistically significant, but all have

the same sign and mcst have the same magnitude. As expected from the

comparison of the 1-6 and 1-3 mcdels, the average number of absences

(AVABS) has a slightly larger effect in the 3-6 analyses than in the 1-6

analyses. The effect is similar for all three subtests (-1.045, -1.015,

and -1.092), and it is always significant at the .01 level despite the

smaller sample size. Another consistent change frau the 1-6 models to the

3-6 models is that the effect of AGEMOTH as a predictor of spring third

grade is always somewhat larger in the 3-6 mcdels. Also, the coefficient

of BOOKSHM as a predictor of spring third grade in the 3-6 mcdels is a

little larger for mathematics and reading although about the same for the

language subtest.

The school effects are reduced in the 3-6 analyses =Tared with the

1-6 analyses, and none are significant at the .01 level. Only the

coefficient for SCHOOL30 in the mcdel for the language subtest achieves

significance at the .05 level (difference = 34.781, p = .015). The

reduced statistical significance is largely attributable to the increase
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in the standard error which in turn is largely attributable to the

decrease in the number of students included in the 3-6 analysis.

As an additional sensitivity test of the 1-6 analysis, a 3-6 mcdel

was estimated using students from the 3-6 cohort. The results of the 3-6

analyses show more deviation from the basic 1-6 analyses than the 1-3

analyses showed, hut the 3-6 analyses are still very similar to the 1-6

analyses. Including only the students in the 3-6 cohort reduces the

estimated school differences, and the incrbase in the associated standard

errors makes none of the school differences statistically significant at

the .01 level. The school differences are still in the same direction:

students in school 45 in district E exhibit relatively low mathematics

growth rates, while staxlents in school 30 in district D exhibit relatively

high language and reading gmtwth rates.

As explained above, the basic 1-6 analyses exclude the students in

the K-3 cohort in district G. They were excluded because the "spring

firs4- grade" test scores for these student are actually from fall of

seamd grade. For purposes of cavarison with the basic 1-6 analyses, the

same models were recalculated after including the spring second gmade and

spring third grade test scores for the K-3 students in district G. This

is reasonable under the unttable assuffption that growth in district G is

the same from spring of first grade to spring of second grade as it is

from spring of second gmade to spring of third grade. In support of this

assumption for the students in district G is the fact that it holds

approximately for the students ihthe other two late-exit districts: the

amount of curvature in the 1-3 analyses for districts D and F is fairly

small. It must be emphasized that there are so many differences between

district G and the other two late-exit districts that it is nct reasonable
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to rely on an assumption that district G students wculd exhibit the same

pattern of growth as the other late-exit students.

Table 259 thrcugh Table 261 summarize the results of the 1-6 analyses

that include the K-3 cohort in district G. These tables may be compared

with Table 250 through Table 252. MOost of the estimated paraneters are

similar. For the covariates and the schccl variables, the pm:meters are

very close and the statistical significance is essentially unaffected.

However, the addition of the 47 students with spring second grade and

spring third grade scores in districtGdoes make wee material differenc-

es.

Table 259

Late-Exit 1-6 Analysis for Mathematics
Including K-3 Students in District G

JETvgiNI Piss lig= =mg= =_Err t-Stat c-Value

Spring 3rd BASE 295.287 11.786 25.054 0.000
Spring 3rd EGRAEE3 11.601 5.054 2.295 0.022
Spring 3rd DISTG -5.559 5.041 -1.103 0.271
Spring 3rd EOSCHI44 -27.760 11.798 -2.353 0.019
Spring 3rd SCHO0L45 -15.936 6.479 -2.460 0.014
Spring 3rd AN/ABS -0.863 0.221 -3.901 0.000
Spring 3rd FEMALE 5.813 4.058 1.432 0.153
Spring 3rd OCAVG 3.679 1.041 3.534 0.000
Spring 3rd AGEMOTH 15.256 4.640 3.288 0.001
Spring 3rd BOOKSRM 6.040 1.397 4.323 0.000

Growth Rate BASE 33.280 5.956 5.588 0.000
Growth Rate FGRADE3 -22.563 2.776 -8.127 0.000
Growth Rate DISTG -15.086 2.934 -5.142 0.000
Growth Rate E0SCHI44 -17.629 6.534 -2.698 0.007
Growth Rate FEMALE 7.200 2.287 3.148 0.002
Growth Rate AGEMOTH 6.646 2.574 2.582 0.010
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Table 260

Late-EXit 1-6 Analysis for Language
Including K-3 Students in District G

andigtood

Spring 3rd
Spring 3rd
Spring 3rd
Spring 3rd
Spring 3rd
Spring 3rd
Spring 3rd
Spring 3rd
Spring 3rd
Spring 3rd

Growth Rate
CA"Ordth Rate

Growth Rate
Growth Rath
Grath Rate
Grath Rate

Endigt=

DISTG
E0SCH144
SCHO0L30
ANABS
FEMALE
OCANG
AGEMOTH
BOOKSHM

BASE
EGRAEBO
DISTG
EOSCHI44
FEMALE
AGEMOTH

=mot= =Jim t-stat E=YAlgg

271.955 14.834 18.333 0.000
4.797 6.164 0.778 0.437
5.357 6.511 0.823 0.411

-66.159 14.029 -4.716 0.000
45.692 7.928 5.764 0.000
-0.801 0.297 -2.695 0.007
14.641 5.040 2.905 0.004
4.707 1.534 3.068 0.002

17.809 5.752 3.096 0.002
11.264 1.981 5.686 0.000

43.947 6.161 7.133 0.000
-32.947 2.896 -11.376 0.000
-0.756 2.948 -0.256 0.798

-44.220 6.887 -6.421 0.000
5.661 2.361 2.397 0.017
5.187 2.644 1.962 0.051
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Table 261

Late-Exit 2-6 Amalysis for Readirg
Including K-3 Students in District G

andigte4

11.moleal.MOwnweamOmmorrairmAmmi

alar,42: =LUX
Spring 3rd BASE 289.869 13.80a 20.993 0.000
Spring 3rd EGRADE3 -0.306 5.810 -0.053 0.958
Spring 3rd DISTG 1.014 6.061 0.245 0.P06
Spring 3rd EOSCHL44 -50.431 13.331 -3.783 0.000
Spring 3rd SCHOOL30 31.225 7.217 4.327 0.000
Spring 3rd ANAMS -0.871 0.275 -3.171 0.002
Spring 3rd FEMALE 6.237 4.694 1.329 0.185
Spring 3rd OCAVG 3.331 1.400 2.379 0.018
Spring 3rd AGEMOTH 10.926 5.365 2.037 0.043
Spring 3rd BOOKSHM 9.902 1.820 5.442 0.000

Growth Rate BASE 51.402 6.069 8.469 0.000
Growth Rate EGRADE3 -26.453 2.865 -9.233 0.000
Growth Rate DISTG -6.458 2.925 -2.208 0.028
Growth Rate EOSCH144 -31.606 6.811 -4.641 0.000
Growth Rate FEMALE 3.832 2.323 1.650 0.100
Growth Rate AGEMOTH 2.284 2.605 0.877 0.381

For the mathematics subtest, there are several differences. The

estimated coefficient for EGBAEE3 as a predictor of spring third grade is

increased from 9.184 to 11.601 and is statistically significant (p =

.022). This implies that the K-3 and 3-6 cohorts do not match well at

k:pring of third grade. In addition, the coefficient of DI= at spring of

third grade is decreased from -1.010 to -5,559, although it is still not

statistically significant (p = .271). However, the coefficients for

EGRADE3 and casTG as predictors of the growth rate are little changed.

For the language subtest, there are no, dramatic differences, but for

the reading subtest there are two. The estimated coefficient of DISTG as

a predictor of the growth rate decreases from -1.764 (p = .628) to -6.458

(p = .028). This inplies that the district G students have a significant-

ly lower reading growth rate than the students in the other districts

after including the adlitional 47 students. Also, the coefficient of

DISTG as a predictor of spring third grade changes from -13.226 to 1.486,
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although neither value is significantly different from zero (p greater
than .10).

As sensitivity test of the basic 1-6 analyses which excluded
district G because of cUfferent test dates, the basic analyses were rerun
including the available district G data. The addition of the 47 students
in district G with spring swlrld grade and spring third grade scores
results in saw material changes for the mathematics and reading subtests;
there are no material changes for the language subtest. For the
mathematics subtest, the students in the K-3 and 3-6 cohorts across the
three late-exit districts no longer match well in third grade. For the
reading subtest, the growth rates for the students in district G are no
longer similar to the growth rates for the students in the other two late-
exit districts. Although it would be possible to investigate these
changes in more detail to try to determine what aspect of the 47 pairs of
scores produces these changes, the most inportant calclusion is clear:
the basic 1-6 analyses are sensitive to the inclusion of the K-3 cohort of
students in district. G. Because the interpretation of the rmults of the
=del that includes the K- students in district G relies on the
=testable asamption of steady growth frcm spring first grade to spring
third grade in that district, no fUrther analyses of this sensitivity were
performed. The 1-6 analyses which exclude the K-3 students in district G
do not rely on this =testable assimption :aid stand as the basic models
for the late-exit districts,

gravinguatt4 jEtudegt jg.t_gthies emLaine_d_tr the 1-6
0200.1110

In the 1-6 analyses, a hierarchical linear mdel is used to predict
the intercept and slope of growth maws calculated for each student. The
prediction models presented here a nclude five oavariatts as predictors of
the intercept (status at spring of third grade) plus several zero-one
variables for ccupariog groups of students. Similarly, there are two
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covariates as predictors of the growth rate (either the 1-3 growth rate or

the 3-6 growth rate, dependirg on which cohort the student is in) together

with a similar set of zero-one variables. It is natural to ask haa we' 1

these prediction models account for the student-to-student differences

achievement.

For all three subtests, there is considerable student variability in

the estimated status at third grade that is not accounted for by the

prediction model. For the mathematics subtest, the estimated student

variability in third grade status is a standard error of about 30.8

points; for the language attest, the standard error is about 38.0 points;

and for the reading subtest, the stuideuxi error is about 36.8 points. All

of these values indicate highly significant student-to-student variation

in achievement levels not explained by the yodel. This variation is to be

expected: there is a natural distrikution of student ability that is

unlikely to be captured by the backgrourx1 variables used as covariates.

In contrast, for all three subtests the student variability in growth

is largely explained by the pm-diction model. For the nathematics

subtest, the estimated beMween-stadent variability in mathematics growth

rates is a standard error of 9.3 points; for the language subtest, the

standard error is about 6.1 points; and for the reading subtest the

standard error is also about 6.1 points. An approximate test that the

remaining variability in growth rates is zero is nonsignificant for the

mathematics and reading subtests (p = .364 and p = .208) , and borderline

for the language attest (p = .049) . In other words, the prediction model

for the growth rates explains most of the student-to-student differences

in those growth rates.
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What are the overall conclusions frau Vp_Ifitamitjgainft?

The thjective of the late-exit analyses was to describe the growth in

achievement by language-minority children from first grade through sixth

grade. The K-1 analyses showed significant dif ferences among the

districts. School 30, the only school in district D, showed significantly

higher language and reading test scores at spring of f irst grade than the

schools in district E. The differences are reduced by including

covariates, but remain statistically significant or at least borderline.

Although school 30 showed significantly higher mathematics test soores at

spring of first grade compared with the schools in district El the

dif ference is not significant once covariates are included in the model.

The "spring first grade" tests in district G were administered in fall of

second grade, so the higher "spring first grade" scores on the mathematics

and reading subtests in district G ccepared with district E are expected.

More surprising is that although the language scores in district G are

somewhat higher than in district E, the difference is not statistically

significant. That is, the district G students tested in fall of second

grade had about the same level of language achievement as the district E

students tested *in spring of first grade.

The curvature within the K-3 cohort (fraa first grade to third grade)

and within the 3-6 cohort (from third grade to sixth grade) was found to

be small. Where the curvature was statistically significant, it was

positive, indicating ircreasing growth. The 1-6 analyses presented used

straj ght-line individual growth curves to avoid unnecessary complexity

based on tenuous data.

The 1-6 analyses showed a consistent dif ference in growth rate

between the early primary grades and the later primary grades. The growth

rates from first to third grade, estimated using the students in the K-3

cohort, were found to be much higher than the growth rates from third to

sixth grade, estimated using the students in the 3-6 cohort. This finding
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is in accordance with the flattening growth indicated by the national

norm.

The relatively high level of language and reading achievement in the

district D school, school 30, that was found in the K-1 analyses was

conf irmed by the 1-6 analyses. The 1-6 analyses also confirmed that the

level of mathematics achievernent was similar in school 30 and the district

E schools after adjusting for covariates. The growth rates of the

students in school 30 were not found to differ significantly from the

growth rates in the district E schools on any of the three subtests.

The 1-6 analyses did uncover two school ef feats within district E.

School 45 had significantly lcuer mathematics achievement than the other

district E schools, but =parable growth rates. For all three subtests,

the students in the K-3 cohort in school 45 had significantly lawer grcwth

rates from spring first grade to spring third grade and therefore

significantly lower third grade scores despite comparable first grade

scores. In contrast, the students in the 3-6 cohort in school 45 did not

exhibit any significant deviations frrin the students in the 3-6 cohort in

the other district E schools.

The 1-6 analyses were sensitive to the inclusion of the spring second

grade and spring third grade scores for the students in the K-3 cohort in

district G. Interpretation of the mcdel with these test scores included

requires making =testable assumptions, so, the basic 1-6 analyses exclude

the K-3 cohort in district G. The students in the 3-6 cohort in district

G exhibited significantly lower growth rates on the mathematics subtest

than the students in the 3-6 cohorts in district E. However, the language

and reading growth rates for the students in the 3-6 cohorts in districts

E and G were comparable.

The 1-6 models provided a reasonable fit to the data. With the

exceptions noted above, the K-3 and 3-6 cohorts matched well at third

grade. Mbst of the stulamtvariation in growth rates is explained by the

prediction model. The growth models for spring first grade to spring
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third grade estimated using only the K-3 cohort were similar to the 1-6

mcdels, as were the grolOth models for spring third grade to spring sixth

grade estimated using only the 3-6 cohort.
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VI. COMPARISON OF PROGRAMS, DISTRICTS, AND
THE NCRMING POPULATION USING TRAJECTORY
ANALYSIS OF MATCHED PERCENTILES (TRIP)

This chapter serves as a supplement to the analyses in Chapters III,

IV, and V. Those chapters presented the results of analyses designed to

answer specific analytic questions. This chapter provides supplemental

information about the achievement of the students in this study in the

form of graphs. These graphs Should not be considered a replacement for

the analyses of the earlier chapters. The analyses in the earlier

chapters are carefully controLled for differences artmg students, schools,

and districts; they provide the most complete answers to the specific

analytic questions. The graphs in this chapter do not reflect any

adjustment for differences among students, schools, and districts and are

therefarepotentiallymisleading. Any ccnflict between the findings from

the analyses of the earlier chapters and the graphs of this chapter must

be resolved in favor of those carefully controlled analyses, not the

uncontrolled graphs. For convenience, the conclusions from the three

analytic chapters will be summarized here.

The analyses reported in Chapter III were designed to evaluate the

relative effectiveness of immersion strategy and early-exit programs in

schools with both programs. Only small differences were found bebmen the

immersion strategy program and the early-exit program in the four two-

program schools. No statistically significant differences were found for

the mathematics subtest. For both the language subtest and the reading

subtest, there was no statistically significant program difference at

spring of third grade. However, there was a temporary advantage for

immersion strategy students at spring of first grade (for language) or

spring of second grade (for reading).
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The analyses reported in Chapter TV were designed to evaluate the

relative effectiveness of immersion strategy and early-exit programs in

schools with only one of the programs. The major finding was that any

program differences are small compared to the school differences. No

statistically significant differences were found for the mathematics

subtest or the reading subtest. For the language subtest, there was no

statistically significant prcgram difference at spring of third grade and

no statistically significant program difference in average growth rate

from spring first grade to spring third grade. However, there was a

temporary advantage for immersion strategy students at spring of second

grade on the language subtest.

The analyses reported in Chapter V were designed to compare the

patterns of growth for students in the late-exit program across the

districts, schools, and cohorts. Substantial differenoes were found. The

growth rate from spring first grade to spring third grade was fcund to be

suostantially greater than for spring third grade to spring sixth grade,

in accordance with the flattening growth implied by the national norms.

School 30, the only school in district D, had relatively high levels of

language and reading achievement (,1,t similar levels of mathematics

achievement) campared with the schools in district E. The growth rates

for sttxlents in school 30 were similar to the growth rates for students in

the district E schools for all three subtests. As explained in Chapter V,

students in the K-3 cohort in district G were not included in the basic

model because the spring first grade test scores were actually attained in

fall second grade and the model was sensitive to their inclusion. For the

3-6 cohort in district G, the language and reading growth rates were

similar to those for the 3-6 cohort in district E, but the mathematics

growth rate was much lower.

What is a Trajectory Analysis of Matched Percentiles (ERMP)?

A Trajectory Analysis of Matched Percentiles (TAMP) is a powerful

scale-independent technique that can be used to =pare the change in test

scores of groups of students (Braun, 1988). A TAMP permits a graphical
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assessment of whether one group of students exhibits "uniformly" or

consistently slower progress relative to another group.

One of the major advantages of IlekMP aver more traditional analyses is

the invarianoe to changes in scale. The comparison of test scores

produces the same conclusions using TAMP under any order-preserving

transformation of the test scores; only the ordinal relationship of the

test worm; matters. For this study, the scale invariance of TAMP penaits

a comparison of kindergarten test scores fran the 'MBE test with the CTBS

scores (both converted to Expanded Scale Scores) obtained beginning in

first grade. The scale invariance also allows analysis of the CTBS test

scores without relying on the intended egpal-interval properties of the

ExpandedScale Scores (ESS) used in the growth alrve analyses of Chapters

III, IV, and V.

Another major advantage of TAMP is that it may be used to compare

test score, gains for groups of students even when they are not carposed of

exactly the same students. TAMP does not avoid the problems of trying to

use cross-sectional data to measure growth. Growth is properly measured

only with longitudinal data (see, for example, Pcgosa, 1979; Rogosal

Brandt, and Zimowski, 1982; Pcgosa and Willett, 1985; and Willett, 1989).

This study uses longitudinal data, and individual student growth curves

were calculated and compared in the analyses of earlier chapters.

However, the two cohorts of late-exit students represent a cross-sectional

sample. One group of lata-exit studentsioare in kindergarten in the first

year of data collection; the other group of late-exit students were in

third grade in the first year of data oollection. Both groups were

followed longitudinally and the growth of the individual students was

evaluated. TAMP provides a mechanism for oamparing graath across the two

late-exit cohorts under the assumption that the two cohorts are similar.

That assumption can be tested to same extent by calparing the third grade

test spores from the two groups, one set obtained the first year of data

collection and the other set obtained the fourth year of data collection.
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How are the UMP curves constructed for each group?

A TAMP curve, or "equipexcentile equating function," for a group of

students is a graph of ordered pairs of test scores. The pairs are

constructed by associating each score in the distribution of scores from

an earlier test with one score in the distritution of scores from a later

test. The two scores that are associated have the same relative

percentile. That is, the scores fran the two tests are paired so that the

scores in each pair have the same percentile ratikwittdm their respective

distribution of test scores.

The two distributions of test scores need not be obtained from the

same students, as long as all of the test scores are obtained from

students who are representative of the same population. This permits TAMP

curves to he constructed from cross-sectional data. For exanple, although

the national norms for the TOBE and CTBS tests were constructed from

cross-sectional samples, TAMP curves can be amstructed because the group

representxod.by the norms -- the 1U.S. grade-school population -- is well-

defined.

For this pmoject, the students were studied laigilmeinally. This

permits the construction of TAMP curves fran matched sanples: the same set

of students took both tests. Because the resulting curves are based on

the same set of students, the analysis cannot be distorted by sampling

fluctuations from the first test to the second test.

For matched samples, the construction of TAMP curves is particularly

simple: the lowest score fran the earlier test is matched with the lowest

score from the later test, the next lowest score from the first test is

matched with the next lowest score fran the second test, and so on. This

simplification arises because the two groups have the same number of

students. 'lb see this, sum:Dv:there are 200 students; with scores in each

of two grades. Then the 20th lowest score, for example, represents the

same percentile point for both grades.
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All of the TAMP curves presented here are based on scores fram

matdhed studWnts, except when =paring the K-3 and 3-6 late-exit cohorts.

Although TAMP curves based on scores from all students who took each test

have somewhat more stable estimates of percentile points, sampling

fluctuations could prcduce distortions. %ben TAW curVes are based on an
students who took either test, not just students who took both tests, the

students included for each test are somewhat different samples of the

limited-English-proficient 01)111 students in the district, program, or

district-program. Any substantial difference between the all-students

TAMP curve and the matched-sladents TAMP curve night be attributable to

the differenoes in the too groups of students. Accordingly, the matched-

students curves are preferable and are the ones presented here.

The TAMP curves presented here are often based on relatively few

students. FOr this reason, the extreme percentile points are subject to

considerable sampling error. The very lowest and highest scores are

sanetimes very far from the rest of the scores. TO avoid having TAMP

curve carparisons unduly influenced by the scores of a handibl of

students, only the mickUe ninety percent of the TAMP curves are presented

here. That is, the highest five percent and the lowest five percent of

the scores in each grade are nat included in the figure. The middle part

of the TAMP curves remains substantially more stable than either end, even

after trim-aim the highest and lowest five percent.

What do the MKP figures look like?

Each TAMP figure consists of one or more TAMP curves graphed on the

same axes. The later test score is plotted using the vertical axis ( "y-

axis") , and the earlier test score is plotted using the horizontal axis

("x-axis") . In keeping with standard terminology, the label at the top of

each figure indicates "later test score" versus "earlier test score." A

second title line indicates which TAMP curves are included in the figure.

The legend at the bottom shows the type of line used for each curve.
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How is a TAMP curm intsmagad?

Perhaps the simplest way to express the interpretation of a TAMP

curve is that it represents the growth students wculd need to exhibit in

order to maintain their relative standing in the grcup. Consider the TAMP

curve in Figure 16, which relates the norms for the CTBS mathematics

subtest as Ineasured in English in spring of first grade with the norms for

the MBE mathematics subtest administered in Spanish in fall of kindergar-

ten. (For a discussion of the national norms, see Chapter II. ) Notice

that it is possible to compare the test scores from two different tests

using TAMP, even though the two tests may be on different scales.

The TAMP curve itself is nearly a straight line. Tills is not a

requirement of TAMP, but rather a consequence of the fact that both the

TOBE test scale and the CTBS test scale are designed to be anoroximately

equal-interval. Eath point cn the curv e represents a matched peroentile.

Far wimple, the 50th percentile for the fall kindergarten MBE mathemat-

ics test is 185 (Equivalent Smile Score, or ESS) and the 50th percentile

for the spring first grade CTBS mathematics test is 260 (ESS) . Thus a

point is plotted at 185 on the horizontal axis and 260 on the vertical

axis. In the TAMP figure, the horizcntal axis always represents the

earlier test and the vertical axis always represents the later test.

Again, the fact that the 50th peroentile is near the middle of the TAMP

curve is a consequence of the test designs rather than a rsguirement of

TAMP. As each of the percentiles in the norming informa4on from each

test is matched, another point is plotted. The points are then connected

with a solid line. The individual percentile points are nat distinguished
in the figure.
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Thus each point on the TAMP curve shows (on the vertical axis) the

test score students need to attain in order to score at the same

percentile in spring of first grade as they did in the fall of kindergar-

ten. A student scoring 185 on the fall kirdergarten 'MBE mathematics test

is at the 50th percentile of the national norms for the TOBE. Tto score, at

the 50th percentile on the ClBS mathematics test in spring of first grade,

a student needs to score 260 on the CTBS test.

Two TAMP curves can be compared most easily on a graph. If the TAMP

curve for group 1 lies entirely below the TAMP curve for group 2, then

group 1 exhibits "uniformly retarded progress" =pared with group 2. For

an example of two groups where one displays uniformly retarded progress

relative to the other, see Figure 17. The dotted line shows the TAMP

curve for late-exit district D, while the heavy solid line is the same

norm curve shown in Figure 16. The group represented by the national

norms has uniformly retarded progress relative to the students in late-

exit district D. lb see why this is so, consider students scoring 170 on

the fall kindergarten TOBE mathematics test adhdndstered in Spanish. Tb
maintain their relative position among the students in late-exit distxict

D, those students would need to score about 248 on the CTBS mathematics

test in spring of first grade. Tb maintain their relative position among

students in the national norm samples, students scoring 170 on the fall

kindergarten TCBE mathematics test would only need to score about 238 on

the spring first grade CTBS mathematics test. lbe same relationship

between the two curves is obtained at every starting score represented in

late-exit district D. Thus the students in late-exit district D exhibit

greater growth for every starting score included in the figure.
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It is tempting to interpret the range of the TAMP curve for district

D as indicating the distribution of test scores in the district, with the

middle of the TAMP curve representing the middle of the distribution of

test scores. HOwever, this is not a valid interpretation of the TAMP

curie. While the range of the TAMP curve does shag the range of the test

scores after removing the lowest and highest five percent of the scores,

the middle of the distribution of test scores may lie virtually anywhere

along the curve. There may be many students near the km end of the range

and only a few scattered along the rest of the curve. Or there nay be

many students near the high end of the curve and relatively few in the low

and middle part of the curve. Or the test scores may be concentrated at

a few points along the curve. In short, no inference may be drawn about

the distribution of test scores along the TAMP curve.

One striking aspect of the TAMP curve for late-exit district D shown

in Figure 17 is that it is not very smooth. TAMP curves are always

monotonically nondecreasing. That is, as you maw to the right along the

curve it never goes down. ATAMP curve can, however, have horizontal or

vertical segments. These are partly a ccnsequence of the relatively wan

number of students used to construct the TAMP and partly a consequence of

the coarseness of the test score distributions. Only 21 students in late-

exit district D had pretest (fall kindergarten test) scores as well as

first grade scores (see Chapter II). Because five percent of the scores

were removed from each end of the distribution, the lowest two scores and

the highest two scores were not included in the TAMP curve. Two scores

were trimmed from each end because omitting only one score would have

removed less than five percent of the scores; enough points were removed

to represent at least five percent of the scores. Thus theTAMP curve is

based on only 17 pairs of scores connected by straight line segments.

Even if many more scores had been used, however, the 'MP curve would

still have been relatively jagged. This is because the tests contain

relatively few items. The TOBE mathematics test, for example, contains

only 26 items. Getting just one more item correct increases the scale

score by several points. The CTBS test scores are similarly coarse.
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Because only relatively few scores are possible on each test, the TAMP

curve tends to take onastairsbapewarance. This is even more apparent

in Figure 18, which shows the corresponding TAMP curve for late-exit

district E together with the national norm TAMP curve. The students in

this district also exhibit greater growth than the national norming

samples (the TAMP curve for district E lies entirely above the national

norm TAMP curve).

Both late-exit district D and late-exit district E show greater

growth than the national norming samples. Figure 19 compares the two

districts with each other. The two TAMP curves cross each other in

several places. This means that neither district exhibits uniformly

retardeciproggess relative to the other. Notice also that the two curves

exhibit only partial horizontal overlap. The horizontal axis gives the

score on the earlier test. The amount of horizontal overlap imikates the

extent to which the two districts have similar ranges of test scores on

the earlier test. Each curve represt 2As the range of the middle ninety

percent of the students in that district. Thus the overlap indicates the

extent to which the range of test scores for the middle ninety percent of

the students in district D is similar to the range of test scores for the

middle ninety peroent of the students in district E. As noted above, the

TAMP curves do not indicate how the scores are distributed through that

range .
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Figure 18
English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
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Two TAMP curves can only be compared over the part of the horizontal

axis where they overlap because other parts of the curves correspond to

students in one group with no counterparts in the other group. The

district E students scoring below about 155 on the fall kindergarten meE

mathematics test have no counterparts in district D. Since there are no

students with comparable =MIS shown for district D, it is impossible to

say how students scoring below 155 would have fared in district D.

Similarly, the district D students scoring above about 187 on the pretest

have no counterparts in district E. Again it is not possible to say haw

such relatively high-scoring students would have fared in district E.

This reflects a strength of TAMP: group carparisons are necessarily

restricted to students with similar scores on the earlier test.

The impalume of the finding that neither district D nor district E

exhibits uniformly retarded progress relative to the other depends on

whether a dif ference was expected. If one district placed much more

emphasis on mathematics, the students in that district would be expected

to show greater progress, and the absence of demonstrably higher growth

would be a disappointment. However, bemuse them is no particular reason

to expect a difference between these two districts, the TAMP finding is

unremarkable.

Are the TAMP curves adiustsd for any differences between groups of
students?

The TAMP curves are not adjusted in any way for group dif ferences on

any variable other than the score on the earlier test. Therefore,

differences in socioeconondkl status (SES) of the families in one district

might account for any dif ferences in growth. While it is technically

possible to produce separate TAMP figurw according to sane measure of SFS

or other covariates thought to predict school achievement, no covariate-

adjusted TAMFt were performed for this study due to resource limitations.

Me miter of separate TAMP figures for ccnparing the districts, programs,

and district-programs at the various grades is already too large for all

of them to be presented here.
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Because the TAMP curves are not adj(4sted for any background

variables, the comparisons of the districts and programs using TAMP must

be made in the context of the many differences among the districts. 'Itle

TAMP figures cannot answer whether any growth differences between two

districts (an IS/EE district and an LE district, for example) are

attributable to differences in student, school, or district dharacteris-

tics or are attritutable to the bilingual program. With so few districts,

conclusions about the possible explanations for any district differences

must be made on a case-by-cas6 basis, not by using statistical analyses.

How are 2AKP curves used to compare the Fr3 and 3-6 late-exit cohorts?

Matched-students MT curves are not possible for carparirq the early

grades in the late-exit districts with the later grades. This is because

the two late-exit cohorts, one coverirtj grades K-3 ani the other coveririg

grades 3-6, are made up of different students. By assuming that both

cohorts are representative ct the district LEP student pcpulation, TAMP

curves can be constructed showing growth across the two cohorts. A

comparison of first grade to sixth grade could be constnicted, for

example. Because the resulting curves are only appropriate if the two

late-exit =harts are comparable, the comparisons in thapter V of the two

cohorts at third grade should be considered in connection with the TAMP

figures.

90MS 0 ODS 0 retation o
figures?

Because the national norms are based on much larger samples than the

curves based on data fram this study, all but the single highest and

laaest percentile points appear to be reliably estimated. Therefore, the

TAMP curves for the norms represent very nearly the entire range of

percentiles from 1 to 993 For the puposes of the TAMP figuxes presented

3The TAMP curves for the national norms range from an NCE (Normal
Curve EgaimiLent) of 2 through an NCE of 98.
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here, the national norm curves can be viewed as having essentially no

smmplingerror. However, it shculd be pointed out that the 'MBE norms are

based on a 1977-78 sample, while the CTBS norms are based on a 1972-73

sample. (This relatively old version of the CTBS test was used at the

request of the U.S. Department of Education to ensure comparability With

other national studies.) These samples, therefore, are from different

national populations, and neither reflects the national peculation in 1984

to 1988, when the test scores in this study were collected. (For more

information on the TOBE and CTBS tests used, see Chapter II.) Only if

there are no time trends in the distribution of test scores for this

national pcpulation would the TAMP curves for these norms represent a

completely accurate reference curve. As noted in Chapter II, there is

some evidence that such time trends might exist (Linn, Graue, and Sanders,

1990).

Braun (1988) gives an approximate fommila due to Lord (1982) for the

standard error of TAMP curves. This formula can be used to provide some

guidance about precisely how the TAMP curves are estimated. Naturally,

the standard error varies considerably aocording to the ntarber of students

in the group used to constnict the curve. Mbst of the curves presented in

this chapter are basedonone hundred or more students, but sane are based

on only a few dozen, or even fewer. The curves for late-exit district D

are based on the fewest students and therefore have the highest standard

errors.

The standard error of TAMP curves also depends on the underlying

standard deviation of the test scores being compared. The standard

deviations of the achievenent tests used here vary considerably according

to the subtest and the grade level. However, the TAMP figures are

constructed so that one standard deviation represents approximately the

same distance on each figure. Therefore the standard error of the TAMP

curves can be expressed most easily in terms of distance on the graphs.

On the scale of these graphs, one standard error for the ends of a

TAMP curve ranges from about one-half inch (for the smallest groups) to
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ecut two-tenths of an inch ( for the largest groups) , or even less. The

standard error in the niddle of the TAMP curves is about two-thirds as

large as the standard error at the ends, so a standani error in the middle

ranges from about three-tenths of an inch down to about one-tenth of an

inch. Curves need to di f fer by about twice the standard error of the less

precise curve to be considered appreciably dif ferent.

Organization of TAM Results

The discussion of the TAMP figures that follow are divided into two

sections. The first section is a discussion of the TAMP figures wherein

the growth in achievement for the imnersion strategy, early-exit and late-

exit programs is compared to the growth of this naming population, as

well as examining the growth in achievement for each of the immersion

strategy and early-exit sites relative to this nonning population. This

f irst section is subdivided into four parts. Part 1 relates the academic

grafth rate of students in each program to that of this nonning popilation

from fall to spring of their kindergarten year. This addresses the

question of whether the initial skills of target students in each program

were canparable to one another and to those of this forming population, as

well as the extent to which the students in the three programs had

dif ferent achievement growth rates during the kindergarten year. Part 2

relates the growth in achievement of target students to this morning

population fram kindergarten to first grade, by using their spring

kindergarten test scores and their spring f irst grade test scores, while

Part 3 spans the students ' kindergarten and first grade years by using

their fall kindergarten scores and their spring f irst grade scores. Parts

2 and 3 address the issue of the extent to which the students in each

program have dif ferent spring first grade scores, and therefore correspond

to the K-1 analyses of Chapters III through V. Part 4 examines the

relationship of target students ' spring f irst grade to spring third grade

test scores to those of this norming population. Part 4 expands the

analyses presented in Chapters III through V by relating the academic

gravth of target students to that of this forming rrpulation; that is, the

extent to which the target students are growing as fast as or faster than
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students in this norming population. Thie information will help us

identify how successful each program is in helping students approximate

the distribution of the norming population.

The second section provides a more detailed look at the growth rate

of each of the late-exit program sites relative to the growth rate of this

norming peculation. This is done in response to the unexpected finding in

Chapter V wherein, contrary to predictions, the form of the late-exit

students ' growth curves in mathematics, language, and reading did not

differ from the form of the growth curves for immersion strategy and

early-exit students. This section examines the relationship of the three

late-exit districts for eadh of the same comparisons done in Parts 1 to 4

of the first section. In addition, this section includes a comparison of

academic grcwth spanning grades one to six for target sthdents and for the

norming pepulation by mergim the TAMP curves of the K-3 cohort with those

of the 3-6 cohort. This expands the discussion provided in Chapter V

regarding the growth of late-exit target students to include a comparison

with national norms.

This SWOONI section is subdivided into six parts. Part 1 relates the

academic growth of target stu6ents in each late-exit site to that of this

norming population from fall to spring of their kindergarten year. This

allows us to determine whether the initial skills of target students in

each late-exit site were comparable to one another. This analysis also

permits us to determine the extent to which the dif ferent implementations

of the late-exit model are related to the growth in skills during the

kindergarten year. Part 2 relates the academic growth of target students

to grwth for this norming pcculation f ran kindergarten to f irst grade, by

using their spring kindergarten test scores and their spring first grade

test scores, while Part 3 spans the students ' kindergarten and first grade

years by using their fall kindergarten scores and their spring f irst grade

scores. These sections address the issue of the extent to which each

late-exit treathent has different spring f irst grade scores and therefore

correspond to the K-1 analyses of Chapter V. Part 4 examines the growth

of target students ' spring f irst grade to spring third grade test scores
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relative to that of this norming population. This section expands the

analyses presented in Chapter V by relating the growth in achievement of

target students to the growth of this norming population; that is, how

successful each late-exit site is in helping move the distribution of

scores for limited-English-proficient students who are below average to

awroximate that of this norming populaticn. Part 5 includes a comparison

of student academic growth spanning grades three through six, while part

6 includes a comparison of stalmtacademic growth gpimmainggrades one to

six for target students and for this norming population by creating TAMP

curves using students from the Kr.3 cohort and students from the 3-6

cdhort.

The following paragraphs comprise guidelines for reading and

interpreting the figures included in this chapter:

If the TAMP curve for a given program is above the TAMP curve

(greater than 1/2-inch) for this norming population, this implies that

target students are growing at a faster rate relative to this norming

popaaticon an3 are catching up asagroup to this norming population. For

example, the percentile rank of the second test score for target students

is greater than the percentile rank of their initial test score.

If the TAMP curve for a given program is on the TAMP curve (less than

1/2-inch) for this norming pcpulation, this implies that the target

students are maintaining their position relative to that of their

counterparts in this norming population. For example, the second

percentile rank for target students is equal to their initial percentile

rank.

If the TAMP curve for a given program is below the TAMP curve

(greater than 1/2-inch) for this norming population, this implies that

target students are losing ground relative to this norming put' dation.

For example, the sopmadpercentile rank for target students is lower than

their initial percentile rank. This suggests that students are not

learning as fast as this norming population.
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The Growth of Immersion Strategy,
Early-Exit, and Late-Exit Students Relative

1. EalL.Eindwortfin_ta,%arios_Zirdaraltan:

A. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

COntent:

Kindergarten to

Fall

Spanish to

Mathematics to

th
Kindergarten

SPrin;

Spanisu

Mathematics

Figures 20, 21, and 22 suggest that target students in all three

programs had lower mathematics skills as assessed in Spanikh upon entry

into kAndergarten than this norming population, as the spread of scores

for each progno tends to fall at the lower epd of the norming curve. As

a group, immersion strategy students acpear to have lost ground; they seem

to have been learnim mathematics acre slowly than this norming population

when tested in Spanish. Early-exit and late-exit students seemed to grow

at the same rate as this norming population.

Minor variation is noted when the TAMP curves are examined by site

within the immersion strategy and early-exit pTograms. Whereas students

in immeraion strategy sites IS-B and IS-C seemed to have grown at a

slightly slmer rate than this norming population and site IS-H at about

the same rate, students in site IS-A grew at a noticeably slower rate than

this norming pcculation, especially those students with the lowest initial

entry-level skills (see Figures 23 to 26). All early-exit students seem

to have grcwn at or almost at the same rate as this norming population

(see Figures 27 to 30). Sites EE-A and EE-H appear to have done a better

job of helping their stLaents, as those with the lowest initial mathemat-

ics skills grew as fast as this =ming population. In site EE-C students

with the lowest initial skills seemed to grow more slady than this

norming pcpulation, while th..ose at the high end grew faster; the

distribution of scores is stretching out.
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Contrary to expectations, there is some indication that early-exit

students performed slightly better than did immersion strategy students in

relationship to this norming population when tested in Spanish. It

appears that early-exit students grew at about the same rate as this

norming population. Given that early-exit students were not expected to

receive much instruction in Spanish and what was provided was limited to

initial literacy skills in Spanith, it had 'men predicted that these

students would perform as well as immersion strategy students, and that

both of these groups when re-tested in Spanish would poet only mindmal

gains. However, early-exit students with higher entry-level mathemdtics

skills appeared to be learning at the same rate or even slightly fastar

than this norming population, whereas their immersion strategy counter-.

parts seemed to be growing slightly slower than this naming polculation.

Also, early-exit Maxim-Its with the lowest entry-level skills appeared to

be learning at a slightly faster rate than comparable immersion strategy

students relative to this normimpcculation

In sum, immersion strategy students appear to have lost ground

relative to this norming population, whereas their late-exit and early-

exit counterparts wexe doing as well as or slightly better than this

norming population. The slightly better performance of the early-exit

students may reflect the finding that saae early-exit programs did in fact

provide more instruction in Spanish than had been projected.
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Figure 20
Spanish Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Nonning Population and Immersion Strategy Program
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Spanish Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program
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Figure 22
Spanish Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program
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Figure 23

Spanish Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District A
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Figure 24
Spanish Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District B
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Figure 25

Spanish Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District C
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Pigure 26
Spanish Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District H
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Figure 27

Spanish Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District A
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Figure 28

Spanish Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fail K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District B
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Figure 29
Spanish Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fan K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District C
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Figure 30
Spanish Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District H
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B. Grade Span:

Test Date:

laispage:

Contest:

Kindergarten

Fall

Spanith

Mathematics

to
to
to
to

Kindergarten

Spring

Emile&

Mathematics

Figures 31, 32, and 33 compare the mathematics test scores in fall

kindergarten with the matheaatics test scores in spring kindergarten.

Both the fall and spring test scores are from the TOBE, but the fall TOBE

was administered in Spanith and the spring TOBE was administered in

English. For the TOBE, the test items are the same regardless of the

language of administration; only the language used for giving the

instructions varies. Because the same test was administered in fall and

spring, caparisons across languages of administration are reasonable. It

should be kept in mind that only the,ordinal relationship of the test

scores matters for TAM.

The nacional norm TAMcurves presented in this chapter for the TOPE

are the same for both languages of adadmistration. The national norms

reflect administration of the TOBE in English primarily to monolingual

English-sfeekingstudOrts. It isdifficultto relatethese national norms

to expectations for the limited-EmIlish-proficient students in.this study.

The students in the national norming sample were given test instructions

in English in both fall and spring; the target students were given test

instructions in Spanish in the fall but were given the test twice in the

spring, once with instructions in Spanish and once with instructions in

English. Figures 31, 32, and 33 reflect the spring administration of the

mathematics subtest using English instructions. Presumably the students

in the national norming sample have an advantage because they had both

tests administered in English, their primary language, and because their

instruction was all in English. The magnitude of this advantage is

unknown.

Note that the distributions of scores in Figures 31, 32, and 33 for

eadh of the three programs tend to be shifted to the lower left of the

norming curve. This indicatgstbat in general the majority of the target
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students in all three programs began kindms;arten with mathematics skills

comparable to one another but lwer than those of this normimmoulation.

The TRW curves suggest that the growth in mathematics skills is similar

in early-exit programs in relation to this norming population. That is,

target students in each program appear to have kept pace with the growth

of this naming population. However, immersion strategy and late-exit

students may have been losing same ground, especially at the lower end of

the distribution.

Sams within-program variation was noted in both the immersion

strategy program sites and the early-exit program sites. Figures 34

througth 37 appear to show that while students in sites IS-B and IS-H grad

at the same rate as this norming population, students in sites IS-A and

IS-C grew more slowly. Figures 38 through 41 suggest that while students

in sites EE-li and EE-H were comparable in their rate of growth (growing

slightly faster than this naming population), site EE-B students seen to

be about even with these national norms, and site EE-C students were

losing ground in uathematics as neasured in English relative to this

norming population.
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Figure 31
English Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program
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Figure 32
English Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program
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Figure 33

English Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program
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Figure 34
English Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District A
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Figure 35

English Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District B
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Figum 36

Engilsh Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fail K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Noming Population and Immersion Strategy Progam in District C
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English Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District H
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Figure 38
English Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District A
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Figure 39

English Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District B
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Figure 40

English Math Sving K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Normhig Population and Early-Exit Progam in District C
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Figure 41

K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Witched Scores, Trim 5%)
Norming Population and Early-Exit Program !it.. P* Arid 11
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C. Grade Span:

Test Dote:
Language:

Content:

Kindergarten

Fall
vanish
Language

to Kindergarten

to Spring
to spanish
to language

An underlying assumption of primary language programs (i.e., those

that use the child's primary language for instruction) is that the more

proficient students are in their first language, the faster they will

acquire a second language. Thus, it is necessary to examine the extent to
which target students across the three instructional programs began and

ended kindergarten with comparable primary language skills and how their

primary language skills might have improved relative to this norming

population.

As they did not receive any instruction in Spanish, it was expected

that immersion strategy students would not exhibit improved primary

language skills. COnsistent with this prediction, it appears that

immersion strategy students learned language skills as measured in Spanish
slower than this national norming population learned their primary

language skills (English) as measured in English (see Figure 42). There

was no variation among the individual immersion strategy program sites

(see Figures 45 to 48).

Contrary to theoretical predictions, it seems that early-exit

students exhibited growth in their Spanidh language skills comparable to

this norming population and as great as or greater than the growth of

late-exit students (see Figures 43 and 44). Minor variation was noted

among individual early-exit sites (see Figures 49 to 52), perhaps

reflecting the different amounts of primary larguage instrml:ion provided.

The growth rate of early-exit site H students was closest to that of this

norming population. Given that the growth rates for the other early-exit

sites were slower than for this norming population, the growth rate for

sive EE-H is most responsible for the composite early-exit TAMP curve

approximating the growth rate of this norming population.
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Late-exit students with lower entry-level skills improved in their

Spanidh language skills at about the same rate as did this norming

population (see Figure 44). Mere is same indication that late-exit

students with higher entry-level Spanish language skills may have lost

ground relative to comparable students in this norming population and in

the early-exit program. The latter indicates that the curricular and

instructional efforts of the late-exit program might not have adequately

addressed the needs of these students, and suggests that curriculum and

instruction need to be expanded to better accommodate the learning needs

of students with higher entry-level Spanish skills.

In sum, relative to this norminet population, target students in all

three programs appear to have begun kindergarten with lower primary

language skills and to have learned almost as fast as or slightly slower

than this norming population with respect to Spanish language skills.

Consistent with predictions, immersion strategy students as a group lost

the most ground relative to this norming population. Contrary to

expectations, early-exit students, although growing more slowly relative

to this normimpopulation, aoquiredprimary lancpage skills at a slightly

higher rate than did the immersion strategy students; no difference had

been expected.
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Figure 42
Spanish Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program
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Figure 43

Spanish Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Horming Population and Early-Exit Program
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Figure 44
Spanish Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Nonning Population and late-Exit Program
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Figure 45

Spanish Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores. Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District A
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Figure 46

Spanish Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District B
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Figure 47

Spanish Language Spdng K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District C
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Figure 48

Spanish Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Qtrves: Norming Population and Immersion Stra.. a Program in District II
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,ISH easily influenced by a few individual cases,
and are subject to sampling fluctuation.
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Figure 49
Spanish Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Parly-Exit Program in District A
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced hy a few individual cues,
and are subject to sampling fluctuation.
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Figure 50
Spanish Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District B
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As a reminder when reading this figure, 18M-P6curves arc bPsed on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced by a few individual lases,
and are subject to sampling fluctuation.



Figure 51
Spanish Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-EAt Program in District C
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced by a few individual cases,
and are subject to sampling fluctuation.



Figure 52
Spanish Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District H
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
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D. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

Content:

Kindergarten

Fall

Vanish

Language

to Kindergarten

to Spring

to English

to Language

Figures 53, 54 , and 55 show that target students in each program

began their kindergarten year within approximately the same range of

Spanish language skills, which was sl ightly lower than that of this

norming population. Student growth rates in each procw.:1 over the year

when tested in English language skills appear to be somewhat similar:

these students generally seemed to grow more slowly than this norming

population. The upper end of the distribution of scores for immersion

strategy and early-exit students is close to these norms; however, the

latarexit students definitely had lower growth than these norm. Figures

56 through 59 show that there is almost no variation between individual

ininersion strategy sites. There is minor variation between early-exit

sites, as site EE-A stwients grew as fast as this nanning peculation, and

sites EE-B and EE-C grew slower than this naming peculation (see Figures

60 to 62) . Early-exit site H sbmi-ents with the loweWt entry-level skills

appeared to grow slower than this norming peculation, while those with the

highest initial scores seemed to grad tmster than this norning peculation

(see Figure 63) . These patterns suggest that the growth rates in English

language skills among immersion strategy and early-exit students were

similar to each other and seemed to be generally higher than for late-exit

students.

The patterns in student growth seemed consistent with the predictions

for each of the instnictional models. As students in the immersion

strategy and early-exit program received more instruction in English

language arts than late-exit students, the former were expected to achieve

rrore than late-exit students by the end of kindergarten. Nonetheless, the

dif ference appears to be slight among the students starting relatively

low, indicating that low-sooring students in all three programs ended

kindergarten with approximately the same English language arts skills .

Among the students scoring above about 200 on the fall kindergarten

411



Spanish language test, hommu7, there seems to be a substantial gap

between IS/EE and LE. The WEE students in this range appear to have

grown about as much as was expected from the national norms, while

ccmparable LE students seemed to be losing ground.
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Figure 53
English Language Spring K vs.. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program
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As a reminder when leading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
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and are subject to sampling fluctuation.
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Figure 54
English Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced by a few individual cases,
and are subject to sampling fluctuation.
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gure 5English Language Spring K vs. SpaniFsihLan5guage Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program
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As a reminder when reading this fl.,ure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced by a few individual cases,
and are subject to sampling fluctuation. 998



Figure 56
English Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District A
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As /A reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
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easily influenced by a few individual cases,
and are subject to sampling fluctuation,
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Figure 57
English Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District B
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
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Figure 58

English Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District C
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Figure 59

English Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
i TAMP Cloves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District II
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
oirves are based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced by a few individual cases,
and are subject to sampling fluctuation.
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Figure 60

English Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District A
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easily influenced by a few individual cases,
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Figure 61

English Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District B
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves arc based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced by a few individual cases,.. n 4
and are subject to sampling fluctuation. 1 U 1



Figure 62

English Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fail K (Matched Scores, Trim 5;0)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District C
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Figure 63

English Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District H
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
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2. $priJ(r1erarten to SprirFirst crade:

The TAMP analyses that follow differ fran those presented earlier in

that the time period has changed from fallkirdergartenAspring kindergar-

ten to spring kindergarten/spring first grade. The major shift is that

the language used for measuring skills in kindergarten has changed from

Spanish to English. The Spanish to English comparison made earlier was

necessitated by the availability of only test data measured in Spanish and

by the need to consider the hypothesis that students with higher initial

primary language skills would perform better when tested in English than

students with lower initial primary language skills. However, there is

also a competing hypothesis that students exrosed to more instruction in

the second language will learn more than students taught mostly in their

primary language. The change in language of test also allows us to

examine the growth in achievement in EngliSh from kindergarten to first

grade and to see hcm this growth pattern is similar or different from that

describing the growth when measured in Spanish and English. Thus the

comparisons in the following TAMP analyses cover English to English.

A. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

COntent:

Kindergarten

SPring

dPanish

Mathematics

to First Grade

to Bprin;

to English

to Mathanatics

These analyses were effected to determine the comparability of

mathematics skills relative to this norming population for immersion

strategy, early-exit, and late-exit students at the end of kindergarten

When tested in SpaniSh and at the end of first grade when tested in

English.

Figures 64, 65, and 66 suggest that although all three student groups

in the TAMP curves ended their kindergarten year with lower scores

relative to this norming population, the mathematics skills of each

student group increased at a higher rate relative to this =ming popll-

ation when tested in English. This would suggest that if this growth rate
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were sustained over time these students would.catch up to the average

achievement of this norming pal:illation. However, theyisast be considered

in the context of slower growth from fall kindergarten to spring

kindergarten; i.e., they fell bahind and now they are catching up. These

growth rates are similar ard consistent between sites within the immersion

strategy program (see Figures 67 to 70). Among early-exit programs,

students in sites FE-B and ki-C were growing faster than, and students in

site EE-H as fast ase this norming population (see Figures 7. to 74).

It seems that each student group performed better than expected

relative to this norming population, with immersion strategy students

apparently showing growth at a higher rate than either early-exit or late-

exit students. Both early-exit and late-exit students appear to have

grown at the same rate relative to this norming population. This was

predicted to occur as a result of the almost exclusive use of English in

the immersion strategy program. That is, when mathematics skills are

tested in English, those studentsvdx,had the mot instruction in English

wculd perform the best. Also, their Spanish mathematics scores in spring

would be relatively low. Contrary to expectations, the growth in

achievement of early-exit students mirrored that of late-exit students.

'Ais may reflect the fact that same early-exit programs did not use as

much English as predicted.

425
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Figure 64
English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced by a fcw individual cases,
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Figure 65

English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curve: are band on unadjusted test scores,
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Figute 66

English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TA44Y: 2
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Figure 67

English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Normin3 Population and Immersion Strateg Program in District A
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced by a few individual cases,
and are subject to sampling fluctuation. 1021
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Figure 68

English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Spring K (Matched Scores. Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District B
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Figure 69
English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District C
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
eusily influenced by a few individuai cases,
and are subject to sampling fluctuation. 1028
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Figure 70
English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District H
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Figure 71

English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District A
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Figure 72
English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District B
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As a reminder when reading this figure. TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced by a few individual cases,
and arc subject to sampling fluctuation.
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Figure 73

. English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Nonning Population and Early-Exit Program in District C
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Figure 74
English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District H
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B. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

Content:

Kindergarten

SPring
Emlish

Mathematics

to First Grade

to Spring

to English

to Mathematics

As above, these analyses were done to unierstaxxithe growth rates of

Immersion stratew, early-exit, and late-exit students relative to this

norming popaation. Students in all three student groups appear to have

higher growth rates in mathematics when tested in English than this

norming population (see Figures 75, 76, and 77). Immersion strategy and

late-exit students seemed to increase their mathematics skills at about

the same rate, with early-exit students not 'quite as fast. Mbreover,

these results were consistent across languages (i.e., regardless of

whether their spring mathematics skills were assessed in English or

Spanial).

When the individual TAMF curves for each site were examined, same

within-program variation was noted. With the exception of immersion

strategy site C, immersion strategy students seem to have grown at a

slightly bdgher rate than this normirrj population (see Figures 78 to 81);

site TS-C appeared to grow at a noticeably faster rate than this norming

Fvulation. There was a great deal of variation within the early-exit

program, as students in site EE-C grew at a faster rate and those in site

EE-H grew more slowly than in the other early-exit sites (see Figures 82

to 85). Mbreover, students in site EE-A began with higher initial

mathematics skills when testhd in English than in either site EE-B or EE-

C. This may reflect that EE-B and EE-C students reoeived the most

instruction in Spanish in the first grade in the early-exit program.

Nonetheless, all early-exit sites except EE-H seemed to grow faster than

this norming population.
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Figure 75

English Math Spring 1 vs. English Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program
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Figure 75

EngHsh Math Spring 1 vs. English Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP COMM: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program
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Figure 76

English Math Spring 1 vs. English Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Noiming Population and Early-Exit Program
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Figure 77

English Math Spring 1 vs. English Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Prograza
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Figure 78

English Math Spring 1 vs. English Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District A
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Figure 79
English Vet Spring I vs. English Math Spring K (Matched Score% Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District B
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Figure 80

English Math Spring 'I vs. English Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District C
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Figure 81

English Math Spring 1 vs. English Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District II
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Figure 82
English Math Spring 1 vs. English Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District A
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Figure 83

English Math Spring 1 vs. English Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Nonning Population and Early-Exit Program in District 13
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Figure 84

English Math Spring 1 vs. English Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Poptdation and Early-Exit Program in District C
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Figure 85
English Math Spring 1 vs. English Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TANI- Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District H
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C. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

COntent:

Kindergarten

SPring

Spanish

Language

to First Grade

to Spring

to English

to Language

These analyses helped determine how the spring Spanish language

skills assessed in kindergarten and the spring Englidh language skills

tested in first grade related to this normingpeculation. At the end of

k.indergarten it seems that all three groups had slightly lower language

skills relative to this norming population, but were wore or less

comparable to one another vis-a-vis this norming population (see Figures

86, 87, and 88). Immersion strategy students seemed to learn at a faster

rate than this norming pocuaation, suggesting that they were catching up

after ekhibiting lomerSpienish skills at springkindergarten. Early-exit

and late-exit students appearedto grow at the same rate as this norming

peculation. As with mathematics, immersion strategy students appear to

have grown at a faster rate than either early-exit or late-exit students

relative to this norming population in Englidh language skills.

It also appears that the upward jog in growth in English skills

exhibited by immersion strategy students noted in Chapter III occurred

during their first grade year. Recall freak earlier in this chapter that

their growth in English language skills from fall kindergarten to spring

kindergarten was slower (i.e., losing ground) than this norming popula-

tion. In contrast, their growth in English language skills ,:rom spring

kinlargarten to spring first grade was greater than that of this norming

population, indicating that they were catching up.

Finally, TAMP curves for each site by program did not reveal any

material variation among the immersion strategy sites (see Figures 89 to

92). As before, there was slight variation between the four early-exit

sites. Students in site EE-A with the highest initial skills seemed to

learn at a much faster rate than this norming population, and site EE-H

students as a group grew slightly slawerthan this norming population and

students in the other early-exit sites (see Figures 93 to 96).
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Figure 86

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program
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Figure 87

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves. Nonning Population and Early-Exit Program
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Figure 88

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program
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Figure 89

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District A
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced hy a few individual cases,
and are subject to sampling fluctuation.
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Figure 90

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District B
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Figure 91

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District C
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Figure 92
English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District II
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Figure 93
English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Nonning Population and Early-Exit Program in District A
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced by a few individual cases,
and arc subject to sampling fluctuation.
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Figure 94

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District B
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Figure 95

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District C
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Figure 96

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District II
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D. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

COntent:

Kindergarten

SPring

English

Language

to First Grade

to Spring

to English

to Language

Immersion strategy, early-exit, and late-exit students all appeared

to grow at a faster rate than this norming population in the area of

English languimgeskills (see FigNres971 98, and 99). This bodeswell for

all three program in their efforts to help their students approximate the

achievement of this norming population. This is surprising as, given

their respective instructional modsls, late-exit students were expected to

show only minimal growth given their limited instructicn in English.

Noteworthy is that the upward jog in growth rate that immersion strategy

students seemed to experience in mathematics was not replicated with

EngliWalanguageskills. That is, the lommrSpaniWImithematigsskills in

springkindergarten for immersion strategy students did not show up, when

mathematics was tested in Englikh. The difference may reflect that

mathematics skills at these lower grade levels do not rely as much upon

verbal input and/or are more anenable to the use of special methodology

(e.g., use of realia) to support instruction in English. As a result,

greater groath would be expected in mathematics than in English language

skills.

No differences in growthwere noted between the individual immersion

strategy sites (see Figures 100 to 103). While the four early-exit sites

also appear to have grown at the same rate, clearly site EE-A students had

higher initial English language skills than in either site EE-B or EE-C,

and students in site EE-H grew the slowest (see Figures 104 to 107). In

fact, the distribution of spring first grade English language scores in

site EE-H is scarcely related to the spring kindergarten scores; the TAMP

curve is nearly horizontal, indicating a marked narrowing of the

distribution of the test scores.
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Figure 97
English Language Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program
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Figure 98

English Language Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program
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Figure 99

English Language Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Mit Program
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Figure 100

English Language Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District A
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Figure 101

English Language Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District B
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Figure 102
Engdsh Language Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District C
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Figure 103

English Language Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District H
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Mgt ie 104

English Language Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District A
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced by a few individual cases,
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Figure 105

English Language Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District B
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Figure 106

English Language Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District C
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Figure Iffi
English Language Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District H
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E. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

Content:

Kindergarten

SPAM
Spanish

language

to First Grade

to Spring

to English

to Reading

As above, these analyses are ooncerned with determining the extent to

which immersion strategy, early-exit, and late-exit students ended

kindergarten with =parable Spanish language skills and canparable growth

rates in English reading skills to one another and to this norming

population. The frAMP curves indicate that students in all three programs

began with roughly the same entry-level Spanish language skills and

exhibited the same growth rate as each other (see Figures 108, 109, and

110). It apFears that students in each of the three programs exhibited a

faster increase in English reading skills relative to this norming

population. There is a slight indication that ismersion strategy students

exhibited a consistently higher growth rate in English reading relative to

this naming population, early-exit, and late-exit students. While there

was no, variation in acadanicgrcwth between immersion strategy sites (see

Figures 111 to 114), two of the.fourearly-exit sites seem to be slightly

different from the other two sites. It seems that students in site EE-A

with the highest initial skills learned at a much faster rate than this

norming population and ccmparable students in the other three early-exit

sites, and site EE-11 students grew more slowly than this forming

population and the other early-exit sites (see Figures 115 to 118).

In sum, consistently across the three programs students appear to

have improved at a rate that was equal to, and often better than, this

normirigimpulation. As predicted, the initial scores and the growth rates

in the TAMP curves for immersion strategy and early-exit students appear

to be about the same. Contrary to expectations, even though late-exit

students had limited instruction in English, they learned to read faster

than this norming population relative to where they stood at spring of

kindergarten. That is, the late-exit students were catching up after

losing ground fram fall kindergarteni to spring kindergarten. Finally, it

seems, that late-exit sthdents grew as fast as immersion strategy students.
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Figure 108

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program
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Figure 109
English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program
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Figure 110

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Cutves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program
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Figure 111

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District A
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced by a few individual cases,
and are subject to sampling fluctuation.
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Figure 112
English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District B
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Figure 113

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strmegy Program in District C
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Figure 114

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curv0s: Norming Population and Immersion StratFgy Program in District II
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Figure 115

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District A
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
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Figure 116
English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Bdt Program in District B
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Figure 117

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District C
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Figure 118
English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District 11
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F. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

Content:

Kindergarten

SPring

English

Language

to First Grade

to Spring

to English

to Reading

Figures 119, 120, and 121 illustrate that the growth in English

reading skills seems to be comparable across the three instructional

programs relative to this norming population; students in all programs

appeared to be learning to read in English at a faster rate than this

normingpcpulation. This magwststhat if this growth rate were sustained

over tine all three groups would equal or surpass the average achievement

of this norming population.

Noteworthy is that while the range of achievement for each group of

students was slightly lower than for this norming population, their

greater growth would seem to substantiate the value of the services for

this segment of the popilation. Traditional].1,1 the students consistently

tend to perform lower in mainstream classes than the norming population,

and they continue to lose ground relative to the norming population as

they progress through school.

Little variation in growth rates was noted between the individual

immersion strategy sites (see Figures 122 to 125). While no differences

were noted in growth rates in early-exit sites, clearly site EE-Pi had a

higher distribution of spring kindergarten scores than the other early-

exit sites (see Figures 126 to 129). Finally, it appears that site EE-H

students again grew the slowest relative to this norming population.
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Figure 119
English Reading Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Stratm Program
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Figure 120

English Reading Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program
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Figure 121

English Reading Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-ruit Program
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Figure 122

English Reading Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District A
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Figure 123

English Reading Spring I vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Worming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District B
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Figure 124

English Reading Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District C
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
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Figure 125
English Reading Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming I'opulation and Immersion Strategy Program in District H
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Figure 126

English Reading Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-MitProgram in District A
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Figure 127
English Reading Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District B
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Figure 128

English Reading Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District C
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Figure 129

English Reading Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District H
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3. Fall Kindergarten to Spring First' Grade:

A. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

Content:

Kindergarten

Fall

Spanish

Mathematics

to First Grade

to Spring

to English

to Mathematics

Figures 130, 131, and 132 address two issues. First, to what extent

were target students' entry-level skills comparable to those of this

norming population? Secondly, how comparable were the growth rates in

mathematics among immersion strategy, early-exit, and late-exit target

students from fall kindergarten when tested in Spanish to spring first

grade when tested in English? Figures 130, 131, and 132 suggest that

while students across programs had lower entry-level mathematics skills

relative to this normimpcTulation, they all seemed to learn at a faster

rate than comparable students in this norming population. It seems that

teachers in all three programs were very successful in helping target

students develop mathematics skills. EXamination of the TAMP curves for

the individual sites for immersion strategy (see Figures 133 to 136) and

early-exit (see Figures 137 to 140) suggest little between-site variation

within the IS or EE programs. The only exception is site IS-A wherein

students in general did not seem to grow faster than this mining

population, and students with the lowest entry-level skills seemed to grad

more slowly than this norming population.
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Figure 130

English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Normtng Population and Immersion Strategy Program
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
ea.sily influenced by a few individual cases,
and are subject to sampling fluctuation.
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Figure 131

English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program
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As a reminder whcn reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced by a few individual cases, 1 1 5 S
and arc subject to sampling fluctuation.
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Figure 132

English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program
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Figure 133

English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population 4nd Immersion Strategy Program in District A
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
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Figure 134

English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District B
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced by a few individual cases,
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Figure 135

English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District C
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced by a few individual cases,
and are subject to sampling fluctuation. / u
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Figure 136

English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District H
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Figure 137

English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District A
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Figure 138
English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District B
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Figure 139

English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District C
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Figure 140

English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District II
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B. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

COntent:

Kindergarten

Fall

Vanish

Language

to First Grade

to Spring

to English

to language

These analyses address two qpgstions. First, how comparable were

students in each of the three instructional programs with entry-level

Spanish language skills relative to this norming pcpulation? Secondly,

how =parable were these students in their English language skills at the

end of finWtgrade? The data suggest that immersion strategy, early-exit,

and late-exit students began their kindergarten year with lower entry-

level language skills than this norming population and that they all

appear to have learned their English language skills at about the same

rate as this forming population (see Figures 141, 142, and 143).

There is a modest suggestion that immersion strategy students with

the highest entry-level primary language skills learned at a slightly

faster rate relative to this norming population. This wculd be consistent

with the underlying assumption of primary language programs that those

students with stronger primary language skills are able to develop second

language skills more quickly than students with lower primary language

skills.

Late-exit students with lower entry-level language skills appear to

have learned English language skills at about the same rate as comparable

students in this norming population. At first glance, this seems sane-what

surprising given the limited amount of instruction provided in English.

However, given the very basic skills that these low achievement levels

rwesent, increases in English skills probably reflect the exposure to

English that these sthdents receive in their cut-of-classrcan environment,

e.g., television, playground, etc. The lower growth rate in English

language skills of late-exit studentswith the highest entry-level Spanish

language skills relative to this norming population is consistent with the

predictions made frau the late-exit instructional model, i.e., given less

instruction in English, slower growth in English skills would result.
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As before, when the TAMP curves for eadh program site are examined,

little variation was noted for either the immersion strategy (see Figures

144 to 147) or the early-exit program (see Figures 148 to 151). The

immersion strategy students with the highest entry-level scores were

mostly in site IS-H, so that this district accounts for the higher growth

rate among these students.

In sum, students in all three programs appear to enter with

carparable primary language aills, and have generally carparable English

language skills at the end of first grade. Noteworthy is that there is

same evidence in support ct the notion that students with higher entry-

level skills in their primary language acquire second language skills at

a faster rate than students with lower first language skills.
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Figure 141

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced by a few individual cases,
and are subject to sampling fluctuation.
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Figure 142

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program
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Figure 143

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program
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Figure 144

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District A
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Figure 145

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Score3, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District B
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
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Figure 146
English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District C
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Figure 147
English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scches, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District II
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Figure 148
English Language Spring 1 vs. spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District A
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As a reminder when reading this figure, TAMP
curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
easily influenced by a few individual cases,
and arc subject to sampling fluctuation.
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Figure 149

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District B
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Figure 150
English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District C
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Figure 151

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit. Program in District 11
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C. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

Content:

Kindergarten

Fall

Spanish

Lauguag.

to First Grada

to Spring

to English

to Reading

It is hypothesized that students who have higher primary language

skills are able to acquire second language skills more easily. nese

analyses attempt to determine the extent to which immersion strategy,

early-exit, and late-exit students have ccmparable entry-level skills

relative to this norming pcpdation, and to determine if the growth rate

in English reading for each of these three groupe is =parable to that of

this norming population.

Once again both immersion strategy and early-exit students appear to

be .growing in English reading skills at the same rate as this norming

population and as each other (see Figures 152 and 153) . As predicted by

the late-exit model, the achievement in English reading for lat&-exit

students does not seem to be =parable to that of this norming popuaation

(see Figure 154) or to either the immersion strategy or early-exit

students. This is considered reasonable as lateexit students generally

did not receive instruction in English reading in kindergarten or first

grade. Late-exit students who entered kindergarten with low Spanish

language skills appear to have increased their English reading skills

relative to that of this norming pcpulation. As before, this increase in

English reading skills by students with lower entry-level skills

presumably reflects the most basic English reading skills which may have

resulted fram exposure to English in their environment.

With the exception of site IS-H, little variation was noted among the

individual imersicn strategy (see Figures 155 to 158) or early-exit sites

(see Figures 159 to 162) . A similar growth rate had been predicted for

immersion strategy and early-exit students. As befors, the growth rate

for site IS-H is most responsible for the composite immersion strategy

site TAMP ctirve approximating the growth rate of this norming population.
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Figure 152

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and immersion Strategy Program
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Figure 153
English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program
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Pigure 154

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program
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Figure 155

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District A
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Figure 156

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District B
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curves are based on unadjusted test scores,
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Figure 157
English Wading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District C
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Figure 158

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program in District H
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Figure 159
English Reading Spring I vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District A
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Figure 160

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District II
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Figure 161

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District C
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Figure 162

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program in District If
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4. First ,Grade

A. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

Content:

to Third Grade:

First Grade

Spring

English

Mathematics

to Third Grade

to Spring

to English

to Mathematics

Figure 163 quggaMm that immersion strategy students as a group lost

ground in mathematics relative to this norming population, with those

students mho had higher f irst grade skills possibly losing more ground

than those with lower first grade skills. Early-exit students with lower

first grade skills appear to have grown at nearly the same rate relative

to this norming population (see Figure 164) . However, as with the

immersion strategy students, those early-exit students with higher first

grade skills lost ground relative to this naming population. The growth

rate for later-exit students was similar to that of immersion strategy and

early-exit students: a slower growth rate in mathematics relative to this

norming population (see Figure 165) . Nonetheless, those late-exit

students with average or higher first grade entry scores relative to this

norming population appear to have increased their mathematics skills

a]most at the same rate as this normirx; population. These results are not

consistent with the predictions made for each of the instrimtional models.

It was expected that as mathanatics was assessed in English, immersion

strategy and early-exit students would do as well as this norming

population. This did not occur. Both immersion strategy and early-exit

students seemed to grow more slowly than this norming population. It was

predicted that late-exit students would not learn as fast as this norming

population or the immersion strategy or early-exit students when tested in

Englih. This also did not occur. Late-exit students seemed to grow as

fast as immersion strategy and early-exit students, given their scores at

spring of first grade. This f inding presunably reflects the facilitative

ef feats of primary language instruction.
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Figure 163

Math Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program
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Figure 164

Math Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program .
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Figure 165

Math Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program
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B. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

Content:

First Grade

Spring

English

Language

to Third Grade

to Spring

to English

to Language

As in the comparison of spring kindergarten to spring first grade

English language skills, immersion strategy and early-exit students

increased their English language skills at the same rate relative to this

normimpcpulation (see Figures 166 and 167). immansionstratewstudents

with higher English language skills in first grade tended to learn at a

slightly faster rate relative to this norming population. Those immersion

strategy students with lower initial English language scores seemed to

grow at a rate somewhat lower than that of this norming population. In

other words, the immersion strategy students appear to show an increasing

range of scores: the high scores get relatively higher and the low scores

get relatively lower. For early-exit students, overall growth is about

the same as this norming population. Similarly, late-exit students with

lower and average initial Englidh language scores seemed to learn at the

same rate as this norming population (Figure 168). However, those

students with higher first grade English language skills appear to have

been losing ground slightly relative to this norming population. While

this losswas predicted from the late-exit instructional model, it was not

predicted that studestswhohadaverage and lower English language skills

at spring of first grade would do as well as this normhrg population, even

though tney had limited instruction in English. Once again, perhaps the

English language skills represented by these lower levels are sufficiently

basic that students could develop them from exposure to English in their

environment, and/or these skills were adequately covered in the initial

English language instruction received.

In sum, students in all three programs seemed to post gradth rates in

English language skills more or less comparable to those of this norming

population. While this was predicted for immersion strategy and early-

exit students, it was not predicted for late-exit students. The latter

finding might be interpreted as supporting the notion that continued
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development of their primary language would make it easier ,:or these

students to acquire English language skills from their environment and/or

fran their limited instmction in English.
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Figure 166

Language Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program
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Figure 167

Language Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curvcs: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program
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Figure 168

Language Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Populationand Late-Exit Program
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C. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

COntent:

First Crude

Spring

English

Reading

to Third Grade

to Spring

to English

to Reading

Immansionstrategy and early-exit students appear to have almost the

same growth in English reading skills from first to third grade relative

to this nonning population (see Figures 169 and 170). Immersion strategy

students seemed to learn to read slightly faster than this norming

population given their status at spring of first grade. Early-exit

students appeared to grow as fast as this norming population. Interest-

ingly, given their lower growth from fall kindergarten to spring first

grade (see Figure 154), late-exit students also appeared to learn to read

in English at nearly the same rate frau spring first grade to spring third

grade as this norming population, except at the uppermost end of the

distribution (see Figure 171). It seems that the predicted growth of

immersion strategy students was realized. Immersion strategy students

appeared to learn English reading skills slightly faster than this norming

population. Early-exit students seemed to exhibit approximately the same

growth rate as this norming population, with the slight exception that

early-exit students with the highest first grade reading skills might be

losing ground relative to this norming population. Late-exit students

with higher first grade reading scores seemed to be learning slower than

this naming population. Late-exit students with average or below-average

first grade reading skills appear to learn at abcut the same rate as this

norming population.

Once again, for all three programs, the finding that students'

overall performance seemed to be =parable to, and in same instances

better than, this norming population from first grade to third grade

attests to the merits of these special support services. While it was

predicted that immersion strategy and early-exit students would demon-

strate improved English reading skills by virtue of the greater English

instruction in these two programs, the finding that late-exit students

shared almost comparable growth from first grade to third grade relative
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to this norming population for students with average or below-average

spring first grade scores was not predicted by virtue of the lower amount

of English instruction provided. The latter outcome appears to be

consistwit with the notion that continued development of primary language

skills facilitates the acquisition of secord language skills.
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Figure 169

Reading Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Immersion Strategy Program
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Figure 170

Reading Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Early-Exit Program
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Figure 171

Readine Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and [Ate-Exit Program
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In sum, the TAMP analyses relating the gradth of immersionstrategy,

early-exit, and late-exit students to this norming population, with some

exgeptions, reveal a great deal of consistency with predictions made of

each program from their respective instructional models and, as a whole,

,Are fairlIcxxlsisft:ent with the finding:spa:welted in Chapters III through

V (see Table 262). It was predicted and it was found that the growth in

mathematics, language, and reading for immersion strategy and early-exit

students is comparable to one another relative to this naming population.

And, in general, these students were learning at or almost at the same

rate as this normirg population. It was also seen that the initial upard

jog in academic growth rate that was ncteelfor immersion strategystudents

in Chapters III and iv occurs during the first grade year, and that it

dissipates by the end of third grade. That is, immersion strategy and

early-exit students appear to end kindergarten with approximately the same

achievement level, but they end first grade with immersion strategy

students having slightly higher achievement than early-exit students.

However, both early-exit and immersion strategy students end the third

grade with roughly the same achievemmalt level. In a sense, it appears

that the extra instruction provided in English to immersion strategy

studentsprtmides them with an upward jog in their growth rate. However,

thtscgtmth is short-lived, affecting their achievement for only one year.

Thereafter, their rate of growth appears to be similar to that of students

in the early-exit program.

Noteworthy is that in spite of less instruction in English, late-exit

students appear to be learning as fast or almost as fast as this norming

population in mathenatics, English language, and English reading. This

finding was unexpected. It is proposed that this results from their

increased pzoficiency in their primary language which facilitates their

learning of English from their environment and fram their limited

instruction in English within their instructional program.
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Table 262

Summary of TAMP Analyses Results:
Coriparison of the Growth Rate for Each Study Program

Relative to the Growth Rate of This Norming Population

1.

2 .

&N_OZDZIPialainagESINtSILIELUarlDEO...

Immersion

=attlEOL
Early- Late-

Exit.

-
=/-

=/-

_Eik

=
=

=1-
=/-

=
=1-

1111.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Eialgratutalaint_grader_Laringamiral

Span-Mathematics/Span-Mathematics
Span-Mathematics/Eng-Mathematics
Span-Language/Span-Langumge
Span-Language/Eng-Language

A. Span-MathematieWEng-Mathematics + + +
B. Eng-Mathematics/Eng-Mathematics + + +
C. Span-Language/Eng-Language + = =
D. Eng-Language/Eng-Language + + +
E. Span-Langumge/Eng-Reading + + +
F. Eng-Language/Eng-Reading + + +

3. Iiingeamitsmairila
A, Span-Mathematics/Eng-Mathematics + + +
B. Span-Language/Eng-Language = = =
C. Span-Language/Eng-Reading = = =1-

'1. fiorr_griesZbini_ciods_Caringapriml
A. Eng-Mathematics/Ehg-Mathematics - OMP

B. Eng-Language/Eng-Language = = =
C. Eng-Readinq/Eng-Remdimg +1= = =

=: Growth rate equals/approximates that of this norming pcpulation

+: Growth rate is faster than that of this norming population

-: Growth rate is slower than that of this norming population
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There are noticeable differences in the growth of mathematics skills

for students in each program when their growth rates fram kindergarten to

first grade are compared to their growth rates from first grade to third

grade. Students in each program increased their skills in mathematics at

a faster rate than this norming population from spring kindergurten to

spring first grade. However, fram spring first grade to spring third

grade, students in each program lost ground relative to this norming

population. That is, students in each program gained ground relative to

this norming population fram kindergarten to first grade, only to fall

back from first grade to third grade. This may reflect the nature of the

kindergarten and first grade curriculum which tends to utilize manipula-

tives and other approaches to shelter, or contextualize, language, thereby

making it more meaningful for limited-English-proficient students and

easier to learn. As the second and third grade curricultza tends to

increase its reliance on language as the primary vehicle for instruction

and to decrease the use of strategies to contextualize language, learning

would be more difficult and slower.

A different pattern emerges when similar comparisons are made for

English language and English reading skills. With two exceptions,

students in all three programs seemed to increase their English language

and reading skills at the same rate as this norming pcpulation. One

exception is the decreasedgrwth in English reading skills experienced by

late-exit students from spring kindergarten to spring first grade. This

decrease is predicted from the late-exit mcdel in that given the limited

amount of opportunity to formally develop English language skills

(repeptive skills at the mirdimmt) Erxilish reading developnent would occur

more slowly.

The second exception is the growth rate in English reading by

immersion strategy students from first grade to third grade which seemed

to be faster than this norming population. This increase in English

reading skills is predicted fram the immersion strategy model. Given the

expanded opportunity to develop English language skills and considering

their below-average achievement level in spring of first grade, it is not
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surprising that the rate of growth in English reading skills would be

faster than the growth rate of this norming population.

Of value is that the TAMPanalyses graphically support the merits of

providing special services to limited-English-proficient students. In

each program, students appeared to perform better than expected.

Typically, the achievemeat of lanwage-minority students tends to decrease

over time relative to this norming population. In all three programs,

target students as a group tended to perform better than, as well as, or

almost as well as this nanning population.

In sum, the analyses intlaptexs III and IV CM:1144XL that immersion

strategy and early-exit students had comparable skills in vattematics,

language, and reading at the end of grade three. These analyses also

noted transitarykxosts in adhiewmeat for innmrsialstratsm(students in

first grade languageamd seoondgrade reading skills. The TAMP analyses

svimtthat immersion strategy and early-exit students do not differ in

their patterns of growth relative to this norming population. Of

interest, and surprisingly, is the finding that the form of growth for

late-exit students relative to this norming population is similar to that

of immersion strategy and early-exit students. This suggests that the

hypothesis that providing limited-English-proficient students with large

amounts of primary language instruction would impede their growth of

English language skills does not appear to be supported by these data.
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Late-Exit Sites_Eglative to This Norming_Fgpulation

The late-exit program in this study is comprised cf three school

districts, sites LE-D, LE-E; and LE-G. Site D is comprised of one school,

there are seven schools in site E; and six schools in site G. The TAMP

curves are unstable for site D because the analyses are based on only one

school and few students.

Cue to data collection restrictions inposad by late-exit site G, fall

kindergarten test scores are not available for this site. Any analyses of

fall kindergarten data are necessarily limited to late-exit sites D and E.

As test scores for site G are available beginning with spring kindergar-

ten, site G is included in the discussions of TAMP results in which spring

to spring results are examined. Also, as the TOBE does not provide a

measure of reading readiness skills, no reading achievement data are

provided for any K-1 analyses.

Late-Exit Sic224.0.412.1t.=

As a reminder, site E provided its students with the greatest amount

of primary language instruction, ranging fram 87.8% in kindergarten to

42.2% in grade five. In grade six the percentage of instruction in

Spanish drrpped to 24.2%. In contras to students in site D received

approximately 40% of instruction in Spanish from kindergarten through the

fifth grade. In grade six the proportion of Spanish instruction also

dropped to 26.3%. In site G, only first and second grade students

received substantial amounts of instruction in Spanish (47.3% and 40.1%,

respectively) . Third grade students received about one-fourth (26.2%) of

their instruction in Spanish, and fourth grade students one-sixth (15.6%) .

Essentially all instruction provided to fifth and sixth graders was in

English, with almost no Spanish instruction (7.1% and 4.7%, respectively) .

Recall that these patterns suggested that while sites D and E more closely

fit the late-exit instructional model, site G, while nominally a late-exit

program, more closely resembled an early-exit instructional model in the

amount of Spanish instruction provided.
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Late-exit sites also varied with regard to family, school, and

community factors. Site D was camprised of students with slight4 higher

family income and educational levels and was in a camnunity where Spanish

is used daily througricut all private and public sectors, as compared to

students in either site E or site G. Site G students came from suburban

homes that were essentially low-incame and blue collar. Of all of the

study sites, site E was in the courrunity with the most needs. Site E has

all of the characteristics of an Inner city area: high crime, violence,

transiency, lack of camunity resources, minimal school rescurces,

overcromding, lems than ideal school facilities, neighborhoods drastically

in need of physical repair, no parks, etc. Without westion, site E

students have the most stress in their oamninity and school environment.

However, this is offset to some degree by the finding that teachers in

site E have the most education and training of teachers in all of the

study sites.

1. naiLliinga1221XLISilgalattreW

A. Grade Span:

Test Dote:

Language:

Content:

Kindergarten

Fall

Spanish

Mathematica

to Kindergarten

to Spring

to Spanish

to Mathematics

From Figures 172 and 173 it appears that students in site D began

kindergarten with slightly higher skills in mathematics than students in

site E. Both site D and site E students seemed to increase their skills

in ngthematics at the same rate as this normirq population. These trends

are consistent with 4:he predictions made for this instractional model, in

that instruction in the primary language would allow for normal progress

in the content areas.
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Spanish Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Match9d Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District D
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Figure 173

Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District E
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B. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

Content:

Kindergarten

FaU

Spanish

Mathematics

to Kindergarten

to Spring

to English

to Mathematics

Figures 174 and 175 suggest that students in lateexit site D had

higher entry-level mathematics skills than students in site E. This

difference presumably reflects the higher socioeconomic level of site D

stlidents than that of site E students. Mbreover, relative to this norming

population, site D students with higher entry-level skills tended to

ekhibit faster growth in mathematics skills, and those with lower entry-

level skills somewhat slower growth. Overall, the growth among site D

students seems to be comparable to this norming population. Students in

site E appear to have lost ground relative to this normirg population.
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Figure 174

English Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores., Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District D
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Figure 175

English Math Spring K vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program inDistrict E
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C. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

COntent:

Kindergarten

Pall

Spanish

Language

to Kindergarten

to (Wing

to Spanish

to Language

This analysis addresses the issues of how comparable the Spanish

language skills of students in both late-exit sites were at the beginning

of kindergarten, and of how fast each student group grew in their Spanish

language skills during their kindergarten year relative to this norming

population. Although the range of initial kindergarten scores is broader

for site E students than for site D students, students in both sites began

kindergarten with roughly the same Spanish language skills (see Figures

176 and 177). Students in both sites appear to be losing ground compared

to this norming population. As noted, the lower range in initial entry-

level scores for site E students may reflect the lower socioeconomic and

educational levels ct the families and community in site E as, well as the

lower use of Spanidh in the larger community as compared to site D.
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Figure 176

Spanish Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and tate-Exit Program in District D
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Figure 177

Spanish Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District E
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D. Grade Span:

Test, Date:

lanwage:

COntent:

Kindergarten

Fall

Spanish

Language

to Kindergarten

to Spring

to English

to Language

Figures 178 and 179 suggest that while students in site E had a lower

range of fall kindergarten scores, students in both sites D and E began

their ki.ndergarten year with roughly the same level of Spanish language

skills. Reflecting the greater amount of English language instruction

received, site D students on average grew at approximately the same rate

as this norming population and martedly faster than students in site E.

This was better than predicted from the late-exit instructional mcdel

which suggested that late-exit students should not be progressing at the

same rate as this norming population given their limited exposure to

English language instruction. Site Estudents, receiving a more gradual

use of English for instruction, appeared to experience a slower growth

rate in English language skills relative to this norming pcpulation, as

expected.
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Figure 178

English Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District D
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Figure 179

English Language Spring K vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District E
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2. Spring Kinlergarten to Spring First Grade:

A. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

Content:

Kindergarten

Spring

Vanish

Mathematics

to First Grade

th Spring

to English

to Mathematics

Students in all three late-exit sites seem to ekhibit faster growth

rates in the development of skills in mathematics relative to this norming

population (site D is barely above), even when assessed in English at

spring first grade and in Spanish at spring kindWirgarten (see Figures 180

to 182). This in part reflects the non-verbal nature of mathematics

skills at these levels and the ability of limited-IMglish-proficient

students to develop mathematics skills at an evea faster rate relative to

this norming population when their primary language is used. If these

growth rates were sustained, in time ea-Oh grow would catch up with the

average performance of this norning population. The critical finding is

that each group seems to have been progressing and not losing ground

relative to this norming population. Presumably reflecting the greater

instruction in Englist., site G students appear to grow the fastest

relative to this norming population.
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Figure 180

English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District D
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Figure 181

English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Ude-Exit Program in District E
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English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District G
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S. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

Content:

Kindergarten

Spring

English

Mathematics

to First Grade

to Wing
to English

to MAthematica

Figures 183 to 185 suggest that students in all three sites improved

their mathenatics skills as fast as or at a faster rate than this norming

population. As noted earlier, students in site G appeared to show the

widest range of skills, with site E students havir g. the lowest are site G

the highest spread of initial mathematics skills. Students in sites E and

G seemed to grow faster than site D students relative to this norming

population. These f indings are consistent with the predictions made:

when given mathematics instruction in Spanidh, students would all show

improved skills in this =tent area, even %Alen assessed in English. What

is surprising is their higher growth rate, suggesting that if sustained,

the average skills for these students wail.d eventually intenux:t those of

this norming population.
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Figure 183

English Math Spring 1 vs. English Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-ExitProgram in District D
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Figure 184

English Math Spring I vs. English Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District E
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Figure 185

English Math Spring 1 vs. English Math Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District G
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C. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

COntent:

Kindergarten

BPring

SPanish

Language

to First Grade

to Spring

to English

to Language

Stu&nts in site D appear to have learned English language skills at

a faster rate relative to this norming population and to site E and site

G students (see Figures 186 to 188). Both site E and site G students

seemed to learn their Englidh language skills at about the same rate as

this norming population. These curves also show that students at site E

ended kindergarten and first gradewith lowerEnglish language skills than

students in site D or G. Students in site G had the broadest range of

skills as compared to site D and site E students. Noteworthy is the

finding that in spite of the more limited emount of instruction in

English, contrary to expectations, students in all three sites seemed to

acquire Englidh language skills as fast as or slightly faster than this

norming population, given where they stood at spring kindergarten in

Spanish.
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Figure 186

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Proram in District D
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Figure 187

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Edt Program in District E
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Figure 188

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District G
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D. Grade SPan:

Test Date:

Language:

Content:

Kindergarthn

13Pri

English

Language

to First Grade

to Spring

to English

to Language

Figures 189 to 191 suggesl:that students, in all three late-exit sites

shcwed an increase in their English language skills that was astlikihas or

higher than this norming population, given where they stood at spring

kinderwten. Site E students seemed to show the lcwest distribution of

spring first grade scores, followed by site G students having the widest

range of spring first grade scores. Site D students seemed to have a

narrower but higher range of spring first grade scores. These findings

are surprising in that they were not predicted by the late-exit model.

The late-exttmodel posited that growth wculd be modest at best for each

site given the limited instruction in Eoglish.
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Figure 189

English Language Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District D
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Figure 190

English lAnguage Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District E
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Inure 191

English Language Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District G
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E. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

Content:

Kindergarten

Spring

Spanish

Language

to First Grade

to Spring

to English

to Reading

Figures 192 to 194 suggest that students in sitesDandGended their

kindemgmatenyear with roughlythe same range of SpaniSh language skills

reaative to this norming population. Site E students appeared to end

their kindergarten year with lower Spanish language skills, reflecting

their more modest home and ccemunity backgrounds. These figures suggest

that site E students increased their EmIlish reading skills at roughly the

same rate relative to this norming population, whereas site D students

appear to have learned to read in English at the same or slightly faster

rate, and site G students at a faster rate. Students in all three sites

performdbetter than would have been predicted from the late-EocitmodWa

given the smaller amcunt of instruction provided in English reading. This

tends to support the notion that imprming or strengthening the primary

language skills facilitates the acquisition of second language skills.
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Figure 192

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District D
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Figure 193

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District E
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Figure 194

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District G
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F. Grade ',,gtn:

Test 4

Language:

Content:

Kindergarten

SPring

English

Language

to First Grade,

to sPrimi

to English

to Reading

As we have observed before, students in site D appeared to end their

kindergarten year with the highest range of English language skills

relative to this forming population, followed by site G and site E

students, respectively (see Figures 195 to 197) . Site E and site G

students seemed to learn to read Eliglish at a faster rate relative to this

norming population, whereas site D students appeared to learn to read in

English almost at the same rate as this norming population. Once again,

these growth rates are better than would have been predicted from the

late-exit instructional model. The original predictions suggested that

the gradth in language skills would be minimal given the limited amcunt

English instruction. These patterns are also supportive of the notion of

providing special stimort services to languageininority sladents; if these

grar.vth rates were sustained aver tire, the distribution of achievement for

these student would approximate this naming ;ovulation.
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Figure 195
English Reading Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Edt Program in District D
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Figure 196
English Reading Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District E
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Figure 197
English Reading Spring 1 vs. English Language Spring K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District G
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3. Fall Kindergarten io =ing First Grade:

A. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

Content:

Kindergarten

Fall

Spanish

Mathematics

to First Grade

to SPrinli

to Wish
to ULullematics

As noted above, site D students began kindergarten with slightly

higher skills in mathematics than site E students relative to this norming

population (Figures 198 and 199) . However, both grace of students seemed

to learn at a faster rate relative to this rimming population. The growth

in mathematics skills appears to be comparable between the two groups.

These results are better than expected given the predictions made frau the

late-exit model which projected growth in the content areas to be slower

if tested in Englislt.
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Figure 198
English Math Spring 1 vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Nonning Population and Late-Exit Program in District D
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Figure 199

English Math Spring I vs. Spanish Math Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District E
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B. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

Content:

Kindelvarten

Fall

Spanish

Language

to First Grade

to Spring

to English

to Language

Site D students appear to haveacxpind English language skills at a

slightly faster rate than site E students relative to this norming

population (see Figures200 and 201). Site E students entering with lower

Spanish language skillsappeer to have learredEriglish languageskills at

the same rate as this norming population, whereas site E students with

higher entry-level Spanish language skills seem to have developed their

English language skills at a slower rate than this norming population.

This last observation is consistent with the late-exit model in that late-

exit students were predicted to develop these language skills at a slower

rate given their limited instruction in English at this grade level. At

first glance, the higher than expected performance by site D students

might seem inconsistent with this late-Exithypothesis. However, as seen

in Figures 176 and 177, both site D and site E students ended their

kindetgarterl year with roughly the same range of Spimishlanguimpe skills.

This better than expected performance by site D students in first grade

might suggest greater support for primary language. This explanation

might have resulted in higher primary language skills among site D

students which, according to the late-EWA:model, night have facilitated

the learning of second language skills. These results could also reflect

the higher socioeconcznic/educational level of the families and community

in site D compared to site E.
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Figure 200

English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District D
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Figure 201
English Language Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District E
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C. Grads Span:

Toot Date:
Language:

Content:

Kindergarten
Fan
Spanish

Language

to First Grade
to Spring

to English

to Reading

Site D students with lower initial Spmmish language skills learned to
read in Englidh more slowly than, whereas students with higher Spanish

language skills learned to read as fast as, this norming population (see

Figure 202) . Site E students seemed to have a pattern of growth that was

opposite that of site D students. Site E students with lower initial

Spanish skirls appeared to learn to read in English at abotzt the sane rate

as this norming population while those with higher initial skills grew

more slowly (see Figure 203) . As with mathematics, this difference

between the two sites for students at the upper levels of Spanish language

skills may reflect the higher proportion of English instruction provided

to site D students, and/or their more supportive home (with regard to

socioeconomic and educational resources) and community environment.

Fran another perspective, the difference between site D students who

entered with lower primary language skills fram those who entered with

higher primary language skills would seem to support the notion that

students with higher primary language skills would tend to acquire English

reading skills faster when provided instruction in Englidh than students

with lower primary language skills.

In sum, while the lower English reading scores of site E students is

consistent with the late-exit model predictions, the higher than expected

performance of site D students suggests the potential effect of greater

formal instruction in English as well as a variety of environmental

factors supporting student learning. There is also same indication that

students with higher primary language skills will tend to learn to read

faster in English when instructed in English than students who have lower

primary language skills.
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Figure 202

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District D
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Figure 203

English Reading Spring 1 vs. Spanish Language Fall K (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District E
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4. First GradeIg_Tbamdg:

A. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

Content:

First Grade

Spring

English

Mathematics

to Third Grade

to Spring

to English

to Mathematics

In nethematics, site D students grew faster, site E students at the

same rate as, and site G students grew more slowly than this norming

pcpulation (see Figures 204 to 206). This suggeststhat, if these trends

were sustained over time, the average achievement level for site D

students would be ommensurate with that of this norming population and

site E students would keep pace with this norming population. Site G

students on the other hand would continue tn fall behindrelative to this

norming popmaation. SiteEsbadents with higher first grade scores seemed

to learn at a faster rate than this norming population, while site E

studemts with lower finstgrade scores seem to have learmlat a slightly

slower rate than this normingpowlation. Once again, thieves expected

given that students received most of their instruction in Spanish, yet

were assessed in EMglish.

The distribution of growth rates for site D students indicates that

these students began with higher first grade scores and ended with higher

third grade scores relative to this norming population than did site E

students. Canpared to site D students, site E students began first grade

and ended third grade with lower mathanatics skills, presumably reflecting

the more limited resources of family and community in site E.

Note that site G sbalertstegan with almost as wide a range of first

grade mathematics skills as site D and E students combined. Wereas site

D and site E students consistently seemed to grm; at a faster rate, or at

least as fast as this norming population, site G students appear to have

lost considerable ground consistently relative to this norming population.

Mese differences are critical and appear to reflect the abrupt transition

from Spanish to English instruction experienced in site G classrooms.
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Figure 207 is a plot of the TAMP curves for each site relative to this

norming population, thereby facilitating a comparison of each site.

Recall that with respect to all major student, family and community

characteristics save one, site G students, family, and caruunity mad lie

sartrewhwatetween site D (with more resources) and site E (withthe least

resources). The exception is that in site G, while the use of primary

language in grades one and two was approximately forty percent, it dropped

abruptly to about one-fourth in grade three. In.contrast, students in

.site D and E were receiving approximately forty percent or more of their

instruction in Spanish through grade three.

In sum, while site G did not represent the site with the most

rescurces nor the least, siteG students ended first grade with mathemat-

ics skills oamparable to that of site D and E students. up through the

end of firstggade site G students had grown in their mathematics skills

at a faster rate than site E students relative to this nonning peculation.

Yet site G stmluits across the board last ground frau first to third grade
relative to thds norming population. This difference in growth rate is

possibly attributable to the abrupt transition from primary language

instruction into English instruction, which clearly seemed to have had a

profound negative effect upon the learning of mathematics by site G

students.
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Figure 204

Math Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District D
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Figure 205

Math Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Quves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District E
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Figure 206

Math Grade 3 vs: Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District G
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Figure 207

Math Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Score% Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in Districts D, E, & G
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B. Grads Span:

Test Date:

Language:

Content;

First Grade

Sprikig

Etglish

Language

to

to

ts:1

to

Third Grads

SPrimg

English

Language

Figures 208 to 210 suggest that students in all three groups appear

to be improving their English language skills at roughly the sarde rate

relative to this norming population. Nonetheless, minor differences are

evident between the sites.

Site D students began first grade with the highest distribution of

first grade skills in comparison to students at sites E and G. Site D

students with lower and higher skills grew as fast as this norming

population, while those with average scores grew more slowly relative to

. this normingExculation. With so few students, the differences cannot be

considered large. Mese differences within site D are consistent with the

late-exit instructional =del. It is assumed that as instruction in

English is more limited, the more basic skills would be acquired more

quickly while the more advanced skills would be acquired more slowly;

hence greater growth of students with the lowest skills, and the slowest

growth for those with higher skills.

Site E students with lower first grade scores may have been losing

ground relative to this norming population (see Figure 209). The

consistent growth rate among site E students with average or better first

grade scores in English language skills relative to this norming

population nay reflect stronger primary and Englidh language curricula in

site E than in site D. Site E students had a stronger primary language

instructional program than site D students in that site E students

received more instruction in Spanish. Given that site E students with

higher skills in first grade continued to grow at the same rate as this

norming population speaks to the strength of the English curriculum to

meet the needs of students at the middle and upper skill levels. The

lower growth exhibited by site E students with lower first grade scores

may either suggest a need to bolster the Ervglish curriculum at this level,
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or it may simply reflect the effect of a natural language approach. That

is, students are encouraged to initiate use of English language skills

without concern for the mechanical aspects of language (e.g., correct

grammar, complete serrtences, etc.). It would be expected that formal

instruction in English is just beginning to be introduced into the third

grade. As a result, students at these lower grades would not be pushed

into the formal aspects of Englidh language learning as fast as their

classmates with stronger English language skills. Cormequently, those

students with lower initial scores would not be expected to grow at the

same rate as this norming population.

Site G students with average or belcw-average first grade language

skills seemed to progress at the same rate as this forming population, but

the students with higher first grade scores appear to have lost gmound

(see Figure 210).

These observations suggest that the English curriculum seems to

address the needs of students within the average range. The instructional

program does not appear to adequately meet the needs of students with

higher entry-level English language skills. This slower growth for

students with higher inttial English skills is somewhat confusing given

the abrupt increase in the amount of English instrwtimn providedlx)site

G students. Common sense would suggest that of all students, those with

higher English skills woulddo betterwith greater instruction in English.

Once again, this slower growth exhibited may reflect, albeit at a milder

level, the effect of the abrupt increase in English instruction and/or a

failure in the English curriculum to meet the needs of students with

higher Englidh skills.
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Figure 208

Language Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District D
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Figure 209

Language Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District E
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Language Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAM" curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District G
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C. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

COntant:

First Grade

BPring

English

Reading

to Third Grade

td3 SPring

to amilish

to Reading

Overall, site D and site E students seemed to be imreasing their

English reading skills at the same rate or faster than this norming

population (see Figures 211 and 212). Although site G students spanned

the same range of skills as site D and site E students taken together,

across all initial (first grade) reading levels site G studeftsseemed to

be losing ground relative to this norming population (see Figure 213).

Once again, although site G students did not have the strongest nor the

weakest resources in their families or comunities and began with roughly

the same skills as students in the other two sites, their growth in

English reading was the slowest and of most concern.

Site D students with lower first grade reading scores seemed to be

growing at the same rate as this norming population. The dip in reading

growth among a small section of site D students with higher reading scores

may reflect random fluctuation, insofar as those with the highest entry-

level reading scores were growing at the same rate or slightly faster

relative to this norming population.

Site E students, especially those with the higher first grade scores,

appeared to grow at a faster rate relative to this normim population.

This is surprising given that site E students had less English instruction

than either site D or site G students. Site E students with the lowest

initial soores grew about as fast as this norming population.

Students with less English instruction were projected to grow at a

much slower rate than students receiving greater amounts of English

instruction. This is clearly not borne out by the data when site E

(having the least instruction in Spanish of the late-exit sites, students

with the lowest distribution of initial English reading soores, and a

program context where family, school and caranunity resourcw are extremely
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limited) is compared to site G (having the most instruction in English

among the late-exit sites, proportionately more students with higher

English reading skills, and better family, school and community resourc-

es) .

TAMP analyses indicate that site G students are losing ground

relative to this normingpcculation. As with mathematics, it is proposed

that this slower growth rate reflects the effect of the abrupt transition

into English reading. It may also reflect, in part, a less than ideal

English reading program for limited-English-proficient students.

To sumarize, the TAMP analyses for grades one to three were effected

to better understand the findings presented in Chapter V which compared

the performance of the three late-exit sites. The TAMP analyses also

provide us with a way to examine more closely the unexpected results

presented earlier in the first section of this chapter, i.e., that late-

exit students seemed to be grcming as fast as or fastorthan this norming

population in mathematics, language arts, and reading when tested in

English.

From the late-exit instructional model we predicted that the growth

rate of skills among late-exit students would be slower not only relative

to this norming population, but to that of immersion strategy and early-

exit students. That late-exitstudents often seemed to show growth rates

almost as high as or even, better than immersion strategy students, early-

exit students, and this norming pmulation was not expected for this grade

range. Typically the performance of language-minority students in the

general population shows an increased decline in their academic growth

over time. Minimally the TAMP analyses support the need for and

effectiveness of special services for limited-English-proficient students.

The first to third grade TAMP analyses seam to suggest two findings.

First, the analyses seem to firmly support the hypothesis that students

who receive more instruction in their primary language and allow for a

more gradual introduction in instruction in English will acquire skills in

a second language faster than students who are abruptly transitioned into
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instriction in English and less in Spani.sh. Secondly, the TAMP analyses

seem to document the negative effects upon students, learning rates when

there is an abrupt shift fran k....1.mary language instruction to instruction

in English.
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Figure 211

Reading Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norirging Population and Late-Exit Program in District D
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Reading Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)

TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District E
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Figure 213

Reading Grade 3 vs. Grade 1 (Matched Scores, Trim 5%)
TAMP Curves: Norming Population and Late-Exit Program in District G
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5. Third Grade to Sixth Grade:

A. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

COntent:

Third Grade

8Pring

English

Mathematics

to Sixth Grade

to Spring

to English

to Mathematics

Figure 214 is a TAMP curve created by collapsing across the three

late-exdt sites. Thiscombimdanalysis suggwtsthat late-exitstudents

with lower third grade scores appear to have been learning at a slightly

slower rate, yet those with higher scores were learning at the same rate

or also slightly slower relative to this norming population. However,

when the TAMP curves for each late-exit site are compared (see Flgure

215), the between-site differences in growth rates in mathematics is

striking. Of the three sites, students of average or higher initial

mathematics scores at site E (the site with the lowest distribution of

third grade scores, the femestnsourtes, the most instruction in Spanish,

and the least instruction in English) consistentlyseemed to learn at the

same rate relative to this nomingpcculation and to comparable site D or

site G students. Site E students with lower initial mathematics scores

appear to have lost ground when tested in English. Moreover, and most

importantly, the growth rate by site E students is consistent with the

underlying hypothesis of the developnental primary language program. That

is, providing content instruction in the primary language ensures that

language-ndrority children do not fall behind, but continue to increase

their skills. If this obearmigmwth rate were sustained, over tine the

distribution ct achievement scores site E students would be similar to

this norndmpopulation.

Students in site D (with the highest distribution of third grade

scores, most resources, second greatest amount of Spanish instruction, and

the second least amount of English instruction) with average third grade

scores seemed to grow at about the same rate as this norming population.

Students with the highest and lowest third grade scores appear to have

lost ground relative to this norming population. This fluctuation may
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reflect the limited number of cases at this end of the distribution.

Despite the uneven pattern of growth, on average site D students with low

and average initial skills appear to be tracking the growth rate for this

norming population. Once again, this finding is atypical for these

students and seems to be supportive of the use of primary language

instruction. Perhaps the slower and more uneven gra4th rates as compared

to those for site E stairliz may reflect the lower use of Spanish in site

D than in site E classroams.

Once again, Figure 215 seems to illustrate clearly the negative

effects upon the acquisition of mathematics of abruptly switching from

primary language instruction to English instruction. Site G students

regardless of their initial third grade scores seemed to consistently lose

ground relative to this norming pcculation. Notice that they already

appear tq be growing more slcwly than they did fram first grade to third

grade.

In sum, site E students seemed to improve their skills in mathemat-

ics, followed by site D students, at a rate close to that of this norming

population. Site G students not only lost ground, but the entire

distribution of scores narrowed and shifted downward relative to this

Naming population. Once again, this may indicate that shifting abruptly

from Spanish to English has a strong negative impact upon the rate of

academic growth of limited-English-proficient students.
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B. Glade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

COntent:

Third Grade

Spring

English

Language

to Sixth Grade

to Spring

to English

to Language

When scores are combined across the three late-edt sites (see Figure

216), it seems that the average rate of growth is approximately the same

as that of this norming population. As with mathematics, when the TAMP

curves are plotted for each site against the growth curve of this norming

9ofulation there are marked differences between sites (see Figure 217).

The differences between sites in the distribution of Englidh language

skills at third grade are similar to those observed for mathemat.xs.

Regardless of their original thimigrade scores, students in sites D

and E consistently learned at about the same rate as this naming popul-

ation. While site G students with the lowest and avemage scores appeared

to grow at about the same rate as this norming population, those with

higher scores may have lost ground. As with mathematics, these findings

seem to support the notion that the development of primary language skills

facilitates the rate at which second language skills are acquired.
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C. Grade Span:

Test Dote:

Language:

Content:

Third Grade

Spring

English

Beading

to Sixth Grade

to Spring

to English

to Reading

TAMP analyses of the English reading scores from across all late-exit

sites suggest that all students appear to have grown at the same rate,

which was slightly slower than this norming population (see Figure 218).

Late-exit students with the highest initial reading scores seemed to be

losing the most ground. As in the case of mathematics and language,

marked differences are noted when the TAMP curves of each site are plotted

against this norming population (see Figure 219).

In sum, it appears that site D and site G stUdcnts with the lowest

initial English reading skills grew at the same rate as this norming

population. Those site D and site G students with higher initial skills

grew the least. It seems that site E students grew slower than this

norming population.

TO summarize, the third to sixth grade cohort analyses of the growth

in mathematics, English language, and Englidh reading skills are

consistent with the hypothesis of the facilitative effects of primary

language development upon second language acquisition and academic

achievement. Thcse studentsdx) had substantial amounts of instruction in

Spanish and a slow increase in the use of English for instruction grew the

fastest relative to this norming population. This growth was realized

even though these students had the lowest distribution of initial academic

skills and came fram homes, schools, and a community with the fewest

resources and the most risk. As the amount of primary language instruc-

tion decreased, student growth tended to be slower and more inconsistent

among site D and site G students. Those site D and site G students

receiving the least amount of primary language instruction and the most

instruction in English consistently lost ground relative to this norming

population. These findings are very supportive of the underlying

hypothesis for primary language instruction. That is, limited-English-
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prof icient students will acquire second language skills faster if they are

given the opportunity to develop their primary language skills first.
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6. first Grade to Sixth Grade:

The first grade to sixth grade TAMP analyses are a composite of the

data from the K-3 cohort with the 3-6 cohort. The assumption is made that

the characteristics of students, their families, school, and cannunity are

essentially the same. Our examination of these contextual variables in

Chapter V did not uncover any significant differences between the two

cohorts. This combined analysis provides us with a view of the growth in

academic achievement for laterexit students from first to sixth grade.

This permits us to examine the TAMP curves to look for evidence that might

confirm or reject the trderlying hypothesis of the facilitative effects of

primary language instruction for limited-English-proficient students.

That is, is there evidence that a primary language development program

will facilitate the acquisition of English language skills and skills in

content areas? The late-exit model would predict low achievement from

kindergarten through about the third grade and a slow increase in

achievement beginning in grade four or five, eventually approximating the

achievement of the rimming pcpulation by grade six. This was the focus of

discussion for Chapter V. In terms of rate of growth, to realize these

achievement patterns limited-English-proficient students would need to

demonstrate a growth rate that wr.s greater than that of this rimming

population. This is necessary because the skill levels of limited-

English-proficient students are lower than those for this norming

population. Thus if limited-English-proficient students were to catchup

with this norming population, they would have to be growing at a faster

rate than this norming population. If this were realized the late-exit

programs would clearly be successfUl in meeting the needs of limited-

English-proficient students and in meeting the goals of these programs;

that is, to ensure the development of skills in Olglish and in the content

areas for limited-Thglish-proficient students to the point where they

could successfully compete with English-only students.

From a slightly different perspective, the late-exit programs would

also be deemed a success if limited-English-proficient students grew at

the same rate as this normimpopulation. This would imply that given the
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characteristics of limited-English-proficient students (e.g. , socioeconom-

ic status) , if they were able to maintain the same growth rate ( i.e. ,

percentile standing) as their munterparts in this norming pow" xtion,

they would be doing as well as one could expect. Given that the growth

rate for language-minority students in the general populiMtion continually

decreases over time, we would expect an ever widening gap between their

performance and that of this normin; Exyulation. If the limited-English-

prof icient students in the late-exit programs were to grow at the same

rate as this norming population, this would be evidence of the effective-

ness of the late-exit programs and the instructional ncdel.

A. Grade Span:

Test Date:
Language:

Content:

First Grade

SPring
English
Mathematics

to Sixth Grade
to Spring
to English
to Mathematics

There is evidence to support the late-exit hypothesis that a strong

primary language development program will help limi.ted-thglish-proficient

students to successfUlly acquire Elloglish language ski and ccntent area

skills. Figure 220 dhows the TAMP curve for all 1ate-exit students in

mathematics collapsed across the three late-exit sites. It suggests that

the distribution of initial first grade scores for the late-exit students

is shifted slightly to the left, indicating lower initial skills among

these students relative to this norming population. This figure also

suggests that on the average, the growth rate for all late-exit students

taken together seems to approximate the growth rate for this norming

population. Upon closer inspection one notes that while the rate of

growth for students with lower initial first grade scores was slightly

lower than this norming population, the growth rate in mathematics for

students with higher initial skills appeared to be faster than that of

this norming population. The highest scoring students mirrored the growth

rate of this norming population. All of these findings indicate a measure

of the effectiveness of the late-mcit programs in helping limited-English-

prof icient students to maintain their position relative to this norming

population. If sustained over time, a faster rate of growth than this
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norming population would result in an upward shift in the achievement and

position of these students relative to this norming population. However,

there appear to be marked differences in the patterns of growth between

the three late-exit sites.

Figure 221 strongly suggests that the differences in the growth of

mathematics between late-exit sites D, E, and G may reflect the observed

differences in the amount of primary language instruction provided. Site

E (with the lowest distribution of scores and the fewest family, school,

and community resources), which provided the most instruction in Spanish

over time, had students at all initial skill levels grow at slightly to

substantially faster rates relative to this norming population. If this

growth rate were sustained, in time one would expect that site E students

would catch up to the average achievement level of this norming popula-

tion.

Site D (with more students with higher initial mathematics skills,

and family, school, ard commityresources) provided its students with a

consistent pattern of primary language instruction through the fifth

grade. Students were provided with approximately forty percent of their

instruction in Spanish. Thema stx0Wrts seemed to grow at the same rate as

or slightly faster than this norming population, except that studentswith

initial low mathematics skills lost ground relative to this norming

population. Given the limited number of students at this site who

ccukoleted the study, the points at the extreme ends of the curves Itti*It be

somewhat anomalous.

Dramatically, site G students with the least amount of primary

language instruction °oat with students spanning the range of skills of

the other two sites, and with family, school, and community resources

falling between the other two sitim) consistently lost ground relative to

this normingpoculation. Recall frail Chapter I that the pattern of use of

English and Spanish more closely resettled the early-exit model than the

late-exit model for site G. Studeftswere provided with credible amounts

of instruction in Spanish (i.e., at least 40%) through the second grade.
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Thereafter, almost all of their instruction was in English. This TAMP

analysis suggests the profound negative impact upon the growth rate ir

mathematics skills for limited-English-proficient students when there is

sudh an abrupt change in their language of instruction. The growth rate

of these students continues to drop in percentile rank relative to this

norming population. This relative decline parallels the observations of

the achievement of disadvantaged students in the general population.
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B. Grade Span:

Test Date:

Language:

Content:

First Grade

Spring

English

Language

to

to

to

to

Sixth Grade

SPring

English

Language

As in mathematics, there is evidence that the average growth rate in

English language skills of late-exit students seems to be comparable to

that of this norming population (Figure 222). Closer inspection of the

TAMP curve suggests that studPnts with lower initial skills grew at a

slightly faster rate than this norming population, while stulents with the

highest initial skills grew at a slightly slower rate than this norming

population. The latter may suggest the need to bolster the instructional

program for the higher order language skills. Overall, contrary to what

one would expect in the general population for disadvantaged students,

these late-exit students appear to be holding their own relative to this

norming population.

Once again, there is evidence that limited-English-proficient

students who are provided with a strong primary language development

program will acquire Englidh language skills faster than students who are

not. As before, site E students consistently seemed to grow at a faster

rate from first grade to sixth grade relative tn this norming population

and the other two late-exit sites (see Figure 223). Site D students as a

group appeared to approximate the growth rate of this norming population.

As with mathematics, the growth pattern was uneven. Site D students with

the looestand highest initial Englidh language skills seemed to learn at

a slightly faster rate than this miming population, while site D students

with average initial scores appear tohave grown slightly slower relative

to this norming population. Again this pattern may reflect the limited

number of cases, resulting in a more unstable pattern.

Finally, sitet G students appear to have been losing ground. The data

suggest that site G students with the lowest initial English language

scores grew at about the same rate as this norming population. As the

initial scores increased, their growth fell considerably below that of
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this norming pasulation. This is of great concern for stadents at this

school site. It suggests that the instructional program at this site only
seems to be successfully meeting the needs of its lowest performing

students. Students with stronger skills continue to lose their percentile

r.ank relative to this norming rnpulation. Once again the growth patterns

in English language skills mirror those found for mathematim. Students

who were provided with more instruction in their primary language

experienced the greatest growth in English language skills. Studentz who

received &cut two-f ifths of their instruction in the primary language

were able as a graip to keep pace with this norming pcpulation. Students

with minimal instruction in their primary language and with abrupt changes

from instruction in their primary language to instruction in English

appear to experience a continual decline in their academic growth rate

over time.
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C. Grada Span: First Grade to Sixth Grade

Test Date: Spring to Spring

Language: English to English

Onntent: Reading to Reading

As with mathematics and English language skills, late-exit students

(collapsed across sites) appear to have improved their Englidh reading

skills at about the same rate as this nornimpopulation (see Figure 224).

Students with lcw to average initial English reading skills seemed to grow

at a slightly faster pace than this norming popalation. Students with the

highest initial skills grew at a slightly slower pace than this norming

population. There appear to be, however, sharp between-site differences

in the rate at which English reading skills are developed (see Figure

225).

Once again, site E students at all initial skill levels seemed to

grow at a mudh faster rate relative to this norming population. Site D

students averaged a growth rate that appeared to be equal to that of this

norming population. Among site D students, greater growth seemed to be

realized by those students with the lowest initial skills. Site D

students with average or higher skills seem to have been growing at the

same rate as or slightly slower than this forming population. Site G

students once again seemed to be consistently losing ground relative to

this narmingpcculation. Of concern for this group is the trend observed

for English language skills: the greater the skills, the slower the

growth rate relative to this norming population.
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"lb summarize, the first grade to sixth grade analyses provide an

excellent summary and overview of the effect of the late-exit programs

upon the learning of limited-English-proficient students in mathematics,

English language, and English reading skills. The growth patterns are

surprisingly consistent across content areas (see Table 263) . This

consistency in patterns lends support to the underlying hypothesis of the

efficacy for providing limited-English-proficient students with a strong

primary language develcpment program. Over ard over again, those students

who began their schooling with substantial mounts of instruction in their

primary language and were exposed to the gradual introduction of English

for instruction realized the greatest gradth in skills. Students who were

exposed to a consistently even amount of instruction in their primary

language were able to maintain their growth rate relative to that of this

norming population. Students who began their schooling with about forty

percent instruction in their primary language ard were abruptly changed to

almost exclusive instruction in Englidh experienced a narked decrease in

growth over time relative to this norming population. These students lost

grand =spared with this norming pcpulaticn, paralleling what is cannonly

observed for minority students in the general population. Thus, these

TAMP analyses suggest that there is greater likelihood of moving the

distribution of achievement scores for limithd-English-proficient students

closer to this norming population in mathematics, Englidh language, and

English reading skills if they are provided with a strong primary language

development program. The data also strongly suggest that the worst

instructional program for limited-English-proficient students is one with

limited instruction in their primary language and an abrupt change in the

language of instruction from their primary language to English. Such a

program has a profoundly negative effect upon the ability of limited-

English-proficient students to irprove their skills in mathematics,

English language, and English reading.
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Table 263

Summary of TAMP Analyses Results:
Comparison of the Growth Rate for Each Late-Exit Site

IIRelative tv the Growth Rate of This Norming Population

Site D Site g Site G I
1. ItiniczajztmaingsmartaLtia,U/Spring)

A . Span-MathematiLs/Span-Matheuatics = = *
B. Span-Mathematics/Mg-Mathematics + - *

II
C. sPan-Language/sPan-Language = = *
D. Span-Language/Mg-Language = - *

2 . Sindergarten/First Grade (Spring/Spring) I
A . Span-Mathenatics/Eng-Mathanatics +1= + +
B. Eng-Mathematics/Eng-Mathanatics +1. + +

IIC. Span-Language/Eng-Language + . =
D. Mg-Language/Eng-language +/= + +
E. Span-lAnguage/Eng-Reading +/= = +
F. Mg-Language/Mg-Reading + + +

II
3. Kinderwrten/First Grade (Fall/Spring)

A. Span-Mathenatics/Eng-flathenatics + + *
B. Span-Language/Eng-Language + =V- * IC. Span-Ianguage/Eng-Reading =1- =,/- *

4. first Grade/Third Grade (SprinolSorina)

11A. Mg-Mathematics/Eng-Mathematics +1= =
B. Eng-Language/Mg-Language . ./- ./-
C. Eng-Reading/Eng-Reading . +/= -

II
5 . Thirs1_032s1raixth

A . Eng-Matheratics/Eng-Mathematics =V- ./- -

B. Eng-Language/Eng-Language =
C. Eng-Reading/Eng-Reading - -

6. First Grade/Sixth -.: (Spring/Spring)

II
A. Eng-Mathematics/Ehg-Mhthematics +/= + -

B. Mg-Language/Eng-Language = + =/-
C. Eng-Reading/Eng-Reading = + -

I!
=:: Growth rate equals/approximates that of this norming population

4.: Growth rate is faster than that of this normin3 population
11

-: Growth rate is slower than that of this norming population

*: Test scores not available for fall kindergarten I
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Conclusion

The results of the TAMP analyses for grades one through three, with

minor exreptions, are consistent with the findings for Chapters III

through V. There appears to be no difference in the academic growth

relative to the norming population between immersion strategy and early-

exitstudents. Moreover, the form of this growth is similar to that found

for late-exit students. When late-exit program sites are examined more

closely, it appears that those sites that provided their students with the

most primary language instruction consistently grew faster than this

norming populatica. Those late-exit students who were provided with a

consistent pattern of two-fifths of their instruction in their primary

language seemed to grow at the same rate as this norming population.

However, late-exit students who were provided with an abrupt transition

into instruction exclusively in Englishseemed to lose ground relative to

this norming population. This deceleration in growth is reminiscent of

that observed for disadvantaged students in the general population.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Introk_ic

The purpose of this chapter is th summarize the findings presented in

Volume II, relate them to the uain study questions, and discuss their

implications for instruction and policy. Specifically, this chapter

addresses the following questions:

o What is the relative effectiveness of the immersion strategy and

early-exkprolgams?

o What is the relative ef fectiveness among the three inplementations of

the late-exit instructional mcdel?

o How does the academic growth of immersion :strategy, early-exit, and

late-exit students compare to the norminq population used in this

study?

o How does the academic growth of the three implementations of the

late-exit program compare to this norming population?

o What recamendations can be made regarding the learnirq and instruc-

tion of lanwage-minority students from these data?

o What do these data suggest for policy-makers?

It should be noted that the programs participating in this study

were carefully selected on the basis of their othibiting those character-

istics deemed critical to their respective instructional mcdels. They

represent the best implementations of their respective program models.
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Policy Context

The "Longitudinal Study of Immersion Strategy, Early-Exit and Late-

EXit Transitional Bilingual Education Programs for Language-Minority

Children" was prampted by the need for information on the kinds of

instructional services that should be provided to language-minority

children. The public policy question is, Nhat kinds of instructional

servioes should be provided to limited-English-proficient students?"

Prior to this study there was insufficient empirical evidence to

argue for or against the use of an adaptation of the Canadian immersion

approach (i.e., structured English immersion) with minority language

children or the use of a developmental primary language program (i.e.,

late-exit). Given this lack of information, the primary objective of this

study was to assess the relative effectiveness of structured English

immersion strategy, early-exit, and late-exit transitional bilingual

education programs.

Effectiveness was defined in terms of student achievement. Tb

address the study question, the analyses presented in this vcaume were

designed to answer one and only one question: %dot: differences in student

achievement, asmeasurel in English, were faind =mg the three programs?

The data analyses were necessarily as (xxiplex as the study design.

Reflecting the availability of immersion strategy, early-exit and late-

exit programs in the field, a completely crosser.] design was not possible.

NO school district or school had all three programs. Attest, schools and

districts had both an immersion strategy and an early-exit program. Most

schools offered only one of these two programs. Districts and schools

thathada late-exit program provided only that instructional alternative.

As a result, only immersion strategy and early-exit programs could be

cammxidirectly. In addition, the three late-exit program sites could

be compared only with one another.
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The grade spans covered by this study also dif fered by program model.

A K-3 cohort and a 1-4 cohort of students were selected for both the

immersion strategy and early-exit programs. These two cohorts were

selected in anticipation that students wacld be mainstreamed after two or

three years in the study, which would allow time to track the progress of

mainstrammd students in the regular classroan. In contrast, a K-3 cohort

and a 3-6 cohort of students wexe selected for the late-exit program.

These two cohorts were selected to try and document the growth in skills

of languaqe-minority students who had received over five years of special

instructional support.

As noed, the complexity of the study design precluded a direct

analysis that concurrently assessed the relative ef fectiveness of all

three programs. The analyses had to be ef fected in four separate steps.

First, it was possible to assess the relative effectiveness of immersion

strategy and early-exit programs where they existed within the same

school. Second, a someWhat less direct analysis examined the relative

effectiveness of the immersion strategy and early-exit programs in schools

that had only one of these programs within districts that implemented both

pxograms. Third, a sepa:rate amalysis exmnined the ef fectiveness of three

districts that had only a late-exft program in their schools. These three

analyses wexe the most rigorous as they systematically considered the

potential effect of non-program factors. FOurth, the academic growth of

students in each of the three programs was compared to the growth of the

national norms used in this study. This last set of analyses were

primarily descriptive efforts directed towards illustrating the academic

growt- f limited-English-proficient students in each program relative to

this norming population. These analyses are limited in that they are

based on unadjusted scores, i.e., potential effects of non-prcgram factors

were not considered.
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aggamrsiffilidangs

Parts Cne and TWo:

agglamg

The relative effectiveness of immersion strategy and early-exit

programs was assessed in two steps; first in the analyses of two-program

schools, and second in the analyses of one-program schools. The results

of the two sets of analyses were fairly consistent. Because the two-

program school analyses are more powerfUl, they are emphasized here.

0 laArehimmentAluratbseatio_sownigcligagsLitermaama
EasaiaLissitaimittormy_W_AmarmittramitismaligLimal

-tion students?

Yes. Structured English immersion strategy and early-exit students

do not differ in their mathematics skills or the rate at which they

develop when tested in English. At the end of first, second, and third

grade, students in the two prcgrams have conparable skills in mathematics,

according to both the two-program school analyses and the one-program

school analyses.

0 actij.vt language skills as dotinguy_thcgazi
comparable between structured English immersion strategy an4
early-exit transitional bilingual - tion students?

Yes. At the end of third grade immersion strategy and early-exit

students demonstrated =parable English reading skills. However,

differences in their growth rates were noted. While immersion strategy

student.shadhicter language skills than early--exit studentv at the end of

first grade, by the end of third grade both groups were againcxxparable.

This suggests that there is a temporary boost in language skills among

immersion strategy students in first grade which decelerates thereafter,

resulting in growth =parable to that of early-exit students from

kindergarten through the end of third grade. Except for the temporary

boost occurring in second grade rather than first grade, the one-program
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school analyses also Lund no dif ference in English language skills at the

end of third grade.

_12 the_ 61E;scauttaitlaintattsLitiLLL_net
biliivaL sti

Yes. While early-exit students had higher English reading skills

than immersion strategy students at the end of first grade, by the end of

third grade students in both programs read equally well. As in language,

the immersion strategy students exhibited a boost in reading skills.

However, this boost occurred in second grade rather than in first grade

and appears to have been sufficient to bring them up to the level of the

early-exit students. These results are evident in both the two-program

school analyses and the one-program school analyses.

In sum, after four years in their respective instructional programs,

immersion strategy and early-exit students demonstrate comparable skills

in mathmustics, language, and reading when tested in English.

Paxt Three:

Elf zUyeness of mrggiiiplementations of the Late-Exit Promo

The effectiveness of three implementations of the late-exit program

was assessed follading the general analytic steps used to ccmpare

immersion strategy and early-exit programs. As school districts that

choose to inplement a late-exit program do not provide either an immersion

strategy or an early-exit prcgram, it is not possible to compare these

alternative instructional programs, nor is it possible to disentangle the

effects of district and school fran treatment effects. Hadever, utilizing

school and district level data it is possible to =pare the three

alternative late-exit programs with one another taking into account non-

program factors that might have affected the results.
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o Do studenta in the three late-exit sites have the same skills in
mathematics?

No. At the end of third grade, students in all three implementations

of the late-exit program had comparable skills in mathematics. However,

by the end of sixth grade, the two late-exit sites that provided

approximately forty percent or more of the instruction in the students'

primary language (sites D and E) had significantly higher mathematics

skills than students in the late-exit site who were abruptly transitioned

into English ins:ruction. The mathenatics skills of students in the two

late-exit sites with substantial primary language instruction did not

differ.

o pg,twam_taltalle three late-emit sites have the same skills in
yozlish lemma?

No. The late-exit site with the consistent level of primary language

instruction (site Co, at approximately 40%) and the highest level of

English language scores at the end of first grade realized higher scores

at the end of sixth grade than either ct the other two late-exit sites.

By the end of sixth grade, students in the remaining two late-exit sites

(sites E and G) had virtually identical English language skills.

o xidadontain_tb, three late-exit sites have the sam_e_giulin
Enaliggismaari

No. The late-exit program with the consistent level of primary

language instruction (site D, at approximately 40%) anti the highest level

of reading scores at the end of first grade posted higher scores at the

end of sixth grade than either of the other two late-exit sites (sites E

and G).

In sum, there are differences between the three late-exit sites in

achievement level for mathematics, English language, and English reading

at the end of sixth grade. Students at the site with the highest skills

in English language and reading in first grade (site El) also completed
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sixth grade with the highest scores in these two areas. Students in the

tom rmaiming sites (the one with the mot use of Spanish and the one with

the most use of Eig lishl ended the sixth grade with the same skills in

English language and reading. However, although all three late-eldt sites

had omparabl mathematics skills in grade one, by the end of grade six,

students in the two late-exit sites that used the most Spanish for

instruction (sites D and E) posted higher %oath than the site wbich

abruptly transitioned into almost all English instruction (site G)

Yes in English language and reading, and no in mathematics. While

there may be differences between the three inplementations of the late-

exit program in English language and reading achievement as noted above,

they do not differ in their rate of growth from first grade to sixth grade

in these two areas. However, in the late-exit site wherein students were

abruptly transitioned into Englidh (sits E) , their rate of growth in

mathematics was markedly lower (almost none) than the two late-exit sites

providing forty percent or more of primary language instruction (sites D

and E) . What is important to note is that the growth for the students in

the late-exit site wherein students were most at-risk and which provided

the most primary language instruction (site E) was consistently greater

than for the norming population. If this growth were sustained, in time

their achievement would approach that of the norming population.

Students in all three late-exit sites shad different growth rates

between first anI third grade than between third and sixth grade. The 1-6

analyses note that students in each of the three sites and in oath content

area realized greater growth in the early primary grades (K-3) than in the

later primary grades (3-6) .

There is wide variation in the effectiveness of the late-exit program

between districts and schools within districts. Presumably this variation

reflects the variation in implementation (i.e. , proportion of English used

for instruction) in the three late exit sites. The variation in results
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among the three late-exit sites and the apparent sensitivity of the late-

exit model (as suggested by the within-program and between-program

variation in results) strongly suggests the potential merit of effecting

an operational analysis to try to identify those district, school, and

classruom features that can be adjusoed to, maximize student learning.

There are differences in the growth curves between immersion

strategy, early-exit, and late-exit students. The HLK analysis showed

that the growth curve for immersion strategy and early-exit studentzues

negative, indicating a deceleration in their rate of growth from first

grade to third grade. In ccntrast, the growth curve for late-exit

stulents was positive frau grade one to grade three, suggesting continued

growth over this grade span.

Part Four:
it . !VA. _ MI:. - "I _ I

lacitgArictlAtteit _tclaKlantaIV,thAbg_IMapinglasilatign_t!;:s. in
Thaltaisly

The TAMP analyses wexe cumpleted to, allow a comparison of the growth

of each of the three instructional program to the naming population used

for this study. As the scope of work required that the test data for this

study had to be comparable to that of other federal studies (e.g.,

Susteining Effects Study), an older version of the CTBS was used. The

naming pwulation used in the TAMP analyses is the norming population for

that version of the CTBS. If other =ming populations were to be

selected, while the form of the growth patterns would not change, their

relative position to the norming peculation curve might. In addition, the

growth of the =ming pcpulation is based on a cross-sectional sample

rather than a longitudinal sample, which causes a ntunber of difficulties.

Other limitations to the TAMP analyses are that they are based on

unadjusted test scores, i.e., nontprogram factors are not considered.

With these caveats in mind, the TAMP analyses provide a good description

of the patterns in academic growth for limited-English-proficient

students.



o Is_thenwliftwea in AwigerkAt_whigh_ignoion_atrigsgyA.
marIrted_t_and lateexit students_increase their_mathematics
skills l'alLativi u_sAtd
troLkindanartm_0_21irtzriKW

Yes and no. It appears that from kindergarten to first grade,

students in all three programs increased their skills in mathematics as

fast as or faster than the norming population used in this study. Fram

first to third grade, hcwever, it seems that students in each progrmm

experienced a growth in mathematics that was slower than this norming

popalatiom

416)1

early-cdt_and_late-exit students increase their Emilia
language skills rolative to the waning population used ja_thia
study....fmag_klastkrado

No. It seams that fraa spring kindergarten to spring first grade and

from spring first grade to spring third grade, students in all three

programs increased their skills in English language as fast as or faster

than this normimpopulation.

o za_thers a diffuence in the _rate at yhich inisersion_AratmL

skills ridittilll_tgAbILINNaing_InnigeliggLaW_Ja_thift_thigt
:1211LIWAMMEtIPILWAhiaLgriggel

40

Nb. As with English language skills, it:appears that students in all

three programs realized a growth in reading skills that was as fast as or

faster than this norming population.

o Is there &difference in the rate atAtich students in eachjal
the late-emit sites increased their skills in mathematics

A. !. " !.

kia4trasica_ta_mixtelLsrmag
. Ot . !

Yes. The TAMP curves suggest that students in site E, who were

provided with substantial instruction in their primary language and a slow

phasing in of English instruction over time, consistently realized the
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greatest growth in mathematics skills, faster than this norming popula-

tion. Students in site D, who were exposed to a consistent proportion of

instruction in their primary language (approximately 40%) , realized growth

in mathematics that was equal to this forming population. Noteworthy is

that after covariates were considered, there was no difference in the

achievement of students in sites D and E, although students in site E had

more stress in their environment and fewer resources than site D students.

In contrast, it appears that students in site G who reoeived about

40% of their instruction in their primary language in kindergarten and

first grade, but were then abruptly moved into almost exclusive instruc-

tion in English (comparable to that provided in early-exit and immersion

strategy program) , experienced a marked decrease ingrowth in mathematics

skills over tine rrlative to this nonning population. It seems that these

students lost grand relative to this norming population, paralleling It/hat

is commonly observed fordisachnutagedstudents in the general population

(Bureau of the Census, 1985; Burton and Jones, 1982; Escutia and Prieto,

1987; Levin, 1986; National Center for Education Statistics, 1989;

National (ommission on Secondary Education for Hispanics, 1984; Crum,

1986; Rumberger, 1983; United States General Accounting Office, 1987;

Vargas, 1988).

o Is there a difference in the rate at which students in each of
the lateral:it sites increased their Owlish lancumge skills

_

=KW
L! 404

Yes. As in mathematics, by the end of sixth grade it appears that

the late-exit students in site E, who started below avnrage and had had

the most opportunity to develop their primary language, increased their

English language skills faster than the norming population used in this

study. It sustained over time, this would suggest that these students are

gaining on this norming population and would eventually approximate the

average English language achievement level of this norming population.

Students in site D, who received less, although considerable, primary

language instruction, appeared to increase their English language skills
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at the same rate as this normimpopulation. It seems that these students

are keeping their position relative to this norming population. Site G

students, who were transitioned quickly into English in second grade,

appeared to exhibit a decrease in their rate of growth in English language

skills, suggesting that these students, regardless of their skill levels

in third grade, were losing ground relative to this norming population.

o IS a difference in the rate at which students in each of
ncagransiitAirdajmermat_their English maim skills

Yes. As in mathematics and English language, it seems that those

students in site E, who received the strongest opportunity to develop

their primary language skills, realized a growth in their English reading

skills that was greater than that of the norming population used in this

study. If sustained, in time these students would be expected to catch up

and approximath the average achievanent level of this norningpopulation.

It appears that once again site D students, who were provided with two-

fifths of their instruction in their primaty language through grade five,

seemed to inarease their English reading skills at the same rate as this

norming population. That is, they kept up with this norming population.

Site G students, who were abruptly transitional into English instruction,

appeared to experience a slower increase in English reading skills from

third grade to sixth grade relative to this norming population; they

seemed to be losing ground.

In sum, a consistent pattern seems to be emerging in the TAMP

figures. It appears that students who were provided with a substantial

and consistent primary language development program learned mathematics,

English language, and English reading skills as fast as or faster than the

norming population used in this study. As their growth in these academic

skills is atypical of disadvantaged youth, it provides support for the

efficacy of primary language 'development in facilitating the acquisition

of English language skills. The TAMP curves using unadjusted scores

suggest that limited-English-proficient students who are abruptly
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transitioned into an English-4only instructional program appear to lose

ground (in terms of decelerating rate of growth) relative to this norming

population in all three content areas, a pattern which is consistent with

the growth of disadvantaged students in the general population (Bureau of

the Census, 1985; 't3o.17tAri ard. Jones, 1982; Escutia and Prieto, 1987; Levin,

1986; National Cerwer for Education Statistics, 1989; National Commission

on Secondary Education for Hispanics, 1984; Orum, 1986; Rumberger, 1983;

United States General Amounting Office, 1987; Vargas, 1988). While the

MN analysis coffins the lower growth in mathematics for students who are

transitioned abruptly, it notes that the growth rates in language and

reading are the same as those of students in the two late-exit sites

wherein substantialamcunts of primary language instruction are provided.

Nonetheless, if the pattern of observed growth rates are sustained over

time, students with substantial amounts of primary language instruction

would be expected ultimately to outperform those students who are

transitioned quickly into English instruction in English language and

reading skills.

These findings suggest that providing LEP students with substantial

amounts of instruction in their primary language does not impede their

acquisition of English language skills, but that it is as effective as

being provided with large amounts of English. Of equal importance is the

finding that students who are provided with substantial amounts of primary

language instruction are also able to learn and improve their skills in

other content areas as fast as or faeter than the forming population, in

contrast to students who are transitioned quickly into English-only

instruction.
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Discussion

There are four major findings drawn from this study:

1. There is no difference in the level of achievement or rate of growth

in achievement between students in an immersion strategy program and

an early-exit program after four years in their respective programs

(i.e., end of third grade).

2. Limited-English-proficient students can be provided with substantial

amounts of primary language instruction without impeding their

acquisition of English language and reading skills.

3. Limited-English-proficient students who are provided with substantial

instruction intheirprimary language 0:40%) successfully continue to

increase their achievement in content areas such as mathematics, while

they are aoguiring their skills in English; in contrast, students who

are quickly transitioned into English-only instruction tend to grow

slower than the norming population.

4. Students in all three late-exit instructional programs appear to

exhibit greater growth from spring of first grade to spring of third

grade than fram spring Of third grade to spring ot sixth grade. This

deceleration in growth mirrors that of the norminq populatiom

All of these findings are consistent with theory and available

research. While no data are available documenting the efficacy of an

immersion strategy program with limited-English-proficient students,

limited data are available describing the academic growth of language-

minority students in a primary language development program, i.e., late-

exit. Recall from Chapter I that for the purposes of this study, the

latL,-c-it model: rnther than the early-exit model, is considered the

optimum example of a primary language development program reflecting the

greater amount and duration of primary language instruction.
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Two lines of research are relevant. The first line is based upon

studies that focus on the academic growth of limited-English-proficient

students in primary language development programs. The second group of

studies are those that examine the relationship of student age and the

acquisition of second language skills.

Studies of the Academic Growth of Limited-English-Proficient Students

22mulative effects of primary language instruction. The first of

these studies examines the bilingual program provided to Navajo students

in Rock Point in the United States. The primary language of instruction

for students in kindergarten and first grade was Navajo. FOrmal

instruction in English reading did not begin until second grade, after

students had learned to read in Navajo. Moreover, fram second grade to

sixth grade both Navajo and English were used for formal instruction.

When the achievement of these students was compared to that of comparable

Navajo students who had not received instruction in Navajo, it was

concluded that:

"Data presented suggest that the effects of continuous bilingual
imstradtion may be cumulative, that while Navajo students who
have recently (in second grade) added reading in English to
reading in Navajo may not do better on standardized achievement
tests than Navajo students wtm began reading in English, they do
adhieve better test scores each year thereafter. Nor does the
difference seem to remain the sane. Me students who learned to
read in Navajo and who continue to learn through Navajo and
English appear to obtain scores progressively higher in English
than those who did not. In effect, their rate of growth helps
themtoachieve prcgressively closer to the "national norms" in
each grade third through sixth, instead of maintaining a
"continuously retarded" level of achievement" (Rosier and
Farella, 1976).

The findings of the study discussed in this report replicate these

obsemvations. The HIM analyses revealed no difference in achievement

between the immarsion strategy or early-exit students, nor between the

students in the three implernentations of the late-exit model at the erri of

third grade. Moreover, the TAMP analyses find little difference in the
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growth of academic skills among immersion strategy, early-exit, and late-

exit students from first grade through third grade. However, from third

grade through sixth grade noticeable differences in the rate of growth are

evident between the three late-exit models, with those students who

received substantial amounts of primant language instruction exhibiting

faster growth than students who were quickly transitioned into English-

only instruction.

Operationally, one of the three late-exit programs was not as faithful

to the lateexit program model. This site abruptly transitions children

from instruction in the primary language into almost exclusive use of

English. This site allows us the opportunity to examine the potential

effects of quickly transitioninga limited-English-proficient student from

a primary language development program into one wherein English is used

almost exclusively for imstruction.

Tne 1-6 TAMP analysis are consistent witi: the observations of the Rock

Point project. Those students who had the most opportunity to develop

their primary languacf skills (i.e., in sites D and E, with more primary

language instruction) grew at a faster rate in mathematics than the

norming population. If this growth rate were sustained over time, one

would expect the average mathematics performance of these students to

approximate that of the norming population. The inportance of this result

is even more impressive given the school district where one of the

programs was implemented. Of all study sites, site E had families,

schools, and community with by far the greatest needs and the fewest

resources to addressthese needs. Yet these students and those from site

D realized the greatest growth in matheaatics over time as canpared to the

norming population and the late-exit site where students were abruptly

transitioned into English instruction (siteC).

This growth in mathematics by students receiving substantial amounts

of primary language instruction is of particular interest in that

mathematics is not as language-dependent as are English language and

reading. The graath in mathematics by students with substantial primary

language instruction supports the hypothesis that LEP students can
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continue to grow in the content areas while they are developing their

Ehglish language skills. In contrast, students who were abruptly

transitioned into an English instructional environment did not grow as

fast, but appeared to experience a decrease in their rate of growth in

mathenatics relative to the norming population.

The potential effect of being provided with less primary language

instruction is further illustrated by ex:wining the grcwth of students in

the remaining two late-exit sites (sites D and G). Students who were

provided with a constant forty percent of their instruction from

kindergarten through fifth grade (site D) grew at the same rate as the

norming population. This suggests that students in such a program would

be able to maintain their position relative to the normimg population. In

short, they would not demonstrate a decrease in their rate of growth as is

so often the case with minority children. Once again, this finding

reinforces and is consistent with the Rock Point conclusions.

That students who were transitioned quickly into English instruction

(site G) lost ground in mathematics relative to the norming population and

to the other two late-exit sites serves once again to underscore the value

of primary language instruction.

That the rate of growth in English language and reading was the same

across the three sites demonstrates that achievement of LEP students in

these two subject areas is not impeded by being pravided with sUbstantial

instruction in their primary language.

Study findings are also consistent with results reported outside of

the United States. Skutnabb-Kangas (1981) report:4x' that Finnish students

who completedtheir initial schooling in Finland realized greatimrsuccess

in learning Swedish after two years of study than Finnish children who

were instructed in Swedish since the first grade.

It IV _ _I a In an

innovative study, Swain, Lapkin, Rowen, and Hart (in press) examined the
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question of whether literacy in one's first language facilitated the

acquisition of a third language. Ads study is pertinent as it examines

the importance of the developwent of strong primary language skills in the

learning of another language.

Swain et al. (in press) compared the French language prof iciency

(i.e. , reading, writing, comprehension, and speaking) of native English

speakers with that of language-minority stmdents (e.g. , Spanish, Tagalog,

Vietnamese, etc. ) at the end of grade eight. Language-mixority students

were subdivided into two groups: thcse that could speak, read, and write

in their home language and those that could not. Students in each of the

three groups had received all of their instruction in English, with

approximately twenty minutes per day in French as a second language class

through grade four. Beginning in grade five, eaCh of the three student

groups received half of their instruction in English and half in French

through grade eight.

Results show that literacy in one's first language, "regardless of

whether lecrners are currently =king use of those literacy skills, has a

strong positive impact on the learning of a third language" (Swiiin et al. ,

in press, p. 116) . "Our results suggest that the effect is related to

literacy knowledge (whether currently used or not) rather than oral

proficiency in the HL" (Swain et al. , p. 117) . TO try and clarify these

findings, Swain et al. examined the test scores to determine the extent to

which they might simply be a reflection of a general high level of

proficiency in the hcme language or a result of being literate in the home

language. TO this end, the relationships to test scores of frequency of

use and literate and nonliterate background were examined. They concluded

that literacy in the home language facilitates the learning of a third

language and that it is independent frail that of a general proficiency in

the hone language. "What is interdependent is knowledge and process"

(Swain et al. , p. 120) . These results were not affected by various

indicators of socioeconomic status such as parent income, education, or

occupat ion .
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Results of this study are consistent with the findings of Swain and

her colleagues. The HLM analyses fourd that those students frau the late-

exit site with the highest initial skills in English language and reading

also realized the highest skills at the end of the sixth grade. From the

TAMP analyses, those students in the one late-exit site who had received

the most instruction in and opportunity to develop their primary language

skills experienced the greatest growth, faster than the norming popula-

tion, and faster than students in the other two late-exit sites.

nsn_1,2,Absygl. Study findings are not entirely

consistent with Canadian research regardi, -ben L2 should be learned.

Genesee (1985) compared the proficiency in 1:ench at the end of sixth

grade of two groups of students who had Ellglish as their primary language.

In one group, students had received all of their instruction in French

since the first grade (early immersion). Ihe second group received all of

their instruction in English through grade three; in grade four, half of

their instruction was in English and half in French (delayed immersion).

While the two groups of students began school with comparable lad levels

. of French, early immersion students scored higher in Frendh skills at

third grade than delayed immersion students. In oantrast, in this study

the HI14 analyses found no difference in the achievement level in

mathematics, English language or reading between LEP studentswhohadteen

exposed to an early immersion program (i.e., inversion strategy) or to a

delayed immersion program at the end of third grade. Presumably, the

difference between the Genesee results and those of this study is that

students in this study cams fran hates that were not as advantaged

educationally and econcmically as those in the Genesee study, and

therefore had primary language skills that were not as well developed as

those in the Genesee study; as a result, these students were not able to

learn the second language as fast as student44 in the Genesee study.

The two studies are consistent when the growth of LEP students is

considered fram grades one through six. Surprisingly, in the Genesee

study, when tested at the end of sixth grade, students who did not begin

instruction in French until grade four were just as successful in
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acquiring skills in French as those students who had been instructed in

French since their first day of school. Genesee attribured the effective-

ness of the delayed immersion program to the cognitive and linguistic

maturity of the older students. That is, developing these skills in

their first language facilitates (requires less time) acquiring these

skills in a second language. This is consistent with the TAMP analyses,

which note the faster growth rate in English language and reading as well

as in mathematics by students receiving substantial amounts of primary

language instruction than students who were quickly transitioned into

English-only instruction.

ted Factors ard the cquisitin of_Second Lanc.mge_aijag

Collier's (1988) literature review specifically addressed the issue

of age and the acquisition of second language skills. She gathered

information on the effect of age on basic oral skills, oral and writing

skills for school, and language skills in the development of subject

matter content area skills (e.g., social studies, science, etc.). Studies

which focused on the short-term and long-term effects of exposure to a

second language suggest that children over the age of seven acquire basic

oral skills Duch more quickly in a second language than younger children;

however, over time the younger learners eventually catch up and surpass

the language proficiency of the older learners. When one considers the

more demanding use of language in the classroom, students over the age of

seven "are faster, more efficient acquirers of school language than

younger students" (Collier, 1988, p. 3). Collier proposes that, as

children are still the process of developing and consolidating their

primary language skills through twelve years of age, trying to get them to

acquire a second language is very difficult and requires more time than it

does for older students who have already de-eloped their primary language

skills and can simply transfer their ski s into the second language.

Moreover, theorists note and other researchers demonstrated that older

students are more cognitively mature and are able to bring to the task of

learning a second language a greater repertoire of strategies for

acquiring a new language than younger learners.
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In sum, the rate at which younger students acquire a second language

cannot be rushed. Results of this study are consistent with Collier's

(1988) findings. The HLK analyses did not reveal any differences in the

rate of growth nor in the achievement level in English language and

reading between immersion strategy and early-exit students. This suggests

that "innersincr LEP students in English-only instructiondOes not hasten

the rate at which they can develop their English skills. This is

reinforced by the TAMP analyses which shcw little difference in the growth

in mathematics, English language, or reading skills between immersion

strategy, early-exit, or late-exit students relative to the norming

population. The TAMP analyses of the three late-exit models from grade

one through grade six also suggest that providing LEP students with more

English (through an abrupt transition into English-only instruction) may

in fact serve to slow the rate at which LEP students can acquire skills

not only in English, but in other content areas as well.

Child Development Theory

As noted earlier, the findings from this study are also consistent

with child developnent theory. TWyford's (1988) discussion of age-related

factors that might affect second language learning is quite helpful. He

appropriately reminds us of Piaget's conceptualization of cognitive

development. Succinctly, Piaget's observations ct children's speech led

him to posit that children shift from "egoomrlturieto "socialized" speech

at about six or seven years of age. This change is one from where

children move from ftonaopas" (talking without regard to a listener) to

actual verbal exchanges with others. This shift reflects a change in the

child from the pre-operational to the concrete operational stage of

cognitive development. This conceptualization of language samests that

children over the age of seven would respond more successfully to formal

instruction in a second language than children who are younger than eight

years. Assuming that kindergarten children are five year= oldr third

graders would be eight years old. Thus, while one would not expect

students below third grade to respond successfully to formal instruction

in a second language, students at and beyond fourth grade would be
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expected to show some success. It would follow, therefore, that any

attenpts to facilitate the acquisition of a second language at the K-3

level would not be very successful, regardless of the method. This is

consistent with the finding from the HLM analyses that there are no

differences in the achievement levels of mathematics, language, and

reading skills when tested in English between immersion strategy and

early-exit students at the end of third grade. Moreover, this

conceptualization of language development also suggests that there would

be no difference in the kindergarten through third grade growth rates in

these skills between immersion strategy, early-exit, and late-exit

students. The TAMP results are consistent with these projections.

Piaget's view of language development would posit that an increase in

English language skills should begin to occur around the fourth grade and

continue to increase thereafter. When the gragth rates of students in the

three late-exit sites are examined, this increase is noted for two of the

sites, those providing limited-English-proficient students with substan-

tial instruction in their primary language.

In sum, the theoretical formulations provided by Piaget offer a

conceptual framework for explaining the consistent patterns found not only

in this study, but in studies of the succws of limited-English-proficient

students in acquiring a second language.
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LimpAlotigna

Ifiplications for_Pndagooy

o Limited-Englisbvroficient students in all three instructional

programs improved their skills in mathanatics, English language, and

reading as fast as or faster than students in the general population.

Providing substantial instruction in the child's primary language

does not impede the learning of English language or reading skills.

On the other hand, providing a limited-English-proficient student

with English-only instruction through grads three, as was done in the

structured English inemcsion strategy program, is as affective as an

early-exit program in helping limited-English-proficient students

acquire mathanatics, English language, and reading skills.

o When ininersion strategy programs are staffed with teachers who have

specialized training in bilingual education (bilingual teaching

credential) and English as a second language methodology (language

development specialist or EEL teaching credential) they are viable

alternatives to early-exit transitional bilingual edumtion programs

through grade three.

The achievement in mathenatics, English language, and English reading

skills for LEP students in immersion strategy programs demonstrate a

temporary boost in the growth of English language skills (in first or

second grade) and possibly also in reading. Thus the immersion strategy

students have achieve at least as high as early-exit students by the

end of third grade.

o Early-exit transitional bilingual programs as implemented in this

study are effective in meeting the needs of language-minority

students in grades kindergarten through three.

The academic growth of early-exit LEP students in mathematics,

English language arts and reading suggests continuing graorth from kinder-
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garten through grade three. The growth exhibited by LEP students in the

early-exit program is comparable to that demonstrated by the CTBS norming

population used in this study, the majority of wham are native English

speakers. Moreover, the increaseclachievement by early-exit LEP students

is better than one would have expected, given their low entry level

skills.

o Late-exit transitional bilingual education programs, particularly

those that are most faithful to the late-exit instructional model,

are viable alternative instructional education programs.

Late-exit students exhibit growth rates higher than the national

norms in mathematics, English language, and English reading fram first

grade through sixth grade, with the growth rates in grades one to three

being higher than in grades three to siA.

From another perspective, while the growth curves for immersion

strategy and earW-exit students show growth from first grade to third

grade innathematics, Enighshlanguage, &dreading skills, they also shag

a slowing down in the rate of growth in each of these content areas as

grade level increases. This deceleration in growth is similar to that

observed for students in the genaralmulation. In contrast, the growth

curves for late-exit students from first grade to third grade and from

third grade to sixth grade suggest not only continued growth in these

areas, but continued acceleration in the rate of growth, i.e., they are

gaining on students in the general peculation.

o There is limited support for the hypothesis that development of a

language-minority student's primary language facilitates the

acquisition of Engliah language skills and of other content areas.

Mboreover, providing students with substantial instruction in their

primary language does not impede their progress in mathematics.

It is hypothesized that the development of these skills will not be

as strong in the early primary grades (i.e., kindergarten through third
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grade) as it will be in the later middle school grades (i.e., fourth grade

through sixth grade). Consistent with the predictions of student

achievement for late-exit students, it seems that these students did not

exhibit as much growth in English language or reading skills relative to

the norming population used in this study as did immersion strategy or

early-exit students in kindergarten through third grade. However, it

appears that the late-exit growth was comparable to that of this norming

population for mathematics.

Aathough students in the late-exit program who started out lader than

average grew slower than the norming population inkindomarten to third

cpcade, they grew faster than the national norms in grade three to grade

six. This is consistent with the underlying hypothesis of the late-exit

model. This suggests that, if this slope were maintained, over time the

late-exit studentsimuld approximate the average achievement level of the

=ming population. These results tend to support the notion that

development of primary language skills will facilitate the acquisition of

English and other content areas.

The efficacy of late-exit programs is given additional impetus when

the growth curves of the students in the two late-exit sites that most

closely resemble the later-exit instructional model are ccmpared to the

growth curve of those students in the late-exit site that provided an

abrupt transition into an English instructional program. This transition

is not unlike that experience(' by nost limited English proficient students

wherein they are quickly shifted from using their primary language for

instruction into almost the exclusive use of Englidh. In light of this

similarity, one might hypothesize that the growth rates at late-exit site

G might reflect the growth curves of students at immersion strategy and

early-exit programs, had comparable data been available for these two pro-

grams. The academic growth of students at site G appears to be consis-

tently lower in mathematics skills than the norming population used in

this study. In marked contrast, it appears that those late-exit students

who received the most primary language instructiai grew faster than this

norming population. It seems that those students who consistently
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received about two-f ifths of their instruction in their primary language

grew as fast as this norming population. These f indings for the two

"true" late-exit programs seem to indicate once again that if this rrowth

rate were sustained, over time these late-exit students would either catdh

up to and approximate the average achievement of this norming population,

or at least keep their position relative to this norming population.

Neither group would lose wound, as is typical for disadvantaged students.

This suggests the ef f icacy of the late-exit instructional model as

implemented by these two sites.

o There is limited support for the hypothesis that in the earlyprimary

grades (i.e., kindergarten through third grade), the greater the

proportion of instruction provided in English (as exhibited in

immersion strategy), the greater the growth in English Immpagearts

skills among LEP students.

However, the ambiguity of the results in English reading suggests

that the benefits of greater exposure to instruction in English in

kindergarten through grade three may be limited to the form of language

and not the deeper conceptual meaning of language. This again is

consistent with second language research that states that "students; readh

the fiftieth normal curve equivalent on a standardized test [of English

language grammar] two to four years earlier than they reach the fiftieth

normal curve equivalent on the reading test" (Collier, 1990, p. 521).

o If the concern is for the achievement of LEP students in the short

run, i.e., through third grade, instructional services can be

provided through either immersion strategy or early.exit programs.

There is no difference in the achievementbetween immrsionstiategy

and early-exit students after four years ct instruction in their

respective programs. However, how the two programs compare after third

grade is unknown.
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o Current federal efforts to support primary language (i.e., develop-

mental bilingual) programs that provide substantial amounts of

primary language instruction as implemented in woe of the late-md 4.

programs in this study (sites D and E) is justified.

Exposure to primary language development programs as reflected in

sane of the late-exit programs in this study does not inhibit the growth

of mathematics, English language, and English readimg skills. Cm the

contrary, there is some suggestion that the academic growth of these

students is faster than that of the norming population used in this study.

Further analyses at the operational level are needed to identify those

classroom, school, and district characteristics that are critical to

student suooess.

o There is evidence that suggests that when limited-English-proficient

students receive most of their instruction in their hone language,
they should not be abruptly transferred into a program that uses only
English.
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Table A-1

Number of Study Schools by District and Program

District School =gram District School Emma

A 01 IS F 50
02 EE 51
04 EE
05 EM G 60 LE

61 LE
B 10 IS 62 LE

11 EE 63 LE
12 1S/EE 64 LE
17 EE 65 LE
14 IS/EE
15 EE H 71 IS

72 IS
73 IS
74 IS
75 IS
76 IS
77 IS
78 IS
79 IS
91 IS

E 40 LE 92 IS
41 LE 93 IS
42

43 I.E I

EE
IS/EE

20 EE
21 IS/EE
22 IS

23 EE
24 IS

30 LE

44

45
46

81 EE
82 EE
83 EE
84 EE

A 1
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List of Covariates by Label and Nam



Table B-1

List of Covariates by Label and Name

ABSENT Days absent per year (specific to year of test score)

ABS1 Days absent in first grade

AGEMOTH Age of the student's mother, in 3 categories

ANALPREL Language pretest

ANAIPREM Mathematics pretest

ANAITOBE Sum of mathematics and language pretest scores i.e., TOBE

ANYECTOP Whether parents reported their children using English when
talking to the parents

ANYEPTOC Whether parents reported using English when talking to their
children

ANYEPTOP Whether parents reported using English when talking to each
other

AVABS Average number of absences per year

AVABS13 Average number of absences per year for grades one through
three

BASE Overall average

BOOKSHM Number of books in the home, in 5 categories

BOOKSRD Number of books parents have read in last 3 months

CAGEPGM Child's age in months upon entering kindergarten

DISTA Variable for district A

D1STB Variable for district B

DISTC Variable for district C

DISTF Variable for district F

D1STG Variable for district G

DISTH1 Variable for combination of districts H and

EDAVG Average years of education of student's parents
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Table B-1
(Continued)

EGRADE3

EE-A

EE -8

EE-F

EE-HI

EOSCHIA4

E3DISTG

FEMALE

NEE02

NEE04

NEE05

NEE11

NEE11

NEE15

NEE50

NEE81

NEE82

NEE83

NEE84

NIS01

NIS10

NIS7A

NIS7B

NIS7C

Student

Student

Student

Student

Student

Student

Student

Student

School

School

School

School

School

School

School

School

School

School

School

School

School

School

School

is in

is in

is in

is in

is in

late-exit 3-6 cohort

early-exit program in district

early-exit program in district

early-exit prtgram in district

early-exit prcgram in district

is in K-3 cchort in school number 44

is in 3-6 cchort in district G

was a girl

level

A

F

variable for early-exit school number 02

early-exit school number 04

variable for early-exit school number 05

early-exit school number 11

variable for early-exit school number 13

variable for early-exit school number 15

variable for early-exit school number 15

early-exit school nudber 81

variable for early-exit school number 82

early-exit school number 83

variable for early-exit school number 84

level variable for

level

level variable for

level

level

level

level variable for

level

level variable for

level

level variable for immersion strategy school number 01

level

level

level

School level

variable for

variable for

variable for

variable for

immersion

immersion

immersion

immersion

strategy school number 10

strategy school group 7A

strategy school group 7B

strategy school group 7C

B - 2
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Table B-1
(Continued)

NIS7D School level variable for immersion strategy school group 7D

OCAVG Average SES occupation index for parents' occupations

PCMIS Student is in immersion strategy program

PONEKI Propensity score for students in K-1 analyses without sum of
pretest score as a predictor

PONEK12 N Propensity score for students in K-1 analyses who have a
pretest score available without sum of pretest score as a
predictor

PONEK1PP Propensity score for students in K-1 analyses who have a
pretest score available with sum of pretest score as a
predictor

PONE13 Propensity score for students in 1-3 analyses without sum of
pretest socre as a predictor

PONE13PN Propensity score for students in 1-3 analyses who have a
pretest score available withnut sum of pretest score as a
predictor

PONE13PP Propensity score for students in 1-3 analyses who have a
pretest score available with sum of pretest score as a
predictor

PRESCHY Whether student attended preschool

PP1OC1SY Parent or someone else reads to child in Spanish

SC1-0OL12 Student is in immersion strategy/early-exit school number £2

SCH00L14 Student is in immersion strategy/early-exit school number 14

SCHOOL30 Student is in late-exit sdhool number 30 (only school in
district D)

SCHOOL45 Student is in late-exit school number 45

SCHOOL51 Student is in immersion strategy/early-exit school number 51

B-3
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APPENDIX C

Average Achievertent Scores

(Unadjusted and Adjusted)
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APPENDIX C

AVERAGE ACHIEVEMENT SCORES
(UNADJUSTLD AND AUTIL ILD)

Tables C-1 thrcugh C-12 give unadjusted means and standard deviations

of the CTBS achievement test scores for each of the three subtests,

separately for each of the three major divisions of the analyses. Tables

C-1 through C-3 give the moans and standard deviaticms by program and

grade for the students in two-program schools (Chapter III presents the

analyses of these students). Tables C-4 through C-6 give the means and

standard deviations by program and grade for the students in one-program

schools (Chapter IV presents the analyses of these students). Tables C-7

through C-12 give the means and standard deviations by district and grade

for the students in the K-3 and 3-6 cohorts in the late-exit program

(Chapter V presents the analyses of these students).

Tables C-13 through C-24 give the corresponding means after adjusting

for the variables found to predict achievement. They are derived frau the

basic models presented in Chapters III through V by calculating the

predicted value for hypothetical students. The hymthetical students are

assumed to have covariate values exactly equal to the average over all

1164 students included in the analyses (see Chapter II for more informa-

tion on the covariates, including the averages and standard deviations).

However, the number of absences is assumed to be zero. Thus the tables of

adjusted means show the predicted achievement for an "averagO student

with no absences.

Tables C-13 through C-15 correspond to the two-program schools 1-3

analyses in Chapter III. The SCHOOL variables are treated as zero for

purposes of calculating the adjusted means, so that the adjusted mean

reflects the average of the four two-program schools.

Tables C-16 through C-18 correspond to the basic two-level 1-3

analyses for one-program schools in Chapter IV. The NIS and NEE variables

are treated as zero for purposes of calculating the adjusted means, so

C -1
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that the adjustedmean for each program reflects the average of the school

groups with that program. Note that the program difference at ,ch grade

incorporates the curvature difference.

Tables C-19 through C-24 correspond to the late-exit 1-6 analyses

excluding the K-3 students in district G: from Chapter V. The adjusted

means for the K-3 and 3-6 cohorts are presented in separate tables. The

five columns of adjusted means reflect the school and district differences

found in the analyses: for same subtests, school 30 (the only school in

district D), school 44, school 45, or the schools in districtGasagroup

differ significa-tly from schools 41, 42, 43, and 46 in district E. For

ease of comparison, the five separate columns are presented even for the

models that include no difference between pairs of columns. For example,

Table C-19 for the K-3 cohort shows the predicted mathematics achievement

score to be the same in school ,0 in district D as for the group of four

schools in district E (schools 41, 421 43, and 46) for all three grades.

C-2
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Table C-1

Unadjusted
Average Mathematics CTBS Achievement Scores by Program and Grade

Tho-Program Schools

Grade

Immersion
Strategy.

S.D.

Early-Exit

Mean Mean S.D.

1 245.468 25.552 251.925 31.982

2 290.043 23.861 293.939 30.271

3 323.674 34.307 332.744 34.066

Table C-2

Unadjusted
Average English Language CTBS Achievement Scores by Program and Grade

TWo-PrognouSchcols

Immersion
Strategy Early-Exit

gmcLe

1

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

239.424 35.718 231.881 34.291

2 310.804 47.096 298.242 48.383

3 361.054 55.310 364.581 56.622



Table C-3

Unadjusted
Average English Reading CTBS Achievement Scores by Program and Grade

TWo-Program Schools

Grade

Immersion
Strategy Earlv-ENit

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

1 220.820 30.437 225.985 25.839

2 296.355 36.510 286.394 42.481

3 333.587 38.376 339.744 42.912

Table C-4

Unadjusted
Average Mathematics CTBS Achievement Scores by Program and Grade

One-Program Schools

Grade

Immersion
Strategy Early-ENit

Mean S.D. ftm 5....at.

1 253.649 31.535 253.579 32.412

2 304.870 33.947 301.580 34.237

3 344.259 41.335 351.154 42.644



Table C-5

Unadjusted
Average English Language CMS Achievement Scores by Program and Grade

One-Ptogram Schools

Immersion
Strategy

Grade Mean S.D.

1 261.196

2 347.413

3 390.071

46.328

62.493

74.856

Early-Exit

Mean

256.722

321.428

384.994

S.D.

50.148

64.762

69.634

Table C-6

Uhadjusted
Average English Reading CTBS Achievement Scores by Program and Grade

one-programSchcols

Grade

1

2

3

Immersion
Early-Exit

Mean S.D.

236.289

306.739

351.143

39.806

54.925

57.936

Mean S.D.

240.167 39.854

301.492 51.023

352.1ul 54.115

C-5
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Table C-7

Unadjusted
Average Mathematics CTBS Achievement Scores by District and Grade

Late-Exit K-3 Cohort

Late-Exit Late-Exit Late-Exit
Site D Site E Site G

Grade Mean S.D. Mean §...tp_l_ Mean S.D.

1 269.600 27.457 242.035 24.098 * *

2 301.097 39.678 294.859 34.031 303.469 36.806

3 384.871 38.584 336.900 53.439 336.735 43.819

* = No data available at this grade level for this site.

Table C-8

Unadjusted
Average English Language CTBS Achievement Scores by District and Grade

Late-Exit F-3 COhort

Late-Exit Late-Exit Late-Exit
SiteD

Grade Man S.D. Mean S.D. NOD 5.211.,

1 310.743 49.021 241.430 31.693 * *

2 356.839 53.741 280.847 58.196 293.265 71.888

3 443.258 66.398 331.025 67.106 353.796 55.688

* = No data available at this grade level for this site.



Table C-9

Unadjusted
Average English Reading CTBS Achievement Scores by District and Grade

Late-ait K-3 Cohort

Late-acit Lalte-ENit Late-EXit
Site D Site E Site G

Grade Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

1 274.686 46.235 224.919 25.590

2 333.806 52.698 274.647 46.027 294.224 47.013

3 401.290 62.868 327.975 57.429 342.612 49.893

* = NO data available at this grade level for this site.

Table C-10

Unadjusted
Average Mathematics CTBS Achievement Scores by District and Grade

Late-EUit 3-6 Cohort

late-Exit late-Exit Late-Exit
S ite D S ite E jteG

Grade Mean alat. Mean S.D. WAll S.D.

3 402.000 60.726 347.832 43.734 354.923 41.314

4 435.238 48.354 372.573 44.706 380.214 40.307

5 406.333 88.741 419.453 55.055 418.100 34.859

6 492.059 98.916 460.591 67.497 388.381 52.037

C-7



Table C-11

Una:busted
Average English Language CTTS Achievement Scores by District and Grade

Late-EXit 3-6 Cohort

Late-Exit Late-EXit Late-Exit
Site D Site E Site G

Grade Mean S.D. MAD. S.D. Mean S.D.

3 427.450 63.586 345.589 46.085 357.500 65.779

4 456.381 64.061 378.094 44.022 392.357 55.561

5 463.429 88.392 404.427 46.535 413.950 31.673

6 508.824 92.254 441.364 48.702 422.571 46.907

Table C-12

Unadjusted
Average English Reading CTES Achievement Scores by District and Grade

Late-Exit 3-6 Cbhort

Late-Exit
S'te D

Late-EXit Late-Exit

Grade mean S.D. Mean S.1. Mean S.D.

3 403.050 71.255 342.316 51.;36 319.615 64.182

4 433.238 61.282 355.510 54.287 378.929 60.076

5 440.524 63.938 415.800 54.306 403.500 32.180

6 500.000 69.531 454.000 46.870 406 667 57.725

C-8



Table C-13

Adjusted
Average Mathematics CTBS Achievement Scores by Program and Grade

TWo-Program Schools

Grade
Immersion

glatagY Early-Exit

1 249 255

2 297 301

3 331 334

Table C-14

Adjusted
Average English Language CTBS Achievement Scores by Program and Grade

Two-Program Schools

Immersion
graida =3Ltget Ea/Iv-Exit

1 249 238

2 313 307

357 355

C-9
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Table C-15

Adjusted
Average English Reading CTBS Achievement Scores by Program and Grade

'No-Program Schools

Grade
Immersion
Strateay Early:Exit

1 228 232

2 301 290

3 330 338

Table C-16

Adjusted
Average Mathematics CTBS Achievement Scores by Program and. Grade

Cne-Program Schools

Immersion
grAil =Mtg.& Early-EXit

258 256

2 308 305

3 348 352

1 4 4 0



Table C-17

Adjusted
Average English Language CTBS Achievement Soores by Program and Grade

One-Program Schools

Grade

2

3

Lnnersion
Strategy

256

342

393

257

324

384

Table C-18

Adjusted
Average English Reading CTBS Achievement Scores by Program and Grade

One-Proglam Schools

linmersion

5t4DIMIX g4r1Y=k2it

1 233 240

2 304 304

3 353 354

C-11
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Table C-19

Adjusted
Average Mathematics (-ITS Achievement Scores by District/School and Grade

Late-Exit K-3 Cohort

Grade District D District E District E District E District G
(Schl 44) (Schl 45) (Schls 41-43,46)

1 253 262 237 253

2 305 295 289 305

3 357 328 341 357

* = No data available for these grade levels for this site.

Table C-20

Adjusted
Average English Language CTFS Achievement Scores

by District/School and Grade
Late-EXit K-3 Cohort

Grade Digrigt_D District E EifitrigLE
(Schl 45)

EligtZigt_E
(Schls 41-43,46)

DiNtKigt.J2
(Schl 44)

1 290 262 239 239 *

2 347 275 296 296 *

3 403 288 353 353 *

* = No data available for these grade levels for this site.

C-12
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Table C-21

Adjusted
Average English Reading CTBS Achievement Scores

by District/School and Grade
Late-Exit K-3 Cohort

Grade DigtrigtjD District DigtrigLE
(Schl 45)

DigtrigtjE District G
(Schl 44) (Schlt., 41-43,46)

1 262 242 227 227

2 321 269 286 286

3 379 295 344 344

* = No data available for these grade levels for this site.

Table C-22

Adjusted
Average Mathematics CTBS Achievement Scores by District/School and Grade

Late-Exit 3-6 Cohort

gradg Digtrigt_P istrict E Digtrigt_E
(Schl 45)

District E District G
(Schl 44) (Schls 41-43,46)

3 366 366 350 366 365

4 394 394 378 394 378

5 422 422 406 422 392

6 450 450 434 450 405

C-13
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Table C-23

Adjusted
Average English Language CTBS Achievement Scores

by District/School and Grade
Late-Exit 3-6 Cohort

Grade District D District E District E District E District G
(Schl 44) (Schl 45) (Schls 41-43,46)

3 410 359

4 434

5 459

6

359 359

384 384 384

408 408 408

483 433 433 433

362

385

409

433

Table C-24

Adjusted
Average English Reading CTBS Achisvement Scores

by District/School and Grade
Late-Exit 3-6 Cohort

Grade District D District Z District E Distrir:t E District G
(Schl 44) (Schl 45) (Schls 41-43,46)

3 383 348 48 348 335

4 414 379 379 379 364

5 444 409 409 409 392

6 475 440 440 440 421

C-14
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